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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE PRACTICES

Thursday, August 9, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE, AND URBAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call,_at 11 a.m, in room 2128,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry B. Gonzalez [chairman
of the committee] presiding.

Present: Chairman Gonzalez, Representatives Vento, Schumer,
Kanjorski, Weiss, Leach and Paris.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
This morning the committee starts peeling back the covers on

growing problems in the commercial banking industry, particularly
in real estate lending.

The savings and loan crisis, with its tremendous costs, some call
it megabucks, has obscured developments in the banking industry
and the deteriorating condition of the insurance fund that guaran-
tees bank deposits.

As chairman, I am determined that problems in the financial in-
dustry be dealt with and not hidden and rationalized. The savings
and loan scandals grew in the dark basements of official govern-
ment secrecy, and the facts did not reach the American public
until the problem became massive and unmanageable.

Thanks to the savings and loan crisis, if we can say it that way,
we know now that the American taxpayer is the ultimate fall guy
for regulatory failures among insured institutions.

The public is the financial industry safety net, yet the public
seldom gets the facts, that is, the real facts, until it is time to pay
the bill. It is essential that this committee understand how the reg-
ulators are handling the growing problem in commercial real
estate lending.

In an effort to gain this knowledge, I urged that the regulators
and key New York City banks discuss how $2 billion of loans to
Donald Trump and the Trump organization, as a case on hand, but
not necessarily limited to that, and the subsequent restructuring of
this debt, were managed and regulated.

Details of the loans and restructuring have been spread across
the front pages of the daily newspapers and have been prominent
items on the evening television news. But the regulators are
thrown into near convulsions by the thought that they would be re-
quired to discuss the broad outlines of how they approach the
Trump banking problems.

At this point, I am not even sure that we will concede that they
have heard of the man. This Alice-in-Wonderland approach to the
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world around them is made even more congruous by the fact that
another government agency, the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, collects and makes public data about problem loans of bank
corporations whose stock is publicly traded.

The SEC, which lacks bank regulatory powers, released filings by
Manufactures Hanover Trust Company of New York in late June,
which led to the revelation that the bank was holding about $157
million of non-performing loans to the Trump organization.

Clearly, neither the bank nor the regulatory agency slipped into
the East River on the basis of this revelation. But ask the people
who should know, the regulators, and they covered their mouths,
eyes, and noses and fall dead silent, not unlike the response of M.
Danny Wall, who never gave us the real facts in his 31/2 years as
chief regulator of the savings and loan industry.

A leading business publication that has been tracking the Trump
loans closely says, and I quote, "The bankers were so eager to lendI to Trump that they were practically spraying him with money."

The publication also quotes a developer as saying, and I am quot-
ing, "The bankers got mesmerized. They thought it was almost an
honor to lend to Donny."

If this was the banks' scientific approach to the $2 billion of
Trump loans, we need to know what the regulators did in response
and when they did it.

Maybe the regulators, like the banks, were mesmerized by the
glamor and glitter of the Trump operations.

Obviously, there are millions of smaller-than-Trump borrowers
across the nation. And, we are hearing increasing reports that
small and medium-sized businesses, as well as home buyers, are
being hit by a true credit crunch. This group must have some real
questions when they see headlines about billions of dollars in loans
plus restructuring agreements going to the Trumps of the nation.

When the committee conducted field hearings in Texas in June,
the bank regulators were quick to deny that there was a credit
crunch among the small and medium sized borrowers. But no
sooner had we returned from the field hearings than the Secretary
of Commerce, Robert Mosbacher. was quoted in the Wall Street
Journal as saying the nation was caught in a serious credit crunch
that extends well beyond the real estate industry and appears to be
worsening.

Secretary Mosbacher went on to say, and I am quoting, it, the
credit crunch, "is serious and it appears to be exacerbating. It is
not just a real estate person. Real estate is very serious, but it also
has to do with small and middle-sized business, high tech, across-
the-board, businesses who are trying to get loans and can't."

So on the one hand, we have reports that the multi-billion dollar
loans, like the ones we referred to, are being handled somewhat
casually. On the other hand, there are increasing reports ranging
from small businessmen and consumers to President Bush's Cabi-
net that the smaller-than-Trump borrowers are facing much stiffer
tests at the loan windows.

The regulators before us this morning are in a great position to
give us the facts on these competing claims. I also want to remind
the regulators that this committee is preparing for an intensive
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series of hearings in mid-September on reform of the deposit insur-
ance system.

As I have expressed for many months, I am very concerned
about the condition of the bank insurance fund, and we cannot
wait repetitious and long-winded studies to act decisively. But we
cannot act without the facts that the regulators have locked in
their file cabinets.

You, the regulators, must provide the committee with the hard-
nosed information if we are going to make rational decisions about
the shape of the insurance fund for the future. Blank checks with
no questions asked are going to be things of the past for the regula-
tors.

The taxpayer is faced with the enormous bill for the savings and
loan mess, and they simply will not allow it. I deeply regret the
refusal of Citibank, Manufacturers Hanover, Bankers Trust, and
Chase Manhattan to appear here today to help us understand the
banking problems.

At this time, I ask unanimous consent to place in the record our
letters of invitation and the responses we received.

[The letters referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. These are all banks operating with taxpayer-

backed Federal insurance and the benevolence of much of the regu-
latory machinery. These banks have a public obligation which they
have chosen to dodge here today.

Similarly, we had hoped that Donald Trump would see an obliga-
tion to be here today. He, too, has declined the invitation, and
among the letters that I asked to print in the record is the reply
we received from Mr. Trump.

I do want to thank the regulators on our first panel, Mr. Robert
Clarke, the Comptroller of the Currency; Mr. John LaWare, Gover-
nor cf the Federal Reserve Board, and Chairman of the Board's
Committee on Supervision; and Mr. Peter M. Philbin, Deputy Su-
perintendent of Banks, New York State Banking Department.

We do hope that you will be responsive as far as possible to this
committee.

I want to express my special thanks to the private analysts who
will appear on our second panel, Mr. James McDermott, Jr., Execu-
tive Vice President of Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc.; Ms. Lacy
Shockley, Vice President of Research, Smith Barney, Harris
Upham & Company; and Charles 1. Cranmer, Analysts, Shearson
Lehman.

Their testimony will be most helpful in the committee's effort to
understand the conditions that impact on the banks in the market
place.

We deeply appreciate your voluntary cooperation, and that of
your individual firms. With that, the Chair recognizes Mr. Leach
for any statement he may wish to make.

Mr. LEACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you for holding these hearings today on the

financial problems facing the commercial banking industry. The
recent slump in coastal real estate markets, coupled with the con-
tinuing problems associated with LDC loans, highly leveraged
transactions, and the prospect of oil-driven inflation evidence or
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foretell serious problems with the banking industry in general and
money center banks, in particular.

Given the precariousness of the economic circumstances, it could
not be more appropriate for this committee to insist that the regu-
lators understand their obligations to the taxpayer.

As the S&L debacle illustrates, failure to regulate prudently and
in a timely basis can be costly to society. Three aspects in particu-
lar of the thrift regulatory failure would appear relevant to com-
mercial banking today.

One, inadequate capital ratios allowed S&Ls to over-leverage de-
positor resources; two, imprudent accounting practices masked the
depth of industry problems; and three, regulators failed to under-
stand the speculative impact of new powers granted the industry,
particularly those related to direct investments and junk bonds.

The distinction between thrift and more rigorous bank regula-
tions has come to be widely understood. Less understood are the
different regulatory standards that have developed over the last
decade between big and small banks.

Historically, it was believed big banks needed less regulations as
they had more diverse assets and more sophisticated management.
It now appears money center banks are in a difficulty because of
regulatory indifference to capital ratios, because of phony book-
keeping and because the competitive framework has changed to the
marked disadvantage of larger banking institutions.

Before turning to capital issues, let me mention three competi-
tive difficulties facing big banks.

First, regional banks, and in many cases, smaller banks, can now
provide all the essential services money center banks can.

In fact, banks in rural communities have more rights to do more
financial services such as insurance than money center institu-
tions.

Second, large banks which traditionally do business with large
corporations have found that these corporations no longer rely on
bank borrowings but can raise money by selling commercial paper
and other debt instruments.

Third, investment banks, as well as foreign commercial banks,
are competing for the same big, business clients as trade becomes
more internationalized.

Accordingly, noney center banks in the 1970's looked to govern-
mental business as a salvation, arguing that sovereign guarantees
provided ironclad risk avoidance. Believing that it would be much
more difficult to attach Brazil than Iowa farm land and believing
asset growth in banking was being skewed to the weaker, albeit
larger banks, I introduced legislation calling on the Federal Re-
serve Board in connection with other central banks to develop
stronger capital ratios for" money center banks or impose reserve
requirements in international lending.

Such an approach was eventually developed, although in a
modest way, with the Basle Court. In hearings held in the legisla-
tion I introduced in the late 1970's to impose more prudential
standards for international lending, representatives from money
center banks objected strenuously to greater regulatory oversight.

Representatives of Citicorp, Morgan Guaranty, Chase Manhattan
and Bank of America backed up by the Treasury and Fed, assured
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us that their banks had sound foreign asset portfolios and that di-
versification of lending implied no need for capital standards equiv-
alent to those required of smaller banks.

Mr. Chairman, I have a great deal more that I would like to in-
troduce into the record on this particular subject. Let me just con-
clude by saying that subsequent to the time in which you called
this hearing, there have been events, most particularly in the
Middle East, that also have a great impact on banking, particularly
the inflation implications as well as the possible shock that could
occur as Iraqi and perhaps Kuwaiti obligations are defaulted upon.
So we have new circumstances that relate, indeed, to international
banking, and particularly the security of our money center banks
that I think all of us have reason to review, I would like to ask
your consent to put more in the record on this subject.

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with the gentleman in his observations.
Mr. Schumer, thank you very much for breaking your vacation

period and being here with us this morning.
I wanted to send my thanks to the other Members. These are dif-

ficult times. You know, you would have thought 2 weeks ago we
had a crisis of some kind, for months we have been hearing about
an S&L crisis, and I feel we can't do business as usual and look to
an over 30-day period in which we would not be working. There-
fore, beginning with yesterday's hearings by the Subcommittee on
Housing, we feel that we must take advantage of this August break
knowing full well that it taxes the Members who have plans and
especially those that have small children, as Mr. Schumer.

We are appreciative of' that and, therefore, doubly appreciate
your presence, Mr. Schumer.

Mr. SCHUMER. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you for holding these hearings. I guess it is no

secret that these hearings have, when you proposed them, caused
some bit of controversy, and I don't think that is very fair. We are
hearing all over the place that the administration, the regulators,
and, of course, Congress, should have been looking at the S&L issue
not after it happened, not after the horse was out of the barn. That
is just what the Chairman is attempting to do in these hearings on
commercial banking real estate practices.

No, it is not a billion, multi-billion dollar crisis yet, but these
kinds of hearings might help prevent it from becoming one, and
you can't have it both ways.

You can't criticize when the committee tries to do oversight and
then criticize when the committee doesn't do oversight. We are lim-
ited in how much oversight we can really do under the best of cir-
cumstances, but to not try really is unfair, so I think a lot of the
criticism of this hearing was really unfair and uncalled for.

We are in a different time. We are in a time where Federal in-
surance causes the taxpayers to spend over $150 billion, maybe
$500 billion, and that means there is going to be more oversight
from these committees and in different ways than it was in the
past, and maybe it is going to look at certain specifics, and that is
the prerogative of the committee, and I think really its obligation.
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Let me say on the issue itself, I don't think it is a surprise that
we are finding real trouble in the banking industry and in the
banking industry in real estate.

I think this is an all ini outgrowth of the changes in the world
that occurred in the middle and late 1970's and early 1980's. The
whole financial world changed, new products, international mar-
kets, computers, the ability for money to just be transferred with
the push of a button from one place to the other. You had an in-
dustry, a financial industry, whether it be the S&Ls or the banking
industry, that was highly regulated, and all of a sudden they had
to adapt to this brave new world.

It was as if you took people who knew how to walk on the dock
very well and then threw them in the-water and said learn how to
swim. Well, quite naturally, it would take a long time for some of
them to learn how to swim, and quite naturally, some of them, as
we have learned, would drown.

That has been what I have seen in the banking industry for quite
a while. I have always been perplexed at how much trendiness
there seems to be in banking lending.

Third World debt was the big thing, and it was overdone. And
before that real estate investment trusts were the big thing, and
they were overdone. And then maybe oil and gas was the big thing,
and it was overdone. And then now real estate, and M&A, and all
of these things were the big thing, and they get overdone. What I
don't understand, having never actually been involved in a busi-
ness deal myself, is why aren't people looking at the fundamentals.

It shouldn't be the name Trump automatically beckons forth
hundreds of millions of dollars, particularly in unsecured loans
without any examination of whether the casino industry would be
healthy 2 years from now or this industry or that industry, and
maybe the art of making credit decisions is just that, an art, not a
science.

Maybe it is a lot more of psychological guessing than I would
imagine and more importantly than it was in the past, but if that
is the case, then inexorably we turn to Federal deposit insurance
reform.

If there is so much guesswork in making these types of loans, if
it is not a science, if you can't sit down and look at the piece of
paper and say, well, we have got a pretty good guess-but in any
case, if there is so much guesswork in making loans, then maybe
the Federal Government ought to re-think insuring these kinds of
loans. If it is different than it was 30 years ago.

I find it amazing that two of the smartest banking institutions in
the country, supposedly the smartest banking institutions in the
country, gave hundreds of millions of dollars in unsecured loans ba-
sically on the basis of a name.

I still scratch my head and I say, how did that happen? Not se-
cured loans. Unsecured loans.

It is now real estate, but sure as we are sitting here, it will be
something else tomorrow, just as it was something else yesterday.
Something is different in the banking industry, different at any
time since the thirties, and I think we have to understand it and
adapt to it in ways that we are really not expecting.
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I am worried. I am worried about the insurance industry because
they, too, are plunged into this brave new world and did somecrazy things, and they were a highly regulated industry, but at
least they are not federally insured.

We are all worried about the S&L industry, but some of the very
same fundamentals that caused problems in the S&L industry are
going to continue to cause problems in the banking industry until
we examine it and change the way, in a fairly fundamental way,
our banks operate.

Yield back the balance.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Schumer.
Mr. Parris.
Mr. PARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I don't have an opening statement,

but I would like to associate myself with the remarks of my friend
from Iowa, Mr. Leach, in his reference to the frightening develop-
ments in the world today, which makes it, in my view, increasingly
important that the financial structure of institutions in the indus-
try of financial services at home be more stable and secure than it
has ever been.

I would say to my friend from New York, I agree with much of
what he has observed here this morning, with one caveat, that this
is inherent risk in the extension of credit by financial institutions
simply because of what you acknowledge, Chuck, is the time and
technology and markets in fact do change.

You don't lend money by the day, you lend it in oftentimes by
the decade, and I don't have a crystal ball and I don't think you do,
and sometimes I think Jeanne Dixon's doesn't wvork very good.

Obviously, some banks don't have one, either, but that doesn't
mean that they are inherently incapable of creating because we
have created in this nation for 200 years an economy which is the
envy of the world, so we, I don't think, want to, as a function of
this committee or of our oversight, which you have again accurate-
ly suggested is not nearly what I think it should be, and the system
makes it that way.

We are just not good at that, and we never have been, and we
never will be. That is why we have got regulators.

So much of what has been said here I agree with, and I thank
you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Parris.
And we welcome our new Member to the Banking Committee

Mr. Weiss. I think this is your second hearing. The first may have
been with the subcommittee, but I think it was the full committee.

So, Mr. Weiss, thank you very much for your presence, and we
recognize you at this point.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have no open-
ing statement as such.

I simply want to express my appreciation to you for convening
these hearings. I think they are extremely important.

I think, too, that you have outlined very eloquently the concerns
which have led you to call these hearings. I think some of the
statements you have made, and my other colleagues, are extremely
profound and I think provide a setting for these hearings.

For a long time there seemed to be a sort of an air of superiority
about the commercial banks and how safe and secure their oper-
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ations were compared to the savings and loan industry, and quite
clearly it has not been as safe and secure as it was initially
thought to be, and I think it is important for us to get some sense
of the dimension of the problems which may be existing right now
and to see what can be done to try to make it a more secure and
safe system.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Mr. Weiss, very much. We

deeply appreciate your membership, It is a tremendous addition, in
my opinion, to the Banking Committee.

Mr. Vento, thank you very much for joining us.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity. I happened to be in the back in the

district, and we are back for this task, so it is an important issue
that comes before us, and clearly decisions by the Office of Comp-
troller of Currency and Federal Reserve Board with regards to
creditworthiness and credit extension are important issues in
terms of the regulation of the institutions that they have responsi-
bility to regulate.

The word "regulate" has taken on a negative connotation in the
1980's, but I think we are quickly finding the importance of this
role and the absence of it in the 1980's as to what the consequences
are.

Mr. Chairman, as we know, our institutions, and the dynamics of
what is going on in those franchises, whether they be banks or
other financial institutions, is dramatically impacted by the events
in the global market place, and clearly as increasing amounts of
financing are sought for mergers, for takeovers for significant de-
velopments, our financial institutions end up absorbing increasing
risk in that process, and I am interested to learn how the regula-
tors are managing that, how it is affecting the entire system, espe-
cially in the aftermath of some of the experiences with the S&Ls,
and how we can-how we can predict what will happen in the
future, especially, of course, with these large loans.

Like you say, if you have a situation where you have a loan with
10 percent of your capital at risk, you have got a loan, if you have
60 or 70 percent of it at risk, you have got a partner in the finan-
cial institution.

I think that is where a lot of institutions find themselves today,
not just with the Donald Trumps of the world, but with a lot of the
extended foreign debt and other problems, all of which, of course,
under some circumstances developed a good rationale, that we had
to do it in order to avoid economic dislocations in the economy, but
I am not so certain that many of those economic dislocations have
not been i-olled forward from 1970 and 1980 to 1990, and I think we
have to work our way out of that and back into a situation where
there is a decentralization in the credit worthiness and where we
see it to some extent being restricted because of these activities in
the economy, and so, Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to have
this type of hearing, this type of-focus, and I appreciate you calling
the hearing, and albeit during a time when we are supposedly in
recess, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Vento. Thank
you for your very apt remarks.
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Well, gentlemen, we will proceed and recognize the Comptroller.
I had more or less introduced you before by mentioning the fact
that we appreciated your presence and your response to our call.
These are unusual times, and it calls for a more than usual pattern
of behavior on our part, so if there is no objection, and there are no
time problems with the other two witnesses, we will recognize the
Comptroller first.

Mr. Clarke, thank you again. I want to express my appreciation
for you being with us in June in Houston, Texas, when we had the
hearings there. It is something that we are grateful for.

You may proceed as you deem best. Your prepared text will
appear in the record as you submitted it.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. CLARKE, COMPTROLLER OF THE
CURRENCY

Mr. CLARKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here this morning, as you know, with my colleagues, Gover-

nor LaWare and Mr. Philbin, to discuss the supervisory response of
the Office of Comptroller of the Currency to the real estate lending
problems of national banks. I have submitted a written statement
which, as you have indicated, will be included in the record, and,
rather than repeat that statement, I would like to talk to you for a
few moments this morning about how the OCC is dealing with
banks that have a significant volume of troubled real estate loans.

There are a number of misconceptions about the OCC's role that
I would like to clear up. One of these misconceptions is that we
have only recently discovered problems in the real estate lending
of national banks and have just now begun to take action. Another
misconception is that OCC examiners tell bankers what to do with
individual real estate loans, which loans to make and which loans
to turn down, which troubled loans to restructure and which ones
to foreclose. A third misconception is that loan classification by
OCC examiners and the ordering of additions to loan loss reserves
are placing an unreasonable burden on banks.

Mr. Chairman, I have been asked a number of times in recent
months why the OCC waited so long before sounding the alarm on
real estate lending. The questioners seem to assume that just be-
cause the story didn't start to get attention in the national press
until a few months ago that nothing was happening before then.

In fact, the OCC has been sounding the alarm on real estate
lending for the past 3 years. Learning from the real estate disas-
ters in your and my home State of Texas and in other parts of the
Southwest, we began reviewing real estate lending practices in
1987 when we saw indications of softening in several real estate
markets. We stepped up those efforts in 1988 and conducted real
estate examinations at 13 of the largest regional banks in our
Southeast District. Later in 1988, the OCC sent an advisory letter
to the chief executive officer of every national bank in the country.
That letter warned in very specific terms about the potential risks
of excessive concentration in real estate lending and cited specifi-
cally a number of deficiencies which we had discovered in our ex-
amination of those regional banks. In 1989, real estate markets
continued to soften and there were indications of over-building in
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many cities, prompting us to conduct comprehensive examinations
of real estate lending at a number of national banks.

We have all heard about the concerns of real estate developers
and other borrowers who believe that they are being denied credit
that they would have received easily in the recent past. We have
also heard about the concerns of borrowers whose loans have been
foreclosed, who feel that if they had been given more time, they
might be able to work out their loan problems. Some of these bor-
rowers look at other borrowers who are offered re-financing on
troubled loans, and they wonder if they are being treated fairly.

I sympathize with the plight of business people who, through no
fault of their own, have difficulty obtaining credit. But the conclu-
sion that many observers seem to have reached-that OCC examin-
ers are ordering bankers to withhold credit-is based on a mistak-
en view of how bank supervision works.

OCC examiners do not make individual credit decisions. That is
what bankers are paid to do. We do not tell the bank to make or to
deny any specific loan. We remind the bank to take care when
making loans. It is the banker's job to find the good loans and to
make them. And, it is the banker's job to be able to justify the
loan, not just, and not even first, to bank supervisors, but to its
own board of directors.

We have not repealed the basic rules of banking, including the
practice of bankers working with customers during economic down-
turns. That means working with customers to restructure loans if
necessary. When we classify a loan, we are not sending a signal
that the bank should simply walk away from the loan and the bor-
rower. Rather, the banker would be expected to analyze the credit
and consider restructuring if that is appropriate. We do not tell the
bank whether to foreclose oi- to restructure.

We believe that such decisions should be made by bank manag-
ers, not by bank supervisors. Our role is to ensure that the loan is
valued correctly on the bank's balance sheet and that the bank has
reserved adequate funds for loan losses. This ensures that any
losses will be borne by the bank's stockholders, not by the Federal
deposit insurer, or by the taxpayer. What the bank then does with
the loan-whether it restructures it or forecloses it-is up to the
bank.

Banks should treat all troubled borrowers equitably, regardless
of their size, but I do not believe that there is much reason to be
concerned about preferential treatment. The bank faces a straight-
forward business decision: whether it can recover more of its in-
vestment by demanding payment in foreclosing than by restructur-
ing the loan. It is difficult to image a bank with it own capital at
stake making that decision on any basis other than to maximize its
eventual recovery.

Of course, large borrowers may have options that are not avail-
able to all small borrowers. They may have other sources of uncom-
mitted revenues or collateral that can be used to obtain additional
financing. Small borrowers, on the other hand, often have no re-
sources beyond the revenue stream and the collateral that was
pledged on the original loan. Consequently, a bank may find that a
large borrower presents better prospects for recovery through re-
structuring than through foreclosure, while the opposite may be
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true for a small borrower. But small borrowers who can demon-
strate their creditworthiness can, and frequently do, have their
loans restructured instead of foreclosed.

Whenever a bank is having problems collecting its loans or an-
ticipates such problems, then prudent accounting requires some
recognition of potential loss. That is the purpose of loan loss re-
serves. Criticism of loans by the OCC is not the cause of credit con-
traction. It is an effect, an effect of and response to deteriorating
market conditions. Criticism of loans by the OCC, and the resulting
addition to loan loss reserves, is the recognition by bank supervi-
sors of changes in the environment that call into question the
value of loans that are already on a bank's books. That recognition
of deteriorating market conditions may result in a tightening of
credit underwriting standards by banks and the terms and condi-
tions under which credit is available.

Some observers have asked why banks cannot be allowed to
carry troubled loans for a period of time at their book value rather
than being required to write them down immediately. This, it is
argued, would give the bank more time to work out its problems.
Now, on the surface, that idea may sound appealing to you, but it
is essentially arguing that problems be hidden and that the true
financial condition of the bank be disregarded.

Public confidence demands that problems be recognized and not
swept under the rug. This does not mean that banks whose capital
is reduced to unsatisfactory levels as a result of recognizing their
problems do not receive any cooperation from bank supervisors.
The OCC has a long history of working with banks that have credi-
ble plans for restoring their capital to acceptable levels and we will
continue to do so.

Mr. Chairman, we recognize that excessively stringent bank su-
pervision would have harmful effects. We do not want bankers to
change their credit decisions based on fear of unwarranted criti-
cism by bank supervisors. But it would not be in the best interest
of the banking system or the general public for the OCC to ignore
changes izr a bank's condition that materially affect its safety and
soundness.

The OCC will continue to monitor real estate markets. We will
continue to conduct focused examinations of real estate portfolios
at national banks where we have indications of credit problems.
We will continue to direct those banks to reserve against loan
losses when this is necessary to reflect the actual value of the
loans. And, we will continue to urge banks to maintain high under-
writing standards. We recognize that these steps involve a certain
amount of pain for those who are involved, but they are precisely
the steps that are required to work out the problems in banks' real
estate loan portfolios.

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss this important topic
this morning. I will be pleased to answer any questions that you or
the other Members of the committee may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Clarke can be found in the ap-
pendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. LaWare.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN P. AWARE, GOVERNOR, FEDERAL RE-
SERVE BOARD, AND CHAIRMAN, FRB'S COMMITTEE ON SUPER-
VISION
Mr. LAWARE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased io be here on behalf of the Federal Reserve

Board to discuss real estate lending by commercial banks and its
effect on their financial condition.

The committee is, I am sure, well aware of the many problems
that banks and other depository lenders have had with real estate
loans in the last 5 years and is understandably concerned about the
prospects of these problems continuing.

Real estate markets were generally robust over the decade of the
1980's. Growing demand produced sizeable increases in property
values and prompted substantial growth in construction of new
commercial and residential structures.

Commercial banks, thrift institutions, insurance companies, and
other major lenders, including foreign institutions, played impor-
tant roles in this process, providing funds for the construction and
sale of new properties and for the transfer of ownership of existing
properties at rising values.

For the decade as a whole, real estate loans at all commercial
banks almost tripled, while total assets of commercial banks grew
at a much slower pace. By the end of the decade, real estate loans
made up about 23 percent of total bank assets, compared with less
than 15 percent at the end of 1980.

Commercial property and construction loans now account for
roughly one half of the $778 million of total real estate loans held
by commercial banks. By the end of the decade, the pace of expan-
sion had slowed. In the iast few years, the supply of real estate has
exceeded demand, with consequent effects on vacancy rates, proper-
ty values, and rental rates.

These weakening market conditions are reflected in higher real
estate losses fbr banks. During 1989, real estate charge-offs at com-
mercial banks rose 54 percent from the prior year to almost $3 bil-
lion, and totaled a billion dollars in the first quarter of this year
alone, Non-performing real estate loans also continued to mount,
increasing by 37 percent last year and another 8 percent to $32 bil-
lion in the first quarter of this year.

Non-performing real estate loans now account for nearly one-half
of all non-performing loans held by commercial banks. The per-
ceived need to find new business, the ability to generate real estate
loans, and the appeal of larger fee income combined to encourage
aggressive real estate lending.

Some banks failed to assess realistically the economic soundness
of specific projects and cash flow projections. Construction loans
that historically had been made on the basis of pre-leased space
and pre-arranged permanent financing were now made without
these features and largely on the basis of past relationships and on
the appraised value of the underlying property.

Borrower equity in projects was often minimal, and appraisals
supporting the loans were sometimes based on revenue projections
that simply did not materialize. Many lenders also seemed to have
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focused on the strength of specific projects without giving appropri-
ate consideration to total market conditions.

Although the latest projects they were financing may have been
successful, many were so only because they drew tenants from ex-
isting buildings and created problems elsewhere. The expanded in-
vestment powers for thrifts may also have changed the nature as
well as the level of competition.

In addition to increasing the supply of credit available for real
estate construction, these changes introduced new competitors that
at least initially were inexperienced in commercial real estate lend-
ing and unable to adequately evaluate all of the risks.

Thrifts holding equity interests obviously had different incen-
tives than typical lenders and often focused on the potential gains
from their ownership roles and extended credits they might- other-
wise have denied. The result of these developments has been over-
built real estate markets in which financial institutions have been
forced to finance buildings long beyond the time they originally en-
visioned in order to accept significant concessions on residents and
to face vacancy rates much higher than planned.

In these circumstances, the value of the bank's collateral, often
only the real estate itself', has been reevaluated on the basis of ex-
isting market conditions and has led to significant write-downs of
many loans. As bank supervisors, the Federal Reserve and other
Federal and State banking agencies have responsibility to review
the activities of financial institutions and enforce sound lending
and operating procedures.

Bank regulatory agencies generally try to minimize their influ-
ence on credit allocation decisions, and as a general rule do not
impose limits on the different types of' loans that banks should
make. We do evaluate the policies and activities of individual
banks, but we try to avoid substituting our credit judgments for
theirs in lending decisions unless the need to intervene is clear.

This supei'visory approach recognizes that the long-term inter-
ests of the economy are bost served when lending decisions are
made by private institutions and not government agencies. I would
stress that we clearly recognize our role in protecting the Federal
safety net and minimizing risks that insured deposits present to
taxpayers.

Balancing those concerns with the objective of avoiding unneces-
sary interference in bank lending activities is a constant challenge
to bank supervisors. While we leave credit decisions to banks, the
effects of their decisions must be promptly and accurately reflected
so that management receives the information it needs to respond
prudently.

The Federal Reserve has long had the view that a strong supervi-
sory process is built upon a program of frequent on-site examina-
tions. A key function of the examiner is to evaluate credits and
ensure that banks reflect assets at appropriate values in their fi-
nancial statements. Many of the real estate losses banks have re-
cently experienced have been identified by rigorous supervisory
views or by bank management's preparation for such a review.

Some banks have been hit hard by these examinations, but
others have come through quite well. Most banks, though, are ac-
knowledging that the real estate markets have changed and have
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reviewed and tightened their lending procedures. The effect is pain-
ful now, but it will be beneficial for the long-term.

It will also reduce the risk they present to the Federal safety net.
Under present conditions, the Federal Reserve has been concerned
that credit-worthy borrowers continue to have adequate access to
bank credit and has monitored credit markets very closely. In that
connection, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, along with the
Chairman of the FDIC and the Comptroller of the Currency, met in
May with bank representatives to stress the importance to the
economy of continued lending and to clarify that supervisory ac-
tions are not intended to prevent new loans.

In subsequent testimony, Chairman Greenspan and I both indi-
cated that while lenders had tightened their standards there did
not appear to be a broad-based squeeze on credit, but we noted that
the Federal Reserve was monitoring the situation closely. More re-
cently, evidence is building that credit markets have become
weaker.

It is difficult to determine what part of the slowdown derives
from higher credit standards versus less loan demands. As the
Chairman stated in his testimony of July 18, though, lending stand-
ards seem to have tightened too much. The Federal Reserve has re-
cently taken some steps to offset the effect of these tighter lending
standards.

Unfortunately real estate loans are only one of the significant
risks that banks in this country faces. Loans to highly leveraged
borrowers and to developing countries cannot be ignored. The cur-
rent slowdown in real estate markets will have a dampening effect
on economic activity that will be felt unevenly nationwide.

The problems that financial institutions are experiencing at this
time merely illustrate the risks and uncertainties that are inherent
in lending funds. Strong bank management and an active and
sound supervisory process will help prevent many problems.

Many others, though, will stili exist. It is critical that banks have
sufficient equity capital to support the risks they take, both to
insure their own survival and to protect the Federal safety net. En-
suring adequate bank capital is an important objective of supervi-
sion and remains an important priority of the Federal Reserve.

I will be delighted to answer any questions you may have after-
wards, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. LaWare can be found in the ap-.
pendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Philbin.

STATEMENT OF PETER M. PIIILBIN, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
OF BANKS, NEW YORK BANKING DEPARTMENT

Mr. PHILBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Superintendent of Banks, Jill Considine, regrets that she is

unable to appear today because of a commitment which long pre-
dated your invitation. By way of background, it may be helpful if I
give you some information about the New York State Banking De-
partment.
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We supervise over 4,000 financial institutions, including commer-
cial banks and trust companies, bank holding companies, savings
banks and savings and loan associations, credit unions, banks and
agencies of foreign banks, licensed lenders, sales finance compa-
nies, money transmitters, and mortgage bankers and brokers.

In the aggregate, we supervise entities with assets in excess of $1
trillion. Banks supervised by the Department comprise more than
35 percent of all State-chartered banking assets in the nation. As
you can see, we have a wide spectrum of supervisory responsibility,
and we believe this affords us a unique perspective on a variety of
financial players and markets in which they operate.

Your request asked us to discuss the role of the New York State
Banking Department in the examination, supervision, and regula-
tion of State-chartered banks, with particular attention to the
banks' real estate lending practices.

You also asked us our reaction to the lending arrangements re-
cently concluded by two of our chartered institutions with a par-
ticular major customer. With regard to the latter request, we have
not completed examinations of those banks since the lending recon-struction was arranged, and therefore have no knowledge of the
specifics. Moreover, from both legal and policy viewpoints, we have
always held it to be inappropriate to discuss confidential and pro-
prietary information concerning a bank's relationship with an indi-
vidual customer, particularly in a public forum.

Consequently, I am not able to respond to the second part of your
request. The New York State Banking Department shares supervi-
sory responsibility for the banking institutions that it charters
with several Federal agencies, specifically the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Office of Thrift Supervision, and the National Credit Union Admin-
istration.

The New York Banking statute requires an annual examinationof our banks. As a practical matter, we attempt to alternate
annual on-site examinations of State-chartered banks with the Fed-
eral Reserve in the case of a member bank and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation in the case of a non-member bank.

This is done in order to minimize the duplication of regulatory
effort, to achieve optimum efficiency from limited financial and
human resources, and to ease the regulatory burden on supervised
institutions.

In the case of a problem institution, however, both the New York
State Banking Department and the appropriate Federal agency
would normally jointly conduct examinations on as frequent an in-
terval as is deemed necessary.

On-site examinations are viewed as a component, albeit a very
important one, of the ongoing supervision of a chartered institu-
tions. Our supervised entities are continuously monitored from the
office by desk examiners who review a myriad of external and in-
ternal reports and analyses to track the progress of an institution
and to watch for any sudden change or deterioration which might
signify a negative occurrence.

We also attempt to follow national and regional economic trends
and trends in the banking industry in order to anticipate develop-
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ments which might have significant impact on the banking indus-
try in general and on banks with particular business profiles.

In this regard, we became somewhat concerned in the past year
about the quality of our banks' real estate portfolios. The experi-
ence in other parts of the country, particularly the southwest and
New England, the softening economy in the northeast, the abrupt
reversal of the real estate inflation engine in the northeast, and
some empirical evidence of a rise in delinquency and non-perform-
ance on residential and commercial property real estate loans
prompted our concern. As a consequence, we have conducted sever-
al studies and made special visitations to numerous supervised in-
stitutions whose structures and business practices we believe might
make them vulnerable to a serious downturn in the real estate
markets.

Our reviews covered such areas as underwriting standards, docu-
mentation, appraisal and reappraisal policies and techniques, serv-
icing practices, management information systems,- problem loan
recognition and workout capabilities, portfolio concentrations, and
loan loss reserve adequacy.

We were interested not only in determining whether a bank had
a real estate loan portfolio problem, but also whether bank man-
agement had identified and measured the problem and was taking
the proper steps to deal with it.

Although New York State-chartered institutions have not es-
caped completely the consequences of a softening economy and dif-
ficult real estate markets, our review disclosed that at this time
there does not appear to be a major problem with the universe of
our banks.

That is not a prognosis for the future. As we have experienced in
the past week, unforeseen events can dramatically alter the status
quo. A serious recession or a depression would certainly have nega-
tive implications for. the real estate markets, as well as other sec-
tors of the economy, and consequently for our banks.

As a g-.neral comment, it is our belief that the decade of the
1980's, with its almost uninterrupted economic expansion, com-
bined with the natural competitive drive of banking institutions,
induced a subtle liberalization of real estate lending and servicing
standards.

In a climate where the aggregate of' problem real estate loans
has been minimal over an extended period of time, a feeling of cau-
tion tends to erode as the memory of previous lessons fades. There
is a certain discipline built into the traditional business cycle that
has the effect of braking the attitude of you euphoria brought on
by good times and provides a dose of reality to the lending process.

I might also add that the constraints on American banks, which
impede their ability to provide a full array of financial services to
their best customers, has considerably narrowed the choice of busi-
ness opportunities and intensified competition for what limited
business remains.

I believe a case can be made that concentrations apparent in
some institutions in the areas of commercial real estate and highly
leveraged credits are, in part, a consequence of lack of opportunity
to pursue high quality business elsewhere.
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In an environment where the optimism of the past decade has
eroded and management concern has shifted from quantity to qual-
ity in the struggle to manage problem loans, it is logical to expect
that lending standards will be reviewed and tightened, thus the
perception on the part of some that there might be a credit crunch.

We see no such phenomenon but would acknowledge and ap-
plaud a healthy reevaluation of underwriting standards and servic-
ing practices and the adoption of cautious and prudent lending
strategies by our banks. That concludes my statement, Mr. Chair-
man.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Philbin can be found in the ap-

pendix]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Philbin.
Let me say at the outset-and I don't mean this to be disparag-ing, but just my perception.
For 29 years I have sat on this committee and I think that just

given the different scene and scenarios of the time, the 1960's,
1970's, 1980's, the regulators said pretty much what you are telling
us today.

I mean about the only differences are little variations here and
there, but the basic content or thrust of what I have heard has
gone through very little change.

On specific questions.
The publicly held bank holding companies make routine filings

with the SEC, as well as filings for stock and debt offerings.
They are required to include in those filings audited financial

statements as well as other informational material to an invest-
ment decision.

Thus for example, Manufacturers Hanover disclosed that because
of the non-performance status of Donald Trump's loans, non-per-
forming loans are expected to increase by $157 million.

Yet neither the Federal Reserve nor the OCC will discuss the
specifications of the major banks-not one case-not any attempt
to seek confidential or proprietary information, but just discuss the
specifics of a major bank's real estate loan portfolios.

Don't you believe this is material to a depositor's decision about
where to deposit his funds?

How can we encourage depositor responsibility and the attendant
decrease in risk to the Deposit Insurance Funds if the bank regula-
tors refuse to disclose data to potential depositor's that is required
to be disclosed to potential investors?

Mr. CLARKE. Who would you like to answer that question?
The CHAIRMAN. It is really directed to all three of you. Because

even in the case of Mr. Philbin, you share regulatory supervision
in, and, in fact, Mr. Parris mentioned about the present problems
confronting our nation and the international darkened picture. We
have cases where just last week, in fact, we were asked about situa-
tions in which foreign-based banks having branches or agencies
that are chartered by individual states have recreated situations
where they have been able to maneuver billions of dollars through
channels and avenues that would appear to be contrary to the na-
tional policy of the President or- U.S. foreign policy.
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So these fall in crevices where the State-chartered institutions
ostensibly in international workings is really only supervised or ca-
pable of being supervised by the Federal Reserve Board.

Where you have a State-chartered institution you have gaps
where this is possible, because we now have about $500 billion plus
of that kind of money in our country. But under the existing laws
it is possible to have massive embezzlement and yet there is no law
on the books to call for criminal culpability of bank embezzlement
in those cases.

This is what concerns us. In this case the question I am raising is
really, purely national, but you have shared jurisdiction in the case
of the State-chartered institutions.

This is what I think is a main concern to us on this committee,
and others in the Congress, as well.

Now, with respect to the specific question, I would like to have
some comment without necessarily encroaching on what is privi-
leged, proprietary confidential information We don't seek that.

That is none of our business, and we know that. But the general
and broad policies of regulators is very much of prime importance
to us at this time.

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman, I think you are very appropriately
concerned about the broad policies that bank regulators follow, and
that is why the three of us are here today. As we all indicated to
you, we are prepared to talk about those broad policies, but we are
not prepared to talk about specific transactions or specific custom-
ers of banks. There has been a longstanding tradition that the Con-
gress has recognized, that such material should be maintained con-
fidentially. There is a mechanism by whicI' the Congress can exer-
cise its oversight responsibility, and that is through the GAO, as
you know. I think it would be a terrible mistake for bank supervi-
sors to come up here and present financial information about indi-
vidual banks' borrowers in a public forum.

The CHAIRMAN. We are not asking for that. My question is has to
do with the ability of the smaller banks to review the information
necessary to make a decision.

Mr. CLARKE. For a depositor to make a decision?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CLARKE. Let me talk about that for a minute. There is a

mechanism available for that purpose. The Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, which applies to bank holding companies for which the
SEC has jurisdiction, but which also applies to banks which are not
part of bank holding companies and for which the OCC has juris-
diction, requires annual and quarterly statements and information
in between about material events that may occur. With respect to
smaller banks that don't operate in publicly traded markets but
are closely held, the bank supervisors require banks to make
annual financial statements for the last 2 years available to
anyone who comes in and asks for them. There is a mechanism of
public availability of financial information about banks, large and
small.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Clarke, I don't want to be disrespectful, but
aren't you kind of building the lily there and-begging question, be-
cause this is sophisticated knowledge, underanalyzed.
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We have cases that have been brought to this committee in a
postmortem fashion. The Penn Squace Bank in Oklahoma, where
the examiners had been going through there and yes, indeed they
had examined it, but who was going to analyze the information and
who was reporting it.

You had the Continental Illinois Bank in which we discovered
belatedly, that it had exceeded its one bar limit of 10 percent, and
it is still under government ownership, as a matter of fact, since
1984.

Isn't that still the law? How can anybody know this unless the
regulators are advised? They certainly weren't in the Continental
Illinois case. Just with that one borrower, the Penn Square Bank,
exceeded way over the 10 percent limit. In fact, $1.3 billion.

By the time that became available to this committee, we were
doing a postmortem. What we are trying to get at this point is why
can't we get the facts in a general way, without destroying the con-
fidentiality of Mr. Trump or the banks or even trying to trespass
on the confidentiality and that information which you well de-
scribed as being outside of the public disclosure?

On the other hand, if the SEC can discuss non-performing assets,
why can't another department or agency of the government do it?

That is the thrust of my question.
Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman--
The CHAIRMAN. This is public knowledge. You have had unlimit-

ed press coverage of this. It has already been discussed by the
banks in one case. That is the Manufacturers Hanover case, but it
was all based on the fact that SEC does make public its reports and
its findings and its information. And why in the world can't the
other public agencies do so?

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman, the SEC makes available essentially
the same information for bank holding companies that are subject
to the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 that we make available for banks that are subject to the same
requirements. -

The CHAIRMAN. Let me follow through with the second question
here, a follow up question.

Given that the syndicated or participating loans are actually un-
derwritten by the lead or agent bank, have you found that the
banks participating in the loans adequately review the loan files
before buying into the syndicate?

In short, are the smaller banks capable of taking sufficient care
to review the qualifications of large syndicated borrowers, like the
Trump case, as they would local borrowers? How do they access the
necessary documentation to perform a thorough review of the bor-
rower's qualifications and do all of the institutions that participate
in these loans have the financial expertise to determine on their
own if the borrower is qualified? We can't expect an average citi-
zen or depositor to be sophisticated, but what about those smaller
banks?

Are they in a position to know what they are getting into, and to
what extent are they overexposed? Is the examiner watching that?

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman, as with any population, there are
some banks that do a better job of analyzing that information and
taking care before they purchase a participation in one of those
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loans than others. It is OCC policy that any national bank, before
it buys a participation in a loan, is to evaluate that loan applying
the same credit standards and evaluating the same information as
if it were going to make the loan itself. That is one of the things
our examiners look at when they go into a bank that has bought
participations.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's be a little bit more specific.
My understanding is there were as many as 90 commercial banks

participating in the syndication of $2 billion in Trump loans. Fix in
on one occurrence. Reportedly, the lead banks and the foreign
based multi-nationals did the negotiating on the restructuring of
the loans and most of the smaller banks were only given one to 11/2
weeks to review and approve the plan.

Not surprisingly, many of these banks would rather have been
bought out than participate in the $65 million new loan package,
including deferred interest payments, yet they went along with the
deal anyway.

Could you please tell the committee how large the other banks
involved in the syndicates are, and in your opinion, is there a risk,
either real or perceived, that these smaller banks would jeopardize
their correspondence relations with the larger banks if they did not
cooperate in the restructuring plan?

Do you believe the lead banks are representing the best interests
of all the institutions involved in this syndication?

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman, as I indicated to you earlier, I am
not in a position--to talk about the specifics of a particular bank's
credits. I will tell you as a general regulatory requirement, howev-
er, that all of those banks are required under our policy to evaluate
any loan in which they want to buy a participation in the same
way as if they were originating that loan themselves. That means
they have to ask for and receive financial information, and they
have to analyze it. If they can't get the information or they don't
have the capacity to analyze it, they ought not to make the loan.
They ought not to buy the participation. It doesn't mean some of
them don't, and it doesn't mean some of them won't be criticized
when our examiners go in the bank and review those portfolios.

The CHAIRMAN. On the other hand, if the lead bank has a stran-
gle hold on that small bank as a corresponding bank there is no
way, unless the examiners and the regulators are aware-you
know, you can just change the names around. Instead of Trump
let's have Keating, and that is exactly what we heard for 31/2 to 4
years.

We had regulators saying the same thing. We can't discuss that
individual, but we were using that as a symbol of a generalized
condition or situations existing in that area of regulatory author-
ity.

So that we know in the real world that if you have a smaller
bank and the lead bank says, look, it stands to reason, they have to
have that corresponding relationship and they are not going to
jeopardize it. We know that, but we have no way of knowing, for
instance, by you saying that, well, we can't discuss this individual,
even though it involves 90 separate commercial banks that are
under your supervision.
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OK. We will let it go at that. The event that finally forced the
Trump Organization to renegotiate its debt load was the company's
inability to meet a June 15, 1990, $43 million interest payment on
the Trump's Castle Casino junk bonds.

All of this is public knowledge-Mr. Trump may have been able
to avoid this liquidity crunch with another trip to the junk bond
market, except with the bankruptcy of Drexel, Burnham, Lambert,
the once active bond market is drying up as a source of liquidity
for high rollers.

I think we could either in terms of praise or admiration, say Mr.
Trump falls in that definition. Is it true that many of these borrow-
ers never actually intended to repay their loans, but planned to re-
finance their debt with junk bond issues? How will banks be affect-
ed now that large borrowers can no longer refinance their out-
standing obligations through junk bonds?

It just seems to me that in this case we are actually looking at a
demonstration of what is out there, and in our opinion the State
and soundness the banking system is involved, from the standpoint
of this bond situation, it may be you cannot comment. I don't
know. I haven't asked Mr. LaWare if he cares to comment on
either or both of those questions.

Mr. LAWARE. In your prior question, Mr. Chairman, you referred
to, you seemed to be referring interchangeably to syndication and
participation, and those are two quite distinctly different proce-
dures from the standpoint of the banks.

And I am not commenting now in terms of the specific situation,
but rather a generalization with regard to how these are handled.

In a syndication it is customary for the members of the syndicate
to jointly consider the terms and jointly arrive at the negotiating
points with the lead bank or banks in the syndicate who actually
conduct the negotiations with the borrower.

In a participation situation, the loan is negotiated and originated
customarily by one or perhaps two banks and portions of the loan
are sold to interested other banks who want to have a piece of that
action, either because it is an attractive borrower or because the
rate is attractive or because they are trying to fill out a hole in
heir loan portfolio.

You referred to the Citicorp having a strangle 'iold on the small-
er bank. Actually my own experience as a correspondent banker, it
works the other way around.

The Citibankers are so anxious to have the business of the small-
er banks they bend over backwards to give them good service and
make sure they are well satisfied with the service from the big
bank. The smaller banks are increasingly willing to exchange their
big Citicorp interests if they feel they are not getting that atten-
tion.

With regards to the procedures followed in approving loans. I
would certainly underscore the controllers' policy with regard to
requiring that banks for which we are responsible go through an
analytical procedure on any loan, whether they originate it them-
selves or they buy a participation or whether they are involved in
a syndication alone.

Obviously, depending on their size, there may be a different level
of sophistication. And I would not deny to you that some small
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banks obviously rely on the judgment of their big Citicore, largely,
but they do customarily go through the analytical procedure or
check it out.

My experience with particularly small banks is every loan above
five banks is reviewed by the whole board of directors. So it is not
just a rubber stamp kind of procedure, in my experience.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I will conclude my time at least by advis-
ing the committee that yesterday the New Jersey Casino Control
Commission ruled that more than 1,000 pages of financial docu-
mentation detailing Donald Trump's rescue package must be re-
leased to the public.

So here we are, a Congressional Committee, being told that this
is so sensitive that we can't here about it.

But in any event, I thought I would announce that fact.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, maybe it will be in the New York

Times. We can read about it then.
The CHAIRMAN. I will depend on Mr. Schumer being responsible

for that.
I forgot. The reporter should show Mr. Kanjorski present as of

sometime ago.
Mr. Leach.
Mr. LEACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think we have here a circumstance a little bigger than the

Trump issue. It strikes me that the major issue of our times relat-
ing to banking, the Federal Reserve Board and Comptroller as well
as the New York Superintendent of Banking, is what is the future
of big banks; where are they going to make money?

In the 1970's a lot of paper profits were made by loans made
abroad with sovereign guarantees. It appears probable that the
Trump issue involves only a personal guarantee on his particular
loans. With regard to the collateral in the LDC lending, it was
more difficult to attach Brazil than, say, 100 acres of farm land.

With Trump, it is not clear what the collateral is. Maybe it will
be some gambling roulette wheels.

The point I raise is big banking appears to be stretching for cus-
tomers. Some traditional customers have left and now use the com-
mercial paper market or other kinds of commercial debt instruc-
ments. That raises the question of whether the large banks are
adequately capitalized. It also raises the question, in the event of
an emergency, is there enough cushion. All of a sudden that emer-
gency is no longer theoretical. It appears that the economy which
was pointing towards no growth or possibly a recession of mild sig-
nificance, may now be confronted with an oil shock of rather dra-
matic dimension. With regard to banking there may be some domi-
noes that are going to begin to fall due to $7 or $8 billion in Iraqi
debt that can't be repaid largely to, I guess, Japanese and Western
European banks. The United States banks have about a half billion
dollars in Iraqi debt.

But it also raises a little bit of the lessons of the 1970's when
large banks recycled petro dollars that appeared at the first in-
stance to be profitable.

Are we going to repeat that?
Most importantly, are large banks well enough capitalized to sur-

vive the kind of emergency that seems to have surfaced?
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Would you care to comment on that, Mr. Clarke?
Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Leach, in order to determine whether a bank is

capitalized well enough to sustain an emergency, you have to
define the emergency. I would say as a general proposition, howev-
er, the large banks are generally well capitalized, even after having
taken, in many cases, some very substantial charges to earnings
and equity capital in order to build up loan loss reserves for realestate loans. Obviously, there are some exceptions. As a general
proposition, there is a lot of equity capital still in the large institu-
tions.

I think the question you raised initiallyabout the future of bigbanks is really quite relevant. I would say it is more than just big
banks. I would say it is the future of banking in general.

For all the reasons you very accurately articulated, a major
thrust of how we keep the banking system safe and sound has to be
reforming it in such a way that banks can diversify their earning
sources and their investment opportunities. Simply because banks
have been deprived of some of their traditional sources of earnings
is no excuse for their going out and getting overconcentrated in
bad loans.

But, I do think the temptation is there since the universe of prof-
itable investment opportunities for banks has been shrinking. This
is an issue that has to be addressed and, as you know, has to be
addressed for the most part by the Congress.

Mr. LEACH. That is a possibility, although I must say it is ironic
that the institutions which seem to be making major mistakes are
the ones you suspect will make more money by getting into more
fields that are relatively competitive. It doesn't mean we shouldn't
move in that direction, but it does raise some questions.

Let me ask Mr. LaWare, it appears one aspect of the Iraqi inva-
sion in Kuwait relates to political sovereignty. Another aspect, it
has been described as a bank heist. What ramifications has this for
international banking? Are the Kuwaiti banking assets being taken
by Iraq of rather substantial dimension, and are they leaving there
any liabilities for others to take on, such as publics?

Mr. LAWARE. I am not sure I follow your question.
Mr. LEACH. Kuwait is a substantial banking center with enor-

mous assets. The taking over by Iraq of Kuwait takes over a lot of
those assets.

Mr. LAWARE. A lot of those assets, while they are booked in
Kuwait, really represent investment elsewhere. For the most part
those investments have been frozen, as you know, until there is a
clPar-cut outcome of this event. I won't venture to speculate on
what that final outcome will be, but clearly that could have been
one of the possible motives of this action.

Mr. LEACH. Let me ask you to comment on Mr. Clarke's assess-
ment that large banks are very well capitalized.

As you know, there is a reference to the General Accounting
Office. The General Accounting Office believes money center banks
should write off substantially more of their LDC debt obligations.

Another aspect of the Kuwaiti issue is that it appears that for
non-oil producing LDCs, an oil shock is going to be rather disadvan-
tageous, perhaps more than for the United States. That implies
that lending to those countries may become more dicey. That could
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have serious ramifications for the banking system. Obviously loans
to Mexico and Venezuela look a little better, but those to Argenti-
na look a little bit worse.

Do you see any ramifications of that for the large banks. If they
have to write off more of their LDC loans, do they have any capital
of any great significance? I would simply stress, coming back to the
word "well capitalized," that your smaller banks have substantially
higher capital ratios. The case suddenly might well be reversed.
Large banks should prefer to have more capital than small banks,
instead of the old assumption that because of diversity of their
lending the large banks needed less.

Have you given that any thought?
Mr. LAWARE. I think the disillusionment with sovereign guaran-

tees is probably pretty general after the experience of the last 10
years.

I do agree with the Comptroller that banks-the large banks
today are by and large better capitalized then they were when this
LDC crisis began to emerge, Not only in terms of nominal capital
on the balance sheet, but because they are better researched.

There have been two rounds of major reserving by the money
center banks, and the regional banks by and large have reduced
the-have reduced the amount of their exposure to a de minimis
level. I can't, with any kind of a sense of responsibility, speculate
on the effects of the oil shock to the LDCs, because at this stage of
the game it is hard to figure out what the duration is going to be.

If there is a quick solution to the thing, obviously the impact to
us, as well as everybody else, will be minimal. But if it is a pro-
longed one, then it is going to be--

Mr. LEACh. I appreciate that. The Chairman indicated the Mi-
nority's time has expired. Let me just make a couple quick com-
ments.

First, even though the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
came in as a fairly stark deregulationist, I think he is to be com-
mended for giving increasing attention to the capital issue.

Second, as Comptroller, Mr. Clarke has received a great deal of
criticism, but my own guess is that given the overbuilding in some
of the coastal areas, particularly the New England and East Coast,
the Comptroller's policies have probably saved more people from
bankruptcy than they cost.

The fact of the matter is if you build in overbuilt markets, the
likelihood of coming out of that is pretty weak. And so there is
reason for a tough policy. As much as it makes people uncomfort-
able today, it gives some a little bit more chance to come out of it
tomorrow.

I think the Comptroller's policies and the Chairman's policies are
in the right direction. I would only add that I think unfortunately
for money center banks, it looks as if the real estate phenomena is
going to continue to be difficult. California bank lending is heavily
in real estate. New York City is heavily in real estate.

New York City is an international banking center, but also a re-
gional banking center. To have 16 percent occupancy or vacancy
problems is very serious, and 16 percent could go higher given the
social and tax problems of the State of New York and the city of
New York.
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I think these are concerns the Federal Reserve Board is going to
have to bear well in mind. Despite the drop in value that has been
registered in recent weeks of the stock, of a number of large money
center banks, there is no excuse for not insisting that greater cap-
ital be raised the old fashioned way, if not through earnings then
through equity offerings.

I would finally conclude with the observation that one of the
least understood aspects from the banking community's perspective
of equity, as contrasted with preferred debt offerings, is that pre-
ferred debt normally pays a higher interest rate than deposits, and
it makes profitability less, rather than more, likely. So it is real
capital, not preferred debt capital, that I think the Federal Reserve
Board and the Comptroller ought to be particularly concerned with
today.

I understand that Mr. Clarke has to stress confidence in the
system, but my own sense is that American commercial banking in
general is in pretty decent shape today, but in the coast and money
center banking, it is not. It is up to all of you as regulators, and
just as businesses that find themselves in a weaker climate are re-
quired by banks to raise more capital, to require stronger and more
capital as well for banking.

You are moving in the right direction, but it is quite possible
those movements ought Lo be accelerated at this time.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schumer.
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank the regulators

for being here.
Let me say I guess my view is a little different than some of the

views that have been offered here. I think while the regulators cer-
tainly should be on top of all of these kinds of problems, that fun-
damentally, if something is wrong in the banking system, to ask
the regulators to deal with all of it is virtually impossible, unless
you have a regulator poring over each deal. It is sort of the same as
if you had a cop on every corner there would probably be no street
crime, but we don't have the ability to do that.

If we had a regulator sitting in on every deal, you probably
wouldn't have any problems, but that is not going to happen.

I look at the bank industry itself and say what is going wrong.
That is my first question to the gentlemen.

Let me ask Mr. Clarke. We have seen what seems to be a herd
instinct taking more prominence in banking. They do all these dif-
ferent types of loans, but there is too much of each one. That didn't
seem to happen 30 years ago or 20 years ago the way it does today.
Is that perception or is that reality? And why is it happening? Why
is it that whatever the latest trend is, banks seem to be investing
in too much, whether it be real estate, Third World debt, junk
bonds, or whatever?

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Schumer, I think it is due to a combination of
factors. It goes back a little bit to the discussion Mr. Leach and I
were just having. Banks are under pressure for earnings. The
larger banks have publicly traded stock. Investors are after them
every quarter wanting to know what the bank did for them. There
is a lot of pressure to get the earnings up. When something comes
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along that offers fee income or higher interest rates, there is a
temptation to invest in that because it will produce some revenue.

Mr. SCHUMER. In a private business I wouldn't mind that at all.
It is when there is Federal insurance there we have to really worry
about this.

Mr. CLARKE. The point is not that there is that temptation out
there, but how that temptation is controlled. The business of bank
management is to take and manage risk, and there is nothing
wrong with availing yourself of some of these opportunities as they
come along. The problem is, as you suggest, that they overdo it.

You also have to look beneath the surface to tell if somebody has
overdone it. You could have two banks of equal size with highly le-
veraged transaction portfolios of equal size. One could have a very
highly diversified--

Mr. SCHUMER. I understand.
Mr. CLARKE. The other with the same aggregate volume of HLTs

could be heavily concentrated and have the bank very much at
risk. A lot of it gets back to how you manage---

Mr. SCHUMER. You have said the management is more difficult
and with poorer results today than it was years ago.

Mr. CLARKE. In some cases, it is poorer. I don't know that 1 would
say management results are poorer, but I would agree manage-
ment is much more difficult.

Mr. SCHUMER. Let me ask you a general question. Is it unusual
for-let me put it another way. Is it-generally would it be regard-
ed as very bad practice, when a certain individual has several bil-
lion dollars in obligations outstanding, for institutions as an aggre-
gate to lend him another $400 million unsecured? I mean, isn't
that just beyond the pale?

Just take a general case, we are trying to learn how this is. I am
not mentioning anybody's name specifically. It just strikes me that
when someone has been in the middle of business and having all
sorts of borrowing and lending on this institution, that institution,
and all of sudden he needs money and says give me $400 million,
unsecured, after these billions of dollars of secured debt, that it
ought not to be done.

Mr. CLARKE. There is one very important factor not specified in
that hypothetical: the financial condition of that borrower and the
various entities that that borrower may be seeking the money for.

Mr. SCHUMER. Would you be very, very careful if you were a
bank manager before you would do that?

Mr. CLARKE. Sure would.
Mr. SCHUMER. Would you, Mr. LaWare?
Mr. LAWARE. Certainly.
Mr. SCHUMER. Are all bankers that careful?
Mr. LAWARE. It becomes-there comes a time in a situation such

as you describe, in a hypothetical situation such as you describe,
where the judgment has to be made by putting some more money
in now are we protecting what we already have there?

Mr. SCHUMER. I would put it another way. In other words, in
that situation does the debtor have the banker over a barrel and
forces them to make bad decisions?

Mr. LAWARE. They are not necessarily bad decisions.
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Mr. SCHUMER. But he may have them over a barrel. They are
less bad decisions, but still not very good decisions.

Mr. LAWARE. I don't agree. I wouldn't characterize all those deci-
sions as bad decisions, because in many cases they work out to the
bank's advantage and eliminate the possibility of a loss where the
failure to make additional advances at a certain point might have
resulted in loss.

Mr. SCHUMER. When you see somebody is getting this kind of
large, huge sums of money in an unsecured way, then you know
that something or someone may be in trouble, I guess that is a fair
thing to say.

Mr. LAWARE. That is fair, just on the face of it.
Mr. SCHUMER. I am just asking a very hypothetical case here.
Why didn't we know more about trouble or why didn't banks-

and I guess in this case, regulators, know more about potential
trouble in real estate-two specific cases-I don't mean specific in-
dividuals but with two things: 1986, the tax laws changed dramati-
cally, dramatically, so that real estate would be less attractive in-
vestment and particularly tax-driven real estate, and yet real
estate lending from banks went up after that.

More specifically, in 1989, when vacancy rates were already
climbing, not just in the costal areas, but in large, large parts of
the country, commercial banks increased their real estate portfo-
lios rather significantly, compared to commercial or other kinds of
lending.

Why didn't either the changes in the tax laws in 1986 or, even
more directly, the large vacancy rates in 1989 just send a signal
that went out to, signal that went out to bankers that said slow
down?

Mr. LaWare.
Mr. LAWARE. I am sure that it did to many bankers.
Mr. SCHUMER. But overall commercial lending went up, I think

doubled.
Mr. LAWARE. A lot of that is commitment. You make a commit-

ment, perhaps in 1988, or 1987, to build out a $200 million project.
The completion of which is not scheduled until perhaps 1990 or
1991, and for a bank to renege on a commitment like that 1 year
into the project would be a breach of contract.

Mr. SCHUMER. Well, I only know about house-directly.
Mr. LAWARE. Houses take a little bit less time.
Mr. SCHUMER. I understand it takes less time. But oftentimes you

will find a bank, there is a contract and then there is a closing.
And if circumstances change with the potential mortgagees! situa-
tion between the contract and the closing--

Mr. LAWARE. In all due respect, I think any bank that reneged
on a large project like that in midstream--

Mr. SCHUMER. They are not in midstream.
Mr. LAWARE. They make the commitment in 1987 when the

market is all up and everything is find.
Mr. SCHUMER. And they have already signed and closed.
Mr. LAWARE. In 1989, it may only be half way finished.
Mr. SCHUMER. I understand that, but what it showed in 1989,

they actually-commercial real estate, commercial construction,
new commitments, went twice as fast as regular business lending.
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Something is wrong when vacancy rates are so high. This is not on
stream. This is new stuff.

Mr. LAWARE. In many of those cases, though, that is a general
statistic.

In many of the cases where real estate was deteriorating rapidly
in the latter part of 1989, the vacancy rates were still well below
the national average. Today in Boston, which is the heart of one of
the major problems, the commercial office vacancy rate is still 1
percent below the national average.

Mr. SCHUMER. That doesn't mean if you were a bank you would
lend to new commercial ventures?

Mr. LAWARE. No.
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parris.
Mr. PARRIS. I have been a Member of Congress off and on now

for 18 years. Service on this committee has become increasingly an
exercise in frustration. I know you gentlemen must share some of
that.

Just before your testimony began, I received a call from a con-
stituent in Northern Virginia in the development business. He
said, quote, you have got to talk to the regulators. Bank examiners
are killing the economy. There isn't any credit out here and the
markets are in a free-fall. This is a death spiral. This is a half hour
ago.

It is a painful time, Mr. LaWare, and this morning's newspaper,
it says, D.C. area banks feel the strain in troubled real estate
market, troubled lodns rise for banks, and so forth.

I have talked to Mr. Clarke, and he has been most generous in
his time. Many of us have, as well, talked to bankers.

You are correct. They have tightened the standards, obviously.
But many involuntarily have done so, we are told. Bankers in
Northern Virginia tell me that some of the bank supervisors have
a dramatically different attitude now than they had just I the
recent past.

And even current performing real estate loans are being re-
quired to be reserved by the supervisory people. Therefore, earn-
ings are declining. The management is badly reflected, and so
forth.

You gentlemen know all this. The problem seems to be many
banks have assumed a risk adverse posture. That is what Mr. Schu-
mer and I were talking about earlier in the opening remarks.
Somehow banks have got to do something except issue certificates
of deposit. And if that is all they are going to do, then I think we
are in deep grease around here as a Nation.

And I throw one more thing at you and I just have one question.
It has been an interesting discussion, but I don't know that we

are solving any of the problems this morning.
In a recent oversight hearing, we explored the $5 billion obliga-

tion. Statement was made and this is generally advised to you, Mr.
Philbin, as a New York State official, statement was made by the
California banking authorities that even though the plan's capital
requirements are unfunded, and that is the reason why the office
of thrift supervision has said, because employees don't have any
rights and they don't have any rights to withdraw their own contri-
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butions, they are restricted; they are constructively held in trust by
the State of California. And when California was recently faced
with a budget crunch of about $4 billion, they did not contemplate
using the employee contribution funds, and would not do so in the
future, but they are unfunded.

It is the State of California's money. That is the same theory
that sovereigns don't default on LDC loans. Is it Brazil or Argenti-
na that has 13 billion that interest is not being paid? Isn't that ba-
sically the same consideration? Doesn't that exacerbate the exten-
sions of credit?

I share some of the confusion and frustration of the gentleman
from New York, Mr. Schumer. I am kind of worried about all this
and I don't know what to do about it, and I don't know that, frank-
ly, that you gentlemen-and I don't mean this in a critical way-
have come up here with a blueprint-not just this morni,,g, but

With a blueprint that says here's our problem, here is what we do
about it, one, two, three, four, five.

And we are just not very good at that, gentlemen.
Politicians don't see the light until we feel the heat and then it

is too late. Is that where we are getting to in the delivery of finan-
cial services in this Nation? If it is, I implore you to be more direct
in your comments to us, because we can't let what we all know
about the S&L situation spill over or pour over into other areas. I
think some of all that is evidenced by the comments this morning.

My real and only question to you, gentlemen-I appreciate your
comments and it is perhaps overly general, but is there a real pur-
pose being-continuing to be served by giving banks the option to
chose the easier regulatory system? Have we out lived the dual
banking system? Are we getting to that point?_I am sure Mr. Phil-
bin doesn't want to see the governor of New York send everybody a
pink slip. Is the dual banking system-the situation the Chairman
alluded to is cause for some heartburn, I think, and that is a result
of the dual banking system.

Have we gotten to the point we need to examine banking powers
and the regulatory system itself? Are we there yet?

Mr. Clarke.
Mr. CLARKE. I will be glad to take a stab at that. I think the dual

banking system has provided some very important benefits for this
country. The-States have been the place where a lot of the innova-
tion in banking has taken place.

You might quickly come back and say there has been too much
innovation and that is what caused many of our problems. I readily
acknowledge the possibility that State chartering authorities could
allow banks to do things that perhaps should not be funded with
federally insured deposits.

There is a way to control that. There has been too much blame
passed to State chartering authorities without recognizing that the
Federal deposit insurance system has the ability to step in and say
to the States that their banks are not going to be insured if they
engage in certain activities or they will not be insured unless they
condcut those activities in a particular way. The FDIC has consid-
ered doing this with regard to direct investment in real estate.

I think there are some benefits to be derived from the dual bank-
ing system. But I agree with you that the benefits should not in-

33-290 0 - 90 - 2
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clude being able to escape to a softer regulatory system. Having a
Federal scheme that can override authority granted to State char-
tered banks through the denial of deposit insurance is appropriate.
But I do think it is important to have a dual banking system, at
least for the time being.

Mr. PARRIS. Mr. Philbin.
Mr. PHILBIN. Thank you.
I would like to respond to that, or comment on it, because it is of

particular importance to us in New York.
I think that the history of the dual banking system, as Mr.

Clarke indicates, has been on balance, terribly successful in this
country. The roots go back to the Federal system and as such it has
been a very dynamic part of the fabric of the economic growth of
this country.

I think there is probably a misconception about regulator shop-
ping or the idea of trying to get an easy regulator or an accommo-
dating regulator.

Certainly with the regulators that I am familiar with-and I am
speaking very broadly of this idea, we have a reputation, if any-
thing, of being a very aggressive and a very strict regulator. There
may be somewhere in the system a weakness, and that weakness
could be addressed.

It seems to me that in tackling the regulatory structure in the
country, dual banking system is not perhaps where time would best
be spent. I would suggest that a rationalization of the Federal
structure in some manner making it more efficient in terms of the
various Federal supervisory agencies might be a more profitable
exercise. The dual bai~king system I think has stood the test of
time and has demonstrated that it has been very fruitful for the
economic development of this country.

Mr. PARRIS. I thank you. If you have anything more to add Mr.
LaWare-let me add for the record, Mr. Chairman, I hope my ques-
tion is not interpreted by the Association of State Banking Cham-
bers as advocating the immediate elimination of dual banking
system. That is not my purpose.

I will say to you gentlemen, I think this committee will examine
the restructuring and the status and posture of Federal insur-
ance-deposit insurance and reform thereof.

I hope we do that in the near term in the next Congress. I think
the the Chairman's shares that point of view with me. I hope we
are capable of doing so.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I announced earlier that we would begin to have

hearings this next month on the Deposit Insurance System and in
the interim, we will have some-at least speaking for myself, I will
have one specific bill that I hope we can have ready by the time
the Congress reconvenes in September.

Yes, I believe Mr. Clarke had a comment.
Mr. CLARKE. I wanted to make one response to Mr. Parris' com-

ment. I am delighted you are going to begin to look into the idea of
restructuring again. We have talked about that a lot, but I think it
has become very appropriate to move it to the front burner.

I think it is also important for everybody to remember that there
is, as the Congress mandated, a deposit insurance study underway
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under the auspices of the Treasury Department. Other parts of the
administration are also participating in that. It is my hope that
there will be some specific things coming out of that that can be
recommended to the Congress. I want to make sure everybody
knows we aren't sitting around doing nothing. There is a very
active effort underway to come to grips with some of these issues.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Vento.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if all of our problems could be solved through deposit

insurance, Mr. Clarke? I don't know that they can.
I think your interpretation of the law passed in the early part of

this century with regards to discussing some of these matters is
very limited in scope, and I really-I don't understand it because I
think from the insurance standpoint, -from the franchise stand-
point, from the public policy standpoint that some of these ques-
tions ought to be part of the public debate, public scrutiny.I don't believe in this sort of view of special culture of bankers
are some how immunized from public accountability and scrutiny.
But nevertheless, I guess you are going to persist in that particular
view.

It boggles my mind that these banks that have loaned billions of
dollars to a single individual could go forth and give him $400 mil-
lion more when there is no collateral remaining or very little col-
lateral remaining and put in a position to manage these substan-
tial loans and assets, all of which, of course, reflect back in those
institutions and insurance system and perhaps the entire economy
of that area, without any public or limited public involvement.

If he marches forward and makes a big profit that is great, but
he is gambling with what I would interpret a lot of public dollars
behind him, and insurance that he doesn't own.

The free enterprise system in this country you hear all these
speeches about it, but everyone, it seems, is very quick to cover
themselves with a blanket and Federal insurance as tightly and
significantly as they can.

Frankly, I would think as regulators there would be more of an
interest in discussing this issue so when we do come time to make
decisions about this we can have all of the issues on the table and
in part public debate but that isn't going to happen today because
of your insistence on the limitations, I think, you must place on
yourself, and you end up placing on us.

But with that said-Mr. Chairman, and Mr. LaWare, you com-
ment in your paper about the substantial growth of real estate
loans in this decade of the 1980's, in terms of bank assets.

Can you give us a little more quantitative information on that as
what portion of those real estate loans are commercial or residen-
tial? Could you give us any further detail on that?

Mr. LAWARE. The total is just under $800 billion.
Mr. VENTO. This is nationwide?
Mr. LAWARE. Nationwide. And just under $300 billion of that is

commercial. It is about $280 billion is commercial.
Mr. VENTO. The remainder is residential ?
Mr. LAWARE. The remainder is residential, one to four family,

mostly.
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Mr. VENTO. By region, do you have any insights? Apparently we
are focusing on the northeast region today because of some of the
problems that have occurred.

Can you give us any insight into the regional differences that
exist here with regards to this?

Mr, LAWARE. New England, if you look at total real estate lend-
ing in New England, it is probably the highest of any region in the
country.

And partly that is due to the fact that there are a large number
of mutual savings banks in New England whose prime asset is real
estate loans. But historically, the -historically the banks in New
England have always been very active on the real estate side, both
commercial and residential.

Let me see if I can bring out -in New England the commercial
and savings banks had as of the end of March, total assets have
$290 billion , of which 1 to 4 family real estate loans were $131.5
billion . So that is almost 40 percent of the total assets of the New
England banks.

Mr. VENTO. In other words, it is about the same, isn't it as you
have on the nation figure?

Mr. LAWARE. The national figure is about 24 percent or 25 per-
cent. And that is up for commercial banks from abut 15 percent
just 10 years ago.

Mr. VENTO. The-do you, Mr. Clarke or Mr. LaWare, is there
any classification of the size of the types of commercial loans to en-
tities that is undertaken in terms of review of banks?

Mr. LAWARE. I don't have that kind of breakdown in front of me

Mr. VSNTO. Is there any examination of it?
I realize you don't have that. You don't want to bring that along

because that may prompt other questions that you may not to
answer. I am being facetious.

Mr. LAWVARE. The largest bank in New England is the Bank of
Boston with, roughly, $30-odd billion of assets and I assume they
have $6 billion of capital and they would be limited to the-the
largest loan would be 10 percent of that.

Mr. VENTO. My question is -of course, I understand the 10 per-
cent rule.

We got a little familiarized with that in terms of the S&L situa-
tion, in writing the regulations than rather assuming some one was
going to go take care of it. After we wrote it there were certain
modifications made of it by the administration.

Is there any monitoring of the large loans made with its commer-
cial entities or real estate or otherwise that approximate that 10
percent? Is there any special attention paid to these?

Or are they given--what do you do? What does the Federal Re-
serve Board do, what does the controller do when you have these
large loans that can severely impact an institution like Citibank or
like the Bank of Boston?

Mr. LAWARE. The examination process always targets in on large
exposures and they are looked at almost on an individual basis in
each examination.
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Mr. VENTO. Mr. Clarke, for a non-performing loan in this par-
ticular category, what is the involvement of the regulator when the
restructuring of those types of loans would occur?

Is there any special role of the regulator plays in this instance
for these large loans?

Mr. CLARKE. You mean do we get involved in the actual restruc-
turing of the loan?

Mr. VENTO. What type of monitoring do you do? I don't want to
say involve because you may interpret that differently than I. I am
asking what your role is when you have restructuring or default on
those loans, how do you classify them , what do you do?

Mr. CLARKE. We evaluate a bank's loan portfolio in the ordinary
course of business. If we go into the bank and find it has a large
loan that has some deficiencies, depending on what those are, the
loan may be classified and we may require the bank to charge off
part or all of it. We may require it to be placed on non-accrual. It
depends on the facts.

If the bank, after having recognized that problem itself or decid-
ing to recognize it after we identify the problem, decides to restruc-
ture the loan, the bank restructures that loan on whatever terms
and conditions will cause it to lose the least amount of money. Gov-
ernor LaWare indicated earlier that is part of the business of bank-
ing to figure out how to size up a troubled credit and do something
with it that will preserve as much of the value as possible. The
next time we review that bank we will look at that loan in its re-
structured from. If' we think it has deficiencies, ve will call those
to the attention of the bank and require the same kinds of things if
appropriate.

Mr. VENTO. Are you in z; position to, in fact, limit the type of'
terms or conditions that, in fact, are imposed on that particular
loan or the renegotiation'?

Can you stop that'?
Mr. CLARKE. We can determine after the fact that a loan is

unsafe and unsound and require the bank, as I said earlier, to re-
serve against it, to charge off part or all of it.

Mr. VENTO. So you have examined, I suppose-how long a time
period are we talking about here after these events occur? Are we
talking about weeks, months, years? Is it just part of the regular
examination, or is there a special monitoring that goes on in terms
of these types of mega loans?

Mr. CLARKE. It can be either. It depends, once again, on the
bank. If the bank is a bank that is in weak condition, if it's a bank
that we are spending a lot of time in because we are concerned
about it, if it's one of our multi-national banks or large regional
banks where we have a more continuous examiner presence, then
it may be looked at rather frequently.

Mr. VENTO. So, I mean, the point is if there are any deals that
have been struck of the magnitude that have been the cause cele-
bre today, then we can assume the regulators have actually put
their stamp of approval on this.

Mr. CLARKE. No, you cannot do that.
Mr. VENTO. You don't want to take credit for that?
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Mr. CLARKE. I think it is very important, Mr. Vento, to remem-
ber that commercial banks are not public utilities. They are pri-
vately owned institutions, and they are run--

Mr. VENTO. They have a franchise that is granted by the nation-
al government. They have Federal insurance. They are part of the
monetary system, so they are regulated, I assume.

Mr. CLARKE. That is correct, hut they are managed by people
who are paid by the shareholders to run the institution, and they
make the decisions about how to restructure these loans. We have
the luxury of being able to come in after the fact and criticize those
decisions.

Mr. VENTO. Let me yield to the Chairman. He is very anxious to
get in on that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I think you made a very important point
here, and that is the point of view.

The U.S. laws in chartering banks say a bank is chartered for
public need and convenience so that we are not here for the con-
venience of the bankers.

We realize that the comptroller is a creature of the banking in-
stitutions because you are not funded by appropriated funds from
the Congress.

You are funded through the fees you exact of these very same
banks you are overseeing. And when somebody tells me that a
bank is afraid of OCC examiners, I find it very hard to believe. Be-
cause in any arrangement of this nature, time after time I have
seen comptroller after comptroller come before this committee and
essentially say that.

And I think we ought to remind everybody that a bank is char-
tered for public need and convenience, and that is exactly what the
gambling commission in New Jersey has just announced. That the
public need to know exceeds this business of secrecy involving that
particular transaction.

Mr. VENTO. Certainly Mr. Clarke would like if I could contin-
ue---I

Mr. CLARKE. I don't disagree with your point that banks serve a
public purpose, and I don't disagree with Mr. Vento's point that
they are backed up with a Federal deposit insurance system that
gives them certain advantages. But the fact still remains that
banks are run by private sector boards of directors and managers
subject to government supervision. As a consequence, we- don't
make the management decisions for those institutions, and I don't
think you vant us to make the management decisions. What you
want us to do is supervise the way that management performs,
point out deficiencies in the way they perform, and require banks
to adhere to prudent practices and to provide accurate portrayals
of their financial condition. And that is what we do.

Mr. VENTO. Well, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Clarke, I realize that there
has to be a balance here, but I think that implicitly if you have
institutions with problems and you are reviewing negotiations, you
are requesting reserves, you are, in other words, implicitly putting
your stamp on these types of arrangements after the fact with, I
guess, limited amount of knowledge by the very nature of the regu-
latory process.
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But we all hope it's the right information, but we hope that you
will look at this type of arrangement very carefully.

I might add, Mr. LaWare, in your statement you talk about the
atmosphere of deregulation in the early 1980's led to budgetary
pressures in some agencies and in some instances to less superviso-
ry oversight.

I don't know that the Federal Reserve Board was subject to that,
were they?

Mr. LAWARE. No, we were not.
Mr. VENTO. Of course, you are not operating on appropriated

funds. I think that arguably Mr. Clarke would say he might have
been limited in terms of the funds that he had available. I don't
know, by virtue of the fees permitted by someone.

Were you arguing that you were limited, Mr. Clarke?
Mr. CLARKE. No, we were not limited in our ability to generate

funds. The only limitation that we had previously was on our abili-
ty to pay our employees. You all took care of that for us. We are
very grateful for it.

Mr. VENTO. We all like to look at parity between these different
supervisors if we only know what they receive, but apparently that
is additional information-that we don't want to make public under
the 1905 law, Mr. Chairman, or some such statute.

Well, Mr. Chairman, the other question I think that is of interest
to Members, I think in the context of Mr. LaWare's remarks, I
cannot find it now, but you point out the RTC's impact in terms of
the real estate market. Is that just a suspicion that there is a
shadow of real estate owned properties that is hanging over the
market here?

Mr. IAWARE. No. It's quite a significant number.
Mr. VENTO. In some regions.
Mr. LAWARE. Tens of millions of dollars.
Mr. VENTO. I think the real estate owned right now is about 10

percent of their assets, which is about between $15 and $20 billion
tops, in terms of the marketplace nationwide.

Of course, in some regions, it may be severe. I don't believe it is
in the northwest, as an example, is it?

Mr. LAWARE. No, it's not evenly distributed over the country as
a whole. New England, for example, would have less of it than
would Texas and the Southwest, but in looking at the effect of the
overhang on the prices in the market, you cannot look at just what
has been intervened and taken over by the RTC.

You have to look at the whole pot of assets that they are eventu-
ally going to have to process because that is what has the dampen-
ing effect.

Mr. VENTO. Well, Mr. Chairman, I just would point out that
during the arguments over who should pay the fees in terms of
these, that there was a lot of discussion about the involvement, thle
amount of involvement that comes from other regulated institu-
tions and that they shouldn't be, but if the RTC is going to hold
these properties.

And I have been a big advocate of them getting rid of it because
I think they are degenerating, that the properties are losing value,
and I think this overhang may be a lot worse, frankly.
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I think the market could easily absorb whatever real estate
owned properties the RTC has, as well as the commercial or other
types of mortgage paper, and they have been dragging their feet,
quite frankly, for a lot of reasons.

I just think that-but as we begin to talk about managing it to
somehow help the overall picture, I think then the question is
where the fees come, where income can be raised should also be re-
examined in terms of insurance fees.

Just one last comment, Mr. Chairman. We are about to receive
the testimony from Mr. James McDermott, and I would just call
my colleagues' attention to the nonperforming asset percentage of
reserve plus equity on the last page of his testimony where he
points out in the Northeast.

And I don't know that he separates money center banks from
other regional banks, but that the nonperforming assets versus per-
centage of reserves plus equity has gone from 23 percent in June of
1989 to 46 percent in June of 1990.

So it has doubled. So I would-is there any surprise to that, Mr.
Clarke? Is that what is going on? Do you agree with that number,
or do you have to examine the chart to answer it more definitively?

Mr. CLARKE. As to the amount of real estate lending?
Mr. VENTO. No, the nonperforming assets as appears age of re-

serves plus equity has gone from 23 percent from June of 1989 to
June of 1990.

I will share that with you.
Mr. CLARKE. I would be glad to check on that.
Mr. VENrO. Or look at it before we have another round. It obvi-

ously indicates a very severe problem.
Mr. Chairman and the Members have been very generous in per-

mitting me to go a couple extra minutes.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. You might wish to submit that part of the testi-

mony that we will hear after the witnesses for the record to Mr.
Clarke.

Mr. Kanjorski?
Mr. KANJORSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I nave to

agree with my friend, Mr. Parris from Virginia. I haven't served in
Congress nearly as long as he has, but am I supposed to leave here
with the understanding that our banking industry is in fairly good
shape, we have nothing to worry about, and certainly the Congress
has no responsibility to do anything at this point; or am I missing
something here?

It seems to me, Mr. Clarke, that I have seen you indicate on tele-
vision that the $100,000 deposit insurance limit is not the cause of
any problem either in the S&L or the banking industry and yet on
the other hand, quasi admission officials such as Ed Rollins, who
we are all familiar with, seem to indicate that the S&L disaster
was caused by the fact that we went to the $100,000 insurance level
and that therefore the S&L disaster was the responsibility of Con-
gress.

Could you give us some insight on that beyond taking the 18
month or 2-year deposit insurance study that we are talking about?

Mr. CLARKE. It seems to me that while the existence of Federal
deposit insurance facilitated the ability of some of the thrift insti-
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tutions that we are now having to pay the price for to grow very
rapidly, it's not deposit insurance itself that was the culprit.
Rather it was what the institutions were allowed to do with their
federally insured deposits, that those deposits were not backed by
capital, that the institutions were not supervised properly, and that
they weren't closed when they became insolvent.

Mr. KANJORSKI. All right. On that point, since the Congress set
the insurance amount, the regulators and the administration had
the responsibility of supervision; is that correct?

Mr. CLARKE. That's exactly right.
Mr. KANJORSKI. So that the failure in the S&L industry was not

the responsibility of Congress in setting the amount of insurance
but the failure of the administration and the regulators to super-
vise and regulate. Is that correct?

Mr. CLARKE. Well, it's not quite as simple as that.
Mr. KANJORSKI. Well, let's try to find out so we simpletons outthere who are going to havc to pay the dollars know what we are

paying for.
Mr. CLARKE. If yoii are going to increase the amount of deposit

insurance and you are going to increase the variety of things that
institutions that have deposit insurance can do with that money
and not create a structure that at the same time protects those de-
posits from abuses and improper investment, then I think that ev-
erybody is in the soup together.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Did the Congress fail to establish that type of
regulatory agency?

Mr. CLARKE. It's not a regulatory agency. It's a regulatory struc-
ture.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Did we thil to provide that regulatory structure?
Mr. CLARKE. I would suggest to you that at the time the thrifts

were permitted to engage in a much wider variety of activities,
which I incidentally think was a good idea, there was not at the
same time, as part of that structural reform, the creation of mecha-
nisms to preserve safety and soundness and to insulate the federal-
ly insured deposits from risk.

Mr. KANJORSKI. All right. Now, I ask you in the banking situa-
tion, has the Congress of the United States provided the structure
that is necessary?

Mr. KANJORSKI. Can we leave here today and say, well, if the
banks of this country start to fail and there is an economic reac-
tion similar to the S&L economic reaction, we have done every-
thing we can do because Mr. Clarke told us so, or haven't we?

And if we haven't, will you tell me today or in writing as much
as you can? Unlike Mr. Grey, who made speeches, I would like you
to tell Members of this committee and the Congress what we
should do to be certain we don't revisit in the banking industry
what we have just gone through in the S&L industry.

Mr. CLARKE. Number one, you need to insist on having strong su-
pervision of financial institutions.

Mr. KANJORSKi. Do we have that?
Mr. CLARKE. Speaking for our agency, I hope so. We are making

every effort to do that.
Mr. KANJORSKI. How about the Federal Reserve System and the

FDIC?
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In your opinion, have you examined the agencies of the Execu-
tive Branch of Government that are responsible to do this and are
they sound?

Mr. CLARKE. In my judgment, the Federal banking agencies are
doing a good job supervising the institutions.

Mr. KANJORSKi. And the structure established is sufficient, is
that correct?

Mr. CLARKE. It is sufficient. The question you asked me is wheth-
er you can make some improvements in it, whether you can make
it more efficient.

Mr. KANJORSKI. What can the Congress do by changing the law
to improve this system?

Mr. CLARKE. I think that bears some thought. You have to
decide, first of all, if you are going to change the structure of the
industry.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Well, we are going to do what you tell us to do,
Mr. Clarke.

Mr. CLARKE. That comes back to the conversation I was having
earlier with Mr. Leach. I very much hope that at some point there
will be some changes in the structure.

Mr. KANJORSKI. But that is to presuppose that we know more
about this system than the bankers and the regulators do.

I am going to concede that I don't. I don't think anybody who
gets elected to mis Congress does.

We rely on you to come forward and tell us what you need as a
regulator, as a comptroller, what should be done.

We rely on the bankers who don't seem to show up here when
we need them, but they do show up when the want additional
powers, I take note of that, but they don't seem to have come for-
ward today and said they need anything.

Now, I don't know why you all feel that those of us who repre-
sent constituencies out there have superior knowledge of the finan-
cial industry of this country.

You folks do.
Now, what do you need'? That is what I want to know.
Mr. CLARKE. At the risk of repeating myself, there is a compre-

hensive study being undertaken at this time by the administration,
headed by the Treasury Department, which is addressing many of
these issues. It is expected to be completed by the end of the year.
It is at that point that I would expect there would be some specific
recommendations made to you all about how to change the indus-
try. Once we know what kind of industry we are going to have
after those change have taken place, you can also at the same
time address what kind of regulatory structure makes sense.

Mr. KANJORSKI. So is it my understanding that until that study
and those recommendations come forward, there is nothing the
Congress of the United States can do for the American people to
protect their interests or their potential liability in the banking in-
dustry because it is all being done and we are just waiting on this
administration and these regulators to tell us what to do?

Is that correct?
Mr. CLARKE. I think you can be using that time to inform your-

selves as much as possible by having hearings, which you will be
doing, as the Chairman indicated.
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Mr. KANJORSKI. We do that, Mr. Clarke, but you can't disclose to
us individual deals or what is happening.

It is a rerun, in my mind, of the S&L thing. It is the same thing I
heard 3 and 4 years ago.

I wanted to call your attention to something. I amuse myself
every morning now by reading two or three newspapers, and I pay
particular attention to the advertisements on Certificates of Depos-
it.

They nowseem to be constantly now talking about 8.5, 9 percent,
short-term, long-term CD's, and again, and I go back 3 or 4 years,
and I seem to remember rather than having bank names at the
bottom of these ads that are there today, they used to be S&L
names, many of which have now become famous.

Then I pay attention when I watch the evening news to the
prime rate, and I see where it is 9.5 or 10 percent, and yet these
banks are paying 8.5 or 9 percent for money.

It strikes me that that is scrambling for liquidity.
Am I wrong there? Is there some new secret in banking that says

you can make money in banking without having a 2 or 2.5 percent
spread between what you pay for the money and what you lend it
out at?

Mr. CLARKE. The general rule of thumb is that you need to have
a wider spread than that, but once again there are lots of facts
about your hypothetical that w. don't know.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Well, have you noticed, as I have noticed, the
tremendous amount of advertising in this country for CD's?

Doesn't that indicate some lack of liquidity out there?
Mr. CLARKE. Not necessarily.
Mr. KANJORSKI. You mean there is no attention to what is hap-

pening'?
We should just ignore that, that similarity to the S&L problem of

3 and 4 years ago, there is no relationship between the two?
Mr. CLARKE. Once again, I think we are really getting off the

target here. The adertising for certificates of deposit and the
paying of rates on certificates of deposit are not what brought
down the savings and loan industry. The important thing is what
institutions are allowed to do with those deposits.

Mr. KANJORSKI. I realize that, Mr. Clarke. You are telling me
you don't look at what the banks do until after the fact of these
deposits.

I am suggesting there are an awful lot of banks out there getting
an awful lot of money advertising across the country for brokered
funds or otherwise, just as the S&L's did, and is it possible that
these banks are scrambling for high-risk investments to make back
some of the money they haven't been making and should we take
note of that or should we ignore it as a Congress?

I am not an expert in the field, but I am revisiting something
that happened 2 or 3 years ago in the S&L industry.

It just seems so similar to me, that I just want to be assured by
you, sir, that I have nothing to worry about.

Can I go to sleep tonight and say my regulators are taking care
of this, they know, and this similarity has no relationship, and
there is no problem, I should pay attention to?
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Mr. CLARKE. The point you make about banks having such a
narrow spread that they are really not making any money, that
they are making it all up on volume, is a valid concern. That is
why it is so important to have capital in these institutions. If some-
one is silly enough to invest their own equity capital in an institu-
tion and then go out and pay too much for money so that they
have no spread and are losing money and thereby eroding that cap-
ital, then you have created a powerful disincentive to do the kind
of thing you are talking about.

Mr. KANJORSKI. But the Congress can't go out and examine
banks, Mr. Clarke.

We don't know how their capital is, what their capital is, wheth-
er it is well stated.

The only people I know in the government that have the author-
ity to do that are the regulators.

Your testimony today indicated to me there is no problem out
there with capital in the banks.

Is that correct?
Mr. CLARKE. As a general principle, the statement I made is that

banks are well capitalized. There are banks, both big and small,
that are not well capitalized.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Well, should we start telling the American
people which ones these are?

Mr. CLARKE. As I said, there is publicly available information
about those institutions. Te ones that are publicly traded and sub-
ject to the SEC reporting requirements publish their information,
the audited financial statements, quarterly reports and interim
statements. The smallest bank in the country is required to provide
anybody who wants the information--

Mr. KANJORSKI. You, as a regulator, send to me the top 100
banks in this country and rate them, 1 to 10; 10 being the best, 1
being the ones in difficulty, and give me ar, idea what I should
watch out for so at least I can-tell my constituents what banks to
deal with and where to put their money.

Mr. CLARKE. We are not in the business of rating banks. There
are rating agencies that do that.

Mr. KANJORSKI. OK.
Should we create authority for the regulators to rate banks?

Should the Congress be doing that now?
Mr. CLARKE. In my judgment, you should not,
Mr. KANJORSKI. We should keep that private enterprise?
Mr. CLARKE. Yes.
Mr. KANJORSKI. I know I am taking a lot of time, Mr. Chairman,

but I do want to address one other thing.
I have made inquiries to the FDIC. I don't know if we have made

it to your office, Mr. Clarke. I am particularly interested in the
bank investment contracts.

I have seen them grow hundreds of percent in the last 2 or 3
years since we have taken the lid off with FIRREA, with the assist-
ance of the regulators, that that wasn't something to worry about.

We have now asked a lot of questions of the regulators as to how
large the BIC market is. They don't seem to have any direction of
how to examine or keep track of what is happening out in the fi-
nancial field in bank investment contracts.
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The last information that I had is that it had grown so signifi-
cantly to now be well over $30 billion direct liability to the FDIC.

Is there any way that we should be monitoring this or worried
about it since there is such a high proportion of loss experienced by
insurance companies in the guaranteed investment contracts that
they had, but without insured funds?

Should we be worried about the depositors funds in the big BIG
contracts, again, is that something that the Congress shouldn't pay
attention to, that the regulators have that impact, and we don't
have to worry about it?

Mr. CLARKE. Have you requested information from us about
that?

Mr. KANJORSKI. We have requested it from Mr. Seidman, and he
-indicates that, one, he does not keep that information. It is not ex-
amined, it is not available, but because the bankers of this country
are so great and do this every day, he doesn't see any need to keep
track of this information.

I am just wondering if that is the position of your office, too.
Mr. CLARKE. I will be glad to see if we have any data that either

supports or refutes the number you have.
Mr. KANJORSKI. I would appreciate that.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask one other question.
I have heard we can't discuss individual deals here or go into

them, and I can understand the need for confidentiality in bank-
ing, except I remember Danny Wall coming up before this commit-
tee and telling us he couldn't discuss the Decembir deals in 1988,
and it is now after the fact that our colleagues on the Senate side
are bringing out the evidence in the Fail case, that if this commit-
tee and this Congress had had the opportunity to know some of the
facts in those deals I am sure they wouldn't have been entered into
and billions of dollars of American taxpayers' money wouldn't have
been guaranteed out there, so I am just wondering, maybe I will
ask the question, do you feel that because or where there are de-
positor funds at stake that we should pass a statute requiring
either direct disclosure of large loans, particularly where unse-
cured loans and the one we are talking about today are made, and
whether or not this information should at least be given to the
Congress in camera, if not in public?

Mr. CLARKE. As I said earlier, when we were discussing this issue
at the outset of' the hearing, there is a mechanism which Congress
created for doing just that, and it is the GAO. GAO does have the
ability to get that information, and they are subject to criminal
penalties for improperly disclosing it.

Mr. KANJOIRSKI. Mr. Clarke, I just want to call your attention to
something. That is very nice, but do you know that the standard
Member of Congress who makes a request of a GAO study has to
wait about 18 months to get it back. That seems to me the experi-
ence I have been having.

It would seem to me if we are going to wait 18 months to find out
whether these deals are relatively good deals, not only the deals
could be gone, but the banks could be gone in that period of time.

It seems to me we are going to have to have the people there on
a day-to-day basis.
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We do not have the sufficiency on the congressional side of this
government where we spent less than $2 billion of the 1300 billion
dollars of the American budget.

We spent only $2 billion of that here. We don't have the capacity
to do the examination and have the information.

Our problem is we have always asked regulatory agencies and
administration officials and executives for the facts, particularly in
the S&L disaster, because I sat here for 5 years doing it, and they
didn't tell us the true facts, didn't give us the correct information,
and I would go so far as to say in many instances outright lied to
the Congress.

Now we see the result of that, but for your age to turn around
and say, "Let's have the General Accounting Office do it, to me
that means that since we don't have the funds and we don't have
sufficient investigative arm there, nor do they have the capacity
that you all have and information.

It is just not going to be had.
Should we go one step further and not go to the GAO, but say

the regulators have to do this and provide us with that informa-
tion?

Is that something the Congress should do and would it be reason-
able?

Mr. CLARKE. In my judgment, Mr. Kanjorski, the Congress should
not. Individual borrower information is very sensitive and should
not be made publicly available.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kanjorski, along that line I have a letter
here in my kit of letters regarding f foreign reserve currency hold-
ings and related matters.I have a letter from the Treasury to the
GAO saying that they would not release information to the GAO or
to any public body, including the Congress, so that if we could
count on you, we are going to have a hearing on that subject
matter next week, on the 141th, and we hope to develop that a little
bit more.

In range of importance, let me point out that that involves in
terms of money or assets to the country way in excess of what is
involved in the S&L deal, and so we do have a case where Treasury
told GAO, the official arm of the Congress, it is not permitted to
obtain information of the nature that the GAO is commissioned to
inquire. So I do want to point out that these are policy matters
that we really can't expect the regulator to tell us.

We have to decide that. That has been the problem before, that
when you do have such issues as bank powers or deregulation, the
officials-the last comptroller, Mr. Conover, spent more time lobby-
ing on behalf of extended powers for the banks, than ABA, so, you
know, you wear two hats here.

On the one hand, we hold you as the delegated authority to over-
see.

You mention public utility and the reason for my comment out-
burst, public utilities are monopolies, franchises, that in return for
that monopoly must have public accountability, meaning oversight
and regulation.

To the extent you have proper oversight and regulation, you
have proper public interest defended or respected, banks are no dif-
ferent.
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In a matter of speaking, they are public utilities. They are char-
tered for a public purpose and not necessarily a license for the in-
stitutions to go after profits in heeding also disregard of the public
interest.

So I think this is an important element that over the course of
the last two or three decades has been very much overlooked, and I
think the latest example is where the Treasury says to GAO, "Hey,
we are not going to give you or any other public agency or official
the information you are requesting," and they are doing it on the
question of the committee, in this case, this committee, so we do
want to point out that that is a question that ultimately we can't
shake off.

We can't delegate it any more than the congressional pay issue
because the Constitution places that responsibility exclusively in
the Congress, and the Congress is the only national policy-making
body we have, and that is ultimately our decision, and how we
answer that depends on the majority will in the Congress.

Mr. Weiss, I am sorry that we interjected before we recognized
you. I apologize.

Mr. WEISS., No problem at all, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
I am going to try to switch the topic just a little bit to the second

part of the equation.
I think that the Chairman indicated it was a matter of concern

at the outset.
Let me ask it of each of you.
Do you believe there is still a credit crunch, and i!'so, what is its

principal cause, if any?
Mr. Clarke.
Mr. CLARKE. Do 1 believe there is still a credit crunch? That as-

sunies that I believed there was one at one time.
Mr. WEISS. Well, is there a credit crunch? Strike the "still".
Mr. CLARKE. The answer to that question is, once again, not that

simple. We are going through a period of adjustment from a time
when real estate values were going up and everybody was making
a lot of money in certain parts of the country to a time where real
estate values are going down, and some small business has been ad-
versely impacted. As a consequence, there is both a decline in the
demand for credit and a tightening up by banks in the terms and
conditions under which they will grant credit in recognition of the
deteriorating economic environment. If the test of a credit crunch
is that it is harder to get credit than it was 6 months ago or a year
ago, then we have a credit crunch.

Mr. WEiSS. Thank you. I think that is a pretty simple answer.
Mr. CLARKE. But if the test is that you can't get credit at all,

then I would suggest that we don't have a credit crunch because I
think that most people who are qualified borrowers are able to get
credit.

Mr. WEIss. Mr. Clarke, if you use a credit moratorium, that
would be one thing. A credit crunch is exactly-it is a tightening,
right? I am pleased that ultimately you came to a response that
indeed there is a credit crunch.

Mr. CLARKE. I am not going to accept that. That is not what I
said. I said if there are---
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Mr. WEISS. Assuming that it is defined as you defined it, which is
the way that most people in this country define it, you say there is
a credit crunch, then I agree with you, there is a credit crunch.

Mr. CLARKE. If your question is whether people are being subject-
ed to tougher standards then they were 6 months ago in some of
these markets, the answer is clearly yes. But there is---

Mr. WEISS. Why do you think so?
Mr. CLARKE. Because of the change in the economic environment.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. LaWare.
Mr. LAWARE. I think there are two other aspects to it in addition

to what Mr. Clarke has suggested. One is that the economy is grow-
ing slower and, therefore, demands for credit are less, and second,
in this kind of an environment where capital has become impor-
tant to banks, where many banks have taken hits against their
capital account to make adjustments for loan problems, and where
the capital markets are not exactly thus as particular about under-
writing bank securities, there is some down-sizing going on to meet
future capital adequacy requirements, and so, you know, one of the
fastest ways for a commercial bank-there are two fast ways for a
commercial bank to down-size.

One is to securitize assets and sell them off. The other is to turn
off or constrain the amount of credit that they are extending.

I think there is some of that going on in the economy as well.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Philbin.
Mr. PHILBIN. Well, Congressman, in my opening remarks, I

talked a bit about the perception of a credit crunch, and I indicated
that we did not consider it so. I think Mr. Clarke has really
touched on it.

It seems to me that from our analyses that proper credit is avail-
able for those who really need it. It is true that standards have
been tightened. We believe that as a result of the uninterrupted ex-
pansion of the 1980's and the subtle liberalization of lending stand-
ards, it is important that this particular reaction set in for the
good of' the banking system and the good of individual banks that
are participants in those markets.

We do not see a credit crunch. The implication there is that
credit worthy borrowers are being frozen out of the market.

We do not see that.
Mr. WEISS. The Chairman in his opening comments quoted Mr.

Mosbacher as saying that there is a "serious credit crunch gripping
the United States".

I gather all three of you are to a significant extent in disagree-
ment with that characterization? Right?

Mr. Philbin, you are?
Mr. PHILBIN. Yes, I am.
Mr. WEIss. Mr. LaWare.
Mr. LAWARE. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Clarke.
Mr. CLARKE. Based on the evidence we have available to us, that

is exactly correct.
Mr. WEISS. The people who read the daily paper, the financial

sections, I think would also find your positions to be in direct vari-
ance to what they read about on a daily and regular basis.
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Mr. Philbin, it seems to me that the tightening of the standards
seems to apply not to everybody, but only to some people. The kind
of cases that we are talking about before where there was an ac-
knowledgment that maybe the larger borrowers have the banks
over a barrel or it was more difficult for them not to continue to
end, would indicate that not everybody is being subjected to the
same' rigorous standards.

Mr. PHILBIN. Well, Congressman, if you are talking about a re-
structuring or dealing with a problem situation, as Mr. Clarke
went through the whole process, I think, very eloquently in his
opening remarks. There is a rational process which ultimately ends
up with a bank- answering the question as a business decision: is it
better for me to restructure this loan, perhaps to lend additional
money because in the long run I will better my position.

That is the kind of exercise every bank, large or small, should go
through with every borrower, large or small, when it is dealing
with a problem situation, and to my knowledge, all banks do so.

Mr. WEiss. Well, I don't want to go over old ground, so let me,
Mr. Clarke, ask you, a criticism of the bank examinations per-
formed by OCC is that they contribute to the credit crunch.

What is your opinion of that criticism?
Mr. CLARKE. If your question really is whether as a result of our

examination, the banks have tightened their credit standards, that
is right. In many cases, the result of' our examinations has been
that we expect the banks to do that because some of those credit
standards had gotten pretty loose and had resulted in some loans
being on the books that in a down-trending economy do not look so
good. Our examinations have been responsible in part for bringing
about greater attention to the reality of the marketplace and to
better and tighter credit standards.

Mr. WEIss. But you know that that criticism goes farther. The
criticism is that your very presence, your involvement, your people
make the bankers, in essence, tighten up to such an extent that
there is a crunch or even more than a crunch and that people are
denied loans because the bankers, the lenders consider your posi-
tion to be that you don't want them to be making loans at all,
never mind that you want tighter standards.

Now, what steps is the OCC taking to make sure that bankers do
not overreact to your examinations and accelerate the creation of
the credit crunch?

Mr. CLARKE. We are taking a number of steps. The most impor-
tant one is communicating with the industry and encouraging
them to communicate with us to understand exactly what our
standards are and what we are requiring. I have met with groups
of bankers, borrowers, civic leaders, Members of Congress, and
members of State Governments all over the Northeast for the last
6 months talking about this very subject and emphasizing at every
opportunity that we are not telling banks to quit making loans. We
are telling them to be careful in how they make loans.

Mr. WEiss. Mr. Philbin, how many bank failures have there been
in New York State and New York City for 1989 and then so far
this year, 1990?

Mr. PHILBIN. I am sorry, sir, I didn't understand.
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Mr. WEisS. How many bank failures have there been in New
York State and in New York City, both for 1989 and for 1990?

Mr. PHILBIN. Well, speaking just for New York State-chartered
banks, we had one small bank failure in 1989.

We have not had any in 1990.
Mr. WEIss. How much money in real estate loan losses will the

New York bank industry suffer this year?
Mr. PHILBIN. I don't have that information, sir.
I would assume that because of the way the markets have been

going and the banks' participation in the markets that it will be up
from the previous year, but I don't have specific numbers.

Mr. WEiss. Will you submit that for the record, please.
Mr. PHILBIN. The I ',-o' New York State chartered commer-

cial banks report, )n real estate loans of $90 million
in the first 6 1 pared to $70 million in the first 6
months of 19S

Mr. WEIS ,1 s are real estate loan losses expected to
have on th(e W York banking industry?

Mr. PHIl We have done some studies and made some visits to
banks con. ; ,g New York State-chartered banks.

We have luded that, although there will be some impact on
our institu a ,it the present time the capital and the reserve po-
sitions of nks is generally adequate to deal with the situa-
tion.

Going fit 1, we are not making any predictions about the
economy.

Should the economic situation worsen dramatically, we would
have to review that particular conclusion, but that is our opinion
at this time.

Mr. WEISS. In your opinion, what is the general health of the
banking industry in new York and how would you compare it to
the rest of the Nation?

Mr. 'HILIN. I don't have enough specific statistics to compare to
the rest of the Nation.

I would say at the present time the general State of the banking
industry in New York with regard to New York State's chartered
banks is satisfactory.

Mr. WEiss. Do you have any opinion on non-New York State-
chartered, the other banks, federally chartered banks?

Mr. P11ILBIN. No, I have not.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Well, I guess from the questions here and the answers here we

have to conclude that that old saying is quite true. "If you owe the
bank $10,000 and can't pay, you have a problem. If you owe the
bank $10 million and can't pay, the bank has a problem." And that
is pretty much the way I would sum that up.

I had one question with permission of my colleagues for Mr. Phil-
bin.

We left him hear pretty much alone until our Member from New
York asked a question.

On page 3 of your testimony, Mr. Philbin, you mentioned that
your agency has been closely reviewing those institutions which
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have in place structures and business practices which may make
the institution vulnerable to a serious downturn in the real estate
markets.

Would you be able to describe for the committee the structures
and business practices that your agency has determined leave and
institution vulnerable to downturns in the real estate markets?

Mr. PHILBIN. Well, sir, Mr. Chairman, I was referring to an insti-
tution which might have a higher percentage of real estate-related
loans than the norm.

Therefore, just by definition, it would be an institution that
would probably be impacted more so than another would be if
there were a downturn in the real estate markets.

That is not absolutely so.
It depends on the quality of the portfolio.
In addition, we were looking at institutions that may have grown

their real estate portfolios dramatically in the past few years, par-
ticularly in the period of time between 1985 and 1988. Those were
basically the two criteria we used in trying to determine whether
we should take a particular look or a special look at institution.

That approach was modified to some extent by our feeling for the
institution, our knowledge of its management, its capital support,
things of that nature, but the first two things I mentioned were the
driving forces in making our selection.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would say generally that if you had one
failed institution, I believe you said, in 1989 or 1988?

Mr. PHILBIN. In 1989.
The CHAIRMAN. You are certainly well off compared to other sec-

tions of the country, particularly mine.
Mr. PHILBIN. We are very fortunate. We would alsG like to think

that part of the reason is good supervision.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I guess to be perfectly fair, you should take

some credit in view of the sort of sorry statistics we get from other
places.

I will point out for the record that we have had more commercial
bank failures than S&L failures.

Possibly one reason is there are that many more banks than
there are S&L's, Mr. Leach.

Mr. LEACH. Could I just pursue one quick thought.
Mr. Philbin, what is the average capital ratio of a State-char-

tered bank in the State of New York?
Mr. PHILBIN. State-chartered commercial bank?
Mr. LEACH. Yes.
Mr. PHILBIN. I would say between 8 and 9 percent.
Mr. LEACH. Mr. Clarke, if I could return, of the five largest na-

tional banks in New York, does any have a capital ratio of real
capital, not preferred debt, real capital above 5 percent?

Mr. CLARKE. As we sit here, I can't tell you that precisely. I
think they may well-you are talking about pure equity.

Mr. LEACH. As I recall, Morgan has 4.2, although they applied
poor bookkeeping.

Mr. CLARKE. The answer is yes, one does.
Mr. LEACH. If one applies the GAO standard, and this is the gov-

ernment's accountants, of what LDC debt should be written off in
percentage terms, do any?
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The man behind you is shaking his head about the one bank.
Mr. CLARKE. He is saying yes because I don't think it has any

LDC debt.
Mr. LEACH. Is this the Bank of New York? Is that-of the ive

largest, I would guess what you have-Citicorp, Chase, Morgan,
Chemical, Manny Hanny?

Mr. CLARKE. Those are not all national banks. I assumed you
meant the five largest national banks.

Mr. LEACH. Yes.
What is the one national bank?
Mr. CLARKE. Republic.
Mr. LEACH. The reason I raise it is that my State has an 11 per-

cent average.
State banks have 7 or 8 percent in New York. We have developed

a system where national banks, for the first time in American his-
tory, have lower standards on the average than State banks.
Money center banks have substantially lower than the average
State-chartered bank, and there are a whole spectrum of implica-
tions of this.

One of the implications is safety and soundness. A second impli-
cation and one of the great things we have learned from the thrift
crisis, that where standards are lower, deposits run, that is if you
have a state with lower standards thin another state, deposits go
to the state with lower standards.

If we look at the LDC issue, one of the things that has been of
long concern to me, when one didn't have either adequate capital
ratios for the types of banks that lent abroad or reserve require-
ments in international lending obligations, you skewed the growth
in the direction of where there are weaker standards, and I would
only stress that a regulator must say they are adequate standards,
you have no choice.

On the other hand, a regulator must serve the public and work
for tougher standards if there is an assumption that maybe they
are not so strong, and at this moment in time in the banking
arena, t. national standard which used to be the great wonder of
prudence is now weaker than a lot of other standards being put
forth bother regional-well, by other states.

I just hope that instead of having the American banking indus-
try put in the position of competitively seeking equality at the
lower standard, meaning money center standards or sometimes na-
tional bank standards, that we seek equality in the playing field at
the higher standards and that we continue to work, as you have
started to do and as the Fed has started to do, in a direction of a
little more prudence.

I would just conclude, in 1983, then-Secretary of the Treasury
came and in response to a question of was a 5 percent standard
adequate, which again the money center banks don't meet, I would
say under general-this is the Secretary of the Treasury, I would
say under general circumstances what the banks have now is ade-
quate, barring a major recession or some outside calamity, for ex-
ample, in the natur of an oil crisis.

I just think that is kind of prescient. In average times these
standards may be good enough, but many economists are now pre-
dicting a bit of a recession. It looks like this is another oil crisis
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brewing, and so, if there is another reason to be concerned with
capital ratios, it is upon us, and so I hope it is with some alacrity
that Federal regulators are telling banks today that there is a
reason to respond to an oil crisis that has occurred, and I just hope
that this message has gotten out.

Mr. CLARKE. If I may, I think that we need to keep in perspective
what we are talking about in terms of capital standards. I think to
say that the average capital of a bank in Iowa or the average cap-
ital of a bank in New York is, therefore, the standard isn't neces-
sarily accurate. That is, in fact, what average capital ratio is, but
the question is what the regulatory standard is, is really a different
question.

Mr. LEACH. It is. That is one of the reasons why in my opening
line of inquiry I tried to make the point that the rationale for ex-
istence of the big banks is no longer as strong as it was years ago,
and that, therefore, it may be Congress should act as you would
like us to, to give more powers, but whether or not Congress acts,
the need for greater capital in banking has escalated dramatically
as the business of banking has depreciated.

If real estate lending is no good, if LDC lending is no good, if big
business lending has dried up, if mergers and acquisitions activity
has declined, if it looks as if some of the junkier kinds o-fjunk bond
portfolio lending is dicey, then the question is do banks need a
little greater capital today than they did 10 years ago or 20 years,
and I think the answer is pretty clearly yes.

Mr. CLARKE. And equally as important, I would suggest, is the
quality of the capital that they have, as you say real capital. I
think it is important to recognize. I think all of us sitting at this
table recognize the importance of that and all of us have done
something to move those standards forward from where iey were
several years ago in terms of the quality of capital, the emphasis
on the pure equity capital that you refer to.

Mr. LEACH. Well, I only say this, first, to compliment both the
Fed and yourself on the direction you are going in. I personally
think you have taken some criticism for it that is unfair.

On the other hand, to try to put a perspective that the direction
might be correct, but the goal has not been established, and I think
the rethinking of the need for substantially greater amounts of
capital, despite the fact that bank stocks seem to be at low levels,
is appropriate; and I would also say unlike small banks, no institu-
tions in America have an easier opportunity to raise capital than
large banks, because they are publicly traded. And whether banks
like it that they are selling at less than the values they might like
to receive, the fact is with relative ease on very quick notice, a
large bank can raise substantial amounts of money.

I hope they are told to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Does either one of you two gentlemen--
Mr. WEISS. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to impose on you. This is a matter

unrelated to today's hearing, but it is going to form the basis for
hearings as early as possible, and it has to do with my asking you
some questions and submitting them in writing on this matter.

I might have one or two on the business at hand, but at this
point I am considerably concerned about the fact that the interna-
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tional banks and their branches in the United States, and it hap-
pens that you three gentlemen represent the institutions that are
more or less directly involved. In the specific case of the BNL scan-
dal, that is the Banco Nationale de Liboro, which is an Italian
bank which is really government owned, the government owns at
least 80, 85 percent of it, we had the scandal in Atlanta where $3
billion were funneled through that bank to Iraq.

Of that presumably $800 million were guarantees by the Com-
modity Credit orp, and we don't know how must more. Now, the
United States headquarters of BNL is in New York, Mr. Philbin,
and my questions will be related to the base for future hearings
and perhaps saving you a trip. I will submit the substance of the
questions to you in writing, but for instance, I would like to know
what the New York State Banking Department's role is regarding
U.S. banks and agencies of foreign banks.

The same thing, Mr. LaWare, in the case of the Federal Reserve
Board, and the same thing to the Comptroller. I would like to know
what role your agency has played. -

Apparently there are crevices in the law. For instance, I don't
know if you are aware, or may be, that the U.S. branches and the
agencies of foreign banks are not subject to criminal penalties such
as bank fraud, embezzlement, falsifying bank entries, misapplica-
tion of funds, and bribery, as enumerated under Title VIII of the
U.S. Code. This is this gap here which is really a first-class scandal,
because we have about $500 billion, of' which this Italian bank rep-
resents less than 10, but the Italian bank itself' completes these
transactions in secret with the entity, such as Iran.

In the meanwhile, we don't have any real accountability in the
U.S. for these transactions, plus the fact that there is an absence in
the law that belatedly has been discovered and only because of
these scandals.

So I will take the liberty now of announcing that I would like to
submit these questions to you and then you may address them, be-
cause we do intend to have some hearing either in September if it
is possible, and we are going to try to shoot for September of in
October. In the meanwhile--

Mr. KANJORSKI. Mr. Chairman? Tf I may ask a qustion, if the
Omnibus Crime Bill had been referred to the Banking Committee,
is it very likely that we could have correcte4d those failures?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is possible, but, you see, that is the
reason we were critical. That didn't come through the committee.
It was-we were short-circuited. I don't know that we would want
to go into this until we know exactly what it is and have hearings
on it. We must have hearings. It may be possible that an amend-
ment could be appended to the pending so-called crime bills, but I
do think that it would be wiser to do it intelligently and have hear-
ings and know exactly what the range of responsibility is and what
powers, if not in these statutes elsewhere in our corpus of laws.

Gentlemen, thank you for your patience and your cooperation.
We are appreciative of the face.

Mr. PHILBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLARKE. Thank you.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
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The CHAIRMAN. Our next panel consists of Mr. James McDer-
mott, Jr., executive vice president of Keefe, Bruyuette & Woods,
Inc.; Ms. Lacy Shockley, Vice President of Research for Smith
Barney, Harris Upham & Company; and mr. Charles R. Cranmer,
analyst of Shearson Lehman.

Well, if there is no objection, we will recognize you in the order
that we introduced you and recognize Mr. McDermott first.

First, let me say we are very grateful for your response on quick
notice.

And, second, that your testimony, as you gave it to us will be in
the record intact, as you presented it.

Mr. McDermott?

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. McDERMOTT, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, KEEFE, BRUYETTE AND WOODS, INCORPORATED
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you indicated, I have submitted written testimony to you.
What I would like to do this afternoon is summarize some of the

points- in that testimony and elaborate as well on commercial
banks as pertains to the real estate problem in particular.

First I would like to State commercial banking today is a be-
sieged industry. This observation is not simply rooted n looking at
the financials, but in confronting the reality of reduced confidence
visited to all banks good and bad.

The performance and credibility has been high. So far this year
31 banking companies have had down-gradings on their debt, and
there has been over 20 billion in lost market value in 8 months
alone, among the top 50 banking companies.

The price of the deterioration in credit quality has been high in
the marketplace.

I would respectfully submit to you a critical issue, in my opinion,
is not so much the Trump's exposure per se, or his restructuring.
That represents about 2 billion in commercial banking debt versus
real estate exposure at the top 10 banking companies. Commercial
real estate exposure of about $50 billion, about $800 billion in total
real estate exposure.

It is the actual perceived condition of our commercial banks that
is the key issue. We used to have a highly regarded banking
system, it is les3 so today. For that, bank management is largely
responsible, but so are some of the antediluvian structural and reg-
ulatory impediments to efficient operation.

Let me set the backdrop, if I may, for the deterioration that is
present in today's banking system. The decade of the 1980's wit-
nessed market deterioration in the quality of bank assets.

This is best reflected in what has been termed the effects of roll-
ing recession around the country. Looking at our index which is a
representative sampling of 24 money-center and large regional
banks, the level of writeoffs quadrupled from 30 basis points in
1980, to about 130 basis points in mid-1990.

By comparison, in the mid-1970's, the peak writeoff level for
those same banks was about 65 basis points. So pre-recession we
are already in a level of double the highest or peak writeoff experi-
ence that we have had in recent times. Nonperforming assets rose
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2.5 times from 1.3 percent of total loans to 3.5 percent of total
loans.

This, keep in mind, was against a backdrop of a strong national
economy. And this deterioration forced banks to push up the level
of loan loss services, and by definition to retain earnings and build
capital in the period of the 1980's.

Reserves increased, and likely reserving going to continue in the
months and years ahead. More recently, for comparison, if you look-
at the period from year end 1988 to mid-1990, nonperforming assets
of the top 50 banking companies-keep in mind representing in
this case about 2 trillion in assets, only 50 of them have two-thirds
of the assets in the system.

Nonperforming assets for those banks during the 1980 to mid-
1990 period rose 10 billion from 42 to 52 billion with regional banks
in the Northeast and Southeast counting for the rise. Money-center
banking nonperforming assets held steady, but at 28 billion during
this period.

What is interesting about this is there is a change in the mix of
those nonperformers due to writedowns on LDC exposure during
the last 2 or 3 years that had reduced the level of performance, but
at the same time that reduction was replaced by an increase of
non-performing loans, such as real estate and highly leveraged
transactions.

In act, if you look at both regional center money LDC, from 1988
to mid 1990, nonperforming assets at both money center banks in-
creased over 18 percent. Simply if you look at the write off picture
for banking companies during the first half of this year, the top 50
banking companies wrote off an unprecedented amount, about 12
billion in writeoffs. Half' of that was LDC related.

Likely to be repeated in future years to the same extent, given
the fact much of the average Argentinian exposure has been writ-
ten down and Mexican debt has been restructured.

A key among the problems, of' course, in the current picture is
the real estate issue. It was mentioned this morning by Mr.
LaWare, that real estate lending exploded during the decade of the
1980's, clearly tripling from 250 billion to 800 billion. In our judg-
ment, evidence of systemic over capacities everywhere, and it ac-
counts for this lack in increase.

In Texas approximately 50 billion in bank lending was erased. In
New England, in the last 12 months about 5 billion in equity has
been erased because of' that. Why does this happen, why do these
mistakes seem to be repetitive. Don't bankers learn?

I would argue one of' the reasons is the increasingly lower credit
worthiness of banking companies. This is chasing customers out of
the system. Some of the tight relations of recent times is chasing
customers out of the banking system because they can't get financ-
ing or cause some of the loans banks book are forced to carry re-
serves.

Nonregulated, nonfinancial sector continues to absorb some of
the business that had been the traditional domain of banking com-
panies. In addition, it was mentioned this mo,-ning about conver-
sion of Mutual Savings Bank in New England during the mid-
1980's.
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That is a good example of how problems get exacerbated in the
banking system. Approximately 5 billion in new equity was created
which was exactly the amount erased in the last 12 months was
created in the mid 1980's.

That equity needed to be put to work at higher returns in order
to attract investors to keep capital flowing into that region.

What happens is overheating of the region economy was given
further stimulus by creation of this new equity, and it affected
major banking companies to the point loan growth in New England
was twice the regional average of banking companies elsewhere.
The fast growth was created by the stimulation of new equity in
the marketplace.

The combination of excess capacity, in the case of New England,
stimulated by the conversion of that equity, the lower credit wor-
thiness, chasing out traditional wholesale customers of banking
companies forced banking companies to seek out whatever other
avenues are available to them, such as a retail, real estate, highly
leveraged transactions, and so forth, where margins and volume
opportunities exist.

In our opinion, excess capacity aggravates the situations as too
many banks chance too few good customer opportunities. The
result, of course, is the deterioration reflecting lending mistakes as
the economy turns negative, and the response is regulators are
tightening standards and banks turn inward.

Credit crunch or less available credit feeds on itself or can aggra-
vate a downturn in the economy.

I think it is interesting to listen to the testimony this morning
and talk about definitional differences about whether or not a
credit crunch exists. Point of fact, whether the issue is not evenly
spread about, the fact is credit is considerably more difficult to
conie by, particularly in the regions that are under the most siege
or at the institutions that are experiencing the greatest difficulty
at this point.

It is only common sense those regions and the banks elsewhere
that are under stress have to look inward, rather make new loan
commitments in an uncertain environment where they may be
forced to take added reserves against those exposures.

We heard in instance of a bank in New England which booked
credit in January of this year, and the regulators came in March.
The bank thought it booked the credit Linder the standards defined
by the regulatory authorities only to find that new credit required
some reserving set against it.

The bank decided to sell that credit at book value, absent the re-
serves to a nonfinancial, nonbanking company.

Again, indicative of what can happen here if banks are too limit-
ed focused and penalty is too tight, the customer base will be
driven further out of the mainstream of commercial banking
system.

One of the things I addressed in the paper is the role of industry
consolidation, which in our opinion is a crucial element to perhaps
dealing with some of the excess capacity in the system.

To some, how dealing with m,)'etition of mistakes that occur-
and much has been made in the past about our global competitive
or the lack of our global competitiveness as a banking system. In
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our judgment, to have a global competitive banking system, which
we currently do not have, we need consolidation to create a nation-
al healthy banking system with the attributes that well managed
institutions can provide.

No banking institution enjoys more than 5 percent revenue from
any product source. This is not an indictment of small banks, but
an indictment of too many banks in our opinion.

This is why we see these problems crop up, time and time again,
whether it be REIT lendings in the 1970's. energy lending in the
1980's, or the problems with real estate currently.

We feel small banks are a beautiful aspect of the banking system
so long as they are very profitable. In my paper I referred to hypo-
thetical scenarios, if banking companies would go graphically di-
verse, it might reduce the claims on the DIC in the mid 1980's, in
the Southwest, perhaps spreading out the risk elements in the prot-
folio.

And one of the things that become axiomatic in the banking in-
dustry is simply no matter if you are a good banker or bad banker
if you are in a region whose economy is suffering stress, then the
likelihood all banks in that economy are going to suffer in varying
degree from that stress. If it is high enough and deep enough, the
result can be a Texas like situation.

Most banks in New England with probably hardly any exceptions
are undergoing extreme stress and that is a function of-in our
opinion, geographically landlocked. The only places these banks
can lend are in the region they operate.

if those regional economies undergo a downturn it is axiomatic
those banks will experience problems. A bank in Hartford, Con-
necticut that makes most of its loan in the New England region. if
the New England region is undergoing a downturn, then in all like-
lihood the banks will also.

What should be done? I talked about-in my paper I talked
about the changes in market capitalization, the erasure of 20 bil-
lion of market capital.

You may say what does that mean, who cares, the point, in fact
the reduced capital in the system increases the cost of capital to
the banking companies. There are good and bad aspects of a listing
of large market caps.

On the one hand, the capital is being drained out of' the system
because of fear of the things we talked about this morning, on the
other hand it is being redistributed in other areas, giving way to
more capital, strong and better managed banking companies.

So there has been a redistribution, and that in itself should be
some comfort as you look at the systemic risks in the banking
system that is risk is not concentrated as it once was.

In terms of conclusion, we would encourage the continuing ab-
sorption of S&L for deposits into the commercial baiiking system.
One of the contributions we feel to bank stability is to keep one
side of the balance sheet as liquid and as stable as possible. In
recent months a number of regional banking companies have been
absorbing these deposits at relatively low cost.

This has improved the profile of the commercial banking system.
If you look back for comparison and ask yourself the question why
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did Continental Bank fail and Bank of America not fail, one of rea-
sons is clearly deposit profile.

Second, encourage consolidation with the attendant supervision,
of course, to promote diversity by product and region and restrict
entry into the banking system.

It is ironic if not downright ridiculous at the one time we are
trying to better manage existing institutions how easy it seems to
be to get a bank charter and get into the banking business which
at lot of investors had attempted to do in the last half dozen years.

Encourage higher capital ratios, by perhaps encouraging combi-
nations and encourage confidence by stressing the heterogeny ot
banking companies that most of the banks in the system are good
banking companies, but there are some problems at the money
center level and particularly in the Northeast region at this time.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McDermott can be found in theappendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. McDermott.
Ms. Shockley.

STATEMENT OF LACY M. SII(CKLEY, VICE PRESIDENT OF
RESEARCH, SMITH BARNEY, HARRIS UPHAM & COMPANY

Ms. SHOCKL.EY. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Members of the
House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee and other
Members of the House of Representatives.

I am pleased to address this honorable group and hope my com-
ments lead to a better understanding of the difficult situation our
banking industry is facing.

As background, I am Lacy Shockley, a vice president of Smith
Barney, Harris Upham and Company. My job is to analyze the
stocks of regional banks for the firm's retail and institutional cli-
ents.

I specialize in banks located on the East Coast and have been
analyzing banks for approximately 20 years. Prior to joining Smith
Barney, I worked for Mabon, Nugent and Company, Butcher and
Singer, McKinsey and Company, and the Fidelity Management Re-
search Company.

This morning, due to time limitations, I will address three topics:
One, the impact of the current depressed real estate market on

the banking industry.
Two, the industry's present low market valuation and the result-

ing negative impact on the industry's ability to raise capital.
Three, the importance of the regulatory agencies and their role

in helping to resolve the problems.
Regional banks, unlike money center banks, usually concentrate

their lending in three major areas: consumer, commercial and real
estate loans. Most regional banks can weather a problem in one of
these sectors without jeopardizing the existence or structure of the
institution. Few can weather problems in all three sectors simulta-
neously without creating significant stress to the bank.

Virtually every New England regional bank currently is under
severe pressure because of problems in all three sectors. The New
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England region is in a recession with no let up in sight for few of
the underling industries appear to be stabilizing.

However, when looking at banks in the middle Atlantic and
Southeastern regions, the situation appears quite different because
most of the regional economies basically are still relatively
healthy. Those banks whose asset quality and profitability ratios
have shown deterioration generally are only under pressure from
the real estate sector.

Indeed, many banks from Pennsylvania down through Florida
appear to be coming through this real estate cycle virtually un-
scathed.

In our opinion, the single most important factor in assessing the
effect of the real estate industry's current problems on the banking
industry is the quality and depth of management.

A strong, perceptive management recognizes the early signs of
weakness in the real estate sector and adjusts its lending practices
accordingly.

An example, we consider the management of Fleet/Norstar Fi-
nancial Group in Rhode Island to be outstanding. Despite the fact
that it is facing problems in all three lending sectors, we expect the
institution to be able to resume its normal growth and profitability
track when the economy of New England ultimately strengthens
again.

In the middle Atlantic and Southeastern region, where only the
real estate sector appears to be significantly weakened at this time,
a number of the better-managed banks remain largely unaffected.

Sovran Financial Group, based in Norfolk, Virginia, is a major
real estate lender in Virginia, Maryland and Tennessee.

Yet its nonperforming loans at 0June 30 were a very low 1.43 per-
cent of portfolio, a number confirmed bv a targeted real estate
exam conducted by the Comptroller of the Currency during the
second quarter. Other well-managed banks like CoreStates Finan-
cial Corporation, Mercantile Bankshares; First Wachovia Corpora-
tion, and Citizens and Southern Corporation, also appear to remain
essentially unhurt by weak real estate markets.

Conversely, many other middle Atlantic and Southeastern banks
with weak managements are having difficulties.

From the market valuation perspective, the current problem in
the real estate sector is having devastating effects on virtually all
bank stocks, regardless of management strength.

Since last October, bank stock prices have moved consistently
lower. In my years as a bank stock analyst, it is hard for me to
recall a period when investors sentiment has been more negative.
It is as if investors have decided that loan portfolios truly are a
blind pool and reported asset quality numbers have no credibility.

Consequently, all bank stocks, regardless of fundamental quality,
have been under downward price pressure. Indeed, the stocks of
many banks are so depressed that it appears our traditional valu-
ation framework for these stocks is being challenged. (Note the two
charts following this text, tracing relative valuation of the group
over the last 20 years.)

The implications of this historically low valuation include the fol-
lowing: It is very difficult, if not impossible, for most banks to raise
equity capital at this time. Therefore, many banks that need to bol-
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ster reserves are forced to sell off more profitable subsidiaries,
thereby weakening future profit potential.

Consolidation activity which needs to occur within the industry
has been and will continue to be severely curtailed. The curtail-
ment has occurred for two reasons: First, banks do not prefer to
buy other banks with cash because of the resulting goodwill genera
ted on the balance sheet.

Second, larger regional banks whose fundamentals are strong
still have stock prices that are too low to allow them to acquire
other institutions without unacceptable levels of dilution. This situ-
ation will not change until the market valuations improve.

In our view, the government agencies regulating regional banks
could be a significant force in helping to strengthen and restore re-
gional bank stock valuations by providing -credibility in the report-
ed numbers.

For example, we are very pleased by the OCC's current posture
of rigorously reviewing bank's real estate portfolios. This review
process is a significant step in restoring credibility in the asset
quality numbers reported by banks after such an exam.

Furthermore, this will help generate greater credibility in the
projections of earnings and book value used in determining stock
valuations.

This, we believe rigorous review by agencies is a fundamental
step in restoring investors confidence, which has been severely
tested in the banking industry.

We are very encouraged by our understanding that this type of
rigorous regulatory analysis is being extended to the otAr lending
portfolios within regional banks. We believe it is also critical that
all regulatory bodies reviewing banks' loan portfolios adopt similar
strict standards.

In the short run, due to the current real estate situation, in our
view, it is essential these standards be immediately implemented
by all regulatory bodies, evaluating real estate portfolios.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to address your
committee. I hope my comments have been useful and I am happy
to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Lacy M. Shockley can be found
in the appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cranmer.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES R. CRANMER, ANALYST, SHJEARSON
LEHMAN

Mr. CRANMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the
committee.

First, I would like to say that I am honored to be asked to speak
today before the House Banking Committee.

I have been a bank analyst now for 8 years. I had been a com-
mercial banker in New Jersey for 2 years prior to going to gradu-
ate school in business.

In my remarks and in the question session, I hope that I can
shed some light on the real estate loan problems in the banking
industry and talk a little bit about how I think we got to this cross-
roads. Like everyone else, I would like to do what I can to resolve
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the industry's problems with a minimum of pain to the banks, the
economy and bank shareholders.

As a bank analyst, I have had a first-hand view of the market's
declining confidence in the banking industry. Since last October,
regional bank stocks have fallen 40 percent in value while the
market overall is roughly flat. And sometimes it seemed as if credit
agency ratings were dropping as fast as the stocks.

Banks stocks move based on perceptions of credit quality, and
credit quality fears, especially real estate fears, are clearly driving
bank stocks today. All in all it has been a sobering year for bank
analysts.

To start off, I think that real estate loans pose a serious problem
for the many large banks. These problems are not pervasive but
they are real. Nonperforming real estate loans are rising sharply
throughout the industry and the proportion of real estate loans in
bank portfolios is nearly double the level of a decade ago.

Commercial vacancy rates now average 20 percent nationwide,
which is close to an all time high, and most regional real estate
markets are seeing deterioration. Those markets that are improv-
ing tend to be markets like Houston, Denver and Austin that have
been overbuilt for a long time.

What concerns us at Shearson as much as the vacancy rates is
that despite the slow economy, there seems to be lots more product
in the pipeline. While office construction spending has dropped 50
percent from its 19)85 peak, it is still running 50 percent above
1979.

Events in the Mideast throw a whole new variable into the equa-
tion. If, as some predict, we are now headed into a recession, real
estate problems are bound to worsen.

The potential impact of' real estate loans on the banks them-
selves is very difficult to forecast. It depends on a multitude of fac-
tors such as the banks underwriting standards, the strength of
local real estate markets and economies, but one of the things we
analysts try to do is look for precedents. Unfortunately precedents
to the current situation are few and often contradictory.

In the REIT crisis in the 1970's, which has been brought up a
couple of times by the previous panel, banks had huge burdens of
nonperforming loans, far beyond the legal of nonperforming loans
we are seeing now. But bank losses from REIT loans were surpris-
ingly contained.

In Texas conversely, nearly every band of consequence failed.
Now we are clearly somewhere in between these two extremes. If
the results of any recent regulatory examples are a guide, we can
expect banks to write off 50 to 75 percent of their nonperforming
real estate loans.

How did real estate loans come to be such a serious problem for
the industry?

I will focus on two reasons.
First, the real estate business was profoundly affected by tax leg-

islation. The 1981 tax bill was favorable for real estate and encour-
aged the construction of projects that by themselves were uneco-
nomical. Then, the 1986 tax bill removed these benefits.

In New England, at least, there was a rush of deals in the fourth
quarter of 1986 proposed by developers who wanted to quality
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under the 1981 laws. It would be interesting to know how many of
today's problems had their inception in the fourth quarter of 1986.

Second, lending standards eroded in the 1980's. For one thing,
the further we got from the last recession, the less memory bank-
ers had of how hard times could be. A whole generation of landing
people grew up never having had to work out of bad credit.

More importantly, in the 1980's earnings momentum was the
name of the game, and earnings and credit quality were so good for
so long that I think managements deceived themselves into think-
ing they couldn't make a mistake. Bankers may have lost sight of
how easy it is to fabricate earnings by compromising the balance
sheet just a little.

Earnings were paramount in the 1980's because the 1980's were
a revolutionary time for banking. Interstate banking barriers were
falling, and acquisitions took place at a frenetic pace.

Think what weak earnings meant to a bank. If earnings weak-
ened, a bank might have been precluded from making acquisitions,
or it might not have been able to get the highest price for its share-
holders in a buyout. Of all the ways for a bank to generate earn-
ings, real estate lending is the easiest. A bank can always find a
developer who will borrow.

What compounded these eroding credit standards was that many
bank mergers that did take place were never fully integrated. That
meant that problems at the acquired bank were never fully ad-
dressed.

Worse, dilution incurred in acquisitions was sometimes earned
out not through synergies, but by turning up loan volume. Without
an integrated loan approval and review system, a bank that did
this was just asking for trouble.

Now it is often argued that the banking industry ought to consol-
idate to generate economies of scale. If the record of bank acquisi-
tions in the 1980's suggest anything to me, it is that bank mergers
have the potential for significant diseconomies of scale.

I am afraid I can't suggest a panacea that would cure all the in-
dustry's ills, but I can suggest one remedy we might what to avoid.

There is a strong support among students of the banking indus-
try, and I understand, some regulators, to force banks to "own up"
to their current problems by marking their loan portfolios to
market. They contend the GAAP accounting cannot capture the
economic value of a bank. They advocate a "mark to market" ap-
proach to bank accounting.

While I think that this approach has theoretical merit, I think
its broad application in today's environment might not be appropri-
ate for the commercial banking industry.

Proponents of "mark-to-market" point to the thrift crisis to sup-
port their views. They correctly claim that many thrifts were eco-
nomically insolvent in the early 1980's even though accounting and
regulatory standards showed them as having capital.

This "phantom capital" gave thrift managements an incentive to
take ever greater risks. If the gamble worked out, management
was enriched, but if the gamble failed, management was no worse
off, and the FSLIC picked up the tab. It is argued that billions of
taxpayers dollars could have been saved it these thrifts had been
marked to market and shut down at the start.
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You are well too familiar with the this syndrome. It is easy to
extend this argument to today's banking industry as some now
advise. But for several reasons, I think that this theory is difficult
to apply in practice, and that attempting to mark bank loan portfo-
lios to market in today's environment could aggravate an already
bad situation.

One, marking to market tends to procyclical, not countercyclical.
That is, it tends to reinforce the excesses of speculative boom and
likewise has the potential to worsen the downturn. Markets are
often wrong over the short term.

Two, real estate assets are highly illiquid investments, especially
in the falling market. Appraisals can overstate the decline in real
estate values when those transactions that do take place tend to be
fire sales.

Unless some highly subjective assumptions are made, it is diffi-
cult to determine a market price to mark to. And given the lever-
age of a banking company, small errors can have a big impact.

Three, whatever price is determined appropriate for a particular
class of real estate will tend to establish a ceiling price for that
class.

Potential investors will deer buying at anything above that price
until the wave of bank foreclosures and auctions has passed, thus
mandated writedowns can have a tendency to become self-fulfilling.

Four, the large writeoffs that can result from marking to market
could potentially reduce credit availability in a regional economy
just when such credit is most needed.

Thank you for allowing me to speak.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cranmer can be found in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let ine say that we are the ones to thank

you, Mr. Cranmer.
And we are the ones that are grateful, and also honored with the

presence of all of you analysts, and particularly the responsiveness
to our invitation to rather quick notice, at this time when it is sup-
posed to be vacation time.

I wonder offhand if you were here when Comptroller Clarke was
testifying, and if you could comment on his statement that it was
his opinion that the principal banks were well capitalized. Would
any of you have any comment on that?

Mr. MCDERNMOTT. One of the things you first learned is reserved
capital-when you are out of business you are out of business, oth-
erwise you are in business and you are solvent.

Can you play-with regulators we play all sorts of games, what
is adequate capital, because they have got all sorts of ratios. One of
the problems in the 1980's, it was best illustrated in the bank
report in 1984, is the elusion created through the establishment of
primary capital, about adequacy in our system.

Principal capital, of course, is total equity plus the reserves, so
you had a situation where during the decade of the 1980's, princi-
ple capital increased by 50 percent, and in 1984's Bank America
Report the Chairman said he was very proud in telling sharehold-
ers their capital had increased.

In point of fact, if you look at the common equity, it had gone
down in 1984, it actually decreased. So for about 10 years we fooled
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ourselves, or the regulatory authorities did in what constituted real
capital.

The adjustment to risk capital has cleaned up the landscape
somewhat. It has inhibited cash acquisition.

If a bank wants to buy another bank, it has to get its stock prices
up so it can use that as a premium of exchange. The issue of sol-
vency or the issue of adequacy in the big banks is going to vary.

You can't talk about all big banks as if they were one bank. I
think you almost have to be bank specific, rather than general, and
say what are-anymore than comparing the Iowa's Bank's average
capital with that of Chase Manhattan. It is apples and apples.

I It is like comparing the great State of Texas, with the great
State of Nebraska, it is two different issues. You want to keep your
comparison.

In my judgment, to answer question shortly now, I think the in-
stitutions are satisfied in terms of minimum regulatory capital. All
right, but it is clear that the regulators and the marketplace are
looking for more capital than in the institutions going forward,
around its forcing those institutions relatively low capitalization to
shrink and sell assets.

The game plan is just like Bank America when it got in trouble,
it was $125 billion institution, it shrunk to a $90 billion institution.
It had to seek out capital, and today Bank of America is one of the
best capitalized banks among the large banking companies.

The issue for someone like "Night Line' to suggest the top six
banks are insolvent is naive, because nobody is in those institutions
marking to market or assessing the value of a deposit base, for ex-
ample.

They are simply looking at what maybe 11DC loans sell for and
marking those to market. Unless you charge the system, as Charlie
mentioned, you can't talk about adequacy in marking to market
since when we are dealing with GAAP sense ,ccounting.

Under GAAP they are adequately capitalized as we see it today.
If you want to go through an institution fr-om marking to market,
you have to market everything and see what sort of capital support
you have then.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is very well and rather succinctly
stated, given the complexity of the subject matter.

I am grateful to you. There is no question that you are right.
It depends on who has the beholders eyes. But our concern has

been the regulatory oversight and standards. We saw that clearly
in the S&L case--and the same reasons and the same arguments
that are offered now, given the contingencies that the banks face
for attempting to gain resources we faced with the S&Ls, and be-
ginning with the late 1970's, and all through the- 1980's, actually,
that was the issue.

What powers would enable them, in the words of one advocate,
"to compete". Compete in the market, for capital.

And I am afraid that the chart that you have there, Ms. Shock-
ley, is all too dramatic. That looks like the fever chart in an inten-
sive care patient's room.

I think it is very provocative. You have major regional bank's
dividend yields versus S&P 500 capital gain, regional banks versus
S&P industrials.

3-290 0 - 90 - 3
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Those are cold statistical graph sheets that very dramatically
reveal problems.

I think you are very aptly pointing out that the most important
factor in assessing the effect of the real estate industry's current
problems on the banking industry is the quality and depth of man-
agement. I think to a large extent that is true.

Again, you point out very aptly that in case of Fleet/North Star
Financial Group right in the center of New England, in Rhode
Island, you consider it to have outstanding management, and ap-
parently is riding the tide that the surrounding banks are not, or
are apparently having trouble.

So it is very difficult for us, and I think that nobody really de-
sires to legislate in such a way as to try to invade or fine tune or
micro-manage, some of my colleagues say, the banking industry ac-
tivities.

On the other hand, there is a strong responsibility that I happen
to believe that Congress has, perhaps, not intentionally evaded, and
that is the responsibility for looking out for the public interest.

1 think the biggest concern in the late 1970's, and 1980's, was
with the best of intentions was to save the S&Ls. And, in fact, the
1980's Depository Institutions Deregulation Act and 1982 Garn-St.
Germaine Act were palmed off on the Congress, even though some
of us were to go to the Rules Committee and to say 90 percent of
this doesn't have anything to do with it.

Ninty-percent of this is actually revising fbr the first time on a
wholesale basis, the 1935 basic banking act in which you had a line
of demarcation between commercial and banking.

Also, compounding the problem has been the inability-I don't
know about unwillingness, but the inability of the Congress to ad-
dress the issues such as non-banking activities in a way that would
provide a national policy.

So what is happening is that you create these vacuums and two
forces rush in. Either the regulators try to make up for the lack of
national policy and, of course, they are not equipped to do that,
and our Constitution doesn't say they should.

Second, you have the courts, the Judiciary which also is a branch
of our government that is not set up as a policy-making body.

So actually our task at this very, very difficult time is almost
threefold. We have to catch up with what wasn't done, and even
have hearings on that which evokes the past, and some Members
say what is the use of spinning your wheels there. It is important
because if we don't know where we are coming from, we can't
hardly guess where we want to go.

Additionally, corresponding with that, we have the duty of keep-
ing up with the times and trying to meet the actual societal and
technological changes that have impacted on this industry, and
that we can't overlook.

You commented on my first-a group of financial institutions
that examines by State and Federal regulations appear to be get-
ting tougher and more comprehensive. I wonder if you could tell
the committee if your research indicates that bank regulatory
agencies are engaging in a policy of tougher and more comprehen-
sive examinations in such a way as to inhibit extensions of credit?
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I know you addressed the question of the Comptroller tightening
up on real estate, which I think is very appropriate, though belat-
ed, but what about general lending practices and do you find any-
thing in the rules or the proposed rules announced by OCC and
other regulators as inhibiting an otherwise willing lender to lend?

Mr. CRANMER. I think one of the difficulties that we analysts are
having right now is determining the degree to which the results of
New England bank examinations represent a precedent for the rest
of the industry.

It seemed that those losses were so dramatic and had-come up so
suddenly-not without warning, but the magnitude of the losses

; was beyond anything I had anticipated. Thus, it seemed to us there
had been a dramatic change in the way that the examination proc-
ess was being conducted.

At the same time, we were getting anecdotal evidence from the
banks and from businesses in the region that the examination
standards had changed. One of the things that has been difficult is
that consistently the regulatory authorities deny that their meth-
ods have changed, and I think that this aggravates the uncertainty.

If the regulatory authorities were more forthcoming with exactly
what kind of methods they were using, I think that would be-I
think that would be most welcome, as far as I am concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. is. Shocklev.
Ms. SHOCKLEY. I think the answer to your question depends on

which bankers you are talking to.
Because again, in my sample anyway. I have never heard a

banker complain about an OCC examination who works for a bank
that came through virtually unscathed. In other words, their ratios
were low to start with and the )CC cane through and made mini-
mal changes.

Most of the complaints I have heard about the OCC being too rig-
orous came from banks where the OCC identified a lot of bad loans
that the bank itself had not identified.

Now it also depends very much who is doing the examination.
Because in talking to bankers, we don't see that the same stand-
ards are really being used across the board at all. Clearly the OCC
is taking the most rigorous position at this time.

I think a lot of these bankers talk to each other about what the
different regulators are doing. And in a number of cases, I have
talked to a bank chairman who is not regulated by the OCC, as an
example, and asked him, in your opinion, was the examine that
was just conducted on your bank as rigorous as it would have been
if done by the OCC. The answer is always no.

I think that is really creating a lot of uncertainty and confusion
in the marketplace.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McDermott.
Mr. MCDERMOrr. I think it is pretty clear the OCC examination

team went to school on the Texas experience, particularly as it re-
lates to real estate. That experience is being transported to the
high growth areas of real estate lending in markets that are
deemed to be weaker or undergoing a lot of stress.

I think that I would agree with Lacy's observation that it really
does depend on what part of the country you go to. I don't think
the credit crunch or the difficulties that some bankers are evidenc-
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ing in New England is evidenced, say, in the Midwest where the
speculative building was not as present or in evidence.

I don't think you will find the same problem in the Pacific
Northwest, for example, or say, in the Southeast to the same
extent, although they too have undergone rigorous examinations.

I think it is a matter of degree. If you are looking for examples of
this, I think you have got to look by region and type of institution.

I think if you ask Morgan Bank has anything changed from the
standpoint of regulation, the answer would be no. If you asked the
Chase Bank, I think the answer would be yes.

I do think that while the regulators have been under a lot of crit-
icism, they are under a very difficult job from the standpoint of
trying to anticipate this problem, given the fact that regulators
were amiss with the savings and loan problem.

I sense there is an attempt to overcompensate in the process par-
ticularly at some institutions and I think that they should be cred-
ited with their efforts to try and get ahead of the curve on this
problem. Keep in mind these markets are constantly changing.

It is not like in 1988, we knew exactly what growth in New Eng-
land was going to be and what the different industries in that
region, how they were going to perform. This is a dynamic that
changes.

Judgments are made at that point in time, based on forecasts
that may or may not pan out, just as the loans are made on the
same basis.

It think it does depend on where you look, what institutions you
talk to, but I think that the overall examination process by the
OCC is pretty rigorous at certain levels within that organization.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, there was one other question I had.
I think you have addressed that very well, very aptly. I recall

that about some 0' or 7 months ago one of my colleagues from Mas-
sachusetts got a hold of me, and was very anxious to do so, and he
said I think you have got to do something on your committee.

He said I have got all my bankers saying they are in trouble be-
cause they have gotten all these Texas examiners to come up here
to New England and we have got to remind them this isn't Texas.

So I asked him what he thought we could do. And he said, well,
these bankers were talking to him privately. And I said, well, I
think you have got to recognize the fact unless you give me some
specific grievances, that for your sake you don't want to go in there
on an individual basis and intervene on an individual basis for any
individual banker or group of bankers. And he thought it over, and
at that time, of course, we were in the middle of the savings and
loan question and whether or not and under way circumstances
Congress wanted to properly intervene.

I will never forget they were blaming on the fact that what hap-
pened was they had just imported from the Texas area those bad
examiners from Texas and now bad things were happening in New
England.

Now according to some reports if one were to take a look at the
bank's 10 most troublesome loans, one would find the bank had de-
viated from its general underwriting policies of procedures in most
of those 10 cases.
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For example, a bank which had a policy against making casino
loans would make an exception for a special client or would grant
signature loans in excess of normal practice.

What is your opinion on this?
Would you say this is an accurate assessment and what if any

would be your observation?
It does seem to me that some of the longstanding basic under-

writing policies I understood banks just simply accept that as a
matter of course, had to be dispensed with in the case that has
then become national and glaring expose' of bad banking practice.
Would any of you have any comment?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. I think it gets back to the quality of management.
- If you talk to management of some of the banks that are reporting

exceedingly good numbers right now, they will tell you they simply
a don't deviate from whatever their credit standards are and they

don't make exceptions.
Whereas I think if you are looking at banks with poorer credit

histories, what you are saying is absolutely true. If you look at
some of the banks with the weaker numbers, and you look at their
10 worse loans, they probably are each exceptions.

Now, again, you have to look at this by region. If you are in an
environment like New England where the economy is in free fall
and nobody expected it to be quite as weak as it was, you could
have been using reasonable standards a year or two ago. However,
the environment is so overwhelmingly different now that good
loans have deteriorated.

I think what you are saying probably applies more in an area
that is not in recession.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this what they said in Texas and then later in
Colorado? They said it wasn't bad management at all, it was these
forces that overwhelmed them.

The repetitiveness with which the real estate markets dropped in
value. To a certain extent, I can tell you-and you mentioned in
your statement, the fact that the tax laws of 1981 encourage the
type of investment, and in 1986, with the removal of so many of
those tax credits benefits.

I know in my area alone-but, of course, I also have been notic-
ing and, in fact, reporting in Special Orders, because I couldn't get
any forum here on this level, the land flips and the highly, and, in
fact, scandalously, and I would say fraudulently increased values,
and how those values and land were being used to capitalize newly-
chartered savings and loans, which then on the basis of that and
very little cash, actually, advertised in the East and in the New
York money markets exceedingly large packages of CDs, and
brought in most of what a year later they were reporting was their
capital structure. And that meant several million dollars or more.

What was obvious in 1983, and particularly 1984, was that
bubble had to burst. I new of one case and I reported it here, where
an individual owned about some 15,000 acres. It wasn't susceptible
of any business investment or for that purpose-this individual
told me-in fact, he asked me the question what was going on. I
thought people used to go to jail for what is happening now.

I said what do you mean? He said, well, I have been approached
and they want me to put up my land.
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I don't have to have any cash, and from an savings and loan-he
said the thing that gets me is I bought that acreage at less than
$800 an acre and they want to capitalize that at $15,000 an acre.

So if that was true then, and I assume this businessman, when
he asked me the question-I said, first place I am just a politician,
I am not an investment counselor, but I would say on the basis of
what you are telling me that people would still go to jail today if
caught up with.

Now, I said you may have a loosening of standards where it isn't
easy to catch, and I said I think I know where it is coming from,
those loosening of standards, but I need not say anything because
you wouldn't be asking me if you yourself' hadn't prefaced your re-
marks by asking the question.

So obviously you know there is something wrong. But the truth
is that you had very, very much of that, not just a little bit. And so
that by December of 1986, which was after the approval of the 1986
reform package, the tax bill, you began to see a drop by the end
the year.

By the first quarter in March of 1987, we had registered better
than 40 percent drop in real estate values in my area, San Antonio,
Texas, and surrounding areas.

Now Houston must have had much more of a severe drop be-
cause there was that much more stress. And construction-real
estate construction and so you are correct when you say that the
bill--the tax policies-and this is one of the things that I have long
been very much concerned about.

I think we in the Congress are proceeding very much like we did
l) years ago. In fact, this committee was a result of' the 1865 Na-
tional Currency Act and it was taken from the Ways and Means
Committee and formed into the Banking and Currency Committee
as it was know until recently.

The fact remains that today we share jurisdiction-for instance
if we have anything that has to do with junk bonds or securities,
we share jurisdiction with the Energy and Commerce Committee.

On the other hand, no matter what we do here to reform, a tax
bill can result in undoing everything we do here. So what I have
been advocating for some time now is to have sort of a Congression-
al intercabinet sort of intercommittee level where we would get at
least these what I call the money committees and have them in the
same direction, at least. Because I know that speaking from the
housing situation-and I have been chairman of the housing sub-
committee since 1981-that the tax bills had everything to do with
what our housing policies were being formulated under authoriza-
tion level.

So we do have that as a problem, Mr. Cranmer, that we have no
control over the tax policy as a commit) tee, and up to now I regret
to say that we have had very little co( rdination to where at least
we could get together and say, well, this is where was want to go,
and you are correct, there was a cause and effect, and it was pretty
immediate, and it was, I think, in our area a very heavy contribu-
tor to the S&L because the peculiar history in Texas was that 90
percent plus of the S&Ls were State-chartered and stock.
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Just the fact that they were State-chartered may or may not
have been something, but they were stock and they were made to
order for the high flying ventures.

I noticed in your statement, Mr. Cranmer, that you say one of
the thorniest problems for banking and lists these days is trying to
determine the lost content of nonperforming assets. That is, how
much will ultimately be written off, and you point out the histori-
cal experience of early 1970's where you had your writ bubble of
that time. The only thing I might disagree there is that I can't help
but believe that was the handwriting on the wall and it did have
an impact on what happened subsequently, but there you point out
the percentage of loans that were construction-related, yet First
Union, for instance, was able to weather that storm.

Then I am very grateful to you in your prepared text how you
differentiate between the Texas, Arizooa, and New England, the
impact of the real estate crisis on banks.

I think the significant portion with respect to banking board of
directors tend to be passive, and I am quoting, I think, the composi-
tion of banking boards of directors often works to the detriment of
the banking industry. It has been pointed out by banking stock in-
vestors much smarter and well thinker than I that there is a curi-
ous tendency for banking directors to comprise the best customers
of the banking or else the cronies of management.

Well, I think that has been historically true. To be on a bank
board, as I understood it, you have to own stock in the bank, so it
would be very difficult to figure out a businessman and especially
if you have interlocking directorates who looked upon membership
as just a passive thing rather than something that is passive to the
general transactions but also something that perhaps he would find
advantageous in his own personal way by virtue of that member-
ship.

I want to say that this is what we are looking at also by way of
reform. This is the reason we have gone back and had hearings.
We will continue to go back and survey some of the S&L deals but
also some of the banking deals because we think that the time has
come where we have got to, on a national level, address that issue
so we are very much concerned about that.

With respect to your concerns about trying to discern the com-
plexity of regulatory activity on all of these levels, we are also very
much concerned, and I have come to the conclusion that some of
the studies that date back to the late 1960's, the Hunt Commission
study around 1969, I believe, 1970, and some of the later studies
based upon a lot of hearings here, the FINE studies we had in
hearings, one of the recommendations that came out of the Hunt
Commission was that we ought to have a unified regulatory struc-
t u re.

Of course, nothing was ever done by way of following through on
those studies, but I firmly believe that we have got to address that.
We have got to have cogency and some kind of unification in the
regulatory spectrum, an umbrella.

I just think that the time has arrived where that has to be con-
sidered very seriously, and I hope to place that on the agenda for
the committee.
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I think your testimony this morning is most valuable. I won't
comment any further, but I wanted to thank you very much, and
particularly, Ms. Shockley, your statement about the implications
of historically low valuations and your analysis, I think it is very
valuable to us.

Mr. McDermott, likewise, and with that, Mr. Kanjorski, thank
you for your patience.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will try not to extend the panel too much further, but I am just

interested in asking, particularly Ms. Shockley, you are a stock an-
alyst for banks, but are you also an expert in real estate or are you
just studying real estate and gathering this as a second area
source?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. Well, certainly my job is to be an equity analyst. I
have never made a real estate loan. I have never worked for a
bank, but certainly if you are looking at bank stocks right now you
have to attempt to learn a little bit about the real estate market.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Well, then my questions will be legitimate to
you.

I am very curious as to what your honest opinion is. Are we in a
national real estate crash in the country or just a very limited re-
gional area crash or do we have no crash occurring?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. In my view, it is probably a limited regional crash
that obviously is more severe in some regions than others. More
importantly it is going to be much more severe with regard to some
institutions than others because you can see plenty of examples of
two institutions in the same market that are faring very different-
ly today.

Let's just put aside New England for a moment. That clearly is
in a recession 'rake a reasonably healthy market where there may
be some over building but the underlying economy has remained
relatively healthy. Yet, You will see institutions whose numbers
are virtually untouched continuing to report exceedingly strong
profitability, capital numbers, very low levels of nonperforming
assets. Right next door you will see an institution whose numbers
have deteriorated significantly. I think that is where we could have
situations; OR let's say a selected crisis for certain institutions.

Mr. KANJORSKI. In talking with some of the people, again moving
away from New England, but in the New York market, some
people recently have indicated to me their feeling that real estate
prices have fallen somewhere between 10 and 12 percent just in the
last year, and relating that to some of my prior experience in bank-
ing and law, that is generally the equity someone comes into a
proposition with and the rest is picked up in a mortgage.

Is it reasonable to say that in the last several years, then, most
of the equity has been wrung out of real estate transactions and
projects in the New York Metropolitan area?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. My thought would probably be no because the
market may have declined 10, 15 percent in the last year, but I
think it was going up very dramatically for a number of years
before that. So unless you bought your house, co-op or your com-
mercial real estate very recently, you have probably still have a
significant amount of equity left.
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Mr. KANJORSKI. All right. But say the most recent commercial
developments, the area Mr. Schumer is talking about is now 20
percent vacant across the country. Those are real major problem
areas in your opinion or not? In other words, what I am looking at
is, when you look into consideration of the S&L assets that are on
the market, what may be on the market as a result of some fail-

.- ures in banks or having to sell off the assets at tremendous losses,
do we have an instrumentality out there to support the system or
should the Congress be looking at something like the old recon-
struction finance corporation, sort of a third tier market to come in
on a temporary basis to shore up this market before it tumbles and
then eventually becomes an avalanche or isn't that possible?

MS. SHOCKLEY. Well, it probably depends whether or not we are
going into a recession nationally. I guess that has been talked
about more in the last week or two than it was before that.

Mr. KANJORSKI. I have strong suspicions. What are your suspi-
cions that we are, in fact, in a recession?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. You could absolutely be right. I think that is a
very strong possibility.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Taking that as an assumption that we are in a
recession, that it would be a year, IS months at least and could be
more severe than just a simple recession, adding on the problems
now with the Iraqi situation and now this underlying real estate
weakness in the country, do you see any real major potential prob-
lems?

You heard the testimony here today from Mr. Clarke and others
saying, well, we are in fairly good shape, we don't have a problem
unless we have a recession, unless we have an unusual emergency.

It seemed to me like they were describing what we have unless I
am missing something.

Ms. SHOCKLEY. Well, for a select number of institutions, I think
there could be a real crisis. It' we going into a recession, there will
be more buildings that don't lease up and more houses that don't
sell and more developers that just can't last that much longer and,
therefore, go into bankruptcy procedures or have problems meeting
obligations.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Do you see any problem in the banking area
that we h-ad in the S&L where appraisals weren't really quite cor-
rect and tin some instances were puffed appraisals? Do you see any
snide dealings that have occurred'?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. I am not sure I have seen inside dealings, but I
think there certainly have been cases where the appraisals may
not have been quite rigorous enough. In other words, let's say the
OCC goes into a bank and does a targeted real estate exam. They
find a significant amount of real estate loans that they want classi-
fied as nonperforming. One of the big reasons is often that the ap-
praisal was not really reflecting reality in their view, and, of
course, if we go into a recession these appraisals will have to be
updated just that much more often because the prices will be de-
clining.

Mr. KANJORSKi. Do you see it as something that we saw in the
S&Ls where there was actually conspiratorial activity, an inten-
tional attempt to defraud-the taxpayers or the government or is
this just a poor business practice?
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Ms. SHOCKLEY. I would have to say among the banks that I
follow, I am certainly not aware of any situations where I believe
they are attempting to defraud the regulators or their sharehold-
ers.

Mr. KANJORSKI. We don't have any hot shot go-go people in the
banking industry?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. There may be some. I don't follow every bank in
the country. All I can speak for is--

Mr. KANJORSKI. Have you seen anybody packing their brief cases
and their bags and hustling off and picking up bank charters re-
cently as we saw in the S&L industry? That hasn't occurred, I
assume?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. No, I haven't seen that occur.
Mr. KANJORSKI. Now, where do you see the end of the real estate

crunch? Do you see it potentially spreading nationwide? I have a
suspicion myself that all of us have been watching the stock
market as an indicator and that what we haven't recognized is that
the stock market is no longer a domestic indicator but a world indi-
cator, and that the real-only valid indicator domestically any
more basically is real estate and we have no developed market na-
tionally; we have to look at regional markets because that is how it
is laid out, and so I think that the only indication, we will get if
something very severe is happening in the economy is in the real
estate area and that we are getting those indications, but we per-
haps have not been perceptive enough to recognize that they are
not necessarily regional in nature but are nationally in nature.

I will give you an example. New England, everyone agrees to,
but New York also. I am talking to bankers in Pennsylvania. They
tell me real estate is really in bad shape. I have talked to bankers
in California. They tell me it is in bad shape. I have talked to
bankers in the Southwest and in Texas, as the Chairman indicated,
and it is in bad shape. I have talked to bankers in Florida. They
tell me it is in bad shape. That sort of represents all over the coun-
try.

The same bankers aren't necessarily feeding this into a common
market or a common disclosure form, but to what i see, we have
low and falling prices, almost free fall prices in some areas, and
putting that together with the S&L crisis, where there is massive
amounts of hundreds of billions of dollars or more of real estate
that we are throwing on the market, I am just wondering whether
we aren't fueling a fire of a real national crash in real estate and
that that supports so much more even than just banking or just
S&Ls.

As I indicated, we have just gone through hearings in FHA, and
we are talking now about whether or not we should require two-
tenths of 1 percent equity in a deal for homes. Is there reason for
that when we have a 20 percent vacancy rate?

Are we coordinated or should we be looking for more equity or
doesn't this matter? Should we be examining how much of the
portfolio of real estate in the country of insurance companies hold
that aren't showing up in bank portfolios but in effect may show
up later on several years down the road when payments are re-
quired on insurance policies?
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Do we have a problem in the pension funds that are highly
vested in mortgages and other real estate investment?

I don't know. We don't seem to be getting this type of informa-
tion, though, from the regulators because they have become very
narrow in their scope, and they examined banks, particular banks,
and particular problems and not broad-scoped problems, so I
happen to be one of the people that urge the Congress to form a
very broad examination of this whole market, looking at the S&L
industry is not an industry that is only as a result of fraud, misuse
and abuse, but had some underlying systemic problem there that
may be reflected in these other areas.

We haven't gone to that State. but what would you think? Am I
perhaps overly pessimistic about this whole problem or is there
some semblance of fact out there that would reasonably cause us to
examine these other areas and look at them?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. I would guess if we go into a recession, depending
on the severity, that the real estate situation in the country as a
whole could get significantly worse.

Now, again, it is going to get significantly worse by region. I
think, as Jim said a minute ago, it is not as likely to be as bad in
the Midwest because prices never went up dramatically. There was
not a lot of over building and therefore the region doesn't lend
itself to a crash. However you talked about California, Florida,
New York, and, of course, New England, and Pennsylvania. All of
those areas really did have ,,-ry dramatic escalation in prices
which generally spurs a lot of building. Clearly there ismore vul-
nerability where overbuilding occurred.

Where there is overbuilding and resulting over capacity and fall-
ing prices you can have problems. Certain regions could have much
more serious problems than is apparnet now, and obviously affect
many more banking institutions.

Mr. KANJORSKI. In the bank area-particularly I have some in
Pennsylvania--I have noticed-as a matter of faict. I look like a
genius, Mr. Chairman, I became an executor of an estate a year
ago, and the primary resources of the estate were bank stock, and I
determined to make the judgment to sell them and put then into
government secured transactions, and it just so happens that stock
today is worth about one-third of what it was a year ago, so I
prided myself as being a great investor in bank stock or getting out
of bank stock, but now that being the case, taking-this stock hap-
pened to be $45 last summer. It is now selling at $15. How much
lower can it go? I mean, I am just astounded to see that type of
free fall, and yet the market, the real estate market has really not
yet stopped. It is still going down, massive amounts of vacancies,
bad loans out there.

Where would you say we are going out there? Is the market over-
reacting or is the market truly reflecting the value there or is it a
tremendous buy at this point?

Ms. SHOCKLEY. Traditional analysis-would suggest that this is
as low as they are going to go. Although, as we know, the environ-
ment changes, sometimes structurally. Typically bank stocks un-
derperform in a recession. However, what bank stocks have been
saying since last October is for them the country is in a recession,
and therefore they have taken a major move downward.
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Do you want to know if, in our view, are they good buys right
now? I think you have to very selectively look at different institu-
tions. If you have a long-term perspective and you go after very,
very strong bank stocks at the moment, they are probably exceed-
ingly good buys and you are going to make a lot of money.

I don't know what institution you are talking about right now,
but there are a lot of them that have come down that much that
still have very, very strong fundamentals, yet their stock prices
have been affected negatively by what is going on. These could be
exceedingly attractive long-term investments at current prices.

On the other hand, there are a lot of institutions, as we have
talked about a little bit already, are very negatively affected al-
ready and probably will be even more negatively affected before
things bottom out. Indeed some may not be around and your equity
could go to zero. So I think selectivity is the key.

Mr. KANJORSKI. I have talked to a lot of bank executives and for
the first time they have indicated great worry to me.

As a matter of fact, I had one come up to me at a conference just
several weeks ago and called my attention to the CD picture, that
what is happening now in banks is not dissimilar to what hap-
pened in savings and loans 3 and 4 years ago, that for purposes of
liquidity they were going out and offering tremendously unsound
return on investments because they needed that money.

And every day I open up the paper; I see here rates for CDs and
much more aggressive advertising to get those rates. And I am just
wondering, is that indicative of' what happened to the S&Ls? We
have the same striving for liquidity and hold for price interest to
be paid, and is there another government bailout at the end of that
rainbow potentially if there is a problem?

Have you looked into that at all'?
Ms. SHOCKLEY. Well, it is hard to look into because we don't

know what is going to happen. There probably is a correlation,
even in the banking industry, between those institutions that may
be a little more desperate for funds and those that are offering to
pay people higher rates than some of their peers.

That did lead to trouble in the S&L industry. Since we know that
there are some banking institutions that are likely to get into trou-
ble if we go into a recession, one might be able to see some correla-
tion between what some institutions are offering for deposits and
deteriorating levels of nonperforming assets, capital ratios, and so
forth.

Mr. KANJORSKI. Would you think that perhaps this $100,000 de-
posit insurance limit should be looked at much faster than the
Treasury seems to be reacting to it, with the idea you seem to
attach a lot of credence to, that the management of each bank has
to be looked at.

When you have $100,000 deposit insurance and you are looking
to the government to pay rather than the bank, people don't really
care, but would it be to our advantage to force some control into
the marketplace and force investors and people to care a little bit
more responsibly about who the management is of that particular
bank and what their judgments are and how their portfolios are in-
vested and should we encourage or should the Congress take some
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quicker activity here on the deposit insurance question or is that
not significant?

IS. SHOCKLEY. In my view, that would be an exceedingly positive
- move. I think that should be looked at as quickly as possible and

with the view of perhaps some changes.
In a lot of cases, the free market breeds some effective regula-

i tion.
Mr. KANJORSK1. We have really gone overboard in providing this

tremendous amou'At of insurance to a large number of people who
can broker their deposits. You agree, we have gone far beyond
what the original intent of deposit insurance should have been,

N could be, and is in good practice in a free market economy?
Ms. SHOCKLEY. That is possible. I am not sure exactly what the

original intent was, but I think that is possible.
Mr. KANJORSKI. I guess the last question, and I don't want to tie, the Chairman or the panel up, but Mr. Clarke today and the regu-

PA lators' testimony to me has not been much different than what the
S&L regulators used to come up here and regularly say to us, sort
of like not to worry, we have it all under control, and everything is
going to work out well, and if we do have any problems, they are
minuscule, just a few billion here, a few billion there, until we

TV opened up Pandora's box.
Unfortunately, I am not going away with as happy a reaction to

today's testimony because I really don't have any faith in the regu-
lators any more, that they absolutely know what they are regulat-

A ing, not that they are not doing honestly, but that they know what
they are regulating.

Would you give us a view? Should the Congress be more in-
volved, get more micro-management in this problem or shall we
just lay back and take the word of' these regulators that you heard
today and say, well, until they tell us we have a problem, we have
no problem? Do we have an obligation to do more than we are
doing in your estimation?

IS. SHOCKLFY. It certainly couldn't hurt.
Mr. KANJORSKI. I see. That is a good response.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Mr. Kanjorski.
I believe that those are very important questions. We simply

don't know what bank conditions are. We just don't have statistics.
I think you have come about as close-I think Mr. Cranmer in
his-Mr. Kanjorski, in his written statement, has not only a very
apt and succinct narration of S&L, but where we are now with re-
spect to the banking. and I think if you look at his statement, and I
would advise strongly because in effect he has anticipated some of
your questions here, the response of thrift managements to the
State of affairs was to roll the dice and bet on increasingly risky
investments, which is exactly what I think we are beginning to see
in the case of banks.

If they didn't work out, the FSLIC, the insurance fund, and the
taxpayers picked up the tab, and the others were no worse off be-
cause their thrifts had been insolvent to begin with.

Heads, you win; tails, the FSLIC loses.
What permitted these unscrupulous but entirely rational inves-

tors to engage in these practices was the government's deposit
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guarantee, which is what you are getting at. The people who fi-
nanced their ventures, hot money depositors, were indifferent to
the credit profile of the institution.

Depositors in those thrifts, many of whom were lightly sophisti-
cated, couldn't have cared less how their funds were being invest-
ed. They were advertising high yields. Supporters of the mark to
market approach argue with justification that if these thrifts had
been marked to market, shown to be insolvent and shut down early
on in the game, taxpayers and the deposit insurance funds would
have been saved tens of billions of dollars.

It is easy to extend this argument to today's commercial banking
industry. As discussed above, the industry undeniably has very se-
rious real estate problems which take years to work out or
through.

Proponents of marking to market contend that removing trou-
bled commercial banks from the industry now by marking their
portfolios to market will preclude the profligate dice rolling that
characterized the thrift industry and will save taxpayers further
billions.

While this theory has lots of logical appeal and much theoretical
validity, we think that it has serious shortcomings when applied in
practice. We support, but we cannot prove, that this mark to
market discipline has been embraced by regulatory authorities in
recent bank examinations.

And let me say, Mr. Cranmer, I have concluded more than sup-
ported that this is a case. For one thing, Generally Accepted Ac-
counting Principles for all this weakness is also founded on the
concept business entity as a going concern and makes an implicit
assumption about the future viabilitv of that entity.

Mark to market accounting conversely assumes that the entity
must be liquidated today. We don't know many of the companies
that would be worth stated book value if forced to liquidate imme-
diately in today's market, but the foundation for our observation to
mark to market is our assumption that bank regulations should be
as countercyclical as possible. It should not be procyclincal. That is,
regulations should work to darken the excesses of a speculative
boom and cushion the impact of a market downturn.

It seems to us that the marking to market of bank real estate
loan portfolios accomplishes just the opposite. It reenforces both of
those trends specially when applied to real estate loans.

I agree thoroughly with that analysis, Mr. Cranmer. I think that
the one big red flag in the case of the 1982 Garn-St. Germaine Act
was when I saw that sentence that said regulatory accounting prin-
ciples, and when I asked, well, is this usual, has this been the
standard phrase, and why is it here, and nobody seemed to answer
very well. I knew that room was being made to play around legisla-
tively. and in an attempt to legislatively try make solvent an insti-
tution that was insolvent, and, of course, the consequences that we
all know about now, but I think that you really have anticipated
our questions, Mr. Cranmer, and very succinctly have responded to
them and I think very accurately.

The CHAIRMAN. I think as far as our work up here, Mr. Kanjor-
ski, we do have to have some more knowledge in order to be able to
knowledgeably legislate on standards, which I think is what we are
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going to have to do, regulatory. And regulatory framework, I think
it is long over due.

As I said earlier, what I heard from the regulators today could
have been taken out of their notebook in 1966 when we had the
first credit crunch in June, and then later in 1968, and 1969, and
then later in 1970, and 1971, when we went into the wage and price
controls.

It is really basically no different. They are really not telling the
Congress anything that it must have noticed, you know, just what
needs to be done on the policy-making level.

In answer to your question, I would say that we don't have the
ability, we are not wokers, we are not in the business as we are in
a lot of other businesses that we legislate on.

And so unless we are informed, maybe the best thing that has
happened is that the Congress has-if it isn't informed.

So we are especially grateful to you today. You have been most
responsive and most patient.
-You have sat here through most of the day, at least since 11:00

and we are very grateful to you.
We probably will have Members submitting questions in writing

to you.
By the time you receive the transcript of these proceedings,

which we will send to you.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We are sincerely and truly grateful to you.
The committee will stand adjourned until next week, Friday, the

14th, in this hearing room.
[Whereupon, at 3:35 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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This morning the Committee starts peeling back the covers on growing

problems in the commercial banking industry, particularly in real estate

lending.

The savings and loan crisis -- with its megabuck costs -- has obscured

developments in the banking industry and the deteriorating condition of the

insurance fund that guarantees bank deposits.

As Chairman, I am determined that problems in the financial industry be

dealt with and not hidden and rationalized. The savings and loan scandals

grew in the dark basements of official Government secrecy and the facts did

not reach the American public until the problems became massive and

unmanageable.

Thanks to the savings and loan crisis, we know now that the American

taxpayer is the ultimate fall guy for regulatory failures among insured

institutions. The public is the financial industry's safety net. Yet, the

public seldom gets the facts -- the real facts -- until it's time to pay the

bill.

It is essential that this Committee understand how the regulators are

handling the growing problems in commercial real estate lending. In an

effort to gain this knowledge, I urged that the regulators and key New York

City banks discuss how $2 billion of loans to Donald Trump and the Trump

Organization -- and the subsequent restructuring of this debt -- were managed

and regulated.
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Details of the loans and restructuring have been spread across the front

pages of the daily newspapers and have been prominent items on the evening

television news.

But, the regulators are thrown into near convulsions by the thought that

they would be required to discuss the broad outlines of how they approached

.he Trump-bank problems. At this point, I'm not even sure they will concede

:hat they have heard of the man.

This "Alice-in-Wonderland" approach to the world around them is made

even more incongruous by the fact that another Government agency -- the

Securities and Exchange Commission -- collects and makes public data about

problem loans of bank corporations whose stock is publicly traded.

The SEC -- which lacks bank regulatory powers -- released filings by

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company of New York in late June which led to

the revelation that the bank was holding about $157 million of non-performing

loans to the Trump Organization. Clearly, neither the bank nor the

regulatory agencies slipped into the East River on the basis of this

revelation.

But, ask the people who should know -- the bank regulators -- and they

cover their mouths, eyes and noses and fall dead silent. Not unlike the

responses of M. Danny Wall who never gave us the teal facts in his three and

a half years as chief regulator of the savings and loan industry.

A leading business publication that has been tracking the Trump loans

closely says: "The Bankers were so eager to lend to Trumn that they were

practically spraying him with money..." The publication also quotes a

developer as sayirg: "The bankers got mesmerized. They thought it was

almost an honor to lend to Donny."

If this was the banks' scientific approach to the $2 billion of Trump

loans, we need to know what the regulators did in response and when they did

it. Maybe the regulators, like the banks, were "mesmerized" by the glamour
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and glitter of the Trump operations.

Obviously there are millions of smaller-than-Trump borrowers across the

nation. We are hearing increasing reports that small and medium sized

businesses, as well as home buyers, are being hit by a true credit crunch.

This group must have some real questions when they see headlines about

billions of dollars -- plus restructuring -- going to the Trumps of the

nation.

When the Committee conducted field hearings in Texas in June, the bank

regulators were quick to deny that there was a credit crunch among the small

and medium sized borrowers. But, no sooner had we returned from the field

hearing than the Secretary of Commerce, Robert Mosbacher, was quoted in the

Wall Street Journal as saying the nation was caught in a serious credit

crunch that extends well beyond the real estate industry and appears to be

worsening. Secretary Mosbacher went on to say:

"It (the credit crunch] is serious, and it appears to be
exacerbating. It's not just real estate people. Real estate is
very serious. But is also has to do with small and middle-sized
businesses, high-tech, across the board, (businesses] who are
trying to get loans and can't."

So, on the one hand we have reports that the multi-billion dollar loans

-- like those to the Trump Organization -- are being handled somewhat

casually. On the other hand, there are increasing reports -- ranging from

small businessmen and consumers to President Bush's cabinet -- that the

smaller-than-Trump borrowers are facing much stiffer tests at the loan

windows. The regulators before us this morning are in a great position to

give us the facts on these competing claims.

I also want to remind the regulators that this committee is preparing

for an intensive series of hearings in mid-September on reform of the deposit

insurance system. As I have expressed for many months, I am very concerned

about the condition of the bank insurance fund and we cannot await

repetitious and long-winded studies to act decisively. But, we cannot act
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without the facts that the regulators have locked in their file cabinets.

You -- the regulators -- must provide the Committee with the hard-nosed

information if we are to make rational decisions about the shape of the

insurance funds for the future. Blank checks with no questions asked are

going to be things of the past for the regulators. The taxpayers, faced with

the enormous bill for the savings and loan mess, simply will not allow it.

I deeply regret the refusal of Citibank, Manufacturers Hanover, Bankers

Trust and Chase Manhattan to appear here today to help us understand the

banking problems. These are all banks operating with taxpayer-backed Federal

insurance funds and the benevolence of much of the regulatory machinery.

These banks have a public obligation which they have chosen to dodge here

today. Similarly, we had hoped that Donald Trump would see an obligation to

be here today. He, too, has declined the invitation.

I do want to thank the regulators on our first panel -- Robert L.

Clarke, Comptroller of the Currency, John P. LaWare, Covernor, Federal

Reserve Board and Chairman of *he Board's Committee on Supervision; and Peter

M. Philbin. Deputy Superintendent of Banks, New York State Banking

Department. Gentlemen, we hope you will be responsive to our inquiries this

morning.

I wart to express my special thanks to the private analysts who will

appear on our second panel -- James J. McDermott, Jr., Executive Vice

President, Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. ; Lacy Shotley, Vice President of

Research, Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Company; and Charles R. Cranmer,

Analyst, Shearson Lehman. Their testimony will be most helpful in the

Committee's effort to understand the conditions that impact on the banks in

the marketplace. We deeply appreciate your voluntary cooperation and that

of your individual firms.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding these hearings
today on the financial problems facing the commercial banking industry.
The recent slump in coastal real estate markets, coupled with the
continuing problems associated with LDC loans, highly leveraged
transactions, and the prospect of oil driven inflation, evidence or
foretell serious problems with the banking industry in general, and
money center banks in particular.

Chairman Seidman's recent announcement that the FDIC's fund may
lose $2 billion this year, leaving the fund at the lowest ratio level
in its 57-year history, highlights these problems.

Since the FDIC announcement, the financial sector has been further
weakened by the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, which could precipitate
further strains on the economy, particularly international banking.

Given the precariousness of the economic circumstances, it could
not be more appropriate for this Committee to insist that regulators
understand their obligations to the taxpayer. As the S&L debacle
illustrates, failure to regulate prudently and on a timely basis can be
costly to society.

Three aspects of the thrift regulatory failure would appear
particularly relevant to commercial banking today: 1) Inadequate
capital ratios allowed S&Ls to overleverage depositor resources; 2)
Imprudent accounting practices masked the depth of industry problems;
and 3) Regulators failed to understand the speculative impact of new
powers granted the industry, particularly those related to direct
investments and junk bonds.

The distinction between thrift and more rigorous bank regulation
has come to be widely understood. Less understood are the different
regulatory standards that have developed over the past several decades
between big and small banks.

Historically, it was believed big banks needed less regulation as
they had more diverse assets and more sophisticated management. It now
appears money center banks are in difficulty because of regulatory
indifference to capital ratios, because of phony book-keeping, and
because the competitive framework has changed to the marked
disadvantage of larger banking institutions. Before turning to capital
issues, let me mention three competitive difficulties facing big banks.

First, regional banks and in many cases smaller banks can provide
all the essential services money center banks can; in fact, banks in
rural communities have more rights to provide more financial services,
such as insurance, than money center institutions.

Second, large banks which traditionally do business with large
corporations have found that these corporations no longer rely on bank
borrowings but can raise money by selling commercial paper and other
debt instruments.
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Third, investment banks as well as foreign commercial banks have
come to compete for the same big business clients as finance becomes
more homogenized and trade becomes more internationalized.

Accordingly, money center banks in the 1970s looked for
governmental business as a salvation arguing that sovereign guarantees
provided ironclad risk avoidance. Believing that it would be much more
difficult to attach Brazil than Iowa farmland, and believing asset
growth in banking was being skewed to the weaker, albeit larger, banks,
and to foreign rather than domestic customers, I introduced legislation
over a decade ago calling on the Federal Reserve, in concert with
other central banks, to develop stronger capital ratios for larger
banks and/or impose reserve requirements on international lending
obligations. Such an approach was eventually developed, although in a
fledgling fashion, with the Basel accord.

In hearings held on the legislation I introduced in the late
1970s to impose more prudential standards for international lending,
representatives from money center banks objected strenuously to greater
regulatory oversight. Representatives of citicorp, Morgan Guaranty,
Chase Manhattan and Bank of America, backed up by the Treasury and Fed,
assured us that their banks had sound foreign asset portfolios and
that diversification of lending implied no need for capital standards
equivalent to those required of smaller banks.

The experience of the last decade would seem to indicate that if
it wereii't for the thrift debacle, more glaring attention would be
focused today on the greatest banking mistake since the 1930s.
Despite warning signs, growth-at-all cost, follow-the-leader banking
produced a doubling in LDC lending from 1979-1982. Subsequently, money
center banks have battled to stay solvent, employing dubious book-
keeping and de facto regulatory forbearance to maintain their banking
charters.

One of the principal irpulses to imprudent lending a decade ago
was the temptation to recycle petro dollars, to put off to future
generations the societal cost of higher oil prices. Hopefully, an
analogous impulse won't lead to similar imprudence in the coming
decade.

Today's real estate problems are symptomatic of larger macro
economic problems in the U.S. economy. They are also symptomatic uf
the difficulty large banks have in knowing their customers as well as
their balance sheets. As the Trump episode would seem to indicate, it
appears smaller banks have much better comprehension of the human
dimension of entrepreneurship and much more prudential standards when
it comes to requiring collateral and responsible leveraging ratios for
small loans than big banks have with their customers.

At issue in money center banking are the leveraging ratios and
capital positions of institutions which carry deposit insurance as well
as the judgment of the ..arvard MBAs who seemed to have collectively
concluded over the last several decades that neither foreign potentates
nor domestic billionaires-on-the-make needed to put anything except
their or their country's name down as collateral.

Although he came to the Federal reserve Board as vigorous
proponent of deregulation, Mr. Greenspan is to be commended for
coming to recognize the regulatory as well as the money supply
responsibilities of the Federal Reserve Board. Just as the traditional
small bank requires its customers to put up more capital when business
weakens, it is imperative that regulators require commercial banks to
put up mcre capital when their business weakens.

Some big banks may theoretically be too big to fail, but no bank
should be too big to regulate. Some money center banks, such as Bank
of America and Manufacturers Hanover, have launched impressive efforts
to strengthen their capital in the last few years by selling assets and
equity and restraining asset growth. But virtually all the larger
banks now have debt ratings lower than many of their customers. Given

2
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the importance of the confidence factor in banking as well as the
overleveraging that exists in the economy, it would appear that the
larger banks need more capital.

Here it should be stressed that there is no substitute for
raising capital the old fashioned way -- through earnings or the sale
of stock. Preferred-debt instruments may serve as an extra cushion
between the taxpayer and the insolvency value of a failed institution,
but preferred debt is more expensive than the cost of deposits, which
implies that institutional earnings may be weakened in direct
proportion to holdings of preferred debt. From a governmental
perspective -- i.e. the taxpayers -- it is clear that banks need more
real capital and that, despite the implications for shareholder
dilution, and for below book value equity offerings, money center banks
should sell more stock rather than buy more loans.

It should be understood that financial regulation dictates or
tilts economic growth in the world. As S&L lending has shown, if one
state has weaker regulation than another state, deposit growth is
spurred in the state with weaker oversight. Likewise, in banking, if
foreign loans can be more leveraged than domestic, lending is spurred
abroad rather than at home. As the LDC debt overhang has taught us,
the imposition of firmer, more equitable standards yesterday would have
meant savings for our financial institutions and overall economy today.
It also would have meant that the macroeconomic judgments that went
into America's pro-import, anti-export mix of fiscal and monetary
policies of the early and mid-1980s might have been different.

After all, Washington understood that the only way the
international monetary system could continue without massive
governmental infusions of capital was for the foreign countries to
which private banks recycled petro dollars to develop, through trade,
dollar resources to pay back their debts. The only way this could be
done was for these countries to export more to us than we to them.
Hence, because of private sector banking decisions to increase
lending abroad, growth followed loans, and trade deficits followed
regulator-induced misjudgments.

I raise all of this in the context of the need for responsible
regulation in banking, regulation that is even handed, regulation that
applies to large as well as small banks, thrifts as well as commercial
banks, foreign as well as domestic institutions.

The problems in the savings and loan industry are unlikely to be
matched in commercial banking, but serious strains may be placed on the
insurance fund if regulators do not continue to press for more
prudential leveraging ratios and more careful judgments on lending
standards.

In particular, I am concerned that there is little give in the
system and that what appears to be a new oil shock coupled with multi-
billion dollar losses associated with Iraqi defaults could put an
untenable stress on international banking.

Capital ratios that are appropriate for average times, for an
industry with an understood purpose and understood profit centers, may
not be sufficient for un-average times, for an industry without a
clear mission, without clear profit centers. If LDC lending looks
bleak, if real estate values weaken, particularly in New York and
California, if the economy turns down and inflation resurfaces, the
case for a stronger capital cushion quantumly increases.

I look forward to the comments of the regulators on how they are
responding to the economic difficulties associated with the original
reason for this hearing as well as the new problems associated with
recent developments in the Middle East.

3
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am here at your
request to describe how the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency oversees the real estate lending practices of national
banks. In addition to the Committee's general interest in real
estate lending, the Committee has raised specific questions about
the methods used by banks to restructure troubled real estate
loans. The principal reason I am here today is to reassure the
Committee that troubled loans of all sizes and types are being
treated by the OCC in a fair and even-handed manner, and we
expect that banks will deal with such loans in the same way.

The Congress has recognized the need for the OCC to treat
the information that it obtains in the examination process as
highly confidential. It has been the OCC's long-standing policy
not to divulge examination data or other financial inturmation
that specifically identifies any individual bank or borrower. I
will therefore confine my remarks to the general procedures that
the OCC uses in reviewing real estate loan portfolios.

My statement begins with a brief discussion of market
developments over the past few years that led to the current
weakness in the real estate portfolios of many commercial banks.
The principal thrust of my statement is a discussion of the
methods used by the OCC to supervise real estate lending.

DEVELOPMENTS IN REAL ESTATE MARKETS

While real estate lending has traditionally been more
closely associated with savings and loan associations than with
commercial banks, banks have for many years been significant
sources of residential mortgage loans, as well as the largest
source of construction loans for both multi-family residential
and nonresidential property. Thus, commercial bank involvement
in real estate markets is not a new development.

In recent years, however, banks have turned increasingly to
real estate lending as a source of revenue. This is part of a
broader trend in banking, stemming from the gradual evolution of
traditional banking markets and from restrictive statutes, such
as the Glass-Steagall Act, that have made it difficult for
commercial banks to retain traditional customers in a changing
marketplace.
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For example, the rapidly growing market for commercial paper
has permitted many middle to large sized corporations, which
formerly would have relied on bank loans for their financing
needs, to access capital markets directly. Commercial banks,
significantly limited in their ability to underwrite corporate
securities or otherwise provide the credit enhancements that the
market demands, have been unable to compete on equal terms for
these customers. Consequently, the customers have, for the most
part, left banks for securities firms, which are not so
restricted. On the retail side, money market mutual funds have
drawn away core deposits, driving up the cost of funding for
commercial banks.

Confronted with the erosion of their traditional lines of
business, banks have sought to expand other sources of revenue.
Real estate lending has been a very attractive source. In the
past ten years, real estate loans outstanding at national banks
have more than tripled, from $140 billion in 1980 to $475 billion
in the first quarter of 1991. In 1980, real estate loans
accounted for less than one quarter of total loans. In the first
quarter of 1990, they accounted for more than 37 percent of total
loans.

During the past five years, there has also been a shift in
the composition of real estate lending. While residential
mortgage lending remains the largest portion of real estate
lending by commercial banks, construction and development lending
has been increasing in volume. Both the increased concentration
of real estate lending in their portfolios, and the increased
emphasis on more speculative construction and development loans,
have made commercial banks more susceptible to downturns in the
real estate market.

The Economic Environment

The OCC continually monitors the economic environment for
indications of changes that may lead to supervisory problems, and
we encourage banks to do the same. In 1987, when we saw
indications of softening in some real estate markets outside the
Southwest (which had experienced problems earlier), we began to
review the real estate lending practices at a number of the banks
operating in those markets. We stepped up those efforts in 1988.
In that year, OCC examiners in our Southeast District examined
the real estate lending practices at 13 of the regional banks
that had the largest exposure to real estate in the district.
The examiners subsequently met with the chief executive officers
and members of the boards of directors of those banks to discuss
the specific findings of the examinations, the softening real
estate market, and the need for prudent real estate lending
standards. Our examiners emphasized the need for improved
lending standards and controls, and the potential for losses if
current weaknesses were left uncorrected.
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To communicate these concerns more widely to the banking
industry, later in 1988, the OCC sent an advisory letter to the
chief executive officers of all national banks (numbering about
4300 at that time), warning about the potential risks of
excessive concentration in real estate lending and citing some of
the deficiencies which we had discovered in our examinations of
regional banks. The message we delivered was that real estate
lending itself does not entail undue risk. However, if proper
underwriting standards are not employed, if sufficient control
mechanisms are not put in place to allow management to understand
levels of risk, or if data supplied to management arG incomplete
or outdated, then there is the potential for substantial risk.

In 1989, softening regional economies, coupled with
indications of overbuilding in many cities, led to increased
concern aoout th, quality of real estate loans. Beginning in the
spring of igP and continuing into 1990, our examiners have
conducted comprehensive examinations of the real estate
portfolios of a number of national banks. The increases in loan
loss reserves that resulted from these examinations, and their
effects on bank profits and bank stock prices, have been widely
reported in the national press.

When real estate markets become overbuilt, declining rents
or the unavailability of tenants or customers can reduce the
credit-worthiness of otherwise sound and well-managed projects.
Under these circumstances, prudent bankers will choose not to
finance some projects that would have received credit in more
favorable economic circumstances.

There have been reports that some bankers have reduced their
lending to credit-worthy customers as well. While this problem
does not appears to be widespread, we have taken steps to deal
with possible overreaction to market conditions and regulatory
scrutiny. At the same time that we are urging banks to recognize
existing problems in their portfolios, we are encouraging them to
make loans to credit-worthy borrowers. I have been delivering
this message personally throughout the country to bankers,
businessmen, local leaders, members of Congress, and the press;
and I believe the message is being heard.

We have also taken steps to ensure that OCC examiners deal
with real estate lending problems consistently and even-handedly.
Examiners-in-charge from multinational and large regional banks
throughout the country were brought to Washington last week to
attend a conference conducted by senior bank supervision manager
on real estate lending examinations. The OCC has also produced a
videotaped discussion of real estate lending issues which will be
shown to OCC examiners and bank managers. Written guidance for
examiners on real estate lending, which is now embodied in a
number of banking and examining circulars, is being clarified and
consolidated in a supplement to the Comptroller's Handbook for
National Bank Examiners. And, of course, the OCC always
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encourages any banker who has a question or a complaint about our
examinations or our policies to come discuss the matter with us.

OCC SUPERVISION

It is important, given the recent public attention focused
on our examinations, to understand the OCC's role in reviewing a
bank's loan portfolio. Our job as bank supervisors includes
three important tasks. First, we ensure that banks adopt and
adhere to sound credit practices. Second, we ensure that their
books accurately reflect the value of their assets and
liabilities. And third, we ensure that national banks establish
management systems that are capable of tracking bank activities
and can reasonably anticipate and adjust to changing market
conditions.

As part of this process, we expect bankers to have
mechanisms in place to conduct their own asset quality reviews.
Ideally, an OCC examiner should then only have to check to see
that the mechanisms exist and that they are performing as
intended. But in a less than perfect world, we often find faults
that bankers have not recognized. We then take whatever steps
are necessary to make bankers recognize them.

We work to ensure that banks accurately report the condition
of their portfolios and maintain reserves that are adequate to
protect against anticipated losses. In addition, if loan quality
or other problems result in a bank's having inadequate capital,
we work with the bank to help it develop and follow a credible
capital restoration plan that will get it back to health.

At the same time, supervisors must be willing to close banks
that cannot survive in a competitive market. Banks are not
public utilities; they are, first and foremost, private
businesses. Like other private businesses, some banks will fail.
Failures are not necessarily a reflection of the quality of
supervision that banks receive. Indeed, if bank supervisors
guarantee that even the poorest management will be able to
succeed, the banking system will become very inefficient. What
we must do is allow banks to fail, but in a manner that ensures
that it is the shareholders' money that is at risk--not the
deposit insurer's or the taxpayers'. Bank supervisors achieve
that result by enforcing strong capital adequacy standards, and
by closing banks when they become insolvent.

Bank Examinations

The supervisory process is complex and requires a great deal
of judgment. Not surprisingly, there has been a great deal of
confusion and misinformation about the purpose of bank
supervision, the methods we employ to determine the need for an
examination, the examination process, and the criteria we employ
in assessing the quality of a loan portfolio. Consequently, it
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is important for the Comnittee to understand how we go about our
examinations.

The OCC strives to assure that a bank's management has an
understanding of its institution's condition that is true and
reasonable and that management's decisions reflect this true and
reasonable understanding. Bank management must be able to
support its credit decisions to its board of directors and its
shareholders. So we encourage, coax, caution, and--when
necessary--compel national bankers to focus on the quality of
their investments and to take necessary steps to improve them.

Determining the Need for an Examination

One of the supervisory techniques that we use is the focused
examination of credit categories that our routine monitoring of
economic trends leads us to believe call for special scrutiny. A
focused examination may reflect supervisory concern about
deterioration in the credit quality of a particular type of loan,
but it does not necessarily reflect such concern. It may be
triggered by excessively large concentrations of credit in a
single category or unusually rapid growth in one portion of a
bank's portfolio, even if there are no signs of weakness in loan
performance or credit quality. It indicates only that the OCC
wants to ensure that banks apply the same sound credit standards
in the targeted category that we expect them to apply to all
other loans.

We have conducted several kinds of focused examinations in
recent years: on loans financing oil and gas exploration, on
loans to lesser developed countries, on loans financing highly
leveraged transactions, and on real estate lending in several
regions of the country.

The Examination Process

In smaller banks, an examination team---an examiner-in-charge
and a small staff--judges the quality of the selected loans. The
conclusions reached by the examination team are typically
reviewed by other examiners.

In larger banking companies, where there may be several
subsidiary banks, and where more than one supervisory agency may
be involved in the examination, the procedure becomes more
elaborate. A team of examiners is assembled from the staffs of
the various participating agencies. The team is placed under the
direction of an examiner-in-charge, who is usually from the
agency that has supervisory responsibility for the banking firm's
principal bank. Each of the banking firm's subsidiaries that is
under review is also assigned an examiner to lead thnt work.

Examiners at a subsidiary discuss all of the loans under
their review with bank managers and individual loan officers.
The examiner in charge of that subsidiary then reviews the work
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and, if necessary, discusses it with the examiners in charge of
examining other parts of the banking firm. The examiner-in-
charge at the entire banking firm reviews the work on the most
significant areas and loans. If the examiner-in-charge considers
it necessary, the loans become the subject of further discussion
among the examiners and with bank managers. During this entire
process, bank management has the opportunity to discuss specific
loans with the examiners. If bank managers believe that a loan
has been classified improperly, they can raise questions at all
levels of the review process, and the OCC encourages them to do
so.

During this review process, the examiners work with bank
managers to ensure that the three goals I mentioned earlier are
met: that the bank has adopted and adheres to sound credit
practices, that its financial statements accurately reflect the
value of its assets and liabilities, and that the bank has
established management systems capable of tracking bank
activities and reasonably anticipating and adjusting to changing
market conditions.

Shared National Credits

Some larger real estate loans--those in which more than one
bank participates--go through an additional stage of supervision
as part of the Shared National Credit program. A Shared National
Credit is any loan of $20 million or more that is shared by two
or more federally insured depository institutions. The Shared
National Credit examination process began at the OCC in 1975; the
Federal Reserve System and the FDIC joined the CCC effort shortly
thereafter. The purpose of the Shared National Credit review is
to avoid duplicate reviews of the same loan and ensure consistent
treatment of all banks participating in the credit.

Once a year, these three agencies perform a joint
supervisory review of all loans that qualify as Shared National
Credits. Each credit is reviewed at one depository institution:
usually the agent bank. During the credit examination, examiners
assign each loan to one of five categories: pass, special
mention, substandard, doubtful, and loss. This rating is then
reported to every depository institution that is participating in
that loan, and is used in all subsequent examinations of those
institutions.

Assessing the Quality of a Loan Portfolio

If a bank is having problems collecting its loans, or
anticipates such problems, then prudent accounting requires some
recognition of the potential loss. This is the purpose of loan
loss reserves. The examination process evaluates reserves based
upon a review of individual loans and of the overall structure of
the bank's balance sheet.
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Some observers have asked why banks cannot be allowed to
carry troubled loans for a period of time at their book values,
rather than being required to write them down immediately. We
much prefer to work with a bank after it has accurately
recognized and reported its condition, rather than allowing the
bank to sweep problems under the rug. In that manner, an
accurate picture of the condition of the bank is presented and
appropriate remedial activity can be carried out. The necessity
of working out problem loans is a fact of life in banking, as it
is in bank supervision. The key in all instances is having a
credible work-out plan.

When OCC examiners review a real estate loan--or any other
loan that finances income-producing property--they assess whether
the projected cash flows from the property and from other sources
are sufficient to meet rcquired loan payments. This
determination relies largely upon the bank's own estimate of the
property's future cash flows. Obviously, to the extent that the
current condition of the property does not match the bank's
recorded estimates, adjustments must be made. But, for the most
part, we do not impose our own view of future economic conditions
in projecting potential losses.

For example, it a particular property is leased
significantly below expected levels and office occupancy rates
have fallen in the market where the property is located, then the
estimated projected cash flows must be correspondingly lowered.
In making this cash flow projection, OCC examiners typically use
the bank's own recorded forecast of the ultimate occupancy rate;
but in doing so, they reccanize that it will take longer for the
property to be leased. Consequently, they require the bank's
valuation to reflect that reality.

Classifying loans necessarily involves judgments about which
reasonable people may disagree, but this unavoidable "gray area"
is not a major source of disagreement between bankers and
examiners. There is no disagreement about the vast majority of-
loans that are being criticized and reserved against. They are
simply not paying as the bank expected and, therefore, cannot be
recorded as doing so.

In most cases in which additional reserves are required, the
loans are not performing as expected. In some cases, the
payments may be current, but in criticizing the loan, the
examiner is recognizing the reality that the resources are no
longer there for the payments to continue to be made.

Consider an example in which a developer has received a loan
to construct and lease a new office building. If demand for
office space in that market appears insufficient to generate the
cash flow needed to service the loan, the examiner may question
the underlying quality of the asset. This is true even if the
borrower has been able to make interest payments on the loan to
keep it current. Investigation will often show that the
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developer has been keeping the loan current only by borrowing the
funds from another credit source, possibly even a loan at the
same bank that underwrote the construction loan; or that the
developer or its guarantors are relying on cash flow from other
projects, which may also be in declining markets, in order to
keep the debt current; or that there is no support for the cash
flow.

The related topic of guarantors has also been the subject of
a great deal of discussion. When a bank makes a construction
real estate loan, the usual sources of repayment are the sale of
the property or a permanent refinancing. If the primary sources
of repayment are not sufficient or are unavailable to meet the
obligation, the bank must look to other sources--often the
developer or a guarantor--to service all or part of the debt.
Prudent banking requires that a bank have all the necessary
information to determine the ability of that developer or
guarantor to make payments and service the loan. Consequently,
it should come as no surprise that examiners will ask for and
review information on guarantors. Increased emphasis on the
capacity of a guarantor is simple recognition of the changing
environment. In a strong economy, where the underlying project
has sufficient cash flow to service the debt in accordance with
its terms, the financial capacity of the guarantor is less
important. However, even when the condition of the guarantor is
less important, the bank should still have timely information on
the guarantor, and should expect to be criticized by OCC
examiners if it did not.

Restructuring Troubled Loans

Some observers have raised questions as to whether large
real estate borrowers who have been unable to repay their loans
on schedule have been allowed to reschedule their debts on more
generous terms than have been available to small borrowers. We
do not encourage banks to treat large borrowers any differently
than small borrowers.

Whenever a borrower is unable to repay a loan on schedule,
the bank faces a straightforward business decision: whether it
can recover more of its investment by foreclosing than by
rescheduling the loan. The answer--for large or small borrowers-
-can go either way, depending on the circumstances of the
borrower and the value of the assets backing the loan. It is
difficult to imagine a well-run bank which has equity funds at
stake making the decision on any other basis than to minimize its
eventual loss.

Of course, large borrowers may have options that are not
ordinarily available to small borrowers. For example, large
borrowers often have several independently financed business
ventures, only some of which may be financially troubled. They
may therefore have uncommitted revenues or collateral from other
projects that can be used to obtain additional financing. Small
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borrowers, in contrast, more frequently have no resources beyond
the revenue stream and collateral that was pledged on the
original loan.

Because of such differences, a bank may find that a large
borrower presents better prospects for recovery through
renegotiation than through foreclosure, while the opposite may
more frequently be the case for small borrowers. But small
borrowers who do have the means of demonstrating their
creditworthiness can, and frequently do, have their loans
rescheduled instead of foreclosed. The OCC encourages banks to
work out whatever they can with any borrower.

In the final analysis, however, the decision to reschedule a
loan is a decision to extend credit, and it rests on the same
types of considerations that underlie any extension of credit:
the borrower's ability to repay the loan and the value of
collateral that the borrower can pledge. The OCC closely
supervises the credit policies and practices of national banks,
but we do not seek to influence individual rescheduling
decisions, for the same reason that we do not dictate any other
individual credit decision: we believe that such decisions should
be made by bank managers. Our role in the treatment of any
individual troubled loan is focused on ensuring that the loan is
valued correctly on the bank's balance sheet and that the bank
has reserved adequate funds for loan losses. What the bank then
does with the loan--whether it reschedules or forecloses--is up
to the bank.

CONCLUSIONS

The OCC will continue to monitor real estate markets, to
conduct focused examinations of real estate portfolios at
national banks where we have indications of credit problems, to
direct those banks to reserve against loan losses when this is
necessary to reflect the actual value of the loans, and to urge
banks in weak real estate markets to maintain high underwriting
standards. These steps involve a certain amount of pain for
those involved, but they are precisely the stej that are
required to work out the problems in real estate loan portfolios.

m I
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I am pleased to be here on behalf of the Federal

Reserve Board to discuss real estate lending by commercial

banks and its effects on their financial condition. The

Committee is, I am sure, well aware of the many problems

that banks and other depository lenders have had with real

estate loans in the last five years or so and is

understandably concerned about the prospects of these

problems continuing. In my comments I shall provide a brief

overview of the trends and developments of real estate

lending over this decade, and then discuss the evolution of

conditions in the real estate markets and the dimensions of

the problems they have presented to banks. I will also

address some supervisory considerations and the effects

recent actions by banks are having on the availability of

bank credit.

Commercial Real Estate Lending in the 1980's

Real estate markets were generally robust over the

decade of the 1980's. Growing demand produced sizable

increases in property values and prompted substantial growth

in construction of new commercial and residential

structures. Commercial banks, thrift institutions,

insurance companies and other major lenders, including

foreign institutions, played important roles in this
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process, providing funds for the construction and sale of

new properties and for the transfer of ownership of existing

properties at rising values.

For the decade as a whole, real estate loans at

all commercial banks almost tripled, reflecting a

particularly sharp rise in commercial and construction

loans, while total assets of commercial banks grew at a much

slower pace. By the end of the decade, real estate loans

made up about 23 percent of total bank assets, compared with

less than 15 percent at the end of 1980. Commercial

property and construction loans now account for roughly

one-half of the $778 billion of total real estate loans held

by commercial banks.

States in which the energy sector svas large,

particularly Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Louisiana, were

in the vanguard of the strong real estate expansion of the

early 1980s. These strong economies stimulated sharp

increases in construction of commercial and residential

properties. Once underway, the construction boom maintained

momentum even as the energy sector lost strength. This

continued construction was encouraged by the substantial

optimism that prevailed in these sunbelt states arising from

their increases in population and general income levels.

The ready availability of credit bolstered this

process. S&Ls in the region, seeking to overcome weak

capital positions and deficient earnings aggressively

extended credit for many projects. Commercial banks in the
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gion were also active in real estate lending, as they

sought to replace revenues previously earned on loans to

firms in energy and related sectors. Major banks from other

areas of the country and abroad also added to the supply of

credit.

Other regions, as well, found real estate lending

attractive areas for growth. Responding to the general

expansion in economic activity and the favorable tax laws

embodied in the Tax Reform Act of 1981, real estate markets

gained strength. From year-end 1980 to the end of 1984,

commercial real estate lending nationwide grew at a rate

roughly twice the pace of total bank as.sets. By the mid-80s

when Southwest real estate markets were beginning to slow,

markets in most other parts of the country were still

growing at a brisk pace. Here again, the general economic

expansion and the willingness and ability of financial

institutions, both domestic and foreign, to finance real

estate projects on favorable terms played an important role.

By the end of the decade the pace of expansion had

slowed. In the last few years, the supply of real estate

has exceeded demand, with consequent effects on vacancy

rates, property values and rental rates. To date, these

developments have been most pronounced in the New England

region, although, weak market conditions exist along much of

the east coast, as demonstrated by high and rising office

vacancy rates. Market conditions in some midwestern cities

have also begun to show a marked loss of strength, and even
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the western states of California, Oregon and Washington,

long the beneficiaries of strong real estate markets, have

begun to report increased office vacancy rates in at least

some areas.

These weakening market conditions are reflected in

higher real estate losses for banks. During 1989, real

estate charge-offs at commercial banks rose 54 percent from

the prior year to almost $3 billion and totalled $1 billion

in the first quarter of this year, alone. The Northeast

(excluding the large New York City banks) has replaced the

Southwest as the latest area of concern and accounted for

almost one-half of the industry's first-quarter real estate

losses. Nonperforming real estate loans also continue to

mount, increasing by 37 percent last year and by another 8

percent to $32 billion in the first-quarter of this year.

Nonperforming real estate loans now account for nearly

one-half of all nonperforming loans held by U.S. commercial

banks.

Reasons for the Robust Real Estate Markets

Given the problems that certain types of real estate loans

have caused and the risk they still present, it is fair to

ask why banks pursued this strategy and how some of the

large real estate loan problems seem to have surfaced so

suddenly. While there are no single or simple answers to

these questions, several factors played important roles.
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Disintermediation. During the 1980s, U.S. commercial

banks--especially the larger ones--increasingly lost the

business of their larger and stronger commercial borrowers

to the commercial paper and securities markets. In the

Southwest, as previously noted, this loss was compounded

when demands by energy-related firms dropped as oil prices

started to come down.

Generally, the proportion of bank loans to

commercial and industrial (C&I) borrowers declined over the

decade, relative to other bank assets. During the last five

years of the 1980s, for example, these loans fell from 20

percent of assets to 17.6 percent, with the New York money

center banks much more severely affected. Increased real

estate lending offered a way to dffset revenue losses in

other parts of their loan portfolios and bolster overall

earnings.

Increased fee income. Banks were also attracted to real

estate loans because of the substantial.fee income they

could earn on these loans. Fees on real estate loans are

typically higher than those on other types of corporate

credits, and before accounting standards changed in 1988,

many of these fees could be recorded "up-front", providing

an immediate boost to earnings. In other cases, the fees

provided, in addition to immediate income, an ongoing source

of revenues.

I
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Strong demand. Demand for residential structures and for

additional office, retail, and industrial properties rose

rapidly in various areas in the middle part of the decade.

Office space in the early 1980s, for example, was far below

that needed for the decade. Looking back to the 1970s,

developers and many others, including lenders, had the view

that inflation would work to make almost all projects

profitable. In the face of the relative shortage,

developers moved decisively to put in place added

structures. Supply soon began to catch up with demand, and

during the last half of the decade 40% more office space was

built than absorbed.

Tax law treatment introduced with the 1981 law and

kept in place until the reform of 1986 also contributed to

the building boom by subsidizing the cost of real property.

Some analysts estimate that before the new law, more than

half of the return to taxable investors came from tax

benefits, rather than from higher economic values.

Increased demand from abroad for U.S. real estate holdings

also supported property values and helped to encourage new

construction.

Effect of Strong Lender Competition on Credit Availability

and Lending Terms.

The perceived need to find new business, the

ability to generate real estate loans, and the appeal of

larger fee income combined to encourage aggressive real

estate lending. These factors, plus generally overly
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optimistic market assessments, produced favorable borrowing

conditions for developers. It also led, in many cases, to

more liberal underwriting standards. Some banks failed to

assess realistically the economic soundness of specific

projects and cashflow projections.

Construction loans that historically had been made

on the basis of pre-leased space and pre-arranged permanent

financing were now made without those features and largely

on the basis of past relationships and on the appraised

value of the underlying property. Borrower equity in

projects was often minimal, and appraisals supporting the

loans were sometimes based on revenue projections that did

not materialize. With steady or, indeed, robust economic

growth and rising real estate prices, lenders felt pressured

to match "prevailing" market terms and unduly relied on the

projected value of collateral as protection against loss.

Some expanded nationwide, extending credit in markets in

which they lacked experience.

Many lenders also seem to have focused on the

strength of specific projects without giving appropriate

consideration of total market conditions. Although the

latest projects they were financing may have been

successful, many were so only because they drew tenants from

existing buildings and created problems elsewhere. Office

gluts and generally lower operating costs in the southwest

and other regions of the country have enticed some companies

to relocate from high-cost areas, further weakening real
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estate markets that were already beginning to slow. Such .a

pattern may help cities like San Antonio and Houston revive,

but only increases pressures on higher cost cities like

Stamford, which already has the nation's highest

metropolitan area office vacancy rate at 30 percent.

The expanded investment powers for thrifts may

also have changed the nature, as well as the level, of

competition. In addition to simply increasing the supply of

credit available for real estate construction, these changes

introduced new competitors that at least initially were

inexperienced in commercial real estate lending and unable

to adequately evaluate the risks. Thrifts holding equity

interests had different incentives than typical lenders and

often focused on the potential gains from their ownership

roles and extended credits they might otherwise have denied.

As long as market conditions were favorable, these actions

influenced market terms.

The result of these developments has been

overbuilt real estate markets in which financial

institutions have been forced to finance buildings beyond

the time they originally envisioned, to accept significant

concessions on rents, and to face vacancy rates much higher

than planned. In these circumstances, the value of the

bank's collateral--often only the real estate itself--has

been reevaluated on the basis of existing market conditions

and has led to significant write-downs of many loans.
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Bank supervision

As bank supervisors, the Federal Reserve and the

other federal and state banking agencies have the

responsibility to review the activities of financial

institutions and to enforce sound lending and operating

procedures. Doing that requires sufficient resources to

attract and retain qualified personnel and the institutional

will to enforce the standards set. The atmosphere of

deregulation in the early 1980s led to budgetary pressures

at some agencies and, in some instances, to less supervisory

oversight. These effects were most severe regarding the

supervision of thrifts.

Of course, adequate resources and resolve are not

all that we need. Even under ideal conditions,

concentrations in certain types of credits will occur

because of the process we have. Bank regulatory agencies

generally try to minimize their influence on credit

allocation decisions and, as a general rule, do not impose

limits on the different types of loans banks should make.

We do, however, evaluate the policies and activities of

individual banks, but try to avoid substituting our credit

judgments for theirs in lending decisions, unless the need

to intervene is clear. I would stress that we clearly

recognize our role in protecting the federal safety net and

minimizing risks that insured deposits present to taxpayers.

Balancing those concerns with the objective of avoiding
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unnecessary interference in bank lending activities is a

constant challenge to bank supervisors.

This supervisory approach recognizes that the long

term interests of the economy are best served when lending

decisions are made by private institutions, not government

agencies. As private institutions, their own capital is

first at risk, and they are more familiar with and better

able to determine the credit needs of their customers than

are bank examiners and other supervisory personnel.

The Federal Reserve has long had the view that a

strong supervisory process is built upon a program of

frequent on-site examinations that, in turn, is centered on

an evaluation of asset quality. Accordingly, a key function

of the examiners is to evaluate credits and ensure that

banks reflect assets at appropriate values in their

financial statements. While we leave credit decisions to

banks, the effects of their decisions must be promptly and

accurately reflected so that management receives the

information it needs to respond prudently.

Recently, there has been specific interest in the

procedures examiners use to evaluate real estate credits. I

would say a few words about them. As with any loan,

examiners first check to determine if the loan is current;

that is, that the borrower has made all required payments.

Examiners will then review the credit file, which should

include financial statements of the borrower, a description

of relevant terms of the loan, and full documentation on any
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collateral or guarantees the bank holds to cover its risk.

Real estate loans are typically collateralized, at least in

part, by the project being financed, and a current appraisal

of the value of that property should be included in the file

or otherwise available at the bank. The file should also

include information supporting the value of any other

collateral the borrower has provided.

Examiners will criticize any loan for which

documentation is out-dated or incomplete or for which the

borrower's ability to pay is otherwise uncertain. Real

estate appraisals should be based on current market

conditions and should demonstrate that the project is

economically viable. Even current loans, or portions

thereof, are subject to criticism if the current or likely

cashflow provided by the project is insufficient to service

the loan fully. That may happen, for example, if current

payments are being made from an interest reserve created

from proceeds of the bank loan, and the assumptions on which

the loan was made no longer reflect market conditions.

Indeed, any appraisals that are not realistic are ordinarily

discounted and could lead the examiner to criticize the

loan.

While examiners urge adherence to sound banking

practices, there are practical limits to the achievement of

this objective. Maintaining diversification is a good case

in point. To a greater or lesser extent, all financial

institutions will be affected by local conditions that may
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broadly affect their activities. With roughly one-quarter

of U.S. bank assets devoted to financing real estate, local

conditions will almost certainly affect that part of their

business.

Many of the real estate losses banks have recently

experienced have been identified by rigorous supervisory

reviews, or of bank management's preparation for one. Some

banks have been hit hard by these examinations, others have

come through quite well. Most banks, though, are

acknowledging that the real estate markets have changed and

have reviewed and tightened their lending procedures. The

effect is painful now, but it will be beneficial for the

long-term. It will also reduce the risk they present to the

federal safety net.

Availability of bank credit

Under present conditions, the Federal Reserve has

been concerned that creditworthy borrowers continue to have

adequate access to bank credit and has monitored credit

markets closely. In that connection, the Chairman of the

Federal Reserve, along with the Chairman of the FDIC and the

Comptroller of the Currency, met in May with bank

representatives to stress the importance to the economy of

continued lending and to clarify that supervisory actions

are not intended to prevent new loans.

In subsequent testimony Chairman Greenspan and I

both indicated that while lenders had tightened their
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standards there did not appear to be a broad-based squeeze

on credit, but noted that the Federal Reserve was monitoring

the situation closely. More recently, evidence is building

that conditions have become weaker. It is difficult to

determine what part of the slowdown derives from higher

credit standards, versus less loan demand. As the Chairman

stated in his testimony of July 18, though, lending

standards seem to have tightened too much. The Federal

Reserve has recently taken some steps to offset the effect

of these tighter lending standards.

Syndications

Questions have been raised regarding the use of

loan syndications in funding real estate assets. In this

regard, it should be noted that banking organizations rarely

syndicate real estate loans in the same sense as they do in

other types of loans, including highly leveraged

transactions. Real estate loans involving more than one

lender typically involve participations where one lender

originates the loan and sells or assigns parts of it to one

or more institutions. In true syndications, several

institutions originate the loan, and any one of them can

then participate out its own interest.

In either form, there is generally a lead lender

that has the responsibility to administer the loan and to

ensure that the other lenders receive sufficient information

to make independent credit decisions--both before the loan
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is bought and throughout the period it is outstanding.

Indeed, other borrowers have the responsibility to make

independent decisions about the credit worthiness of the

borrower and should not rely solely on the representations

of the seller. Typically, the sales agreements include

provisions that require participating lenders to attest to

having made such independent reviews.

Conclusion

Unfortunately, real estate loans are only one of

the significant risks banks in this country face. Loans to

highly leveraged borrowers and to developing countries

cannot be ignored. The current slowdown in real estate

markets will have a dampening effect on economic activity

that will be felt unevenly nationwide.

The problem that financial institutions are

experiencing at this time merely illustrate the risks and

uncertainties inherent in lending funds. Strong bank

management and an active and sound supervisory process will

help prevent many problems. Many others, though, will still

exist. It is critical that banks have sufficient equity

capital to support the risks they take--both to ensure their

own survival and to protect the federal safety net.

Ensuring adequate bank capital is an important objective of

supervision and remains an important priority of the Federal

Reserve.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Peter

Philbin. I am Deputy Superintendent of Banks in the New York State

Banking Department. Superintendent of Banks Jill Considine regrets

that she is unable to appear today because of a commitment which

long predated your invitation.

By way of background, it may be helpful if I give you some

information about the New York State Banking Department. We

supervise over 4,000 financial institutions, including commercial

banks and trust companies, bank-holding companies, savings banks

and savings and loan associations, credit unions, branches and

agencies of foreign banks, licensed lenders, sales finance

companies, money transmitters and mortgage bankers and brokers.

In the aggregate, we supervise entities with assets in excess of

$1 trillion. Banks supervised by the department comprise more than

35 percent of all state chartered banking assets in the nation.

As you can see, we have a wide spectrum of supervisory

responsibility and we believe this affords us a unique perspective

on a variety of financial players and the markets in which they

operate.

Your request asked us to discuss the role of the New York

State Banking Department in the examination, supervision and

regulation of state chartered banks, with particular attention to

banks' real estate lending practices. You also asker us our

reaction to the lending arrangements recently concluded by two of
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our chartered institutions with a particular major customer. With

regard to the latter request, we have not completed examinations

of those banks since the lending reconstruction was arranged and,

therefore, have no knowledge of the specifics. Moreover, from both

legal and policy viewpoints, we believe it is inappropriate to

discuss confidential and proprietary information concerning a

bank's relationship with an individual customer, particularly in

a public forum. Consequently, I will not respond to the second

part of your request.

The New York State Banking Department shares supervisory

responsibility for the banking institutions that it charters with

several Federal agencies, specifically the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office of

Thrift Supervision and the National Credit Union Administration.

The New York banking statute requires an annual examination of our

banks. As a practical matter, we attempt to alternate annual on-

site examinations of State-chartered banks with the Federal Reserve

in the case of a member bank and the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation in the case of a non-member bank. This is done in

order to minimize the duplication of regulatory effort, to achieve

optimum efficiency from limited financial and human resources and

to ease the regulatory burden on supervised institutions. In the

case of a problem institution, however, both the New York State

Banking Department and the appropriate Federal agency would

normally jointly conduct examinations on as frequent an interval

2
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as is deemed necessary.

On-site examinations are viewed as a component, albeit a very

important one, of the on-going supervision of a chartered

institution. Our supervised entities are continuously monitored

from the office by desk examiners who review a myriad of external

and internal reports and analyses to track the progress on an

institution and to watch for any sudden change or deterioration

which might signify a negative occurrence. We also attempt to

follow national and regional economic trends and trends in the

banking industry in order to anticipate developments which might

have significant impact on the banking industry in general or banks

with particular business profiles. In this regard, we became

somewhat concerned in the past year, about the quality of our

banks' real estate portfolios. The experience in other parts of

the country, particularly the Southwest and New England, the

softening economy in the Northeast, the abrupt reversal of the real

estate inflation engine in the Northeast and some empirical

evidence of a rise in delinquency and non-performance on

residential and commercial property real estate loans prompted our

concern. As a consequence, we have conducted several studies and

made special visitations to numerous supervised institutions whose

structures and business practices, we believe, might make them

vulnerable to a serious downturn in the real estate markets.

Our reviews covered such areas as underwriting standards,

3
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appraisal and reappraisal policies and techniques, servicing

practices, management information systems, problem loan recognition

and workout capabilities, portfolio concentrations and loan loss

reserve adequacy. We were interested riot only in determining

whether a bank had a real estate loan portfolio problem, but also

whether bank management had identified and measured the problem and

was taking the proper steps to deal with it.

Although New York State chartered institutions have not

escaped completely the consequences of a softening economy and

difficult real estate markets, our review disclosed that at this

time there does not appear to be a major problem with the universe

of our banks.

As a general comment, it is our belief that the decade of the

80's with its almost uninterrupted economic expansion, combined

with the natural competitive drive of banking institutions, induced

a subtle liberalization of real estate lending and servicing

standards. In a climate where the aggregate of problem real estate

loans have been minimal over an extended period of time, a feeling

of caution tends to erode as the memory of previous lessons fades.

There is a certain discipline built into the traditional business

cycle that has the effect of braking the attitude of euphoria

brought on by good times and provides a dose of reality to the

lending process. I might also add that the constraints of American

banks, which impede their ability to provide a full array of
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financial services to their best customers, has considerably

narrowed the choice of business opportunities and intensified

competition for what limited business remains. I believe a case

can be made that concentrations apparent in some institutions in

the areas of commercial real estate loans and highly leveraged

credits are, in part, a consequence of lack of opportunity to

pursue high quality business elsewhere.

In an environment where the optimism of the past decade has

eroded and management concern has shifted from quantity to quality

in the struggle to manage problem loans, it is logical to expect

that lending standards will be reviewed and tightened. Thus the

perception on the part of some that there might be a credit crunch.

We see no such phenomenon but we would acknowledge and applaud a

healthy reevaluation of underwriting standards and servicing

practices and the adoption of cautious and prudent lending

strategies by our banks.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.

5
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JAMES J. McDERMOTT, Jr.
Executive Vice President anid

Director of Research

KEEFE, BRUYETTE & WOODS, INC.
New York City

August 9, 1990

before the

U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs

SUMMARY

Good morning! Thank-you for the opportunity to appear before ths House committee and share with you our views on the
condition of U.S. commercial banks. Keefe, Bruyetre & Woods, tnc.,or KBW as ii is commonly known, is a broker/dealerand
investment-banking firm significandy involved with analysis of commercial bank and thrift securities.

The basic thrust of your inquiry this morning as the condition of U S. commcrcial banks and, in particular, the quality of
banking assets. We will attempt to provide perspective to the issue ofcrcdit quaiy both in icerms ofdescribing thc dimensions
of this problem as we see it and its various characteristics. At issue quite simply is a basic qucstionw can U.S. commercial banks
successfully navigate the perilous shoals of cver-increasing asset quality deterioration in the months a'nd years ahead? Or will
such extsures rekeat systemic weaknesses and require assistance?

In ouropinion, U.S.c ommercial banks are in varyingdegrees underconsiderablc %traim and this condition is likely to persist
fo- the foreseeable future. In terms of the level of actual net loan losses and, more importantly, diminished confidence in the
banking sectorby institutional funds providers, weare in uncharercd waters. Nevertheless, management and regulatory resolve
to roster more conservative lending practices and augment capital positions as well as the relatively liquid deposit profile at
corimercial banks suggest that U.S. commercial banks in the aggregate should avoid the plightof the savings and loan industry
and manage their way hru the current strcsses.
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EXHIBIT. I

THE KBW COMPOSITE BANK
A HISTORY OF BANKING PERFORMANCE

11979 to 02-901
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 985 1986 1987 1988 1989 02-89 02-90

PROFITABILITY
Return on Assets (23

Net incorm 0.71 0.70 0.66 0.68 0.67 0.6? 0.66 0.69 -0.07 0.99 0.82 1.05 0.80

1et 0.74 0.73 0.70 0.71 0.68 0.68 0.60 0.65 -0.08 1.00 0.82 1.05 RA

Return on Earning Assets I
Met Income 0.91 0.87 0.80

IST 0.92 0.91 0.85

Return on Coemxo Equity (M3
Not Income 14.26 14.50 13.97

I1ST 14.97 15.33 16.93

Net Interest Margin (FTE) () 4.04 3.95 3.86

ASSET QUALITY & PROTECTION

Net Charge-Offs/Avg.Loans 423 0.25 0.36 0.30

UCOs/ALs, ex LOC NCOs NA KA NA

Loan-Loss Reserve/

Year-end Loans (M3 1.05 1.06 1.07

LLt/Its, ex LOC Reserves NA NA NA

Mon-Performing Assets/

Year-Erd Loas * OREO C2) 1.61 1.32 1.82

NPAs/TLs & OREO, ex LDC NA NA NA

Pre-tax Income & PLL/NCOs Cx) 7.84 6.38 5.64

Provisionyet Charge-Offs X) 1.65 1.23 1.62

Loan-Loss Reserve/NPLs I1) NA 99.0 59.6

Non-LOC LLR/Non-LOC NPLS NA NA NA

CAPITAL STRENGTH

Internal Capital Generation Rate It)

Net Income 9.26 9.30 8.69

18ST 10.22 10.30 9.85

Avg. Common Equlty/Assets MX) 4.97 4.84 4.99

Avg. Totat Equi'ty/Assets (XI 5.04 G.88 5.07

Avg. Total Equity/Loans (21 9.25 9.03 9.16

0.81 0.79 0.78 0.74 0.79 -0.08 1.11 0.93 1.18 0.90

0.83 0.79 0.79 0.70 0.73 -0.09 1.12 0.93 1.18 NA

13.21 13.35

14.31 13.33

4.03 4.00

0.45 0.41 0.46
NA NA MA

13.04 14.16 16.18 -1.17 18.42
13.05 12.81 12.50 -1.30 7.93

4.01 3.99 4.11 3.83 4.23

15.85 17.15 15.43
15.80 16.97 MA

4.35 4.40 4.05

0.54 0.80 0.88 0.95 1.12 0.95 1.29

NA NA 0.67 0.55 0.67 0.58 0.79

1.13 1.21 1.29 1.50 1.65 2.91 2.24 2.44 2.21 2.53

NA NA NA NA NA 1.38 1.42 1.49 1.43 1.65

2.60 2.54 2.92
NA NA NA

4.67 5.37 4.70

1.25 1.28 1.61

46.4 49.2 48.3
NA NA NA

8.10
9.40

4.83

4.98

8.64

7.94
8.93

4.98

5.35

8.92

8.15

8.22

4.92

5.40

,8.52

2.75 2.78
N NA

4.39 3.24

1.46 1.40

57.8 68.4

NA NA

8.93
7.87'

4.99

5.53

8.34

EOP Primary Capital/Assets tX) 5.43 5.42 5.45 5.56 5.96 6.45 6.85

10.20
8.67

5.10

5.61

8 .8

7.11

3.71
2.26

2.84

2.29

109.0

74.0

-6.17

-6.41

4.86

5.37

7.98

8.01

3.03
1.59

3.05

0.83

109.6

95.9

12.67

12.36

S.27

5.65

8.14

8.18

3.21 3.11 3.43

2.07 1.88 3.02

2.66 3.24 NA

1.23 0.84 0.82

113.3 91.8 95.0

98.1 88.S 91.4

10.15
9.85

5.26

S.6a

8.41

8.31

11.58
11.51

5.59

5.85S

8.62

8.02

NA

NA

5.05

5.59

8.85

NA
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LTRENDS IN THE QUALITY OF BANK ASSETS

By any analytical measure, there was marked deteriora-
tion in the quality of bank assets during the decade of the
1980's. The effect of rolling regional recessions cumulatively
contributed to the growing burden of asset deterioration dur-
ing this time. For example, using the Keefe Composite Bank
(KCB), a representative sample of 24 money-center and large
regional banks, as a proxy for the industry experience (See
Exhibit I on the Keefe Composite Banks, a History of Bank-
ing Performance), the incidence of net charge-offs against
average loans more than quadrupled between 1981 and mid-
1990, from .30% to 1.29%; meanwhile, the level of non-
performing loans increased by 2.5 times from 1.3% of total
loans in 1980 to 3.4% in mid-1990.

The most unsettling feature of this deterioration is that it
occurred against the backdrop of strong economic perform-
ance; the current worry, of course, is continued asset quality
problems in the face of a pronounced economic slowdown.
Furthermore, a disproportionate amount of bank earnings
were diverted toward making provisions to establish higher
reserves for loan losses during the 1980's. Using the KCB as
an example the ratio of loss reserves to total loans increased
from about 1% in 1980 to23% in June 1990. Continued heavy
loss provisioning - keeping pressure on bank earnings--
appears to be the near-term outlook based on ongoing asset
quality weakness.

Underlying the broad dimensions of asset deterioration at
U.S. commercial banks has been a pronounced shift in the
complexion of these problems, parucukirly at money-center
banks. It is important to note that the continuing alypically
high level of write-offs and non-petforming loans at these
banks is due mainly to lesser developed country tLDC) debt
exposures. This condition is not likely to repeat itself to the
sameextent in future years as money-center banks continue to
reduce LDC exposures. For example, bcween 6/30/87 and 6/
30/90, LDC exposure at a group of selected money-center and
large regional banks declined by almost 50% on average, from
S72 billion to $36 billion. Although bank specific risk sull
remains with LDC exposure, paniculary given the recent
mandated writedown of Brazilian credit by regulators and the
seemingly dim near-term prospects for that country, bank
systemic risk here has been diffused and the LDC factor is
being signficantly reduced as a threat to bank balance sheet.

However. deterioration in domestic problem areas such as
highly ldveragod uansaeiions and real estate lending are
rapidly replacing LDC problems in many mondy-center bank
loan ponfoliosand spreading among regional bankingeompa-
nies. Thus, at this stage two discernible trends have emerged
from the overall picture of asset quality at U.S. commercial
banks: first, money-center banks continue to have a high, but
so far relatively stable, level of non-performing assets on their
books but, importantly, the mix is changing from LDC to non
LDC exposures; and, second non LDC non-performing assets

at regional banks have sen sharply over the last year and one-
half, especially along Eastern seaboard states. A tabular
breakdown (Exhibit II) showing non performing assets for
December 1988 thru June 1990 for the top fifty banking
companies including money-center banks and by region illus-
trates these tends:

EXHIBIT 1!

NON PERFORMING ASSETS FOR TOP
50BANKING COMPANIES BY MONEY CENTER

AND BY REGIONS
19S- 1990

(in Billions S)

%Oue
IL 68i 121 6h ]S89

Money Center $2863 S295 S280

LDC 200 ISO 16 1
Non LDC 89 11.4 Itt

Nonhen st
Modest

Southeast
We sit

49
Is
It
5 4

Regional Total S1 19

IRtW 55'

5t
19
21
60

83
1it
25
55a

S15 5184

5213 Frt

130 .35%
15.3 +72%

113
20
4.5
63

.131%
+11%
+10%
+17%

$24 1 +13%

$4525 S46.A3 55753 ±235

As the above table clearly shows, non LDC credit
problems, mainly real estate and highly leverage transaction
lending in our opinion, have soared since 1988 at money-
center banks rising by 72% and at regionals increasing by
73%, particularly in the Northeast (from a relatively high
base) and the Southeast (from a relatively low base). During
this period, LDCexposures have roughly represented adeclin-
ing percentage of aggregate non performing assets for money-
center banks from about 50 percent, or S20 billion at yearend
1988 to 25 percent or S13 billion at June 1990 due mainly to
aggressive writedowns of Argentinan, Mexican, and Brazil-
ian credit exposures. Real estate credit problems largely ac-
count tor the increasingly non LDC profile of credit
problems at U.S. commercial banks.

How did real estate lending gain such notorily in bank
portfolios? By some cstimaies, the 'amount of real estate
lending systemwide more than tripled during the decade of the
1980's from $250 billion to more than $750 billion, creating
the single largest exposure in most bank loan ponfolios. With
the continued diminishment of banking's traditional whole-
sale intermediation function aggravated by the emergence of
altcrnatic financing techniques such asjunk bonds during the
lastdecade, a natural focusof bank lcndingcfforts became real
estate where margins and opportunities for growth remained
ripe.
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Moreover, for example in New England, the creation of
nearly S5 billion in new equity through the conversion of
mutual savings banks to stockholderform added stimulus toan
already overheated regional economy. The net result wit-
nessed loan growth in the New England region at approxi-
mately double the pace of most regional banking counterparts
around the country. Keep in mind that our banking institutions
are essentially geographically landlocked. With archaic laws
that still prohibit national banking, the financial performance
of our banking companies to an inordinate degree naturally
reflects the condition of their respective regional markets. So
even well-managed, capital song institutions may encounter
significant difficulty when a regional downturn occurs.

As a consequence of such heavy growth in the New
England region and elsewhere and subsequentdeclining real
estate valuations coupled with rigorous credit examiinatons
by regulators resulting in more classified assets, commercial
bankearningsare underconsiderable pressure at many money-
center and large regional banking companies. Given these
pressures, the tendency of most-heavily affected bankers is to
become inwardly focused, that is, on working-out of existing
problems rather than taking on new loan commiumnenLs in an
uncertain environment Therefore, inevitably and unevenly
credit restriction becomes an element aggravating the overall
economic landscape. The severity of any so-called "credit
crunch" depends, of course, on the institution and the region
of the country but the spreading bias appears to favor credit
restraint, particularly as the risk of asset classification in-
creases in a slowing economy necessitating higher reserves or
aggressive write-off policies. With pressures on earnings
caused by an economic slowdown and detenorating asset
quality, what banker in his right mind is going to book ary
asset where arguable interpretation of its value in this ctLma:e
may result in immediately diminished profit?

Possible effect of this restrictive behavior wilt likely ag-
gravate an economic slowdown; furthermore, it could very
well push traditional corporate lending furtheroutof the main-
stream of the commercial banking system into the non regu-
lated non financial sector. This would reinforce a negative
trend reflecting the lowered creditworthiness of our major
commercial banks. Since ycarend 1989 a survey of 53 of the
top 60 bank holding companies reveals that over half have
been downgraded by the major rating agencies (see Exhibit
[il on rating changes for these companies); only two have
been upgraded with twenty banks unchanged. Concern about
avoiding further downgrades and maintaining investment
grade statuscannolbe far offthe minds of some of our largest,
and previously well-regarded, banking institutions.

[I. ROLE OF INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION

In addition to numerous rating downgrades, the stock
market has pounded our commercial banks as well reflecting
earnings and asset quality worries, dividend reductions or
eliminations at over a dozen banks so far this year and the

general malaise affecting confidence in our banking compa-
nies. Since yearend 1989 approximately 520 billion in aggre-
gate market capitalization has been erased from the twenty-
five largest, sending this profile of the bank group back to
levels not seen since the October 1987 stock market crash. The
sharp reduction of market value for U.S. commercial banks
and the ratings downgrades inhibit the consolidation process,
which is integral to operating an efficient, deregulating and
competitive banking system, and effectively raises the cost of
capital to prohibitive levels for many banks or simply makes
capital virtually inaccessible to others. These aspects of so-
called "market discipline" should be woven more throughly
into the regulatory focus on safety and soundness, It is ;ncon-
sistent to call for higher capital levels at regulated banks and
ignore the effects of regulation on the cost of capital and the
decliningcompetitive position ofourcommercial banks. Calls
for higher capital levels should accompany liberalized prod.
uct and geographic deregulation, and s'rearling of the regu-
latory apparatus.

Importantly, market power and influence within U.S.
banking is shifting away from companies in such traditional
centers as New YorkChicago, and San Francisco.and toward
those headquartered in newcenters such asCharlotte, Colum-
bus, and Pittsburgh. This notable shift, resulting from the
creation of super-regional banking companies, is contributing
to a reassessment of the banking system's vulnerability. The
decline in relative importance of what were once the undisput-
edly largest banks, and the rapid growth of companies that are
not only comparably large but also better capiLalized,justifies
a positive adjustment of the banking system's risk profile.

Nowhere are these changes better illustrated than in the
accompanying table of marketCapiLahzauons (see Exhibit IV
as of August 3, 1990). This reflects simply the current stock
price of each bank times its outstanding shares, measuring its
total market value. Less than seven )ears ago, the aggregate of
the twenty-five largest such commercial-bank market capi-
talizations amounted to only S29 billion: at yearend 1989 this
twenty-five largest figure had more than tripled to about $90
billion, underscoring the creation and attraction of capital for
the banking industry. Furthermore, forty-four of the 'op fifty
had capitalizations of St billion or more, providing investors
with a broad menu of opportuniy isn bank stocks.

Today, the ncgative market climate for bank stocks has
erased S20 billion in value since yrarend 1989; now only
thirty-two banks have market caps over Si billion reducing
opportunities for liqu idity conscious suppliers of bank capital.
Combined with the current difficult operating environment
forbanks, the erosion in markeivalue has virtually stalled con-
solidation unless defensive mergers are attcmped.

However, before we rush to draw conclusions about
growth in the ovcraLLcapital cushion for U.S. commercial
banks, some perspective is in order. When compared with
those of companies in certain U.S. industries, or of some
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KEEFE, BRUNETTE & WOODS, INC. EXHIBIT iV iM

LARGEST 50 BANKS RANKED BY MARKET CAP as of AUGUST 3, 1990
Rue* at Tear-End:

198 1988 1989 8/3

3 2 2 1
1 1 1 2
2 6 3 3

20 7 6 4
9 3 5 5

27 14 4 6
21 3 9 7
39 26 25 8
13 8 10 9
24 i5 13 10
29 10 11 11
28 4 8 12

4 i1 7 13
30 22 20 14
a 18 18 15
5 31 17 16
40 24 26 17
18 30 23 18

6 19 24 19
10 20 16 20

a 9 12 21
4? 12 22 22
32 16 19 23
34 13 14 24
26 32 28 25
16 21 15 26

a 39 31 27
38 38 27 28

a 37 30 29
14 47 35 30

41 38 31
36 39 32

a 45 37 33
a a 41 34

23 33 42 35
a 28 33 36
22 25 34 37

a a 49 38a a 43 39
34 32 40

a a 47 41
•a a a 42

43
23 29 44
44 a 45

a 468 a 46
a 62 5? 47
a a 45 48
a a 60 49
a a a 50

8/3/90
Market

Cap

(in gi.i)

J.P. Morgan 6,5-8
Citicorp 6,133
gn*kmmerica 4,759
aant One 4,348
Security Pacific 3,537
NCMB Corp. 3.450
WeLLs Fargo 3,183
C&S/Sovran Corp. 2,889 pf
la'nker Trust 2,852
First Wachovia 2,740
SunTrust Banks 2,548
PNC financial 2.437
Chase Marettan 2,233
180 Sancorp. 2,192

National City 2,059
Manufacturers Hanover 2,008
CoreStates Financial 1,967
Mrsest 1,924
First interstate 1,909
Chemical Banking 1,m
FLeet/Morstar 1,857
First Union 1,826
Sarnett Banks 1,783
Sank of Klew York • 1,695
Republic New York 1,654
First Chicago 1,607
State Street Boston 1,292
U.S. Bancorp 1,277
Fifth Third Bancorp. 1,162
Mellon Bank 1,022
KeyCorp 1,019
Boatmen's Bancshares 1,006
Society 950
Northern Trust 932
First Bank System 888
First Fidelity 845
Bank of Boston 781
Bancorp Hawaii 765
Huntington Bancshares 761
MNC Financial 754
First of America 740
Wilmington trust 668
Marshall & ILsLey 667
Shawnit National 660
Union lank 651
Conerica 640
Firstar 626
Crestar FinanciaL 619
First Hwaiian 6T9
Old Kent financiaL 615

* Market capitatization - total common shares outstanding (as of 6/30/90)
multiplied by market price per share at 8y3190.
Conlposr growth rate.

a: mot ranked among the top 50 market capitalizations at date indicated.
b: Continental's shares include the preference snares owned by the FDIC.
pf: Market capitatizaticrn is pro formal for pending merger.
WA: Pot ava able.

AGGREGATE Of 25 LARGEST MARKET
WLPItALIZATICNS AT INDICATED DATES

AUtSJsT 3, 1990

OECEM5E8 31, 1989

DECEMBER 31, 1988

DECEMBER 31, 1987

SEPIEMBER 30, 1987

DECEMBER 31, 1986

S70.4 bilLi n

189.5

169.7

S56.4

194.9

$60.3

DECEMBER 31, 1982 $29.2

Change
Since

12/31/89

-132
-35%
- 16%
3%

-23%
-27%
-15%
582
-152
-3%
-12%
.35%
-432-42.
-112.
-142€
17%
-11%
.7%.

-20%
-35%
-17%
-22,2
-38%
7'.

-34%

.19%
-20%
-19%

-9%
-9%

-19
-12%
- 16%
-35%
-42%

-6.
-262
-45%
-11%

-14%
-55%
-112

.9%
-11%
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foreign banking companies, aggregate market capitalization
for U.S. banks in relatively smaiL

The message here is straightforward: if U.S. banking is to
be competitive globally, and if the banking system is to
nurture capital formation as a buffer against crisis, then the
consolidation process shouldbe encouraged andeven aoceler-
ated. Imagine for a moment the potential benefits of cross-
regional combinations in off-setting the sometimes-severe
cyclical vagaries of individual regional economics. For ex-
ample, if strong banks in California, Florida, and Pennsylva-
nia had been wedded to those in Texas, how potentially less
damaging to the banking system would been the fallout from
the energy industry. Keep in mind that $15 billion in bank
equity was eliminated in Texas in the 1980's and approxi-
mately $5 billion already in New England. In this regard, it
would be useful for Congress to establish incentives for states
to allow further liberalization, where applicable, of their
interstate-banking laws and also incentives toemphasize high
levels of common equity and asset quality in developing the
rules for participation in interstate banking.

II. CONCLUSION

0i r assignment this morning has been to assess the
condition of U.S. commercial banks, and the related factors of
asset quality. We have looked bnefly at the beneficial possi-
bilitiesof industry consolidation. and provided an overviewof
trends in asset quality. We trust that this overview has sup-
ponedour belief thatthe condition ofcommercial banks today
though weakened by increases in domestic problem credits in
no way contains the seeds of the kind of cnsis that has

overtaken the thrift industry. Furthermore, the problems of
money-center banks and certain regionals should not be
allowed to obscure the relative health of other regional and
super-regionals counterparts. Forexample,the following table
depicts quarterly trends from yearend 1988 in the ratio of non
performing assets against two lines of defense for banks -
reserves and equity - for the fifty largest bank holding compa-
nies.

EXHIBIT V

NON PERFORMING ASSETS /
RESERVES PLUS EQUITY

2MI 22 W2 2 12= 3M AM

Money Center
Northeast
Midwest
Southeast
West

45% 46% 46% 45% 42% 44%
21% 21% 23% 26% 33% 40%
13% 13% 13% 13% 12% 13%
10% 11% 12% 13% 13% 16%
in% Mk inS R& 22A 2071

44%
46%
13%
21%
M&7

Total 32% 32% 33% 33% 33% 35% 37%

To be sure, there are sizable problems and risks confronung all
commercial banks, with pressures on reserves and equity from
the rising tide of non performing assets. At times conditions in
specific regional markets can turn quite adverse, putting con-
siderable pressure on banks operating within them. Money-
center banks and regionals in the Northeast indicate on aver-
age a high and escalating trend, respectively, in nonper-
forming assets againsttheir reserves andequity; whereasother
rcgions,espceially the Midwest and Southeast, have clearly
manageable positions. As we see it, however, commercial
banks have sho, n great resilience, and the ability to adapt to
a variety ofIJversiLty.
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STATEMENT by LACY M. SHOCKLEY
for the

HOUSE BANKING, FINANCE & URBAN AFFAIRS COMMITIEB
Thursday, August 9th, 1990

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the House Banking. Finance & Urban Affairs
Committee and other members of the House of Representatives. I am pleased to address this
honorable group and hope my comments lead to a better understanding of the difficult situation
our banking industry is facing.

As background information, J am Lacy Shockley, a Vice President of Smith Barney, Harris Upham
& Co. My job is to analyze the stocks of regional banks for the firm's retail and institutional
clients. I specialize in banks located on the East Coast and have been analyzing banks for
approximately 20 years. Prior to joining Smith Barney, I worked for Mabon, Nugent & Co.,
Butcher & Singer, McKinsey & Co., and The Fidelity Management Research Co.

This morning. due to time limitations, I will address three topics:

1. The impact of the current depressed real estate market on the banking industry.

2. The industry's present low market valuation and the resulting negative impact on the
industry's ability to raise capital.

3. The importance of the regulatory agencies and their role in helping to resolve the problems.

Regional banks, unlike money center banks, usually concentrate their lending in three major areas:
consumer, commercial and real estate loans. Most regional banks can weather a problem in one
of these sectors without jeopardizing the existence or structure of the institution. Few can weather
problems in all three sectors simultaneously without creating significant stress to the bank.

Virtually every New England regional bank currently is under severe pressure because of problems
in all three sectors. The New England region is in a recession with no let up in sight for few of the
underlying industries appear to be stabilizing. However, when looking at banks in the middle
Atlantic and southeastern regions, the situation appears quite difficult because most of the regional
economies basically are still relatively healthy. Those banks whose asset quality and profitability
ratios have shown deterioration generally are only under pressure from the real estate sector.
Indeed, many banks from Pennsylvania down through Florida appear to be coming through this real
estate cycle virtually unscathed.

In our opinion, the single most important factor in assessing the effect of the real estate industry's
current problems on the banking industry is the quality and depth of management. A strong,
perceptive management recognizes the early signs of weakness in the real estate sector and adjusts
its lending practices accordingly. As an example, we consider the management of Fleet/Norstar
Financial Group in Rhode Island to be outstanding. Despite the fact that it is facing problems in
all three lending sectors, we expect the institution to be able to resume its normal growth and
profitability track when the economy of New England ultimately strengthens again. In the middle

MMU.M...: -- aj- - - - -- - .
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Atlantic and southeastern region, where only the real estate sector appears to be significantly
weakened at this time, a number of the better-managed banks remain largely unaffected. Sovran
Financial Corp., based in Norfolk, Virginia., is a major real estate lender in Virginia, Maryland and
Tennessee. Yet its nonperforming loans at June 30 were a very low 1.43% of the portfolio, a
number confirmed by a targeted real estate exam conducted by the Comptroller of the Currency
during the second quarter. Other well.managed banks like CoreStates Financial Corp., Mercantile
Bankshares, First Wachovia Corp. and Citizens & Southern Corp. also appear to remain essentially
unhurt by weak real estate markets. Conversely, many other middle Atlantic and southeastern
banks with weak managements are having difficulties.

From a market valuation perspective, the current problem in the real estate sector is having
devastating effects on virtually all bank stocks, regardless of management strength. Since last
October, bank stock prices have moved consistently lower. In my years as a bank stock analyst,
it is hard for me to recall a period when investors sentiment has been more negative. It is as if
investors have decided that loan portfolios truly are a blind pool and reported asset quality numbers
have no credibility. Consequently, all bank stocks, regardless of fundamental quality, have been
under downward price pressure. Indeed, the stocks of many banks are so depressed that it appears
our traditional valuation framework for these stocks is being challenged. (Note the two charts
following this text, tracing relative valuation of the group over the last 20 years.)

The implications of this historically low valuation include the following: It is very difficult, if not
impossible, for most banks to raise equity capital at this time. Therefore, many banks that need
to bolster reserves are forced to sell off more profitable subsidiaries, thereby weakening future
profit potential. Consolidation activity Ahich needs to occur within the industry has been and will
continue to be sc,,erely curtailed The curtailment has occurred for two reasons: First, banks do
not prefer to buy other banks with c , h because of the resulting goodwill generated on the balance
sheet Secondly, larger regional bar's whose fundamentals are strong still have stock prices that
arc too low to allow them to acquire other institutions without unacceptable levels of dilution. This
situation will not change until the market valuations improve.

In our view, the government agencies regulating regional banks could be a significant force in
helping to strengthen and restore regional bank stock valuations by providing credibility in the
reported numbers. ['or example, we are %ery pleased by the OCC's current posture of rigorously
reviewing bank's real estate portfolios. This review process is a significant step in restoring
credibility in the asset quality numbers reported by banks after such an exam. Furthermore, this
will help generate greater credibility in the projections of earnings and book value used in
determining stock valuations. Thus, we believe rigorous review by agencies is a fundamental step
in restoring investors confidence, which has been severely tested in the banking industry.

We are ver) encouraged by our understanding that this type of rigorous regulatory analysis is being
extended to be other lending portfolios within regional banks. We believe it is also critical that all
regulatory bodies reviewing bank's loan portfolios adopt similar strict standards. In the short run,
due to current real estate situation, in our view, it is essential these standards be immediately
implemented by all regulatory bodies, evaluating real estate portfolios.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to address your committee. I hope my comments
have been useful and I am happy to answer any questions you might have.
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MAJOR REGIONAL BANKS
DIVIDEND YIELD VS. THE S&P 500

70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90

MAJOR REGIONAL BANKS
PRICE TO BOOK VS. THE S&P INDUSTRIALS

-

70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 so

Source: Smith Barney Quantitative Analysis Group
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Charles Cramer

C ercial Bank Analyst

Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc.

Real estate loan problems are already severe and are likely to deteriorate in

most parts of the country. This portends further increases in problem loans

for U.S. banks, more loan writeoffs, and more losses. A selection of large

regional banks reveals a large average exposure to comercial real estate

loans averaging 210% of comon equity. For these banks, non-performing

commercial real estate loans have nearly doubled in the past year, and now

stand at 7.8% of total commercial real estate loans, compared to 4.5% lest

year.

Moreover, metropolitan office vacancy rates of 19.9% are approaching an all

time average high and are deteriorating in most markets. Those markets such

as Houston and Denver that have stabilized tand to be at high vacancy rates

exceeding 20%.

What concerns us most about the prospect for real estate Is that heading lInto

the last recessin in 1980, the country bad already eafdred Its real estate

washout, and vacancy rates were comfortably below 10% md declining. Now,

however, we may be headed into a recession at a tim when a 25% vacancy rate

is considered laudable. This will be an extremely difficult environment in

which for banks to work out of their problems.
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You've got to look bard to find a silver lining. Just as troubling to us as

the nwinal vacancy rates is the fact that considerable new product is still

in the pipeline. Anecdotally, we can all see the subdivided properties and

half completed buildings out towards Tyson's Corners and Dulles Airport. In

fact, while office construction spending has dropped 50% nationally from its

peak of $34 billion in 1985, it is still tracking a running rate of $22

billion, roughly 60% higher than 1979 (in constant dollars.)

And while office construction has slackened, "other non-residential"

construction spending (strip malls and other retail space, warehouses, repairs

and improvements) has risen 50% since 1983. A further interesting anomaly

that our housing analyst has frequently noted is that despite the sharp drop

in housing starts recently, the value of residential construction spending

remains close to its 1988 peak. This reflects a trend away from multifamily

units, toward bler homes with more amenities, Whether a deep market exists

for these high-end homes is an open question.

The deterioration In the real estate market has been parallelled (not

coincidentally) by a surge in bank loan exposure to comercial real estate.

Since 1980, commercial mortgage loans have doubled as a percent of total bank

portfolios from 9% to 17% currently.

How significant a threat real estate exposure really poses for the banking

industry is difficult to say co'tgorically. That depends on how much of a

given bank's real estate exposure is ultimately written off, This depends, in

turn, on a multitude of factors; the aggregate exposure of a bank relative to

its equity base, the health of a bank's local real estate market, and a bank's

underwriting standards.

33-90 0 - 90 - 5
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Curremt eal Estate Problems Differ frca Past Ones

One of the thorniest problems for bank analysts these days is trying to

detemine the "loss content" of non-performing assets -- that is, bow much

will ultimately be written off. I think most of us started out thinking that

there was no necessary relationship between charseoffs and non-performing

loans. It was presumed that any bank with halfway decent credit standards

could work out of a problem loan with no loss at all. In one of the few

precedents to the current crisis, many banks worked their way out of the REIT

crisis of the '70's with only moderate losses despite huge burdens of

non-performing assets.

For instance, First Atlanta at the close of 1976 carried non-performing assets

measuring of 14% of loans. Today, such a bank would be presumed deed. in

fact, First Atlanta never incurred a loss in any subsequent year, its loan

loss reserve never rose above 1.41% of loans, and the bank actually raised its

dividend in 1977 and each year thereafter.-

Similarly, a glance at First Union in 1973, just prior to the LEIT

debacle,shows a bank with 50% of its equity in =Wsd real estate, both ORE

and real estate investments. In addition, fully 16% of loans were

construction related loans extended by the bank. At the mortgage company,

another 10% of the holding company's loans were real estate based, consisting

Importantly land development. While First Union sufferred several weak years

in the 1970's, it never had a loss and never cut its dividend.
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So if you use the REIT episode as a precedent, you might be reassured. But

then came Texas and all rules of thumb went out the window. Texas has now

been followed by the travails in New England, and now analysts are all shell

shocked. If New England is any precedent, 75 cents of reserve seems necessary

to cover every dollar of non-perfoming loans. The fact is that few analysts

today will even pretend to know what the appropriate reserve is against a

problem real estate portfolio. As a profession, we're pretty much flying

blind, trying to divine from each successive examination what an appropriate

reserve might be, and trying to determine anecdotally how big a haircut

properties are actually taking in workout.

Again, If you consider only the New England banks in the past year, you would

be forced to conclude that 75% of non-performing assets will ultimately be

written off. Before the recent events in the mideast, we were fairly

optimistic that this 7?% benchmark would ultimately be proven far too high and

that the true number would be more like 26%. Now, with the oil crisis and

other indicators auguring recession, we cannot say that with as much

conviction.

So far in Texas, Arizona, and New England, the impact of the real estate

crisis on banks has taken a far heavier toll than it did on the banks in the

REIT crisis. It might be helpful to list what we see as the chief differences

between then and now.

First and foremost, inflation in the late '70's bailed out many real estate

projects.
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Demographics. in the 1970's we were still on the leading edge of the baby

boom mving Into its house buying years.

Most of the overbuilding In the '70's was residential and was concentrated in

the Southeast, v fairly rapidly growing region.

By all accounts, mat of office vacancy space was in downtown areas, The

problem of huge suburban vacancies had not yet become as significant as it is

today.

Lending standards have clearly eroded (more on this later).

Non-residential Real estate loans have grown as a percentage of bank equity.

Tax Iaw (Csbugs Played a Central, and ndersprslated Role

The real estate problems In the banking Industry are the product of a myriad

of factors. I would like to mention a few that were Instrumental, and, I

think, underestimated. I won't explore the thrift crisis and the ongoing RTC

workouts, which will continue to pressure markets for years to come.

Maybe not the most important, but 1 think the mst underrated factor is that

banks (and real estate developers.) were whipsawed by tax legislation related

to real estate. This worked in two ways:
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First cme the 1981 tax legislation which allowed for liberal treatment of

real estate--accellerated depreciation of real assets, and favorable treatment

of passive losses. This encouraged the construction of real estate projects

which would not have been economical on their own, and breathed life into the

syndication business, which had many unscrupulous operators.

But the 1981 tax law changes had a second effect; they were rescinded in

1986. Many developers rushed to get financing in place and deals closed in

late 1986 so that their deals would qualify for treatment under the 1981 tax

legislation. It just so happenned that this coincided with dramatic

overheating in many markets--notably Boston. Many banks were overwhelmed with

applications from all kinds of customers with little experience in real estate

anxious to get their deals in under the wire.

Between the third quarter of 1988 and the third quarter of iee7, Bank of New

Englad's cocercial mortgage portfolio increased by $1.5 billion, or 41%.

For a bank with tight internal controls this would not necessarily have

spelled doom, but for a bank like BNE that had made innumerable acquisitions

and had never bothered to integrate thin and that moreover clearly rewarded

lenders (implicitly if not explicitly) based on the loan volme they

generated, this was a recipe for disaster. And, of course once all this

marginal product was built, it ruined the market even for all the well

conceived projects. It would be interesting to determine how many of the real

estate problems now coming home to roost had their inception in the fourth

quarter of 1980.
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Bank Eanins Ros In tw '80's, L*elng Standards fall

This leads me to a second mejor cause of real estate problems mong banks --

management behavior. There is always a tension In any business between

earnings growth and balance sheet strength, producing earnings today versus

building the ability to weather hard times. For banks, this tension is

especially acute, because first, banks are highly leveraged businesses, and

second, in a thousand little ways it is easy to artificially inflate earnings

by comprcaising lending standards only slightly.

For instance, a bank can persuade the borrower that if he agrees to pay prime

plus 1 1/4 instead of prime plus 1, it will land him 90% of the deal's

projected value, not 80% of its cost. Analysts will be none the wiser, On

the contrary, they may applaud the bank for its earnings momentum. The bank

will have boosted earnings today with only a hypothetical impact on earnings

tomorrow.

In the 1980's many managements succumbed to this temptation. The 1960's were

an ebullient time for all financial markets, but for banks they were also

period of revolutionary change. In particular, the passing of interstate

banking restrictions created an environment in which all banks were regarded

as either potential acquirees or acquirors. Maintaining earnings momentin was

absolutely imperative to keeping a bank's stock high and achieving one of

three strategies: avoiding being acquired, getting the maximum price for
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shareholders in an acquisition, or minimizing dilution for the acquiror.

Small exceptions to loan policy may have seemed like a fair price to pay to

achieve these goals, especially when credit problems of the '70's seemed a

distant threat to young lenders who had never had to work out of a bad

credit. There is no easier way for a bank to fabricate earnings than to fo;us

on real estate; developers will always borrow.

Moreover, it only takes one or two highly aggressive banks to upset the market

for all banks. Better banks must relax their credit standards at least

slightly just to keeplong tine customers. Moreover, the more aggressive banks

could cause more real estate product to be constructed than the market can

absorb. This can ruin the market even for well-conceived projects financed by

better quality banks. Ii is crude, but probably accurate, to say that a batik

management can only be as smart as its dumbest competition.

Maintaining earnings momentum was even more problematical for the larger banks

than it was for the regionals. These larger banks were enduring steady

erosion of their traditional customer bases to Japanese banks, the commercial

paper market, and non-bank enterprises like G.E credit and GMAC. Moreover,

these banks were burdened by LDC loans which were obviously worth something

south of 50 cents on the dollar. Again, real estate may have seemed an easy

alternative.

The insidious deterioration in lending standards that characterized the tHr's

was compounded when an acquisition was actually consummated. Bank
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acquisitions often mean earnings dilution and subsequent oaths by bank

managements to "earn back" the dilution, often by cutting costs or enhancing

revenues at the aquired institution. This can be a contradiction; in fact.

merging two banks is an expensive proposition that demands a large up front

investment if any long term "synergies" are to be obtained.

In practice, (and in hindsight) what often seems to have happened is that the

acquiror never took the difficult steps necessary to fully integ:ate the

acquired bank, the most important of which is unifying credit policies ind the

chain of accountability for credit decisions. Instead, management took the

easy route and "earned out" dilution by gunning loan growth and cutting staff

in non-revenue generating capacities like loan administration.

Many of these managements had neither the capacity nor the experience to run

large, muttiitate organizations. In many instances, these companies had

significant internal disagreements among managements, and split boards (if

directors, many of whom were opposed to the integration of the banks the had

formerly served as independent entities.

So sometimes the easiest thing a weak, size-obsessed CEO could do was nothing,

just continue to expand and hope for the best. Thus, not only were the

acquired bank's any credit problems at the acquired bank never addressed, but

its lenders were set loose often with higher lending limits to continue to

make bad loans.
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Bank Boadsd of Directors tend to be Passive

I think the composition of bank boards of directors often works to the

detriment of the banking industry. It has been pointed out by bank atock

investors much smarter and wealthier than I that there is a curious tendency

for bank directors to comprise the best customers of the bank or else the

cronies of management. In part, that is a vestige of the days not so long ago

when these superregionals were coomunity banks. Even if there is no direct

conflict of interest, few directors have any independent knowledge of the

industry and are thus in a poor position to dispute the decisions of senior

management. In a pinch, they may call in consultants or to look around them

and see what other banks are doing, but too often they are just a rubber stamp.

For banks, directors are frequently former directors of banks that were

acquired, and may have continued loyalties to the old bank. Thus, they may

try to protect the interests of the old bank if they conflict with the goals

of the larger entity. Certainly, that's not all bad, but it can tend to

militate against the early retognition and resolution of operational and

credit problems at subsidiary banks, Thus, even if a director had concerns

with rapid buildup in real estate loans, he may have had no incentive to

protest.
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tNarking to Market is Finse In Theory, Dangerous I Practice

A theory has cone into vogue mong academics, regulators and analysts of banks

that advocates 'marking to market' bak balance sheets. This school of

experts holds that generally accepted accounting principals (GAAP) are an

inadequate standard for measuring t'.s financial strength of banks. Since GAAO

is based on historical cost of assets, not their current market values, these

experts reason, it cannot capture the economic value of an institution at a

given point in time. They think that looking at banks on a market value basis

is a more valid method than CAAP accounting.

Proponents of this approach point to the thrift crisis to support their

views. They rightly claim that many of the thrift problems arose because the

institutions were economically inslvent, even though acounting and regulatory

standards showed them as having capital. Not only were these thrifts allowed

to remain open, they were also permitted to engage in such risky businesses as

real estate development.

The response of thrift managements to this state of affairs was to roll the

dice ad bet on increasingly risky investments. If these Investments worked

out, the managments and shareholders were enriched. If they didn't work out,

the FSLIC and the taxpayers picked up the tab and the owners were no worse off

because their thrift had been insolvent to begin with, Heads you win, tails

the FSLIC loses.
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What permitted these unscrupulous (but entirely rational) investors to engage

in these practices was the government's deposit quarantee; the people who

financed their ventures (hot money depositors) were indifferent to the credit

profile of the institution. Depositors in these thrifts, many of whom were

highly sophisticated, couldn't have cared less how their funds were being

invested. Supporters of the mark to market approach argue with justification

that if these thrifts had been marked to market, shown to be insolvent and

shut down early on in the gamen, taxpayers and the deposit insurance funds

would have been saved tens of billions of dollars.

Its easy to extend this argument to today's commercial banking industry. As

discussed above, the industry undeniably has very serious real estate problems

which will take years to work through. Proponents of marking to market

contend that removing troubled comercial banks from the industry now by

marking their portfolios to market will preclude the profligate dice rolling

that characterized the thrift industry, and will save taxpayers further

billions.

While this theory has lots of logical appeal and much theoretical validity, we

think that it has serious shortcomings when applied in practice. We suspect,

but we cannot prove, that this mark-to-market discipline has been embraced by

regulatory authorities in recent bank examinations.

For one thing, GAAP, for all its weakness, is also founded on the concept of

the business entity as a going concern, and makes an Implicit assumption about
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the future viability of that entity. Mark-to--market accounting, conversely,

assumes that the en ity must be liquidated today. We don't know many

companies that would be worth stated book value if forced to liquidate

immediately in today's market.

But the foundation for our objection to mark-to-market is our assumption that

bank regulation should be as counter-cyclical as possible; it should not he

procyclical. That is, regulations should work to dampen the excesses nf a

speculative boom and cushion the impact of a market downturn. It seems to us

that the marking to market of bank real estate loan portfolios accomplishes

just the opposite -- it reinforces both of these trends, especially when

applied to real estate loans.

Real Estate Markets are inefficient

Real estate markets are not like securities markets; they are inefficient and

especially in bad times take a long time to clear. There Is no single market

clearing price for real estate as there is for equities, or government bonds,

or LDC debt. Any determination of the market value of real estate in a market

such as now exists in New England necessarily involves subjective, if not

arbitrary assumptions about regional economic growth, required returns for

real estate, future rental rates and absorption rates.

For better or worse, real estate appraisals are more an art than a science.
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and the most commonly used benchmark for market value still tends to be the

most recent sale of a similar property or comparable rental rates. This tends

to reinforce bull markets in real estate when there are a multitude of

capetsing bids for every house put on sale.

A large bank writeoff can disrupt any market that is emerging for real estate

after the market turns south. if it looks like the bank has reserved 50%

against its non-performing real estate portfolio, this will tend to set a

ceiling on real estate prices while Investors with cash await the inevitable

foreclosures and auctions that will ensue from such writoffs. Thus, If

regulators make implicit assumptions about future real estate values In

determining reserve adequacy, these assumptlons can become self-fhlfilling.

Marking to market a bank's loan portfolio produces writeoffs that remove

capital from the regional economy and forces the afflicted bank to call In

loans and focus loan officers on loan workouts rather than servicing existing

customers. Other banks in the region may also reign in their lenders at the

worst possible time for the economy. The losses will reduce credit

availability with a large multiplier effect--- at least $10 of loans for every

dollar of capital removed.
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As we said in our March 2 report, "Boston, Texas?", "it is hard for us to

imagine that the OCC falls to appreciate that its actions could foster further

weakening in the real estate markets. . , the markets may ultimately 8St as

bad as the regulators envision, but the regulators have not only accellerated

the process, they may also have worsened the final result. We worry that

further sizable writeoffs ... could attenuate the flow of credit

nationwide. Conceivably, that could mean slower growth -- in effect, a credit

crunch induced by regulatory pressures." Thus, attempting to mark bank

balance sheets to market only complicates the workout process and could

arguably cost the national economy more than it stands to save the deposit

funds..

The New England region is an interesting case In point in how the

mark-to-market theory night be inappropriate. Prior to 1988, there was no

reason to think that New England real estate would ever be a problem. For

half a decade, there had been almost literally no loan losses from indigenous

real estate loans. In the five years from 1982 to 1988, Bank of New England,

a $22 billion-asset bank at the time, incurred a grand total of $8 million in

real estate-related loan chargeoffs. Most of these it recovered.

True, the market in retrospect was clearly booming and close to overheating,

but there seemed little cause for concern about a slump; unemployment was half

the national average. Any mark-to market of a bank portfolio in this kind of

market would have produced a value of 100 cents on the dollar or more (some

banks in New England had shared appreciation portfolios in which the bank

typically lent 100% of the value of the property in return for a cut of the

property's appreciation. This kind of lending is nuts.)
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Mark-to-market procedures would not have prevented the booming New England

market from crossing the line into speculative excess nor would it have

prevented the inevitable bust. About the best that regulators could have done

to mitigate these future problems was to ensure that credit standards were

adhered to throughout the organisation that acquisitions were integrated, that

documcntation was in place, that credit approval channels were not being

circtuvented. These are small things, but If they had been done assiduously

throughout the '80's, today's problems might not be nearly as severe.

Once the boom turns into a bust, mark to market methods aren't such help

either. The problem Is that when the market turn sour, it becomes extremely

difficult to determine a fair market price for real estate. Transaction

volume disappears, complicating the appraisal process since there are so few

comparable&. Those transactions that do take place are likely to be

desperation sales on the part of the seller, and such transactions are likely

to predominate as developers become increasingly strapped for cash and banks

begin auctioning off foreclosed assets. To us, it is not helpful to write

bank loans down to collateral values determined in a sporadic and severely

distressed market.

In such tumultuous tines as New England is now enduring, in short, it is a

challenge to determine the appropriate price to mark to. One can make

assumptions about certain classes of real estate and when they are likely to

sell and discount them from that price, but any such assumptions are not only

arbitrary but dangerous, because small changes In these assumptions can have a

huge impact on the bank's equity account, given how leveraged they are.
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Here is a hypothetical example we used in our *8oston, Texas?" report:

It's easy to fail a bank. Banks are leveraged, so small changes in things

like discount tats assumptions and rents can have a big impact on the equity

account. Suppose a bank has $6 in equity, $100 in assets, and $28 in real

estate loans. Suppose that these real estate loans are secured by $31 in real

estate (the bank lent 8% of the original estimated cost of the project.) The

real estate market is soft, but the loans are being serviced on schedule end

the bank projects that the properties will not be sold for another two years.

Discounting the collateral back at 8% for two years, the bank arrives at about

$27 In collateral value -- apparently adequate coverage for full principal and

a year or so of interest.

Now suppose an examiner steps in and says, "We don't buy your assessment of

the market. In Texas, It often took five yeats or more to sell properties,

and the original projected price was seldom obtained. Therefore, we want you

to use a five year horizon, and to raise your discount rate to 10%." Those

combined changes reduce the present value of the collate:al to $19.41. There

is a $5.69 deficiency between loan value and collateral value. If the full

amount Is reserved, the bank will be insolvent.

The point of this exercise is not to suggest that regulatory methods are

arbitrary. It Is just t, underscore the fact that banks are delicate

mechanisms. On the margin, a hundred basis points on the cap rate can do
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tremendous damage. Liquidation analysis may be justified when a bank is out

of control and when the problems are so severe that it may no longer be a

viable entity. It may have been justified with the Bank of New England. We

are willing to accept that. However, it must not be forgotten that the same

methods could just as easily produce similar results at a better managed,

better capitalized bank.

Another consideration in this mark to market argument is that foreign banks

will not be subjected tc the same rigorous treatment. I think that Japanes

banks have real estate loan problems that are every bit as serious as our

own. Ilowever, I doubt that we will ever see real estate problems translate

into losses for the vast majority of Japanese banks. Either they will not

recognize the losses at all, or they will camouflage them by taking gains on

hidden assets. Either way, the Japanese banking system may (unfairly) look

safer than our own. This can only be an advantage for the Japanese.

We are not advocating forebearance for commercial banks, just a little

breathing room. What we think may be required if mark-to-market practices are

abjured is a buildup in the corps of examiners to prevent banks from "rolling

the dice." Regulatory agencies now are woefully understaffed and are losing

good people daily to the private sector. Spending more on examiners now and

paying them well might keep the best examiners at the agencies and allow them

to do the supervisory job they were hired to do. The cost to taxpayers now of

a fully staffed corps of examiners would be more than offset by the money

saved in loan losses down the road.
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Honorable Robert L. Clarke
Comptroller of the Currency
490 L'Enfant Plaza
Washington, D.C. 20219

Dear Mr. Clarke:

As you know, there has been concern expressed about large real
estate lending by many commercial banks across the nation. At the
same time, some Members of the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee have suggested that much bank credit is being channeled
to large borrowers while smaller credit-worthy borrowers suffer
from a lack of credit.

The highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring arranged
for Donald 3. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York and New
Jersey illustrate current problems in the banking industry and the
real estate market. It is my understanding that dozens of U.S.
banks as well as some foreign banks are participating in $2 billion
of loans to Mr. Trump and the restructurings of :he debt. Many of
these banks including two of the lead institutions -- Citibank and
Chase Manhattan -- are supervised by your agency.

It is my intention to conduct hearings in early August on the
banks' handling of the Trump Organization loans and related real
estate loans and the manner in which the various regulatory
agencies have reacted to th1 developments. At that time, I would
want you and the appropriate personnel from OCC to be prepared to
discuss these issues with the Committee. We will inform you at the
earliest possible moment of the specific date and location of the
hearings.

During informal discussions with my staff, some of the OCC
staff expressed concern about the confidentiality of the Trump
loans and any supervisory steps that may have been undertaken in
connection with the loans and their restructuring. As you are
aware, many of the details of the loans have been spread
prominently across the pages of major newspapers, magazines and
television screens in recent weeks. Additional details have been
spelled out in filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The veil of secrecy has been breached in many places.
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I am aware of OCC's long-standing policy of confidentiality
and it is something that often slowed Congressional oversight
efforts in pastyears. However, I do feel strongly that we are in
a new era where-Ahe public expects a more open system and a more
vigorous oversight of the agencies which regulate taxpayer-insured
institutions.

For too long, the Congress failed to provide oversight of the
savings and loan industry and its regulators. I am convinced that
billions of dollars of insurance and tax dollars could have been
saved with regular, ongoing oversight of thrifts and the Federal
and state regulatory agencies. Instead we waited until the
problems became a crisis. It is important that we learn from past
mistakes and not let problems grow in the dark in any industry
where the taxpayers are the ultimate safety net.

I appreciate all your past cooperation with us on earlier
hearings and I am sure we will have a similar response to this
request.

Sin rely,

Henry B. G nzalez
Chairman
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Honorable Robert L. Clarke
Comptroller of the Currency
490 L'Enfant Plaza
Washington, D.C. 20219

Dear Hr. Clarke:

This letter will serve to confirm my earlier correspondence
and provide notification that the Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs will commence hearing on August 9 of this year to
examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of commercial banks, and as a case study, will
investigate the banks' handling of the loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, the Committee will expect you to be prepared to discuss
transactions involving Citibank, Chase Manhattan and other
institutions under your supervision involving loans to Trump and
the Trump Organization as well as actions and discussions, formal
or informal, that may have been undertaken by your office in
connection with various loans to the Trump Organization.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requests that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
Vill be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.
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Prior to your appearance, I would ask that the appropriate
personnel of 0CC be available for discussion of these issues with
my staff. I am certain a mutually agreeable time can be arranged.
In addition, I would want a list of all institutions under your
supervision which are currently participating in the loans to Trump
or the Trump Organization.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Henry B. Gonza z
Chairman
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Comptrollsr of the Currency
Administrator of National Banks

Washington. G, 20219
July 30, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter of July 17, 1990 inviting me
to testify on national bank real estate portfolios, including
loans extended to Donald Trump.

Your letter requested my appearance before the Committee on
August 9, 1990 at 10 a.m. Because of a longstanding prior
commitment which I am not in a position to reschedule, I will
not be able to appear at that time. I will be available to
testify after that meeting, around 12:00p.m.

With regard to the Trump loans, I would like to reiterate what
my staff has said to yours. Because of the need, recognized by
Congress, to keep such examination-related information
confidential, I will not be free to discuss those loans or the
condition of the specific banks holding them. Since the OCC's
mission depends on its supervisory authority over national banks
and, thus, on its examination process, Congress has recognized
the need for the OCC to treat the information it obtains as
highly confidential. Scee 12 U.S.C. S 481; 18 U.S.C. S 1905.
The need for confidentiality was underscored in 1982 when
Congress authorized the General Accounting Office (GAO) to have
access to bank examination reports and provided statutory
safeguards to protect against disclosure. Zn 13 U.S.C. Ss 712,
714. Since that time, in the performance of its duties, the GAO
has frequently requested access to OCC examination reports, and
the OCC has complied with those requests.

I will be happy to have my staff work with yours to arrive at a
mutually convenient time for the real estate hearing.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Clarke
Comptroller of the Currency
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July 11, 1990

Honorable Alan Greenspan
Chairman, Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
20th and C Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20551

Dear Chairman Greenspan:

As you know, there has been concern expressed about large real
estate lending by many commercial banks across the nation. At the
same time, some Members of the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee have suggested that much bank credit is being channeled
to large borrowers while smaller credit-horthy borrowers suffer
from a lick of credit.

The highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring arranged
for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organizatiun in New York and New
Jersey illustrate current problems in the banking industry and the
real estate market. It is my understanding that dozens of U.S.
banks as well as some foreign banks are participating in $2 billion
of loans to Mr Trump and the restructurings of the debt. Many of
these banks i- eluding two of the lead institutions -- Manufacturers
Hanover and Bankers Trust, New York -- are supervied by your
agency.

It is my intention to conduct hearings in early August on the
banks' handling of the Trump Organization loans and related real
estate loans and the manner in which the various regulatory
agencies have reacted to the developments. At that time, I would
want you and the appropriate personnel from the Federal Reserve
Board to be prepared to discuss these issues with the Committee.
We will inform you at the earliest possible moment of the specific
date and location of the hearings.

I feel certain you sha':e my concern that there be proper
oversight of insured institutions and their regulators. For too
long, the Congress failed to provide oversight of the savings and
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loan industry and its regulators. I an convinced that billions of
dollars of insurance and tax dollars could have been saved with
regular, ongoing oversight of thrifts and the Federal and state
regulatory agencies. Instead we waited until the problems became
a crisis. it is important that we learn from such mistakes and not
let problems grow in the dark in any industry where the taxpayers
are the ultimate safety net.

I appreciate all your past cooperation with us on earlier
hearings and I am sure we will have a similar response to this
request.

eSi rely,

Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
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Honorable Alan Greenspan
Chairman, Board of Governors
Federal Reserve System
20th and C Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20551

Dear Chairman Greenspan:

This letter will serve to confirm my earlier correspondence
and provide notification that the Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs will commence hearing on August 9 of this year to
examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of commercial banks, and as a case study, will
investigate the banks' handling of the loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, the Committee will expect you to be prepared to discuss
transactions involving Bankers Trust, Manufacturers Hanover and
other institutions under your supervision involving loans to Trump
and the Trump Organization as well as actions and discussions,
formal or infor,.al, that may have been undertaken by your office
in connection with various -loans to the Trump Organizatior,.

in accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requests that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all committee members in advance of your
appearance.
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Prior to your appearance, I would ask that the appropriate
personnel of the FED be available for discussion of these issues
with my staff. I am certain a mutually agreeable time can be
arranged. In addition, I would want a list of all institutions
under your supervision which are currently participating in the
loans to Trump or the Trump Organization.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Si errely,

Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
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J11 N. Considine

Superintendent of Banks
New York State Banking Department
2 Rector
New York, N.Y. 10006

Dear Ms. Considine:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you say know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about large
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

',he Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines administered by commercial
banks in general, and more specifically the banks' handling of the
Tramp Organization loans and related real estate loans as well an
the manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. It is important that the Committee
have your complete and timely cooperation in these proceedings so
that the Committee may properly carry out its oversight
responsibilities.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn Mouse Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, please be prepared to discuss the role of the New York
State Banking Department in the examination, supervision and
regulation of state-chartered banks, with particular attention to
banks' real estate lending practices. In addition, the Committee
would be interested in your department's reaction to the loans and
debt-restructuring arranged by Manufacturers Hanover and Bankers
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Trust and other institutions for Donald J. Trump and the Trump
Organization. The Committee will need a response to this request
for your appearance by no later than July 20, 1990.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requires that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Sejly, L J4

Henry B. GonzaleQ
chairman
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STATE OF NEW YORK
BANKING DEPARTMENT

Two REcToR STREET
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July 20, 1990

Hon. Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
Committee on Banking. Finance
and Urban Affairs

U. S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Gonzalez:

Thank you for inviting me to present
testimony at hearings you are holding beginning
August 9, 1990.

I regret that due to prior commitments,
I will be unable to participate.

Sincerely,
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NEw YoK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT

OAVIO T HALVORSON

... ,.. .... July 24, 1990

Mr. Tom Adams
Professional Staff
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Banking, finance
and Urban Affairs

2132 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Tom:

-We spoke today about the hearings which Chairman
Gonzalez is considering for August 9th. The
Superintendent is always pleased to respond to
Congressional requests for information and testimony but,
as you know, she is not available that day since she is
moderating the Wall Street Roundtable for the National
Conference of Women Executives in State Government.

The Department will, of course, endeavor to make
available to you someone at the highest lev-el who can
respond to questions generally about how we supervise
banking institutions in New York. Deputy Superintendent
Peter Philbin, whom you met, is well qualified for this,
and is willing to rearrange his schedule to be available
on the 9th of August if necessary. You should be aware,
however, that the Department's policy is not to comment-
on particular institutions or their customers.

Very truly yours,

1/~~ 
I7
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July 16, 1990

Anthony 3. Parrillo
Director
Division of Gaming Enforcerent
Hughes Justice Complex
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Dear Mr. Parrillo:

Pursuant to its oversight 3urisdiction, the Committee on
Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs has been reviewing the real
estate underwriting and lending practices of commercial banks.

As part of that oversight, I have directed the investigative
staff of the Committee to conduct interviews and gather information
regarding the real estate loans and debt-restructuring arranged for
Donald J. Trump, the Trump Organization and related parties in New
York and New Jersey.

In order to facilitate the Corr.ttee's investigation into this
matter, the Committee requests any inforration in the possession
of the New Jersey Division of Gm!ng Enforcement regarding
financing secured by the Trump C)rganizat.on and its related parties
including, but not limited to, any bank loans or securities
transactions where property in New Jersey was collateralized: any
financial analysis generated bi- your office concerning properties
owned or operated by Mr. Trump; any arplicitions submitted by Mr.
Trump as part of the casino licensing process, including Mr.
Trump's financial st3terents: any information thit was entered into
the record in hearings before tr.e New Jersey Casino Control
Commission; and any information surrounding the financing of
properties owned by Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization or any
related parties.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If
you have any questions regarding this request, please do not
hesitate to contact Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

S Jcerely,

"ery B. Conz
Chairman
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July 12, 1990

Donald J. Trump
President
The Trump Organization
725 5th Avenue
Nov York, N.Y. 10022

Dear Mr. Trump:

The House of Representatives Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, pursuant to its legislative and oversight
jurisdiction, will commence hearings on August 9, 1990 to examine
the commercial real estate underwriting and lending practices of
both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions around the country, have expressed concerns about
the real estate lending practices of many commercial banks. In
hearings held earlier this year, the Committee heard the testimony
of business leaders, regulators and locally elected officials which
indicates increasing frustration in the commercial real estate
credit markets. Moreover, the highly publicized loans and debt-
restructurir.g arranged for the Trump Organization and its related
entities in New York and New Jersey bring to light some of the
current problems in the banking industry and the real estate
market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines administered by commercial
banks in general, and more specifically the banks' handling of the
Trump Organization loans and related real estate loans as well as
the manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. It is important that the Committee
have your complete and timely cooperation in these proceedings so
that the Committee may properly carry out its oversight
responsibilities.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, please be prepared to discuss any loan transactions
executed by the Trump Organization and its related entities with
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commercial banks, including but not limited to Citicorp,
Manufacturers Hanover, Bankers Trust, and Chase Manhattan, and any
transactions surrounding the issuance of debt securities by the
Trump Organization or related entities. Additionally, the
Committee requests that you also be prepared to discuss any
communications that you or the Trump Organization may have had with
either state or federal banking and securities regulatory agencies.
The Committee will need a response to this request for your
appearance by no later than July 20, 1990.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requires that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Si cerely,

Henry B. Go alez
Chairman

33-290 0 - 90 - 6
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July 31, 1990

Donald J. Trump
President
The Trump Organization
725 5th Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Dear Mr. Trump:

As of July 30, 1990, I have not received a response to my July
12 request that you testify before the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs on issues regarding the current state of
the commercial real estate market and commercial bank lending
practices.

The Committee feels your testimony will be valuable to its
understanding of the growing problems real estate developers and
commercial banks are experiencing as a result of the depreciation
of real estate values across the nation. Additionally, I would
hope that you would be able to address the Committee's concerns
regarding the availability of credit for commercial and residential
development projects.

I want to reaffirm my request that you testify on these issues
before the Committee at 10:00 a.m. August 9 in room 2128 of the
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. With the hearings
only ten days awey, it is extremely important that we have your
immediate reply.

S rely,

Cha irman

C.- € .. , . ,- ..
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August 2, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Please excuse my tardiness in replying to your request
that I testify before the Committee on August 9 concerning
the commercial real estate underwriting and lending practices
of state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

Let me assure you of my desire to be both cooperative
and helpful to your Committee. At the same time, it is my
belief that general testimony regarding the underwriting and
lending practices of commercial banks is most properly the
concern of the banks and bank regulators.

With regard to the recent restructuring of the debt of
The Trump Organization, I am sure that you can appreciate my
need to protect proprietary business information which, if
disclosed, might place me at a competitive disadvantage in
the marketplace. In addition, I must respect both the letter
and intent of banking laws, rules and covenants governing
confidentiality.

In view of the above, I must respectfully decline your
invitation to testify. HQwever, because of my desire to
assist the work of the Committee, I will make my advisors,
who were integrally involved in the recent restructuring,
available to your staff to discuss any relevant issues which
respect the above concerns. If you desire to pursue this
offer, please have your staff contact my advisors,
Mr. Stan Ross and Mr. John Robbins of Kenneth Leventhal and
Company. They can be reached at (212) 832-6990.

THE TRUMP ORGANIZATION
725 FIFTH AVENUE -NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 212-832-2000 TELEX -427715
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The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
August 2, 1990
Page 2

I see this as the most meaningful way for me to carry
out my commitment to be cooperative and thus give your
committee access to the most expert and up-to-date
information possible on our activities and experiences.

With best regards, I am

L,, J:1 ely'j

Donald J. uxnp
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July 12, 1990

Charles S. Sandford, Jr.
Chairman of the Board
Bankers Trust Company
280 Park Avenuf
New York, N.Y. 10017

Dear Mr. Sandford:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will- commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about large
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines administered by commercial
banks in general, and more specifically the banks' handling of the
Trump Organization loans and related real estate loans as well as
the manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. It is important that the Committee
have your complete and timely cooperation in these proceedings so
that the Committee may properly carry out its oversight
responsibilities.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, the Committee will expect you to be prepared to discuss
any transactions Bankers Trust may have executed with Donald J.
Trump and the Trump Organization. The Committee will need a
response to this request for your appearance by no later than July
20, 1990.
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In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requires that such-testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

fncerelyi I

lenryK. Gonzal i
Chairman
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BANKERS TRUST NEW YORK CORPORATION

280 PAAK AVENUE. NEW YORK, N Y. 10017

CH~AR.E S S SAWO'kD A . CHAoRwAN OF To* BOARD

TE(PHONE 212 850 1045

July 20, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Finance

and Urban Affairs
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Gonzalez,

X regret that I must decline your request to appear before the
House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee on August 9,
1990 "to discuss any transactions Bankers Trust may have executed
with Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization."

Within the standards established by our legal system and by
the ethics of fair business practices, our clients and potential
clients expect and deserve that we protect the information they
provide us with integrity and discretion. We at Bankers Trust have
long recognized a responsibility to protect the confidentiality of
privileged information entrusted to us by our customers and
clients. I enclose an excerpt from the global policy statement of
Bankers Trust New York Corporation entitled "Confidential
Information, Insider Trading and Related Matters" which sets forth
our institution's policy for the protection of client information
by all employees of the Corporation.

Sincerely,

Charles S. Sanford, Jr.
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July 24, 190'

Charles S. Sanford, Jr.

Chairman cf the Board
bankers Trust New York Corporation
280 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Dear Mr. Sanford:

I appreciate your prompt reply to my letter requesting
testimony from Bankers Trust concerning various transactions
involving Donald Trump and the Trump organization as part of a
concern about growing real estate lending problems.

As other bankers have suggested, I have no objection to
Bankers Trust placing the Trump loans in the context of general
real estate problems. This is important to the Committee's
understanding of bank and regulatory arprcaches to the Trump
loans and similar trarsictions.

however , : hoFe you urlo: tari that you will be expected to
respond to q.cst-ons a,,ut the Txu!-j tranactions as a case
history in the brCader Fitu.e of i: estate lending. While I
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Again, I want to reiterate my request that Bankers Trust
testify on these issues before the Cormittee at 10 a.m. August 9
in Room 2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington
D.C.

S rely,/

r B.,onzalek
Chairman
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August 1, 1990

The Honorable Henry S. Gonzalez
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs

2129 Rayburn Rouse Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Gonzalez,

I have received your most recent letter inviting my
participation in a House Banking Committee hearing regarding
Bankers Trust Company's lending transactions involving Donald Trump
and the Trump organization. Since this most recent letter
continues to request that I be prepared to respond to questions
regarding specific customer transactions, I must again respectfully
decline on the basis of our corporate responsibility to protect the
confidential information entrusted to us by our customers and
clients.

I regret that I can not affirmatively respond to your request.
I am confident, however, that you will recognize that proprietary
client information must be protected with absolute discretion and
integrity in the banking business where the full disclosure of
clients' business activities is essential to the credit review
process.

Sincerely,

CL .
Charles S. Sanford,7Jr.
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, ., July 12, 1990

Willard C. Butcher
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Chase Manhattan Bank
1 Chase Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10081

Dear Mr. Butcher:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about large
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidel ines administered by commercial
banks in general, and more specifically the banks' handling of the
Trump Organization loans and related real estate loans as well as
the canner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. It is important that the Committee
have your complete and timely cooperation in these proceedings so
that the Committee may properly carry out its oversight
responsibilities.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, the Committee will expect you to be prepared to discuss
any transactions Chase Manhattan may have executed with Donald J.
Trump and the Trump Organization. The Committee will need a
response to this request for your appearance by no later than July
20, 1990.
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In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requires that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Siierely,

en~y. onzaleP
Chairman
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July 19, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6050

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your recent letter inviting representatives of
Chase to appear before the Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs on Thursday, August 9.

As an institution with many financial products serving a large
variety of clients, Chase prides itself on its relationships
with those customers. We consider, ani have always considered,
the information given to us by our customers to be
confidential. In keeping with this practice we treat the
information given to us in connection with the recent loans and
restructuring for the Trump Organization as well as the terms
and conditions of the arrangements as confidential. Further,
these loan arrangements with Mr. Trump have very explicit
confidentiality provisions which preclude the disclosure of
information.

For these reasons we feel we must decline the Committee's

invitation.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,
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July 24, 1990

Willard C.Butcher
Chairman of the Board
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
I Chase Manhattan Plaza
New York, NY 10081

Dear Mr. Butcher:

I appreciate your prompt reply to my letter requesting
testimony from Chase Manhattan concerning various transactions
involving Donald Trump and the Trump organization as part of a
concern about growing real estate lending problems.

As other bankers have suggested, I have no objection to
Chase Manhattan placing the Trump loans in the context of general
real estate problems. This is important to the Committee's
understanding of bank and regulatory approaches to the Trump
loans and similar transactions.

However, 1 hope you understand that you will be expected to
respond to questions about the Trump transactions as a case
history in the broaJer picture of real estate lending. While I
am sure there are areas where some aspects of the transactions
need not be priced in the public record, I would not want this to
be construed as acquiescence to a blanket agreement of
confidentiality. The Cormittee handles a great mass of extremely
sensitive raterial from day to da, and I am confident that this
hearing, like earlier hearings, can be handled in a manner that
protects the interests of the Ccnrittee and public as well as
those of the banks and Donald Trump. Again, I would remind you
of the obvious: much has already ajrcired in filings at the
Securities and Fxchange Crnissicn and in the public media. So,
it would not add to anyone's credibility to approach the hearing
as if the prot,ems involved ir, the Trurp and similar real estate
loans were totally unknown.
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Again, I want to reiterate r,.y request that Chase Manhattan
testify on these issues before the Conmittee at 10 a.m. August 9
in Room 2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington
D.C.

/

Si ncerely, -

Henry /conzajz
Chairman
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August 2, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6050

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your most recent letter inviting Chase to
testify concerning various transactions involving
Donald Trump and the Trump Organization.

Chase would like to be of assistance to the Committee
as we have always been in the past. We appreciate the
Committee's interest in the general issues involved in
real estate lending and the Committee's desire to
discuss these issues. At the same time, while wanting
to cooperate with the Committee, we continue to have
very serious concerns about the assurances of
confidentiality Chase provides its customers. As I
mentioned in my letter to you of July 19, we have a
long standing practice of treating information given to
us by loan customers as confidential. We believe that
our customers rely on this practice. In addition, the
actual arrangements with Mr. Trump are subject to
confidentiality provisions that preclude disclosure of
information.

Certainly, as you suggest, some information is already
in the public record. However, any time a Chase
officer is called upon to address sensitive questions
such as this in a public forum there is a danger that
confidential information may be disclosed.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have indicated our
concerns in discussions with your staff and trust that
this matter can be resolved in the best interest of all
parties.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,
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July 12, 1990

executive Officer

Dear Mr. Reed:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about large
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trurp and the Trump Organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines administered by commercial
banks in general, and more specifically the banks' handling of the
Trump Organization loans and related real estate loans as well as
the manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. It is important that the Committee
have your complete 4nd timely cooperation in these proceedings so
that the Commnittee may properly carry out its oversight
responsibilities.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested foc 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, the Committee will expect you to be prepared to discuss
any transactions Citicorp may have executed with Donald J. Trump
and the Trump Organization. The Committee will need a response to
this request for your appearance by no later than July 20, 1990.
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In accordance with the Cominittee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statenent, the Committee
requires that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Henry B. Gonzale
Chaixr-man
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July 20, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman, Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is written in response to your letter of July 12
inviting John S. Reed to publicly testify before the full
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs on August 9 about
current commercial real estate lending principles and guidelines
administered by commercial banks in general, and about "every
transaction Citicorp may have executed" with one, specific
customer.

Citicorp is proud of its leadership role with respect to
both commercial and residential real estate lending. We are a
national leader in both areas. Over the years, our efforts have
contributed to economic growth and the modernization of our
industrial plant and have enabled millions of Americans to
realize that part of the American dream represented by home
ownership. Accordingly, we would be most pleased to work with
you and the Committee in the effort to better understand general
real estate lending principles and guidelines.

Insofar as your request involves information given to us by
our customer on a confidential basis and in connection with a
business transaction, however, we will be unable to comply with
your request. It is commonly accepted that banks may not divulge
information given to them in confidence by customers. Moreover,
our customers expect that we will maintain such information in
the strictest confidence. Longstanding internal policy of
Citicorp supports this approach.

Protection for confidential information is well founded. If
bankers are to make safe and sound credit decisions, they need
accurate and complete information about customer finances and
activities. In return, before they give us this needed
information, our customers must have reasonable assurance that
data showing their marketing plans, profit margins, trade secrets
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The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
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etc. will not be divulged to their competitors. Any breakdown in
this reciprocal relationship of trust and confidence would make
it more difficult, if not impossible, for banks to make sound
credit decisions, on the one hand, and for individuals and
businesses to get needed credit, on the other hand.

To conclude, we are willing to help the committee examine
general commercial real estate underwriting and lending practices
of commercial banks if you desire, and will gladly make available
appropriate officers to work with your staff on a mutually
acceptable approach to this goal. We must, however, decline to
disclose information given to us in confidence by our customers.

Very truly yours,

C,

CEL/amh
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Charles E. Long
Executive Vice President
Citicorp
11012 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Long:

I appreciate your prompt reply to my letter requesting
testimony from Citibank concerning various transactions involving
Donald Trump and the Trump organization as part of a concern
about growing real estate lending problems.

As other bankers have suggested, I have no objection to
Citibank placing the Trump loans in the context of general real
estate problems. This is important to the Committee's
understanding of bank and regulatory approaches to the Trump
loans and similar transactions.

However, I hope you understand that Citibank's witness will
be expected to respond to questions about the Trump transactions
as a case history in the broader picture of real estate lending.
While I am sure there are areas where some aspects of the
transactions need not be placed in the public record, I would not
want this to be construed as acquiescence to a blanket agreement
of confidentiality. The Committee handles a great mass of
extremely sensitive material from day to day and I am confident
that this hearing, like earlier hearings, can be handled in a
manner that protects the interests of the Committee and public as
well as those of the banks and Donald Trump. Again, I would
remind you of the obvious: much has already appeared in filings
at the Securities and Exchange Commission and in the public
media. So, it would not add to anyone's credibility to approach
the hearing as if the problems involved in the Trump and similar
real estate loans were totally unknown.
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Again, I want to reiterate my request that Citibank testify
on these issues before the Committee at 10 a.m. August 9 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington D.C.

Si merely,

Henry B.Gna
chairman
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August 1, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman, Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs

U.S. House of Re-presentatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In your most recent letter to me of July 24, 1990, you have
reiterated your request that we testify concerning various
transactions involving one, specified customer as part of your
concern about growing real estate lending problems.

To testify about our dealings with a specific customer would
conflict with our basic responsibility to protect the
confidentiality of information given us by our customers This,
in turn, would threaten the trust and confidence which is the
essential basis for any satisfactory banking relationship.
Accordingly, pursuant to our long-standiig policy and as is more
fully explained to you in our letter of July 20, we must
respectfully decline to testify.

We stand by the offer made in my earlier letter to try to be
helpful to the Committee with respect to building its
understanding of the general lending problems in today's real
estate market. As I suggested, I would be pleased to see to it
that the appropriate Citicorp/Citibank officers meet with your
staff to try to work out an appropriate framework for that
purpose, if that would be of interest to you. Revealing
information about transactions between the bank and a specific
customer, however, would not be part of such a framework.

Very truly yours,

CEL/amh
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July 12, 1990

John F. McGillicuddy
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Manufacturers Hanover
270 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Dear Mr. McGillicuddy:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about large
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines administered by commercial
banks in general, and more specifically the banks' handling of the
Trump Organization loans and related real estate loans as well as
the manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. It is important that the Committee
have your complete and timely cooperation in these proceedings so
that the Committee may properly carry out its oversight
responsibilities.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that tire, the Committee will expect you to be prepared to discuss
any transactions Manufacturers Hanover may have executed with
Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization. The Committee will
need a response to this request for your appearance by no later
than July 20, 1990.
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In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requires that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Sin~erely ,

Henry B.n
Chairman
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Jh E McG klUdy
Chairmianr of the Board &
Chief Executve Officer

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Corpany

270 Park Avenue
Newyork. NY 10017.2070

July 18, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez aC-IV M L
Chairman
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Banking, Finance J111. 220 IM

and Urban Affairs
2129 Rayburn House Building "f m A Ki l au t"
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Gonzalez:

I have your letter dated July 12, 1990 requesting me to
appear before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee on August 9, 1990 "to discuss any transactions
Manufacturers Hanover may have executed with Donald J.
Trump and The Trump Organization". I must respectfully
decline your request on the basis of the long respected
principle that the business relationships between a bank
and its customers are privileged and confidential and
accordingly may not be unilaterally divulged by this
Institution.

Sincerely,

I (
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. ,July 24, 1990

John F. McGillicuddy
Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer
Manufacturers Hanover
270 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017-2070

Dear Mr. McGillicuddy:

I appreciate your prompt reply to my letter requesting
testimony from Manufacturers Hanover concerning various
transactions involving Donald Trump and the Trump organization as
part of a concern about growing real estate lending problems.

As other bankers have suggested, I have no objection to
Manufacturers Hanover placing the Trump loans in the context of
general real estate problems. This is important to the
Committee's understanding of bank and regulatory approaches to
the Trump loans and similar transactions.

However, I hope you understand that you will be expected to
respond to questions about the Trump transactions as a case
history in the broader picture of real estate lending. While I
am sure there are areas where some aspects of the transactions
need not be placed ,n the public record, I would not want this to
be construed as acquiescence to a blanket agreement of
confidentiality. The Committee handles a great mass of extremely
sensitive material from day to day and 1 am confident that this
hearing, like earlier hearings, can be handled in a manner that
protects the interests of the Committee and public as well as
those of the banks and Donald Trump. Again, I would remind you
of the obvious: much has already appeared in filings at the
Securities and Exchange Commission and in the public media. So,
it would not add to anyone's credibility to approach the hearing
as if the problems involved in the Trump and similar real estate
loans were totally unknown.
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Again, I want to reiterate my request that Manufacturers
Hanover testify on these issues before the Committee at 10 a.m.
August 9 in Room 2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington D.C.

saienrel

Henry B. Gonza z
Ch a i ran
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John F. M.ef4Jd
Chairman of tthe er &
Cpuef Executiv Office

Manufac',rers Hanover TNuI COmO"

270 Park Aveouo
NowYork. NY100 7.2070 August 2, 1990

The Honorable Henry I. Consalas
Chairman
U.S, House of Representatives
Committee on banking, Finance

and Urban Affairs
2129 Rayburn House Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Consalest

I have your letter dated July 241 1990 in response to my letter
of July 18, 1990 concerning your request that I appear before
the ranking, Finance and Urban Affairb Committne on August 9,
1990.

Your initial request was for me "to discuss any transactions
Manufacturers Hanover may have executed -with Donald J. Trump
and The Trump OrganisatLon". I advised you that It vould be
necessary for me to respectfully decline your request on the
grounds that such a discussion would be precluded by the "long
respected principle that the business relationships between
a bank and its customers are privileged and confidential".

In your letter of July 24, 1990 you elaborate on your intiital
request by noting that you "have no objection to Manufacturers
Hanover placing the Trump loans in the context of general real
estate problems". Nevertheless, you make clear that I "will
be expected to respond to questions about the Trump trans-
actions as a case history in the broader picture of real estate
lending". Finally, although you acknowledge that "there are
areas where some aspects of the transactions need not be placed
in the public record", you conclude in this regard with the
statement that you "vould not vant this to be construed as
acquiescence to a blanket agreement of confidentiality".

Under these circumstances, I must once again respectfully
decline your request on the grounds stated In my letter of
July 16, 1990.

Sincerely
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Charles R. Cranmer
Analyst
Research Department
Shearson Lehman
3 World Financial Center
14th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10285-1400

Dear Mr. Cranmer:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about the
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current state of the
commercial real estate market, the commercial real estate lending
principles and guidelines administered by commercial banks and some
aspects of the Trump Organization real estate loans as well as the
manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. We hope the Committee will have
your cooperation in these proceedings so that the Committee may
properly carry out its oversight responsibilities. We believe your
expertise would be most important to the Committee's understanding
of these problems.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, please be prepared to discuss recent developments in the
real estate industry and their effect on the banking community, the
impact current commercial bank real estate lending practices may
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have on the banking community and the availability of credit, and
the recent down-grading of bank debt issues. The Committee will
need a response to this request for your appearance by no later
than August 3, 1990.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requests that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

/ Sincerely,

Gon ez

Chairman
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July 25, 1990

James J. McDermott
Executive Vice President,
Keefe Bruyette & Woods
2 World Trade Center
85th Floor
Hew York, N.Y. 10048

Director of Research

Dear Mr. McDermott:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about real
estate lending practices of many commercial banks. Furthermore,
the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring arranged for
Donald 3. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York and New
Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the banking
industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines administered by commercial
banks and some aspects of the TrJmp Organization real estate loans
as well as the manner in which the federal and state regulatory
agencies have reacted to these developments. We hope the Committee
will have your cooperation in these proceedings so that the
Committee may properly carry out its oversight responsibilities.
We believe your expertise would be most important to the
Committee's understanding of these problems.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, please be prepared to discuss recent developments in the
real estate industry and their effect on the banking community, the
impact current commercial bank real estate lending practices may
have on the banking community and the availability of credit, and
the recent down-grading of bank debt issues. The Committee will
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need a response to this request for your appearance by no later
than July 30, 1990.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requests that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Si cerely,

r Gonzale
Cha1 ran

33-290 0 - 90 - 7
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KEI*FI. I tt'VETTE & WOODS. INC.
S.ICI.-,Sy &IN @A. -G

August 1, 199o

Mr. Henry B. Gonzalez
Chai roman
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gonzalez:

It will be my privilege to appear before the Baiking, Finance and Urban
Affairs Conmittee on Thursday, August 9, 1990 at loan to present testimony on
recent developments in commercial banking especially as they pertain to real
estate exposures and the general condition of our commercial banks.

Sincerely yours,

~// 1
James J. McDermott, Jr.

JJMcD:Tmd Executive Vice President
Director of Research

U ha fl a .. awe -.100
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:.. August 1, 1990

Lacy Shockley
Vice President of Research
Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Company
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10105

Dear Ms. Shockley:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about the
real estate lending practices of many commercial banks.
Furthermore, the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring
arranged for Donald J. Trump and the Trump organization in New York
and New Jersey bring to light some of the current problems in the
banking industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current state of the
commercial real estate market, the commercial real estate lending
principles and guidelines administered by commercial banks and some
aspects of the Trump Organization real estate loans as well as the
manner in which the federal and state regulatory agencies have
reacted to these developments. We hoe the Committee will have
your cooperation in these proceedings so that the Committee may
properly carry out its oversight responsibilities. We believe your
expertise would be most important to the Committee's understanding
of these problems.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee is requested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At
that time, please be prepared to discuss recent developments in the
real estate industry and their effect on the banking community, the
impact current commercial bank real estate lending practices may
have on the banking community and the availability of credit, and
the recent down-grading of bank debt issues. The Committee will
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need a response to this request for your appearance by no later
than August 3, 1990.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requests that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tor Adams of ny staff at (202) 225-2924.

Sincerely, /

B. Gonzalez
Cha irmanI
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Date: August 2, 1990

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzez
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Finance & Urban AffAirs
2129 Rayburn House Offr"e Building
Washington, D.C. 20SI1

Dear Congressman Gonaez:

I certainly appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee on Thursday, August
9, 1990. Clearly, the current state of the real estate market is having an extremely negative
effect on regional banks that I foUow for Smith Barney. I look forward to gaining some
insights from participating in your heazinp.

Sin rely,

Lacy M SjockleY3
Vict Presl ent

HAPk|SnLPH4M&C* INIC
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K(enneth 3.11. Pinkes
Vice President and Director
Moody's Investors Service
99 church Street
5th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10007

Dear Mr. Pinkes:

Pursuant to its legislative and oversight jurisdiction
assigned by the House of Representatives, the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs will commence hearings on August 9, 1990
to examine the commercial real estate underwriting and lending
practices of both state and federally-chartered commercial banks.

As you may know, Members of the Banking Committee, from
various regions of the country, have expressed concerns about real
estate lending practices of many, corr:ercial banks. Furthermore,
the highly publicized loans and debt-restructuring arranged for
Donald J. Trump and the Trump Organization in New York and New
Jersey bring to light sore of the current problems in the banking
industry and the real estate market.

The Committee intends to explore the current commercial real
estate lending principles and guidelines adninistrered by commercial
banks and so.re as[ncts of the Trimp Orqanization real estate loans
as well as the manner in which the federal and state regulatory
agencies have reacted to these develprents. We hope the Committee
will have your cooperation in these proceedings so that the
Committee may properly carry out its oversight responsibilities.
We believe your expertise would be most important to the

Committee's understanding of these problems.

Your appearance before the Banking, Finance and Jrban Affairs
Committee is retested for 10 a.m. Thursday, August 9, 1990 in Room
2128 of the Payhurn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. At

that time, please be prepared to discuss recent developments in the
real estate industry and their effect on the banking community, the
impact current commercial bank real estate lending practices may
have on the banking community and the availability of credit, and
the recent down-grading of bank debt issues. The Committee will
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need a response to this request for your appearance by no later
than July 30, 1990.

In accordance with the Committee rules, please deliver 200
copies of your prepared statement to room 2132 of the Rayburn House
Office Building. In order to ensure that members of the Committee
have sufficient time to review your statement, the Committee
requests that such testimony be provided by Monday, August 6, 1990.
Your entire statement will be included in the hearing record and,
will be made available to all Committee members in advance of your
appearance.

Any questions regarding your testimony should be immediately
directed to Tom Adams of my staff at (202) 225-2924.

Si cerely,

enryB. onzalez
Chairman
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Moody Investors Service .?E CL IVE

a Ilfr 0' 1990F

Kenneth J H Pinkes
Vice President
Director

99 Church Street, New York, NY 10007
212-553-0411

July 31, 1990

lion. Henry B. Gonzalez, Chairman
House Banking Committee
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your invitation to testify before your Committee on August 9th. As I
indicated last week to Mr. Tom Adams of your staff, I must respectfully decline your
invitation to testify. Although the importance and topicality of the subject of your hearings
is certainly clear, my associates at Moody's are concerned that, given this issue's topicality,
the media's interest and financial pressures faced by certain institutions, our comments could
be misintei preyed in the media. Additionally, given the sensitivity. of this subject, our
testimony on this issue would ha%,e required extensive internal consultation, which was not
possible in time fur next ThursdaN's hearing.

I hope that this will not in,:on'enience ,our committee, and I trust that in the future
we will be able to be more helpful.

Sincerely,
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credit Crunch
As Banks Get Tough
With Borrowers, Fears
Of a Recession Rise

Stricter Regulation Prompts
Tighter Lending Policies,
Hurting Small Businesses

No Loan for Mr. Featherstone

By DAwn WamL
St.af .t' ,upu. of r1 W." srr. JoLuN

WASHINGTON - Fears are growing
that a worsening credit crunch poses an
unanticipated threat to the U S. economy-
and that it could push l nation into a re-
cession

Federal Reserve oflcias. as well as
many bankers and borrowers, express an
almost entical concern: That many
banks may be overreacting to n ltery
pressure and a slow economy and that, If
this problem grows. it could chte the
economy,

The industry haa to be caatlous that by
tightening osr standards we don't creue
the "gbi thak we're tryi to avoid.1

Als a tevie by US.I eamssll
Shown Nealm rv Its h K

to tt I i e Sam po A

says Charles L Coltman I11. nice thab-
man of Corestates Financial Corp.'s Phil-
delphia Natonal Bank. wbach. like many
banks, has raised lending hurdls "If ev.
eryone is doig it at once. that can create
a problem ' Mr Coltman says. "I think
we re in danger of that."
'Key to the Second Hlf'

Adrniuiatation and Fed offids. as
well U private economists. .y its too
soon to tel whether banks bave pulled
hack an much that they wil stark a re-
cession. but they acknowledge tMe paba
try Of llthe thins that are aflfetisgthe
economy, this Is the most crtal." ay
Bruce Steinberg, a Merrill Lynh Capital
Marteti econOist. "I's the key to e
second hall of lIS."

"The wild Card in the fina out-
look." adds De ld Hale, the chief econt
mis at Kenper Fiawa Srete. "it e
impact of Stcter hNhUln-i ly rle.
ton oan credt aallability. FederJal fa

torn-are becoming fat more agreme
their deand ua i a towp tit ei
lemon lam buIldrseYes and edits Wty
capital."

Bankers privately Name federal rele.
ton for at least part of the pi kle.n. They
Iist that rMlaom thenwselveare ovar.
retacitg-to heir earlier shaggish rspoim
to banking problems in Texas and the
thrsft-industry debacle. Although rttulia.
tors say they are moeing mor quickly
than they used to. they deny that they re
employig different standards.

Howeeer. bank must meet tifler capi-
tal requ.rments at yesr-end. They can
strthea their bala shtms by raising
new capi. hut another, quicker. method
ks to debberioely cut hack fn. Thrift is-
stitutlo m. meanwhile. alo are reducirig
lending as the federal government mli.
CAlW r*WtsMn the industry. And the
market for Commecial paper iskort-term
corporate IOUta w ha d welcomed
sne lesser bowl Companles in recent
yesau Is increasigly shunnins risdier het.
rowers.

A Sl0 n' - .'- Pedi recel val,, t-Maas-a11
Al am te xi. at.i are aII customer owe - is th onzy way ts ow

busine..e . e nist caiterl Mri MYhas been able to g clt Neither Its
do" lea ad S ewes am custom budt toolni nor its inventory ha
term c4stimers Mare closely. Iyllwls , ever been aceptable collateral to banks
first evidently New Ail Wa has sprted. Mr. Vou tays. Now. like many oter
and It is no longer restrMcted to cotMter- smal-busine's executves Mr. Von findl
cial reabesta velopments. that for the first time he mot pertonay

InearlyFebruary, HarryFetfertm.o. gulratee loam1-n addition to pledge
the president of Wl Bun Co. of Or , nearly alt of his company i asseu-beore
Ohio, thought he had an areement to bor. battle will even entertain his appLcaion.
row $3 million from Central Bancorpors- : "We'lt continue to go on this way (with.
tionofCincinati. a unit of PNC Flnalal os6 bank anl but growth Is wery slow
Corp Three weeks later, the bank prlst $l anut it." he thl5
dent took bxn to breafast and said the ' I0 Buena Park. Calif. JoAto McHerry,
bank had changed its mind They were tho president of Artistic Gfts tnc. says
very blunt and said they had to pull back, ' 1t-for the Past three years Sa. a BaM
Mr Featherstm e says hs .teen eager to lend up to 0. of th

We have been dong business with vale of her company's inventory. Now.
them. and we were ready to sip the pa. t ,* bUrk wants to cat back to 25% Artis-
pers Thy approved th loan twice, be MI with annual sales of about Ito million.
says He says he went hack to his office, niukes and imports t.o different retail
furnous-and read in The Wall Street Jour Mf Items And borrows against Inventory
nal a report that many small business as well as accounts receivable
were encountering similar troubles with "They're really looking at our inventory
their banks He clipped the article and sent with a fine-tooth comb." she adds.
it to the banker will the scrawled query, They're clearly nervous. It's clear that
Is this what happened to me'
A few days later, the clipprg returned [anW Growth Slows

with the answer: Yes. Ywr-t-mpw ud am s
PNC. which helped finance an employee eu mu d sa base eassaag

buy out of Will Bum three years ago, says a A enmmel bob&
it won t l1k about ndiduaI customers, a 1 '5
typical haink policy,
More Money Crucai

Now. Mr Feaherstone is looting to '
Cleveland banus for moley. For one thing, iS

the employeetvorted maker of meta parse4
recently qualified a a supple to the 6
nearby Honda auto plant. bat needs new S
equipmnt before bidding on ay work.

"We're getting a lot of anecdote lead-
mony thatlIndicates that banksaare pilng. a e D j
beck." says Joh Ware. a Fed vernor -
and former ch arman of Boston's Sawut
Nationa Bank. "They are reicteaptto what
they view a more stringent eamlnatlon directIves have cotmie don ao themn from
standards ad ther re leeing on the tV to be very carefid with "a buti-
lending criteria. - sea"

A recent wyy by Fli lrKtc banks Sanw t Is " t he As agnfl aj
lound Mat In most regions financiala ins much aS 10% of Arti's receivables. M.
rtionws are either lea wilain s extend McHenry, says, hait the biaksh a stin
creditor actually tighten creit terms. - Many more question than It did I year.
Smi-llr busiftnes. as ai. vr fee t i lsh say. "our company is in makm
the pinch first A Fed thiobansl o better hape than we were a war go.-
Janary Mosnd that is the past is month&. SO-it hast ay comnent an Artc
0ne had tightened standards for tltox Gift specifcly. but a slipokesnais says:
" below linnestmrent grade canercial and threm is no buawidle dpeain a cut
Idutral comers" -buascly sma and back lending to sma hiasnaes. They are
mediwneine businesses. ou r bread bear. Cret Idecfl'?

Unlik pest credit crunches, this one bare to be madie oe thea waltsfon of Is-
wan't deh, ftly engineered Ie the Fed. dividnual corps"
Years AV. when there were legal ceilings
an inters rates that buk could pay, tbhu
Fed could directly choke o creit by ra -
Ms market Interest rates. Money woudd,
leave bas ad they i't bave money
to len.

That Soe't hptpn anymore. Interim
rates hve been deregulated, and innov-
tosm s interalnal fianclal markets
live many compaMie many different ways
00 borrow.

Busl even itf the Fed Ise't behind this, the
effect is clear to economic& "Monetary
Policy will now be more restrictive at cur.
rent levels of interest rates thu it was
previously." Kemper's Mr. Hal says.

It's an clear to borrowers. in Omaha.
ASC Whirlpool Inc.. a profitable , m ilion-
i-Year maker of whirlpool bathrub, wol't
grow as fast s planned because its bani
recently decided that it would no lvongr
lenld again ASCs accounts receivable-
even though the company was willing to
pay 11% inisaw interest.

One ekmen in the ban's trepidation.
says Stelpien Vos. ASCt' president. wasth II1ISa of his pedel'Sco1, "But Wit of

It" he is ure. "ws fear on their part '
The bank. which e won't Identify, offered
little by way of explanation. "They dont
have to.' he says

p§
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A Surpri in Chicago
In Chicago. Stephen Stack was sur-

prised when he went to the bank to borrow
morey for the firS tLime in six years to buy
new equipment for his SeamCraft Inc.,
which makes fabric covers lot computers
and medical equipment. He wanted
St00.Oo to buy new equipment and as-
sumed he could pledge the equipment itself
as collateral. "What they've been propos-
mg-and I've ben resisting-is giving me
a line of credit of 11000.00 if give them
100,000 In collateral." he says. He won't
.4entify the bank, which asked him to take
oer the then-troubled company 14 years
ago Now, he is hunting for a new bank.

For stronger businesses, the banks'
newfound conservatism is a ha le but not
yet a problem. For one thing, big corpora-
tions can still borrow in the commercial.
paper market

The abundance of anecdotal evidence of
a credit crunch is what worries Mr.
LaWare. the Fed governor. The Fed en.
couraged banks to cut back on cat for
highly leveraged takeovers. And Mr.
LaWare. for one, fglured that real-estate
lending was bound to sufer because of
market conditions. He didn't count on
banks becoming less willing to lend to "le-
gitimate borrowers" - the bread-and-butter
plans for inventory and receivables to com-
panses that can t borrow any other way.

"There are small pieces." he says. "but
they add up to a big plece of the econ-
omy."

Adds Ms. McHenry at Artistic Gift: "It
just makes everything a little slower ard a
little tightr. if every little company is
having similar experiences. It's going to
hurt everything,"
Fine Urn

Federal bank regulators Insist that they
want banks to be more cauUous -but not to
stop making loans. "There's a potential for
bankers to overreact in a situation like
Lhis" says Comptroller of the Currency
Robert Clarke. Government officls and
private economists say the line between
appropriate caution and overreaction is a
fine one-and they say they can't yet tell
whether It has been crossed.

Yet as bank after bank announces an In-
crease in loanloss reserves of hundreds of
millions of dollars following relatory ex.
arinatlon-as Shawmut, for Instance, did
just yesterday-other banks are bound to
err on the side of caution.

"As message s get communkated from
management down, the loan officers' in.
stinct is, OK, we'll be cautious," says Phil-
adelp ia Natia's Mr. Coltman. "They
may hold back legitimate requests." Just
yesterday , at a regular weekly meeting of
senior loan officers, he says he urged ca,.
tion but also reminded his subordinates
that the bank was still looking flo "good
opportuitie.'.

'Itts a very difficult message," he
says
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Quicksand
For Banks

Real Estate Loans
Vorry Examiners

By MI(HAEL QLINT

Bankers knew their problems with
re L estate loans were moun:ti rg but
Federal examners now suggesi Ihat
he problems are far more serious
liam lhe bankers have admitted

At bank after bank. groups made
up of 1o or more ex.
aminers are shifting

News ihrougit records o con.
Analyi s sriuclilOn and commer-

c1al real estate loans In
most ca6". the result

has been a rsilomendatcin for a
sharp Increale In the reserves that
banks set Ai tO cover bad lons
And those increased reserves cut into
profils, making bankers more wary
abuut making ne* mal estale kane

Last week, tare losses from real
eslale lending led the ShewmuI Na-

ion1al Corrrallo in Hartford io an-
nounce a 1 200 million oss for iO
and ihe Sostheall banking Corpora-
lion in Miami io announce a first-
quarter loss of I32 million to $51 mll-
lio A week earlier, garett Sienk
tnc in Jacksonville, FIL. and the Hib-
ernia Corporalton of New Orleans ain-
nounced real elale losses afier visit$
from examiners
'C redtl C runl' Seen

Indeed. some real eslale eaperta
Assert that he tougher examinatiotna
are aggraatvig the downturn us real
estate prices by causing bankers to
cit iff the supply of credit for new
prolecis. even those thal sre credit-
worihy Charles Cranmer, aI% analyst
ii Shearson Lehman Huitol. SiA I
general cuiback in lending was al-
ready noticeable If cotilnued. he
warned it could meati slower eco-
nomic growih - in effect. a credit
crunch induced by regulitory pres-
sures '

And Akndrew J Simger. president of
Ackman Brothers & Singer. a special-
is in arranging financing for com-
meriai real estate projects, said.

Bankers uho committed thesl.
selves to lend a year or so ago are
now lindinll a)l 10 not g through
wi0 the commitment, bause they
know li would automatLil rsull In
a Mln thai rums afoul of the new poli-

Loans (olinue is Alse
So far ecidemce of a squeeze on

credit for business borrowers Va
scntv A Federl] eserve survey of
bankers i ekie early this year showed
thai the bankers said they were
becoming more cautious. l t other
Fed data show thal both real eslaile
loans and business loans have cOlin-
oed io increase tlis vear among large
banks (hat report data weekly

Karen I Wilsn. deputy comptrol.
ler *t the Northeasltern district office,
disputed te suggeslioln thal examin.

(vniniedtin Paste D4

Problems Grow for Banks
As Examiners Study Loans
Ciieiivued From Firl Business Page

era were caln crdto lbe curbed.
In markets wrth office vacascy rates
of 20 aid 10 percent lad with many
bank tlna already troubled. "is It
any wonder that boan are ra taking
on significant new risks." shi said in
a spechis analys- Last week

O ilSt the Comptroller of the
Currency's office say their standards
have ot dialed. "We are not hold

a to a aw ltis of cons-
msnme n... Ma Wilson said.
"we're simply applying rol osand-
srd to hanged envicieinnL"

one of baka Lhoulght to be moat
exposed o real estate losses Is Fleet/
Norsur Fiancial Group Inc. in
Providence, R I where an examie-
t ls Is sow under way The MidlanUc
Corporstnthi the Summilt Bascorpo.
ration and the UJS Ffincil Core.
ration, all of New Jersey, are thought
to be ulsterable The MIlIn Na-
tonall Corporation is anoit)r heavy
real ait lender vysea debt ratinsa
are under downward presinmur.

Other banks in the Souaheaao and
Middle Atlantic Stat, have rplidly
uscr-esed their real estater ledt in

yers ickduIng the Citloes
and Sourm Co police of Atlknl,

an eammtis alrtedat
week. A few days before that,
M d' Invetws Service said its
r,,oall for Citizens ai the Sovran
Filacial Corporlio were no longer
under casuldertiion for upgrading,
Thtiwochave agreed to merge.
Blleig Lee Epe 1ted

Larger banks with national lending
operstior are also warning tft they
expect rising lt Exgesutines at
Citicorp ind the Chose Manhaile
Corporation told anaeys lam week
that real estate loses would increase
in B11110

John S. Reed. Citcorpa chairman.
noted that many purchasers or real
estate kina, ich as lapanse banks,
had stopped buying Is the taut few
months During 1o11. he Iid. com.
mercil real noit ledwIng will ears
SproWit for Clilbank. a Citicorp wab.
ilary, bu nowere near ft 1 11 it

uialfy earned on each i100o loans.
OfficIals at the office of the Comp-

treller o the Currency, an arm of the
Treasury that regulates national
banks. say they are aiming their
eumin ito at banks 11nth rapid in.
cream os real estale loans alnd in
areas where real enlal prices are
weakening,

Based on espenence 'rlth failed
banks in Texas, ai the experience of

other regutors with savings Aid
loan ithe Federal e-
amusers are mr exerienTced in
aulng hwbadly a bank can be hur

by Falling rIl elate prKes In Texas,
for example, they learned that per.
aonal gluarntees by developers did
nse provide aa much protection as
some banker expected
Haroler Judgasalet Sem

It is widely assansed by bankers
and analysts that regulators are tak.
ia tugb Rne now to avoid blame

fo any sew debacle wach as the one
ta osl= Tnesl in Texd-~ias
out ldl~~ osi
resulted in biliots of dollr of loomes
for the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporsslon.

Joel B. Atvod, chairman of Show-
mou, said fls week that eatlmalinl
the quality of lens had always be

Losses from real
estate lending are
expected to
increase this year.

inp "mlif~ll busmw with much
ro l n But tisere is

no doubt, he added tht eomunr
were laue bank IWls More
harshly than e esipeed, even alter
seeing the experence of neighboring
banks"We at the bank tan l It
the clouds soar the ecoaoeny and Put
op our umbrella for sho-ers"be
said, but Federal eoaiulhllar hove
looked at the same clouds -and said
we should prept for a torretlial
do wv r, wpthu rain for saves days
and seven nights.-

One new practIce by eoamusers
that rcises the hackles of bauikers is
the labeling as "notnperfoimmg'"
loans on whh inerest and principal
payments are sill op to date, Nor-
mally the menprforming label was
reserved for loans thal were 9o days
delinquent. The harh judgments o1
thu examiners hve led to the intro-
duction of a sew liern in bankLing jar.
io. the 'performilg noeperforming
t. At A sawmuL, about a third of

the 8t043 billiot of ft moperform-
ing loan were luon on which interest
and principal payments are up to
date.
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Banks Hit by Real Estate Slowdown
Losses From Bad Loans Spreading Even to Prosperous Regions

By Jerry Knight*.Ono=~ F m Won

The epidemic of losses on real es-
tate loon that devastated banks and
savings and loans n the Southwest
in the mid-1980s spread to the
Northeast last year and now threat-
en even such prosrous areas as
metropolitan Atlanta and Southern
Calsforia, two new studies disdosed

In the Northeast, where real es.
ts troubles are now growing the
ateu. bank loes on bad real es-

tate loans creased by 77 percent
hot ymr ar the siunaer of real es-
taue loans that are not being paid on
tes more than doubled. aording
to Shesheod in formation Serves,
the Austin. Tea. firm that specuilis-
es is analy'nsg the finances of finan-
cua institubOtu.

Blaming bad real estate lo" a-
tonwade for a 34 percent plunge as
hank profits last year, President Al-
ex Sheshenoff said .,A~
sttswee ~n-ct-where-
tS"umber of real estate loans not
being paid on tine increased 504
percent- Mm u where
pat-due loans were up 233 pertcet.

But future real estate loan-s
problems are ikely to occur- pla-
en such as Florda. Southern Cal -

faa. Cicuvinati. Cleveland. Nasvdie
and Atlanta. Federal lassur-
ance Corp. Chairman L. William
Sesadnin s i a speech in Da.la

Based on what happened in Texas
and a happening now in New EFg
land, regulators are be-Pining to tar-
get cities and states where bank
lending for comr 1erc; real estate
ventueos epszsdin rapidly and
where office building constrction is
growing bster t office ON are
being created. said Seaa citing
new FDIC research.

Seidian said the asset of bank
has grown by 12 percent snce 1986,
but their lending for real estate has
grown by 48 percerL "UsortUMt
ty, sonpeowrs real ette loo
have grown even mor--54 per-
cent said Seidman. On Monday.
Sesdfn m" with Presdent Bu to
brief him on the health 0* at o
the nation's banks, but alo the bat-
tered avinp and ioan mdkury. The
goverrtimet's bailout of the S&L -
dustry ha already left thi govern-
ment with $200 billion worth of
hard-to-sell resl estte and real es-
tate assets. Se bmsa emmft.

the FDIC study of real esta and
labor markets ranks Wahmston
about in the nuddle of three dofeo-illem os th the repI'
offe enimmot grew 3-3 percent

last year-hater than all hut haW a
doten cies.

Nonetheless. Washington area
bankshave already begu to feel the
impact of a softening real estate
maket Yesterday. Signet Baing
Corp. of Richmond, the parent comn-
pany of Signet Bank, joined the
ranks of area banks reporting kIwe
profit as a ret of a risag mmobw
of real estate customers who ae
fg behind on there lom

Signt ds e the problem n
reporting that it Erst-qarter pK
declined to 127.1 ma (11.02 per
share) from $31.5 milioo (11.14) a
the first thr months of 1989.

The o poany sad is nospeinr
i4 aseft-which nlde kasne tht
are no kmg paying ateres and
loa" eth borawel &e defa 
on-incresed to $104.6 mild"
from S25.4 min in the same peri-
od a year ago

A spokesman said the increase
was lare the result of problems to
the conpeny's real estate loa port-
folio, which totaled about $2 bdllo
at the end of the quarter.

The spokesman said the prolhus
were concentrated in the nebopoh-
Uan Washigon areas, but project i
Riha-,ad au Baltimore aso wav

Sea BANK&, M Col.

uANm a 71
is oubl. None of the real estae
peqocts was ideatfl& however.

Siet Ckawman Robe Freemr i
md the bank company icreaed s
N for low losses, by* It Ma-
ft to protet apre poible a-

bults as its loan portfolio. Signtxs
alowasce for loan losss totaled
$93.1 mallio. compared with $8
mulion at the end of the first qauak
he year.

Stgnet's quarterly earnings inkid-
ad a one-ome $2.7 mdon afte-t
espene related to Si eat's credit
card accoimt acquontin and acn
mososgernent programs initiated dur-
09 the rs quarter o las year.
These expenses were partially ofust
by a $2 mbon pm from the iqud&-
tWo o Signet's affidity P mar-
eda tagreemem Comparm ale 1989

results included 2 U mio from
branch sales an a $1.4 aillio gain
from ales of scurtes.

Signet Bami Corp. with asse"
of $12 bullion, operates 242 bracb.
es mi Vf ga. Maryland s1 th et DW

4<
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U.S. Comptroller Finds More Regions
Where Real Estate Woes May Hurt Banks

By Pi t. Dr IKE JR
r'if! Re ",'rer if Tits. W4LL S Fr JLR , L

11 ASHINGTON-The crr,Fptroiler if t' e
irrpncy said that his otf:ce has .denfied
roeAs of the country' Ahere weakenLng real

,state ,alues couid hurt banks but tat the
;r,Olems in those ureas arena t as tad as
:he ine in New England

comptrollerr Robert Ctare. the ',-p reg.
,iator of federally chartered banks, made
he disclosure in testimony before the
House Small Business Committee He
souldn t dentify the geographical areas

Mr Clarke said the comptroller s fttce
planned to talk to bankers in .oe regions
md might do targeted examinatiors of
-cal estate loans to determine how -wide
readd the problem is. Following targeted
examninattons in New England bank, in
*he area set aside more than r. bitton for
potential losses. The comptroller s olffce
ias previously said it is lcking at real es
- te :ending in the mid-Atlantic and South-
-ast regions.

Mr Clarke said the newly identified
problems were not comparable in mag-
*, lude to the troubles in New England

Testifying before the committee, Mr
'!arke ind other federal banking regila-
* ,irs 'iterated their belief that mere an t
Widespread credit crunch induced by
t.ugher bank examinations. as some bust
"ess groups have charged.

While surveys have shown that banks
ire tightenia credit standards for snai
ird medium-sue businesses, the main

raise isn't stricter rnWtaluon, said Fed-
oral Reserve G.ov. John LaWare. 'Thcse5
anes that indicated Lhey were fling
rePps to tighten credit most often c~ied s

-- ins their concerns about the general
n "o ,r the prospects for particular n-

" ":r:es. he said.
Mr LA,,are also cid a recent survey

:, he National FederaLom of Independent

B~isinesses Alt ih fnand esh, tr- "%:ni 1
mail !irmrs. hut isippeir'ed *_e tea-~i
firing the iirst qarer these ir=5 s,
Jrnuta ifl¢c'aiiy training credit

Statistics show a moderate lrop-otf .n
lending *n New England. particiiar:, f,r
real estate constriction. but that s a
health> reaction to 'he overbuilt markets.
'he reglators said Mr C!arke noted 'hat
officee vacancy rates in Boston increased to
i 6t .n 136i from -' 19 3

Though most committee members
lidn t criticize the regulators. Rep Rich
urd Neal D . Mass , said he had heard
from small-business people, contractors
end banks A curtain has been dropped on
some of the entrepreneurship we ve seet in
New England aver the last decade. he
said

The reg 'lators did agree that at !east
some banks have reacted to the tough reg-
,iiation of the New England banks by rin-
ing in lending to credit worthy ocrrnwers
Paul Fritts. head of bank supervision st
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp . said,
A banker locks around and sees "%5 or '-,n

bank failures in the last few yPsrs and
says. I don I want that Io happen to
me

It appears that some barkers tave re-
duced their ,ending to credit wormy _,us
tomers, Mr Clarke sad. We are iak:.,g
teps to encourage tne banikers nct :,a .er

rePact
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Mosbacher Says 'Serious'Credi Crunch
Grips U.S., Isn't Limited to Real Estate

By ALA.v MtnLAY
Si/ Repo l et W . Ir'7 4 ut" s AL,

WAASHINGTON - Commerce Secretary
Robert Mosbajk r l [I["

'F~v ihi#i rea ite industry and an-
Dears to be 1=014nr.

It is senous. An it appears to be.gtac.
erbating. he said in an interview 'It's
rolt lust real estate people. Reai estate is
very serious But it also h wit
efnil er1 A l -01;1113-,21 , t llt44 l .

tech. across Lhe boardI hbsnes.&s who
are Irinr to net loans and can t,'

Mr Mosbacher s statements were the
strongest yet from a top administration of.
licial on te nation s credit squeeze Treas.
ury and F.edrai Reserve Board officials
hAe attempted to play down the problem.
arguing it is largely limited to tire real es-
lte industry and to certain regions of the
country

The commerce secretaryy also called on
the Federal Reserve to bnng down interest
rAtes I feel it I monetary policy I is on the
ight side, frankly. ' he said. I think it
'ould be a good time to move towards eas.
ing Fed Chairman] Alan Greenspan has
done a good job overall, but frankly. infla.
noaur pressures have cooled. and the
ir% rmwth we re enpenencing, along
'wit this credit crunch, is a good reason to

In a speech on the Senate floor late last
night. New Ntexico Sen Pete Domenici
sternly criticized the Fed for being too
tighi. citing his fears that Fed policy is ex
Acorbaing the credit crunch Noting the
slow growth of the economy and the

ni:eiorating inflation outlook, the e
ninr Republican on the Senate Budget
C r-itte added I say to the Federal
Reser,e Board hihat are vou it'in tO
'it ' ure v ii tring to ri nfLi on ' I .,in I

'ipeve it needs any fixes r:ght now
Mr %fobacher speke triefly about the

-di: c..ncn it a hearir ,n rn:lpeutive
i,, ."st-rday t te Spena:e SInking

, :-id 'hen evpunided t in cm
er:s in : ,erhvne intpr' Ci0i

kli, i vPetpie tPring L t2$ House
1k -: C, mn, it! H-using Secretar'

71vl p- i sn ciO'pisined vbiut th.e
0'roo '"(111 7'eri s a credit

crunch.' Mr. Kemp said. No doubt aboutit."

Mr, Mosbacher said there ha to be
some serious attention paid" to the credit

problem But he was ctrcumsec about
placimn lane.

I'm n ng i's the banks. or the
ban examiners or the Fedtral Reserve.'
he said But he added: "The banks, of
course. have a problem. Privately they
will tell you they are having a hard time
with the bank examiners. I don't know
whether they will tell you that for
quote.

Mr Mosbacher disputed the notion that
credit problems are concentrated in cer.
tain regions such as New England or
Texas. ,It's not regional." he said. 'Its
pretty mouch across the whole country '

Since early this year. many U.S corn
pats have complained of the dafflcuty of
letting banks to approve oans. Banks. in
turn have blamed tghtening standard
among regulators in the wake of wide
spread failures and scandals in the say.
mgs.and-loan industry.

Treasury officials continue to arUe
there is no evidence of a broad. acros.'th-
board c redit crunch. D"Pite anecdotal evi-
dence of a credit squeeze, they and Fed'
erai Reserve officials have insisted there
are no data showing the problem to oe
widespread Moreover, Treasury officials
have avoided making sweeping public
statements on the subject because they
don t want to worsen public concern.

.r Mosbacher. however, dismissed ar
im&nenu Oy government ad private econ-

omists that the problem ian t wi*W ad.
i think the economists, whe thy look at

the figures, are missing it. he said.
The Seirale Banking Commi:tee plans to

hmld hearings next week on the creftl is.
sue It has invited Mr Greenspan as wtl
as Federal Deposit Insurance Corp, Chair.
man Wiliam Seidman and Cortpiroiler of
the Currenc> Rrberl Clarke to testify

~5qQ

p.P'}

I,
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Trump
Effect Seen
At Banks
Hanover Classifies
$15 7 Million in Loans
As 'Nonperforming'

By LESLIE 1614E

The cost of Doeatd J 'rump s debt
problems s beginning t0 Show 'jp On
I he n1oclal saerrets t Ihe banks
he via deal s

The manufacturer Hanover Cor.
potalton dtsciosed ic a regulaory liI-
Ir e snerdep that it ucti clasify as

naeperfarmcng 1117 mnttlion of
loans to the developer lis shlt
means Ihe hank 'a ackovedj oS it is
cotmable ts collect interest on Unie
loans

rThe move 51 expected to be rlx-
co*ed ty (he other bunks hat on
ruedy agreed to deter Iticrnat aund
prmttrpal ysments an early U5
million to loans to Mr Trump The
Agreement came as part of a U3 mil-
cin package of te* cans to Mr
Trumv tended to provide short.
ierm cash snd head of a defeat by
crc Jelioper

Quarters (u Ps aI 154 h1illte
Atial si etimaced thst % uftat

iurers Hlaovee i action will lower
h e bank s quirtrly earnings by
about 14 rmllsai although they could
cot speculate how much the bank will
wrltmacele face in loreg eol'terwst
psometl Other banks wilth targe
outstanding loans to %4r Trimp, Sees.
ersly over 1100 milli, a Chase
Manlatan., Bankers Trust and Clt-
back Thomnas Librecqluee ;remdeean
of Chase std in so itervw ass

edrine day that some of his banks
loans to M r trmp uere clearly
nonperforming

It s not surprtsit that these loans
ave become nonper'ormtng. ' said

Jlames a nribury an analyst wth War.
them Schroder A Company

Some Analysis soe the reclassitica.
ton as a possible prelude to mol
serious Fnactal consquences to Mr
Trump s lenders. If Mr Trump is un.
able ro get hils financial empie to
general morn cash and .1 there oii not
sufftcient collateral behind hcs bnn
rowings some banks mey hve to
write oi same leans as 0lss Te
banks would then be required to set
up a reserve to cover posle loan
losses aid then lhare those loss"
against earnitoes Thtese losses could
essiiy run to tens of lions Of del
tars ar more

Is1 mposstblit to drtermie
another any of Mr Tramp a loans
Will ultimateIly have to be written oil
But analyst say they would wo he
surprised it chat happened

Mo flper tIce i has as gr a
group, noerlonming loan lead so

Com'ituddon Pogr Do

* Cosltcted From Frst luisrss Pqe4

write.oIts Scd James %cDerml
an analyst it Keefea. Iriyuta A
Woods Inc Bt he extent ot ste lo41
all vry from bank to batk, and until
t eruer moes the rod m terms ofasse WSa send &t a~y owl. it is if".

posa le to delerminet this axles of a
ls. it any ' Mr Hanbury. h levee.
added ts he "fully expec tust
wril"ls will ane so be token at
some point

A spokesman for' %fassiactsoers,
Hanover did sot respond so a roellsi* lrcxrxoment

Th bank a dilosur came an Ill
fi yes rdy foe a preferred Mnock

ofri Other balls wil hove te
make simlilardisclmura re Id tlheyc"
siy hFlr Traapsll low ao iper-
form i whes they repor thaer acg.
oad-quartefr eatigs later sa
fmonth.1 lx it Masasafacuare
Hanover said ts s pt fsrminag s-
sets hae Incresed "poctle e

by one of tsi coe poetie's majer rel
estate culomerli"
Qaa eW La i,Less Menem

" Raphael Soiter. n &AA" it
SBrown Brothers Hasnossnee & Coespa-

*sy. sad tisI of hfosglr to fes.

" pedefe slidectonas byisas to c-
Sslty loa as soeperform . ises a
"*loan ts nOerfoemnL 14z .1 b
hIopesit wsibe rskasd Once airwri-

ten oif, the bank la tiven up any
hope for repayment and must report
as a less thie dlference between th
amost M and the antokentl re-
covered thlrouah awe sale. of any

"Its my undenstlndiltg that these
banka rllt asnt to woer these pro-
lems mA inne time. rather than to see
ay ftr sale Of lit' Mr Sotter

sa4 He lddid tal conervauv ac.
cmtss UIpsietPs rpeuispre banks to
disclose lseap noreperfemal loa il

The Ai arrci later. the temlig
andasry newspaper. reported yenr.
day thea Maslasialurenl Hanover had
made Ioam to Mr Trumps Grand

Kyas oe sh anlmi s sand to the
Triao egny a soancasus hotel as
Atl C wel a a a I.3 mi-
lie eqwty ike s Tramp's Castle.
alum Alali City.

Faced ui* thea asebitty so come up
wis a I mll smrterest payment to
holdegs of Tiesmp' Castle baao . a

fm l o 71 beans thia had lent money
to Mt. Trump ge pre ple on
Taidy to a =t-yeer 16 million
beiiiie mow pa esciaded a 13s It-.
bee brdge fleaw so he9 Mr trump
ases his payments t ,eMalolde r -
had h beesn lble to make an eiyd
mene. baoedol could have see-
ciod en the proPIrty. lich mld
hove peed Me, Trump into bank-
fWCY

W.fU6k
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Is it the banks' turn?
Real-estate loans threaten to make a bad situation worse

Onad Trump S 4iruggle to save hisIotring real estate empire by hot.
rowing even more proves the old

adage thai the more you oue. he more
reluctant your creditors are to pull ihe
plug If Trump defaults. the banks thai
have exiended him $2 billion in loans will
have to dispose of some of his holdings.
surely ab.orbin heavy losses that would
v*eakin iheir overeutended portfolios and
further soften an already soft market

But Ihe problem is hardly limited to
Donald Trump and his lenders It signals
the poential acceleration of a banking
crisis brewing for two years that now

- thresienis to break out
on a national cale
"With real-estate isl-
ues not increasing and
even depreciating in
sons area, these bad
loans, like dead bodies.
are o voting to the tur.
face." says Jonatha1,1

* Csn*Lg. Lindley, managing di.
Donald Trmp rector of the Washing.

ton office o Ferguson
& Cemopany. a Teas-based final im.
lyst Bank * rte-ods for bed loans, mostly
on real estate, have nearly quadrupled to
142 7 billion in the past five years.

On the surface. the red ink sitintlai
from soured office properties and other
commercial deals do not seem nearly as
serious as the 1325 billion SAL cleanup.

Een companions with $0 billio in
ritlten-off loans to develop il cosuntria

appear overblown Pleasy of evdeicl.
ho~caer. suglests that the nio's niea.
ly I3 0010 federally insured banks are
struggling to avoid a cash cnunch that
could require another costly laspayir
bailout. particularly if interest rates inch
up and lease overetended real-esasie
developers unable to meet their loan
payments "It's the largest single issue
facing the industry in anybody's memo-
ry." declares George Salem. bank ino
lyst at Prudental-Bache in New York

Were talking about deflation in real.
estate prices on a nationwide bass "

In a different era. bankers probably
could hate swallowed the commercial.
property slump without undue harm Ar.
ter all. they hate weathered downturns
before But the timing of the cnsis pose
the biggest danger Sin-e the early 19l.
lenders have strulled with the Third
World deM hemorrhage. the oil bust. a
farm recession, a Spate of overlet raged

corporate bu)ouis and the savings and
Toandebacle Today's squeeze adds to that
stack of IOU's 'The solvency of the
system is already impaired." declares Mi-
chael Aronstein ofComstock Parners. a
New York City investment firm

Banks everywhere now are feeling the
pinch Losses from bad real-estate dais
are cut into bank ea inp and pull-
ing down Stock prices and credit ratings
The outlook for bun stocks, says Kyk
Legg. an analyst for Ales Brown A Sons
in Baltimore. "is the woist I've wn in
10 yearn EighltVf the natons top 10
banks, including giant Citicorp and
Chase Manhattan. have
had their credit ratings
lowered Only Bank of
Amert'a 4n San Francis-
co and NCNB in Char.
lotie. N C . have man-
aged to escape Moody's
Investors Service has
downgraded the deti of
66 banks so far this year.
compared with 39 in all
o 199 In many manOe
urban areas, real-e tate
values are siagnnt at
bea, and most are decln.

ihe vacancy rate in
I sp~ve has hit 20

percent rationaida. com-
pared with only 4 percent
at the Stan O the 191-12
recess Values in soris
areas are further diluted
by the massive amount of
foreclod S&L real s.
tile-.908 properties
with a book value of
$14 9 billion-held by
the Resolution Trust
Corporation And that
fre sak is just beginning

TtW The worv may be
yet to come In April. L
William Seidman, char.
man of the Federal De-
posl Insurance Corpora-
tion. released a study
identifying40 areas across
the country where com.
merctal-real.estate loan
problems could be lurking
because of heavy oftce
construction and slow sob
growth States considered
either in trouble or court.
ing it include Teus, An.

111a, Mailchusels. OkLahoma Colora.
do. Coenecticut. New Jersey. Mar)land.
Vuginia. Flonda and Penns)lvania. in
addition to the Nashville and New York
City metropolitan areas Until recently
California was considered all but imsul.
nerable to a downturn, but the FDIC has.
idenitifd Los Angeles. San Jose. Sacra-
m"nlo. San Dieo, San Francisco and
Orange County as potential trouble spots

How did commercial bankers, those
supposedly sober. conservative guard-
ani of the natiO19's wealth, get involved
is yet another loan debacle' Go back to
ihe go-go 198N0s. when bank earnings
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were battered b) uicollecitble loans to
Bratil. Mi.,.o aid 4rgenitna Mean.
%hule. lenders a,;re losing their mot
reditiiorth) cu'uimel who chose in-

stead to raie thr )%n funds through
.rmimer.il paper and bonds on the 6.
nancral niarkeis Real estate ..int a
major outlet for bendable funds. because
banks cuuld charge deelopers relatively
higher ratin than 1hey could other bor.
riets It also looked like a quick way
so 'hort up sagging earnings With prop-
ert) salunr soaring because of a relative-
1) high rate of inflation. stout demand
and favorable changes is the 1911 tIa
law. banks poured billions into office
buildings. hotels. shopping centers, con.
domintums and other commercial proj-
ects From 1916 to 1989. while total
bank assets grew 12 percent to 31 tnil.
lion. real-estate loans soared 41 percent
to $761 6 billion In too many cases.
rents from those ventures generated too

lite cash to cover debt service Yet.
esen is l199, after vacancy rates sho up
and most of the country could not ab-
sorb a .;onitmued high pace of constrc-
tion. real-estate loans grea twice as fast
as business loans

Hopi to head off an 5& -like deba-
cle. o'+er the last srin months federal regu-
Iston hae dispatched teams of auditors
around the country to sift through the
ledgers of banks with heavy exposure to
real estate, forcing lenders to reclassify
any wobbly loans and change the as-
sumpti3ons for calculating real-estate sal-
in For example. banks now must U-
sume higher vacancy rain than before.
Wherever property valua hase declined.
banks must set aside more money 10
cover potential oan or to reduce the
loan flat accounts for the rah o( big
losses reported by lender in New En-
Igland. the Southeast and other sof real-
iestate markets. I New England alon

banks have had to add 4J
estra 52 billion to Ibus
loan.losa retsr. Such
et-asides weaken bank

proil, rode share Join
and nke is harde Ibe
bank to raise needed
capital in equity usrka

While banks en
$6 2 billon to the
three months o 1990. a*
Improvement Awlr se
put two quarSll ita
I' percent shor of the
57 3 billion melted .lle
same penod a yeu ago.
In some cases. banks
hase respond by layin
off employes and getting
out of unproadlabe lines
of business Las week.
for example, Bankers
Tnot eliminated 75 jobs.
or II percent of its pro-
fessional corporate ro-
nance stair. Harms Bank-
corp of Chicago said it
plans to lop its payroll by
520 pwple

The regulatory crack.
down is forcing banks to
tighten their lending pro.
ties+ Virtually every large
bank has stopped making
real-wtate loan especial-
ly for speculative projects
that lack major leasing
commitments Those
banks that continue to
lend now demand that de-
%efopers put upas much as
25 percent of the cos ofa
project-representing a
substantial increase in the
upfront cash required

Many businesmsmen complain that the
increase in bad real-swe loans has
made bankers overly skittish about all
lending, creating a credit crunch for
esen healthy companies "Banks are
turning quite conservative." says Arnold
Danielson. a bank analyst in Rockvtlle.
Md However. Federal Reserse Chair-
man Alan Greenspa told Congress on
June 21 that f there is any credit
crunch. it is limited to loans for corpo-
rate mergers and risky real-estate sen.
lure, "Signiican problems cannot be
ruled out in the penod ahead;" sys
Greenspan. so it could take several years
bIefore all problems steming from oer.
building and bed ait are resolved But
the central-bank chtef is confident that
"enough credit appears available so fuel"
economic growth nationally Oihers are
no so sure. especs4 in the New Es.
gland region. *here even healthy bar.
rowers are hastn troubk raising cash
Indeed Caro Berger. as analyst for
C. I Lawreo. Morgan Gresfell, Inc.
, jlurea that loan se the Boston Fedend
Isee District an declinin at a 26

percent annually re "Tis s m4o a credit
crunch' larger wr recently. "This s
a credit tmplodotls"

.IL IM. One big un is whether
she FDIC, the midey "sanurs bank
dep its up 1o Sf,0O, has enough
mnolly in its kitty to prie depositors
apsis a bank agpe. The gency is
foraeingl 2 billsia crease in its
ia in lhadths yea r. Rober L-
whms la -keobsaiup leapec economists

- 191 bains ommitteei
so sudy the problem. i sabious He
notes that insurance-fund resies were
511 billion two yese ago VAd only $13 2
million no-a meager 51 million to con-

er all depowiors as each of the 13.000
FDIC-insured banks The fund Ws 1900
mim in 1919 ard Budges ireclor
Richard Datmat projects a 52 billion
loss thss year -If the economy falls into
recession." Lisan wanLs. "FDICs mar-

in of error could be wtped out quickly "
If that happened. the federal government
would have to repl enias he till to pre.
vsnt the system from crumbling

The recovery promoi to be long aid
painful. Dunng she otJ recespi that
bartieed Texas a decade agO tim major
banks suffered heavy louns and only sur-

ived with an injection of mom from
new owners. Today, them banks are re-
bounding along with the Lone Star State's
economy But ro ges so that point, almost
every large major commercial bank in the
stat had to be merged or sold The
country can ill afford that kind ofdisrup-
tont on a national scale.
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Lenders Are Hit Hard by

Real Estate Slump

Earnings Turn Lower Across U.S. as Banks

Struggle to Maintain Higher Loan Reserves

By Fdward Kean

,The decline in the real estate market that has
plagued the Northeast and Southwest appears to
be spreading to other regions of the country,
further clouding the outlook for already de-
pressed bank earnings.

Analysts caution that banks that expanded
their real estate lending rapidly during the t980s
may see their earnings hurt for as long as three
years as a result of the current real estate woes,
which are particularly acute in the commercial
area.

"The problem is going to be with us, in one
way or another, at least through next year." said
James Roenberg, a banking industry analyst for
Shearson Lehman Hutton.

Standard & Poor's has downgraded the credit
ratings of about 50 banks this year-about
one-third of the banks it rates overall-mostly
because of problems with commercial real estate
loans, said Tanya Azarch. an S&P banking Ana-
lyst. "Nor do we think the downgradings are
over," she said.

Real estate problems may hurt banks for as
long as two to three years and it may take
another two to three years for them to recover,
said Christopher Mahoney, a Moody's associate
aii.nlyst.

I S. regulators see signs that the real estate
.lunip is expanding.

Paul Fritts, supervision director for the Feder-
al Deposit Insurance Corp, told Knight-Ridder
that the number of states in which at least ')
percent of bank real estate loans were consid-
cred noncurrent rose to 28 as of March 31 from
20 at the end of 1989 "It does suggest at least
there's a growing problem of varying degrees."
he said The states with the worst problems
were Rhode island , Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Texas. Arizona. Alaska a.d New York, he said.

'rits Wa ;t would be 'highly unlikely" if the
real volate problems did not affect ban..s" bottom
iies.

Commercial banks earned $8.2 billion in the
1990 first quarter-down from a record $73
bullion a year earlier-a decline the FDIC attrib-
uted largely to higher reserves for domestic
loans, particularly real estate in the Northeast.

Azarch said banks became too concentrated in
real estate lending and relaxed their underwrit-
ing standards, particularly around 1986.

At the end of March. real estate loans repre-
sented 38 percent of all loans at FDIC-insured
commercial banks. Commercial and land devel-

opment and construction loans accounted for
aboit 47 percent of real estate loans, accordog
to FDIC figures.

Recently, Fritts told a congressional panel the
real estate problems have not yet bottomed out
in New England and said the FDIC sees some
"softness" emerging in California real estate
markets.

Comptroller of the Currency Robert Clarke
also sees the problems spreading, although
Clarke has refused to identify the regions.

"We have found it is a little more broad spread
thai we might have thought," said a spokesman

"The problem is going to be
with us, in one way or
another, at least through
next year."

- James Rcsenherg,
Shearson Lehman Hutton analyst

for the comptroller's office, The agency has
di covered soft real estate m.irkets "in places
where we didn't necessarily expect to," the
spokesman sati.

Analysts say the real estate slump, particular-
ly in the commercial area, stems largely from
overbuilding during the I980s. Contributing to
that development were favorable tax laws early
in the decade that allowed rapid depreciation of
real estate. The tax environment for real estate
got worse in 1986, when Congress lengthened
the depreciation period for real estate and
curbed deductions for passive partnership losses.

Also contributing to weak real estate markets
is the fallout from' the collapse of hundreds of
U.S. savings and loans,

The Resolution Trust Corp.'s sell-oIl of i,. ifts'
real estate assets has bolstered the pt --?ioii
that real estate values will be depressed for
some time, said Fred Puorro, senior vice presi-
dent for Thimison Bankwatch, a bank credJt
rating Ad consulting firm

Peter Merrill. president of BFf Golent.a. a
bank consulting firm here, maintains the real
estate problem is not confined to a few regions
but exists any place where loans have grown
sharply and real estate values have soared.
"That's a lot ol the country," he said.

With those real estate problems, he said, "We
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think earnings are goig to be s .ry disappointing
this year as they were in 1989.

Signet Banking. a Mid-Atlantic banking firm,
announced recently that it would poet "minimal"
earnings in the second quarter to provide for an
increase in non-performing real estate loans.

Bank stocks have also taken a beating because
of the real estate problems, analysts say.

An S&P stock index of 25 banks, including
money center and regional institutions, stood at
143.90 recently, down 14.2 percent from. 167.66
n early January and down 18.2 Ir-mn a year
earlier. By contrast, the broader S&P 500 idex
was 12.6 percent above its year-earlier level.

Moody's Mahoney said the problem has affect-
ed the Southwest, New England. the Mid-Atlan-
tic relp'- and the Southeast. "The Midwest is a
question mark at this point." he said,

But Merrill said problems are starting to crop
up in some Midwestern cities-Minneapolis. for
example. Indeed. the Minneapolis Fed in a recent
economic survey said the area's office vacancy
rate is expected to soar in the next few months.

Some analysts see the problems spreading to
California. the mot populous state, and credit
rating firms say they are watching the situation
there closely for danger sips.

Carolyn Sherwood-Ca, a Sea Fis Pod
economic, agrees that Camfor i nerh
seems to be "cooling." but said that b to be
expected in the wake of the Sate's tt a
boom.

Sherwood-Call said she did a Whe Cdar-
nis would experience a recvrence of the real
estate problems that have plagued New England.
Arizona and Texas, saying indicators such sUte
offKe vacancy rate, dependence of the econiy
on constrcton employment, and the nuJter o
housing permits per new resident are not partic-
ularly out ol line with national trends.

Puorro stressed that in some places, including
Florida and California, the real estate problems
vary within states. In California. for example, the
San Bernardino area is showing strength while
Los Angeles or San Jose may be in trouble, he
sa Id.

Alex Sheshunoff, who operates a bank infor-
mation and consulting firm, suggests the impact
of the real estate problems will also vary wgnifi-
rantly among banks.

Any bank that has focused on commercial real
estate lending and loans for leveraged buyouws
probably will go through a "tough cycle," but
those mstitutions that have specialized in con-
sumer lending should continue to do well,
Sheshunof said.
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Banks Approve Loans for Trump,
But Take Control of His Finances

Ill RICHARD 06 HYLTON
In a las-mosate deal with banker '-fe ill have to gIns matthly.

yesterday. Donald J Trump narrowly quarterly aind yearly reparta as each
avoided missing a payment deadlin ape said an attorney involved in
that could have led to personal bank- the talks, ai d e will hale spa
rup cy anw iagsificant verswices fiit the

But for the once-Mvincible develop booinen Plan"
er. the deal comes at a humbling t omn Trumps tillio

He has been forced to cede manage- yacht ard bM multbo Tromp Stintle
meet control over his multibltioc-al- a. b ih i
lar empire. st least temporarily, to th e rday that te trouble he has hatd

wh caetmi eceA-neeting htodebttobligations hasactubakers iho come to his r An- ally been good for his name and the
other, hardly onerous. reatrutili is mysioque some atta o It thikit
that he must learn to lIve on 1450, 000 bil greatly enhanced it' be slid of
month she names aura 'There east media

Yesterday morninL in the first par stampede, but when po comie
of a two-stage rescue fir the 44 year- through adversity. I think people re-
old developer, some of the nation's speCt thLt"
largest banks wired 120 million to a 'CrittCitunchIClted
Trump bank account to help him meet, He also asserted that a nationwide
a midnight deadline to make a $43 mil. credit squeeze was one of the causes
ia payment to holders of some high- of his problems 'if the United States

yield "junk bonds" hacking one of his doesn't do something about the credit
Atlantic City casinos crlch." he said., "you will hve far

If he had misse that payreLh wos tha aP bad recsionl "~a k

would have defaulted on loans backed The $63 million loan package,

by Trump's Castle and probably would
have lost that casirie to creditors Such -- --a default would hve set off a chain i of
defaults that could have forced him 01 Management
seek bank ruptcy protect ioncontrolhasbeen

About 70 banks also approved 1 I r h b
million loan package for the Sirve]Per-
yesterday that will defer much of his Ultt, at least
bank debt for up to five yea S

The coat for Mr Trump Is that his temporarily.
bankers, who in the past had eagerly
backed Jiu grand vi ,. now have
him on tsii leash His every mfove, which will immediately pay back
including his personal extend itr terday's 20 million nshtr-term l
will be scrutinized But he has main. O the documentation s made final,
taimed ownership of his empire, anet Ieceived the apoval of all M
that small victory could ti the seeds of Trump's bank lenders except oe
a cormback - if the real estate and West German bank, Dresdner A G
casino markets cooperate IPtge 1 For several weeks now a few major

The banks may seem lenient, but Japanese and European banks had
balked Sa lending Mr Trump more

their decision to rescue Mr Trump is money and rolling os much o the
p"ttly an attempt to icy to recoup 1asa otainofldebl he h1a amassed but
much as possible of what they have £1 of yesterday all the banks except
lest tO him Yesterday's deal inCludiebesdner joined us the agreement,
incentives for Mr Trump to sell manrNrid bankers said that the German
of Nsi1 major holdings to raise cash bank would probably joi in ti e nest
TPust cash would then be used to pay month
back the new loans and to return some Although Mr Trimp ull remain
of Ue principal on the loans they have chief executive of the Tump irgani
made to him over the last decade nation, the company thai oversees

most ot his various businesses much
banks luted lending Mr I his authority to make the large

Trump more money by saving they decisions LWa direct the cts-rse of
%oul be hurt if tie developer was that company and its subsidiaries haa
lton to sell his assets It fire-sale been taken from him
prtd because he iAould not be able to
rewtLhem fully They also wanted to Tighti Relnby Bainks
a oW a bankruptcy filing because tie By accepting or retmling parts of
sa3t 94 assets would then be deter the business plan drawn up by th
mised by a bankruptcy cou-t ludge Trimp Organization aind by bringing
Tie banks hope the new cash will give in a chief financial officer approved
Mr Trump time to oversee the or. by them, the banks will keep a light
dearly sale of many of his assets at rein on the Trump empire
prices that would alLow him to meet Mr Trump. 0h according to his
isobligatons own best-selling book has mastered

Ineachange for the 165 million n loan the art of the deal, has for several
package andthe determent of seatty weeks faced what was probably the

million in debt, Mr Trump must most ImpOrtant deal of his career
ive up control of his personal and Bankers said that when the developer

siss finances The flamboyant told them that he would rot be able to
developer. ih o hs put his nare on make all the interest payments on his
almost a ll his large properties hat nearly It billion of bank debts this
been told by the banks that he cannot year. weeks of arduous international
siPeod more than 1450 000 a monLh on0 negotiations began that resulted in
personal and household expenses for the large loan agreement, as well as
the ras of the year Nest year, he wil;l the short-term loan of $20 million
be limited to 1,75, 000 month, and in A victim of both the downturn ol the
193 t.300 000 Northeastern real estate market as

Moreover, he has had to submit a well as the sofItening of the gaming
monthly business plan for the bank- business in Atlantic City, My
cr1" approval Thaj plan has projec- Trump's vast holdings could no4 gen-
tiS On the income and expenses of rate the income necessary to make
each of Mr Trump's assets Law ers interest and principal payments on $2
involved in the negotiations said the billion of bank debt and about $I bil-
banko will regularly require detailed lo n it junk bond debt.
explanats o of every aspect of Mr
Truup's various businesses and will
review, item by item. every receipt
and diaibursement J~o

gl .11 0 lo A e ti lanfactur.
e hanover Ilit put the deaoe

but a dygaePeriod allowedhim uncd minillgTuesday to make
the paymerti

$4o miller Credt Lime
To avoid the tosses they would our.

fer if Mr Trump filed for bainkruptcy
peteccn the major New York
ok were his largest lenders
C:tibank. Bankers Trust, Chase Man.
hatian and Manufaciurers Hanover
- designed a plan to provide hit

with a NO million credit line That
credit lae was eventualy raised to
563 Miotn.Dcdt
. Over the last two weeks several
Japanese arid Europen banks in

SsynKiates holding tnan$ tO Mr
Trump refused to participate in thene~w loan package, which wilt be
backed by addition liens on almost
every one oi the developer's assets

These banks, which included maly
of the world's largest commercial
banks, Initially refused to allow adi-
tional iens a the properties "I
were securing their loans Many of
them delayed approving the deal in
hopes that the large American banks
would take thlen out of the deal en-
tirelyby buyingthe chunksof loans to
Mr Trump that they had originally
bought from the New York banks
First BIg Deal In 1171

Dos ald John Trump, one of five
children born to a Queens housing
developer, made his lit big deal ci
li4 wbi New York was in
throes ofel its worst fiscal crises
Mr Trsiglii then 30 years old. per
saded the bankrupt Penn Central
Railroad tosell him the dilapidalted
lltaodfw Hotel, which adjoins
0 Calal Terminal. for $10 m.

kue. and he then won a $120 mIlilm
tax abatement from the city He per
siaded bankers to lend him about MO
million and went on to build along
with Part ers. the glittering Grand
Hysntl~ttt

It was the Grand Hyatt, which
oped I 1960 thai made ti1e voung
deeloper a presence in the New
York real et le market and he used
his 56 percent interest in that project
to borrow more money from he
barks to build other projects

Mr Trump went on to build a for.
tune by catering to the demand for
New York City luxury housing One of
his most well known projects, Trump
Tower. a glitzy Fifth Avenue residen-
tial and commercial skyscraper nent
to TiffllaoI ompony, has become a
tourist a itton
Entered Csloo Busliness

The young developer, whose tame
became synonymous with flamboy
ant wealth and Slittering extnava-
gance, became extremely wealthy
throughout the ISN's and eventually
wevi Ile the Atlantic City casino
bon.iest. He opened his third Atlantic
City casino, the 61 3 billion Taj Mahal,
in April of this year

Bonds associated with the Trump
casinos were several dollars higher
yesterday in light trading

A banker close to the talks -ald the
larger loan package wound gu aread
desp te the refusal ol Dresdner to ap
prove it 'On re-reading the docu-
ments, the lawyers have said that it is
not necessary jo get every single
lender to approve a subordinated lien
on the properly, and there is also a
sense that over the next h0 days
Dresdner might come on board, ' he
a dded
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Financial i4,ss
Big Banks Are Plagued
By a Gradual Erosion
Of Key Profit Centers

their Corporate. Auto Loans
Dwindle, and Credit Cards
Get TougherCompetit ion

Wave of Mergers May Loom

By Dot;A. R Suea
and t'Isrn Gti tll

NEW YORK - Bank hushing is big these
days

Flying squads of regulators are forcing
banks to iwn up to billions in questitable
btins Rating agencies are downgrading
banks credit ratings Itnestors are dump
Ing bank sticks, dris ing prices t" unprece
dented k)ws against the oeral market

An -in erreactir ' Hardly
While the rel estate boom that fueled

h ink profits in nh ; tor"t ha,", gone bust, the
t'.iking industr. a ',s run far deeper

IN lt - f iTs p i t properly slumps
,hat a rries arna.yss. niestors and

'niksrs ihemseles is the ver blesmer
,,g 'e l, ufl,-k it n.an' barks

The re ; eslane problems cculd last In
, Wr i, r A "abe two years, says
rti, Hart,.. a hank analyst at Salo-
r, n rThers tnt Pal Ster that.,Ahere
-t 1,- - Io i r t'li t the tod~stry co'me

't :, I Ins-i, , to.e

1roifn Drouchl
, ; e , 'nn hi, one. the tra

. ' r ni , -.I bank profits are
W . I %, ,i' h r a s blue chip
, ;. - '~' t, in banks lucra lii

' - . his !A ii,,,dl The merger
and i r , i-.n, .ri l is fat f"sir
ten-,, . t, ,,,,,,,i-,1 ,,e i-g banks stuck
si[in I + ar' , l. rously leier
.t I, n ;. - i'o, E,-, '.- , " husinesses

rat '1 'rt A:r l air rt.Jtrsege . ool
IlMIP'. ,"WL r* tiw And , bli~h4 rs oif

di ar , nil thnibt, I, lCepitt m ,un
trlen 1,,' i nr ri .ini) big ,inks

Tile '0 i '"k o 11. in is lt hc7uI as
ann r he hit, ri t ,f t P.e no I- m, f- nanclia
ser,net -nl5at' .as h,,noas G La
hri ,.s - I ;, '.,e Nl fi tie S t t, httar
',erp ,n I 'l n' , n ei.sn l,n r s
bank Mr b.crcq. ,s a ian uhu onto's
chine elebraet his perdtI pr.,nniin to
the nhairmnship last month uth asnal 'up Ina' c-s' d c-mt ann rany ants ic nOC

the alnk s 41 bW erl-)ees their ',,bs
BuS n-,t ii ria en ph)tes ire at

risk The no sN bankrtg system is built
,-n (,nidence. .and if is seems hkes
bioks pr,,iens !inter !,r tears, t2hat con
fidence i be o rel, tested A eariened
bunking industry,, in turn, could hurt the
ghul c'Oiipelttu.eness tJ man) smaller
( S comepanies. 4hich would find burrow
itg li,,re difricut
No S&L Rerun

Dlspile iI the bad news. hiweser the
h.tnkir industry isn t in the terge of a
collapse like that if The sa i gs and loan
industry which has left taspayers saddled
sith a niullibllin dollar bailout bill Many
an,ilsts predict that a big hank it two
im) fail this )ear in next and that tie is-

read) skin-pt profits of most big banks are
Likely to get skimpier But compared w'th
S&Ls, banks hate a much larger capital
cushion In) absorb economic shocks. they
ire beller reriated and managed, ard
they ren I rile with the ,utrighl fraud that
wrdeorn -'-I - lie ,,&;,

Althoughk tW 0rw B o1 tN 
banks pilgt fcaaesOm lad lMta gol
prolem Isn neceMary she w r ntf
in the past Rather. It's the goo4u ad
banks orl t making now Plain vaulia,
Corporate lending used to be the big taUks
main business. but years ago .ma)or corp
rations began seeking cheaper fltarili In
the debt and Securities markets

Now. according to Goldmar. Sacks A
Co. a top-rated industrial company cas
raise funds by selling commercial pep1n.
short terni IOUs. at only " 85, to 7 9%.
slightly less than the 7 9" to 81, that a to-
rated bank would pa, A corporation Jt
a step down in he ratings would pay r', to

' %. while a similarly rated bank's cot
u Id he 6 2', to &t 3" Add is the bank's

,,perating costs and a profit, and it clearly
will hae a hard lime lending to Such aU
industria company
Lending Rates Slashed

Faced with tough competition, big
banks Pave had to cut their lending rats.
and that, in turn, cuts into profit. In the
IOs, banks earned an anemic 1% to I %
return-m equity on butts to large corpora-
tions. says James McCormick. pesadent of
First Manhattan Consulting Group And
despite the etforts to Ln rates, corpo'
rate lending has declined steadtly s a per-
centage of lital bank loans, and banks
hate tried to push such fee generating
ser ices .s helping corporations manage
their cast and issung letters of credit Sut
iN thtse fields. !. they face intense cot-
petlotin and rtor thin profit margins

On no is the damage from the em
so of hanki corporate lending business
becoming apparent, however For a while,
the eseni AI the problem was obscured by
'he rich fees and trgh margins that banks
earned b, financing the t6Os merger
'utoi Ttese hl grly leveraged transactions
helped se]l bans a erage returns to a
ni-re 'sp T t W, to Ill, The low
nitiri c.,rpriae endirg was ju beirc
sAIrdtzt i %lr "lI 'ttirr ck says

BU' as I 'n- .t I 7T"sciing Into tn~est
nir bars a a toh to ta'as are noiw 'lck

* i- r~w f ne irre pr-ben~ fa "c:
hel' r' , S reet-'ighl) paid

. :kei ' at scute shortage if
AVal -t BIKt r' it out And N1i to

1' ,5 '-. F'- o FIrt) pqI
'e"ret sv 't 1 ir'ed ''arns if b-Jin i,,r

'e-ns b-. n,,w !. e 'an 1'piernsMrin 'frrmick i t s

At Barkers T-,s ne, t n, biggest
11kS I i:(' 11 '. ern in: "a'k.rg strat

a R.i P Nfr r I "ej f In rprilnei
%'re sack race I
re. 1 tis i -irg !,e tank ,sn t hat

;esion -ens lip t.'hrra
Barters T'lst c~ ','I i s E ,rpear
h,.trnns t. b rg s,,' is f-Ith I ' e cr-s
border T! ,rgers A' I ic . , n tat, are
ikn> .s -te C. , il r

.
turret Jrops trade

barriers in -k" and Eastern Er,e strig
I les t shape .P n addition, Bankers
trust, like n ,st .n'stmett firns. antici
pates het'. fees fr,,M e:ping U S curnpa

ies rsjic'nre !, Kg'en ': erous
debt burdens slenmrg from The merger
and buy out binge

There s going to be a lenand for
brain surgeons to repair other peoples
botched operations. Mr McDona;d sa11

A resurgence ;n deal making is espe
ciall) Cntical to BatrKes Trust and J P
Morgan & Co , two t banks that lack con
sumer banking operotiors For many other
banks, however consumer banking has
largely offset the decline in corporate lend
ing Sui consur-er banking is a highly
0- pettl.e game

A5111-LU C4111 U plffal
is recm ea ir. 1W exisaall. hka '

lotg ground to t auto teetr' cali
u m woi. si as Ford MotWr CreC

Corp. sud. General Motors Acceptakc
Corp Jug as in the corporate-low field.
many banks have been hurt in aUto lending
because they skw have lower credit rat
ings than Lte auto makers' units wd thus
cIAn trme mney as cheaply.

Auto lending bus be-come so difficult
that Marine Midlad Banks Inc. the Us
ty0's fourth-Ilargest auto tender alter the
three big captive auto-fhtaice companies,
is throwing in the towel MarIn Midland is
negotluing the sate of its auto-fhnance sub-
sidiary, which holds about $6 billion of auto
loans, to Ford Motor Co.

Credit cuds ate the current. often-u.
crat Ind amng big banks. ntlcorp, the
naion's largest credit-card issuer, earned

0 molkon in 8t from credit cards, But
a successful card operation requires huge
investmernis, i tec ology And huge Out
lays for marketing; for this reason. muny
smaller banks have sold their creditcard
portfolos to bigger baths.
The AT&T Cisalcosg

Over the past five years or so. the
creditcard business "has become a gamne
of eceioenleS of scale, 'sap Roert H
Burke. genera: manager of Bank of New
York s ct 'dit-ca"d operation. "In effect.
you re running a factory. and the more vol
noe you can push through your fxed
costs, the better the profits are Aug
melted by the recei purchase of a .0006'
account credit card portfolio Irom Holus
ton based First City Bank. the Bank Of
New Yarks card operation has grown
since the beginning of l9O to $3 8 billion In
outstading charges from 12 6 billion,

Moreover. big net credit card players.
such as AmercKan Telephone & Telegraph
a'o and Sears. Roebuck & Co - are taking
-n It-' baks In just four minls AT&T

nas signed ap mire than a milton +Lsa
and MasterCard accounts with Its offer of
"itee cards and discount longdstance

Pure (ails Bankers process no great con
,err NI .t AT&T s entry into the fteld but
dme t ranks are challenging it in cout
And within a ftw weeks. Citicorp tout
,ered bt offering cheap credit card cal
hrough MCI Communications Corp

through ail this the increase In proi
er loans csntinups to plague banks Wit
ne" lui some premier banks scrambled
to baI ',ut DrlrNJd Trum aer he fap,,1 to111et debt IojmriIebnks ha, I
ready lent the real estate uee eoper -
dreds It milions of dollars without requ
Ing any colialeral Peal estate prolen
ir'llNue to mount In New England and

%ew Yol(k. and how the hlghfytng Califor
na real r.lre market is losing altitude

9.~
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Its try diffk at stg tPa
cycle to nderutnd .it she losses will be
to ite bankS." says Judal S Kraushaar. a
blink analyst at Merrill Lynch He t
that In the t9'Oa real-estate crunch, some
banks lost W0, Of i principal of heir
real estate loars- and that was without an
oserhang oi frrocl-,- AtL r,- ipertes

ilso dragging down bank profits are the
Third %%orld loans Eight sears after the
loans began ring sour L' S biks are still
stuck with more than 41 billion of them
Car rp Charnian Joan Reed airin that

1!, 'ugh his bank std holds tonSU billion
)f Third World Itamns-the blges ,--e bank
d)Ial - the problem is, for all pea sicai pur

pons behind it
Regalatori and ioist-'rs d..Jree Fed

Fr to g aot s recrnIt% -test aned that
h,irks wrte off tI', nf -he rney still

ph ihem by Brzil Th,,, won hur
,ne big banks. such s P %hIri'gn that

, ells reser e roverag fncr the Ioans,
cut it aill ct deep[% intl banks with less
c,rAge-Clicorp amng them

The Le seraged Deals
Still luring in the wings are an esti

ated oS,) billion ,t eoans stemming traTn
the waI tI mergers acquisitions and buy
outs Mans of these ,nre glaniurmus ler
icJ deals Oa.e bi-er turned by the slag
gish ecm n) Into desperateth shaky oper

,:no strggling to nte el p'1.nynienlo
, ir, all the barkiogr pr -blerns. it isn I

u..-,rixg that the S&L crr:i ls is neer far
f - rk n gulathts r its Suj ias,-trou

- at- uit aur in hor i,, e ttin' ITg New
-'e',d real ests't nlbkl sea th Camp

nf The curreiw% 'he prnncipil oii
t 'tllhn aiv i hurTurl-, hAnks ,f ,,n

* -, c killed u--id roil estate ex
s' n tir ed o ,rrtrj hAnko to idon

' .n i rea es* , t s ls 'me prop
p' p i -a d nos nd %,-a fingland

> igr Ithneo ni-ii, i-eased
on-n sr n O S Ill ,' : r ier .

'A :", ,L fraud .l ' ,tg 4ll; ie' Sel, u r
Wo 1msrlat nc,. . ... o....

no-, ~ ~ ~ ~ Z1 roitah a-'-

U.S. Banks' Won'Isoiif Profi Squeeze
Eacalating Loan Ls .. Have Cult late FrlitaD ltf

Net "nut £50a Dvnis'ntal' 01 0a' alits

117 1, 1 11 In 1.1 Is 1 r? 0 I~ 1 1 I e 7

IbiS

ot the bonk rasings or socaiiitli and are
n-- insured by the i.'DIC Bank Insurance

F nd -r any other gal er ",c'1 i gencv
rl.' SEC saos sUa h '* lon5 to Ilne
orAltl n,w e stariatd tr al hank secu

cities Issues. to' wilt I""grer r ',- lews of of

lening documents A Somc One spokesinart
c-rn,nents. This waS a er, .er) Thor
revieww Theyl, had a prep red set of
quettonS that we h'nd ",' repls 11, een
tough many dadn t pertain ', us

Credit Ratmlpk Reduced
ks backs finanial performance has

er-sled credit rating qrg'n(-es hae been
neeS it d.Angradirg bank lebt Of
the aut ons 0 largest banks, rly -ine.
Baik -A merica. tias been upgraded in
the past silt months many niore have been
i ,ongraded Such giants us Citior:.
'lnl %(anhattan Ad Chemical Banking
%,,.o iwer ratings brat, Many o1 their PO
Y ,iI rprate custaamiT'5

Both NC Ptiaaila oe. the Pasti
a the biggest bask In the BaLtUkos-Wass
ino area, and Midlmntl: Corp.. baed in
Ediscn NJ. have endured the ipsatnlny
of hayig their debt clstsled 5 'jol* t
Trading sn Midlauntic d ' la vit' y by
appointment " says Ann L Psloe. a

ed analyst at DoaM .Ain &
Jenn tie Secuntles Carp Anti. - ase of
investor anxiety. NCNB Corp. oothetir
large regional bank. had to haft a sldi
million private offering of preferred stock
That forced NCNB to drip plans to bid for
Miami ased CenTrusl Saltngs Bani

Bankers, in turn. complain that regiLa
tos ace too harl and ratogl ailcies toe
finicky Such clampdon force bans k ,
increase seir loan-lukss reserves, rte sf1
more loans and increase their capital
leiels-to the detriment of aJleady Sick
profit margins

Although notne of the big banks hIl
been forced by the moulng problems to
alter long range strategies. lime srate
gines are being subordinated as baso mn
agers scramble io meet ike crms of Ike
moment Personnel layoffs and retreats
from some lines of business have become
common Seaeral thousand bank em
yloyees have already lost their jobs
mostly in New England and New York.
and thousands more nill be let go as banks
such as Chase and Manufacturers Hanover
implement announced cost cutting plans

The Coilg Consobdaton
But however unple'asant cutb acks are

man) bank eec find eien more das
noting Iall wa hink about what most
cInerlrs and bankers tiier5fhlts are
1'' ceal Iongtotm silu ,'n tf the InCus
:n- s ills cunsoidaiJon

With more than 12 6W0 banks the i' S
siiiplo has far re-ce loan IT needs Oor
ai asin I a problem when 1arngr

*A5 i ae banks sirlual oligoripses in irei
c'mn unitles But the tberailZation of it
t!rsnate banking laws and the success lf

b, naroi y rnnpet.,.rs sjo, is morey ma-
- f, -, -a ies ,rrt.s and fiman(e

i-at': ., rid 1str; 0n Piaies ha',e gier
'-S Ind N,rr ulro ,ipAn tiss

a, 0* -nk% i", '',irsiden tile Si,,

l'lokaOr n-rzors atm cross t'% ri
.A;s Fi,r intance a morger of chas*

'ihica! anu Mfanualcturers Han, ,,r
r i-it re-uce (nierhead ty as much as 'im
r i 'vn a .ear But it s a rare bank chan
1an a fhi would be willing to hard ra*-I the
rinsr to a former ra

is;ertheless. man,. analysts si ort
that once current real estate prosierrs
hae Nioloned out. market forces wi
- orni.aitL push Many banks into rorsoli

diton C'S Cnomptroller of the Curren(,a
P ,ber Clarke predicts lit ie lmnunbr of
L S banks a-lt drupto fewerthan 11 laiin
the nesit sear and a ha!f

Thdt r',bably would still be to, nan
Ai-h,,ugh no one suggests that the L S
hiroillng .ystem should dwindte To just sax

:hanks, as Canada s has 'f,,usAnds
n -r- anstittutins proaably must ,ansh fr
bahkiing io prosper again
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tROkUBLE

DONALD TRUMP
JUST WON'T DIE
By rights this overextended erstwhile billionaire should be bankrupt by now, but his artful deal
uith his banks-70 of them-makes the Donald look like a survivor. U by Stratford P. Sherman

N OTHI"G is QUITE as 1 sems But if he proper-arid

when ste pass' through le fixi-k, he ud, l-his company, ¢ensN "I glass ito the ficat fanraslard healthier than man of it
,hn: Donald Trump resides His IQ9SC era of heedless hi1

:61h-&fio office in ManhAttuar's Trump Trump is a more coo
Tovner is riall) on I 18 foors ao'Ne Fifth t;an his pubic image su
Aserue In this arena of marbk ard mir. nuttier ard more charmi
ron, where S.pe arnd hgh finanse somehov a ildier mix of brillian
blend ito one the S.tercrce hertern a bi, ns Described ty people
lionairn and a barkrupi turns out to be a almost totally incapable
mcasui; $Omlhon That sthe sumTrumps Trump may actuatf) belie
banks lent him in Jutie sa r g him at the
Iast p,.rsf,bl murment frrmn a default thar trs,, wkblIsal, ,wd
could hac J,: n, bled hiu empru.

Trump 44 wr nem im'. aj cr to a ut
,-i: 1h, n,,I r ',I I'tiilt, No. ',at he h.,

in dgreemeni ,i pr, , , ,h h,. r k.-
he i rc xar u ,,' u , ii i ,," ma " h r a..r, ,t. he

I' ? 1C A .l , 1 1 t j " r" , It r A,; i ,O+.1

te wucIi - h. , N ,, u ne-s ft l61

Q• pal, ' .. mr. is> iii % o, Cu, And

,,ti ., i Ir', . , i., SI -r h

%,rIn ih.A N lru Tmun,,% rpt Ai

r l h . - , ''s : I't .i , t g ' lr

jip.ir,,,
h ,n. f1i, r t, u mIn, ,, J irn ur as,N :, pio n ,ri l ,e h:h, .I.i l r it

lir., li bri e i , a' b i a,r' ii g er .

rii lis.'npm -1 fori hpL ,frees.e

11i , i , r , Tc ,iJ j jrA

of course he claims
d possibly emerge

s brethren from the
.h lenerage

iplicated character
ggests- pc ro.a aly
ng and in busiret
te and fMai-footed-
c %ho kto' him as

of initrospectiot.
ue the absurdly in-

flated claims thait are his trademark "I have
the best ass of anybody I know Take a
fist of your top people. the best assets of
anybody's are Trump's " The boni-deep
conviction that Trump and everything
Trump touch-s are sublime has made this
man us unbeatable promoter

As a businessman he is simultaneously
fabulous and a flop Hegirewupireriaiesate,
ther his abilities nicely match theb The
sel.sr;ed master of the an of the de l u a
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TROUBLE

MIN

L1

HIS THREATENED ASSETS

lj,, ie ds . , ,-,, s 3 a -Moo ccea dOy 'o

f rrda. Focia i nor!n Purar K
sKr ,.I li, o- *r cp 1 P a i,,*w , wc1 out k

ftto.- Icc aslei-n sh,1t. baroty besiak, ~c
Arid Tupiinicp,c.io" 7&-w.Wtvi hd

w Mds in nA,?o&01, c , r.41t8*

Not ol did he itll ou te jpjirmncrt *n

klnaas Tru.mp T,-z it thns~

prcm,. prcs :.1 $ , ,,r orc nt ,quir"

f,,r r , c h . is ,- % rJ .f -

,'Mj , Lit r .'A, , , j i a- , , r r w1,

" ,. , .
rit' rIc . n, r, d r uj, :i j,

TROUBL[ fo l, r f 1,"5 year, Trump s ripar.Jirg " o
kllQ 0' Ns trse ha bcTi" a qc
jur*hic ol free siaf\ jNg .p ~ s 1hak l ~i n
nccd,1(,. crmi man ilgmcnni Tcjr-rp ,..

cirI.T k r JL ,n, s.,i ?,rc th rod " , i-- ,in
t , I Pe h ih P'iJr. P u hore jn, h I;

• rz ' , ,: j ,,.% ¢,d . h .. ",,r ..-
fx ", , ,,r.- ,- .,nJ, ni.q P416, "I ssc

i,. c.,- , - , i, r $r, l ii

t k , h,hi I

I

rt.1 ,4 IC. Ic 1 pc% i

.,c C' - ,-4 . .. . s

, ,r C ,, ,.. ,

-C

-C j, j. i

r. t, i C t i ' t - nk

en i.-e 'I - fl

hAl i.I rr -en Ic .l tru- if)&

11 1 Jr fr ,m A ,r 1 , I " 't- Kj ks ',¢

krsh rJh, C Pd - r,h l it, o . ,s ,ae
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tlorlgbgC5 on the Plaa hl the shuttle.
ard the still unlrlnilhid Trump Palace condo-
minjum in Manhattan - bul O orthe dcb
IS. in a tr' lroate number s d cate fcirnula
1,0." undcrc urged ' In other *,re.d% the
collateral isr I -.,,flh Ac much as be loans

Blnker Trust ii far nc'rc cipolued, hating
rc~rd on Trump s gnri to bo 'I nit
i? Iehichr ar'ui lo ,nc %lollt, mloin
Manutaaurr' flmi ,a reih rcnjil te

taiifid tic bulk -f ,. Trtmp lans - 5150
mI1I ,I ai nr ,'l ' r-n r

1  
.alo roli on

Trump s per' ,J hik,nj Ct'a'c %Ilaia
tan ha' kri S ' .r ',, ,r iti rt T mp Tor
er a r- cnr'. r o'd, jn,,ii r S' A' m rp

rot i', -, ,', , i s iI: i cd" or

%nIb lot'' ti', I, itir. 'po m1r 'to

It' p" rIh r' ,r ' r 'g" ' > '1h

Iri r- ,, ru, j , l' r , . ,

In Aloc Tiho 'i , 1. ;-, 'iTla -

rnough toI pplc i . olf Lit 1, 0to est Ia C , oh... , I at I 4 II I i I I ....
ci irt Tih riitn J. ou o f i lit rl ls
reas the ctiLtp'c of1 ih. ;"rk Nond mrtk ci in
rtI Troip ht crp'tii' ai c mk,,iotfit
the capital hec reod Burta ri al ti sc
hind lfi% nicat t'ot'oiarico ' Nvirt. I i'v

rhli, d,I,,vl r, , ,. on" ~ t ,na,

I.0odechir r h - 'tiiiii2 ,'' r,

hi -lu~ld l, r , j, I J,,,, A'I

1,ro ri t I, \ ali o

pi'n' Trmp po,.' ,,,,- 'd to to

h J,n uoa r, ; sf 1 . p 'r d

Tiiiirtc 
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I' 

"ot'I'd

a.I,
MW,,,,

- -.

HIS THREATENED TOYS T,.o.ar,, t a .a . r, s he",,, m
khp 1S -.oo n PIlm Snaciheo.aB e tada F" la,w aikl *hardl nhkio w agh ,

1-J ( -4 n ' n -1 I' - '' J t~

l t i" ni Lo'Uc'Loh
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6.1i Pjt Too Tion 14d,~ trnoinCI rcii
,,ridpa. dur d0 N And

Ti rmp , itat s o' ItO no o , 011 r lhin
'nI-lihf att io n,'

Htli Ililri, I~ ii i'll 11 11 It a dig
-0'k i 1r 'I o i o ,, a'ip..loiroc

"' %- Jo ". ,'7 o.. gir~i -l
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even he concedes. "There are certain thinp
beyond Trump's control " Amoi them are
r'iona sowdowns In MasachuSels Ind
Newv York rhar cut the nunr beof passenlcrs
on bosh the Trump and Pan Am shuttles by
51-j las scar Simiary. the overall Atlantic
Cry ga'nblng business has risen only 51'
this sear - a rough rime to ip-i tihe Taj Ma-
hal. Which by Isel increased Ih city's jam
Ing capacity 181t

T HERE S MORE to this hlany of
'on(: "The New York real estate

market has enicrcl a rychcal
slump. and the Tokyo ,txk market

skidded enough liast aincr to discourage
sorm of the likeliest potential buyers of
Trump properties. both large and small On
top of aI that says Brian J Strum. chairman
of Prudential's real estate diison. we're
goong through what might be called a one-
ird ass'y credit crunch " Credit has been
tight. d he S&L crisis has spurred regular.
lrs to ic liniz banks' real estate loans
partnhfly harshly

The crisis came i Aprnil, aber the junk
bond market ground to a halt It had been
slowing for months uS Mihael Mdken. is
creator, came to grief ie ultimately plad
gruiylosa felony charges Trump unepect.
edly foundhimself unable to refinance $2 bil-

Iroo(esxp cnsiscunk bonds and Bank
bank loans for*hch he was per.
sonally liable With major amo were
ligation paments conning due in
June. Trump forcs4* that he eagei
wouldn't hasc enough e nty
Hk says he had counted on rfi- lend t
nareng that part of his &-bt. Trumi
nearly tn.thrd O( hle tothe

Would b, msre rcdsil isailablc
It Was rrlls asailahlic wre I practi
boighI t hutic And all of
a suddcn-bhok'on'-I' curtain spray
ca down ihim w

In fatirs',. Trump is ink Ihs"
most famous of the mas decl. mone
open who hauc run Out af Cash
Until a few nmilhs ago bankers
acre so ealer to lind to Trump they Wert
practically sprasing him With mone) S.ays a
,New York dcslo r who has known Tramp
for years "The hankcrs gol nerzed
TIh thought it Was almost an hoer to lend
to Donn1y

Frank Creamer, head of real estate lend.
,ng at Citibank defends his. cr, un, enecard
lending to Trump in a prepared statement
' %b hil: %o can't speak for the o hl barks.
we b eo,€u ou r loans werc tot imprudent
The) were Ciir.isicnl Ath our unicraring

HE MAKES MONEY
Trsnars koua ma, bel mast
'trialujl ast. In aduib I*
otiardng MeSt af Nu propeniant alta
idaitt. ksetudtrrg trnwusurras.
Trump Nsh rsatetn ab"t
sal, aI bOk. a bard I ene "j
fpped. a gi dpen "u a r, tall

Wam smthatO& illt ssia

I

r
t
r
A
i
i
t

)

ers standards and based upon the
value oil the specific assets, in.

s mIg effect to Trump's proven
ability to take ousting assets'to and add substantial value
through capital improvecnts
and improvd markc'.:g ef-ortsp that We be iee thar ove time
the long term values of

yere Trump's asts will be rca,zed.
proving us to base male thecall right decision

The rclationship bctwccn
" O, Trump and his bankers b-.ariith sinuhwbat surreal Trump hais

ne sr inter ed to rcpay all
y, rtoney be'd borrocd accordrg

to the terms by which he bor.
rowed it. and wsoani o(fihe bank.

ers didn't expect him to.. either Thes
figured he would find a way to refinance
App-roKaied by FoareLsv. Trump's bankers
unif.rmly refused to discuss their conriden.
iaJ relatioes wth him unless their names
and aff tiaions remain secret On that basis.

o*cvcr. key bankers confirm much of
Trump's sory Says one. echoing Trump
S We uonerslood the riss We took And What

it mant for the junk market to Ijr up
Ahben that financing didn't matrnialrt, the
gale :ame down

Frump found out the hard was thar his
abilir to raise capital had esapratcd A]
though he Was sh r of cash for his debt pan-
meris. he also had costly new ptsiets in
mind, including a 520 million plan to huM
pcnihous aparimo its atop the landnarked
Plaia hotel But escry major bank Trump
approached lai spring, from Citi to Chase
to Marn ltanuns. rcfuscd to ld a fmc
Trump w* s dumbfounded ' You has. to ur
ocrirand, he says. I hase a hu.cs, ei ,it
is real[s going Well And all of a suddn sou
go into a hank *here you ha't a rirmal
banking relationship- and for the firs t,mc
they sa) no "

It took much of Ma) for ihe ,mpliit,ons
of these events to sink in Trump asked his
aecounling firm. Arthur Andersen, to pre.
pare a set of cash flow projections for the
Trump Orgnamrion that outlined the tr"ra
ble ahead Then Trump hired Kenneth
Levnrhal & Co, a Los Angeles firm sWe-
ctaliozing in workouts, to refine the procc-
tions, sharing the results with his bankers
The bankers spent Weeks improving he pro
jecr'ons still further Their analysis resealed
that Trump needed deferrals of interest and
principal pay-mens on almost half his bank
debt, plus a major infusion of coh, The only
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lkxly OJtcitlUit 'MaS serisa of defatlta that
would oe hi woo bankruple E#ainm
Trump in his pocncd. endearingly mao-
able sne 1 sid to the berin Liten.
feltk%. if I htiSO A prnbtem. then you he a
problem We htvte to And a way out ori t's
going to be a dtfieui time for both of us ' "

No one wanted to lend mir ffcvic Sass
a hdnk la*er "TM" genera? pr rpt,, ,,was
thai ilIherc isn't a hell of a Ix oi collateral
left ' And the wtied up lenders finiallty de-
Cedid that Trump a sigait e taln t worth
much more than the ink Witth hieh it WAS
interitned So (teetnis at such riN*icicnfl
net barks as Cu aind Chae hegar di cus
.ng the problem wih eacht other as tell a%.
tith Trump bicfr, nisigi 's.t'i.nr agtecd
that the al %at out taa flir all Trump a
banks to j'i telpi...r ard Sate i Pc rink

T'huaegan shat ma' ha'e te n,'wn of the
if'iinnns~cit eoflsinate snwoul,,it i in.

US banking hi'lors, A eoirdnig to panci
past on olh sides dctirg to ha, out
Trumpais the ras, pan Snson he. t'ark

tere weaker than etihers bt irner'.sda
needed a rctniunciur.rg sile al uiJscire 'd
that it *a% iot in out inteCit t Dorald s
intereat tent hin to file for trawn'.t.ie

L'ra~ci Ctiapici 11 tules Tiiump could_
ha'.c kent the yank. a-an roni hli, a.ae for
,cara S he '. i pre', ri^ ,x r art On
this cietitini tankcr% hand :nrst ,ser,, LO
rionn rs t frcndlh i.rni -it) Trimp To
malm the nali r ,( l t cral ll, i

ki%t teads tog hm ni ire ANi n r'

HE HARD P-ARI -is, tr:,n g,

sN,, I , P-:,k ,I , T,-

li.'tt p -a, li, t., P aL t'
ad n na ni o' in..'. ri I~ s. is,, 1, % ,

p'.i'. ninidtpant, iu-or'sen, t

r-J , i, n the r'l, f¢ +ll ~, , ri,1%
.ti. rn .tt' ig ltai 8.."knt'.t of ian

or.iNt had i i a -nindlc g l
r14lt. inacnil nh .hIlc r'i polt %, Tiulnp

fsoeliiv n?
1
' the ttthi , h i re Atlso

agred: to trii i4, h.u,,shlJ .iln o
$41t.' iN a tnonrit i ss a lmnitici Donald4

Thete'Msiuet..ng pln that '.m'tged lien
the'. Nefotat.i is Is a tr~imph of 'at bet?'.
%k~l's 1h.5iar-k.1l;'. Irni ine .ent.
to case A 'aye t".sse'.,5 flit Of his holdl
icigs he iris Ne arnp net .s fettle

entgh to lect Thamp deide ho
the AAh flow gosh "h be anid
Puasndelfised ObiouAsly hennsooa
raise as much moncy as possible
tol ht, operatNo-bt t0 the
effort fails, Trump must U"l

So the sril phase an Trump's
be a puNe teat of his Abilty as
Sire the banks wdl no allon h
ana laluktaa and erpensie ven
while Trump has a pa.onaby I
ofntfinging coinaderably mor ca
Coatin pnoperntcs

0 ATLANTIC CITY CASINOS offei
'.ti -tun in - and challenge

pi,,a Inl flol,,,h to i ts in ihit
ca s n tl ) ecan,:i: of tough Net
Ccen'.n tawns these are difficult pnr
sel ~ eiat h..aer. capitlize oi
ni.'.' ecortsmics of walat Ast
Ti inpa% ea. is". wh~eh Spend hn
m illn , 4 1 dollars a year on gebn n e

far from e.. aling markeningI
hic trcaid one an"et as co
kI' cls it wrntc their debt Trt
smaller ca ws' ill need '40 m
i~cesan Ias nit n ea Nit coeni ned
pioP.'. iset'. $0'. mnltn But hiep
-aith is th Taj Mahal. *hose
pinl anma aiinn'sl inpos is
Nigh tin .noiitN %iandaid.

UTI,( SHUTTLE sn which
titnip l,.r nisie i around
Sinn in I., r .. 'ain imp enu

lo, -, r Ji.[ .'. ¢ But 1t0
in.. '. tia. nlturia

ctni r r 1 ,, c foir'it

i '' n, P, . -, N,. tat it

In I', Jj , - . + , ,

UTHIE PLAZA HOTL hPcu,

Irii-l .r ," uld 'nr , a .iruii.r

td'rwc nuth k,tng.r A cording to
prorP t P I'+ I. 'I ,,en 'cc has. nalte

.I m'* i n~ n 19s ite '.i h tlnn.K
prirpctcd 0te mrl:si hNs tcat Fni

nIc iae.n~lteest costs At $a
t 

at litn.

einact i trto , ie aceotdin
'.'.i,tahle hotel till tricak c~ei
ncar GLcn lws 1'runp t 'ihl al,

p e he d

5S0 ri

to mmdl lion . 4hIiadiag iempoewi as M Acrdotingta
the bks hotel rotsuant. the Pa is worth u ka4

.l prer to 5550 mllio -and Truap hat a ig miod
by uinsprou daiellainpo"tefrfoimtch mointthney
legrit than ow. thinks they're worth
assets

ca r will UTRUMP PALACE. the Manhattan ocindo
a manager pro)ecl, will be an early sindllano of how
im no start badly the deelor' image has been dam.
ure$ for A Alied In the pas. mostly en.On't'ton and
od chance forego g buyers paid big premiums for th
sh from his Trumpbrandname Indeed. Trump alnada,

has receded some down payments fet Pal-
see apartments at typical punrehase peeres of

the great. $00 to 5900 per square fmet-much more
Trump tas than coprable units in eompting build

s eparate irgs arc fetching To gauge Trump'sista)itrt
% er.) lt' power. tatch ho' the remaining Palace
cilria to units sell -and it that prices
Sitirne ob.
oantatirgly. TiE WEST SID YARDS (I I Trump
nreda of City) *iI pmsosd aniolhcr key teat Scumln
%s Anid see, nhts huge insetl of prlimei Manhattan real ita
Asn'.g And tane before tt ts developed would be an act
plans they of deperat
empetors

amp's two Maitah, Trump enecutcs have begun
11.00 this eonparnrg their etotipany's stuation tno the
operatil entrepreneurial early ycar of such real in
toprnm to stiluttona a' Ford. %halt Disney. and IBM -
brciknccn as it being yoautg and i iouble 'cer all in

took to quals for that club If
he uruNaca thas crisnsa Trump

"I s3id to probaibly ll temergea mve
d,eplhned manager and a morethe bankers, fo....ahk bu, ..... , But
tho'ughtrPump etecuiacs hint'Listen, at so m p . ,, h ,rat s'incda,4 takingth ensP eat

fellows, if pub the cmpn. wont he

I have a lr . tit.
Aht. has Trump Ialn'.d

problem, li.n N.i, " %0 t a '...
you have a Ji'l hn lhi I a n, mu

problem. We .:;i 'n ....caught h" %as, Ed,.dJ %.I

have tofind T". h re...il'. I''....ca

a way out.'" , , n n,, rT. irLA Fit r

dowtn o.clr san' Tran thn"
Trump is Atlanti Ciy of e ia dominated hN a ip
a'.d from tarrc sin foot high portrait of Trump ene
ght it ioa eucd in malt colored carpeting The
A t1, ftC%- banks are not gong to Nlury you 'n.re

ct st frcs- going to et through the dot n% 3c

Io pro- The uy' sho win arc the oniru thro Nt on
n by riet the upside
o sell the That a the tay Trump alua)s has il
$5 id. And probably always will 1
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TO: TW
FROM: RANDY
RE: HEARING ON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LENDING PRACTICES
DATE: August 8, 1990

To Robert Clarke: Do you believe there is still a credit crunch in
the country, and if so, what is its principal cause, if any? A
criticism of the bank examinations performed by OCC is that they
contribute to the credit crunch. What is your opinion of that
criticism? What steps are the OCC taking to make sure bankers do
not over react to your examinations and create a credit crunch?

To Peter Philbin: How many bank failures have there been in New
York state and New York City over the past year? Is there any one
determinable cause? How much money in real estate loan losses
will the N.Y. banking industry suffer this year? What effect are
real estate loan losses expected to have on the N.Y. banking
industry? In your opinion, what is the general health of the
banking industry in New York? How would you compare it to the
rest of the nation?
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Kennoth leventhaI& Company C AX,, -..f,

"2319 52?2" 4~
T',,* .t r..A i .C'

Aust 15, 1990 Lc,,% . ,8

A.%r Fq- c1 S w

T WTM Organizaticn and
*&a ITlatiorship Bank Grew
(Oozit in of:

ankers Trst Oompny
The Chase Manhattan Bank
Citibank, N.A. and
MWnacturrs Hanover Trust)

He have previously issued our Agreed Upon Proure Report dated June 14,

1990.

SjQLati9iU awomai Dwnts

At the request of Donald J. Trup and The Trimp Organization ("Trump") and
Te lationship Bank Group, w have updated the Dcrald J. Trump Post-Plan
Cash Analysis - Proj ted Cash Flow Activity for May 1990-April 1991
("Pst-Plan"I) - Exhibit 11 ("Exhibit 1I") for the following significant
events Wthch oocunvd subseqent to June 14, 1990:

1 It* Truap Casinos' (as defined in the June 14, 1990 Report) operating
results for the period of June 1, 1990 to July 15, 1990 have been
adversely affected by various factors, including apparent market-wide
economic conditions. The individual Casinos' actual operating
f inancial results, as compared to the Business Plan budets (as
reflected in the June 14, 1990 Report), have e>qreienoed a material
deterioration in the individual Casino.' operating inoomi (before debt
servios and capital expenditures.). Accordingly, the projected cash
distributions to Truap in the amounts of $20.0 and $2.0 million frcm
the Trunp Plaza Hotel & Casino and the Truwp Castle Hotel & Casino,
respectively, and the payment of management fees by the Trwrp Taj
Maha Casino esort to Trump Hotel Management Corp. have been
eliminated. n1se distriikktions and payments will be ud as
onteoplated in the Business Plan budgets when the Casinos' operations

provide sufficient cash flow. In view of the current financial
opamtinq rem.lts, Tzj. is currently in proces of evaluating
alternative Casino business plans and business strategies. In the
cicutances, there can be no assm that the operating relts of
the individual Casinos will imprWe or that alternative mews can be
devised to satisfy the obligations presently payable or booming due
in the next year.

Additinally, Durald J. Trarp cash balance has been updated to actual
at July 31, 1990, and June and July 1990 cash flow has been updated to
reflect actual results. We have not quantified the amount of ur:aid
trade payables and expenses applicable to June and July 1990.

A, P r coic &s!sm io n
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-2-

2. in crdance with the revised Credit Areement torus, Donald J.
Truwp's personal exqpews were redk.xmi.

3 In acoordance with the revised Credit Aement ters and the First
P w* to Loan Pqremnt and A Lrcraft Mortgage and Smawr1ty
Agreegmnt (urmoacted copy) between CIT Group/Equipoent Financing,
Inc. and Donald J. Trxp and affiliated entities, debt moditicaticne
for the Trmp Palm Beaches (MLnn Mldlazd Bank) and Trump Air/Donvan
Entazrises, Inc. related loamu were agreed, and the Vkh bit II wa
updated as follows:

LandarRmtrubira em nerAtM-yOnly1

Marine Hidlard o $1,000,000 tax reserve required

CIT o Int*rst only payable quarterly until
July 1, 1993 (thoruater principal and
interest paid in aomordance with amwxW
amortization shadue)

4. lhe closing of the Credit Agreent to reflect additional loan
proceeds of $20.0 million ad additional cloein? oosts of $5.2
million. Uraid leqal fese of approxizately $7.7 million are payable
periodically within one year. Additionally, the $3.0 million letter
of credit is disclosed as dram.

5. 7ra cotrnibtion ftr the Penn Yards 20% partner relating to real
estate taxes is to be paid directly to the lender rather than Trwmp.
The omntribution required of the 20 partner may be subject to
uoeztainty.

In conjuntion with the update of Exhibit n, we have no perforvwd
additional proce.iea other than with respect to Camino operation, in
relation to %fddi limited analytical analysis and discussions with Casino

WnmmW*t were parformed, and with respect to the other isme listed
aoe, we held limited discussions or rea the various relatsd dcoments.
7he Juns 14, 1990 port specified our uqagevt objective ad the
related limitations affecting the prooslaw peormd. Neither cur
wvpgmi objective nor the limitations affecting the proeckrve
perform have been modified.

11-99n n - 90 - 8
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The aomapanyirq updated Mdit 1! nist be read in onjunction with the
June 14, 1990 Report (a copy of the related aooomtant's report is
attached). Specifically, the June 14, 1990 Report di clceed the following
caveats, limitations aid WKortaities which oont It to be appropriate
and applicable:

- caveats Sect ion

- OwcZu.ions Section

Limitations relating to specific ises
which wre not fully addressed.

Specific limitations and wortainties
relatir to value estimates, adverse
publicity and projected C&aino oparaticra,
Shuttle operations and "Pout Plan" results.

no "irios Plan budgets have rot been idatad for the oontindzu
deterioration of global and local market soomic ocrditicns.

We have no responsibility to further update the acxa'panyinq E)Mibit 1"
for ewats and ciroztanres occurring after the date of this letter.
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The Trum.p Organization
and

The Relationship Bank Group(Consisti.ng of:

Bankers Trust company
The Che Kanhat tntaqk

tanutacturers Hanbq'¥r Tfust)

Agreed Upon ?rocedures Report

JUNE 14, 1990
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The Tr-.xo Organ.zat-on and
The Pe.at.onsh'p Bank Group
(Consisting of:
Bankers Trust Company
The Chase Manhattan Bank
Citibank, N.A.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust)

At the request of Donald J. Trump and The Trump Organization ("Trump"), we
have performed certain procedures as enumerated herein, with respect to
the Trump financial information listed on Attachment A.

ENGAGEMENT OBJECT!'IE

The procedures were performed to assist Trump and the Relationship Bank
Group in connection with the Trump debt restructure negotiations.

This report is solely for the information of Trump and the Relationshio
Bank Group (and the other Trump direct lenders and loan partlclpants) and
should not be used by those who did not participate in the negotiation
process. This report contains highly confidential and sensitive
Information which is vital to Donald J. Trump, Trump, and the collateral
of the Relationship Bank Group and the other lenders. Dissemination or
disclosure of any or all of the contents of this report could adversely
affect these interests. The objective of our procedures was to provide
financial information within an acceptable tolerance level and the time
frame allowed to serve as a framework for negotiations between Trump and
the Relattonship Bank Group. As a result of the time constraints
resulting directly from Trump's financial obligations, the procedures
performed were limited, During this period, we met periodically with the
Relationship Bank Group, both Ind.vIdually and collectively, at which
times we provided and discussed draft preliminary financial data,
integrated their comments and recommendations Into our process and shared
information . Further, during this process, we began similar discussions
with other direct lenders. The financial information and disclosures
included in this report supersede all previously distributed data,
including projected cash flow information distributed on June 2nd and June
7th.

CAVEATS

Notwithstanding the previously mentioned limitations with respect to our
overall procedures, the following issues, In particular, could not be
fully addressed:
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CAVEA7S (CO T:UED)

Sf :ral quantif:cat:on of 7a: Mahal Casino Resort contractors'
:ayables ar- .ecerm-nation of related payment plan

Sf,:: evaluation of the amounts and aging of trade and other accounts
:ayab.e a: t'te various properties and entities

- legal ability of ?aJ Mahal Casino Resort to pay management fees to a
7r~mp affi:ate on a monthly Dass

- quantificat:on and legal analysis of contingent liabilities,
n.'cludng lit:gation, marital issues, letters or credit and Donald

.runmp's personal guarantees

- o.antirication of !iabLl.t:es and contingent liabilities relating to
Amels Jol:and B.V. (tne boat yard)

- federal and state income taxes - neither the List of Assets nor the
?re-Plan BudgetiPost-Plan reflect income taxes, particularly the
est ated taxes, if any, relating to the differences between the
est:iated asset values and the estimated current amounts of
::abilit:es and their tax bases.

?RPXE'.RES PERFORMED

A summar, or specific procedures performed :s presented in the addenda
section to this report.

C0CL'S:CNS

Because the procedures described in the addenda section do not constitute
an examination of prosective financial information (Pre-Plan Budget and
Post-Plan) in accordance with standards established by the American
:nstItute of Certified Public Accountants, we do not express an opinion on
whether the prospective financial information is presented in conformity
with AICPA presentation guidelines or on whether the underlying
assumptions, provide a reasonable basis for the presentation.
Additionally, no opinion is expressed with respect to any historical
f.narcial information.

Schedule 1, Donald J. Trump - List of Assets, includes estimates of
property and entity values which are based upon different valuation
methodologies and, in selected situations, are presented either net of
arbitrary decreases or in a range. Our procedures were not sufficient to
enable us to form any conclusions with respect to value. A further
discussion of the various valuation methodologies, approaches and
lIMitatIons 1s presented in the procedures addendum to this report.
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CONCLUS!ONS (CONT:VJED)
!n connection with the procedures, subject to the limitatlOn3 and caveats
referred to above, no matters came to our attention that caused is to
oelteve that the financial information should be adjusted in order to
provide a framework for negotat.ons between Trump and the Relat:onshlo
Bank Group within an acceptable tolerance level and the time frame
alowed. The financial informationn assum.es Trump will continue as a
going-corcern. niess a debt restructr;rzg agreement is reached with
substant:a'ly all of the lenders, it is probable that most of the
prospective financial information will be materially and adversely
effected. Also, because of the circumstances and attending publicity, it
is possible that there may be .ateria: adverse changes even if substantial
agreement is reached (i.e. revenue recuct:ons, litigation, payables
compression, etc.). IUad we performed additional procedures or had we made
an exam:nation of the financial information in accordance with standards
established by the American institute of Certified Public Accountants,
matters m:ght have come to our attention that would have been reported to
you. Furthermore, there will usually be differences between the projected
and actual results, because events and ctrcuMstances frequently do not
occur as expected, and those differences may be material. Specifically,
the Pre-Plan Budget and tne Post-Plan analysis through April 1991 are
subject to the following significant variances:

Descrotion

TaJ Mahal Casino
Resort

Trump Shuttle

Casinos
(including Trump
Plaza Hotel &
Casino, Trump
Castle Hotel &
Casino and TaJ
Mahal Casino
Resort)

Exoplanation

The TaJ Mahal Casino Resort began operations
on April 2, 1990. Accordingly, sufficient
comparable historic market and property
operating data is not available to provide a
basis of comparison to budgeted estimates.

Trv.,np has adopted a revised business plan of
cost reductions and revenue diversification
intended to achieve substantially a "break-
even" after senior debt service and capital
expenditures. The Trump Shuttle has
historically experienced significant losses
(including funding of capital expenditures)
and has not, to date, achieved the business
plan oblect.ve.

The caslne-' revenues are subject to
unpredictao.e variables and statistical
criteria, including market growth,
competitive position and "hold/win"
percentages.

-4-

I -
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rxparation

20st-?an The ?ost-? analyses reflect the debt
res:r,;cture agree"ie: Term Sheet, as of June
" o, 0 (xn:! :: reflects Term Sheet, as
of ,.;e 20. '990), pro'ected caoita1
:ransactions and stra:eg7c operational
:omdfi.cations and goals. The rea!Lzation of
tnese projected cash flows from rump's
;s:nesses and properties are subject to

general .arket .ncertainty. Additionally,
:he amounts rerlected as strategic
operational modifications and goals reflect
a portion of Trump's upside budget
scenarios.

We have no responsibility to uPdate this report for events and
circumstances occurring after the date of this report.

.S.
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ATACHMENT A

Summary List of Financial informationn

PRIMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION:

- Donald i. Trump Pre-Plan Budget - Projected Cash Flow Activity for May
1990 - April 1991 ("Pre-Plan Budget") - Exhibit I

- Donald J. Trump Personal and Entity/Project Detail

- Donald J. Trump Pos0t-Plan Cash Analysis - Projected Cash flow Activity
for May 1990 - April 1991 ("Post-Plan") - Exhibit II

- Entity Level Reserves
- Debt Modifications
- Credit Facility Revolver
- Capital Transactions
- Strategic Operational Modifications and Goals

* Summarized Significant Assumptions - Donald J. Trump Pre-Plan Budget
and Donald J. Trump Post-Plan Cash Analysis - Exhibit III

SUPPLEKWTARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION:

- Donald J. Trump List of Assets (including estimated values prepared
under various bases) as of April 30, '990 - Schedule I

- Donald i. Trump Debt Schedule as of April 30, 1990 - Schedule I
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AMD&: PROCEDJRES PERFOFM
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INDEX TO PROCEDURES PERFORMED

Description Page

Genera! 8

Debt Service 9

Estimated Value 10-11

Personal 12

Aliban, Inc. (Trump Princess Yacht) 13

Amels Holland S.V. (The Boat Yard) 14

Crystal Tower Associates (Trump Regency) 15

Donvan Enterprises, :nc. (Personal Aircraft) 16

East 61 Street Company (Rental Units) 17

Trump Parc Condominiums and 18
Park South Associates

Penn Yards Associates (Lincoln West) 19

Penthouse Land Parcels (Adjacent to Trump Plaza) 20

Plaza Hotel - New York 21

Tennis Club (Reg-Tru Equities) 22

Trump Air 23

Trump Plaza Hotel & Casino and 24-25
Trump Castle Hotel & Casino

Trump Corporation 26-27

Trump Equitable Fifth Avenue Company (Tower) 28

Trump Palace 29

Trump Palm Beaches Corporation 30

Trump Shuttle, Inc. 31

Trump TaJ Mahal Casino Resort 32
Trump TaJ Mahal Realty, Inc. (including
and Trump Hotel Management Corp.)

Trump West Realty Corporation (Trump Wilshire) 33
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GENERAL

Read Donald J. Trump Staterent of Financial Condition dated November
30, 1989 and accompanyihg review report of Arthur Andersen & Co.

- Read Schedules of Donald J. Trump Cash Requirements through April 1991,
including related summaries of property and entity activity and
accompanying agreed-upon procedures report of Arthur Andersen & Co.

- Discussed these reports with Trump management and obtained a
preliminary understanding of the business operations of the individual
operating properties and entities

- Obtained the following historical data from Trump:

- abstracts of debt agreements
- most recent audited/reviewed annual historical financial statements

on individual properties and entities
- current interim financial statements (as available)
- other relevant documents such as management agreements, indentures,

appraisals, etc. (where pertinent sections were read)

- Prepared Asset Listing (Schedule I) based upon the above information
and procedures (Note: this schedule also presents debt and value
information. Accordingly, see debt and valuation procedures)

- Met individually with the Relationship Bank Group and discussed
financial information, related data, issues and potential restructure
strategies

. Obtained from Trump, current budgets/cash flow projections from June ,
1990 - April 30, 1991 for Donald J. Trump and all significant
individual properties and entities

Obtained a listing of cash balances from Trump at May 31, 1990 for all
operating properties and entities, which was compared to December 31,
1989 balances and considered in the analyses of working capital changes
in the Pre-Plan Budget

. Obtained concurrence from Trump management as to the Pre-Plan Budget
and Post-Plan

. Met collectively with the Relatlo-ship Bank Group and held various
individual meetings and discussions, :o discuss the Pre-Plan Budget and
Post-Plan

Read most current (as available) tax returns of Donald J. Trump
(including 1990 tax projection), various affiliated partnerships and
corporations and obtained a limited understanding of the current tax
status

.0
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DE9T SERVICE

PPE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read the following data:

- reyer and Traub ("D&T"), counsel to Trump, memorandum (May 20, 1990
draft and May 25, 1990 final re: estimated value, debt structure and
financLng restrictions on certain real and personal properties owned
or controlled by Donald J. Trump)

- D&T memorandum (January 3, 1990 and updated at April 30, 1990 re:
Trump transactions - maturity and expiration dates and business
terms)

- Discussed and resolved with D&T significant discrepancies between D&T
data and other relevant. information derived from various Donald J.
Trump and Trump financial statements

- Prepared the Debt Schedule (Schedule II), which summarizes significant
loan terms

- Calculated debt service under the following scenarios:

- that all principal and interest payments would be made on a timely
basis as required by the agreements, to determine cash flow effects

- that scheduled principal and interest payments would be paid
currently, as required, and that all loan maturity dates ,iould be
extended under the same loan terms for the purposes of the Pre-Plan
Budget

- Compared calculated debt service In the Pre-Plan Budget with
management's budgeted debt service, and discussed significant
differences with management

POST-PLAN:

- Calculated monthly interest amounts subject to the interest moratorium
as outlined in the Relationship Bank Group's June 14, 1990 Term Sheet
(Exhibit II reflects Term Sheet, as of June 20, 1990)

- In connection with the provisions of this Term Sheet, presented amounts
of initial draw and related interest costs

.0.
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ESTIMATED VALUE

Overview
Prepared Section A of Schedule I which presents three scenarios of
estimated values for the individual assets indicated

* Disclosed to the parties at interest that these scenarios present
class. f4cations of estimated value based upon different methodologies
as discussed below

Company's Asset Values
Noted that Trump's asset values were generally derived from Donald J.
Trump's personal financial statement prepared as of November 30, 1989

Were informed by management that certain of-Trump's estimated values
include premiums for various trophy characteristics

Noted, based upon discussions with management, that certain of Trump's
values were adjusted for certain market conditions and events since the
November 30, 1989 Donald J. Trump Statement of Financial Condition

Correlated Trump's value of the Plaza Hotel to the outlined terms of a
previous potential transaction

'Were informed by management that Trump's value of the Grand Hyatt was
based upon Trump's understanding of the value conclusion of a current
Iendor commissioned appraisal

Going Concern Market Values

Disclosed to the parties at interest that Going Concern Market Values
represent preliminary estimates of potential value ranges

Similarly disclosed that, except as discussed below, these estimates
were developed by Kenneth Leventhal & Company based upon certain
analytical tests including discounted cash flow analyses and
correlations to selected available comparable sales data

Further disclosed that these analytical procedures were not sufficient
to conclude as to either values or a range of values but were performed
in connection with the preparation of a framework for negotiations and
discussions with lenders

Excluded, from these preliminary estimates of potential value, premiums
for trophy characteristics, discounts for short-term dispositions, and
the effects of adverse publicity or other negative events

Short-Term Liquidation Values

Obtained ranges and indications of Short-Term Liquidation Values from
various lender representatives within the Relationship Bank Group
during ongoing discussions

* n .
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ESTIMATED VALUE (CONTINUED)

Specific Assets Valued At Cost

Indicated the Going Concern Market Value of certain assets at cost,
reported by Trump, as discussed below

Presented the value of the Taj Mahal at cost because of the lack of
both an operating history and estimable operating expenses on a
continuing basis

Presented the value of the Trump Regency at cost because the premise of
value, either under a sale to a tnird party for future casino operation
or as an operating hotel, was not subject to analytical estimation
within the time frame

Presented the value of the land parcels adjacent to and under the Trump
Plaza and adjacent to the TaJ Mahal at cost due to the lack of
sufficient data to correlate value to comparable land sales

Other Valuation Approaches

Developed estimates of the Going Concern Market Value of the following
assets as explained below:

- Valued the Trump Shuttle hased upon arbitrary deductions from
acquisition cost to reflect continued operating losses through May
1990 and effects of Pan Am's announced plans to sell its shuttle
operation

Noted that Trump intends to implement certain operational
changes, including cost cutting measures, which would effect
valuation analyses at currency operational levels

Further noted that the extent and timing of these operational
improvements is not estimable at this time

Valued both helicopter Air Services and Trump Plaza of the Palm
Beaches based upon the respective balances of outstanding debt less
the personal guarantees of Trump

Valued land at Penn Yards based upon discussions with Trump's
counsel and management regarding potential rezoning, an estimated
value per F.A.R. square foot assuming a rezoning and a discount for
rezoning risk

Valued personal residences in aggregate based upon the amount
presented in Donald J. Trump's Statement of Financial Condition
dated November 30, 1989

-11 .
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PERSONAL

SALARY, FEES, INTEREST INCOME
INTEREST ON PERSONAL CREDIT LINES(M)

LEGAL/BUSINESS AND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Compared the monthly budgeted amounts with actual receipts and payments
for both 1989 and the first four months of 1990

- Discussed significant variations with Trump and correlated differences
to Pre-Plan Budget

POST-PLAN - CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS:

- Computed monthly interest savings for Bear Stearns resulting from the
projected sale of Alexanders stock at outstanding debt amounts

(1) Note: See Debt Service Procedures

-12-
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ALIBAN. INC. (TRUIMP PRINCESS YACHT)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Discussed, with management, plans, including estimated timing and
amounts, for disposition of the yacht and for lower levels of operating
expenses

- Computed monthly cost savings from reduced levels of both personal and
Trurmp Castle use, based upon discussions with management

POS-?!.AN - CAP!EAL TPANSACT:ONS:

- Computed cash flow from assumed sale of yacht at a gross price of
$70,000,000, net of debt as an adjustment to the Pre-Plan Budget

- Calculated remaining operational monthly savings as a result of this
projected capital transaction

-13-
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AMELS HOLLAND B.V.(The Boat Yard)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Discussed, with management, the status of boat yard shutdown, including
comm:tments and contingencies

- Read memorandum from foreign correspondent which summarized related
status and outstanding issues to be addressed

.IA .
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CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES (TRUMP REGENCY)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read the monthly budgets for the twelve month period from June 1990 -
Kay 31, 1991 prepared by the Trump Regency management in May 1990

- Adjusted the June 1990 Trump budget downward to reflect both
seasonality differences and the ongoing renovation to estimate the
revenues and expenses

- Used respective monthly amounts for May and June 1990 Pre-Plan Budget

- Assumed a net lease arrangement, beginning July 1, 1990 between the
Trump Regency and the Trump Plaza Hotel & Casino, to provide a monthly
net cash flow equal to 50% of the Trump Regency's debt service for the
next twelve months (75% of debt service for the subsequent twelve month
and 100% of debt service thereafter)
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DONVAN ENTERPRISES, INC. (PERSONAL AIRCRAFT)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Analyzed monthly Atlantic City market data on casino win to estimate
the seasonality trend of the market

- Appl.ed these seasorality trend factors to Donvan's annual budgeted
revenues for 990 and '991 to calculate monthly revenue estimates

- Adjusted the 1990 and '991 budgeted expenses to derlie monthly Pre-Plan
3udget amounts

- Discussed anticipated capital expenditures with management and
reflected these discussions in monthly Pre-Plan Budget

POST-PLAN - CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS:

- Discussed proceeds from assumed sale of 727 with management

- Computed related monthly expense savings

-16-
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EAST 61ST STREET COMPANY (RENTAL UNITS)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Discussed, with management, the mortgage receivable from the co-op
association and were advised that the current face amount approximated
$20,000,000 plus deferred interest of approximately $4,000,000

- Discussed, with management, estimated monthly amounts of mortgage
interest collections

- Read Trwnp's operational schedule of unsold units, including the rent
roll and maintenance costs, and correlated these amounts to the Pre-
Plan Budget

- Compared budgeted consulting fee expenses charged to allocated amounts
from Trtump Corporation's budget of corporate consulting fee income

- Compared budgeted amounts with actual results from 1989 and the first
four months of !990 and discussed significant variations with
management

.17.
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TRUMP PARC CONDOMINIUMS AND
PARK SOMT' ASSOC:ATES

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read and discussed, with management, rent roll and vacancy projections
for apartment building and commercial spaces

- Discussed issues affecting potential co-op conversion of the 100
Central Park South adjacent building with management

- Correlated this revenue information to amounts indicated in the Pre-
Plan Budget

- Read and discussed Trump's capital budget, including amounts and timing
of capital expenditures

- Correlated these discussions to Pre-Plan Budget

- Read condominium sales contracts (noting-sales prices and unit numbers)

- Discussed estimated future sales and the above sales contracts with
Trump and correlated these discussions to Pre-Plan Budget

- Read analyses prepared by the Relationship Bank Group, related these
analyses to budgeted amounts and discussed significant variations with
both Relationship Bank Group and management

-18-
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PENN YARDS ASSOCIATES (L:NCOLN WEST)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Discussed with management remaining interest reserve on mortgage loan
and expenses for legal and other zoning process costs

- Related these discussions to budgeted amounts

- Compared budgeted amounts for payroll and consulting contract fee
expenses from Trumnp Corporaton's budget ot payroll and consulting
contracts

- Read the First Amendment of Limited Partnership Agreement of Penn Yard
Associates and correlated key provisions to contributions required of
20% partner and Donald J1. Trur-ip

- Ia.
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PENTHOUSE LAND PARCELS

(ADJACENT TO TRUMP PLAZA)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Discussed status, timing and corresponding costs of litigation with
Trump and related these discussions to operating expenses

-20-
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PLAZA HOTEL - NEW YORK

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:
- Read Trump's monthly base and upside budgets for the calender year 1990

- Analyzed management's monthly profit and los3 statements for 1987,
1988, 1989 and the first four months of 1990

- Interviewed operating management as to budgets prepared, capital

expenditures, and dates during which Plaza Hotel was under renovation

- Discussed the following with operating management:

- base and upside budget assumptions

- timing of Plaza renovations completion

- planned and required capital expenditures

- required paydowns of accounts payable

- Calculated increases In monthly operating revenue and net operating
income ("NO") In 1989, subsequent to significant renovations, as
compared to corresponding months in 1988

- Judgementally extrapolated these calculated effects of renovations to
all of 1989 as an analytical test of NOI for an entire renovated year

- Used Trump's monthly base budget for Pre-Plan Budget

- Computed monthly capital expenditures based upon required amounts
provided by management and base FF&E reserve

POST-PLAN - STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL '40DIFICATIONS AND GOAL :

- Compared actual results for the first four months of 1990 to the
operating management's base plan

- Judgementally determined a Post-Plan NOI at an approximate mid-point
between the base and upside budget levels

- Judgementally allocated revenue increases and expense savings to each
month from May 1990 through April 1991

.21.
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TENN$ CLUB (REG-TRU EQUITIES)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Compared actual results for 1989 and the first tour months 1990 to
Tru..'s May 1990 - Apr'- 1991 budget

- Discussed significant variations with management

-22-
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TRUMP AIR

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:
- Analyzed monthly Atlantic City market data on casino win to estimate

the seasonality trend of the market

- Applied these seasonality trend factors to Trump Air's annual budget of
revenues and expenses to calculate the monthly Pre-Plan Budget

- Discussed anticipated capital expenditures with management and included
discussed amounts in monthly Pre-Plan Budget

POST-PLAN - STRATEGIC OPEX!ONAL MODIF!CATIONS AND GOALS:

- Discussed plans to achieve "break-even" operations and timing with
management

- Computed monthly adjustments relating to Trump's assumption as to
"break-even" operations commencing as of October 1, 1990

33-290 0 - 90 - 9
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TR'MP PLAZA HOTEL & CASINO
AND TRLIMP CAST%! HOTEL AND CASNO

GENERAL PROCEDURES (ALL CASINOS):

- Obtained data from Casino Control Commission

- Conducted telephone interview with Atlantic City Visitor and Convention
bureau

- Obtained Trump survey of May gaming results in Atlantic City

- Calculated growth rates in gaming activity from August - May 1989 as
compared to April - May 1990

- Prepared a limited market analysis of gaming activity and supply since
'978

- Estimated supply and demand balance for '990 and next ten years on a
preliminary bas:s

- Analyzed seasonal and monthly pattern of gaming activity in Atlantic
City market over the last four years

- Analyzed and compared summary revenue and operating expense levels at
each Atlantic City Casino for 1988 and 1989

- Analyzed table drop, slot handle, and related win for Atlantic City for
each month in 1989

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read financial report to Casino Control Commission for 1988 and 1989

- Read internal monthly reports for 1989 and assembled annual 1989
results by month

- Reclassified monthly allocations of real estate taxes per Trump's
budgets to adjust budgeted operating expenses

- Obtained estimates from Trump as to timing and amount real estate tax
payments

- Computed NOI as % of gross revenue and NO! before real estate taxes as
% of gross revenue

- Calculated reduction in monthly budgeted revenues consistent with
annualized market analysis computations

- Adjusted monthly budgeted NOI %'s downward to approximate 1989 actual
annual levels for Pre-Plan Budget

- Applied adjusted monthly NO! 's to adjusted monthly budgeted revenue
and deducted estimated real estate taxes in months payable to calculate
Pre-Plan Budget operating income

.)d.
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TNUMP PLAZA HOTEL & CASINO
AND TRLP ASTLE L:OTEL AND CASINO (CONTINUED)

PQE-?PAN BUDGET (CONVTNED):

- Correlated resulting annual NOI to other Atlantic City casinos' results
for '989

- Deducted revLsed capital expenditures on a monthly basis as part of
Pre-Plan Budget computations

POST-PLAN - STRATEG:C OPERATIONAL MOD!F!CAT:ONS AND GOALS:

- Calculated increase .n NO as % or gross revenue between 1989 actuals
and Trump's revised budget

- ;udgementally determined to reflect approximately one half of this
increase in NOI $ used in Post-Plan computations of expense savings

- Distributed these calculated expense savings by month in proportion to
Pre-Plan NOI

- Correlated resulting annual NOI to other Atlantic City casinos' results
for 1989

-25-
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TRUMP CORPORATION

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

3rd Avenue Shopolng Center
- Read the 3rd Avenue Shopping Center rent roll for the commercial space,

the garage and both 163 and '65 East 61 Street

- Related th's data to budgeted rental revenues

- Read the master lease on the 3rd Avenue Shopping Center commercial
space, garage and '63 and 165 East 61 Street and related this data to
rent expense

- Read analyses of 3rd Avenue Shopping Center, and master lease prepared
by the Relationship Bank Group, discussed these analyses with the
Relationship Bank Group and related this data to revenues and expenses
of 3rd Avenue Shopping Center

Other !tems

- Read Trump's schedules of corporate payroll, consulting fees and entity
allocations and related indicated expense allocations to other Trump
entity budgets

. Read the management agreements pertaining to Trump Tower, Trump Pare,
Trump Plaza and Trump Plaza of the Palm Beaches and related this data
to budgeted management fees

- Compared revenues and operating expenses with the 1989 and first four
months of iggo actual results and discussed the significant variations
with Trump

Trump Shariny of Hyatt Incentive Management Fee:

- Obtained and read property budgets prepared by Hyatt

- Obtained and read draft annual reports of both Regency Lexington
partners and accounts maintained by Hyatt

- Obtained and read Hyatt management contract, participating incentive
fee sharing agreement, ground rental agreement and partnership
agreement

- Analyzed 1988 and 1989 operating performance, financial information and
distribution to partners

- Analyzed furniture, fixture and equipment reserve for replacement, base
management fee and incentive management fee computations for 1988 and
1989

-26-
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TRUMP CORPORATION (CONTINUED)

Tr-p Sharing of -vatt incentivee anage-ent Fee (Continued):

- Analyzed year to date performance of Grand Hyatt through April 30, 1990

- Correlated historical occupancy and average rate performance of Crand
Hyatt to our data base on Manhattan hotel market

- Est:Tated future occupancy and rate performance of Grand Hyatt
consistent wLth this market study

- Calcu!ated future net operating income at historical percentages

- Assueee, ."or purposes of prospective computations, that debt maturing,
in '9V would be renewed at existing debt service levels

- Calculated Trump share of estimated future incentive management fee

- Estimated no distributable cash flow to partners, after debt service,
ground rent payments and management fees, through April 30, 1991

- Correlated these calculations to Pre-Plan Budget

-27-
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TRUMP EQU:TABLE FIFTH AVENUE COMPANY (TOWER)

PPE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read the Trump Tower Office/Retail First Mortgage Financing
Confidential Placement Memorandum prepared by Bankers Trust Company

- Read the vay '0, '990 rent roll prepared by Bankers Trust Company and
related to rental revenues

- Read selected leases and compared the terms of these leases with the
terms snown on the rent roll

- Noted that estimated revenues (Pre-Plan Budget) do not includE lease
income for space occupied by Trump

- Discussed with management, the Bonwit Teller lease buyout and the terms
of a lease that ,s currently beLng negotiated on the Bonwit Teller
space

- Computed the decrease in budgeted monthly revenues from July 1990 for
the Bonwit Teller buyout and related the projected buyout payment to
Trump's May actual results

- Noted that proposed terms of a lease on the Bonwit Teller space reflect
free rent through June 1991 and '00% funding of tenant improvements by
lessee

- Read Trump's capital budget and discussed the components of the capital
expenditures with operating management

.28-
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TRUMP PALACE

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read two pro.ect:on scenarios devel-oped by Trump as follows:

- Scenario V- "o Sales beyond Those Units Sold as of May 22. '990'
(75 .n:ts pre-sold)

- Scenario 2 - "The 3uilding w21! be 50% Sold by 12/31/93 and 50%
Rentals"

- Read selected sections of the Offering Plan, including First and Second
Amendments

- Calculated the per square foot dollar a.,ounts of both the original and
aJr.e-ted asking prices and the projected rental rates for each unit and
compared to available ,:omparables

- Analyzed 75 sales contracts in terms or timing, prices and types of

units sold

- Obtained and discussed key assumptions with Trump

- Modified selected key assumptions of Trump

- Obtained and read revised monthly construction budget

- Used Trump construction budget to calculate interest payments (We were
advised that the construction loan is sufficient to cover "hard" and
"soft" costs and to provide an interest reserve through October '991,
based upon Scenario 1)

- Calculated projected cash flow (through October 1991) assuming the 75
residential units would close and 208 units would be available for rent

-29.
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TRUMP PALM BEACHES CORPORATION

P.E-PLA4 BUDGET:

- Discussed marketing plan, status of sales and level of operating
expenses iith management

POS--PLAN - S7FATEG:C OPERATIONAL MOD!FMCA7:ONS AND GOALS:

- 7rujnrp will negotiate with lender to achieve deed-in-lieu with payment
of personal guaranty deferred beyond April '991

-30-
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TRUMP SHUTTLE, INC.

PRE-PLAN BUDGET:

- Read Trump's 1990 monthly operating budget which indicates
substantially a "break-even" after payment of senior debt service and
capital expenditures

- Read Trump's detailed monthly capital budget for June - December 1990
and fot 1991

- Discussed budgeted capital expenditures related to regulatory
requirements and deferred maintenance for June - December 1990 and 1991
with operating management

- Discussed 1989 and Cist 5 months 1990 capital expenditures with
operating management and related these amounts to future budget

- Discussed the following documents with operating management which
indicate Trump's plans for increasing charter revenues, cutting weekend
scheduling and reducing payroll:

- May 1990 Daily Operations Performance
- May 22, 1990 Revised Budget
- May 22, 1990 Revised Capital Budget
- 1990 and 1991 Revised Budget Assumptions

POST-PLAN - STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL vO0IF!CATIONS AND GOALS:

- Discussed management's plan to institute "no frills" program by Octoter
1, 1990

- Computed adjustments related
ModiFications and Goals

to monthly Strategic Operational
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TRUMP TAJ MAHAL CASINO RESORT

INCLUDING G TRUMP TAJ MAHAL REALTY. INC.

AND TRUMP HOTEL MANAGEMENT CORPORATION)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET AND POST-PLAN:

- Interviewed selected casino personnel as to slot operations and bus
programs in April and May 1990..

- Obtained, read and discussed schedules of capital expenditures with
operating management

- Obtained, read and discussed schedules of estimated payments to
contractors by month in respect of amounts owed as of May 31, 1990

- Reclassified monthly allocations of real estate to adjust total
operating expenses

- Obtained estimates from Trump as to timing and amount of real estate
tax payments

- Utilized budgeted revenues, adjusted operating expenses, and estimated
real estate tax payments to calculate operating income by month

- Utilized estimated payments to contractors and capital expenditures
provided by Trump in Pre-Plan Budget

- Adjusted May 1990 revenues and expenses for both effects of Elton John
gala and budgeted slot win, using management's data, to reflect gaming
activity as if at "normal" capacity and "normalized" use

- Calculated indicated bottom line margin from May 1990 revenues and
expenses, as adjusted, as an analytical test

- Annualized gaming win and gross revenues using market wide percentage

of Kay win to annual win

- Applied bottom line %, as adjusted above, to annualized revenue

- Compared this calculated bottom line to budgeted NOI as an analytical
test

- Used Pre-Plan Budget as Post-Plan owing to lack of operating history on
TaJ Mihal

Trumo Hotel Kanaxement Corporation

- Read provisions of management contract with Trump Hotel Management
Corporation and calculated amounts of management fee income on a semi-
annual basis

- Assumed monthly payments of lower management fees for Pre-Plan Budget
purposes based upon discussion with Trump and lenders.

-32-
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TRUMP WEST RgALTY CORPORATION (TRUMP WILSHIRE)

?QE-?LAN BUDGET:

- Read t!e Partnership Agreement of 'r'up Wilshire Associates and related
terms :o onthly budgeted revenues

- Read Trump's computations for planning/development fees and projected

mortgage placement fee

- Compared these computations with budgeted fee income

- Read and discussed Trump's budgeted capital expenditures, and
entitlement timing with operating management and correlated the results
of t'tese d:scussions to capital expenditures budgeted

-33-
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EXHIBIT I: DONALD J. TRtMP

PRE-PLAN BUDGET

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR

MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991
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EXHIBIT II: DONALD J. TRtLf

POST-PLAN CASH ANALYSIS

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY

FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991
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EXHIBIT III: SUIHARY OF SIGNIFICANT ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRLM .- PRE-PLAN BUDGET

AND

DONALD J. TRUM - POST-PLAN CASH ANALYSIS
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EXHIBIT III

SUMMARIZED SIGNIFICANT ASSUMPTIONS

TO DONALD J. TRUMP PRE-PLAN BUDGET

ANO DONALD J. TRUMP POST-PLAN CASH ANALYSIS

PERSONAL PAGE NUMBER
.................... ,................... ..... °......

SALARY, FEES, INTEREST INCOME I

INTEREST ON PERSONAL CREDIT LINES I

LEGAL/BUSINESS AND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS I

PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES 1

ENTITY PAGE NUMBER
...... ,................................. ....... ,....

ALIBAN, INC. (TRUMP PRINCESS YACHT) 2
AMELS HO.LANO *.V. (BOAT YARD) 3

CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES (TRUMP REGENCY) 4

DONVAN ENTERPRISES, INC. (PERSONAL AIRCRAFT) S

EAST 61 STREET COMPANY (RENTAL UNITS) 6

TRUMP PARC CONDOMINIUM 7

PARK SOUTH ASSOCIATES 8

PENN YARDS ASSOCIATES (LINCOLN WEST) 9

PENTHOUSE LAND PARCELS (ADJ. TO TRUMP PLAZA) 10

PLAZA MOTEL - NEW YORK 11

TENNIS CLUB (REG-TRU EQUITIES) 12

TRUMP AIR 13
TRUMP CASTLE HOTEL & CASINO 14

TRUMP CORPORATION 15

REGENCY-LEXINGTON PARTNERS (GRAND HYATT HOTEL) 15A

TRUMP EQUITABLE FIFTH AVENUE COMPANY (TOWER) 16

TRUMP PALACE 17

TRUMP PAL4 BEACHES CORP. 18

TRUMP PLAZA HOTEL AND CASINO 19

TRWMP SHUTTLE, INC. 20
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL CASINO RESORT 21
TRUMP TAJ AAHAL REALTY, INC. (TAJ AOJ. LAND) 22
TRUMP WEST REALTY CORP. (TRUMP WILSHIRE) 23
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EXHIBIT III

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

PERSONAL -

SALARY, FEES, INTEREST INCOME:

BOOK ROYALITIES:

GAME ROYALTIES:

RENTAL INCOME:

TRUST DISTRIBUTIONS:

INTEREST INCOME: *

- BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL FIRST BOOK RESULTS

DECREASED BY 40% AND INCREASE OF O750,000

IN 1991 FOR SECOND BOOK PUBLICATION

. BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL ASSUMED TO DECREASE

BY 25X

. BASED ON CONTRACTUAL TERMS OF LEASES

RELATED TO 730 FIFTH AVENUE AND 4

TRUMP TOWER APARTMENTS

- BASED ON CONTRACTUAL INTEREST ON
.ORTGAGES HELD

- ASSUMED TO EARN 7% ON CASH BALANCE
THROUGH 6/15/90, WHEN IT IS ASSUME ED

CASH BALANCE IS USED

INTEREST ON PERSONAL CREOIT LINES:

BASED ON ACTUAL LOAN TERMS (SEE DEBT

SCHEDULE - SCHEDULE i)

LEGAL/BUSINESS AND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS:

- BASED ON FIRST FOUR
ACTIVITY ANNUALIZED

RESTRUCTURING COSTS

LEGAL EXPENSES

MONTHS OF I990

AND INCREASED FOR

AND INCREASED PERSONAL

PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES

- BASED ON FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF 1990

ACTUAL ACTIVITY ANNUALIZED AND DECREASED

FOR EFFECT OF NOT USING THE YACHT FOR

PERSONAL USE
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EXHIBIT I11 (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: ALISAN, INC.

ASSET NAME: TRUMP PRINCESS YACHT

. TRUMP PRINCESS YACHT IS FOR SALE

DURING THE PROJECTION PERIOD

- OPERATING COSTS WI.L DECREASE DUE TO

LOWER USAGE BY TRUMP CASTLE AND DONALD J.

TRUMP

POST-PLAN MOIDIFICATION:

- TRUMP PRINCESS IS SOLD FOR S0,000,000

2

El1
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP
PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 • APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: AJiELS HOLLAND 8.V.

ASSET NAME: BOAT YARD

- SHIPBUILDING WILL CEASE

- PAYMENTS TO SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER LIABILITIES

IN PROCESS OF FURTHER EVALUATION

3
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EXHIBIT ItI (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

OONALO J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: CRYSTAL TOMER ASSOCIATES

ASSET NAME: TRUMP REGENCY

AVERAGE RATE:

OCCUPANCY:

OTHER REVENUES:

OPERATING EXPENSES:

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

$104.25 IN CONSTANT 1990 DOLLARS

65.8%

29.4% OF ROOMS REVENUE

95.9% OF TOTAL REVENUES

%2,675,000 TO BE PAID IN 4 INSTALLMENTS
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: DONVAN ENTERPRISES, INC.

ASSET NAME: D.J. TRUMP PERSONAL HELICOPTER AND 727 AIRPLANE

REVENUES: - BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL INCREASED BY 4.2%

TO REFLECT INCREASED VOLUME DUE TO THE

OPENING OF THE TAJ MAHAL CASINO

EXPENSES: INCREASED 1989 ACTUAL BY 5.0%

(EXPENSES REFLECT THE OPERATING

EXPENSES OF THE 727)

MONTHLY TRENDS:

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

MONTHLY 1990 REVENUE WOULD FOLLOW

THE SEASONALITY TREND OF THE

ATLANTIC CITY CASINO MARKET

EXPENSES AS THEY RELATE ONLY TO

THE 727 AIRPLANE WOULD NOT FOLLOW

SEASONALITY

BASED ON DISCUSSIONS WITH OPERATING

MANAGEMENT

5
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN 81DGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: EAST 61st STREET CO.

ASSET NAME: SIX UNSOLD RENTAL LNITS AND WRAP MORTGAGE

REVENUES: - MORTGAGE
'ElmS

INTEREST BASED ON CONTRACTUAL

OPERATING EXPENSES:

- NO UNITS SOLD DURING THE PERIOD

- RENTAL OF 2 UNITS BASED ON LEAME TERMS

- MAINTENANCE EXPENSE ON SIX UNITS

BASED ON CONTRACTUAL ANQJLNTS

* TRUMP ORGANIZATION CONSULTING FEES

BASED ON HISTORIC PERCENTAGES OF

INVOLVEMENT AND CONTRACT AMOUNTS

6
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EXHIBIT Ill (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRA',P
PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP PARC CONDOMINIUMS

ASSET NAME: TRUMP PARC CONDOMINIUM (UNSOLD UNITS)

REVENUES: - 2 APARTMENTS UNDER CONTRACT ASSUMED

TO CLOSE IN JUNE 1990 AT CONTRACTUAL PRICE

. SALE OF 1 APARTMENT IN EACH OF AUGUST 1990,
FEBRUARY AND APRIL 1991 AT 90% of ASKING
PRICE

- SALES PRICE REDUCED BY 15% FOR

FOR COMMISSIONS AND CLOSING COSTS

- 1991 REVENUE INCLUODS STORAGE INCOME OF

APPROXIMATELY S22,000 PER MONTH

BERATINGG EXPENSES: - BASED ON PRIOR YEAR ACTUAL COSTS

INCREASED BY 4Z AND DECREASED FOR UNITS SOLO

DEBT SERVICE: - LOAN PAID DOWN AT SALE CLOSINGS BASED ON

NET SALES PROCEEDS

. INTEREST IS BASED ON CONTRACTUAL TERMS
AN ADJUSTED BALANCE

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES - NONE

7
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUM4PTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: PARK SOUTH ASSOCIATES

ASSET NAME: 100 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

REVENUES:

OPERATING EXPENSES:

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

- APARTMENT BUILDING RENTALS BASED ON ACTUAL

RENT ROLL-LESS ASSUMED VACANCIES OF 25%

DECREASING TO 19% OVER THE PROJECTION PERIOD

" COMMERCIAL SPACE RENTALS BASED ON ACTUAL

LEASES AND RENT ROLL

" BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL EXPENSE INCREASED SY 5%

- BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL EXPENSE INCREASED BY 4%

" BASED ON CAPITAL BUDGETED CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

a
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTICNS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: PENN YARDS ASSOCIATES

ASSET NAME: LINCOLN WEST

REVENUES:

- BASED ON ACTUAL PARKING LEASES IN EFFECT

OPERATING EXPENSES:

- BASED ON FIRST FOUR MONTHS 1990 ACTUAL CONSULTING

AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL FEES, ANNUALIZED.

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

- BASED ON PRIOR YEAR ACTUAL INCREASED BY 6%

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

- NONE

9
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

OONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: PENTHOUSE LAND PARCELS

ASSET NAME: LAND ADJACENT TO TRUMP PLAZA

REVENUES:

- BASED ON PRIOR

OPERATING EXPENSES:

- BASED ON PRIOR

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

- BASED ON PRIOR

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

N NONE

YEAR ACTUAL PARKING AND CONCESSION INCOME

YEAR ACTUAL EXPENSES

YEAR ACTUAL TAXES

10
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: PLAZA OPERATING PARTNERS

ASSET NAME: PLAZA HOTEL

AVERAGE RATE: $253.62

OCCUPANCY: 79.OX

TOTAL SALES AND INCOME: S112,518,200

OPERATING EXPENSES: S77,458,900 (68.8 OF TOTAL SALES AND INCOME)

NET OPERATING INCOME: $28,473,300 (25.3% OF TOTAL SALES AND INCOME)

POST-PLAN SLOGET MODIFICATIONS

AVERAGE RATE: $263.15

OCCUPANCY: 80.9%

TOTAL SALES AND INCOME: $119,612,100

OPERATING EXPENSES: S78,799,900 (65.9% OF TOTAL SALES AND INCOME)

NET OPERATING INCOME: $34,237,200 (28.6% OF TOTAL SALES AND INCOME)

I1I
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: REGTRU EQUITIES

ASSET NAME: TENNIS CLUB

REVENUES:

EXPENSES:

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

CAPTIAL EXPENDITURES:

BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL INCREASES BY 5%

RENT EXPENSE BASED ON LEASE

PAYRdtL BASED ON 5/1/90 EMPLOYEE LEVELS AT

ACTUAL SALARIES

UTILITIES BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL INCREASED BY 42

INCLUDED IN RENT EXPENSE

NONE

12
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: HELICOPTER

ASSET NAME: TRUMP AIR

REVENUES:

EXPENSES:

MONTHLY TRENDS:

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

POST-PLAN MODIFICATION:

AIR SERVICES, INC.

- BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL INCREASED BY

APPROXIMATELY 100 TO REFLECT THE

ADDITION OF THREE HELICOPTERS

AND INCREASED VOLUME DUE TO THE

OPENING OF THE TAJ MAHAL CASINO

- BASED ON 1989 ACTUAL INCREASED

BY APROXIMATELY 30% TO REFLECT ADDED

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ADDITIONAL

AIR CRAFT MAINTENANCE

- MONTHLY REVENUE AND EXPENSES

FOLLOW THE SAME SEASONALITY TREND

OF THF ATLANTIC CITY CASINO MARKET

- BASED ON DISCUSSIONS WITH OPERATING
MANAGEMENT

- ACHIEVE BREAK-EVEN OPERATIONS BY

OCTOBER 1, 1990

13
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EXHIBIT III count. )

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP CASTLE ASSOCIATES AND TRUMP CASTLE FUNDING

ASSET NAME: TRUMP CASTLE

MARKET SHARE: 7.7" (7.6X FAIR SHARE, 101.0% PENETRATION)

CASINO REVENUE: S242,619,000

HOLD X: 16.0%

TOTAL NOW-GAMING REVENUE: $73,980,000 (30.5X OF TOTAL CASINO REVENUE)

PROMOTIONAL ALLOWANCES: $29,148,000 (9.2% OF GROSS REVENUE)

OPERATING EXPENSES: $220,911,000 (69.8% OF GROSS REVENUE)

REAL ESTATE TAXES: $8,253,000

NET OPERATING INCOME: $50,685,000 (16.0X OF GROSS REVENUE)

SEASONALITY: CONSISTENT WITH COMPANY'S ORIGINAL

AND REVISED OPERATING BUOGET

POST-PLAN BUDGET MODIFICATIONS

MARKET SHARE:

CASINO REVENUE:

HOLO %:

TOTAL NON-GAMING REVENUE: I

PROMOTIONAL ALLOWANCES: I

OPERATING EXPENSES: I

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

NET OPERATING INCOME: I

SEASONALITY:

F.7% (SAME AS PRE-PLAN)

1242,619,000

I6.0%

173,980,000 (SAME AS PRE-PLAN)

129,148,000 (SAME AS PRE-PLAN)

213,119,000 (67.3% OF GROSS REVENUE)

18,253,000

$58,477,000 (18.5% OF GROSS REVENUE)

lAME AS PRE-PLAN

14
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRS-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR KAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY MAKE: TRUMP CORPORATION

REVENUES:
. RENTAL INCOME FROM THIRD AVENUE SHOPPING CENTER LEASES
ON COMMERCIAL SPACE, GARAGE AND TWO BROWNSTONES BASED

ON TERMS IN EFFECT

- HYATT INCENTIVE MANAGEMENT FEE BASED ON CONTRACTUAL METHOD

OF CALCULATION AND ASSUMED MONTHLY RESULTS AT THE HYATT

- OMISSIONS BASED ON ACTUAL PERCENTAGES AND ASSUMED

LEVELS OF ACTIVITY AT TRUMP PARC AND TRUMP TOWER

- MANAGEMENT FEES AT TRUMP PARC CONDOMINIUM, TRUMP TOWER
CONDOMINIUM, TRUMP PLAZA Of THE PALM BEACHES AND TRUMP
PALACE CONDOMINIUM (ASSUMED TO OPEN JANUARY 1991)

OPERATING EXPENSES:
- BASED ON CONTRACTUAL MASTER LEASE RENT EXPENSE

- ACTUAL CORPORATE PAYROLL AND CORPORATE CONSULTANT LEVELS

AS OF KAY 1. 1990, MET OF HISTORIC REIMBURSEMENT

- ACTUAL CORPORATE OVERHEAD COSTS FOR THE FIRST FOUR

MONTHS OF 1990 ANNUALIZED

Is
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EXHIBIT I1I count. )

PRE-PLAN EUOGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: REGENCY-LEXINGTON PARTNERS

ASSET NAME: GRAND IYATT MOTEL, NEW YORK

AVERAGE RATE:

OCCUPANCY:

ADJUSTED GROSS OPERATING

PROFIT:

NET OPERATING INCCME:

BASIC MANAGEMENT FEE:

RESERVE FOR REPLACEMENT:

DEBT SERVICE:

INCENTIVE MGMT FEE:

DISTRIBUTION TO PARTNERS:

t165.99 IN CONSTANT 1990 DOLLARS

r7.3%

33.0% OF TOTAL SALES AND INCOME

S26,025,000 (BEFORE DEBT SERVICE,

INCENTIVE MANAGEMENT FEE AND GROUND
RENT)

4.0% OF TOTAL SALES AND INCOME

EXCLUDINGG TENANT RENTALS)

4.0% OF ROOMS REVENUE

S15,361,000 BASED ON CURRENT DEBT

20.0% OF ADJUSTED PROFIT

50.0%

i5A
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EXHIBIT III count. )

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP EQUITABLE FIFTH AVENUE

ASSET NAME: TRUMP TOWER

REVENUES: - BASED ON ACTUAL LEASES ADJUSTED FOR BONWIT

TELLER MOVE OUT IN JUNE 1990

- NO RENT ASSUMED ON BONWIT TELLER SPACE UNTIL

JULY 1991 WNEN SPACE RENTED FOR 17.5 MILLION
PER YEAR WITH STEPPED UP REAL ESTATE STOP AND

NO PERCENTAGE RENTS (BASED ON LEASE IN

NEGOTIATION)

OPERATING

EXPENSES: - MAY 1990 ACTUAL PAYMENT TO BUY OUT SONWIT

TELLER LEASE

. NO COMMISSIONS OR TENANT IMPROVEMENT COSTS

ASSUMED BASED ON DEAL IN NEGOTIATION

REAL ESTATE

TAXES: - BASED ON ACTUAL NEW YORK CITY ASSESSMENT WITH NO

REFUNDS ASSUMED

CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES: - BASED ON MANAGEMENT'S ACTUAL CAPITAL OF

PROJECTS FOR THE TOWER

16
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EXHIBIT III count. )

PRE-PCAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP PALACE CONOMINIUMS

ASSET NAME: TRUMP PALACE

REVENUES:
- 75 UNITS UNDER CONTRACT WILL CLOSE AND REMAINING 208 UNITS WILL

BE AVAILABLE FOR RENT

. 75 RESIDENTIAL UNITS CURRENTLY UNDER CONTRACT WILL CLOSE AT CURRENT

CONTRACT PRICES AT A RATE OF APPROXIMATELY 7 UNITS PER MONTH UPON

THE OPENING OF THE PROPERTY, ASSUMED TO BE JANUARY 1, 1991

- 208 UNITS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR RENT, STABILIZING AT 10 VACANCY

• UNITS WILL RENT AT RATES "AT THE HIGH-END" OF THE MARKET FOR COMPARABLE

RENTAL RATES

- RETAIL SPACE WILL BE RENTED AT AW ANNUAL RATE OF $150 PER SQUARE FOOT

" GARAGE SPACE WILL RENT AT IS PER SQUARE FOOT (O $2S5/PARKING SPACE
PER MONTH)

EXPENSES:

" SELLING, GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES RAVE BEEN ESTIMATED AT

lOX OF CLOSING PRICE

" MAINTENANCE AND REAL ESTATE TAXES ARE BASED ON ESTIMATES LISTED IN

THE TRUMP PALACE OFFERING

" 421-A TAX ABATEMENT, INCLUDED IN THE CONSTRUCTION BUDGET, WILL

EFFECTIVELY DECREASE REAL ESTATE TAXES BY APPROXIMATELY 60% IN 991,
AND PHASE OUT BY 2001

CONSTRUCTION LOAN:
- TOTAL ORAWIDOWN ON THE $220,000,000 CONSTRUCTION LOAN WILL

APPROXIMATE $200,000,000 AS OF JANUARY 1, 1991

- ADDITIONAL SOFT AND HARD COST DRAWS WILL OCCUR THROUGH MAY 1991

- AN INTEREST RESERVE OF 14O,000,000 WILL PROVIDE FOR INTEREST PAYMENTS

THROUGH OCTOBER 1991

- MORTGAGE PAYOOWNS AT SALE CLOSING EQUAL 10 90% OF CLOSING PRICE

17
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EXHIBIT III count. )

PRE-PCAM BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP PALM BEACHES CORP.

ASSET NAME: TRUMP PALM BEACH CONDOMINIUMS

REVENUES:

- NO UNITS SOLO DURING THE PROJECTION PERIOD

- RENTAL INCOME BASED ON ACTUAL LEASE TERMS

OPERATING EXPENSES:

- BASED ON ACTUAL MAINTENANCE CHARGES AND ACTUAL

MONTHLY DRAWS TO SALES PEOPLE

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

- NONE

POST-PLAN MODIFICATION:

- DEED-IN-LIEU TO BANK FOR ESTIMATED VALUE OF

THE PROPERTY AND DONALD J. TRUMP TO FUND

GUARANTY FOR THE DIFFERENCE

18
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)
PRE-PLAN 4UOGET ASSUMPTIONS

DO'iAL0 J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP PLAZA ASSOC. AND TRUMP PLAZA FUNDING

ASSET NAME: TRUMP PLAZA CASINO

MARKET SNARE: 9.2% (7.6X FAIR SHARE, 121.3X PENETRATION)

CASINO REVENUE: S291,383,000

HOLD X: 16.0X

TOTAL NON-GAMING REVENUE: S?9,679,000 (27.3X OF CASINO REVENUE)

PROMOTIONAL ALLOWANCES: $36,832,000 (9.9" OF GROSS REVENUE)

OPERATING EXPENSES: $2S5,566,000 (68.9* OF GROSS REVENUE)

REAL ESTATE TAXES 56,051,000

NET OPERATING INCOME: S72,614,000 (9.6X OF GROSS REVENUE)

SEASONALITY: CONSISTENT WITH TRUMPS ORIGINAL AND

REVISED OPERATING BUDGET

POST-PLAN HODIFICATlOM

MARKET SNARE:

CASINO REVENUE:

HOLD %:

TOTAL NON-GAMING REVENUE:

PROMOTIONAL ALLOANCES:

OPERATING EXPENSES:

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

NET OPERATING INCOME:

SEASONALITY:

9.2 (SAME AS PRE-PLAN)

S291,383,000

16.0

579,679,000 (SANE AS PRE-PLAN)

$36,832,000 (SAME AS PRE-PLAN)

S247,905,000 (66.8X OF GROSS REVENUE)

S6,051,000

1.8,275,000 (21.6% OF GROSS REVENUE)

SAME AS PRE-PLAN

19
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR NAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NANE: TRUMP SHUTTLE INC.

ASSET NAME: AIRLINE SHUTTLE

REVENUES: ASSUMPTION THAT LEVEL OF ACTUAL APRIL 1990

PASSENGER REVENUES CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE

PERIOD EFFECTED FOR INCREASED ACTIVITY IN FALL

SEASON

- ASSUMPTION THAT CHARTER REVENUES INCREASE

TO $953,000 PER MONTH

OPERATING EXPENSES:

B EASED ON ACTUAL FIRST FOUR MONTHS 1990

OPERATING EXPENSES AFTER PROVIDING FOR

THE EFFECT OF INCREASED CARTER ACTIVITY

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

* BASED ON ACTUAL CAPITAL PROJECTS TO BE

ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE PROJECTION PERIOD

POST-PLAN MODIFICATION:

- MANAGEMENT IS ABLE TO INSTITUTE NO FRILLS PROGRAM

20
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EXHIBIT III (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALO J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP TAJ MAHAL ASSOCIATES

ASSET NAME: TRUMP TAJ MAHAL CASINO

MARKET SHARE: 15.2% (EQUAL TO FAIR SHARE)

CASINO REVENUE:

HOLD:

TOTAL NON-GAMING REVENUE:

PROMOTIONAL ALLOWANCES:

OPERATING EXPENSES:

REAL ESTATE TAXES:

NET OPERATING INCOME:

SEASONALITY:

$480,403,000

16.0%

S167,84O,000 (34.9% OF CASINO REVENUE)

$71,566,000 (11.0% OF GROSS REVENUE)

S396,608,000 (61.22 OF GROSS REVENUE)

514,748,000

S165,322,000 (25.52 OF GROSS REVENUE)

CONSISTENT WITH TRUMP'S ORIGINAL

AND REVISED OPERATING BUDGET

21
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EXKISITII| (CONT.)

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP
PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR KAY 1990 • APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TAJ MAHAL REALTY CO./TRUMP HOTEL MGMT CORP.
ASSET NAME: LAND NEXT TO THE TAJ MAHAL/TRUMP HOTEL MGMI CORP.

REVENUES:

- BASED ON ESTIMATED MANAGEMENT FEES FROM TAJ MAHAL

CASINO

OPERATING EXPENSES:

- BASED ON BUDGETED ALLOCATIONS OF CORPORATE CONSULTING FEES,

BUDGETED BONUSES FOR TAJ CONSTRUCTION AND BUDGETED PAYROLL

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:

- NONE

22
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EXHIBIT III count. )

PRE-PLAN BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS

DONALD J. TRUMP

PROJECTED CASH FLOW ACTIVITY FOR MAY 1990 - APRIL 1991

ENTITY NAME: TRUMP WEST REALTY CORP

ASSET NAME: TRUMP WILSHIRE

REVENUES: - MAY 1990 PLANNING/DEVELOPMENT FEE

BASED ON ACTUAL BILLING

- FEBRUARY 1991 MORTGAGE PLACEMENT FEE BASED

ON CONTRACTUAL PERCENTAGE AND ASSU14PTION
THAT A MOTGAGE OF 1117,750,000 WILL BE

OBTAINED

- MONTHLY FEES BASED O 5% OF COSTS INCLUDED

UNDER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES-

EXPENSES: . INCLUDED UNDER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: - BASED Ow TRUMP'S SOFT COST BUDGET

THROUGH THE ENTITLEMENT PROCESS

23
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SCHEDULE I: DONALD J. TRIP

LIST OF ASSETS AS OF APRIL 30, 1990
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SCHEDULE II: DONALD J. TRLM

DEBT SCHEDULE AS OF APRIL 30, 1990
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Credit Agreement dated as of August 8, 1990 by and among
Donald J. Trump, an individual having his primary residence in New
York City, New York (the "Borrower"), certain bank signatories
hereto (each a "Bank" arld collectively, the "Banks") and Bankers
Trust Company, as agent for the Banks.

WHEREAS, as a result of recent financial difficulties,
the Borrower and certain of his Affiliates (as hereinafter de-
fined) have requested that certain of their lenders, including the
Banks, restructure existing debt obligations and such lenders have
agreed to the requested restructuring on the terms and conditions
set forth in the Override Agreement (as hereinafter defined); and

WHEREAS, in connection with the execution and delivery
of the Override Agreement, simultaneously with the execution of
this Agreement, the Borrower and certain of his Aftiliates are
entering into amendments dated as of the date hereof (each an
"Existing Agreement Amendment" and collectively, the "Existing
Agreement Amendments") with certain of their respective lenders,
including the Banks, amending certain terms of the Existing Agree-
ments (as hereinafter defined); and

WHEREAS, the Banks previously loaned to the Borrower the
sum of $20,000,000 (the "Interim Loan") evidenced by a promissory
note issued by the Borrower and certain of his Affiliates and
dated June 26, 199C, which is still outstanding as of the date
hereof; and

WHEREAS, in connection with the Existing Agreement
Amendments and the execution of the Override Agreement, the Bor-
rower desires to borrow up to $65,000,000 from the Banks for cer-
tain specified purposes, including the extension of the Interim
Loan, and the Banks are willing to lend up to such amount, subject
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the par-
ties hereto agree as follows:

ARTICLE I. DEFINITIONS; CONSTRUCTION

Section 1.01. Definitions. As used herein, the following
terms shall have the meanings herein specified (to be equally ap-
plicable to both the singular and plural forms of the terms de-
fined) except to the extent specified to the contrary:

"Affected Collateral" shall have the meaning provided in the
penultimate paragraph of Article VI.

"Affiliate" of a Person shall mean (i) any Person which di-
rectly or indirectly controls, or is controlled by, or is under
common control with, such Person, (ii) for each Person who is an
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individual, any other individual related to such Person by consan-
guinity within the third degree or in a step or adoptive relation-
ship within such third degree or related by affinity with such
Person or any such individual, in each case whether the degree of
such relationship is determined under common lawqor civil law,
including in each case such Person's heirs, distributees and lega-
tees, (iii) any Person which owns beneficially or of record 5% or
more of any class of capital stock, partnership interests or any
other equity interests of such Person or an Affiliate of such Per-
son or of which 5% or more of any class of capital stock (or in
the case of a Person that is not a corporation, 5% o: more of the
partnership interest or other equity interest) is owned benefi-
cially or of record by such Person or an Affiliate of such Person,
(iv) for each individual who is an Affiliate within the meaning of
any of the foregoing provisions, any other individual related to
such Affiliate by consanguinity within the third degree or in a
step or adoptive relationship within such third degree or related
by affinity with such Affiliate or any such individual, in each
case whether the degree of such relationship is determined under
common law or civil law, including in each case such Person's
heirs, distributees and legatees; (v) any Person directly or indi-
rectly controlling or controlled by any of the foregoing; and (vi)
each New Venture. The term "control" means the possession, di-
rectly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direc-
tion of the management or policies of a Person, whether through
the ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise, and
shall specifically be deemed to include any general partner of a
partnership. Except to the extent provided in the next sentence,
Ivana Trump, her heirs, distributees and legatees and each Grantor
shall be deemed at all times to be an Affiliate of the Borrower.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, (A) for the purposes of all finan-
cial statements and other financial reports required to be provid-
ed hereunder, the term "Affiliates" shall not include Persons
deemed to be Affiliates by virtue of clause (ii) or (iv) above and
(B) for all purposes of this Agreement (other than Section
5.04(g)), the term "Affiliate" shall not include at any time each
Person listed on Schedule l(a); provided that, notwithstanding the
foregoing provisions of this clause (B), in the event that any
operative facts with respect thereto shall change after the Effec-
tive Date, any Person listed on Schedule l(a) shall be deleted
therefrom to the extent that at that time the Borrower shall have
the ability, directly-or indirectly, to control (as defined above)
such Person or the assets of such Person. Without limiting the
foregoing, a Person shall be deemed to own all Equity Interests
owned by its Affiliates.

"Agent" shall mean Bankers Trust Company, acting in the man-
ner and to the extent described in Article VII hereof, and its
successors and assigns appointed pursuant to Section 7.09.

"Agreement" shall mean this Credit Agreement, as amended,
supplemented or modified from time to time.
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"ALIBAN, Inc." shall mean a Delaware corporation wholly owned
by the Borrower.

"Annual Plan" shall have the meaning provided in Section

5.02A(a).

"Bank" shall have the meaning provided in the recitals here-

of.

"Bankruptcy Code" shall have the meaning provided in Section
6.07.

"Borrower" shall mean Donald J. Trump.

"Borrowing" shall mean a borrowing pursuant to a Notice of
Borrowing.

"Business Day" shall mean any day other than (a) a Saturday
or a Sunday or (b) any other day on which commercial banks in New
York, New York are required or authorized by law to be closed for
business.

"Business Plans" shall be, at any point in time, the collec-
tive reference to the Annual Plans, the Initial Business Plan, the
Three Year Business Plan, the Supplemental Operating Plans, the
Strategic Business Plan and the Extension Business Plan, in each
case to the extent then in effect; provided that the fact that at
any time any Business Plan is no longer in effect shall not impair
or restrict the Banks from taking any action provided for hereun-
der in respect of any misrepresentation, breach of covenant, De-
fault or Event of Default arising in respect thereof at a time
when such Business Plan was in effect.

"Capital Event" shall mean any of (a) the sale or other dis-
position by, or on behalf of, the Borrower or any of his Affili-
ates to any Person or Persons of (including without limitation the
sale or other disposition upon the exercise of any Foreclosure
Right with respect to and any condemnation or casualty loss in-
volving), or otherwise involving or any other collection, or other
receipt of proceeds, in respect of (i) any assets (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein, including, without limitation, distri-
butions therefrom, and any capital stock, partnership interests or
any other Equity Interests, included in the Existing Collateral
(as defined in the Override Agreement) or the Collateral; (ii) any
of the capital stock, partnership interests or any other Equity
Interests of any Person any of the assets of which (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein) is included in the Existing Collateral
(as defined in the Override Agreement) or the Collateral; (iii)
any of the assets (including, without limitation, any division or
line of business) of any Person, any of the capital stock, part-
nership interests or any other Equity Interests of which is in-
cluded in the Existing Collateral (as defined in the Override
Agreement) or the Collateral; or (iv) any of the capital stock,
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partnership interests or any other Equity Interests in a Person
which owns or controls, directly or indirectly, any assets, capi-
tal stock, partnership interests or other Equity Interests in-
cluded in clause (i), (ii) or (iii) above; or (b) any refinancing,
directly or indirectly, of any Indebtedness of any Person who or
which owns any of the assets (or proceeds thereof or rights there-
in, including, without limitation, distributions therefrom), capi-
tal stock, partnership interests or other Equity Interests which
are described in clauses (a)(i)-(iv) above; or (c) any Casino
Equity Sale; or (d) any collection of any amount from the Borrower
or any of his Affiliates following the occurrence of any Event of
Default; or Ce) any sale or other disposition of, or any payment
on, or in respect of, the DJT Taj Note or the Castle Note.

"Cash Collateral" shall have the meaning provided in the def-
inition of "Collateralizaticn Condition".

"Cash Equivalents" shall nean those types of investments per-
mitted in Section 5.04(d)(ii)-(iv).

"Casino Control Act" shall mean the New Jersey Casino Control
Act, N.J. Stat. Ann. 5:12-1, et seq. (New Jersey Public Law 1977,
L.ll0), as amended from time to time, or any successor provision
of law.

"Casino Control Commission" shall mean the New Jersey Casino
Control Commission as established by Section 50 of the Casino Con-
trol Act or any successor agency appointed pursuant to the Casino
Control Act.

"Casino Entities" shall mean the casino and hotel businesses
located in Atlantic City, New Jersey, owned and operated by
Trump's Castle Associates Limited Partnership, Trump Taj Mahal
Associates Limited Partnership and Trump Plaza Associates, each a
partnership organized under the laws of the State of New Jersey;
Trump's Castle Funding, Inc., Trump Taj Mahal Funding Inc., Trump
Plaza Funding, Inc., and Trump Hotel Management Corp., each a New
Jersey corporation; together with their respective successors and
assigns.

'Casino Equity Sale" shall mean any of (a) the direct or in-
direct sale or other disposition by, or on behalf of, any Casino
Entity or any other Affiliate of the Borrower to any Person or
Persons of any Equity Interest of or in one or more Casino Enti-
ties, (b) the exercise of any Foreclosure Right with respect to
any Equity Interest of or in one or more Casino Entities, (c) the
sale (including, without limitation, following the exercise of
Foreclosure Rights) of any of the assets of one or more Casino
Entities or (d) any refinancing, directly or indirectly, of any
Indebtedness of any Casino Entity.

"Casino Indentures" shall mean the Indenture dated as of June
27, 1985 by and among Trump's Castle Funding, Inc., Trump's Castle
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Associates Limited Partnership and First Fidelity Bank, National
Association, New Jersey governing the issuance of the 13-3/4%
First Mortgage Bonds, Series A-1, Due 1997 and the 7% First Mort-
gage Bonds, Series A-2, Due 1999; the Indenture dated as of Novem-
ber 22, 1988 by and among Trump Taj Mahal Funding Inc., Trump Taj
Mahal Associates Limited Partnership and Bankers Trust Company
governing the issuance of the 14% First Mortgage Bonds, Series A,
due 1998; and the Indenture dated as of May 16, 1986 by and among
Trump Plaza Funding, Inc., Trump Plaza Associates and First Fidel-
ity Bank, National Association, New Jersey governing the issuance
of the 12-7/8% Mortgage Bonds due 1998; in each case, as in effect
on the Effective Date except to the extent amended in accordance
with Section 5.04(h).

"Castle Note" shall mean the promissory note dated as of
Decenoer 19, 1989 in the principal amount of $2,000,000 owed by
Trump's Castle Associates Limited Partnership to the Borrower.

"Certifying Persons" shall mean (a) with respect to the Bor-
rower, each of the Borrower and a Senior Executive Officer unless
a Senior Executive Officer has not been employed, in which case,
such additional Certifying person shall be the Person employed by
the Borrower who is most familiar with the financial affairs of

IN the Borrower and (b) with respect to any Affiliate of the Bor-
rower, each of the chief operating officer and chief financial
officer or the two Persons whose duties are substantially similar
to a chief operating officer and chief financial officer, respec-

d tively, as applicable.

"Code" shall mean the :nternal Revenue Code of 1986, as
- amended from time to time.

"Collateral" shall mean all property (real and personal, tan-
gible and intangible) now or hereafter acquired in which a Lien is
granted, or purported to be granted, to the Agent for the benefit
of the Banks as security for the Borrower's or any Grantor's obli-
gations under the Loan Documents.

"Collateral Agreements" shall have the meaning provided in
the Override Agreement.

"Collateralization Condition" shall mean the circumstance in
which at least one of the following two events shall have occurred
and continue to exist:

(a) The Porrower shall have delivered to the Agent for
the benefit of the Banks one or more letters of credit (each,
a "Substitute Letter of Credit"), in form and substance, and
issued by a bank, satisfactory to the Required Banks, as se-
curity for the Loans and expiring not sooner than the ninety-
first (91st) day following the Final Maturity Date, the total
amount of which is equal to $65,000,000 or, if less, the
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amount which, when aggregated with the amount of Cash Col-
lateral, if any, is equal to the Commitments, as they may
have been reduced pursuant to Section 2.09, it being express-
ly understood that it is not the current intention of any
Bank to issue any Substitute Letter of Credit, that no Bank
has offered or committed to do so and that no Letter of Cred-
it issued hereunder can be used for this purpose; or

(b) The Borrower shall have pledged to the Agent for
the benefit of the Banks certificates of deposit issued by
Bankers Trust Company (such certificates of deposit so
pledged are collectively referred to herein as the "Cash Col-
lateral"), the total amount of which is equal to $40,000,000
(and the Commitments shall have been permanently reduced by
at least $25,000,000 pursuant to Section 2.09(a)) or such
lesser amount which, when aggregated with the amount of Sub-
stltute Letters of Credit, if any, is equal to the Commit-
ments, as they may have been permanently reduced pursuant to
Section 2.09; provided that in the event that the Collateral-
ization Condition shall be satisfied with the application
(including, without limitation, by means of a Substitute Let-
ter of Credit or Cash Collateral) of a part (but not all) of
the Net Cash Proceeds of any Capital Event, the excess Net
Cash Proceeds shall be applied under this Agreement and the
Override Agreement in the manner set forth herein and therein
for application of Net Cash Proceeds after satisfaction of
the Collateralization Condition.

"Commitments" shall have the meaning provided in Section
2.01(b).

"Default" shall mean any condition or event which, with no-
tice (including, without limitation, the declaration provided for
in the first paragraph of Article VI) or lapse of time or both,
would constitute an Event of Default.

"Division of Gaming Enforcenrent".shall mean the Divisicon of
Gaming Enforcement of the New Jersey Department of Law & Public
Safety as established by Section 55 of the Casino Control Act or
any successor division or agency appointed pursuant to the Casino
Control Act.

"DJT Taj Note" shall mean the promissory note dated as of
April 30, 1990 in the principal amount of $25,000,000 owed by
Trump Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership to the Borrower.

"Dollar" and the sign "$" shall mean lawful money of the
United States of America.

"Effective Date" shall have the meaning provided in Section
8.10.
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"Environmental Laws" shall have the meaning provided in Sec-
tion 4.09.

"Equity Interest" shall mean any stock or similar security,
preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share,
voting trust certificate or certificate of deposit for any of the
foregoing; general or limited partnership interest, interest in a
joairtt venture, interest in a business trust, voting trust certifi-
cate or certificate of deposit for any of the foregoing; or any
security convectible, with or without consideration, into any of
the foregoing, or carrying any warrant or right to subscribe to or
purchase any of the foregoirig: or any such warrant or right; or
any put, call, straddle or other option or privilege of buying any
of the foregoing from or selling any of the foregoing to another
Person without being bound to do so, or any similar security or
interest, or any proceeds of or rights in (including, without lim-
itation, any distributions in respect of), or record or beneficial
interest in any of the foregoing held or owned by a Person includ-
ing without limitation all Equity Interests which are controlled
by such Person (regardless of whether such Person is the record or
beneficial owner thereof).

"ERISA" shall mean the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974, as amended from time to time.

"ERISA Affiliate" shall mean each trade or business (whether
or not incorporated) which together with the Borrower would be
deemed to be a "single employer" within the meaning of Section
4001 of ERISA.

"ERISA Termination Event" shall mean (i) a "Reportable Event"
described in Section 4043 of ERISA and the regulations issued
thereunder (other than a "Reportable Event" not subject to the
provision for 30-day notice to the PBGC under such regulations),
(ii) the complete or partial withdrawal of any of the Borrower's
ERISA Affiliates from any Plan, (iii) the filing of a notice of
intent to terminate a Plan or the treatment of a Plan amendment as
a termination under Section 4041 of ERISA, (iv) the institution of
proceedings to terminate a Plan by the PBGC or (v) any other event
or condition which might constitute grounds under Section 4042 of
ERISA for the termination of, or the appointment of a trustee to
administer, any Plan.

"Event of Default" shall mean any event or condition referred
to Article VI which shall have been declared to be an Event of
Default pursuant thereto or any event referred to in Section
6.07(a)-(h) with respect to the Borrower.

"Excess Cash Balances" shall mean, at the end of any month,
the sum of (a) all cash and Cash Equivalents (net of any outstand-
ing checks) held by the Borrower in excess of $i0,000,000 after
giving effect to distributions which have been or should have been
made by such time in accordance with Section 5.01(g), excluding
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cash or Cash Equivalents held by the Borrower as a reserve for
disputed claims in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles and past practices of the Borrower and (b) an amount
equal to all interest actually earned on any Cash Collateral
pledged to the Agent for the benefit of the Banks and distributed
to the Agent on or before the fifth Business Day of the next month
pursuant to Section 2.08(b){iv).

"Existing Agreement Amendments" shall have the meaning pro-
vided in the second WHEREAS clause hereof.

"Existing Agreements" shall mean all of the "Existing Debt
Credit Agreements" and "Existing Collateral Agreements", as de-
fined in the Override Agreement.

"Extended Maturity Date" shall mean June 30, 1995.

"Extension" shall have the meaning provided in Section
2.07(a).

"Extension Business Plan" shall have the meaning provided in
Section 2.07(a).

"Extension Conditions" shall have the meaning provided in
Section 2.07(b).

"Final Maturity Date" shall mean the Initial Maturity Date
or, if the Extension shall have occurred, the Extended Mat'irity
Date.

"Foreclosure Event" shall have the meaning provided in the
penultimate paragraph of Article VI.

"Foreclosure Right" shall have the meaning provided in the
penultimate paragraph of Article VI.

"Governmental Act" shall mean any law, statute, rule, regula-
tion; any order, ruling, writ, injunction or decree; or any ac-
tion, suit, proceeding or investigation, in each case by a Govern-
mental Authority.

"Governmental Authority" shall mean any federal, state, local
or foreign or other governmental or administrative body, instru-
mentality, department or agency or any court, tribunal, adminis-
trative hearing body, arbitration panel, commission or other simi-
lar dispute resolving panel or body.

"Grantor" shall mean each Person which is granting a lien or
security interest in any of the Collateral to secure such Person's
obligations under a Guaranty, and shall include the Persons set
forth on Schedule 1(b).
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"Guaranty" shall mean a guaranty made by a Grantor in favor
of the Agent for the benefit of the Banks in connection with this
Agreement, guaranteeing the obligations of the Borrower hereunder
and under the Notes and other Loan Documents and otherwise in form
and substance satisfactory to the Banks, as amended, supplemented
or otherwise modified from time to time.

"Hazardous Substance" shall have the meaning provided in Sec-

tion 4.09.

"Indebtedness" of any Person shall mean:

(i) all obligations of such Person which in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles would be shown
on the balance sheet of such Person as a liability (includ-
ing, without limitation, obligations for borrowed money and
for the deferred purchase price of property or services, and
obligations evidenced by bonds, debentures, notes or other
similar instruments);

(ii) all rental obligations under leases required to be
capitalized under generally accepted accounting principles;

(iii) all contingent reimbursement obligations under
undrawn letters of credit issued on behalf, at the request or
for the account of such Person, all guarantees (direct or
indirect), and other contingent obligations of such Person in
respect of, or obligations to purchase or otherwise acquire
or to assure payment of, Indebtedness of others, including
without limitation Indebtedness of partnerships of which such
Person is a general partner; and all arrangements of finan-
cial support by such Person for the performance of another,
including without limitation (A) agreements to support the
performance of leases or other contracts; (B) guarantees of
dividends and other payments; (C] agreements to advance and
supply funds; (D) agreements to maintain working capital or
minimum net worth; and (E) comfort letters or keep well
agreements; and

(iv) Indebtedness of such Person or of others secured
by any Lien upon property owned by such Person, whether or
not assumed and whether or not a recourse obligation of such
Person.

"Initial Business Plan" shall have the meaning provided in

Section 3.01(m).

"Initial Maturity Date" shall mean June 30, 1993.

"Intercompany Notes" shall mean all promissory notes payable
to the order of the Borrower and issued by any Affiliate of the
Borrower on account of advances made by the Borrower to such Af-
filiate from time to time, which notes shall provide for an annual
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interest rate which is I% above the Prime Lending Rate and shall
be substantially in the form of Exhibit B hereto.

"Interim Loan" shall have the meaning provided in the third
WHEREAS clause hereof.

"Issuing Bank" shall mean, with respect to any Letter of
Credit, Bankers Trust Company.

"June 14, 1990 Report" shall have the meaning provided in
Section 5.02A(a).

"Letter of Credit" or "Letters of Credit" shall mean the Let-
ters of Credit issued or to be issued by the Issuing Bank for the
account of the Borrower pursuant to Section 2.05.

"Letter of Credit Collateral" shall have the meaning provided
in Section 2.08(b)(i).

"Letter of Credit Usage" shall mean, as at any date of deter-
mination, the excess of (i) the sum of (a) the maximum aggregate
amount that is or at any time thereafter may become available for
drawing under all Letters of Credit then outstanding and (b) the
aggregate amount of all drawings under Letters of Credit honored
by the Issuing Bank and not theretofore reimbursed by the Borrower
over (ii) the then outstanding amount of Letter of Credit Col-
lateral.

"Lien" shall mean any mortgage, pledge, assignment, hypothe-
cation, security interest, encumbrance, lien, charge or deposit
arrangement or other arrangement having the practical effect of
the foregoing and shall include the interest of a vendor or lessor
under any conditional sale agreement, capitalized lease or other
title retention agreement.

"Loan" shall have the meaning provided in Section 2.01(a).

"Loan Documents" shall mean this Agreement, the Notes, the
Guaranties, the Security Documents and all agreements, instruments
and documents executed and delivered in connection herewith and
therewith, but shall exclude the Override Agreement, the Existing
Agreement Amendments, and all documents delivered pursuant
thereto.

"Margin Stock" shall have the meaning provided in Regulation
U.

"Net Cash Proceeds" shall mean all cash available to be ap-
plied to the obligations of the Borrower and his Affiliates under
this Agreement, the Notes, the Guaranties and the other Loan Docu-
ments upon the occurrence of a Capital Event, calculated in the
manner set forth in Section 3.2(a)(iii) of the Override Agreement,
as in effect on the date hereof.
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"New Ventures" shall have the meaning provided in Section
5.04(d)(v).

"Note" shall have the meaning provided in Section 2.04.

"Notice of Borrowing" shall have the meaning provided in Sec-
tion 2.02.

"Override Agreement" shall mean that certain Override Agree-
ment dated as of the date hereof by and among the Borrower, cer-
tain of his Affiliates signatories thereto, the Banks and certain
other financial institutions and the Agent, as agent and collater-
al agent for the Banks and certain other financial institutions
thereunder, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from
time to time in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

"Payment Office" shall mean the Agent's office located at One
Bankers Trust Plaza, New York, New York 10006, Attention:

"PBGC" shall mean the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation,
or any successor thereto.

"Permitted Liens" shall mean the liens permitted to exist
under Section 5.04(b).

"Person" shall mean any individual, partnership, firm, corpo-
ration, association, joint venture, trust or other entity, or any
government or political subdivision or agency, department or in-
strumentality thereof.

"Plan" shall mean any multiemployer plan or single employer
plan, as defined in Section 4001 and subject to Title IV of ERISA,
which is maintained, or at any time during the five calendar years
preceding the date of this Agreement was maintained, for employees
of the Borrower or an ERISA Affiliate.

"Plaza" shall mean Plaza Operating Partners Ltd., a Texas
limited partnership.

"Prime Lending Rate" shall mean the rate which Bankers Trust
Company announces from time to time as its prime lending rate, as
in effect from time to time. The Prime Lending Rate is a refer-
ence rate and does not necessarily represent the lowest or best
rate actually charged to any custcmer. Bankers Trust Company may
make commercial loans or other loans at rates of interest at,
above or below the Prime Lending Rate.

"Princess" shall have the meaning provided in the Override
Agreement.

"Prior Lien" shall mean, as to any Collateral, any Lien on
such Collateral securing Indebtedness owed to any Person which is
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prior to the Liens on such Collateral created by the Security Doc-
uments.

"Pro Rata Share" shall mean, with respect to each Bank, but
subject to the provisions of Section 2.01(d), the percentage
(taken to the fourth decimal place) designated as such Bank's Pro
Rata Share set forth under the name of such Bank on the applicable
signature page of this Agreement and in Annex 1 annexed hereto.

"Real Property" shall have the meaning provided in Section
3.01(h).

"Regulation D" and "Regulation U" shall mean Regulation D and
Regulation U, respectively, of the Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve System as from time to time in effect and any suc-
cessor thereto.

"Required Banks" shall mean at any time Banks holding more
than 66-2/3% of the then aggregate unpaid principal amount of the
Notes or, if no such principal amount is then outstanding, Banks
having more than 66-2/3% of the Commitments.

"Required Waiving Banks" shall mean, at any time, Banks hold-
ing at least 33-1/3% of the aggregate amount of the then outstand-
ing Loans or if no Loans are then outstanding, at least 33-1/3% of
the aggregate amount of the Commitments.

"sale" shall mean with respect to any Equity Interest or
other asset, any sale, transfer, lease, liquidation, dissolution,
condemnation or casualty loss, in each case, involving such Equity
Interest or other asset, provided that (x) a lease shall not in-
clude any lease of any property which in the ordinary course of
business is held out for lease if such lease is on customary com-
mercial terms, is not a capital lease and provides for periodic
lease payments in substantially equal amounts (subject to commer-
cially reasonable free rent periods of any asset which is held for
lease but together with any customary escalation clauses) and (y)
a sale shall not include the sale of any asset which is held for
sale in the ordinary course of business, other than any securi-
ties, of any residential or commercial real property or automo-
biles.

"Security Documents" shall mean all security agreements,
pledge agreements, mortgages and other security documents (includ-
ing, without limitation, the related Guaranties) executed and de-
livered by the Borrower or any Grantor in favor of the Agent for
the benefit of the Banks to secure the obligations under this
Agreement, the Notes or any other Loan Documents.

"Senior Executive Officer" shall have the meaning provided in
Section 3.02(g).
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"Shuttle" shall mean Trump Shuttle, Inc.

"Special Collateral Agreements" shall have the meaning pro-
vided in the Override Agreement.

"Strategic Business Plan" shall have the meaning provided in
Section 5.02A(b)(i).

"Substitute Letter of Credit" shall have the meaning provided
in the definition of "Collateralization Condition".

"Supplemental Operating Plan" shall have the meaning provided
in Section 5.02A(b)(ii).

"Three Year Business Plan" shall have the meaning provided in
Section 5.02A(b)(ii).

"Total Utilization of Commitments" shall mean, as at any date
of determination, the sum of (a) the aggregate principal amount of
all outstanding Loans and (b) the Letter of Credit Usage.

Section 1.02. Accounting Terms and Determinations. Unless
otherwise defined or specified herein, all accounting terms shall
be construed herein, all accounting determinations hereunder shall
be made, all financial statements required to be delivered here-
under shall be prepared, and all financial records shall be main-
tained, in accordance with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples applied on a basis consistent with the financial statements
referred to in Section 4.05(a), which principles, in the case of
the Borrower, shall include, without limitation, Statement of
Position (SOP) 82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Per-
sonal Financial Statements, October 1, 1982, issued by the Ac-
counting Standards Division of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.

Section 1.03. Other Definitional Terms. The words "hereof",
"herein" and "hereunder" and words of similar import when used in
this Agreement shall refer to this Agreement as a whole and not to
any particular provision of this Agreement, and Article, Section,
Schedule, Exhibit and like references are to this Agreement unless
otherwise specified.

ARTICLE II. AMOUNTS AND TERMS OF LOANS

Section 2.01. Commitment. (a) Subject to and upon the
terms and conditions herein set forth, each Bank severally agrees,
at any time and from time to time prior to the Final Maturity
Date, to make loans (each a "Loan" and collectively, the "Loans")
to the Borrower.

(b) The Loans made pursuant hereto by each Bank (i) shall
bear interest at the rate set forth in Section 2.06, (ii) shall
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not exceed in aggregate principal amount outstanding at any one
time the amount set forth opposite such Bank's name on Annex I
hereto (as the same may be permanently reduced pursuant to Section
2.09 and otherwise from time to time, its "Commitment" and collec-
tively for all Banks, the "Commitments"), (iii) subject to the
provisions of Section 2.01(d), shall not exceed for any Bank its
Pro Rata Share of the aggregate amount of the Loans and (iv) shall
be due and payable on the Final Maturity Date. Within the fore-
going limits and subject to the conditions set out in Article III,
the Borrower may borrow, repay and prepay, and reborrow, Loans.

(c) The aggregate principal amount of each Borrowing here-
under shall be not less than $1,000,000 (except that any Borrowing
may be in the aggregate amount of the unused Commitments).

(d) The initial Loan shall be in the aggregate principal
amount of $40,000,000 (which sum includes the amount of the In-
terim Loan) and shall be made by each Bank in the amount set forth
opposite its name on Annex I, and shall be paid to the Borrower
or, to the extent set forth on said Annex I, to Midlantic National
Bank for the purpose of reallocating the Loans among the Banks,
with the result that immediately after giving effect to such ini-
tial Loan and the Interim Loan and such reallocation among the
Banks, the allocable share of each Bank of the $40,000,000 ag-
gregate outstanding balance of the Loans shall be its Pro Rata
Share.

(e) The sum of the Letter of Credit Usage and the then out-
standing amount of Letter of Credit Collateral shall not at any
time exceed $5,000,000 plus an amount, not in excess of
$3,000,000, equal to the face amount of any Letter of Credit used
in connection with the employment of a Senior Executive Officer.

(f) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section
2.01 and the provisions of Sections 2.02 and 2.05, the Loans shall
be subject to the following limitations in the amounts and during
the periods indicated:

(i) The amount otherwise available for borrowing under
the Commitments as of any time of determination shall be re-
duced by an amount equal to the sum of (a) the aggregate
principal amount of all outstanding Loans and (b) the Letter
of Credit Usage; provided that to the extent the proceeds of
such borrowings are to be then applied to reimburse the Issu-
ing Bank for the amount of any drawings under any Letters of
Credit honored by the Issuing Bank and not theretofore reim-
bursed by the Borrower, the Letter of Credit Usage shall not
include the amount of the Letters of Credit to be so repaid
or reimbursed; and

(ii) At no time shall the Total Utilization of Com-
mitments exceed the aggregate Commitments.
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Section 2.02. Notice of Borrowing. (a) Whenever the Bor-
rower desires to make a Borrowing hereunder, he shall give the
Agent at least five Business Days' prior written notice thereof
(or telephonic notice promptly confirmed in writing). For the
purposes of the foregoing provision, a notice requesting a Borrow-
ing (each, a "Notice of Borrowing") shall be deemed effective on
the Business Day of receipt by the Agent if received prior to or
at 11:00 A.M. (New York time) or on the Business Day following the
date of receipt if received by the Agent after such time. Each
such Notice of Borrowing (i) shall be signed by each Certifying
Person of the Borrower; (ii) shall specify the aggregate principal
amount of the Loans to be made pursuant to such proposed Borrow-
ing, the date of such proposed Borrowing (which shall be a Busi-
ness Day and shall be no earlier than five Business Days following
the effective date of receipt by the Agent of such Notice of Bor-
rowing, determined as above set forth) and the intended use of the
proceeds of the requested Loans in sufficient detail to demon-
strate compliance with Section 5.01(h); (iii) shall certify as to
the Borrower's compliance with all conditions precedent to such
proposed Borrowing (including, without limitation, the conditions
set forth in subsections (a), (b), (f) and (g) of Section 3.02 and
compliance with the provisions of the Business Plans); and (iv)
shall provide the information required in Section 3.02(b), if ap-
plicable at the time of such request. As long as Kenneth
Leventhal & Co. continues to be retained by the Borrower in its
current capacity, each Notice of Borrowing shall be accompanied by
a special procedures report in form and substance satisfactory to
the Required Banks prepared by Kenneth Leventhal & Co. and signed
by an authorized representative of Kenneth Leventhal & Co. No
more than one Notice of Borrowing shall be given, nor more than
one Borrowing made, on any one day.

(b) Without in any way limiting the Borrower's obligation to
confirm in writing any telephonic notice, the Agent may act with-
out liability upon the basis of telephonic notice believed by the
Agent in good faith to be from the Borrower prior to receipt of
written confirmation. In each such case, the Borrower hereby
waives the right to dispute the Agent's record of the terms of
such telephonic Notice of Borrowing.

(c) The Agent shall promptly give each Bank telephonic no-
tice (followed promptly thereafter by a copy of the Notice of Bor-
rowing and the related special procedures report) of the proposed
Borrowing, of such Bank's Pro Rata Share thereof and of the other
matters covered by the Notice of Borrowing.

Section 2.03. Disbursement of Funds. (a) No later than
noon (New York time) on the date of each Borrowing, each Bank will
make available in Dollars and in immediately available funds at
the Payment Office its Pro Rata Share of the principal amount of
the Borrowing requested to be made on such date. The Agent ,ill
make available to the Borrower the aggregate of the amounts (if
any) so made available by the BanKs.
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(b) No Bank shall be responsible for any default by any
other Bank in its obligation to make Loans, and each Bank shall be
obligated to make the Loans provided to be made by it, regardless
of the failure of any other Bank to fulfill its Commitment. In
connection with any Borrowing hereunder (other than the initial
Borrowing), no Bank shall be obligated to advance more than its
Pro Rata Share of such Borrowing.

Section 2.04. Notes. The Borrower's obligation to pay the
principal of, and interest on, the Loans made by each Bank shall
be evidenced by a promissory note delivered to such Bank (each, as
it may be amended, supplemented or modified from time to time to
the extent necessary, and only to the extent necessary, to conform
the terms thereof to amendments, supplements or modifications to
this Agreement made in accordance with Section 8.02, a "Note" and
collectively, the "Notes") substantially in the form of Exhibit A
hereto, with blanks appropriately completed in conformity herewith
and therewith, to be executed and delivered both by the Borrower
and his Affiliate, The Trump-Equitable Fifth Avenue Company. Each
holder of a Note may record Loans and repayments of Loans and pay-
ments of interest on one or more attachments to such Note, all of
which attachments shall be deemed a part of such Note and shall be
conclusive evidence of such advances, repayments and payments in
the absence of evidence to the contrary. Each holder of a Note
shall, upon written request from the Borrower to such holder, send
the Borrower a copy of all attachments to such Note at the time of
such request. The failure of any holder of a Note to properly
record any Loans, repayments or payments on the attachments to
such Note, including any attachments copies of which are provided
to the Borrower, shall not affect the Borrower's obligations here-
under or thereunder.

Section 2.05. Letters of Credit.

(a) in addition to the Borrower requesting that the Banks
make Loans pursuant to Section 2.02, thp Borrower may request, in
accordance with the provisions of this 3ecticn 2.c05, that the :s-
suing Bank issue Letters of Credit on behalf of all of the BanKs
for the account of the Borrower and for the business purposes of
the Borrower's properties and businesses generally (rather than
for the benefit of any specific asset or business), each consis-
tent with the Business Plans, or to be used in connection witn the
employment of a Senior Executive Officer; provided that (i) the
Borrower shall not request that the Issuing Bank Tssue any Letter
of Credit if, after giving effect to such issuance, the Total Uti-
lization of Cormitments would exceed the Commitments, (ii) in no
event shall the Issuing Bank issue (x) any Letter of Credit having
any expiration date later than the Initial Maturity Date, or, in
the event that the Extension has occurred prior to the issuance of
such Letter of Credit or prior to any request from the Borrower to
extend the expiration date of any then outstanding- Letter of Cred-
it beyond the Initial Maturity Date, the Extended Maturity Date,
or (y) any Letter of Credit having a.. expiration date more than
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one year after its date of issuance provided that this clause (y)
shall not prevent the Issuing Bank from agreeing, with the consent
of the Required Banks, that a Letter of Credit will automatically
be renewed at the end of each year for a period not to exceed one
year (subject, however, to the provisions of sub-clause (x) of
this clause (ii)) if the Issuing Bank does not cancel such renew-
al. provided further that the Issuing Bank shall not permit any
such renewal if it has been notified by any Bank that a Default or
an Event of Default has occurred and is then continuing unless the
consent of the Required Banks to such renewal has been obtained
notwithstanding the continuance of such Default or Event of De-
fault and (iii) the Borrower shall not request that the Issuing
Bank issue any Letter of Credit if, after giving effect to such
issuance, the Letter of Credit Usage would exceed the lesser of
(A) the aggregate Commitments as in effect at the time minus the
aggregate amount of all outstanding Loans and (B) $5,000,000 plus
an amount, not in excess of $3,000,000, equal to the face amount
of any Letter of Credit used in connection with the employment Df
a Senior Executive Officer. The issuance of any Letter of Credit
in accordance with tne provisions of this Section 2.05 shall be
given effect in tne calculation of the Total Utilization of Com-
mitments and shall require the satisfaction of each condition set
forth in Section 3.03.

Each Letter of Credit may provide that the Issuing Bank may
(but shall not be required to) pay the beneficiary thereof upon
the occurrence of an Event of Default hereunder and the accelera-
tion of the maturity of the Loans or, if payment is not then due
to the beneficiary, provide for the deposit of funds in an account:
to secure payment to the beneficiary and that any funds so depos-
ited shall be either (i) paid to the beneficiary of the Letter of
Credit if conditions to such payment are satisfied or (ii) re-
turned to the Issuing Bank for distribution to the Banks (or, if
all obligations hereunder to the Banks shall have been indefeasi-
bly paid in full, to the Borrower) to the extent any such funds
remain after the final date available for drawings under the Let-
ter of Credit has passed. Each payment or deposit of funds by the
Issuing Bank as provided in this paragraph shall be treated for
all purposes of this Agreement as a drawing duly honored by such
Issuing Bank under the related Letter of Credit.

(b) Whenever the Borrower desires the issuance of a Letter
of Credit, the Borrower shall deliver to the Agent a written no-
tice at least ten Business Days, or in each case such shorter
period (but in no event less than five Business Days) as may be
agreed to by the Issuing BanK in any particular instance, in ad-
vance of the proposed date of issuance. For purposes of the fore-
going provision, notice received after 1:00 P.M. (New York time)
shall be deemed to have been given on the following Business Day.
The notice shall be certified by each Certifying Person of the
Borrower and shall specify (i) the proposed date of issuance
(which shall be a Business Day), (ii) the face amount of the Let-
ter of Credit, (iii) the expiration date of the Letter of Credit,
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(iv) the name and address of the beneficiary and [v) the business
purpose for which such Letter of Credit is required in sufficient
detail to demonstrate compliance with Section 5.01(h). The notice
shall also certify as to the Borrower's compliance with all condi-
tions precedent to the issuance of the proposed Letter of Credit
(including, without limitation, the conditions set forth in Sec-
tion 3.03). So long as Kenneth Leventhal & Co. continues to be
retained by the Borrower as a special financial consultant, the
notice shall be accompanied by a special procedures report in form
and substance satisfactory to the Required Banks prepared by
Kenneth Leventhal & Co. and signed by an authorized representative
of Kenneth Leventhal & Co. The Agent shall promptly give each
Bank a copy of the notice and the accompanying special procedures
report. Prior to the date of issuance, the Borrower shall deliver
to the Issuing Bank an executed application Eor such Letter of
Credit in the form customarily required by the Issuing Bank for
the issuance of letters of credit, and shall specify a precise
description of the documents and the verbatim text of any certif-
icate to be presented by the beneficiary which, if presented by
the beneficiary prior to the expiration date of the Letter of
Credit, would require the Issuing Bank to make payment under the
Letter of Credit; provided that (1) the Issuing Bank, in its rea-
sonable judgment, may require changes in any such documents and
certificates and (2) notwithstanding anything to the contrary con-
tained in the application for any Letter of Credit or any other
document required by the Issuing Bank, the provisions of paragraph
(f) below relating to commissions and the applicable interest rate
with respect to drawings made under any Letter of Credit shall be
applicable to each Letter of Credit. In determining whether to
pay under any Letter cf Credit, the Issuing Bank shall be respon-
sible only to determine that the documents and certificates re-
quired to be delivered under that Letter of Credit have been de-
livered and that they comply on their face with the requirements
of that Letter of Credit.

(c) Subject to the terms and conditions of this Section 2.05
and Section 3.03, the Isjuing BanK shall, on the requested date,
issue a Letter of Credit on behalf of the Borrower in accordance
with such Issuing Bank's usual and customary business practices.
Promptly after issuance of a Letter of Credit, the Issuing Bank
shall notify each Bank of the issuance and the amount of each such
Bank's respective participation therein.

Immediately upon the issuance of each Letter of Credit, each
Bank shall be deemed to, and hereby agrees to, have irrevocably
purchased from the Issuing Bank a participation in such Letter of
Credit and drawings thereunder in an amount equal to such Bank's
Pro Rata Share of the maximum amount which is or at any time may
become available to be drawn thereunder. This provision is solely
for the benefit of the Issuing Bank and the Banks, and none of the
Borrower, any of his Affiliates or any beneficiary of any Letter
of Credit may enforce or rely on it. Demands by beneficiaries of
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Letters of Credit may not be made on any Bank other than the Issu-
ing Bank.

(d) In the event of any request for drawing under any Letter
of Credit by the beneficiary thereof, the Issuing Bank shall im-
mediately notify the Borrower and the other Banks, and the Borrow-
er shall reimburse the Issuing Bank on the day on which such draw-
ing is honored in an amount in same day funds equal to the amount
of such drawing; provided that, anything contained in this Agree-
ment to the contrary notwithstanding, (i) unless the Borrower
shall have notified the Agent and the Issuing Bank prior to 11:00
A.M. (New York time) on the date of such drawing that the Borrower
intends to reimburse the Issuing Bank for the amount of such draw-
ing with funds other than the proceeds of the Loans, the Borrower
shall be deemed to have given a Notice of Borrowing to the Agent
requesting the Banks to make Loans on the date on which such draw-
ing is honored in an amount equal to the amount of such drawing,
and (ii) subject to satisfaction or waiver of the conditions spe-
cified in Section 2.01(e) and Section 3.02, the Banks shall, on
the date of such drawing, make Loans in the amount of such draw-
ing, the proceeds of which shall be applied directly by the Agent
to reimburse the Issuing Bank for the amount of such drawing; and
provided further that if for any reason proceeds of Loans are not
received by the Issuing Bank on such date in an amount equal to
the amount of such drawing, the Borrower shall reimburse the :s-
suing Bank on the Business Day immediately following the date of
such drawing, in an amount in same day funds equal to the excess
of the amount of such drawing over the amount cf such Loans, if
any, as shall be so received, plus accrued interest on such amount
at the rate set forth in Section 2.05(f)(ii).

(e) If the Borrower shall fail to reimburse the Issuing Bank
as provided in Section 2.05(d) in an amount equal to the amount of
any drawing honored by the Issuing Bank under a Letter of Credit
issued by it and if Loans are not made in such aggregate amount as
provided in Section 2.05(d) for any reason whatsoever (including,
without limitation, the failure to satisfy any condition precedent
set forth in Section 3.02), the issuing Bank shall promptly notify
each Bank of the unreimbursed amount of such drawing and of such
Bank's respective participation tnerein based on such Bank's Pro
Rata Share. Each Bank shall make available to the Issuing Bank an
amount equal to its respective participation, in same day funds,
at the office of sucn Issuing Bank specified in such notice (or if
no address is specified, at the Payment Office) not later than
1:00 P.M. (New York time) on the Business Day after the date noti-
fied by the Issuing Bank. If any Bank fails to make available to
the Issuing Bank the amount of such Bank's participation in such
Letter of Credit as provided in this Section 2.05(e), the Issuing
Bank shall be entitled to recover such amount on demand from such
Bank together with interest at the customary rate set by the Issu-
ing Bank for the correction of errors among banks for one Business
Day and thereafter at the Prime Lending Rate. If the Issuing Bank
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shall not recover such amount from such defaulting Bank, the Issu-
ing Bank shall promptly notify each other Bank of such defaulted
amount and of such Bank's respective participation therein based
on such Bank's Pro Rata Share (recalculated based on the default-
ing Bank's Pro Rata Share being zero). Each sucn other Bank shall
make available to the Issuing Bank an amount equal to its respec-
tive participation in such defaulted amount, in same day funds, at
the office of such Issuing Bank specified in such notice, not
later than 1:00 P.M. (New York time) on the Business Day after the
date notified by the Issuing Bank. Nothing in this Section 2.05
shall be deemed to prejudice the right of any Bank to recover from
the Issuing Dank any amounts made available by such Bank to the
Issuing Bank pursuant to Section 2.05(d) or 2.05(e) if it is de-
termined by a court of competent jurisdiction that the payment
with respect to a Letter of Credit by the Issuing Bank in respect
of which payment was made by such Bank constituted gross negli-
gence or willful misconduct on the part of the Issuing Bank.

The Issuing Bank shall distribute to each other Bank which
has paid all amounts payable by it under Section 2.05(d) or
2.05(e) with respect to any Letter of Credit issued by the Issuing
Bank such other Bank's allocable share of all payments received by
the Issuing Bank from the Borrower or any defaulting BanK in reim-
bursement of drawings honored by the Issuing Bank under such Let-
ter of Credit when such payments are received.

(f) The Borrower agrees to pay the following amounts to the
Issuing Bank with respect to each Letter of Credit issued by it:

(i) a nonrefundable commission equal to 1-3/4% per an-
num cf the maximum amount available from time to time to be
dawn under such Letter of Credit, payable in advance on the
day such Letter of Credit is issued and thereafter on the
first Business Day of each calendar quarter (prorated for the
quarters in which such Letter of Credit is issued, expires or
is drawn) and calculated on the basis of a 360-day year and
the actual number of days elapsed;

(ii) with respect to drawings made under any Letter of
Credit, interest, payable on demand, on the amount paid by
the Issuing Bank in respect of each such drawing from the
date of the drawing through the date such amount is reim-
burseu by the Borrower (including any such reimbursement out
of the proceeds of Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(d)) at a
rate that is at all t:mes equal to 3% per annum in excess of
the rate otherwise payable with respect to Loans pursuant to
Section 2.06; and

(iii) documentary and processing charges in accordance
with the Issuing Bank's standard schedule for such charges in
effect with respect to letters of credit, including, without
limitation, issuance, amendment, transfer or drawing fees, as
the case may be.
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Promptly upon receipt by the Issuing Bank of any amount de-
scribed in clause (i) or (ii) of this Section 2.05(f), the Issuing
Bank shall distribute to each non-defaulting Bank its Pro Rata
Share of such amount.

(g) The obligation of the Borrower to reimburse the Issuing
Bank for drawings made under all Letters of Credit issued by it
and the obligations of the Banks under Section 2.05(e) shall be
unconditional and irrevocable and shall be paid strictly in ac-
cordance with the terms of this Agreement under all circumstances,
including, without limitation, the following circumstances:

(i) any lack of validity or enforceability of any Let-
ter of Credit;

(ii) tne existence of any claim, set-off, defense or
other right that the Borrower may have at any time against
the beneficiary or any transferee of any Letter of Credit (or
any persons or entities for whom any such transferee may be
acting), any Bank or any other Person, whether in connection
with this Agreement, the transactions contemplated herein or
any unrelated transaction (including any underlying transac-
tion between the Borrower or one of the Grantors and the ben-
eficiary for which the Letter of Credit was procured);

Ciii) any draft, demand, certificate or any other dccu-
ment presented under any Letter of Credit proving to be
forged, fraudulent, invalid or insufficient in any respect or
any statement therein being untrue or inaccurate in any re-
spect;

(iv) payment by the issuing Bank under any Letter of
Credit against presentation of a demand, draft or certificate
or other document that does not comply with the terms of such
Letter of Credit, provided such payment does not constitute
gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Issuing Bank;

(v) any adverse change in the condition (financial or
otherwise) of the Borrower;

(vi) any breach of this Agreement or any other Loan
Document by any Person a party thereto, the Agent or any Bank
(other than the Issuing Bank);

(vii) any other circumstance or occurrence whatsoever
which :s similar to any of the foregoing; or

(viii) the fact that an Event of Default shall have
occurred and be continuing.

(h) If by reason of (x) any change in any applicable law,
regulation, rule, decree or regulatory requirement or any change
in the interpretation or application by any judicial or regulatory
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authority of any law, regulation, rule, decree or regulatory re-
quirement or (y) compliance by the Issuing Bank or any Bank with
any direction, request or requirement (whether or not having the
force of law) of any governmental or monetary authority, includ-
ing, without limitation, Regulation D:

(i) the Issuing Bank or any Bank shall be subject to
any tax, levy, charge or withholding of any nature or to any
variation thereof or to any penalty with respect to the main-
tenance or fulfillment of its obligations under this Section
2.05, whether directly or by such being imposed on or suf-
fered by the Issuing Bank or any Bank;

(ii) any reserve, special deposit, premium, Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporaticn assessment, capital adequacy or
similar requirement is or shall be applicable, imposed cr
modified in respect of any Letters of Credit issued by the
Issuing Bank or participations therein purchased or to be
purchased by any Bank; or

(iii) there shall be imposed on the Issuing BanK or any
Bank any other condition regarding this Section 2.05, any
Letter of Credit or any participation therein;

and the result of the foregoing is directly or indirectly to in-
crease the cost to the Issuing Bank or any Bank of issuing, agree-
ing to purchase, making or maintaining any Letter of Credit or of
purchasing or maintaining any participation therein, or to reduce
the amount receivable in respect thereof by the Issuing Bank or
any Bank, then and in any such case the Issuing Bank or such Bank
may, at any time within a reasonable period after the additional
cost is incurred or the amount received is reduced, so notify the
Borrower, and the Borrower shall pay on demand such amounts as the
Issuing Bank or such Bank may specify tc be necessary to compen-
sate the Issuing Bank or such Bank for such additional cost or
reduced receipt, together with interest on such amount from the
date demanded until payment in full thereof at a rate equal at all
times to the rate payable with respect to Loans pursuant to Sec-
tion 2.06. The determination by the issuing Bank or any BanK, as
the case may be, of any amount due pursuant to this Section 2.05
as set forth in a certificate setting forth the calculation there-
of in reasonable derail, shall, in the absence of manifest error,-
be final and conclusive and binding on all of the parties hereto.

(i) In addition to amounts payable as elsewhere provided in
this Section 2.05, the Borrower hereoy agrees to protect, indem-
nify, pay and hold the issuing Bank harmless from and against any
and all claims, demands, liabilities, damages, losses, costs,
charges and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and
allocated costs of internal counsel) which the Issuing Bank may
incur or be subject to as a consequence, direct or indirect, of
(i) the issuance of any Letter of Credit, other than as a result
of the gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Issuing Bank
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as determined uy a court of competent jurisdiction or (ii) the
failure of the :ssuing B3nk to honor a drawing under any Letter of
Credit as a result of any act or omission, whether rightful or
wrongful, of any present or future de jure or de facto government
or governmental authority.

As between the Borrower and the Issuing Bank, the Borrower
assumes all risks of the acts 3nd omissions of, or misuse of the
Letters of Credit issued by the Issuing Bank by, the respective
beneficiaries of such Letters of Credit. In furtherance and not
in limitation of the foregoing, the Issuing Bank shall not be re-
sponsible: (i) for the form, validity, sufficiency, accuracy,
genuineness or legal effect of any document submitted by any party
in connection with the application for and issuance of such Let-
ters of Credit, even if it should in fact prove to be in any or
all respects invalid, insufficient, inaccurate, fraudulent or
forged; (ii) for the validity or sufficiency of any instrument
transferring or assigning or purporting to transfer or assign any
such Letter of Credit or the rights or benefits thereunder or pro-
ceeds thereof, in whole or in part, which may prove to be invalid
or ineffective for any reason; (iii) for failure of the benefi-
ciary of any such Letter of Credit to comply fully with conditions
required in order to draw upon such Letter of Credit, which does
n't constitute gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part
of the Issuing Bank as determined by a court of competent juris-
diction; (iv) for errors, omissions, interruptions or delays in
transmission or delivery of any messages, by mail, cable, tele-
graph, telex or otherwise, whether or not they be in cipher; (v)
for errors in interpretation of technical terms; (vi) for any loss
or delay in the traismission or otherwise of any document required
in order to make a drawing under any such Letter of Credit or of
the proceeds thereof; (vii) for the misapplication by the benefi-
ciary of any such Letter of Credit of the proceeds of any drawing
under such Letter of Credit; and (viii) for any consequences aris-
ing from causes beyond the control of the Issuing Bank, including,
without limitation, any Governmental Acts. None of the above
shall affect, impair, or prevent the vesting of any of the Issuing
Bank's rights or powers hereunder.

in furtherance and extension and not in limitation of the
specific provisions hereinabove set forth, any action taken or
omitted by the Issuing Bank under or in connection with the Let-
ters of Credit issued by it or the related certificates, if taken
or omitted in good faith, and not with gross negligence or willful
misconduct as determined by a court of competent jurisdiction,
shall not put the Issuing Bank under any resulting liability to
the Borrower. The Borrower acknowledges and agrees that no other
Bank will have any liability for any action taken or omitted by
the issuing Bank in connection with the Letters of Credit with
gross negligence or willful misconduct.
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this
Section 2.05(i), the Borrower shall have no obligation to indem-
nify the Issuing Bank in respect of any liability incurred by the
Issuing Bank arising solely out of the gross negligence or willful
misconduct of the Issuing Bank, as determined by a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction, or out of the wrongful dishonor by the Issuing
Bank of a proper demand for payment made under the Letters of
Credit issued by it.

Section 2.06. Interest. (a) The Borrower shall pay inter-
est in respect of the unpaid principal amount of each Loan from
the date thereof to maturity (whether by acceleration or other-
wise) at 4 rate per annum which shall be 1% per annum in excess of
the Prime Lending Rate in effect from time to time.

(b) Overdue principal and, to the extent permitted by law,
overdue interest in respect of each Loan and all other overdue
amounts owing hereunder shall bear interest for each day that such
amounts are overdue at a rate per annum equal to 4% per annum in
excess of the Prime Lending Rate in effect from time to time.

(c) Interest on each Loan shall accrue from and including
the day such Loan is made hereunder to but excluding the day any
such Loan is repaid hereunder (after giving effect to Section
2.11) and shall be payable on the last Business Day of each month
and on any prepayment (on the amount prepaid), at maturity
(whether by acceleration or otherwise) and, after maturity, on
demand.

Section 2.07. Extension of Maturity.

(a) Subject to satisfaction of the Extension Conditions set
forth in paragraph (b) below, the Borrower may, at any time on or
after the date which is 90 days prior to the Initial Maturity Date
and on or before the date which is 30 days prior to the Initial
Maturity Date, by written notice (or telephone notice promptly
confirmed in writing) to the Agent, extend the maturity date of
the Loans (the "Extension") from the Initial Maturity Date to the
Extended Maturity Date. Such request shall be accompanied by
(i) the Borrower's proposed business plan for the period from the
Initial Maturity Date to and including the Extended Maturity Date
(the "Extension Business Plan"); and Lii) a certificate signed by
each of the Borrower's Certifying Persons certifying as to the
satisfaction of each of the conditions in clauses (i)-(iii) of
paragraph (b) below as of the date of such request.

(b) The Extension is subject to the following conditions
precedent (the "Extension Conditions") having been satisfied or
duly waived in writing by each Bank at the time or times specified
below:
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(i) both at the time of the Borrower's request for the
Extension and at the time of the commencement of the Exten-
sion there shall exist no Default or Event of Default;

(ii) both at the time of the Borrower's request for the
Extension and at the time of the commencement of the Exten-
sion all representations and warranties contained herein or
in any of the other Loan Documents shall be true and correct
in all material respects with the same effect as though such
representations and warranties had been made on and as of the
date of the request or the commencement of the Extension, as
the case may be, except to the extent such representations
and warranties speak as of a certain date and (with respect
to all representations and warranties except those in Sec-
tions 4.05(c) and 4.06) except to the extent changes in the
facts or circumstances as to which such representations and
warranties are made occurred since the Effective Date without
violating or breaching any provision of this Agreement; pro-
vided that the Borrower shall have disclosed those represen-
tations and warranties which are no longer true and correct
due to such changes in facts or circumstances, the extent to
which they are no longer true and correct and the particular
facts or circumstances causing them to be no longer true and
correct in either the certificate specified in paragraph (a)
above, tie certificate in clause (vii) below, or both, as ap-
plicable;

(iii) the Borrower shall have conducted, and shall have
caused each of his Affiliates to conduct, his cr its business
in compliance in all material respects with the Business
Plans at all times prior to the request or the commencement
of the Extension;

(iv) at the time of the request for the Extension, the
Borrower shall have provided to the Banks the Extension Busi-
ness Plan, which, at the time of the commencement of the Ex-
tension, shall be in form, scope and substance reasonably
satisfactory to each of the Banks:

(v) prior to the commencement of the Extension the Bor-
rower shall have delivered Substitute Letters of Credit to
replace the then outstanding Substitute Letters of Credit, or
amendments to the then existing Substitute Letters of Credit,
extending the expiration date thereof to the ninety-first
(91st) day following the Extended Maturity Date (or any com-
bination of replacements and amendments so long as all Sub-
stitute Letters of Credit are so extended) and in all other
respects identical to the outstanding Substitute Letters of
Credit being replaced or otherwise in form and substance, and
issued by a bank, satisfactory to the Required Banks:

(vi) prior to the commencement of the Extension, the
Borrower shall have delivered evidence satisfactory to the
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Required Banks that it has obtained all consents and licens-
es, in form and substance satisfactory to the Required Banks,
from third parties (including, without limitation, the Casino
Control Comfnission, the Division of Gaming Enforcement and
any other Governmental Authorities) necessary to permit the
Extension and the continued Lien in the Collateral granted
under the Security Documents; and

(vii) the Borrower shall have delivered to the Agent on
the Initial Maturity Date a certificate signed by each of the
Borrower's Certifying Persons certifying as to the satisfac-
tion of each of the Extension Conditions in clauses (i)-(iii)
as of the Initial Maturity Date.

Section 2.08. Prepayments.

(a) Voluntary Prepayments.

The Borrower may, upon at least two Business Days' irrevo-
cable written notice (or telephone notice promptly confirmed in
writing) to the Agent, prepay the Loans at any time in whole, or
from time to time in part, in amounts aggregating $1,000,000 or
any multiple of $1,000,000, by paying the principal amount to be
prepaid together with accrued interest thereon to the date of pre-
payment. Each such optional prepayment shall be applied to prepay
the Loans of the several Banks in accordance with their respective
Pro Rata Shares.

(b) Mandatory Prepayments.

(i) Concurrently with any reduction of the Commitments
pursuant to Section 2.09, the Borrower shall prepay such
amount of each Bank's outstanding Loans, if any, and, if all
such Loans shall have been prepaid in full and any Letter of
Credit shall remain outstanding, pledge to the Agent for the
benefit of the Banks on terms acceptable to the Required
Banks certificates of deposit issued by Bankers Trust Company
(such certificates of deposit so pledged are collectively
referred to herein as the "Letter of Credit Collateral") in
such amount (not in excess of the then outstanding Letter of
Credit Usage determined without giving effect to the Letter
of Credit Collateral then being pledged) as may be necessary
so that after such prepayment and the pledging of such Letter
of Credit Collateral the sum of (A) the aggregate unpaid
principal amount of such Bank's Loans and (B) such Bank's Pro
Rata Share of the Letter of Credit Usage, as then determined
(after giving effect to the Letter of Credit Collateral then
being pledged), does not exceed the amount of such Bank's
Commitment as then reduced. Each prepayment made pursuant to
this Section shall be accompanied by all interest accrued on
the amount prepaid to the date of such prepayment.
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(ii) Subject to paragraph (iv) below, upon receipt by
the Agent or the Borrower or any of his Affiliates of Net
Cash Proceeds of any Capital Event, (A) the Borrower shall
prepay the Loans iv an amount 'qial to such Net Cash Proceeds
(subject to the proviso below) on the date of the cccurrence
of such Capital Event, and upon receipt of any cash payment
on any note or other obligation constituting Net Cash Pro-
ceeds of one or more Capital Events, the Borrower shall pre-
pay the Loans in an amount equal to such cash payment or (B)
in the event that either prior to such receipt of Net Cash
Proceeds or after such prepayment of the Loans in an amount
equal to a part (but not all) of such Net Cash Proceeds no
Loans shall remain outstanding but any Letter of Credit shall
remain outstanding, the Borrower shall pledge to tne Agent
for the benefit of the Banks Letter of Credit Collateral in
an amount equal to the lesser of (1) the then outstanding
Letter of Credit Usage determined without giving effect to
the Letter of Credit Collateral then being pledged or (II)
such Net Cash Proceeds or such excess Net Cash Proceeds (as
the case may be); unless in case of both prepayments under
(A; and collateralization under (B), prior to such time the
Borrower has satisfied the Collateralization Condition; pro-
vided that there shall first be deducted from Net Cash Pro-
cee3 and paid to the Agent, before they are applied either
to Loans or Letter of Credit Collateral in accordance with
this paragraph (ii) or toward satisfaction cf the Collateral-
ization Condition in accordance with paragraph (iv) below,
all amounts owed to the Agent under Section 8.04 to the ex-
tent arising in connection with the exercise of Foreclosure
Rights in respect of any Capital Event. Concurrently with
the making of any prepayment or pledging of any Letter of
Credit Collateral pursuant to this Section 2.08(b)(ii), upon
the request of any Bank or the Agent the Borrower shall de-
liver to the Agent a certificate in form and substance satis-
factory to the Agent demonstrating the derivation of Net Cash
Proceeds from the gross sales price of any related Capital
Event. Prior to the satisfaction of the Collateralization
Condition, the Borrower shall give the Agent ten days' prior
notice of the consummation of any Capital Event and shall
cause any Net Cash Proceeds arising as a result thereof to be
delivered directly from the other party to such Capital Event
to the Agent for distribution to the Banks pursuant to this
Agreement.

(iii) Until such time as the Collateralization Con-
dition has been satisfied, the Borrower shall repay the Loans
in an amount equal to 100% of Excess Cash Balances as at the
end of each month, commencing February 1991, on or before the
fifth Business Day of the next month. Such payment shall be
accompanied by a certificate, certified by each Certifying
Person of the Borrower, demonstrating the calculation of such
amount in reasonable detail and certifying that such calcula-
tion is accurate and complete.
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(iv) At his option, the Borrower may satisfy all or a
portion of his obligation to prepay the Loans or pledge Let-
ter of Credit Collateral in respect of a Capital Event pursu-
ant to paragraph (ii) above in respect of any Collateral, (A)
by delivering to the Agent for the benefit of the Banks, at
or before the closing of such Capital Event, a Substitute
Letter of Credit, in an amount not in excess of the Net Cash
Proceeds of such Capital Event or (B) by delivering to the
Agent, at or before the closing of such Capital Event, Cash
Collateral; provided that (I) with respect to any single Cap-
ital Event, the Cash Collateral so pledged shall not exceed
an amount equal to 62.5% of the applicable Net Cash Proceeds,
with the other 37.5% of the applicable Net Cash Proceeds be-
ing applied in repayment of the Loans or pledging of Letter
of Credit Collateral pursuant to paragraph (ii) above, and
(II) with respect to all Capital Events, the Cash Collateral
so pledged shall not exceed $40,000,000 at any one time out-
standing. The amount of such Cash Collateral or Substitute
Letter of Credit shall be subtracted from the Net Casn Pro-
ceeds of the relevant Capital Event to determine the amount
of the required prepayment of the Loans pursuant to paragraph
(ii) above. All interest actually earned on all Cash Collat-
eral and paid thereon in each month from and after the month
in which the date hereof occurs shall be held by the Agent as
additional Cash Collateral until the fifth Business Day of
the following month at which time it shall be paid to the
Banks pursuant to paragraph (iii) above (without giving ef-
fect to the limitation imposed by the February 1991 date set
forth therein); provided, that after the Collateralization
Condition has been satisfied such interest shall instead con-
stitute Operating Cash Flow under the Override Agreement (as
defined therein) and shall be delivered to the agent there-
under for application in accordance with the terms thereof.

(v) In the event that the sum of the outstanding prin-
cipal amount of Loans and the outstanding Letter of Credit
Usage at any one time is less than the prepayment or pledging
of Letter of Credit Collateral which would otherwise be due
at such time pursuant to paragraph (ii) (after giving effect
to paragraph (iv), if applicable), the Borrower shall deliver
to the Agent (A) Substitute Letters of Credit in the amount
of the excess of such Net Cash Proceeds over the sum of such
outstanding principal amount of Loans and such outstanding
Letter of Credit Usage, (B) Cash Collateral in an amount
equal to 62.5% of the excess of such Net Cash Proceeds over
the sum of such outstanding principal amount of Loans and
such outstanding Letter of Credit Usage or (C) Substitute
Letters of Credit and Cash Collateral in amounts such that
the aggregate amount of such Substitute Letters of Credit and
160% of such Cash Collateral is equal to the excess of such
Net Cash Proceeds over the sum of such outstanding principal
amount of Loans and such outstanding Letter of Credit Usage.
Any Net Cash Proceeds remaining after the delivery, pursuant
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to this clause (v), of such Substitute Letters of Credit and
Cash Collateral shall be delivered to the agent under the
Override Agreement to be applied in accordance with the terms
thereof.

(vi) In the event that the Collateralization Condition
has been satisfied or all Loans and Notes have been repaid,
no Letters of Credit remain outstanding and no Commitments
continue to exist, all Net Cash Proceeds at the time or
thereafter in the possession of the Agent shall be distrib-
uted by the Agent to the agent under the Override Agreement
for application in accordance with the terms thereof.

(c) Notice; Application of Prepayments. Upon receipt of a
notice of prepayment pursuant to this Section 2.08, the Agent
shall promptly notify each Bank of the contents thereof and of
such Bank's Pro Rata Share of such prepayment. All prepayments
shall include payment of accrued interest on the principal amount
so prepaid and shall be applied to payment of interest before ap-
plication to principal.

Section 2.09. Reduction or Termination of Commitments.

(a) Mandatory Reduction of Commitments. The Commitments
shall be permanently reduced on the date any prepayment of the
Loans is made or Letter of Credit Collateral is pledged, each pur-
suant to Section 2.08(b)(ii), by an amount equal to the amount of
such prepayment or pledge. The Commitments shall also be perma-
nently reduced on the date Cash Collateral is delivered to the
Agent pursuant to Section 2.08(b)(v)(B) or (C) by an amount equal
to 60% of such Cash Collateral.

(b) Optional Termination or Reduction of Commitments. The
Borrower may, upon at least fifteen Business Days' notice to the
Agent, terminate entirely at any time, or proportionately reduce
from time to time by an aggregate amount of $1,000,000 or any mul-
tiple of $1,000,000, the unused portion of the Commitments; pro-
vided that any such reduction shall apply to the Commitment _T
each Bank on the basis of its Pro Rata Share. If the Commitments
are terminated in their entirety, all accrued Commitment fees
shall be payable on the effective date of such termination.

Section 2.10. Fees. (a) The Borrower shall pay to the
Agent for the account of and distribution to each Bank in accor-
dance with its Pro Rata Share a commitment fee for the period com-
mencing on the Effective Date to but excluding the Final Maturity
Date (or such earlier date as the Commitments shall have been ter-
minated) computed at a rate equal to 1/2 of 1% per annum on the
average daily unused portion of the Commitments (which, for the
period beginning on the Effective Date and ending on the date of
the initial Loan, shall be $45,000,000 for purposes of this provi-
sion and which shall be calculated treating any outstanding Letter
of Credit Usage as a use of the Commitments), payable on the last
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Business Day of each March, June, September and December, commenc-
ing September, 1990, and on the Final Maturity Date or such ear-
lier date as the Commitments shall be terminated.

(b) The Borrower shall pay to the Agent for its own account
a nonrefundable fee of $250,000 payable on the Effective Date and
an annual nonrefundable fee of $100,000 on each anniversary of the
Effective Date through the Final Maturity Date.

Section 2.11. Payments, Etc. (a) Except as otherwise spe-
cifically provided herein, all payments under this Agreement shall
be mdde without defense, set-off or counterclaim to the Agent not
later than 11:00 A.M. (New York time) on the date when due and
shall be made in Dollars in immediately available funds at the
Payment Office. Payments received after such time shall be deemed
to have been received on the following Business Day. The Agent
will promptly thereafter distribute to each Bank its Pro Rata
Share of funds in the form received relating to the payment of
principal or interest or Commitment fees or other sums payable to
the Banks hereunder, and will distribute funds in the form re-
ceived relating to the payment of any other amount payable to any
Bank to such Bank.

(b) Whenever any payment to be made hereunder or under any
Note shall be stated to be due on a day which is not a Business
Day, the due date thereof shall be extended to the next succeeding
Business Day and, with respect to payments of principal, interest
thereon shall be payable at the applicable rate during such exten-
sion.

(c) All computations of interest and Commitment fees shall
be made on the basis cf a year of 360 days for the actual number
of days (including the first day but excluding the last day) oc-
curring in the period for which such interest or Commitment fees
are payable. Each determination by the Agent of an interest rate
or fee hereunder shall, except for manifest error, be final, con-
clusive and binding for all purposes.

Section 2.12. Reduced Retu-rn. In the event that any Bank
shall have determined that any lAw, treaty, governmental (or
quasi-governmental) rule, regulation, guideline or order regarding
capital adequacy (including, in any event, any law, regulation,
interpretation, guideline or request contemplated by the report
dated July, 1988 entitled "International Convergence of Capital
Measurement and Capital Standards" issued by the Basle Committee
on Banking Regulations and Supervisory Practices) or the adoption
thereof, or any change therein or in the interpretation or ap-
plication thereof, or compliance by any Bank with any request or
directive regarding capital adequacy (whether or not having the
force of law and whether or not failure to comply therewith would
be unlawful) from any central bank or governmental agency or body
having jurisdiction, does or shall have the effect of reducing the
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rate of return on such Bank's capital as a consequence of its ob-
ligations hereunder (including, without limitation, its undrawn
Commitments or outstanding Letters of Credit) to a level below
that which such Bank could have achieved but for such adoption,
change or compliance (taking into consideration such Bank's poli-
cies with respect to capital adequacy) by any amount, then the
Borrower shall from time to time, within 15 days after receipt of
a written request by such Eank (with a copy to the Agent), pay to
such Bank additional amounts sufficient to compensate such Bank
for such reduction. A certificate as to the amount of such reduc-
tion setting forth the calculation thereof in reasonable detail,
submitted to the Borrower and the Agent by such Bank, shall, ab-
sent manifest error, be final, conclusive and binding for all pur-
poses.

ARTICLE I1. CONDITIONS TO BORROWINGS

The obligation of each Bank-to make a Loan to the Borrower
hereunder is subject to the satisfaction of the following ondi-
tions:

Section 3.01. Conditions Precedent to Initial Loan. At the
time of the making by such Bank of its initial Loan hereunder, all
obligations of the Borrower hereunder to the Agent or any Bank
incurred prior to the initial Loans (including, without limita-
tion, the Borrower's obligation to reimburse the fees and dis-
bursements of counsel and accountants to the Agent or any Bank and
any fees payable to the Agent on che Effective Date) shall have
been paid in full, and the Agent shall have received a sufficient
number of copies for each Bank of the following, each dated as of
the date of such initial Loan except to the extent specifically
provided otherwise, in form and substance satisfactory to each
Bank:

(a) a duly completed and executed Note, payable to the
order of each Bank;

(b) certified copies of the resolutions (or equivalent
partnership action) of each Grantor and, if the Grantor is a
partnership, of each partner of such Grantor which is not an
individual and whose consent to tne transactions herein or in
arty of the other Loan Documents is necessary or which is an
Affiliate approving the execution and delivery of such Gran-
tor's Guaranty, the Security Documents, and all other Loan
Documents, if any, to which such Grantor is a party and the
consummation by such Grantor of the transactions contemplated
thereby;

(c) a certificate of the Secretary or an Assistant Sec-
retary (or equivalent partnership officer) of each Grantor
certifying the name, title and true signature of each officer
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of such Grantor authorized co execute such Grantor's Guar-
anty, the Security Documents and all other Loan Documents to
which such Grantor is a party;

(d) an opinion of outside counsel to the Eorrower, such
counsel and opinion to be acceptable to each Bank, addressed
to the Banks, and covering such other matters as any Bank may
reasonably request;

(e) an opinion of outside counsel to each Grantor and
of counsel to each of the partners whose consent to the
transactions herein or in any of the other Loan Documents is
necessary or which is an Affiliate and which is not an indi-
vidual of each Grantor which is a partnership, such counsel
and opinion in each case to be acceptable to each Bank, ad-
dressed to the Banks and covering such other matters as any
Bank may reasonably request;

(f) documents reasonably requested by the Agent relat-
ing to the existence and good standing of each Grantor and,
if the Grantor is a partnership, of each partner of such
Grantor which is not an individual and whose consent to the
transactions herein or in any of the other Loan Documents is
necessary or which is an Affiliate;

(g) the Guaranties and all Security Documents duly exe-
cuted and delivered by each of the parties thereto, in full
force and effect, and, with respect to those Security Docu-
ments which are to be recorded, in recordable form, together
with evidence satisfactory to the Agent that all filings with
Governmental Authorities necessary to perfect the Liens in
the Collateral granted under the Security Documents have been
made and delivery to the Agent of all Collateral possession
of which is necessary for perfection;

(h) a lender's policy of title insurance (ALTA Loan
Policy [10/27/871 with extended coverage) with respect to the
land, buildings, structures, improvements, easements,
rights-of-way and other rights and privileges constituting or
appurtenant to the parcels of real property described on
Schedule 3.014h) (the "Real Property"), issued as of the date
of the advance of the initial Loan by a nationally recognized
title company acceptable to the Required Banks in the amount
of (the Commitments], insuring in the Banks a valid and sub-
sisting mortgage lien in the Real Property subject only to
those Permitted Liens with priority on the date hereof, in-
cluding such endorsements thereto as any Bank shall request;

(i) surveys of the Real Property, certified to the
Banks and the Borrower, containing such certifications as are
reasonably requested by any Bank and prepared in accordance
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with the minimum standard detail requirements for land sur-
veys as adopted by ALTA/ACSM for Class A surveys and other-
wise in such detail as shall be acceptable to the Required
Banks;

(j) all consents and licenses, in form and substance
satisfactory to the Banks, from third parties (including,
without limitation, the Casino Control Commission, the Divi-
sion of Gaming Enforcement and any other Governmental Author-
ities) necessary to permit the execution, delivery and con-
summation of this Agreement and each other Loan Document,
including, without limitation, the effective granting of the
Liens (including the Liens on Equity Interests of the Casino
Entities) under the Security Documents which will, on the
date hereof, be prior to all other Liens except those Per-
mitted Liens with priority on the date hereof;

(k) each of the Loan Documents, including the Inter-
company Notes from each Affiliate of the Borrower (except
ALIBAN, Inc.), duly executed and'delivered by each of the
parties thereto and in full force and effect, in form and
substance satisfactory to the Banks;

(1) evidence satisfactory to the Banks that all condi-
tions to the effectiveness of the Override Agreement have
been satisfied or duly waived and that the Override Agreement
and all documents being executed in connection therewith,
including all Existing Agreement Amendments, have been fully
executed and delivered, and that the Closing Date thereunder
shall have occurred or shall occur contemporaneously with the
Effective Date, which Override Agreement and all documents
being executed in connection therewith, including all Exist-
ing Agreement Amendments, shall be in form, scope and sub-
stance satisfactory to each Bank;

(m) a copy of the business plan previously delivered to
the Banks as an attachment to the June 14, 1990 Report (the
"Initial Business Plan") initialed by the Borrower and, for
identification purposes only, the Agent;

(n) a certificate of the Borrower, certifying all Capi-
tal Events which have occurred since May 1, 1990, in form and
substance satisfactory to the Banks;

(o) balance sheets for each of the Borrower and the
Affiliates of the Borrower listed on Schedule 3.01(o) as at
May 31, 1990 certified by each Certifying Person of the Bor-
rower and, for any such Affiliate's balance sheet, each Cer-
tifying Person of such Affiliate, to be complete and correct
and fairly present the financial condition of the Borrower
and each of such Affiliates as at the date thereof in ac-
cordance with generally accepted accounting principles ap-
plied on a consistent basis, which principles, in the case of
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the Borrower, shall include, without limitation, Statement of
Position (SOP) 82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Personal Financial Statements, October 1, 1982, issued by the
Accounting Standards Division of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants;

(p) a report in reasonable detail describing all out-
standing accounts payable and other claims against any of the
material assets of, or otherwise against, the Borrower and
his Affiliates, together with a description of the Borrower's
arrangements already in effect and contractually binding with
respect to the repayment of such accounts payable and other
claims, as well as his plans with respect to those accounts
payable and other claims for which no repayment arrangements
have yet been established, all sur' AeLangements and plans to
be in form, scope and substance satisfactory to the Banks;

(q) such evidence as any Bank shall reasonably request
that the federal, state and local taxes which the Borrower
will be required to pay for calendar year 1989 are not in
excess of $500,000 in the aggregate;

(r) a note from each of the Borrower'$ Affiliates
(other than any of the Casino Entities and any Persons deemed
to be Affiliates by virtue of clause (ii) or (iv) of the def-
inition of "Affiliate" herein) payable to the Borrower, in
form and substance satisfactory to each Bank, evidencing the
obligation of such Affiliate to pay upon the occurrence of a
Capital Event an amount equal to all cash and Cash Equiva-
lents of such Affiliate at such time, each of which notes
shall be pledged to the Agent for the benefit of the Banks;

(s) copies of all employment agreements, collective
bargaining agreements, bonus, pension or retirement plans, or
vacation pay, insurance or welfare agreements to which any of
the Borrower and his Affiliates is a party or is subject; and

(t) such other documents or legal opinions as the Agent
or any Bank or special counsel to the Agent may reasonably
request, all in form and substance satisfactory to the Agent
or such requesting Bank, as the case may be.

Section 3.02. Conditions Precedent to Each Loan. At the
time of t ma<ing by each Bank of any Loan, including, except for
paragraph 'g) below, the initial Loan (before as well as after
giving effect to such Loan and to the proposed use of the proceeds
thereof):

(a) there shall exist no Default or Event of Default,
and all the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall have
been complied with;
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(b) all representations and warranties contained herein
or in any of the other Loan Documents shall be true and cor-
rect in all material respects as of the date of such Loan
with the same effect as though such representations and war-
ranties had been made on and as of the date of such Loan,
except to the extent the representations and warranties speak
as of a certain date and (with respect to all representations
and warranties except those in Sections 4.05(c) and 4.06)
except to the extent changes in facts as to which such repre-
sentations and warranties are made occurred since the Effec-
tive Date without violating or breaching any provision of
this Agreement; provided that the Borrower shall have dis-
closed in its Notice of Borrowing for such Loan those repre-
sentations and warranties which are no longer true and cor-
rect due to such changes in facts or circumstances, the ex-
tent to which they are no longer true and correct and the
particular facts or circumstances causing them to be no
longer true or correct;

(c) the Agent shall have received such other documents
or legal opinions as the Agent or any Bank or special counsel
to the Agent may reasonably request, all in form and sub-
stance satisfactory to the Agent or such requesting Bank, as
the case maybe;

(d) the Banks shall have received evidence satisfactory
to the Required Banks that the proceeds of such Loan are to
be used for the purposes permitted under Section 5.01(h);

(e) the Banks shall have received such Lien searches or
title reports as they deem desirable demonstrating the con-
tinued perfection and priority of the Liens in the Collateral
granted to the Agent for the benefit of the Banks pursuant to
the Security Documents and such evidence as the Required
Banks may deem desirable of the continued coverage under
their lender's policies of title insurance with respect to
the Collateral which is real property, each in form, scope
and substance satisfactory to the Required Banks and in the
event that in the judgment of the Required Banks additional
mortgage taxes must be paid to preserve the priority of the
Lien or Liens securing the Loans after giving effect to the
requested Loans, the Borrower shall have paid such additional
mortgage taxes and the Required Banks shall have been satis-
fied that all such Liens have retained their priority;

(f) a certificate setting forth the cash and Cash
Equivalents held by each of the Borrower and his Affiliates
at the time of such Loan, certified by each Certifying Person
of the Borrower and, with respect to cash and Cash Equiva-
lents of any Affiliate, each Certifying Person of such Affil-
iate; and
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(g) except with respect to the initial Loan, the Bor-
rowec shall have in his employ a Person reasonably satisfac-
tory to the Required Banks whose job description and duties
are reasonably satisfactory to the Required Banks (the "Sen-
ior Executive Officer").

Each Notice of Borrowing and the acceptance by the Borrower
of the proceeds of the requested Borrowing shall constitute a rep-
resentation and warranty by the Borrower, as of the date of the
Loans comprising such Borrowing, that the conditions specified in
subsections (a) and (b) of this Section 3.02 have been satisfied.
For purposes of determining whether the representation and warran-
ty in Section 4.05(c) is true and correct as of the date of any
Loan (other than the initial Loan) and whether the conditions pre-
cedent to such Loan have been satisfied, and for purposes of de-
termining whether an event of the type described in Section 6.10
has occurred at any time after the Effective Date, the disclosures
made in the letter dated as of the Effective Date from Kenneth
Leventhal & Co. to the Banks referred to in Section 4.05(b) shall
be deemed not to constitut? a material adverse change in and of
themselves and in the event such letter is delivered to the Banks
prior to execution hereof, the same shall be true for purposes of
making such determinations as of the date of the initial Loan;
provided that in the event that any other changes not so disclosed
shall have occurred at any time, such disclosures shall be taken
into account together with such other changes for the purpose of
determining whether a material adverse change has occurred.

Section 3.03. Conditions Precedent to Issuance of Letters of
Credit. At the time of the issuance by the Issuing Bank of each
Letter of Credit (before as well as after giLng effect to the
issuance of such Letter of Credit and to the proposed use of the
proceeds thereof):

(a) on or before the date of issuance of the initial
Letter of Credit, each of the conditions set forth in Section
3.01 shall have been satisfied or waived and the Initial Loan
shall have been made;

(b) on or before the date of issuance of such Letter of
Credit, the Issuing Bank shall have received, in accordance
with the provisions of Section 2.05(b), a notice requesting
the issuance of such Letter of Credit, an executed applica-
tion for such Letter of Credit in the form customarily re-
quired by the Issuing Bank for the issuance of letters of
credit, all other information specified in Section 2.05(b),
and such other documents as the Issuing Bank may reasonably
require in connection with the issuance of such Letter of
Credit; and

(c) on the date of issuance of such Letter of Credit,
all conditions precedent described in Section 3.02 shall be
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satisfied to the same extent as though the issuance of such
Letter of Credit were the making of a Loan.

ARTICLE IV. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

The Borrower represents and warrants as follows:

Section 4.01. Cororate Existence. Each Grantor, and each
individual general partner of each Grantor which is a partnership,
is an entity duly organized, validly existing and in good standing
under the laws of the State of its organization.

Section 4.02. Authorization; No Violation. The execution,
delivery and performance by the Borrower of the Override Agree-
ment, the Existing Agreement Amendments and the other Loan Docu-
ments (as defined in the Override Agreement), this Agreement, the
Notes and the other Loan Documents to which the Borrower is a
party do not violate or create a default under any provision of
any applicable Governmental Act or any contractual provision or
other restrictions or limitations binding on or affecting the Bor-
rower or any of his property. Except as set forth on Schedule
4.02, the execution, delivery and performance by each Grantor of
the Guaranty and each Security Document or other Loan Document to
which it is a party, and by each DJT Entity (as defined in the
Override Agreement) of the Existing Amendment Agreements, the
Override Agreement and the Loan Documents (as defined in the Over-
ride Agreement) to which it is a party, (i) are within such Per-
son's corporate, partnership or joint venture powers, as the case
may be, (ii) have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate,
partnership or joint venture actions, as the case may be, (iii) do
not violate or create a default under any provision of applicable
Governmental Act, or such Person's organizational documents, and
(iv) do not violate or create a default under any contractual pro-
vision or other restriction or limitation binding on or affecting
such Person or any of its property, which violation or default re-
ferred to in this clause (iv) might have a material adverse effect
on the business, condition (financial or otherwise), results of
operations, assets or prospects of the Borrower or any of his Af-
filiates.

Section 4.03. Governmental Approvals. No authorization or
approval or other action by, and no-notice to or filing or regis-
tration with, any Governmental Authority is required in connection
with the execution, delivery and performance by the Borrower and
the Grantors of this Agreement, the Notes and the Loan Documents
to which they are a party, or in connection with the execution,
delivery and performance by each DJT Entity of the Override Agree-
ment, the Existing Agreement Amendments, and the Loan Documents
(as defined in the Override Agreement) to which it is a party,
except for the filings and consents scheduled on Schedule 4.03,
all of which have already been obtained or made.
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Section 4.04. Binding Effect. This Agreement constitutes,
and the Notes and other Loan Documents when executed and delivered
will constitute, legal,.valid and binding obligations of the Bor-
rower and each Grantor which is a party thereto, and the Override
Agreement, the Existing Amendment Agreements, the Special Col-
lateral Agreement and the Collateral Agreements when executed and
delivered will constitute, legal, valid and binding obligations of
each DJT Entity (as defined in the Override Agreement) which is a
party thereto, in each case enforceable against the Borrower and
each such Grantor in accordance with their respective terms, ex-
cept as may be subject to (i) the effect of any applicable bank-
ruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or similar law
affecting creditors' rights generally, and (ii) general principles
of equity (regardless of whether such enforcement is sought in a
proceeding in equity or at law).

Section 4.05 Financial Information. (a) The balance sheets
of the Borrower and the Affiliates of the Borrower listed on
Schedule 3.01(o), as at May 31, 1990, including in each case the
related Schedules and notes, true copies of which have been previ-
ously delivered to each of the Banks, are complete and correct and
fairly present the financial condition of the Borrower and each of
such Affiliates as at May 31, 1990, in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis,
which principles, in the case of the Borrower, shall include,
without limitation, Statement of Position (SOP) 82-1, Accounting
and Financial Reporting for Personal Financial Statements, October
?, 1982, issued by the Accounting Standards Division of the Ameri-
can Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

(b) The June 14, 1990 Report gives effect to the restructur-
ing of certain Indebtedness under the Override Agreement and the
advance of Loans and the grant of Liens in the Collateral here-
under, under the Security Documents, the Collateral Agreements and
the Special Collateral Agreements; the assumptions made in prepar-
ing the projections in the June 14, 1990 Report are reasonable and
all material assumptions with respect to such projections are set
forth therein; and the June 14, 1990 Report provides a reasonable
estimation of future performance on a cash basis, subject to the
uncertainty and approximation inherent in any projections and sub-
ject to the limitations and qualifications set forth therein; ex-
cept in each case to the extent disclosed in a letter to be dated
as of the Effective Date from Kenneth Leventhal & Co. to the
Banks, a copy of which shall be delivered to each Bank no later
than the Effective Date.

(c) Since May 31, 1990, there has been no material adverse
change in the business, condition (financial or otherwise), re-
sults of operations, assets or prospects of the Borrower or of any
of his Affiliates except those Affiliates of the Borrower set
forth on Schedule 4.0.
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Section 4.06. Litigation. Except as set forth on Schedule
4.06, there is no action, suit or proceeding, or any governmental
investigation or any arbitration, in each case pending or, to the
knowledge of the Borrower, threatened against the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates (except Affiliates of the Borrower set forth on
Schedule 4.0) or any material property of any such Person before
any court or arbitrator or any Governmental Authority (i) which
challenges the validity of this Agreement, the Note or any other
Loan Document or (ii) which if adversely determined would have a
material adverse effect on the business, condition (financial or
otherwise), results of operations, assets or prospects of the Bor-
rower or of any of his Affiliates.

Section 4.07. Use of Proceeds. The proceeds of the Loans
will be used only for the purposes permitted by Section 5.01(h).
No part of the proceeds of any Loan will be used to purchase or
carry any Margin Stock.

Section 4.08. Comliance with ERISA. Each single-employer
plan and, to the best of the Borrower's knowledge, each multi-
employer plan, is in substantial compliance with ERISA; no Plan
nas an accumulated or waived funding deficiency within the meaning
of Section 412 or Section 418B of the Code; as of the most recent
valuation date for each Plan which is a multiemployer plan, no
withdrawal liability would be imposed on the Borrower, any of his
Affiliates or any ERISA Affiliate if any ERISA Affiliate were to
withdraw, completely or partially, from such Plan; no proceedings
have been instituted to terminate any Plan; the sum of the liabil-
ities in exce.;s of assets of each Plan which is a single employer
plan would not, in the aggregate, exceed $4,000,000 ;f each such
Plan which has liabilities in excess of assets were to terminate
on the date hereof; and none of the Borrower, any of his Affili-
ates or any ERISA Affiliate has incurred any material liability to
or on account of a Plan under ERISA other than in the ordinary
course of business, and no condition exists which presents a ndate-
rial risk to the Borrower or any of his Affiliates of incurring
such a liability.

Section 4.09. Environmental Matters. Except as set forth in
Schedule 4.09, to the best of the Borrower's knowledge none of the
operations or properties of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates
is the subject of Federal, state or foreign investigation evaluat-
ing whether any remedial action is needed to respond to a release
of any Hazardous Substance (as hereinafter defined) into the en-
vironment, and none of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates has
received any written communication since January 1, 1985 from a
Governmental Authority that alleges that the Borrower or any of
his Affiliates is not in compliance, and, with respect to their
operations and properties set forth on Schedule 4.09, the Borrower
and his Affiliates are in compliance in all material respects, and
to the best of the Borrower's knowledge, the other operations or
properties of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates are in compli-
ance in all material respects, with all Federal, state, local or
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foreign laws, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations relating to
the environment ("Environmental Laws"). Each of the Borrower and
each of his Affiliates has filed all notices required to be filed
under any Environmental Law indicating past or present treatment,
storage or disposal of a Hazardous Substance or reporting a spill
or release of a Hazardous Substance into the environment. With
respect to the operations and properties set forth on Schedule
4.09, neither the Borrower nor any of his Affiliates has, and to
the best of the Borrower's knowledge with respect to their other
operations and properties, neither the Borrower nor any of his
Affiliates has, any material contingent liability in respect of
its business in connection with any Hazardous Substance. "Hazard-
ous Substance" includes: (i) any hazardous, toxic or dangerous
waste, substance or material defined as such in (or for the pur-
poses of) the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act, as amended, Superfund Amendments and Reauthori-
zation Act and any so-called superfund or superlien law, or any
other Fnvironmental Law, including Environmental Laws relating to
or imposing liability or standards or conduct concerning any haz-
ardous, toxic or dangerous waste, substance or material in effect
on the date of this Agreement, (ii) asbestos or polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB's), and (iii) any other chemical, material or sub-
stance, exposure to which is prohibited, limited or regulated by
any Federal, state, foreign or local governmental authority pursu-
ant to any Environmental Law or any health and safety or similar
law, code, ordinance, rule or regulation, order or decree, and
which may or could pose a hazard to the health and safety of work-
ers at or users of any properties of the Borrower or any of his
Affiliates or cause damage to the environment. Except as set
forth in Schedule 4.09, with respect to the operations and proper-
ties set forth on Schedule 4.09, there are no, and to the best of
the Borrower's knowledge with respect to their other operations
and properties, there are no, asbestos conditions existing at any
property owned, leased or operated by the Borrower or any of his
Affiliates that could give rise to any removal, encapsulation or
other costs, whether in connection with any pending or future re.-
ovation, remodeling or otherwise.

Section 4.10. Partnerships an' Other Affiliates. Schedule
4.10 to this Agreement states as of the date hereofE the name, jur-
isdiction of organization and organizational nature of each of the
Borrower's Affiliates, the name and percentage ownership of each
holder who is an Affiliate and, to the best of the Borrower's
knowledge, each other holder of any capital stock, partnership
interests or any other Equity Interests of the Borrower's Affili-
ates, and all options, sales agreements, pledges, proxies, voting
trusts, powers of attorney and other agreements or instruments
binding on the Borrower, any of his Affiliates and, to the best of
the Bor:ower's knowledge, any other holder of any such capital
stock, partnership interests or other Equity Interests with re-
spect to such ownership.
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Section 4.11. Assets; Contracts. Schedule 4.11 sets forth a
true and complete list as of the Effective Date of all assets hav-
ing a book value or a fair market value in excess of $25,000 owned
by the Borrower or any of his Affiliates and all Liens (whether
direct or contingent) against the Borrower or any Affiliate or his
or its assets. Neither the fair market value nor the book value
of the assets owned by the Borrower or any of his Affiliates and
not included on Schedule 4.11 is, in the aggregate, in excess of
$250,000. -Except as set forth in Schedule 4.11 and except with
respect to the Affiliates of the Borrower set forth on Schedule
4.0, as of the Effective Date neither the Borrower nor any of his
Affiliates is a party to or is subject to any loan agreement, in-
denture, ground lease or material equipment lease. Except as dis-
closed in Schedule 4.11, as of the Effective Date neither the Bor-
rower, any of his Affiliates nor, to the best of the Borrower's
knowledge, any other party to any such agreements or instruments
is in default thereunder (and no event has occurred which, but for
the giving of notice, the passing of time or both, would consti-
tute a default) which could have a material adverse effect on the
business, condition (financial or otherwise), operations or assets
of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates (except Affiliates of the
Borrower set forth on Schedule 4.0), nor do any grounds exist for
claims of offset, counterclaim or recoupment which could be as-
serted against the DJT Taj Note, the Castle Note, the Intercompany
Notes or any other intercompany Indebtedness for borrowed money
which constitutes Collateral, all of which a:e, as of the date
hereof, the only obligations for borrowed money between the Bor-
rower or any of his Affiliates, on the one hand, and any of his
Affiliates, on the other hand.

Section 4.12. Title to Property. Except with respect to
those Affiliates of the Borrower set forth on Schedule 4.0, Sched-
ule 4.12 hereto sets forth a description of all real property
owned by or leased to the Borrower or any of his Affiliates as of
the date hereof. Except with respect to those Affiliates of the
Borrower set forth on Schedule 4.0, each o the Borrower and his
Affiliates has good and marketable title to all real property pur-
ported to be owned by such Person and good and marketable title to
all other property purported to be owned by such Person, subject
only to Permitted Liens. Except as set forth in Schedule 4.12,
such property as is material to the business, operations, condi-
tion (financial or otherwise) or prospects of the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule
4.0) or to the ability of the Borrower or any Grantor to perform
such Person's obligations under this Agreement, the Notes or the
other Loan Documents to which such Person is a party is in good
operating condition and repair (except for such defects as may
arise from ordinary wear and tear and which are repaired in the
ordinary course of business) and such Person's use thereof con-
forms in all material respects to all laws applicable thereto.
Except as set forth on Schedule 4.12, each of the Borrower and his
Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0) has
full and complete right to the use and possession of all material
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properties purported to be leased by such Person. Except as set
forth on Schedule 4.12, each of the Borrower and his Affiliates
(except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0) is in compli-
ance in all material respects with all material leases applicable
thereto. No condemnation or similar proceedings are in progress,
nor, to the best of the Borrower's or any of his Affiliates'
knowledge, are any threatened, which affect or, to the best of the
Borrower's knowledge, which could affect, any property of the Bor-
rower or any of his Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth
on Schedule 4.0).

Section 4.13. Insurance; Statements to Insurers. The Bor-
rower and the Grantors maintain with financially sound and reputa-
ble insurers insurance with respect to their properties and busi-
ness against loss or damage of the kinds customarily insured
against by prudent Persons in the same or similar businesses of
types and in amounts (with deductible amounts) as is customary for
such Persons under similar circumstances. All representations and
warranties made by the Borrower or any of the Grantors to any in-
surer in connection with any insurance required to be maintained
hereunder or under any of the Security Documents were true and
correct in all material respects when made.

Section 4.14. Payment of Taxes, etc. The Borrower and each
of the Grantors have paid or are paying on a timely basis (i) all
taxes, assessments and governmental charges imposed upon such Per-
son or upon such Person's property, and (ii) except to the extent
set forth on Schedule 4.14, all claims (including, without limita-
tion, claims for labor, materials, supplies or services) which
might, if unpaid, become a Lien upon such Person's property, ex-
cept for, in each case, such amounts the validity or amount of
which is being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings
and as to which the Borrower or the Grantor, as applicable, has
maintained adequate reserves in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.

Section 4.15. Compliance with Laws; Maintenance of Licenses,
etc. The Borrower and each of his Affiliates (except those Af-
filiates set forth on Schedule 4.0) are in compliance in all mate-
rial respects with all applicable Governmental Acts. The Borrower
and his Affiliates have maintained in full force and effect all
licenses and other governmental consents necessary for (x) the
ownership and operation of the Casino Entities by the Borrower and
those Affiliates of the Borrower which currently operate or own,
directly or indirectly, the Casino Entities; (y) the maintenance,
validity, enforceability and perfection of the Lien on such Per-
son's Equity Interests in the Casino Entities in favor of the
Agent on behalf of the Banks provided for in the Security Doc-
uments; and (z) the ownership of any of his assets or the assets
of any of his Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth on
Schedule 4.0) or the conduct by the Borrower or any of his Affili-
ates of any of their respective businesses. Neither the Borrower
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nor any of his Affiliates has received any notice from any Govern-
mental Authority, including, without limitation, the Casino Con-
trol Commission and the. Division of Gaming Enforcement, of any
violation of applicable Governmental Acts relating to the licenses
and other consents and the operation and ownership of, or the
holding of a Lien on any Equity Interest in, the Casino Entities.

Section 4.16. Investment Company Act, etc. None of the Bor-
rower's Affiliates is (a) an "investment company" or a company
"controlled" by an "investment company", within the meaning of the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, or (b) subject to reg-
ulation under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, the
Federal Power Act or any Governmental Act limiting such Person's
ability to incur indebtedness for money borrowed or guarantee such
indebtedness or secure such indebtedness as contemplated hereby or
by any other Loan Document.

Section 4.17. True and Complete Disclosure. All written
information heretofore or contemporaneously furnished by or on
behalf of the Borrower or any of his'Affiliates, and all other
such written information hereafter furnished, to or cn behalf of
any of the Banks is or will be, true and accurate in all material
respects on the date as of which such information is dated or cer-
tified (except for any projections included therein, which are
subject to the uncertainty and approximation inherent in any pro-
jections) and not incomplete by omitting to state anything neces-
sary to make such information not misleading at such time except
to the extent later information could reasonably have been expect-
ed to supersede earlier information; provided that no such repre-
sentation or warranty is made in this Section 4.17 with respect to
the balance sheets, statements of operation and statements of op-
erating cash flow, as of December 31, 1987, December 31, 1988 and
December 31, 1989, of those Affiliates of the Borrower whose
financial statements for such periods were audited by Arthur
Andjersen & Co., or of the Borrower, it being expressly understood
that the exclusion of such financial statements is only an exclu-
sion from this representation and warranty and that none of the
Banks are waiving,, or should be deemed to be waiving, any rights
and remedies they may have with respect to such financial state-
ments against any Person. There is nothing of which the Borrower
is aware which would have a materially adverse effect on the busi-
ness, condition (financial or otherwise), prospects, operations or
assets of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates which has not been
disclosed to the Banks in writing. All written statements of fact
and representations herein, in any of the Loan Documents, and in
any other document, report, certificate, or other written state-
ment or information delivered in connection herewith or therewith,
are true and correct in all material respects and all assumptions
with respect thereto are reasonable in all material respects, each
as of the date such statement of fact or representation is dated
or certified.
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Section 4.18. Override Agreement; Defaults; etc. The Over-
ride Agreement and the Existing Agreement Amendments have become,
or will become contemporaneously with the Effective Date, eff'.c-
tive in accordance with the terms thereof and are in fuli force
and effect. Neither the Borrower nor any of his Affiliates is in
default of any of such Person's obligations under the Override
Agreement, this Agreement or any other Loan Document. The busi-
nesses of the Borrower and his Affiliates are being managed and
operated, the assets of such Persons are being maintained, and
capital expenditures and other expenses and liabilities are being
incurred and expended by such Persons in accordance with the Busi-
ness Plans.

ARTICLE V. COVENANTS

Section 5.01. Certain Affirmative Covenants. So long as any
Commitment exists or any Loan or Note shall remain unpaid or any
Letter of Credit shall remain outstanding, the Borrower shall:

(a) Corporate Existence, Etc. Preserve and keep, and
cause each of the Grantors to preserve and keep, in full
force and effect at all times its rights and franchises
(other than any such rights and franchises the absence of
which would not have a material adverse effect on the busi-
ness, condition (financial or otherwise), operations or as-
sets of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates) and, in the
case of each Grantor, its existence.

(b) Compliance with Laws, Etc. Comply, and cause each
of the Grantors (except those Grantors set forth on Schedule
5.0) to comply, in all material respects, with all applicable
Governmental Acts.

(c) Payment of Taxes and Claims, Etc. Timely pay, and
cause each of the Grantors to pay timely, (i) all taxes, as-
sessments and governmental charges imposed upon such Person
or upon such Person's property, and (ii) except as disclosed
on Schedule 5.01 c), all claims (including, without limita-
tion, claims for labor, materials, supplies or services)
which might, if unpaid, become a Lien upon such Person's
property, unless, in each case, the validity or amount
thereof is being contested in good faith by appropriate pro-
ceedings and the Borrower or such Grantor, as applicable, has
maintained adequate reserves with respect thereto in accor-
dance with generally accepted accounting principles.

{d) Keeping of Books. Keep, and cause each of the
Grantors to keep, proper books of record and account, con-
taining complete and accurate entries of all financial and
business transactions of the Borrower and each Grantor.
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(e) Visitation, Inspection, Etc. Permit, and cause
each of the Grantors to permit, any representative of any
Bank to visit and inspect any of the Borrower's or such
Grantor's property, to examine such Person's books and
records and to make copies and take extracts therefrom, and
to discuss such Person's affairs, finances and accounts with
its officers and public accountants, all at such reasonable
times and as often as any Bank may reasonably request.

(fM Insurance. Maintain, or cause to be maintained,
with financially sound and reputable insurers, insurance with
respect to the Borrower's and his Affiliates' properties and
business against liability, loss or damage of the kinds cus-
tomarily insured against by prudent Persons in the same or
similar businesses, such insurance to be of such types and in
such amounts (with such deductible amounts) as is customary
for such Persons under similar circumstances. Each policy
shall provide that the Agent will be entitled to receive at
least 30 days' prior notice of cancellation. The Banks shall
be added as additional insureds on any and all such liability
insurance. With respect to each policy, upon the request of
the Required Banks (to be made no more frequently than in
connection with the advance of the initial Loan and once
every twelve months thereafter (or if more frequently, upon
the expiration of such policy)), the Borrower shall use his
best efforts, and cause each of his Affiliates to use its
best efforts, to have a certification for such policy exe-
cuted by the insurer or by an authorized representative of
the insurer or by the broker of such insurance where it is
not practical for such insurer to execute the certificate
itself. Such certification shall identify underwriters, the
type of insurance, the insurance limits and the policy term,
and shall specifically state that such policy, when taken
together with all of the Borrower's and his Affiliates' other
insurance policies, are adequate to comply with the provi-
sions of this Section and that it is in full force and ef-
fect, accompanied by evidence that all premiums then due have
been paid. Upon request by the Agent, the Borrower shall
furnish the Agent with copies of all insurance policies,
binders and cover notes or other evidence of such insurance
obtained by the Borrower and each of his Affiliates.

(g) Distributions. Cause each Affiliate (other than
Affiliates which are New Ventures) of which the Borrower or
any of his Affiliates owns or controls more than 50% of the
Equity Interests (other than Plaza Operating Partners, Ltd.,
Plaza Hotel Corp., Trump Shuttle, Inc. and Penn Yards Associ-
ates and, to the extent of a cash reserve for operations in
an amount not in excess of $1,400,000, with respect to the
Commercial Unit in Trump Tower Condominium), to declare and
pay dividends or other distributions on its capital stock,
partnership interests or other Equity Interests at such times
and in such amounts such that such Person retains no cash or
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Cash Equivalents except the greater of (i) cash or Cash
Equivalents retained in the ordinary course of business to
the extent necessary for the payment of reasonably antici-
pated expenses in accordance with the Business Plans and (ii)
the amount of cash and Cash Equivalents equal to the sum of
(A) the amount of cash and Cash Equivalents with respect to
each Casino Entity which is not then permitted to be distri-
buted by such Casino Entity by the Casino Indenture (without
giving effect to any restriction not in effect on the date
hereof) relating to such Casino Entity, or under the Casino
Control Act or the regulations issued pursuant to the Casino
Control Act, or under any order or resolution of the Casino
Control Commission or the Division of Gaming Enforcement and
(B) the amount of cash and Cash Equivalents (without duplica-
tion of amounts under clause (A)) with respect to each corpo-
rate Affiliate which is prohibited from being distributed
under applicable corporate law.

(h) Use of Proceeds; Compliance with Business Plans.
Use proceeds of the Loans solely in accordance with the ex-
penditures, and request the issuance of Letters of Credit
only for the business purposes of the Borrower's properties
and businesses generally (rather than for the benefit of any
specific asset or business), indicated in the Business Plans,
or used in connection with the employment of a Senior Execu-
tive Officer, and not in any manner which is inconsistent
with zhe other provisions of this Agreement and provide the
Agent with such evidence demonstrating that the proceeds were
properly used or the Letters of Credit properly requested as
the Agent may reasonably request from time to time. No pro-
ceeds of Loans, and no Letters of Credit, will be used to
pay, prepay or repurchase, directly or indirectly, any De-
ferred Principal Obligations or Deferred Interest Obligations
or any other Existing Debt Obligations (as each such term is
defined in the Override Agreement). The Borrower shall con-
duct, and shall cause each cf his Affiliates to conduct, his
or its business in compliance in all material respects with
the Business Plans (including, without limitation, the limi-
tations on expenditures and on payments or other transfers,
directly or indirectly, between any of the Borrower and his
Affiliates incorporated or otherwise reflected therein).
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Bor-
rower shall use, and shall cause each of his Affiliates to
use, all of his or its cash and Cash Equivalents solely for
proper business purposes in connection with the Borrower's
and his Affiliates' existing major business operations (in-
cluding distributions made in accordance with Section
5.01(g)) and, except for that portion of Capital Event pro-
ceeds which the Borrower is permitted to retain once the Col-
lateralization Condition has been satisfied (and after giving
effect to distributions required to be made hereunder and
under the Override Agreement), in accordance with the Busi-
ness Plans; provided that in no event will any cash or Cash
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Equivalents of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates (except
ALIBAN, Inc.) in excess of $5,000,000 in the aggregate after
the date of execution and delivery of this Agreement be used
directly or indirectly for the benefit of ALIBAN, Inc. or any
of its assets now owned or hereafter acquired, including the
Princess. In the event any Capital Event shall occur, the
Borrower shall promptly revise all Business Plans to appro-
priately reduce expenditures and revenues attributable to the
asset which was the subject of such Capital Event, all in
form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Required
Banks.

(i) Appointment of Senior Executive Officer; Implemen-
tation of Financial Controls. In connection with the formu-
lation of and compliance with the Business Plans, continue
his current retention of Kenneth Leventhal & Co., such reten-
tion to include the duties which are currently being per-
formed by Kenneth Leventhal & Co., until the Borrower has
employed a Senior Executive Officer. In the event that prior
to the time the Borrower has employed a Senior Executive Of-
ficer, Kenneth Leventhal & Co. shall cease to be employed in
its current capacity, the Borrower shall promptly, diligently
and in good faith seek to find, and shall thereafter promptly
employ, either another nationally recognized accounting firm
to act in such capacity or a Senior Executive Officer. A
Senior Executive Officer shall be employed, together with
such staff members to assist as may be necessary or otherwise
advisable in the opinion of such Person or Kenneth Leventhal
& Co., no later than September 30, 1990. In the event such
Senior Executive Officer shall cease to be so employed at any
time thereafter, the Borrower shall promptly, diligently and
in good faith seek to find, and shall promptly thereafter
employ, another Senior Executive Officer of comparable expe-
rience and stature. No later than September 30, 1990,
Kenneth Leventhal & Co. (or, if applicable, a substitute firm
acting in the same capacity or the Senior Executive Officer
then retained or employed by the Borrower) shall recommend to
the Borrower the implementation of any accounting controls
and procedures and mechanisms for business operations and
planning necessary or, in such Person's judgment, advisable
for the prudent management and operation of the Borrower's
businesses and assets. Promptly after such recommendation,
the Borrower shall install, and thereafter shall maintain,
all accounting controls and procedures and mechanisms for
business operations and planning which may be so recommended
by Kenneth Leventhal & Co. or which are otherwise advisable
and adequate for the prudent management and operation of the
Borrower's businesses and assets.

(j) Licenses. Cause to be maintained in full force and
effect all icenses and other governmental consents necessary
for (x) the ownership and operation of the Casino Entities by
the Borrower, those Affiliates of the Borrower and all other
Persons which operate or own, directly or indirectly, the
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Casino Entities; (y) the maintenance, validity, enforceabil-
ity and perfection of the Lien on any Equity Interests in the
Casino Entities in favor of the Agent on behalf of the Banks
provided for in the Security Doduments; and (z) the ownership
of his assets or the assets of his Affiliates (except those
Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0) or the conduct of any
of their respective businesses.

(k) Tax Returns. From time to time upon request of any
Bank, permit such Bank to review copies of the Borrower's tax
returns filed with any Governmental Authority at a location
specified by the Borrower in the Borough of Manhattan, New
York, New York; provided that such Bank shall, if requested
by the Borrower, Eirst enter into the Agent's standard form
of confidentiality agreement with respect to such tax return.

Section 5.02. Reporting Covenants. So long as any Commit-
ment exists or any Loan or Note shall remain unpaid or any Letter
of Credit shall remain outstanding, the Borrower shall furnish two
copies of each of the following to each Bank and to each other
"Lender" (as defined in the Override Agreement):

(a) Annual Financial Statements. As soon as available
and in any event within 90 days after the end of each calen-
dar year, the balance sheet, statement of operations and
statement of cash flows for the Persons, and in the manner,
indicated on the attached Schedule 5.02, setting foith in
each case in comparaLive form the figures for the previous
calendar year, all in reasonable detail, certified as to com-
pleteness and correctness by each Certifying Person of each
of such Persons and, except for those Persons specifically
identified on Schedule 5.02 as having internal audits only,
accompanied by a report thereon of Kenneth Leventhal & Co. or
other independent public accountants of comparable recognized
national standing acceptable to the Required Banks and the
"Required Lenders" (as defined in the Override Agreement),
which such report shall be unqualified as to scope of audit
and shall state that such financial statements present fairly
the financial condition as at the end of such calendar year,
and the results of operations and changes in financial posi-
tion for such calendar year, of such Persons in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles consistently
applied, which principles, in the case of the Borrower, shall
include, without-limitation, Statement of Position (SOP)
82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Personal Finan-
cial Statements, October 1, 1982, issued by the Accounting
Standards Division of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. The Borrower shall deliver with such
annual financial statements a comparison of each of the
above-described financial statements with the Business Plans,
discussing material deviations from the Business Plans in
reasonable detail, explaining the causes for such deviations,
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the likely impact of such deviations and what remedial ac-
tion, if any, the Borrower proposes to take with respect
thereto.

(b) Quarterly Financial Statements. As soon as avail-
able and in any event within 45 days after the end of each of
the first three calendar quarters of each calendar year, the
balance sheet, statement of operations and statement of cash
flows for the Persons, and in the manner, indicated on the
attached Schedule 5.02, in each case for such quarter and for
the portion of the year ended at the end of such quarter,
setting forth in each case in comparative form the figures
for the corresponding quarter and the corresponding portion
of the previous year, all in reasonable detail and certified
by each Certifying Person of each of such Persons that they
are complete and correct and that they fairly present the
financial condition as at the end of such quarter, and the
results of operations and changes in financial position of
such Persons for such quarter and such portion of the year in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles con-
sistently applied (subject to normal, year-end audit adjust-
ments), which principles, in the case of the Borrower, shall
include, without limitation, Statement of Position (SOP)
82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Personal Finan-
cial Statements, October 1, 1982, issued by the Accounting
Standards Division of the Americzn Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. The Borrower shall deliver with such
quarterly financial statements a comparison of each of the
above-described financial statements with the Business Plans,
discussing material deviations from the Business Plans in
reasonable detail, explaining the causes for such deviations,
the likely impact of such deviations and what remedial ac-
tion, if any, the Borrower proposes to take with respect
thereto.

(c) Monthly Financial Statements. As soon as available
and in any event within 30 days after the end of each calen-
dar month commencing with July 1990, the balance sheet,
statement of operations and statement of cash flows for the
Persons, and in the manner, indicated on Schedule 5.02, in
each case for such month and for the portion of the year
ended at the end of such month, setting forth in each case in
comparative form the figures for the corresponding month and
the corresponding portion of the previous year all in reason-
able detail and certified by each Certifying Person of each
of such Persons that they are complete and correct and that
such financial statements fairly present the financial condi-
tion as at the end of such month, and the results of opera-
tions and changes in cash flow of such Person for such month
and such portion of the year in accordance with generally ac-
cepted accounting principles consistently applied (subject to
normal, year-end audit adjustments), which principles, in the
case of the Borrower, shall include, without limitation,
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Statement of Position (SOP) 82-1, Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Personal Financial Statements, October 1, 1982,
issued by the Accouoting Standards Division of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The Borrower
shall also deliver with such monthly financial statements a
comparison of each of the above-described financial state-
ments with the Business Plans, discussing material deviations
from the Business Plans in reasonable detail, explaining the
causes for such deviations, the likely impact of such devia-
tions and what remedial action, if any, the Borrower proposes
to take with respect thereto. The Borrower shall also de-
liver with such monthly financial statements the following
certified by each Certifying Person of the Borrower and, with
respect to such information for an Affiliate, each Certifying
Person of such Affiliate that each is complete and correct in
all material respects:

(i) schedules setting forth in reasonable detail
for the Borrower and for each of his Affiliates (except,
for the first 12 months after the date hereof, The
Trump-Equitable Fifth Avenue Company), separately, for
such month:

(1) List of capital expenditures committed to
be made;

(2) List of Capital Events which occurred in
the previous month;

(3) List and description of all material per-
sonal expenses incurred by the Borrower;

(4) List of cash and Cash Equivalents; and

(5) List of ali payments of principal and
interest made on, or in respect of, all Inter-
company Notes;

iii) schedules setting forth in reasonable detail
for the Borrower and for each of his Affiliates whose
financial statements are required to be delivered pursu-
ant to this paragraph (c) (except, for the first 12
months after the date hereof, The Trump-Equitable Fifth
Avenue Company), separately, foL such month and, for
those Affiliates of the Borrowe, whose financial state-
ments are required to be delivered pursuant to paragraph
(b) above, with respect to the schedules listed in
clauses (1) and (2) below, for the last month of each
calendar quarter and, with respect to the schedules
listed in clauses (3) and (4) below, for each quarter,
separately:

(1) Accounts receivable agings;
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(2) Accounts payable agings;

(3) List of capital expenditures made; and

(4) List of all Indebtedness for borrowed
money incurred in such period to the extent not
included in any of the other schedules above, spec-
ifying the principal terms and intended uses
thereof.

(d) No Default/Compliance Certificate. Together with
the financial statements required pursuant to subsections
(a), (b) and (c) avove, a certificate cf each Certifying Per-
son of each of the Borrower and each Affiliate (i) to the ef-
fect that, based upon a review of the activities of the Bor-
rower and his Affiliates, or of such Affiliate, as applic-
able, and such financial statements during the period covered
thereby, and for each Certifying Person other than the Bor-
rower, to the best of such Certifying Person's knowledge
after inquiry and due investigation, there exists nc Event of
Default and no Default under this Agreement nor any default
or event of default under any other Loan Document, or if
there exists an Event of Default or a Derault hereunder or a
default or event of default thereunder, specifying the nature
thereof and the Borrower's, or Affiliate's, as applicable,
proposed response thereto, and (ii) demonstrating in reason-
able detail compliance as at the end of such year, such
quarter or such month with Sections 2.08(b), 5.01(h) and
5.03;

(e) Auditors' No Default Certificate. Together with
the financial statements required pursuant to subsection
(a) above, a certificate of the accountants who prepared the
annual report referred to therein to the effect that, based
upon their audit and any additional review, there exi.its no
Event of Default and no Default under this Agreement as to
any accounting matters, or if there exists such an Event of
Default or Default hereunder, specifying the nature thereof,
together with a certificate of such accountants demonstrating
in reasonable detail compliance as at the end of such year
with Sections 2.08(b), 5.0i(h) and 5.03;

(f) Notice of Default. Promptly after the occurrence
of an Event of Default or a Default, a certificate of each
Certifying Person of the Borrower specifying the nature
thereof and the Borrower's proposed response thereto;

(g) Governmental Communications, Filings, Etc. Prompt-
ly upon the mailing or filing thereof, copies of all finan-
cial statements, reports, applications and other significant
statements mailed or delivered to the Casino Control Commis-
sion, the Division of Gaming Enforcement or any other Govern-
mental Authority;
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(h) Litigation. (i) Promptly after (A) the occurrence
thereof, notice of the institution of or any material adverse
development in any action, suit or proceeding or any govern-
mental investigation or any arbitration, before any court or
arbitrator or before or by any Governmental Authority,
against the Borrower or any of his Affiliates or any material
property of any such Person, or (B) actual knowledge thereof,
notice of the written threat of any such action, suit, pro-
ceeding, investigation or arbitration except for any such
threats which outside counsel to the Borrower or his Affili-
ate, as applicable, determines to be frivolous and (ii) to-
gether with the monthly financial statements required pur-
suant to Section 5.02(c), a litigation status report in rea-
sonable detail discussing all litigation by and against any
of the Borrower and his Affiliates or affecting any material
property of any such Person; provide that the Borrower or
his Affiliate shall not be obIg9ated7 to disclose any informa-
tion if his or his Affiliate's outside counsel, as appli-
cable, has determined that such disclosure would materially
impair the Borrower's or his Affiliate's ability, as appli-
cable, to maintain any privilege with respect to such infor-
mation and that such impairment would be materially detri-
mental to such Person;

(i) ERISA. Promptly after (i) actual knowledge
thereof, noTE-i that an ERISA Termination Event or a "pro-
hibited transaction", as such term is defined in Section 4975
of the Code, with respect to any Plan has occurred, which
such notice shall specify the nature thereof and the Bor-
rower's proposed response thereto, and (ii) actual knowledge
thereof, copies of any notice of the PBGC's intention to ter-
minate or to have a trustee appointed to administer any Plan;

(j) Accountants' Reports. As soon as available, copies
of all reports or substantive letters from auditors to the
Borrower or management of the Borrower's Affiliates (includ-
ing management letters covering improvements needed in the
system of internal accounting controls);

(k) Notice of Amendment. Promptly upon the execution
of, or receipt by the Borrower or any of his Affiliates of,
any amendments, waivers, consents, restatements or extensions
relating to or any other written modification of, and agree-
ments, documents or instruments governing, evidencing or
otherwise relating to Indebtedness of such Person for bor-
rowed money or collateral or other security (including guar-
antees and other similar agreements) for, any such Indebted-
ness, copies thereof; and

(1) Other Information. With reasonable promptness,
such other information about the Borrower or his Affiliates
or any of their respective properties as the Agent or any
other Bank may reasonably request from time to time.
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Section 5.02A. Business Planning. So long as any Commitment
exists or any Loan or Note shall remain unpaid or any Letter of
Credit shall remain outstanding:

(a) Annual Plan. The Borrower shall deliver to the
Banks no later than November 30 of each year his annual plan,
in draft, for the following year, to be in the form, and with
at least such detail, as Exhibits I, II and III to Kenneth
Leventhal & Co.'s Agreed Upon Procedures Report dated June
14, 1990 previously delivered to each of the Banks (the "June
14, 1990 Report"), together with a detailed operating plan
for each month of such year for each of the Borrower's Af-
filiates (except those Affiliates which are New Ventures).
Within sixty (60) days thereafter, the Borrower shall submit
to the Banks the final form of the annual plan-(such final
form, the "Annual Plan") in form and substance reasonably
satisfactory to the Required Banks. Without limiting the
foregoing, (1) each Annual Plan shall in all material re-
spects be based upon assumptions generally consistent with
the assumptions incorporated into the immediately prior An-
nual Plan, including, without limitation, assumptions with
respect to level of expenditures, methods of financing and
use of available cash balances, (2) each Annual Plan may in-
clude provisions (such provisions to be reasonably satis-
factory to the Required Banks) with respect to the payment by
the Borrower or his Affiliates of income taxes that would be
payable (after use of any available funds of the Borrower
otherwise available for such purposes) as a result of any
anticipated Capital Events and, if applicable, may contem-
plate the increase in the aggregate Commitments hereunder for
such purpose (subject to the approval of said increase by
each Bank, but as to which increase the Borrower acknowledges
that no Bank has made any commitment hereunder), and (3) the
Annual Plan for any given year shall not:

(i) provide for an aggregate amount of all charit-
able contributions to be made by the Borrower and his
Affiliates (except those Affiliates which are New Ven-
tures) in excess of $100,000 per month;

(ii) provide for the monthly personal and house-
hold expenses of t- Borrower, of the type set forth in
line 4 of Exhibit . to the June 14, 1990 Report, to ex-
ceed for any month in any year set forth below the
amount set forth opposite such year:

Year Monthly Amount
9$450,000
1991 375,000
1992 and thereafter 300,000;

(iii) include in legal and business expenses, of
the type set forth in line 3 of Exhibit I to the June
14, 1990 Report, any fees and expenses to be incurred in
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connection with the acquisition of assets after the date
hereof which, when aggregated with all other such fees
and expenses to be incurred after the date hereof, shall
exceed the amount of proceeds received and permitted to
be retained by the Borrower in respect of all Capital
Events hereunder (after giving effect to all distribu-
tions required to be made under the Override Agreement
from such proceeds) after the date hereof;

(iv) provide for the salary payable to the Bor-
rower for any one year, when aggregated with any direc-
tor's fees, bonuses or other similar types of remunera-
tion from all of his Affiliates (except those Affiliates
which are New Ventures) in such year, to exceed
$200,000;

(v) provide for any amount to be paid by the Bor-
rower, and his Affiliates (except those Affiliates which
are New Ventures), if applicable, to any one individual
who is employed or retained by the Borrower, and his
Affiliates, if applicable, as of the Effective Date
(other than those individuals set forth on Schedule
5.02A(a)(v)) as salary, fees under a personal service
contract or consulting agreement, bonus, counsel fees to
any general counsel or any other form of remuneration in
excess of $300,000 in any one year in the aggregate;
provided, however, that amounts in excess of $300,000 in
respect of deferred compensation may accrue so long as
such accrued amount is subordinated in form and sub-
stance satisfactory to the Required Banks to amounts
outstanding hereunder and under the Override Agreement
(other than in respect of the Facility Fees thereunder)
and is not to be repaid until after all amounts here-
under and under the Override Agreement (other than in
respect of the Facility Fees thereunder) have beer, re-
paid in full. With respect to those individuals set
forth on Schedule 5.02A(a)(v), or other individuals who
may later hold the position currently held by such indi-
viduals, the remuneration paid shall not oe more than
the remuneration generally paid for the same or similar
services in the industry in which such individual is
employed; or

(vi) provide for any amount to be paid, whether by
loan, equity contribution or otherwise, by the Borrower
or any of his Affiliates (except ALIBAN, Inc.) in excess
of $5,000,000 in the aggregate (when combined with all
other amounts previously provided for use, directly or
indirectly, by ALIBAN, Inc. in other Business Plans) for
the direct or indirect benefit of either ALIBAN, Inc. or
any of its assets, whether now owned or hereafter
acquired.
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(b) Strategic Business Plan. The Borrower shall
deliver to the Banks

(i) on the earlier of (x) the day which is
the 90th day following the hiring of a Senior Executive
Officer and (y) December 31, 1990, a strategic business
plan (the "Strategic Business Plan") which shall be in
form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the
Required Banks as determined by the Required Banks
within 60 days of the submission thereof, and shall pro-
vide for the Borrower and his Affiliates (other than
Affiliates which are New Ventures) on a consolidated
basis and for each of the Borrower's Affiliates (other
than Affiliates which are New Venture3) separately the
following in detail reasonably satisfactory to the Re-
quired Banks:

(A) a short range plan to achieve cash flow
break-even and/or expense savings;

(B) the long-term primary strategy for such
Person or Persons, as applicable, together with a
timetable for achievement of such strategy; and

(C) alternative courses of action, together
with timetables, if such primary strategies are not
successfully achieved on a timely basis;

(ii) on the earlier of (x) the day which is
the 90th day following the hiring of a Senior Executive
Officer and (y) December 31, 1990, a three year business
plan (the "Three Year Business Plan") which shall be in
the form of, and with at least such detail as, Exhibits
I, II and III to the June 14, 1990 Report, and shall be
in substance reasonably satisfactory to the Required
Banks, together with a detailed operating plan for each
month of the first year of such three year period and
for each quarter of each of the second and third years
of such three year period for the Borrower and each of
the Borrower's Affiliates (other than Affiliates which
are New Ventures). On each of the first and second an-
niversaries of the date the Borrower delivers the Three
Year Business Plan, the Borrower shall deliver to the
Banks a detailed operating plan for each month of the
second or third year, as appropriate, of the three year
period covered by the Three Year Business Plan (each, a
"Supplemental Operating Plan"); provided that such Sup-
plemental Operating Plan shall not be inconsistent with
any other Business Plan, including, without limitation,
the Annual Plan then in effect and the Strategic Busi-
ness Plan. The restrictions in Section 5.02A(a)(i)-(v)
for the Annual Plan shall also apply to the Three Year
Business Plan and each Supplemental Operating Plan; and
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(iii) simultaneously with delivery of the Three
Year Business Plan and each of the Supplemental Operat-
ing Plans, a written description in reasonable detail of
all changes in management personnel, consultants and
other agents which the Borrower or any of his Affiliates
(except those Affiliates which are New Ventures) intends
to make during the following year, all of which shall be
reasonably satisfactory to the Required Banks.

Section 5.03. Financial Test Covenants. So long as any
Commitment exists or any Loan or Note shall remain unpaid or
any Letter of Credit shall remain outstanding, the Borrower
will not (a) permit the "Cash Balance - After Entity Level
Reserves and Debt Modifications" as at the end of any month,
commencing with December 1990, calculated on a basis identi-
cal with the basis of calculation thereof in the Initial Bus-
iness Plan, to be more than $15,000,000 below the amount pro-
jected for such month in the then current Annual Plan exclud-
ing payments in such month and previous months for
extraordinary and unusual items to the extent not contem-
plated by the Business Plans, or (b) permit such "Cash Bal-
ance - After Entity Level Reserves and Debt Modifications" as
at the end of any month subsequent to April 1991, calculated
on the same basis as in clause (a) above, to be more than
$10,000,000 below the level projected for such amount in the
then current Annual Plan.

Section 5.04. Certain Negative Covenants. So long as
any Commitment exists or any Loan or Note shall remain unpaid
or any Letter of Credit shall remain outstanding, the Bor-
rower will not, and will cause its Affiliates not to:

(a) Indebtedness. Create, incur, assume or suffer
to exist any Indebtedness, other than each of the fol-
lowing (without duplication):

(i) the Indebtedness hereunder and under the
Notes;

(ii) Indebtedness expressly contemplated un-
der the Override Agreement to be outstanding;

(iii) Indebtedness outstanding on the date
hereof which is set out in the Borrower's financial
statements referred to in Section 4.05(a) or in
Schedule 5.04(a)(iii) hereto;

(iv) purchase money Indebtedness to the ex-
tent permitted by Section 5.04(b)(ii);

(v) unsecured current liabilities (not the
result of borrowing and not constituting "Indebted-
ness" as defined in clause (iii) of the definition
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of Indebtedness herein, other than guarantees by
Affiliates required in the ordinary course of their
businesses) incurred in the ordinary course of
business and not represented by any note or other
evidence of Indebteiness;

(vi) intercompany Indebtedness, complying
with the provisions of Article XI of the Override
Agreement, in respect of advances from the Borrower
to any of his Affiliates (except-that, in the case
of ALIBAN, Inc., intercompany Indebtedness shall
not exceed $5,000,000 in the aggregate, plus ac-
crued interest thereon) (A) from proceeds of Capi-
tal Events occurring after the Collateralization
Condition has been satisfied which the Borrower is
permitted to receive and retain hereunder (after
giving effect to all distributions required to be
made under the Override Agreement from such pro-
ceeds) or (B) from proceeds of Loans made in ac-
cordance with the Business Plans so long as all
such Indebtedness is evidenced by Intercompany
Notes which are immediately endorsed over and de-
livered to the Agent on behalf of the Banks, to-
gether with notice to the obligor thereunder of the
pledge thereof, as security for the Indebtedness
hereunder;

(vii) Indebtedness incurred by any New Ven-
ture to the extent that none of the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates, nor such New Venture (other than
to the extent of any Lien on any property being so
financed) or any other New Venture, shall have,
directly or indirectly, any liability of any nature
whatsoever in respect of such Indebtedness;

(viii) Indebtedness incurred by Penn Yards
Associates to develop the premises owned by Penn
Yards Associates, and Indebtedness incurred to fund
overrun construction costs of the premises in New
York, New York known as The Trump Palace, so long
as recourse for such Indebtedness is limited to
such premises and neither the Borrower nor any of
his other Affiliates shall be directly or indi-
rectly liable for any of such Indebtedness;

(ix) Indebtedness in respect of letters of
credit of the Casino Entities in an aggregate out-
standing maximum reimbursement amount at any one
time not in excess of $3,000,000 for all the Casino
Entities, so long as recourse for each such Indebt-
edness is limited to the Casino Entity for whose
account such letter of credit was issued, and
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neither the Borrower nor any of his other Affili-
ates shall be directly or indirectly liable for any
of such Indebtedness; provided that not more than
$1,000,000 of such amount may at any time be issued
for the account of the Casino Entity known as
Trump s Castle;

(x) Indebtedness incurred by Trump Shuttle,
Inc. for the financing of aircraft to the extent
that none of the Borrower or any of his other Af-
filiates shall have, directly or indirectly, any
liability of any nature whatsoever in respect of
such Indebtedness;

(xi) refinancings of any Indebtednesi referred
to in clauses (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii), (viii) or
(x) above on terms not less favorable to the Bor-
rower and his Affiliates than the terms of the In-
debtedness to be so refinanced; provided that in
the case of any refinancing of any Indebtedness
referred to in clause (ii), (iii), (iv), (viii) or
(x) above in a principal amount in excess of the
amount of the Indebtedness being so refinanced,
such refinancing shall constitute a Capital Event;
and

(xii) Indebtedness incurred by The Trump-
Alexander's Company for the sole purpose of funding
margin calls made in respect of the shares of the
stock of Alexander's held by such company, cr to
refinance outstanding Indebtedness in favor of Bear
Stearns & Co. secured by such stock, in a maximum
aggregate principal amount which, when aggregated
with all other such Indebtedness incurred from and
after June 26, 1990, is no greater than $6,300,000
under the demand note a copy of which has been pre-
viously delivered to the Banks as in effect on the
date hereof, and the related Indebtedness of the
Borrower under the guaranty of such Indebtedness a
copy of which has been previously delivered to the
Banks as in effect on the date hereof.

(b) Liens. Create, incur, assume or suffer to ex-
ist any Lien on any of such Person's property now owned
or hereafter acquired to secure any Indebtedness of such
Person, other than:

(i) Liens existing on the date hereof and set
out on Schedule 5.04(b)(i) hereto;

(ii) except in the case of any New Venture,
any Lien on any property securing Indebtedness in-
curred or assumed for the purpose of financing all
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or any part of the acquisition cost of such prop-
erty, provided that such Lien does not extend to
any other property and that such Indebtedness was
permitted to ke incurred under the Business Plans;

(iii) Liens for taxes not yet due or which
are being cuntested in good faith by appropriate
proceedings and with respect to which adequate re-
serves are being maintained;

(iv) statutory Liens of landlords and Liens
of carriers, warehousemen, mechanics, materialmen
and other Liens imposed by law created in the ordi-
nary course of business for amounts not yet due or
which are being contested in good faith by appro-
priate proceedings and with respect to which ade-
quate reserves are being maintained;

(v) Liens (other than any Lien imposed by
ERISA) incurred or deposits made in the ordinary
course of business in connection with workers' com-
pensation, unemployment insurance and other types
of social security, or to secure the performance of
tenders, statutory obligations, surety and appeal
bonds, bids, leases, government contracts, perfor-
mance and return-of-money bonds and other similar
obligations (exclusive of obligations for the pay-
ment of borrowed money);

(vi) easements, rights-of-way, restrictions
and other similar charges or encumbrances not in-
terfering with the ordinary conduct of the business
of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates;

(vii) Liens existing on any property prior to
the acquisition thereof, or prior to the acquisi-
tion of the Person which owns such property, by the-
Borrower or any of his Affiliates, in each case
which Lien was not created in contemplation of such
acquisition;

(viii) Liens granted under the Security Docu-
ments and Liens required to be granted pursuant to
the Override Agreement;

(ix) extensions, renewals or replacements of
any Lien referred to in paragraphs (i) through
(viii) of this Section 5.04(b), provided that any
such extension, renewal or replacement is limited
to the property originally encumbered thereby and
that (A) the refinancing of the Indebtedness se-
cured thereby of the type described in clause (ii),
(iii), (iv), (viii) or (x) of Section 5.04(a) shall
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constitute a Capital Event and (B) no other Indebt-
edness or obligation secured thereby is increased;

(x) Liens on any assets of any New Venture;
and

(xi) Liens granted in connection with the
Indebtedness contemplated by the provisions of Sec-
tion 5.04(a)(viii) which relate only to the prem-
ises described therein.

(c) Sales, Mergers, Etc. Except with respect to
the sale of property of any New Venture or the merger of
any New Venture with any other New Venture or Person who
is not an Affiliate of the Borrower, merge or consoli-
date with any other Person, or sell, lease or otherwise
dispose of all or any substantial part of such Person's
property or assets to any other Person, other than in
transactions that (i) constitute good faith Capital
Events the other parties to which are Persons which are
not Affiliates of the Borrower and (ii) are for fair
market value and are on commercially reasonable terms;

'ded that in no event shall the Borrower or any of
his Affiliates sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of,
pledge, assign, hypothecate or otherwise grant a Lien in
or on any Equity Interests, rights under management con-
tracts or rights to any proceeds except in compliance
with the terms hereof and of the Override Agreement.
All non-cash forms of consideration which would have
constituted Net Cash Proceeds had they been received in
cash at closing shall be pledged to the Agent for the
benefit of the Banks as security for the obligations
hereunder pursuant to a pledge or other security agree-
ment (as appropriate) in form and substance satisfactory
to the Required Banks.

(d) Investments, Loans, Etc. Make any loans to or
investments in any Person other than:

(i) investments in Affiliates of the Borrower
existing on the date hereof: provided that neither
the Borrower ncr any of his A affiliates will make
additional loans to or investments in such Affili-
ates after the date hereof except to the extent
permitted under Section 5.04(a)(vi);

(ii) direct obligations of the United States
or any agency thereof, or obligations guaranteed by
the United States or any agency thereof, in each
case maturing within two years from the date of
creation thereof;
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(iii) commercial paper maturing within 270
days from the date of creation thereof rated in the
highest grade by two nationally recognized credit
rating agencies;

(iv) time deposits (maturing within one year
from the date of creation thereof) with, and cer-
tificates of deposit issued by, any office located
in the United States of any bank or trust company
which is organized under the laws of the United
States or any state thereof, whose long term debt
is rated "A" or better by two nationally recognized
credit rating agencies and has assets aggregating
at least $10,000,000,000; and

(v) investments in real property and gaming
related businesses ("New Ventures") (x) which are
not built or located on, otherwise annexed to, en-
hancements of, or otherwise made an essential part
of, any of the Collateral and (y) which are made
with (A) the proceeds received and permitted to be
retained by the Borrower in respect of any Capital
Event (after giving effect to all distributions
required to be made hereunder and under the Over-
ride Agreement from such proceeds) or (B) the pro-
ceeds received and retained by the Borrower with
respect to equity investments made by Persons not
constituting Affiliates of the Borrower or
(C) assets of any other New Venture; provided that
(1) the New Venture shall be purchased -or con-
structed and operated, and the assets thereof shall
be owned, only by a Person which is not the Bor-
rower or any of his Affiliates (other than an Af-
filiate which is & New Venture) or any partnership,
joint venture or other entity as to which the Bor-
rower or any of his Affiliates (other than an Af-
filiate which is a New Venture) is a general part-
ner, joint venturer or otherwise liable directly or
indirectly for the liabilities of such entity, (2)
to the extent that any cash, Cash Equivalents or
any other assets of any New Venture are at any time
held or owned by the Borrower or any of his Affil-
iates (other than an Affiliate which is a New Ven-
.ture), they no longer shall be entitled to any of
the benefits granted to or in respect of New Ven-
tures in this Agreement or the Override Agreement,
(3) in the event the Borrower or any of his Affil-
iates sell3-or otherwise disposes of any New Ven-
ture, all income and other taxes and transaction
costs payable in connection therewith shall be paid
solely out of the proceeds of such transaction or
shall be otherwise paid by such New Venture or any
other New Venture and (4) each New Venture shall
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enter into a tax sharing agreement with the Bor-
rower and his Affiliates which are members of the
same consolidated group for federal income tax pur-
poses, such agreement to be in form, scope and sub-
stance satisfactory to the Required Banks.

(e) LeasO5. Enter into or otherwise become liable
with respect to any leases, including master leases, as
lessee, except for (i) leases entered into to replace
leases existing on June 15, 1990 as disclosed in Sched-
ule 5.04(e), (ii) leases entered into in the ordinary
course of business to the extent reflected in the Busi-
ness Plans, (iii) leases contemplated by the Override
Agreement, (iv) the lease between The Trump Equitable
Fifth Avenue Company, as landlord, and The Trump Corpo-
ration, as tenant, dated as of the date hereof with re-
spect to the 24th Floor of the building located at 721-
725 Fifth Avenue, New York,-New York and commonly known
as Trump Tower, and (v) leases entered into by any New
Venture to the extent that none of the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates (other than such New Venture) shall
have, directly or indirectly, any liability of any na-
ture whatsoever in respect of such lease.

(f) Issue of Interests. With respect to the Bor-
rower's Affiliates, except as part of an employee's re-
muneration made in accordance with the Business Plans
and Section 5.02A(a)(v), issue any additional capital
stock, partnership interests or other Equity Interests,
issue or otherwise grant any option, warrant or other
right to acquire or otherwise receive any capital stock,
partnership interests or other Equity Interests other
than in connection with transactions that (i) constitute
Capital Events the other parties to which are Persons
which are not Affiliates of the Borrower; (ii) are for
commercially reasonable prices and are on commercially
reasonable terms; and (iii) are on terms which provide
that at least 90% of all consideration paid for such
issuance or grant will be payable immediately upon clos-
ing in cash. All non-cash forms of consideration which
would have constituted Net Cash Proceeds had they been
received in cash at closing snall be pledged to the
Agent for the benefit of the Banks as security for the
obligations hereunder pursuant to a pledge or other
security agreement (as appropriate) in form and sub-
stance satisfactory to the Required Banks.

(g) Transactions with Affiliates or New Ventures.
Enter into or carry out any transaction with (including,
without limitation, making loans to, purchasing property
or services (including, without limitation, under any
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employment or management contract) from, selling prop-
erty or services to or paying salaries, bonuses, con-
sulting fees or any. similar amounts to) either (1) any
Affiliate (other than a New Venture) of any such Person
or (2) any New Venture, except (in the case of clause
(1) above only)

(i) subject to Section 5.02A(a)(v), direc-
tors, officers and employees of any such Person may
render services to any other such Person for com-
pensation at the same rates generally paid by Per-
sons engaged in the same or similar businesses for
the same or similar services;

(ii) (x) transactions between the Borrower, on
the one hand, and any ot his Affiliates, on the
other hand, made in accordance with the Business
Plans and entered into in the ordinary course of
business, pursuant to the reasonable requirements
of such Person's business, upon terms fair and rea-
sonable and no less favorable to the Borrower or
such Affiliate than would obtain in a comparable
arm's-length transaction or (y) transactions be-
tween the Borrower, on the one hand, and any of his
Affiliates (other than these Persons who constitute
Affiliates as defined in clause (ii) or clause (iv)
of the definition of "Affiliate" herein), on the
other hand, made in accordance with, and described
in reasonable detail in, the Business Plans;

(iii) transactions effected pursuant to the
agreements disclosed on, or otherwise described on,
Schedule 5.04(g) in accordance with the terms as
they exist on the date hereof; and

(vi) investments permitted by Section
5.04(d)(i) and (v).

(h) Modifications to Debt Documents; Waiver to
Override Agreement. (i) (x) Except as provided in
Section 5.04(h)(i)(y), amend, restate or otherwise
modify the terms or conditions of any agreements, in-
struments or other documents issued, delivered or exe-
cuted in connection with any of such Person's Indebted-
ness for borrowed money, including without limitation
the Override Agreement and all documents executed in
connection therewith (but excluding this Agreement, the
Notes and the other Loan Documents) except:
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(A) with respect to all such agreements,
instruments and other documents (including
agreements, documents and instruments speci-
fied in paragraph (B)-(D) below), with the
prior written consent of the Required Banks;

(B) with respect to documents executed
in connection with the Override Agreement (but
not including the Override Agreement) and the
Existing Agreement Amendments (except as pro-
vided to the contrary with respect to thcse
agreements specified in paragraph (D) below),
(1) in the manner and to the extent provided
for in Section 2.1(b) of the Override Agree-
ment as it exists on the date hereof or (2) in
the manner provided for in paragraph (E) below
and not otherwise inconsistent with Section
2.1(b) of the Override Agreement as it exists
on the date hereof;

(C) with respect to the First Amendment
to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement,
dated as of the date hereof, between Citibank,
N.A. as Agent and the Shuttle, such agreement
may be amended or modified in accordance with
the provisions thereof relating to amendments
as such provisions exist on the date hereof;
and

(D) with respect to all other such
agreements, documents or instruments, amend-
ments, modifications or restatements thereof
such that such agreements, documents or in-
struments shall be no less favorable to the
Borrower and his Affiliates than the same were
prior to such amendment, modification or re-
statement; provided that no such amendment,
restatement or modification shall, without the
prior written consent of the Required Banks,
shorten the maturity, increase the frequency
of times or amounts for payments or prepay-
ments of principal, interest or any other fees
or charges in respect thereof or change the
terms relating to acceleration in a manner
adverse to the Borrower and his Affiliates,
subordination, negative pledges, or addition
of collateral or other security, including
claims against third parties or, with respect
to Indebtedness of any Affiliate of the Bor-
rower all or a portion of the Entity Operating
Cash Flow (as defined in the Override Agree-
ment) of which is includable in Operating Cash
Flow (as defined in the Override Agreement),
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reduce the amount or timing of distributions
or other payments of any nature which such
Person may make to any of the holders of any
of the Equity Interests of such Person.

(y) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary con-
tained herein, no term or provision of this Agreement or
any other Loan Documents shall be construed to limit or
otherwise affect the rights, remedies or obligations
(including, without limitation, the right to amend, re-
state or otherwise modify the terms or conditions of any
agreements, instruments or other documents) of any of
the lenders (or the agent therefor) under or otherwise,
in connection with, or the rights and obligations of
Trump-Equitable Fifth Avenue Company, Plaza or the Bor-
rower o': any of his other Affiliates under or otherwise
in connection with, the first mortgage loans in respect
of the properties of the Borrower and his Affiliates
known as the "Trump Tower" and the "Plaza Hotel" and all
agreements, instruments or other documents executed and
delivered in connection therewith, as the same may be
amended, restated, modified, extended, renewed or re-
financed.

(ii) Until such time as the Collateralization Condition
has occurred, whenever terms or conditions of this
Agreement are waived, modified or amended, and any De-
faults or Events of Default are waived, or consents
given to certain events which would otherwise violate
certain terms or conditions, and such terms or condi-
tions are also part of the Override Agreement, whether
explicitly or by incorporation, then such terms or con-
ditions as they exist in the Override Agreement shall be
deemed to be waived, modified or amended, defaults or
events of default shall be waived, and such consents
shall be given unde: the Override Agreement, to the same
extent and for the same period as under this Agreement,
in each case automatically without further documentation
or other action.

(i) Repayments of indebtedness. Repay or prepay,
directly or indirectly, any In6ebteness, including any
purchase of any notes, bonds or other instruments evi-
dencing Indebtedness, except (i) payments of the Indebt-
edness arising hereunder, (ii) mandatory payments or
mandatory prepayments required by the express terms of
any Indebtedness permitted to exist under Section
5.04(a), including purchases of publicly traded bonds
secured directly or indirectly by the real property of
any of the Casino Entities made to satisfy the next man-
datory sinking fund or similar payments within the six
months preceding the due date for such mandatory pay-
ment; (iii) optional payments or optional prepayments of
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the Indebtedness permitted to be incurred under Section
5.04(a)(iv), (-), (vii), (viii), (x) or (xi) (but, with
respect to cla e (xi), only in respect of Section
5.04(a)(iv), (vii), (viii) or (x)), it being understood
that refinancings permitted by Section 5.04(a)(xi) do
not constitute optional payments or optional prepayments
for purposes of this Section 5.04(i); and (iv) once the
Collateralization Condition has been satisfied, payments
of amounts owing under the Override Agreement, whether
from "Operating Cash Flow" (as defined therein) or
otherwise.

(j) Capital Expenditures. In any one year, except
with respect to any New Verture (but, as to expenditures
with respect to New Ventures, subject to the restric-
tions on the source of funds therefor as described in
Section 5.04(d)(v)), incur or expend any amounts for
capital expenditures in excess of the amounts of capital
expenditures set forth in the Annual Plan for such year
or to the extent of any insurance proceeds received by
the Borrowier or any Affiliate in respect of any casualty
event with respect to any asset being repaired or re-
placed by means of such capital expenditure; provided
that such Person may make capital expenditures in excess
of such amounts to the extent, and only to the extent,
deemed by a Governmental Authority to be necessary for
such Person to remain in compliance with the laws, rules
and regulations governing the operation of such Person's
business or ownership of such Person's assets.

(k) Transfers to New Ventures. Make any payment
of, or otherwise transfer, any cash, Cash Equivalents or
any other assets to any New Venture, or otherwise assume
or satisfy any liability of any New Venture, except to
the extent the same coizstitutes or is made with (i) pro-
ceeds received and retained by. the Borrower (after giv-
ing effect to distributions required to be made here-
under and under the Override Agreement) in respect of
any Capital Event, (ii) proceeds received and retained
by the Borrower with respect to equity investments made
by Persons not constituting Affiliates of the Borrower
or (iii) assets of any other New Venture.

ARTICLE VI. EVENTS OF DEFAULT

Upon the occurrence of any of the following events
(other than an event specified in Section 6.07(a)-(h) with
respect to the Borrower, which shall immediately constitute
an Event of Default) and regardless of whether any accelera-
tion of all or any portion of the Loan shall have occurred
pursuant to Article VIA, the Agent shall, upon request of any
Bank, send a notice to each Bank specifying the circumstances
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described in such Bank's request and inquiring of each Bank
whether it has determinedTo declare an Event of Default or
to waive the occurrence .of an Event of Default and the De-
fault giving rise thereto. If within 20 Business Days of the
date of such notice by the Agent, the Required Banks shall
have given notice to the Agent that they have elected to de-
clare an Event of Default, an Event of Default shall be
deemed to have occurred. If within such 20 Business Day
period, the Required Waiving Banks shall have elected to
waive the occurrence of an Event of Default and the Default
giving rise thereto, such waiver shall be deemed to have oc-
curred. If neither such declaration or waiver shall occur
within such 20 Business Day period, the Agent shall send a
second notice to the Banks making the same inquiry as such
first notice. If within 20 Business Days of the date of such
second notice, the Required Banks shall have given notice to
the Agent that they have elected to declare an Event of De-
fault, an Event of Default shall be deemed to have occurred.
If within such 20 business day period, the required waiving
banks shall have elected to waive the occurrence of an event
of default and the default giving rise thereto, such waiver
shall be deemed to have occurred; PROVIDED THAT ANY BANK THAT
SHALL NOT HAVE RESPONDED TO SUCH SECOND NOTICE WITHIN 20 BUS-
INESS DAYS THEREOF SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE WAIVED THE OC-
CURRENCE OF SUCH EVENT OF DEFAULT AND THE DEFAULT GIVING RISE
THERETO.

Section 6.01. Payments. The Borrower shall fail to pay
when due (including, without limitation, by mandatory prepay-
ment) any principal of or interest on any Note, or the Bor-
rower shall fail to pay within 10 Business Days after the due
date thereof any fee or any other amount payable hereunder or
under any other Loan Document;

Section 6.02. Covenants Without Cure. The Borrower
shall fail to observe or perform any covenant or agreement
contained in Sections 5.01(c), (f), (g), (h) or (i), 5.03, or
5.04(a)-(g);

Section 6.03. Other Covenants. The Borrower shall fail
to observe or perform any covenant or agreement under this
Agreement, the Notes or, except as may otherwise be specifi-
cally provided therein, any of the other Loan Documents,
other than those referred to in Sections 6.01 and 6.02, and,
if capable of being remedied, such failure shall remain un-
remedied for 30 days;

Section 6.04. Representations. Any representation,
warranty or statement made or deemed to be made by the Bor-
rower or any Grantor under or in connection with this Agree-
ment or any other Loan Document shall not have been true and
correct in all material respects when made or deemed to be
made;
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Section 6.05. Validity of Loan Documents. This Agree-
ment or any of the other Loan Documents shall cease for any
reason to be in full force and effect or the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates shall so assert in writing, or any of the
Liens created by the Security Documents shall cease to be en-
forceable or shall not have the priority purported to be cre-
ated thereby;

Section 6.06. Defaults Under Other Agreements. Any
Uniform Event of Default (as defined in the Override Agree-
ment) shall have occurred and be continuing or the Borrower
or any of his Affiliates shall fail to make any payment in
respect of any Indebtedness for borrowed money (including
leases) which payments aggregate $5,000,000 or more when due
or within any applicable grace period if the holder of such
Indebtedness would be able to take any action directly or
indirectly against the Borrower as the obligor, a guarantor,
a general or limited partner of any partnership, a partici-
pant in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or director
of a corporation or in any other capacity, whether by opera-
tion of law or otherwise, for the repayment of such Indebted-
ness (or any portion thereof or interest thereon or any other
sums payable in respect thereof) either then or upon an ac-
celeration of such Indebtedness, or any event or condition
shall occur which results in the acceleration of the maturity
of any such Indebtedness in the aggregate outstanding amount
of $5,000,000 or more or which would enable (or, with the
giving of notice or lapse of time or both, would enable) the
holder of such Indebtedness or any Person acting on such
holder's behalf to accelerate the maturity thereof;

Section 6.07. Bankruptcy. (a) The Borrower or any of
his Affiliates shall commence a voluntary case concerning
such Person under Title 11 of the United States Code entitled
"Bankruptcy" as now or hereafter in effect, or any successor
thereto (the "Bankruptcy Code"); or (b) an involuntary case
is commenced against the Borrower or any of his Affiliates
and the petition is not controverted within 90 days, or is
not dismissed within 90 days, after commencement of the case;
or (c) a custodian (as defined in the Bankruptcy Code) is
appointed for, or takes charge of, all or any substantial
part of the property of the Borrower or any of his Affili-
ates; or (d) the Borrower or any of his Affiliates commences
any other proceeding under any reorganization, arrangement,
adjustment of debt, relief of debtors, dissolution, insol-
vency or liquidation or similar law of any jurisdiction
whether now or hereafter in effect relating to the Borrower
or such Person or there is commenced against the Borrower or
any of his Affiliates any such proceeding which remains un-
dismissed for a period of 90 days; or (e) the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates is adjudicated insolvent or bankrupt; or
(f) any order of relief or other order approving any such
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case or proceeding is entered; or (g) the Borrower or any-of
his Affiliates suffers any appointment of any custodian or
the like for such Person.or any substantial part of such Per-
son's property to continue undischarged or unstayed for a
period of 90 days; or (h) the Borrower or any of his Affili-
ates makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors;
or (i) the Borrower or any of his Affiliates shall fail to
pay, or shall state that such Person is unable to pay, or
shall be unable to pay, such Person's debts generally as they
become due; or (j) the Borrower or any of his Affiliates
shall by any act or failure to act indicate such Person's
consent to, approval of or acquiescence in any of the forego-
ing; or (k) any action is taken by the Borrower or any of his
Affiliates for the purpose of effecting any of the foregoing;
provided that for purposes of this Section 6.07, the term
"Affiliate" shall not be deemed to include any New Ventures
or any other Persons listed on Schedule 6.0;

Section 6.08. ERISA. A Plan shall fail to maintain the
minimum funding standa-rd required by Section 412 of the Code
for any plan year or a waiver of such standard is sought or
granted under Section 412(d), or a Plan is, shall have been
or is to be imminently, terminated or the subject of termina-
tion proceedings under ERISA, or the Borrower or an ERISA
Affiliate has incurred or is imminently to incur a liability
to or on account of a Plan under Section 4062, 4063, 4064,
4201 or 4204 of ERISA, and there shall result from any such
event or events either a liability or a material risk of in-
curring a liability to the PBGC or a Plan, which in the rea-
sonable opinion of the Required Banks, will have a material
adverse effect upon the business, financial condition, re-
sults of operations or prospects of the Borrower and his Af-
filiates, taken as a whole;

Section 6.09. Adverse Judgment. Judgments or orders
for the payment of money in excess of $5,000,000 in the ag-
gregate or otherwise materially adverse to the business, con-
dition (financial or otherwise), operations, prospects or
assets of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates (other than
those Affiliates which are New Ventures and the Shuttle)
shall be rendered against the Borrower or any of his Affili-
ates (other than those Affiliates which are New Ventures and
the Shuttle, and such judgments or orders shall continue un-
satisfied (in the case of a money judgment) and in effect for
a period of 60 days during which execution shall not be ef-
fectively stayed or deferred (whether by action of a court,
by agreement or otherwise);

Section 6.10. Material Adverse Change. Any material
adverse change shall occur since May 31, 1990 in the busi-
ness, condition (financial or otherwise), results of opera-
tions, assets or prospects of the Borrower or of any of his
Affiliates (other than New Ventures, the Shuttle and those
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Affiliates listed on Schedule 6.0) which would materially
impair the ability of the Borrower to perform his obligations
under this Agreement and repay the Loans or to comply with
the Business Plans or the ability of the Grantors to perform
their obligations under the Guarantees, Security Documents or
other Loan Documents to which they are parties (it being
understood that the fact that a given occurrence or event (or
the failure to occur of such occurrence or event) is not spe-
cifically identified in the other sections of this Article VI
does not imply that such Occurrence or event (or failure
thereof to occur) does not or cannot constitute a material
adverse change for purposes of this Section 6.10);

Section 6.11. Casino Control. Any license or other
governmental consents material to the ownership or operation,
or the holding of a Lien granted under any Security Document
on any Equity Interest, of the Casino Entities shall expire
without renewal or be suspended or revoked or the Borrower or
any of his Affiliates or any other Person shall be prohibited
from operating casinos, or holding any such Lien, under any
of such licenses or consents and such prohibition shall not
have been removed within 30 days; any regulatory or judicial
body shall make any determination or take any action which
materially adversely affects the Borrower's or any of his
Affiliates' or any other Person's ability to own and operate,
directly or indirectly, or hold any such Lien in respect of,
the Casino Entities, including, without limitation, a deter-
mination by the Casino Control Commission or the Division of
Gaming Enforcement that the Borrower or any one of his Af-
filiates or any other such Person is a "Disqualified Person"
under Section 86 of the Casino Control Act; or a conservator
shall be appointed for any of the Casino Entities by the
Casino Control Commission;

Section 6.12. Death; Incapacity. The Borrower shall
die or become incapacitated;

Section 6.13. Property Loss. There shall occur the
loss, theft, substantial damage to or destruction of any por-
tion of the Collateral not fully covered by insurance which
by itself or with other such losses, thefts, damage or de-
struction of Collateral shall materially impair the value or
the operations of the Borrower or any of his Affiliates (ex-
cept New Ventures and those Affiliates listed on Schedule
6.0) or there shall occur the exercise of the right of con-
demnation or eminent domain on any portion of the Collateral
which by itself or with other such exercises of the right of
condemnation or eminent domain shall materially impair the
value or the operations of the Borrower or any of his Affili-
ates (except New Ventures and those Affiliates listed on
Schedule 6.0); or
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Section 6.14. Casino Events. Either (a) any Person or
Perscns (whether or not Banks) shall institute any proceed-
ings seeking to foreclose or otherwise to realize upon a con-
sensual lien in any asset of any Casino Entity or any Equity
Interest in any Casino Entity securing Indebtedness in the
amount of $5,000,000 or more in the aggregate or (b) the Bor-
rower or any of his Affiliates shall take any action in con-
nection with the refinancing or restructuring of any Casino
Indenture which, directly or indirectly, results in, or will
imminently result in, the dilution or reduction of the Bor-
rower's ownership of Equity Interests in any Casino Entity;

then, and in any such event, and at any time thereafter, if
any Event of Default shall have been declared pursuant to the
first paragraph of this Article VI and shall then be continu-
ing, the Required Banks may, or the Agent may, on behalf of
the Banks acting by instruction of the Required Banks, by
written notice to the Borrower, take any or all of the fol-
lowing actions, without prejudice to the rights of the Banks
or the holder of a Note to enforce such Person's claims
against the Borrower: (i) declare the Commitments termi-
nated, whereupon the Commitments shall terminate immediately
and any Commitment fee shall forthwith become due and payable
without any other notice of any kind; or (ii) declare the
principal of and any accrued interest on the Loans, and all
other obligations owing hereunder, to be, whereupon the same
shall become, forthwith due and payable without presentment,
demand, protest or other notice of any kind, all of which are
hereby waived by the Borrower; provided, that, if an Event of
Default specified in Section 6.07(a)-(h) (with respect to the
Borrower only) shall occur, the result which would occur upon
the giving of written notice by the Required Banks or the
Agent to the Borrower, as specified in clauses (i) and (ii)
above, shall occur automatically without the giving of any
such notice or the taking of any other action.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, none of the follow-
ing shall in and of itself constitute an event which, upon
declaration by the Required Banks in accordance with the
first paragraph of this Article VI, would constitute an Event
of Default: (a) any Person commences to exercise, or exer-
cises, any Foreclosure Rights with respect to the Shuttle or
any Equity Interest in the Shuttle, (b) any Equity Interest
in the Shuttle is transferred to any of the financial insti-
tutions who are lenders secured by any assets of, or Equity
Interest of, the Shuttle immediately prior to the Effective
Date (or their successors and assigns), whether as a result
of the exercise of Foreclosure Rights or otherwise, or (c)
any default or event of default occurs in any Existing Debt
Credit Agreement, Existing Collateral Agreement, Special Col-
lateral Agreement or Collateral Agreement (as each such term
is defined in the Override Agreement) relating to the Shuttle
or any Equity Interest in the Shuttle.
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In the event that the Required Banks shall have
taken any of the actions following an Event of Default re-
ferred to in the paragraph above immediately following Sec-
tion 6.14, the Agent may exercise all rights and remedies
provided under this Agreement, any of the Security Documents
or any other Loan Document, or otherwise available under ap-
plicable law (including without limitation, the Uniform Com-
mercial Code), all subject to the direction of the Required
Banks; provided that with respect to all Collateral (other
than Collateral referred to on Schedule VI), the foregoing
shall not be deemed to permit the Agent to exercise Fore-
closure Rights in the absence of a Foreclosure Event. In
addition to, and without limitation of, the foregoing, in the
event any Foreclosure Event shall occur with respect to any
Collateral, the Agent, at the direction of the Required
Banks, shall exercise or enforce any of its rights or reme-
dies (including, without limitation, the rights and remedies
set forth in Article VIA) with respect to the obligations of
the Borrower hereunder either by suit in equity or by action
at law, or both, or to enforce the payment of any such obli-
gations, against, or to exercise any other foreclosure or
similar remedy with respect to (the foregoing rights and rem-
edies against property and the rights and remedies under
Article VIA being hereinafter referred to as the "Foreclosure
Rights"), all or any portion of any property included in such
Collateral pursuant to any Security Documents, all in accor-
dance with the instructions of the Requ-ired Banks (it being
expressly understood and agreed that every Foreclosure Event
shall be deemed to constitute a "default", as such term is
used in Part 5 of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code,
and that the Agent shall have all the rights and remedies
afforded a secured creditor after "default" in such statutory
provisions upon the occurrence of any Foreclosure Event). A
"Foreclosure Event" with respect to any property included in
the Collateral shall be deemed to have occurred if on or
after the date hereof (x) any Person or Persons holding a
Prior Lien on such Affected Collateral (it being understood
for the purpose of this clause (x) that any Lien on any asset
or property of any Person shall be deemed to be a Prior Lien
with respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds
thereof or rights thereof, including, without limitation,
distributions therefrom) of such Person) shall have commenced
to exercise Foreclosure Rights against all or any portion of
such property included in the Collateral, (y) in the case of
any of the Collateral referred to on Schedule VI, at any
time, or, in the case of any -ther Collateral, at such time
as no Lender shall hold a Prior Lien in the applicable Af-
fected Collateral (or, in the case of clause (B) below, the
applicable Collateral with respect to which the Agent is pro-
posing to exercise any Foreclosure Rights) (it being under-
stood for the purpose of this clause (y) that any Lien on any
asset or property of any Person shall not be deemed to be a
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Prior Lien with respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest
(or proceeds thereof or rights therein, including, without
limitation, distributions therefrom) of such Person), either
(A) the Borrower or any of his Affiliates shall have failed
to observe or perform any covenant or agreement contained in
the Security Documents creating the Lien in such property or
any default under such Security Documents shall occur, in
each case, which shall continue to exist following the expi-
ration of any applicable grace period, or (B) any Event of
Default shall have occurred without waiver or cure for 20
days after the expiration of any applicable grace period or
any Uniform Event of Default (as defined in the Override
Agreement) shall have occurred without waiver or cure for 20
days after the expiration of any applicable grace period, or
(z) in the case of any of the Collateral referred to on
Schedule VI, at any time, or, in the case of any other Col-
lateral, at such time as no Lender shall hold a Prior Lien in
the applicable Affected Collateral (it being understood for
the purpose of this clause (z) that any Lien on any asset or
property of any Person shall not be deemed to be a Prior Lien
with respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein, including, without limitation,
distributions therefrom) of such Person), the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates shall have failed to make any payment of
principal of or interest on any Indebtedness owed to the
Banks hereunder which is secured pursuant to such Security
Documents by all or any portion of such property included in
the Collateral when due (whether at stated maturity, by ac-
celeration, on demand or otherwise) which shall continue to
exist following the expiration of any applicable grace
period. The term "Affected Collateral" shall mean tl'e prop-
erty (real or personal, tangible or intangible, whether pres-
ently existing or hereafter created) included in the Col-
lateral with respect to all or a portion of which such prop-
erty an event has occurred (or failed to occur) which re-
sulted in the occurrence of the applicable Foreclosure Event.
For purposes of this Article VI, a Lien on any proceeds, or
rights in (including, without limitation, distributions in
respect of), any Equity Interest shall be treated equiva-
lently to a Lien in such Equity Interest.

In the event that the Agent has exercised or enforced
any rights or remedies pursuant to this Article VI and shall
thereafter have discontinued all such exercise or enforce-
ment, the Agent shall upon the written request of the Bor-
rower send a notice to each Person specified in such request
of the Borrower stating that such exercise or enforcement has
been so discontinued.
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ARTICLE VIA. SPECIAL FORECLOSURE RIGHTS PROVISION

Section 6A.01. Special Foreclosure Rights Provisions.
The Borrower hereby irrevocably waives, and the Borrower
hereby irrevocably agrees to cause its Affiliates to waive,
any requirement under any applicable law, any procedural rule
of any Governmental Authority or otherwise arising that any
part of the Loans be then due and payable upon the exercise
of any Foreclosure Rights by the Agent upon a Foreclosure
Event but only to the extent necessary to permit the com-
mencement to exercise, exercise or enforcement of Foreclosure
Rights. In the event that it shall be necessary under ap-
plicable law as a predicate to the commencement of any exer-
cise of, exercise of or enforcement of any such Foreclosure
Right upon a Foreclosure Event, the Agent, in order to com-
mence to exercise, exercise and/or enforce such Foreclosure
Rights, may, to the extciit so required, by notice to the Boc-
rower, declare all or part of the Loans to be forthwith due
and payable, whereupon all or part of the Loans shall become
and be forthwith due and payable, without presentment, de-
mand, protest, notice (except as provided above), or other
requirements of any kind, all of which are expressly waived;
provided, however, that notwithstanding anything in this
Agreement or any other Loan Document to the contrary (except
to the extent expressly provided to the contrary in Article
VI), in the event of any such acceleration all of the
following shall be applicable:

(a) each of the Agent and each Bank hereby irrevocably
agrees to forbear from exercising any right or remedy other
than such Foreclosure Rights, under any Existing Debt Credit
Agreement, Existing Collateral Agreement, Existing Agreement
Amendment or other Luan Document (as such terms are defined
in the Override Agreement) or under this Agreement, the Secu-
rity Documents or any other Loan Document or otherwise avail-
able under applicable law, notwithstanding anything in such
agreements or documents to the contrary, to which such Person
would otherwise be entitled as a result of such acceleration,
including, without limitation, enforcing any deficiency or
similar claim (against the obliqor thereof or otherwise)
arising from such exercise or Foreclosure Rights until such
Person shall be entitled to exercise any such right or remedy
in accordance with the terms hereof and thereof;

(b) each of the Agent and each Bank shall not be en-
titled to exercise any Foreclosure Rights with respect to any
other property or any other Equity Interest solely by virtue
of such acceleration until such Person shall otherwise be so
entitled in accordance with any Existing Collateral Agree-
ment, Special Collateral Agreement or Collateral Agreements
(as such terms are defined in the Override Agreement) or un-
der this Agreement, the Security Documents or any other Loan
Document;
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(c) each of the Agent and each Bank agrees that such
acceleration shall not affect or expand any obligation of any
obligor under any guaranty or otherwise, except as may be
necessary to permit the commencement to exercise, exercise or
enforcement of the Foreclosure Rights in connection with
which such acceleration was effected;

(d) each of the Agent and each Bank agrees that such
acceleration shall not in and of itself affect the determina-
tion of whether the conditions precedent to the advance of
any Loan or the issuance of any Letter of Credit have been
satisfied;

(e) each of the gent and each Bank agrees that such
acceleration shall not affect the rate at whicn interest
shall accrue on the Loans and shall not in and of itself re-
sult in the imposition of any fee or other charge;

(f) each of the Agent and each Bank hereby waives any
default or event of default which may arise under any Exist-
ing Debt Obligation (as defined in the Override Agreement) to
which it is a party which may result from such acceleration
as long as the forbearance provisions of this Section 6A.01
are in effect;

(g) each of the Anefir and each Bank agrees that such
acceleration shall not ,i and of itself affect the determina-
tion of whether any representations and warranties hereunder
or under any other Loan nccumcnt-. are true and complete and
whether any Default descrzoed -" Section 6.10 has occurred;

(h) each of the Agent and each Bank agrees that each
and every provision of the Override Agreement, each Existing
Debt Credit Agreement, Existing Collateral Agreement, each
Existing Agreement Amendment and each other Loan Document (as
all such terms are defined in the Override Agreement) and
under this Agreement, each Security Document and the other
Loan Documents shall be deemed amended so that the rights and
remedies of the parties hereto and thereto shall not be al-
tered by any such acceleration, except as may be necessary to
permit the commencement to exercise, exercise or enforcement
of the Foreclosure Rights in connection with which accelera-
tion was affected.

The provisions of this Section 6A.01 shall be effective until
such time as the Agent shall exercise an independent right
pursuant to this Agreement to accelerate the Loans pursuant
to Article VI hereof.
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ARTICLE VII. THE AGENT

Section 7.01. Appointment of Agent. Each Bank hereby
designates Bankers Trust Company as Agent to act as herein
specified. Each Bank hereby irrevocably authorizes, and each
holder of any Note by the acceptance of a Note shall be
deemed irrevocably to authorize, the Agent to take such ac-
tion on its behalf under the provisions of this Agreement and
the Notes and any other instruments and agreements referred
to herein and to exercise such powers and to perform such
duties hereunder and thereunder as are specifically delegated
to or required of the Agent by the terms hereof and thereof
and such other powers as are reasonably incidental thereto.
The Agent may perform any of its duties hereunder by or
throiigh its agents or employees.

Section 7.02. Nature of Duties of Agent. The Agent
shall have no duties or responsibilities except those ex-
pressly set forth in this Agreement. Neither the Agent nor
any of its officers, directors, employees or agents shall be
liable for any action taken or omitted by it as such here-
under or in connection herewith, unless caused by its or
their gross negligence or willful misconduct. The duties of
the Agent shall be mechanical and administrative in nature;
the Agent shall not have by reason of this Agreement a fidu-
ciary relationship in respect of any Bank; and nothing in
this Agreement, expressed or implied, is intended to or shall
be so construed as to impose upon the Agent any obligations
in respect of this Agreement except as expressly set forth
herein. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
the Borrower shall be entitled to rely on the accuracy and
authority of any written communication given to the Borrower
by the Agent and expressly signed by the Agent in that capac-
ity.

Section 7.03. Lack of Reliance on the Agent. (a) In-
dependently and without reliance upon the Agent, each Bank,
to the extent it deems appropriate, has made and shall con-
tinue to make (i) its own independent investigation of the
financial condition and affairs of the Borrower in connection
with the taking or not taking of any action in connection
herewith, and (ii) its own appraisal of the creditworthiness
of the Borrower, and, except as expressly provided in this
Agreement, the Agent shall have no euty or responsibility,
either initially or on a continuing basis, to provide any
Bank with any credit or other information with respect there-
to, whether coming into its possession before the making of
any Loans, the issuance of any Letter of Credit or at any
time or times thereafter.

(b) The Agent shall not be responsible to any Bank for
any recitals, statements, information, representations or
warranties herein or in any document, certificate or other
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writing delivered in connection herewith or for the execu-
tion, effectiveness, genuineness, validity, enforceability,
collectibility, priority-or sufficieocy of this Agreement,
the Notes or any other Loan Document or the financial condi-
tion of the Borrower or be required to make any inquiry con-
cerning either the performance or observance of any of the
terms, provisions or conditions of this Agreement, the Notes
or any other Loan Document, or the financial condition of the
Borrower, or the existence or possible existence of any De-
fault or Event of Default.

Section 7.04. Certain Rights of the Agent. If the
Agent shall request instructions from the Required Banks with
respect to any act or action (including the failure to act)
in connection with this Agreement, the Agent shall be en-
titled to refrain from sucn act or taking such action unless
and until the Agent shall have received instructions from the
Required Banks; and the Agent shall not incur liability to
any Person by reason of so refraining. Without limiting the
foregoing, no Bank shall have any right of action whatsoever
against the Agent as a result of the Agent acting or refrain-
ing from acting hereunder in accordance with the instructions
of the Required Banks.

Section 7.05. Reliance by Agent. The Agent shall be
entitled to rely, and shall be fully protected in relying,
upon any note, writing, resolution, notice, statement, cer-
tificate, telex, teletype or telecopier message, cablegram,
radiogram, order or other documentary, teletransmission or
telephone message believed by it to be genuine and correct
and to have been signed, sent or made by the proper Perscn.
The Agent may consult with legal counsel (including counsel
for the Borrower), independent public accountants and other
experts selected by it and shall not be liable for any action
taken or omitted to be taken by it in good faith in accor-
dance with the advice of such counsel, accountants or ex-
perts.

Section 7.06. Indemnification of A ent. To the extent
the Agent is not reimbursed and indemnified by the Borrower,
each Bank will reimburse and indemnify the Agent, in propor-
tion to its respective Commitment, for and against any and
all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties,
actions, judgments, suits, costs, expenses (including reason-
able counsel fees and disbursements) or disbursements of any
kind or nature whatsoever which may be imposed on, incurred
by or asserted against the Agent in performing its duties
hereunder, in any way relating to or arising out of this
Agreement; pride that no Bank shall be liable for any por-
tion of such liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, pen-
alties, actions, judgments, suits, costs, expenses or dis-
bursements resulting from the Agent's gross negligence or
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willful misconduct. In the event a court of competent juris-
diction shall have determined in any action or proceeding
that any conduct of the Agent, including any act taken or
omitted, did not constitute gross negligence or willful mis-
conduct, no Bank shall later assert, including in any action
or proceeding, that such conduct constituted gross negligence
or willful misconduct hereunder.

Section 7.07. The Agent in its Individual Capacity.
With respect to its obligation to lend under this Agreement,
the Loans made by it and the Note issued to it, the Agent
shall have the same rights and powers hereunder as any other
Bank or holder of a Note and may exercise the same as though
it were not performing the duties specified herein; and the
terms "Banks", "Required Banks", "holders of Notes"; or any
similar terms shall, unless the context clearly otherwise
indicates, be determined as if the Agent was not the Agent
hereunder but rather was only one of the Banks. The Agent
may accept deposits from, lend money to, and generally engage
in any kind of banking, trust, financial advisory or other
business with the Borrower or any Affiliate of the Borrower
as if it were not performing the duties specified herein, and
may accept fees and other consideration from the Borrower for
services in connection with this Agreement and otherwise
without having to account for the same to the Banks.

Section 7.08. Holders of Notes. The Agent may deem and
treat the payee of any Note as the owner thereof for all pur-
poses hereof unless and until a written notice of the assign-
ment or transfer thereof shall have been filed with the
Agent. Any request, authority or consent of any Person who,
at the time of making such request or giving such authority
or consent, is the holder of any Note shall be conclusive and
binding on any subsequent holder, transferee or assignee of
such Note or of any Note or Notes issued in exchange there-
for.

Section 7.09. Successor Agent. (a) The Agent may re-
sign at any time by gTving written notice thereof to the
Banks and the Borrower and may be removed at any time with or
without cause by the Required Banks; provided that the Agent
may not give notice and resign, or be removed, as Agent under
this Agreement without simultaneously giving notice and re-
signing, or being removed, as the case may be, as agent and
collateral agent under the Override Agreement. Upon any such
resignation or removal, the Required Banks shall have the
right, upon five days' notice to the Borrower, to appoint a
successor Agent provided that any such successor Agent shall
also simultaneously be appointed as agent and collateral
agent under the Override Agreement. If no successor Agent
shall have been so appointed by the Required Banks, and shall
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have accepted such appointment, within 30 days after the re-
tiring Agent's giving of notice of resignation or the Re-
quired Banks' removal of the retiring Agent, then, upon 5
days' notice to the Borrower, the retiring Agent may, on be-
half of the Banks, appoint a successor Agent, which shall be
a bank which maintains an office in the United States, or a
commercial bank organized under the laws of the United States
of America or of any State thereof, or any Affiliate of such
bank, having a combined capital and surplus of at least
$50,000,000 provided that any such successor Agent shall also
simultaneously be appointed as agent and collateral agent
under the Override Agreement.

(b) Upon the acceptance of any appointment as Agent
hereunder by a successor Agent, such successor Agent shall
thereupon succeed to and become vested with all the rights,
powers, privileges and duties of the retiring Agent, and the
retiring Agent shall be discharged from its duties and obli-
gations thereafter arising under this Agreement and all other
Loan Documents. After any retiring Agent's resignation or
removal hereunder as Agent, the provisions of this Article
VII shall inure to its benefit as to any actions taken or
omitted to be taken by it while it was Agent under this
Agreement.

(c) In the event that neither the Required Banks nor
the Agent appoint a successor Agent within the periods de-
scribed in paragraph (a) above, the Agent may in its sole
discretion immediately resign without any further notice to
either the Banks or the Borrower. Upon such resignation, the
retiring Agent shall be discharged from its duties and obli-
gations thereafter arising under this Agreement and all other
Loan Documents. Simultaneously with the retiring Agent's
resignation under this Agreement, the retiring Agent shall
also be deemed to have resigned under each of the Security
Documents and all other Loan Documents and the Override
Agreement in connection with which the retiring Agent acted
as agent or collateral agent, all without further notice of
any kind. Upon such resignation, the Agent shall promptly
assign all Liens created in favor of the Agent under the Se-
curity Documents to each of the Banks, jointly. Immediately
upon such resignation, all references in this Agreement, the
Security Documents and the other Loan Documents to the Agent
shall be deemed to be references to each Bank severally and
each Bank hereby accepts any such assignment.

ARTICLE VIII. MISCELLANEOUS

Section 8.01. Notices. All notices, requests and other
communications to any party hereunder or under any of the
Notes shall be in writing (including bank wire and telex) and
shall be given to such party at its address by hand delivery,
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certified mail or air courier or telex number (and with cop-
ies to such other Persons) set forth on the signature pages
hereof or such other address or telex number as such party
may hereafter specify by notice to the Agent, the Banks and
the Borrower. All notices, requests and other communications
sent to the Borrower shall be deemed to have also been re-
ceived by each of his Affiliates. Each such notice, request
or other communication shall be effective (i) if given by
telex, when such telex is transmitted to the telex number
specified on the signature pages hereof and the appropriate
answerback is received, (ii) if given by mail, 72 hours after
such communications is deposited in the mails with first class
postage prepaid, addressed as aforesaid or (iii) if given by
any other means (including, without limitation, by air
courier), when delivered at the address specified on the sig-
nature pages hereof; provided that notices to the Agent or
the Banks shall not be effective until received. No notices,
requests or other communications may be given by telecopy.

Section 8.02. Amendments, Etc. No amendment or waiver
of any provision of this Agreement, the Notes or any other
Loan Document, nor consent to any departure by the Borrower
therefrom, shall in any event be effective unless the same
shall be in writing and signed by, in the case of the amend-
ments, the Required Banks and, in the case of waivers and
consents, the Required Waiving Banks, and then such amend-
ment, waiver or consent shall be effective only in the spe-
cific instance and for the specific purpose for which given;
provided that no amendment, waiver or consent shall, unless
in writing and signed by all the Banks, do any of the follow-
ing: (i) waive any of the conditions specified in Article
III, (ii) increase the Commitment of any Bank or subject any
Bank to any additional obligations, (iii) reduce the princi-
pal of, or interest on, any Note or any fees hereunder, (iv)
postpone any date any payment in respect of principal of, or
interest on, any Note is to be made or any fees hereunder are
to be paid, (v) change the percentage of the Commitments or
of the aggregate unpaid principal amount of the Notes, or the
number or identity of Banks, which shall be required for the
Banks or any of them to take any action hereunder, (vi) amend
this Section 8.02, the second sentence of Section 8.05 or
Section 8.06, or (vii) release (other than in connection with
a Capital Event) any Collateral; and provided further that no
amendment, waiver or consent shall, unless in writing and
signed by the Agent in addition to the Banks required herein-
above to take such action, affect the rights or duties of the
Agent under this Agreement or any Note. Notwithstanding any-
thing herein to the contrary, a waiver of an Event of Default
following the declaration thereof pursuant to Article VI
shall not be deemed effective unless the same shall be in
writing and signed by the Required Waiving Banks. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Required Waiv-
ing Banks shall be entitled to (x) waive a Default arising
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pursuant to clause (b) of Section 6.14 or any other breach of
the terms and conditions of this Agreement arising out of the
events described in such. clause or (y) consent to the action
which, without such consent, would constitute such a Default.

Section 8.03. No Waiver; Remedies Cumulative. No fail-
ure or delay on the part of the Agent or any Bank in exercis-
ing any right or remedy hereunder or under any Note and no
course of dealing between the Borrower and the Agent or any
Bank shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single
or partial exercise of any right or remedy hereunder or under
any Note preclude any other or further exercise thereof or
the exercise of any other power, privilege, right or remedy
hereunder or thereunder. The rights and remedies herein ex-
press:- provided are cumulative and not exclusive of any
rights or remedies which the Agent or any Bank would other-
wise have. No notice to or demand on the Borrower not re-
quired hereunder or under any Note in any case shall entitle
the Borrower to any other or further notice or demand in sim-
ilar or other circumstances or constitute a waiver of the
rights of the Agent or the Banks to any other or further ac-
tion in any circumstances without notice or demand.

Section 8.04. Payment of Expenses, Etc. The Borrower
shall:

(a) whether or not the transactions hereby con-
templated are consummated or any Loans made or any Let-
ters of Credit issued, promptly after invoice therefor,
pay all out-of-pocket cos.s and expenses of the Agent
and the Banks in the administration (both before and
after the execution hereof and including advice of coun-
sel as to the rights and duties of the Agent and the
Banks with respect thereto) of, and in connection with
the preparation, execution and delivery of, preservation
of rights under, enforcement of, and, with respect to
the Banks, after a Default, and, with respect to the
Agent, at any time, refinancing, renegotiation or re-
structuring of, this Agreement, the Notes, any Letters
of Credit and the Loan Documents and instruments re-
ferred to herein and therein and any amendment, waiver
or consent relating thereto (including, without limita-
tion, the fees and disbursements of their respective
counsel (including allocated costs of internal counsel),
accountants and other consultants);

(b) pay and hold each of the Banks harmless from
and against any and all present and future stamp, mort-
gage recording and other similar taxes with respect to
the foregoing matters and save each Bank harmless from
and against any and all liabilities with respect to or
resulting from any delay or omission to pay such taxes;
and
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(c) fndemnify the Agent and each Bank, its offic-
ers, directors, employees, representatives and agents
from, and hold each of them hartaless against, any and
all costs, losses, liabilities, claims, damages or ex-
penses incurred by any of them (whether or not any of
them is designated a party thereto) arising out of or by
reason of any investigation, litigation or other pro-
ceeding, or threatened proceeding, related to any actual
or proposed use by the Borrower or any Affiliate of the
proceeds of any of the Loans or the Letters of Credit or
the Borrower's entering into and performing of the
Agreement, any Note, any Letters of Credit or the Loan
Documents, including, without limitation, the fees and
disbursements of counsel (including allocated costs of
internal counsel) incurred in connection with any such
investigation, litigation or other proceeding.

If and to the extent that the obligations of the Borrower
under this Section 8.04 are unenforceable for any reason, the
Borrower hereby agrees to make the maximum contribution to
the payment and satisfaction of such obligations which is
permissible under applicable law. The Borrower's obligations
under this Section 8.04 shall survive any termination of this
Agreement, the payment of the Notes and the expiration of the
Letters of Credit.

Section 8.05. Right of Set-off; Sharing of Set-offs.
Each Bank shall, upon the occurrence of any Event of Default
and whether or not such Bank has made any demand or the Bor-
rower's obligations are matured, have the right to appropri-
ate and apply to the payment of the Borrower's obligations
hereunder and under the Notes, all deposits (general or spe-
cial, time or demand, provisional or final) then or there-
after held by and other indebtedness or property then or
thereafter owing by such Bank, whether or not related to this
Agreement or any transaction hereunder. Each Bank agrees
that it will apply all such proceeds to the Borrower's obli-
gations hereunder and under the Notes, and that if it shall,
by exercising any right of set-off or otherwise, receive pay-
ment of a proportion of the aggregate amount of principal and
interest due with respect to the Note held by it which is
greater than the proportion received by any other Bank in
respect of the aggregate amount of principal and interest due
with respect to the Note held by such other Bank, the Bank
receiving such proportionately greater payment shall purchase
such participations in the Notes held by the other Banks, and
such other adjustments shall be made, as may be required so
that all such payments of principal and interest with respect
to the Notes held by the Banks shall be shared by the Banks
in accordance with their Pro Rata Shares. The Borrower
agrees, to the fullest extent it may effectively do so under
applicable law, that any holder of a participation in a Note,
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whether or not acquired pursuant to the foregoing arrange-
ments, may exercise rights of set-off or counterclaim and
other rights with respect to such participation as fully as
if such holder of a participation were a direct creditor of
the Borrower in the amount of such participation. Each such
participant agrees that it will apply all such amounts to the
Borrower's obligations hereunder and under the Note in which
it purchased a participation and that if it shall, by exer-
cising any right of set-off or otherwise, receive payment of
a proportion of the aggregate amount of principal and inter-
est due with respect to the Note in which it holds a partici-
pation which is greater than the proportion received by any
other participant in such Note in respect of the aggregate
amount of principal and interest due to such other partici-
pant in respect of such Note, the participant receiving such
proportionately greater payment shall purchase such partici-
pations in such Note, and such other adjustments shall be
made, as may be required so that all such payments of prin-
cipal and interest with respect to such Note shall be shared
pro rata by each participant in such Note. If, after a par-
ticipant in one of the Notes has exercised any right of set-
off or otherwise (and after making any adjustments among all
the participants holding participations in such Note pursuant
to the preceding sentence), the amount which has been re-
ceived by the holder of and all participants in such Note in
respect of principal and interest due with respect to such
Note is greater than the proportion received by any other
holder of, and participants in, any other Note in respect of
the aggregate amount of principal and interest due with re-
spect to such other Note, the holder of the Note on account
of which it and its participants received such proportion-
ately greater payment shall purchase such participations in
the other Notes, and such other adjustments shall be made, as
may be required so that all such payments of principal and
interest with respect to the Notes shall be shared by the
Banks and their participants in accordance with the Banks'
Pro Rata Shares.

Section 8.06. Benefit of Agreement. (a) This Agree-
ment shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of and be
enforceable by the respective successors and assigns and
heirs, distributees, legatees and administrators of the par-
ties hereto, provided that the Borrower may not assign or
transfer any of his interest hereunder without the prior
written consent of the Banks.

(b) Any Bank may make, carry or transfer Loans, Notes
or Letters of Credit at, to or for the account of, any of its
branch offices or the office of a wholly owned subsidiary of
such Bank, its parent or another wholly owned subsidiary of
its parent; provided that no such transfer shall be deemed to
constitute a delegation by such Bank of any of its obliga-
tions under this Agreement.
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(c) Except for transfers permitted in paragraph (b)
above, no Bank may assign its rights or delegate its obliga-
tions under this Agreement (except the rights and obligations
of the Agent, as provided in Section 7.09); nor may it as-
sign, or sell participations in, any part of any Loan or
Loans or Letters of Credit issued pursuant hereto or its Com-
mitment or any other interest herein or in its Note.

Section 8.07. Governing Law; Submission to Jurisdic-
tion. (a) This Agreement and the rights and obligations of
te-parties hereunder, under the Notes, the Letters of Credit
and under any Loan Document (except to the extent explicitly
provided to the contrary therein) shall be construed in ac-
cordance with and be governed by the law (without giving ef-
fect to the conflict of law principles thereof) of the State
of New York.

(b) Any legal action or proceeding with respect to this
Agreement, any Note, any Letter of Credit or any Loan Docu-
ment or any document related hereto or thereto may be brought
in the courts of the County of New York, State of New York or
of the United States of America for the Southern District of
New York, and, by execution and delivery of this Agreement,
the Borrower hereby accepts for himself and in respect of his
property, generally and unconditionally, the jurisdiction of
the aforesaid courts.

WITH RESPECT TO ANY SUCH LEGAL ACTION OR PROCEEDING THE
PARTIES HERETO HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY, AND
THE BORROWER HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY OBJECTION, INCLUD-
ING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY OBJECTION TO THE LAYING OF VENUE
OR BASED ON THE GROUNDS OF FORUM NON CONVENIENS, WHICH HE NAY
NOW OR HEREAFTER HAVE TO THE BRINGING OF ANY SUCH ACTION OR
PROCEEDING IN SUCH RESPECTIVE JURISDICTIONS.

(c) Nothing herein shall affect the right of any Bank
to serve process in any manner permitted by law or to com-
mence legal proceedings or otherwise proceed against the Bor-
rower in any other jurisdiction.

Section 8.08. Acknowledgments. The Borrower and each
Bank each hereby severally acknowledges that (a) it has been
advised Ly counsel in the negotiation, execution and delivery
of this Agreement and all other Loan Documents to which it is
a party, (b) it has made an independent decision to enter
into this Agreement and the other Loan Documents to which it
is a party, without -reliance on any representation, warranty,
covenant or undertaking by the Agent or any Bank, (c) there
are no representations, warranties, covenants, undertakings
or agreements by the parties hereto as to this Agreement, the
Notes and the other Loan Documents except as specifically
provided herein and therein, (d) neither the Agent nor any
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Bank has any fiduciary obligation toward the Borrower or any
of his Affiliates with respect to any such Loan Document, (e)
the relationship between the Borrower, on one hand, and each
Bank, on the other hand, pursuant to this Agreement, the
Notes and the other Loan Documents is and shall be solely
that of debtor and creditor, respectively, and (f) no joint
venture exists either between the Borrower and the Banks or
any Bank or among any one or more of the Banks as a group.

Section 8.09. Counterparts. This Agreement may be exe-
cuted in any number f counterparts and by the different par-
ties hereto on separate counterparts, each of which when so
executed and delivered shall be an original, but all of which
shall together constitute one and the same instrument.

Section 8.10. Effectiveness; Survival of Provisions.
This Agreement shall become effective on the date (the "Ef-
fective Date") on which all of the parties hereto shall have
signed a copy hereof (whether the same or different copies)
and shall have delivered the same to the Agent pursuant to
Section 8.01 or, in the case of the Banks, shall have given
to the Agent written or telex notice (actually received) at
such office that the same has been signed and mailed to it.
The Borrower's obligations under Sections 2.05(h) and (i),
2.12 and 8.04 hereof shall survive the payment in full of the
Notes and the expiry of all Letters of Credit. All represen-
tations and warranties made hereunder and in any document,
certificate or statement delivered pursuant hereto or in con-
nection herewith shall survive the execution and delivery of
this Agreement.

Section 8.11. Headings Descriptive. The headings of
the several sections and subsections of this Agreement, and
the Table of Contents, are inserted for convenience only and
shall not in any way affect the meaning or construction of
any provision of this Agreement.

Section 8.12. Waiver by Banks. Each Bank hereby waives
any default or event of default which would otherwise occur
under any Existing Agreements solely as a result of the exe-
cution, delivery and performance of this Agreement, the
Notes, the Guaranties, the Security Documents, the Existing
Agreement Amendments, the Override Agreement, the Collateral
Agreements and the Special Collateral Agreements, and (each
of the following as defined in the Override Agreement) the
Guaranties, the Special Guaranties, or any amendment or re-
statement, executed and delivered as of the date hereof
(copies of which have been provided to each Bank) to any doc-
uments to which it is a party governing, relating to or evi-
dencing Indebtedness secured by a first priority Lien on the
assets of the Shuttle or the Plaza in each case as in effect
on the date hereof.
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Section 8.13. Certain Agreements. Each Bank hereby
acknowledges and agrees to comply with the provisions of (i)
the proviso to Section 3.2(a)(ii)(y)C6) of the Override
Agreement (as the Override Agreement is in effect on the date
hereof) and (ii) Section 3.2(h) of the Override Agreement (as
the Override Agreement is in effect on the date hereof). It
is understood that for purposes of this Agreement, (a) prop-
erly conducted auction sales of condominium units shall be
deemed to be for fair market value on commercially reasonable
terms; nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to amend or
waive any provision of the Trump Palace Loan (as defined in
Schedule III to the Override Agreement) which restricts any
lease of residential condominium units by the Borrower d/b/a
The Trump Palace Company; and (c) notwithstanding anything to
the contrary contained herein, no term or provision of this
Agreement or any other Loan Documents shall be construed to
limit or otherwise affect the rights, remedies or obligations
(including, without limitation, the right to amend, restate
or otherwise modify the terms or conditions of any agree-
ments, instruments or other documents) of any of the lenders
(or the agent therefor) under or otherwise in connection
with, or the rights and obligations of TrumpEquitable Fifth
Avenue Company, Plaza or the Borrower or any of his other
Affiliates under or otherwise in connection with, the first
mortgage loans in respect of the properties of the Borrower
and his Affiliates known as the "Trump Tower" and the "Plaza
Hotel" and all agreements, instruments or other documents
executed and delivered in connection therewith, as the same
may be amended, restated, modified, extended, renewed or re-
financed.

Section 8.14. Severability. Every provision of this
Agreement, and of every Note an Security Document delivered
pursuant hereto, is intended to be severable. In the event
any term or provision of this Agreement, or of any Note or
Security Document, shall be declared by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be illegal or invalid for any reason whatso-
ever, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect the bal-
ance of the terms and provisions of this Agreement, or of
such Note or Security Document, as the case may be, which
terms and provisions shall remain binding and enforceable.

Section 8.15. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, and
the Notes, Security Documents, the Override Agreement and
other instruments and documents executed and delivered in
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connection herewith and therewith, constitute the entire un-
derstanding between the parties with respect to the transac-
tion contemplated hereby, and all prior agreements, under-
standings, representations and statements with respect to
such transactio are merged into this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed, or
caused their duly elected officer to sign, their name hereto
as of the date first written above.

DONALD J. TRUMP

By: Do-nald J. Trump
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715;
Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

Copies to:

Harvey Freeman
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715;
Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

Senior Executive Officer
The Trump Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715;
Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

General Counsel
The Trump Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715;
Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

Gerald Schrager, Esq.
Dreyer & Traub
101 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10178
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Jack H. Nussbaum, Esq.
Willkie Farr & Gallagher
One Citicorp Center
153 East 53rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10022

THE TRUMP-EQUITABLE FIFTH AVENUE
COMPANY, a New York Joint Venture

By:
Donald J. Trump,
Joint Venturer

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY, as a
Bank and as Agent

By:

Deborah L. Harmon
Vice President

280 Park Avenue
Real Estate Finance Group-21W
New York, N.Y. 10017
Attention: R. Gunthel
Telex: (ITT) 420066;
Answerback Code: BANTRUST

CITICORP, N.A.

By: Peter Baumann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex:
Answerbi-k Code:
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THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, N.A.

By: William C. McCahill, Jr.
Senior Vice President
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
Att.: Real Estate Finance
101 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018
Telex: (MCI) 62910;
Answerback Code: CMBUW

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST
COMPANY

By: Richard J. Peiser
Vice President
270 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
Telex: 128145;
Answerback Code: MHTCO(A)(B)NYK

FIRST FIDELITY BANK, N.A.

By: Francis X. Murphy
Senior Vice President
First Fidelity Bancorporation
550 Broad Street
Newark, N.J. 07102
Telex: 178108;
Answerback Code: FFB NWK NJUT
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NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK USA

By: Joseph G. Wessely
Vice President
National Westminster Bank USA
Real Estate Division
592 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10036
Telex: 220999;
Answerback Code: NBUP

MIDLANTIC NATIONAL BANK

By: W.T. Smith, III
Senior Vice President
Midlantic National Bank
Att.: National Corporate

Banking Dept.
499 Thornall Street
Edison, N.J. 08837
Telex: 66499;
Answerback Code: MIDL VW
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Coitmqnts of anks

Mne of Bank

Bankers Trust Company

Citibank, N.A.

The Chase Xanhattan
lank, N.A.

Manufacturer Hanover
trunt Company

First Fidelity bank,
National Association,
New Jersey

National Westminster

Bank USA

KidlantLe National Bank

Total,

Pro Rata
-Share

28.0769%

28.0769%

Amount of

$18,2SO,000

18,250,000

13.8462% 9,000,000

10.7693% 7,000,000

8.461S%

7.6923%

100%

S50,O0O

S,500,000

2,000.000

$65,000,000

Amount of
Initial Loan

$8o0?,rw4

58,007,924

8,007,924

Amount of
Initial Loan

Paid to MilantLe

$222,836

222,S36

2,428,589

1,222,249

317,444

15,870

-0-

$20,000,000

109,891

8S,471

67,1S6

61,0S0

-0-

$769,240
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Exhibit A

(FORM OF REVOLVING CREDIT FACILITY NOTE]

$65,000,000 August , 1990
New YorWT New York

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned (each, a
"Maker" and, jointly, the "Makers"), each having an office
c/o The Trump Organization, 725 Fifth Avenue, New York, New
York 10022, and each having its legal status as indicated on
the signature page hereof, jointly and severally, uncondi-
tionally promise to pay, in lawful money of the United States
and in immediately available funds, to ie order of the

** (the "Payee"), the sum of *
($_)* or so much thereof as shall have been
advanced or readvanced pursuant to the Credit Agreement, as
hereinafter defined, by the Payee (the "Pri, cipal Sum"), on
the Final Maturity Date (as defined in the Credit Agreement),
together with interest on the Principal Sum, in like money
and funds, at the rate or rates hereinafter provided. All
payments to be made by the Makers hereunder shall be made at
the time and place and in the manner required by Section 2.11
of the Credit Agreement. As used in this Note, "Credit
Agreement" shall mean that certain Credit Agreement [of even
date herewith] by and among Donald J. Trump, certain banks
signatory thereto and Bankers Trust Company, as agent, as the
same may be amended, supplemented or modified from time to
time. Capitalized terms used herein without definition have
the respective meanings assigned to such terms in the Credit
Agreement.

The unpaid principal amount of each Loan shall bear
interest from and after the date of such Loan until the date
that the Principal Sum shall become due (whether at maturity
or as otherwise provided herein) at a rate per annum equal to
one percent (1%) per annum in excess of the Prime Lending
Rate, as in effect from time to time. Overdue principal in
respect of any Loan (and, to the extent permitted by law,
overdue interest in respect of any Loan and all other overdue
amounts owing hereunder) shall bear interest for each day
that such amounts are overdue at a rate per annum (the
"Delinquency Rate") equal to the lower of four percent (4%)
per annum in excess of the Prime Lending Rate, as in effect

** Insert applicable "Maximum Principal Amount" from
Schedule A.

* Insert applicable Payee's name.
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from time to time, or the maximum rate permitted by appli-
cable law. Interest shall be calculated on the basis of a
360-day year and the actual number of days elapsed. All in-
terest accrued hereunder shall be due and payable at the time
or times provided in Section 2.06 of the Credit Agreement.
The Makers shall be obligated to pay the Payee certain
additional amounts to the extent and under the circumstances
specified in Section 2.12 of the Credit Agreement.

The Makers shall be entitled (but not obligated) to
prepay the Loans evidenced hereby, but only to the extent and
under the circumstances specified in Section 2.08(a) of the
Credit Agreement. The Makers shall be obligated to prepay
the Loans evidenced hereby to the extent and under the cir-
cumstances specified in Section 2.08(b) of the Credit Agree-
ment.

The Payee may record Loans and repayments of- Loans
and payments of interest received hereunder on Schedule B
annexed hereto, which Schedule is incorporated herein and
made a part hereof and shall be conclusive evidence of the
Loans, repayments and payments recorded thereon in the ab-
sence of evidence to the contrary. The Payee shall, upon
written request from the Makers to Payee, send the Makers a
copy of Schedule B at the time of such request. The failure
of the Payee to properly record any Loans, repayments or pay-
ments on Schedule B shall not affect the Makers' obligations
hereunder.

This Note is secured by, and is entitled to the
benefits of, the Security Documents and all other agreements
entered into and collateral security given at any time in
respect of the Loans in accordance with the Credit Agreement.

This Note is one of the Makers' seven Revolving
Credit Facility Notes payable to the Banks, respectively,
which notes collectively evidence the same indebtedness
evidenced by that certain Promissory Note, dated June 26,
1990, in the principal amount of $20,000,000, executed by
Makers and certain of their affiliates in favor of the Banks,
and that certain Revolving Credit Facility Note of even date
herewith, in the maximum principal amount of $45,000,000,
executed by the Makers in favor of the Banks, as consolidated
and modified by a certain Note Consolidation and Modification
Agreement of even date herewith and as severed and modified
by a certain Note Severence and Modification Agreement of
even date herewith.
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If an Event of Default shall occur or be deemed to
have occurred as provided in Article VI of the Credit Agree-
ment, the unpaid balance of the Principal Sum hereof, accrued
interest thereon and all other amounts owed hereunder may be
declared to be (or in certain cases may automatically become)
due and payable in the manner, upon the conditions and with
the effect provided in the Credit Agreement.

The Makers shall pay to the Payee all costs,
expenses and other sums which the Makers (or either of them)
are required to pay pursuant to Section 8.04 of the Credit
Agreement, including, without limitation, all attorneys' fees
and disbursements and other costs and expenses incurred in
connection with the collection and enforcement of this Note.
The obligations of the Makers under this Paragraph shall
survive the termination of the Credit Agreement, the
repayment of this Note and enforcement of the Security
Documents.

Each Maker hereby waives diligence, presentment,
protest and demand, notice of protest, dishonor and nonpay-
ment of this Note, and expressly agrees that, without in any
way affecting the liability of any Maker hereunder, the Payee
may accept additional security, release any party liable
hereunder or in respect of the indebtedness evidenced hereby
and release any security now or hereafter securing this Note
without in any other way affecting the liability and obliga-
tion of either Maker or guarantors, if any. Each Maker
further waives, to the full extent permitted by law, the
right to marshall assets, the right to plead any and all
statutes of limitations as a defense to any demand on this
Note, or on any guaranty or other agreement now or hereafter
securing this Note.

Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the
contrary, the holders hereof shall never be entitled to re-
ceive, collect or apply as interest on the obligation evi-
denced hereby any amount in excess of the maximum rate of
interest permitted to be charged by applicable law; and in
the event that any holder hereof ever receives, collects or
applies as interest any such excess, such amount which would
be excessive interest shall be applied to the reduction of
the Principal Sum; and if the Principal Sum is paid in full,
any remaining excess shall forthwith be paid to the Makers.
In determining whether or not the interest paid or payable in
any specific case exceeds the highest lawful rate, the holder
hereof and the Makers shall to the maximum extent permitted
under applicable law (a) characterize any non-principal pay-
ment as an expense, fee or premium rather than as interest;
(b) exclude voluntary prepayments and the effects thereof;
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and (c) "spread" the total amount of interest throughout the
entire term of the obligation so that the interest rate is
uniform throughout said entire term.

Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, each
Maker shall be jointly and severally liable for all amounts
payable under this Note, and each Maker agrees that the lia-
bility of each of them shall be unconditional without regard
to the liability of the other Maker and consents to any and
all extensions of time, renewals, waivers, or modifications
that may be granted by the Payees with respect to the payment
or other provisions of this Note.

This Note may not be modified, supplemented or
amended except in accordance with Section 8.02 of the Credit
Agreement.

This Note shall be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of the Payee and the Makers, and their respective
heirs, administrators, executors, successors and assigns,
except that neither Maker may assign its rights or delegate
its obligations hereunder without the prior consent of the
Payee.

Notwithstanding anything contained in this Note to
the contrary, (a) the obligations of The Trump-Equitable
Fifth Avenue Company ("TEFAC") hereunder shall be subject to
the provisions contained in Section 3.14 of the Mortgage,
Assignment of Leases and Rents and Security Agreement, dated
as of June 26, 1990, as modified, made by the Makers in favor
of the Banks, and (b) the maximum liability of TEFAC here-
under shall in no event exceed the Maximum TEFAC Amount, as
determined in accordance with Schedule B annexed hereto as of
the earlier of [i) the date of the commencement of a case
under Title-11 of the United States Code in which TEFAC is a
debtor and (ii) the date enforcement of this Note against
TEFAC is sought.

The Makers hereby waive trial by jury in any action
or proceeding brought by the Payee on any matters whatsoever
arising out of or in connection with this Note. The Makers
further agree that in the event the Payee commences any pro-
ceeding under or in connection with this Note, the Makers
will not interpose any counterclaim of whatever nature or
description in any such proceeding.

This Note and the rights and obligations of the
parties hereunder shall in all respects be governed by, and
construed.and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the
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State of New York (without giving effect to New York's prin-
ciples of conflicts of law). The Makers hereby irrevocably
submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of any New York
State or Federal court sitting in the City of New York with
respect to any suit, action or proceeding arising out of or
relating to this Note.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Makers have signed and
delivered this Note in New York, New York, as of the date
first written above.

In the Presence of: MAKERS:

DONALD J. TRUMP

THE TRUMP-EQUITABLE FIFTH
AVENUE COMPANY, A NEW YORK
JOINT VENTURE

By:
Donald J. Trump,
Joint Venturer
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SCHEDULE A

Payee Names and
Pro Rata Shares

Payee

Bankers Trust Company

Citibank, N.A.

The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company

First Fidelity Bank,
National Association, New Jersey

National Westminster Bank USA

Midlantic National Bank

33-290 0 - 90 - 15

Pro Rata
Share

28.0769%

28.0769%

13.8462%

10.7693%

8.4615%

7.6923%

3.0769%

100.00%
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SCHLEDULE B

Determination of Maximum
TEFAC Amount

As used in this Note, "Maximum TEFAC Amount" shall mean,
as of the date of determination thereof, the sum of (a) the
aggregate amount of the Makers' indebtedness to the Payees
under this Note, to the extent the proceeds of the Loans
were used to make a Valuable Transfer to TEFAC, plus (b)
95% of the greater of (i) TEFAC's Adjusted Net Worth as of
the date of this Note and (ii) TEFAC's Adjusted Net Worth
as of the earliest of (A) suich date of determination, (B)
the date of the commencement of a case under Title 11 of
the United States Ccde in which TEFAC is a debtor, and (C)
the date enforcement of this Note against TEFAC is sought.

As used in this Schedule B, TEFAC's "Adjusted Net Worth"
shall mean, as of any date, the amount by which (a) the
"present fair saleable value" of TEFAC's assets as of such
date exceeds (b) the amount of all TEFAC's "liabilities,
contingent or otherwise" as of such date (eech of the
amounts referred to in clauses (a) and (b) being determined
in accordance with applicable federal and state laws gov-
erning determinations of debtor insolvency, and the amount
referred to in clause (b) including, in any event, the
Makers' indebtedness under this Note, to the extent the
proceeds of the Loans were used to make a Valuable Transfer
to TEFAC).

As used in this Schedule B, a "Valuable Trinsfer" to TEFAC
shall mean (a) all loans, advances or capital contributions
made to TEFAC with proceeds of the Loans, (b) all debt
securities or other obligations of TEFAC acquired from
TEFAC or retired by TEFAC with proceeds of the Loans, (c)
the fair market value of all property acquired with pro-
ceeds of the Loans and transferred, absolutely and not as
collateral, to TEFAC, (d) all equity securities of TEFAC
acquired from TEFAC with proceeds of the Loans, and (e) the
value of any quantifiable economic benefits not inclu3ed in
clauses (a) through (d) above, but includable in accordance
with applicable federal and state laws governing determi-
nations of debtor insolvency, accruing to TECAC as a result
of the Loans.
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Exhibit B

[FORM OF INTERCOMPANY NOTE]

New York, New York

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, ** ("Maker"), promises to pay Donald
J. Trump, an individual ("Payee"), in immediately available
funds, at the address specified below, the unpaid principal
amount of all loans and advances made by Payee to Maker on or
after June 26, 1990 (the "Advances").

Maker also promises to pay interest on the unpaid prin-
cipal amount of each Advance from the date of such Advance
until such Advance is paid in full at the rates and at the
times which shall be determined, and to make principal pay-
ments and prepayments on this Intercompany Note at the times
which shall be determined, in accordance with the provisions
(including, but not limited to, Article XI) of the Override
Agreement dated as of August , 1990 (the "Override Agree-
ment") among Payee, certain afliliates of Payee signatory
thereto, certain lenders signatory thereto and Bankers Trust
Company, as Agent and Collateral Agent, as the same may be
amended, supplemented or modified from time to time. Capi-
talized terms used herein without definition shall have the
meanings set forth in the Override Agreement.

All payments of principal and interest in respect of
this Intercompany Note shall be made in lawful money of the
United States of America at the office of the Payee or at
such other place as shall be designated in writing for such
purpose in accordance with the terms of the Override Agree-
ment. Until notified in writing of the transfer of :his
Intercompany Note in accordance with the Override Agreement,
Maker shall be entitled to deem Payee or such person who has
been so identified by the transferor in writing to Maker as
-the holder of this Intercompany Note, as the owner and holder
of this Intercompany Note. Each of Payee and any subsequent
holder of this Intercompany Note agrees, by its acceptance
hereof, that before disposing of this Intercompany Note or
any part hereof it will make a notation hereon of all princi-
pal payments previously made hereunder and of the date to
which interest hereon has been paid; provided, however, that

* Insert Effective Date.

** Insert name of Maker.
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the failure to make a notation of any payment made on this
Intercompany Note shall .not limit or otherwise affect the
obligation of Maker hereunder with respect to payments of
principal or interest on this Intercompany Note. Such
notations shall be concasive in evidence of loans, payments
and repayments in the absence of evidence to the contrary.

This Intercompany Note shall be governed by, and shall
be construed and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the
State of New York.

The terms of this Intercompany Note are subject to
amendment only in the manner provided in the Override Agree-
ment.

No reference herein to the Override Agreement and no
provision of this Intercompany Note or the Override Agreement
shall alter or impair the obligation of Maker, which is abso-
lute and unconditional, to pay the principal of and interest
on this Intercompany Note at the place, at the respective
times, and in the currency herein prescribed.

Maker promises to pay all costs and expenses, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred in the collection and
enforcement of this Intercompany Note or otherwise, all as
provided in Section 12.4 of the Override Agreement. Maker
and endorsers of this Intercompany Note hereby consent to
renewals and extensions of time at or after the maturity
hereof, without notice, and hereby waive diligence, present-
ment, protest, demand and notice of every kind and, to the
full extent permitted by law, the right to plead any statute
of limitations as a defense to any demand hereunder.

Maker acknowledges and consents to the pledge of this
Intercompany Note by the Payee pursuant to the Intercompany
Note and Certificate of Deposit Pledge and Security Agreement
dated as of August , 1990 between the Payee and Bankers
Trust Company as age-nt for certain banking institutions set
forth therein, and the Intercompany Note and Certificate of
Deposit Junior Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of
August , 1990 between Payee and Bankers Trust Company as
collatef'al agent for certain lenders set forth therein, as
both may be amended, supplemented or modified from time to
time. Maker acknowledges that Bankers Trust Company (and its
successors and assigns) has the right to make notations on
the attached schedules upon notice from Payee in accordance
with the terms of such Agreements; and Maker agrees that any
and all such notations shall have the same force and effect
as notations made by the Payee would have hereunder.
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This Intercompany Note is not negotiable.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Maker has signed and delivered this
Intercompany Note in New York, New York, as of tho date first
written above.

In the Presence of: MAKER:

* Insert applicable Trump Affiliate name
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Execution Copy

OVERRIDE AGREEMENT

dated as of August 8, 1990

by and among

Donald J. Trump,

Certain Related Entities,

Certain Lenders Signatory Hereto,

and

Bankers Trust Company,

as Agent and Collateral Agent
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OVERRIDE AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, dated as of August 8, 1990, is by
and among Donald J. Trump Lherein called "DJT"), the entities
listed on Schedule I hereto (collectively with DJT, the "DJT
Entities" and, individually, a "DJT Entity"), the banks
listed on Schedule II hereto (herein, together with their
successors and assigns, collectively, the "Lenders" and,
individually, a "Lender"), and Bankers Trust Company, as
agent for the Lenders (in such capacity, together with its
successors and assigns pursuant to Section 10.9, the
"Agent"), and as collateral agent for the Lenders (in such
capacity, together with its successors and assigns pursuant
to Section 10.9, the "Collateral Agent"). Capitalized terms
used herein shall have the respective meanings set forth in
Article I or elsewhere herein.

BACKGROUND RECITALS

A. Each of the Lenders has entered into a credit
facility which is covered by the terms of this Agreement with
one or more of the DJT Entities pursuant to which the Lenders
have advanced an aggregate of approximately $1.2 billion to
the JT Entities. Schedule III hereto identifies (i) each
Existing Debt Credit Facility and the Lenders and the JT
Entities parties thereto, and (ii) each agreement, instrument
or other document which creates any Lien securing such In-
debtedness as of the date hereof (as amended by the appli-
cable Existing Agreement Amendment and as further amended,
supplemented, or otherwise modified from time to time, indi-
vidually, an "Existing Collateral Agreement" and, collec-
tively, the "Existing Collateral Agreements").

B. As a result of recent financial difficulties,
DJT and each of the other DJT Entities have requested that
the Lenders restructure the terms of the Existing Debt Obli-
gations in accordance with the terms contemplated by this
Agreement and, subject to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, the Lenders have agreed to such restructuring. As
part of such restructuring, subject to the terms and condi-
tions hereof (i) specified principal and interest obligations
under the Existing Debt Credit Facilities will be deferred
for the periods provided herein; (ii) certain DJT Entities
will guarantee the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations
pursuant to the Guaranties; and (iii) certain DJT Entities
will guarantee certain of the Covered Debt Obligations pur-
suant to the Special Guaranties.
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C. Also to induce the Lenders to enter into such
restructuring, certain of the DT Entities have agreed, among
other things, to pledge or grant a Lien in the Collateral, as
additional collateral for the Deferred Recourse Interest
Obligations, and to pledge or grant a Lien in the Special
Collateral, as additional collateral for certain of the
Covered Debt Obligations.

D. Simultaneously with the execution hereof, cer-
tain of the Lenders, the Agent and DJT are entering into a
Credit Agreement, by and among D3T, as Borrower, the banks
signatory thereto and Bankers Trust Company, as agent for the
banks party thereto, dated as of the date hereof (together
with all other agreements, instruments and documents executed
and delivered in connection therewith, as amended, supple-
mented or otherwise modified from time to time, the "New
Credit Facility"), pursuant to which such banks party thereto
have agreed to lend to DJT from time to time up to $65 mil-
lion, subject to the terms and conditions thereof.

E. As part of the restructuring, the DT Entities
and the Lenders have agreed that a specified portion of the
Net Cash Proceeds of Capital Events and of Operating Cash
Flow will be utilized to prepay the Existing Debt Obligations
on the terms and conditions of this Agreement, subject to the
payment of certain Indebtedness.

F. The WOT Entities and the Lenders desire to pro-
vide for the foregoing and to make certain other agreements,
all as more fully set forth herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises,
the mutual covenants herein contained and other good and val-
uable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are
hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:

ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

SECTION 1.1 Terms Defined. All terms defined in
the Uniform Commercial Code as now in effect in the State of
New York and not otherwise defined in this Agreement or any
Loan Document shall have the same meanings when used in this
Agreement or any Loan Document. Unless otherwise defined or
specified herein, all accounting terms shall be construed in
this Agreement or any Loan Document, all accounting determi-
nations under this Agreement or any Loan Document shall be
made, all financial statements required to be delivered under
this Agreement or any Loan Document shall be prepared, and
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all financial records shall be maintained, in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with the financial statements referred to in Sec-
tion 8.5(a) of Exhibit D, which principles, in the case of
DJT, shall include, without limitation, Statement of Position
(SOP) 82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Personal
Financial Statements, Cctober 1, 1982, issued by the Account-
ing Standards Division of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. Certain capitalized terms used on the
Schedules shall have te meanings assigned to them thereon.
All other capitalized terms used herein and not defined in
this Article I shall have the meanings assigned to them
elsewhere herein. In addition, the following terms shall
have the following respective meanings:

"Accelerated Interest Payment Date" shall have the
meaning specified in Section 4.1(b).

"Accelerated Maturity Date" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.1(c).

"Acceleration Notice" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 3.1(c).

"Adiusted London Interbank Offered Rate" shall
mean, for any Interest Period, the rate obtained by dividing
(i) the London Interbank Offered Rate for such Interest
Period by (ii) a percentage equal to 1 minus the stated maxi-
mum rate (stated as a decimal) of all reserves required to be
maintained against "Eurocurrency liabilities" as specified in
Regulation D of The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System as from time to time in effect (and any successor
thereto) (or against any other category of liabilities which
includes deposits by reference to which the interest rate on
Eurodollar loans is determined or any category of extensions
of credit or other assets which includes loans by a non-
United States office of Bankers Trust Company to United
States residents).

"Adlustment Factor" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.2(a)(ii).

"Affected Collateral" shall have the meaning set
forth in Section 2.3(b)(ii).

"Affected Existina Collateral" shall have the mean-
ing specified in Section 2.3(c).

"Affected SRecial Collateral" shall have the mean-
ing specified in Section 2.3(a).
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"Affiliate" of a Person shall mean (i) any Person
which directly or indirectly controls, or is controlled by,
or is under common control with, such Person, (ii) for each
Person who is an individual, any other individual related to
such Person by consanguinity within the third degree or in a
step or adoptive relationship within such third degree or
related by affinity with such Person or any such individual,
in each case whether the degree of such relationship is de-
termined under common law or civil law, including in each
.ase such Person's heirs, distributees and legatees, (iii)
any Person which owns beneficially or of record 5% or more of
any class of capital stock, partnership interests or other
Equity Interests of such Pereon or an Affiliate of such
Person, or of which 5% or more of any class of capital stock
(or in the case of a Person that is not a corporation. 5% or
more of partnership interests or other Equity Interests) is
owned beneficially or of record by such Person or an Affili-
ate of such Person, (iv) for each individual who is an Af-
filiate within the meaning of any of the foregoing provi-
sions, any other individual related to such Affiliate by
consanguinity within the third degree or in a step or adop-
tive relationship within such third degree or related by af-
finity with such Affiliate or any such individual, in each
case whether the degree of such relationship is determined
under common law or civil law, including in each case such
Person's heirs, distributees and legatees, (v) any Person
directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by any of
the foregoing and (vi) each New Venture. Unless otherwise
expressly provided herein, for purposes of this Agreement,
the term "control" means the possession, directly or indi-
rectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the
management or policies of a Person, whether through the
ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise, and
shall specifically be deemed to include any general partner
of a partnership. Except to the extent provided in the next
sentence, each of Ivana Trump, her heirs, distributees and
legatees, and each DJT Entity shall be deemed at all times to
be an Affiliate of DJT. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (A)
for purposes of all financial statements and other financial
reports required to be provided hereunder, the term "Affili-
ates" shall not include Persons deemed to be Affiliates by
virtue of clause (ii) or (iv) above and (B) for all purposes
of this Agreement (other than Section 6.4(g) of Exhibit E),
the term "Affiliate" shall not include at any time each
Person listed on Schedule l(a) provided that, notwithstanding
the foregoing provisions of this clause (B), in the event
that any operative facts with respect thereto shall change
after the Closing Date, any Person listed on Schedule 1(a)
shall be deleted therefrom to the extent that at that time
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either DJT or any of his Affiliates shall have the ability,
directly or indirectly, to control (as defined above) such
Person or the assets of such Person. Without limiting the
foregoing, a Person shall be deemed to own all Equity
Interests owned by its Affiliates.

Agent" shall have the meaning specified in the
Preamble.

"Aareuemnt" shall mean this Override Agreement,
dated as of August 8, 1990, by and among the DJT Entities,
the Lenders, and Bankers Trust Company, as Agent and Col-
lateral Agent, including the Exhibits and Schedules hereto,
all as amended, supplemented, waived or otherwise modified
from time to time.

"Aliban" shall mean ALIBAN, INC. a Delaware
corporation.

"A22licable Percentage" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.2(b)(i).

"AR2licable Rate" shall mean the rate per annum
(computed on the basis of the actual number of days elapsed
over a 360-day year) equal to 1% per annum above the Adjusted
London Interbank Offered Rate.

"ADvraised Amount" siall have the meaning specified
in Section 3.2(b)(iii).

"Bankru~tcy Code" shall have the meaning specified

in Exhibit C.

"Business Day" shall mean any day other than (a) a

Saturday or a Sunday or (b) any other day on which commercial
banks in New York, New York, are required or authorized by
law to be closed for business.

"Biness Plana" shall have the meaning specified
in the New Credit Facility.

"Capital Event" shall mean any of (a) a sale or
other disposition by, or on behalf of, any DJT Entity to any
Person or Persons of, or otherwise involving (including;
without limitation, a sale or other disposition upon the
exercise of any Foreclosure Right with respect to, and any
condemnation or casualty loss involving), or any other col-
lection, or other receipt of proceeds, in respect of (i) any
assets (or proceeds thereof or rights therein, including,
without limitation, distributions therefrom) and any of the
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capital stock, partnership interests or any other Equity
Interests, in each case, included in the Existing Collateral,
the Special Collateral or the Collateral; (ii) any of the
capital stock, partnership-interests oe other Equity In-
terests of any Person any of the assets of which (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein, including, without limitation,-
distributions therefrom) is included in the Existing Col-
lateral, the Special Collateral or the Collateral; (iii) any
of the assets (including without limitation any division or
line of business) of any Person, any-of the capital stock,
partnership interests or other Equity Interests of which is
included in the Existing Collateral, the Special Collateral,
the Collateral; or (iv) any of the capital stock, partnership
interests or other Equity Interests of a Person which owns or
controls, directly or indirectly, any assets, capital stock,
partnership interests or other Equity Interests included in
clause (i), (ii) or (iii) above; or (b) any refinancing,
directly or indirectly, of any Indebtedness of any Person,
who or which owns any of the assets (or proceeds thereof or
rights therein, including, without limitation, distributions
therefrom), capital stock, partnership interests or other
Equity Interests included in clauses (a)(i)-(iv) above; or
(c) any collection of any amount from any DJT Entity follow-
ing the occurrence of any Uniform Event of Default; or (d)
any Casino Equity Sale; or (e) any sale or other disposition
of, or any payment on, or in respect of, the DJT Taj Note or
the Castle Note.

"Cash Collateral" shall have the meaning provided
in the New Credit Facility.

"Cash Eauivalents" shall mean those types of
investments permitted in Section 6.4(d)(ii)-(iv) of Exhibit E
(whether or not the provisions of such Section are then in
effect).

"Casino Control Commission" shall have the meaning
specified in the New Credit Facility.

"Casino Entities" shall mean the casino and hotel
businesses located in Atlantic City, New Jersey, owned and
operated by Trump Castle Associates Limited Partnership,
Trump Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership and Trump
Plaza Associates, each a partnership organized under the laws
of the State of New Jersey, Trump's Castle Funding, Inc.,
Trump Taj Mahal Funding Inc., Trump Plaza Funding, Inc., and
Trump Hotel Management Corp., each a New Jersey corporation;
together with their respective successors and assigns.
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"Casino Eauitv Sale" shall mean any of (a) the di-
rect or indirect sale or other disposition by, or on behalf
of, any Casino Entity or any other DJT Entity to any Person
or Persons of any Equity Interest of or in one or more Casino
Entities, (b) the exercise of any Fnreclosure Rights with re-
spect to any Equity Interest of or in one or more Casino En-
tities, (c) the sale (including, without limitation, follow-
ing the exercise of Foreclosure Rights) of any of the assets
of one or more Casino Entities or (d) any refinancing, di-
rectly or indirectly, of any Indebtedness of any Casino
Entity.

WCasino Indentures" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in the New Credit Facility.

"Castle" shall mean Trump's Castle Associates
Limited Partnership.

"Castle No1t" shall have the meaning set forth in
the New Credit Facility.

"Certifying Persons" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in the New Credit Facility.

"Chase" shall mean The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.,
a national banking association, and its successors and as-
signs.

"ClaimholdeX" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 3.1(c).

"Claimholder's Asset" shall have the meaning spec-
ified in Section 3.1(c).

"Closing" shall mean the consummation of the trans-
actions contemplated by this Agreement pursuant to Article
IX.

"Closing Date" shall mean the date and time oT the
Closing.

"OQj" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended from time to time.

"C011ateral" shall mean the aggregate of all prop-
erty (real and personal, tangible and intangible, presently
existing or arising in the future) in which a Lien is now or
hereafter granted, or purported to be granted, pursuant to
any Collateral Agreement.
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"Collateral Agent" shall have the meaning specified
in the Preamble.

*Collateral Agreements" shall mean all agreements
listed on Schedule IV hereto, together with all other agree-
ments, instruments and documents executed and delivered in
connection therewith, as amended, supplemented or otherwise
modified from time to time.

"Collateralization Condition" shall have the mean-
ing specified in the New Credit Facility.

"Commitment ExceRtions" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 2.2(f).

"Contingent Debt Credit Facility" shall mean any
credit facility relating to a Contingent Debt Obligation as
described in Schedule VI, including all agreements, instru-
ments and other documents relating to such credit facility,
the Contingent Debt Obligations of any Obligor thereunder and
any collateral securing such Contingent Debt Obligations.

"Contingent Debt Obligations" shall mean any obli-
gations of any DJT Entity as guarantor of, or any other obli-
gations on which any DJT Entity is otherwise contingently
liable, including, without limitation, as indemnitor (includ-
ing, without limitation, with respect to any environmental
liability) of or with respect to, any Existing Debt Obliga-
tion (or portion thereof) (other than any such contingent
liability arising solely by reason of such WJT Entity's
status as a general partner or joint venturer of an Obligor),
including, without limitation, as described in Schedule VI,
including, without limitation, obligations arising under the
Guaranties and the Special Guaranties.

"Covered Debt Credit Facility" shall mean the Ex-
isting Debt Credit Facilities which are (or the portions of
which are) designated as Covered Debt Credit Facilities on
Schedule III.

"Covered Debt Deficiency Claim" shall have the
meaning specified in Section 3.3(a)(iii).

"Covered Debt Obligations" shall mean (a) all
obligations under or in connection with any Covered Debt
Credit Facility (or portion thereof) (including, without
limitation, all principal, interest, costs, fees, indemnities
and other amounts), whether absolute or contingent, due or to
become due, direct or indirect, now or hereafter existing,
and howsoever created, arising or evidenced and (b)
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$14,000,000 of the principal balance (less any amounts paid
in respect of such principal balance pursuant to Section 3.3)
under the Palm Beach Credit Facility (and any interest ac-
crued on such Palm Beach Credit Facility).

"Covered Pronertv" shall have the meaning specified
in Section 3.2(a).

"Current Pay Election" shall have the meaning spec-
ified in Section 3.1(c).

"Deferred Interest" with respect to any Lender
shall mean at any time any accrued and unpaid amount of
interest (x) the payment of which is deferred pursuant to
this Agreement or any applicable Existing Agreement Amendment
or (y) which is then due and unpaid on any Deferred Principal
(other than principal under the Palm Beach Credit Facility)
owed to such Lender pursuant to the terms of this Agreement
and the relevant Existing Debt Credit Facility, together with
any accrued and unpaid interest thereon (without giving ef-
fect to any applicable Prepayment Factor, unless otherwise
expressly provided herein); provided, however, that, solely
for the purposes of Section 3.3, accrued, due and unpaid
interest on the principal of the Palm Beach Debt Obligations
shall constitute Deferred Interest.

"Deferred Interest Qbliqatjons" shall mean the
Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations and the Deferred
Project Interest Obligations.

"Deferred Principal" with respect to any Lender
shall mean any amount of any principal under any Existing
Debt Credit Facility held by such Lender, the payment of
which is deferred pursuant to this Agreement or the appli-
cable Existing Agreement Amendment, and any interest accrued
thereon as of the Closing Date, other than principal or ac-
crued interest under the Palm Beach Credit Facility.

"Deferred Princioal Obligation" shall have the
meaning specified in Section 3.1(a).

"Deferred Prolect Interest Oblication" shall have
the meaning specified in Section 4.1(a).

"Deferred Recourse Interest Obligation" shall have
the meaning specified in Section 4.1(a).

"Determination Date" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 3.2(b)(iii).
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"Disaualified Personm shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Exhibit C.

"Division of Gaming Enforcement" shall have the
meaning specified in the New Credit Facility.

0 = " shall mean Donald J. Trump, one of the DJT
Entities.

SniT " shall have the meaning specified in
the Preamble.

"DJT Tai Note" shall have the meaning specified in
the New Credit Facility.

"Entity ODeratina Cash Flow" with respect to any
DJT Entity, for any calendar quarter shall mean the consoli-
dated operating cash flow of such DJT Entity for such calen-
dar quarter, determined in conformity with the statement of
consolidated operating cash flow in the June 14, 1990 Report.

"Environmental Laws" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 8.9 of Exhibit D.

"Eauity Interest" shall mean any stock or similar
security, preorganization certificate or subscription, trans-
ferable share, general or limited partnership interest,
interest in a joint venture, interest in a business trust,
voting trust certificate or certificate of deposit for any of
the foregoing; or any security convertible, with or without
consideration, into any of the foregoing, or carrying any
warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase any of the fore-
going; or any such warrant or right; or any put, call,
straddle or other option or privilege of buying any of the
foregoing from or selling any of the foregoing to another
Person without being bound to do so, or any similar security
or interest, or any proceeds of or rights in (including,
without limitation, any distributions in respect of), or
record or beneficial interest in, any of the foregoing.
Equity Interests held or owned by a Person include without
limitation all Equity Interests which are controlled by such
Person (regardless of whether such Person is the record or
beneficial owner thereof).

"ERISA" shall mean the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974, as amended from time to time.
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"ERISA Affiliate" shall mean each trade or business
(whether or not incorporated) which together with DJT would
be deemed to be a "single employer" within the meaning of
Section 4001 of ERISA.

"ERISA Termination Eventm shall mean (i) a "Report-
able Event" described in Section 4043 of ERISA and the regu-
lations issued thereunder (other than a "Reportable Event"
not subject to the provision for 30-day notice to the PBGC
under such regulations), (ii) the complete or partial with-
drawal of any of DJT's ERISA Affiliates from any Plan, (iii)
the filing of a notice of intent to terminate a Plan, or the
treatment of a Plan amendment as a termination under Section
4041 of ERISA, (iv) the institution of proceedings to termi-
nate a Plan by the PBGC or (v) any other event or condition
which might constitute grounds under Section 4042 of ERISA
for the termination of, or the appointment of a trustee to
administer, any Plan.

"Eurodollar Business Day" shall mean any Business
Day on which commercial banks are open for international
business (including dealings in dollar deposits) in London,
England.

"Exhibits" shall mean the exhibits to the Agree-
ment, as amended, supplemented, waived or otherwise modified
from time to time.

"Existing Agreement Amendment" shall mean each
agreement, instrument or other document which amends, supple-
ments, waives or otherwise modifies any Existing Debt Credit
Agreement or any Existing Collateral Agreement (copies of
which are being executed and delivered in connection with the
execution and delivery hereof), as amended, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time.

"Existing Collateral" shall mean the aggregate of
all property (real and personal, tangible and intangible,
presently existing or arising in the future) in which a Lien
is granted, or purported to be granted, pursuant to the
Existing Collateral Agreements.

NExisting Collateral Agreements" shall have the
meaning specified in Recital A.

"Existing Debt Credit Agreement" shall mean any
agreement listed on Schedule IIi, together with all other
agreements, instruments and documents executed and delivered
in connection therewith by a DJT Entity in respect of such
Indebtedness set forth on such Schedule, as each of the same
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is amended by the applicable Existing Agreement Amendments,
and as each of the same may be further amended, supplemented
or otherwise modified from time to time.

"Existing Debt Credit Facilities" shall mean the
credit facilities identified in Schedule III, together with
all other agreements, instruments and documents executed and
delivered in connection therewith, as each of the same is
amended by the applicable Existing Agreement Amendments, and
as each of the same may be further amended, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time.

"ExistinQ Debt Obligations" shall mean all obliga-
tions of the DJT Entities under or in connection with any
Existing Debt Credit Facility (including, without limitation,
all principal, interest, costs, fees, indemnities and'other
amounts), whether absolute or contingent, whether recourse or
exculpated in whole or in part, due or to become due, direct
or indirect, now or hereafter existing, and howsoever cre-
ated, arising or evidenced, including, without limitation,
all Contingent Debt Obligations, all Deferred Project Inter-
est Obligations, Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations, De-
ferred Principal Obligations, Guaranties and Special Guar-
anties.

"Existing Foreclosure Event" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 2.3(c).

" Facility Fee" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 3.2(b)(iii).

"Facility Fee Share" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 3.2(b)(iii).

y.deral Funds Rate" shall mean, for any period, a
fluctuating interest rate per annum equal for each day during
such period to the weighted average of the rates on overnight
Federal funds transactions with members of the Federal
Reserve System arranged by Federal funds brokers, as pub-
lished for such day (or, if such day is not a Business Day,
for the next preceding Business Day) by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, or, if such rate is not so published for
any day which is a Business Day, the average of the quota-
tions for such day on such transactions received by Bankers
Trust Company from three Federal funds brokers of recognized
standing selected by it.

"First Fidelity" means First Fidelity Bank,
National Association, New Jersey, a national banking associ-
ation, and its successors and assigns.
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"First Fidelity Loan Agreement" means that certain
Time Loan and Security Agreement dated as of November 22,
1988 by and between First Fidelity, Trump Realty and JT as
the same has heretofore been and may hereafter be amended,
modified, supplemented and is in effect.

"First Fidelity Tai Term Loan" means that certain
loan in the original principal amount of $75,000,000 made by
First Fidelity to Trump Realty pursuant to the First Fidelity
Loan Agreement which has been guaranteed by Trump Management.

"First Period" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 3.1(c).

"Foreclosure Event" shall have the meaning set
forth in Section 2.3(b)(ii).

"Foreclosure Rights" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 2.3(a).

"Gross Amount" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 3.2(b) (ii).

"Governmental Act" shall have the meaning specified
in the New Credit Facility.

"Governmental Authority" shall have tho meaning
specified in the New Credit Facility.

"Guaranty" shall mean a guaranty made by a WT
Entity in favor of the Collateral Agent for the benefit of
the Lenders in connection with this Agreement, guarantying
obligations under the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations
and otherwise in form and substance satisfactory to the Lend-
ers, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time
to time.

"Hazardous Substance" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 8.9 of Exhibit D.

"Indebtedness" of any Person shall mean:

(i) all obligations of such Person which in ac-
cordance with generally accepted accounting principles
would be shown on the balance sheet of such Person as a
liability (including, without limitation, obligations
for borrowed money and for the deferred purchase price
of property or services, and obligations evidenced by
bonds, debentures, notes or other similar instruments);
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(ii) all rental obligations under leases required
to be capitalized under generally accepted accounting
principles#

(iii) all contingent reimbursement obligations under
undrawn letters of credit issued on behalf, at the re-
quest or for the account of such Person, all guarantees
(direct or indirect) and other contingent obligations of
such Person in respect of, or obligations to purchase or
otherwise acquire or to assure payment of, Indebtedness
of others, including without limitation Indebtedness of
partnerships of which such Person is a general partner;
and all arrangements of financial support by such Person
for the performance of another, including without limi-
tation (A) agreements to support the performance of
leases or other contracts; (B) guarantees of dividends
and other payments; (C) agreements to advance and supply
funds; (D) agreements to maintain working capital or
minimum net worth; and (E) comfort letters or keep well
agreements; and

(iv) Indebtedness of such Person or of others
secured by any Lien upon property owned by such Person,
whether or not assumed and whether or not a recourse
obligation of such Person.

"Intercomoany Notes" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 11.1(a).

"Interest Deficiency Claim" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.3(a)(ii).

"Interest Period" shall mean an interest period to
be applicable to the Deferred Principal Obligations and the
Deferred Interest Obligations, which shall be a three month
period; provided that:

(i) the first Interest Period shall commence on
the Closing Date and each subsequent Interest Period shall
commence on the date of expiration of the immediately preced-
ing Interest Period;

(ii) if any Interest Period would otherwise expire
on a day which is not a Eurodollar Business Day, such Inter-
est Period shall expire on the next succeeding Eurodollar
Business Day, provided that, if any Interest Period would
otherwise expire on a day which is not a Eurodollar Business
Day but is a day of the month after which no further Eurodol-
lar Business Day occurs in such month, such Interest Period
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shall expire on the next preceding Eurodollar Business Day;
and

(iii) any Interest Period which begins on the last
Eurodollar Business Day of a calendar month (or on a day for
which there is no numerically corresponding day in the calen-
dar month at the end of such Interest Period) shall end on
the last Eurodollar Business Day of a calendar month.

"June 14. 1990 Re~ort" shall have the meaning
specified in the New Credit Facility.

"Lenderl" shall have the meaning specified in the
Preamble.

"L1=" shall mean any mortgage, pledge, assignment,
hypothecation, security interest, encumbrance, lien, charge
or deposit arrangement or other arrangement having the prac-
tical effect of the foregoing and shall include the interest
of a vendor or lessor under any conditional sale agreement,
capitalized lease or other title retention agreement.

"Loan Documents" shall mean this Agreement, the
Guaranties, the Special Guaranties, the Collateral Agree-
ments, the special Collateral Agreements, and all agreements,
instruments and documents executed and delivered in connec-
tion herewith and therewith, in each case, as amended,
supplemented, waived or otherwise modified from time to time.

"London Interbank Offered Rate" shall mean, for any
Interest Period, the offered quotation, if any, to first-
class banks in the Eurodollar Market by Bankers Trust Company
for U.S. dollar deposits of amounts in funds comparable to
t*e principal amount of the Notes with maturities comparable
to the Interest Period for which the London Interbank Offered
Rate will apply as of approximately 10:00 a.m. (New York
time) two Eurodollar Business Days prior to the commencement
of such Interest Period.

"Margin StocN" shall have the meaning provided in
Regulation U of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System as from time to time in effect and any successor
thereto.

"MjT" shall have the meaning specified in Section
3.1(e).

"Mfln shall mean Marine Midland Bank, N.A., a
national banking association, and its successors and assigns.
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"Net Cash Proceeds" shall mean, in the came of any
Capital Event, cash payments (including any cash received,
whether as principal, interest, dividends, other distribu-
tions, or otherwise, by way of deferred payment pursuant to a
note, receivable, other security or otherwise, but only as
and when so received) received or realized from or by reason
of such Capital Event, net of (i) reasonable and customary
transaction costs, including the New York State Real Property
Gains Transfer Tax, the New York City and State Real Property
Transfer Tax and any other similar transfer taxes; (ii) pay-
ment of the outstanding principal amount of, and interest and
other amounts payable in respect of, (A) any Indebtedness
(other than any Indebtedness which is an Existing Debt
Obligation, which is outstanding under the New Credit Facil-
ity or which is an Intercompany Note) which is required to be
repaid pursuant to the terms thereof as a result of such
Capital Event and (B) (without duplication) if such Capital
Event arises as a result of the sale of all or substantially
all the assets of any Person, all Indebtedness (other than
Indebtedness which is an Existing Debt Obligation, which is
outstanding under the New Credit Facility or which is an
Intercompany Note) of such Person which is repaid or for
which reserves are established in connection with such
Capital Event; (iii) the cash received by Park South Associ-
ates in respect of the sale of the residential condominium
unit Apt. 9A at the building known as Trump Parc, 106 Central
Park South, New York, New York; (iv) any cash received in
respect of any casualty loss of any asset to the extent such
cash is actually utilized in connection with the restoration
or rebuilding of such asset; (v) in the case of any Capital
Event to the extent involving any refinancing of any
Indebtedness of any Casino Entity, any amounts received by
such Casino Entity which are retained by such Casino Entity
(X) in accordance with the Business Plans or (Y) without
duplication of any amounts indicated in the Business Plans,
because they are not then permitted to be distributed by such
Casino Entity by the Casino Indenture relating to such Casino
Entity or under the New Jersey Casino Control Act or the
regulations issued pursuant to that act, or under any order
or resolution of the Casino Control Commission; and (vi)
without duplication of clause (ii) or (v), in the case of any
Capital Event to the extent involving any refinancing of any
Indebtedness of any Person, payment of the outstanding
principal amount of, and interest or other amounts payable in
respect of, such Indebtedness. Notwithstanding the forego-
ing, no deduction shall be made for any transaction costs or
other fees or amounts paid or payable to DJT or any Affiliate
of DJT or any officer or employee of any of the foregoing.
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"New Credit Facility" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Recital D.

"Hey Money Collateral Aoreements" shall mean the
Security Documents (as such term is defined in the New Credit
Facility), as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified
from time to time.

"New Money Termination Event" shall mean the date
on which there are no amounts or Letters of Credit (as de-
fined in the New Credit Facility) outstanding under the New
Credit Facility and no Commitments (as defined in the New
Credit Facility) remaining in effect thereunder.

"New Ventura" shall have the meaning specified in
the New Credit Facility.

"Notes" shall mean the Deferred Principal Obliga-
tions, the Deferred Project Interest Obligations and the De-
ferred Recourse Interest Obligations.

"Obligor" shall mean, with respect to any Existing
Debt Credit Facility or Intercompany Note, as the case may
be, any DJT Entity or other Person (which is an Affiliate of
DJT) which is obligated with respect to such Existing Debt
Credit Facility or Intercompany Note, as the case may be, in
any manner, whether contingently or absolutely, directly or
indirectly.

"ODerating Cash Flow" shall mean, for each calendar
quarter, the excess of (i) the sum of (a) the consolidated
operating cash flow for such period of DJT and each of his
Affiliates (other than Trump Palace until all obligations in
respect of the Trump Palace Loan have been paid in full, the
Plaza Hotel, the Shuttle and the Yards and (except to the
extent set forth in the last sentence of this definition) any
New Venture), determined in conformity with the statement of
consolidaLed operating cash flow in the June 14, 1990 Report
and (b) interest earned after the first to occur of the
satisfaction of the Collateralization Condition or the New
Money Termination Event in such calendar quarter on the Cash
Collateral (as defined in the New Credit Facility), over (ii)
the sum of (a) the amount deposited during such period into
the special cash reserve pursuant to the Business Plans hav-
ing an aggregate outstanding balance not in excess of
$10,000,000, (b) the operating cash flow of the Commercial
Unit in Trump Tower Condominium to the extent the same has
been deposited during such period into a cash reserve for
operations of the Commercial Unit in Trump Tower Condominium,
which cash reserve at no time shall be in excess of
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$1,400,000, and (c) except to the extent provided in the last
sentence of this definition, (A) the greater of (x) the cash
or Cash Equivalents retained during such period by each of
the Casino Entities in the ordinary course of its business to
the extent necessary for the payment of reasonably
anticipated expenses in accordance with the Business Plans
and (y) the amount of cash or Cash Equivalents which is not
then permitted to be distributed by such Casino Entity by the
Casino Indenture (without giving effect to any restriction
not in effect on the date hereof) relating to such Casino
Entity or under the Casino Control Act or the regulations
issued pursuant to the Casino Control Act, or under any order
or resolution of the Casino Control Commission or the Divi-
sion of Gaming Enforcement and (B) the amount of cash and
Cash Equivalents (without duplication of amounts under clause
(A)) with respect to each corporate Affiliate which is
prohibited from being distributed under applicable corporate
law; Drovided that in calculating consolidated operating cash
flow (A) no deduction shall be made for payments of interest,
principal, or other amounts except in respect of any Indebt-
edness permitted under the New Credit Facility or hereunder;
and (B) all payments made under any Intercompany Notes (or
otherwise made by any DJT Entity to DJT) during such period
shall be included, without duplication, in operating cash
flow of DJT; Rrovided, further, however, that any amounts
paid during such period to any Lender in accordance with this
Agreement in respect of such Lender's Lien on any asset or
property shall not be included in Operating Cash Flow and any
amounts which constitute Net Cash Proceeds of any Capital
Event shall not be included in Operating Cash Flow. Notwith-
standing the foregoing, Operating Cash Flow shall be in-
creased by any amounts actually paid or distributed to DJT
during such period from any New Venture, from any entity
listed on Schedule 1(a) or from any other Person to the
extent not otherwise included in operating Cash Flow pursuant
to this definition nor resulting from a Capital Event.

"Palm Beach Credit Agreement" shall mean the agree-
ment listed under the caption "Palm Beach Credit Facility" on
Schedule III hereto, together with all other agreements,
instruments and documents executed and delivered in connec-
tion therewith, as each of the same is amended by this Agree-
ment and the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment, and as
each of the same may be further amended, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time.

"Palm Beach Credit Facility" shall mean the credit
facility listed under the caption "Palm Beach Credit Facil-
ity" on Schedule III hereto, together with all other agree-
ments, instruments and documents executed and delivered in
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connection therewith, as each of the same is amended by this
Agreement and the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment,
and as each of the same may be further amended, supplemented
or otherwise modified from'time to time.

"Palm Beach Debt Obligations" shall mean all obli-
gations under or in connection with the Palm Beach Credit
Facility (including all principal, interest, costs, fees,
indemnities and other amounts), whether absolute or contin-
gent, due or to become due, direct or indirect, now or here-
inafter existing, and howsoever created, arising or
evidenced.

"Palm Beach Collateral" shall mean all property
(real and personal, tangible and intangible, presently exist-
ing or arising in the future) in which a Lien is granted to
)O4B as security for the Palm Beach Debt Obligations.

"Palm Beach Collateral Acreements" shall mean all
agreements and instruments which create any. Lien in the Palm
Beach Collateral (other than any Collateral Agreement,
Special Collateral Agreement or New Money Collateral Agree-
ment) together with all other agreements, instruments and
documents executed and delivered in connection therewith, as
further amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time
to time.

"PBGC" shall mean the Pension Benefit Guaranty Cor-
poration, or any successor thereto.

"Permitted Liens" shall mean any Liens permitted
pursuant to the provisions of Article VI (or which would be
so permitted if the provisions of Article VI were then in
effect).

"Person" shall mean any individual, corporation,
partnership, association, trust or any other entity or organ-
ization, including, without limitation, a government or po-
litical subdivision or agency or instrumentality thereof.

"Plan" shall mean any multiemployer plan or single
employer plan, as defined in Section 4001 and subject to
Title IV of ERISA, which is maintained, or at any time during
the five calendar years preceding the date of this Agreement
was maintained, for employees of the Borrower or an ERISA
Affiliate.

"Plaza Casino" shall mean Trump Plaza Associates.
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"Plaza Hotel" shall mean Plaza Operating Partners,
Ltd., a Texas limited partnership.

SPlaza Note" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 11.2(a).

"Prepayment Factor" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 4.1(e).

"Prime Lending Rate" shall mean the rate which
Bankers Trust Company announces from time to time as its
prime lending rate, as in effect from time to time. The
Prime Lending Rate is a reference rate and does not necessar-
ily represent the lowest or best rate actually charged to any
customer. Bankers Trust Company may make commercial loans or
other loans at rates of interest at, above or below the Prime
Lending Rate.

RPrincess" shall mean The Bahamian Flag Yacht known
as the "Trump Princess," official number: 711186.

"Princess Notes" shall have the meaning specified
in Section 4.1(a).

"Princival Deficiency Claim" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.3(a)(i).

*Pior Ligen" shall mean, as to any Collateral, any
Lien on such Collateral securing Indebtedness owed to any
Person which is prior to the Liens on such Collateral created
by the Collateral Agreements.

"Qualified Appraiser" shall have the meaning speci-
fied in Section 3.1(c).

"Reaular Interest Payment Date" shall have the
meaning specified in Section 4.1(b).

"Recnular Maturity DaJe" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.1(c).

"Remaining Obligations" shall mean with respect to
any Existing Debt Credit Facility, all Existing Debt Obliga-
tions in respect thereof, other than its related Deferred
Principal obligations and Deferred Interest Obligations.

"Reauired Lenders" as of any time shall mean Lend-
ers holding at such time more than 66-2/3% of the aggregate
amount of the then outstanding Deferred Principal Obliga-
tions, Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations and any letter
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of credit or other fees the payment of which is deferred pur-
suant to the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment, in each
case, which are Covered Debt Obligations.

NReguired Waiving Lenders" as of any time *hdll
mean Lenders holding at such time at least 33-1/3% of the
aggregate amount of the then outstanding Deferred Principal
Obligations, Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations and any
letter of credit or other fees the payment of which is de-
ferred pursuant to the applicable Existing Agreement Amend-
ment, in each case, which are Covered Debt Obligations.

"Residual Net Cash Proceeds" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.2(b).

"&al&" shall mean with respect to any Equity Inter-
est or other asset, any sale, transfer, lease, liquidation,
dissolution, condemnation or casualty loss, in each case,
involving such Equity Interest or other asset, Rrovided, how-
ever, that, for purposes of this definition, (x) a lease
shall not include any lease of any property which in the
ordinary course of business is held out for lease if such
lease is on customary commercial terms, is not a capital
lease and provides for periodic lease payments in substan-
tially equal amounts (subject to commercially reasonable free
rent periods but together with any customary escalation
clauses) and (y) a sale shall not include the sale of any
asset which is held for sale in the ordinary course of busi-
ness, other than any securities, any residential or com-
mercial real property or any automobiles.

"Schedules" shall mean the schedules to this Agree-
ment, as amended, supplemented, waived or otherwise modified
from time to time.

"Shuttle" shall mean Trump Shuttle, Inc.

"Shuttle Lenders" shall have the meaning specified
in Exhibit A.

"Shuttle Note" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 11.2(a).

"Special Collateral" shall mean the aggregate of
all property (real and personal, tangible and intangible,
presently existing or arising in the future) in which a Lien
is now or hereafter granted, or purported to be granted, pur-
suant to a Special Collateral Agreement.
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"Special Collateral Agreements" shall mean all
agreements listed on Schedule V, together with all other
agreements, documents and other instruments executed and de-
livered in connection therewith, as amended, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time.

"SRecial Foreclosure Event" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 2.3(a).

"Special Guaranty" shall mean a guaranty made by
any DJT Entity in favor of the respective Lenders specified
on Schedule V guarantying obligations under any Existing Debt
Credit Agreements and otherwise in form and substance satis-
factory to such respective Lenders, as amended, supplemented
or otherwise modified from time to time.

"Soecial Net Cash Proceeds" shall have the meaning
specified in Section 3.2(a).

"Special Prior Lien" shall mean, as to any Special
Collateral, any Lien on such Special Collateral securing any
Indebtedness owed to any Person which is prior to the Liens
on such Special Collateral created pursuant to the Special
Collateral Agreements.

"Subsidiary" shall mean a corporation or other Per-
son of which any corporation or other Person and its other
Subsidiaries own, directly or indirectly, such number of out-
standing shares (or other Equity Interests) as have more than
50% of the ordinary voting power for the election of direc-
tors (or to otherwise influence, direct or control the opera-
tion or management) of such corporation or other Person.

"Tai Mahal" shall mean Trump Taj Mahal Associates
Limited Partnership.

"Tai Mahal Bonds" means the First Mortgage Bonds,
Series A, due 1998 issued by Trump Taj Mahal Funding, Inc. in
the original aggregate principal amount of $675,000,000.

"Taj Mahal Manaaement Contr" means that certain
Management Agreement made as of the 16th day of November,
1988, by and between the Taj Mahal Partnership and Trump
Management.

"Tai Nots" shall have the meaning specified in Sec-
tion 11.2(c).

"Tower Nots" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 11.2(a).
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"Triager Event" shall have the meaning specified in
Section 3.2(b)(ii).

"Trumo Manaaement" means Trump Hotel Management
Corp., a New Jersey corporation.

"Trump Palace" shall mean Donald J. Trump d/b/a The
Trump Palace Company.

"Trum Realty" means Trump Taj Mahal Realty Corp.,
a New Jersey Corporation.

"irigTowe" shall mean The Trump-Equitable Fifth
Avenue Company.

"Uniform Default" shall mean any condition or event
which, with notice (including, without limitation, the
declaration provided for in the first paragraph of Exhibit A)
or lapse of time or both, would constitute a Uniform Event of
Default.

"Uniform Event of Default" shall mean any condition
or event referred to in Exhibit A which shall have been
declared to be a Uniform Event of Default pursuant thereto or
any event referred to in Item 5(a)-(h) of Exhibit A with
respect to DJT.

"Yards" shall have the meaning specified in Section
2.2(f).

"YarLo.an" shall have the meaning set forth in

Section 3.1(d).

SECTION 1.2 General Interpretive Provisions.

(a) The terms "herein", "hereto", "hereunder" and
all terms of similar import shall be deemed to refer to this
Agreement as a whole rather than to any Article, Section,
Schedule or Exhibit to this Agreement.

(b) Unless otherwise specified, references in this
Agreement to "Section __" or "Article , shall be deemed to
refer to tho Section or Article of this Agreement bearing the
number so specified. References in this Agreement to "Ex-
hibit _" or "Schedule __" shall be deemed to refer to the
Exhibit or Schedule of this Agreement bearing the letter or
number so specified.
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(c) Unless otherwise specified or unless otherwise
appropriate in any specific context, all references in this
Agreement to any singular noun shall be deemed equally ap-
plicable to the plural of such noun, and all references to
the plural of any noun shall be deemed equally applicable to
the singular of such noun.

(d) Captions used for or in Sections, Articles,
Schedules and Exhibits of this Agreement are for convenience
only, and shall not affect the construction of this Agree-
ment.

SECTION 1.3 Foreign Currencies. All references in
this Agreement to dollars or the sign "$" shall be deemed to
be references to dollars of the United States of America. To
the extent that it is necessary or appropriate for the pur-
poses of this Agreement or any Loan Document at any time to
convert any amount of currency other than dollars to dollars
(whether or not such conversion actually takes place or takes
place at such rate), such conversion shall be made using the
noon, local time, spot selling rate exclusive of any commis-
sions for currency of the type being converted to dollars in
transactions of $10,000 or more conducted by Bankers Trust
Company in New York, New York.

SECTION 1.4 Calculation of Amounts. For purposes
of this Agreement, whenever any determination is required to
be made as to the outstanding amount of any Existing Debt
Obligation, the amount of any related Contingent Debt Obliga-
tion shall not be included therein to the extent necessary to
avoid double counting of amounts, payments, interest accruals
and other similar matters. Without limiting the foregoing,
the outstanding amount of any Existing Debt Obligation which
is a letter of credit at any time shall be equal to the re-
sult obtained by subtracting from (a) the sum of (x) the ag-
gregate unreimbursed amount of all drawings thereunder, and
(y) any unused commitment and undrawn face amount thereof
thereunder, (b) the aggregate of any cash collateral then
held by the related Lender or any agent therefor which is
allocated to such letter of credit. Without limiting the
foregoing, the outstanding principal amount of the BT Inter-
est Rate Swap, the CB Interest Rate Swap and the Palace Swap
at any time shall be equal to the amount (not less than zero)
estimated in good faith by the respective Lender party
thereto as the amount, calculated pursuant to Section
6(e)(i)(1) of each such agreement (in the case of the ST
Interest Rate Swap and the CB Interest Rate Swap) and Section
8.02(a) of such agreement (in the case of the Palace Swap),
which would be owed to such respective Lender as of such time
if an Early Termination Date (as defined in such respective
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agreements) occurred as of such date and assuming the Obligor
thereof is the Defaulting Party (as defined in such respec-
tive agreements). Unless otherwise expressly provided herein
(including, without limitation, Section 3.2, 3.3 or Schedule
VIII) or in the applicable Existing Debt Credit Agreement,
in the case of any Existing Debt Obligation only a portion of
which is a Covered Debt Obligation, any prepayment of such
Existing Debt Obligation which this Agreement does not
expressly provide shall be allocated to the prepayment of a
Covered Debt Obligation shall be allocated in accordance with
the terms of this Agreement first to the prepayment of Exist-
ing Debt Obligations which are not Covered Debt Obligations
until all remaining Existing Debt Obligations are Covered
Debt Obligations and then to the prepayment of Covered Debt
Obligations.

SECTION 1.5 Voting. Whenever any Lender who has
any participant or assignee of its Existing Debt Obligations
is entitled to give any consent hereunder, waive any provi-
sion hereof or take any other action hereunder, such Lender
may allocate its Existing Debt Obligations among such parti-
cipants or assignees and take any such action hereunder in
accordance with the instructions of such participants or as-
signees, whether or not such instructions result in consis-
tent actions.

ARTICLE II
AMWMENTS OF EXISTING DIT

UNIFORM AMENDMENTS
GRANT OF COLLATERAL

SECTION 2.1 Existing Agreement Amendments. (a)
Certain Representations. Each Lender hereby represents and
warrants to the Agent, the Collateral Agent and to each other
Lender (but not to any DJT Entity or any other Affiliate of
DJT or any other Person) that (i) such Lender has all requi-
site corporate power and authority to execute and deliver
this Agreement and each Existing Agreement Amendment to which
it is a party and to consummate the transactions contemplated
hereby and thereby; (ii) the execution and delivery of this
Agreement and each Existing Agreement Amendment to which it
is a party, and the consummation of the transactions contem-
plated hereby and thereby, have been duly authorized by all
necessary corporate action on the part of such Lender; (iii)
such Lender has duly executed and delivered this Agreement
and each Existing Agreement Amendment to which it is a party;
(iv) this Agreement and each Existing Agreement Amendment to
which it is a party constitutes a valid and binding agreement
of such Lender, enforceable against such Lender in accordance
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with its terms, except as may be limited by bankruptcy, in-
solvency, fraudulent conveyance or similar laws affecting
creditors' rights generally and except that the availability
of equitable remedies may be limited by equitable principles
of general applicability; and (v) except as previously dis-
closed to each other Lender in writing, as of the time of its
execution and delivery of this Agreement, but after giving
effect to the Existing Agreement Amendments, such Lender has
no actual knowledge of any default or event of default by any
Obligor under any Existing Debt Credit Agreement or Existing
Collateral Agreement to which it is a party, nor any actual
knowledge of any other event which would result in an Exist-
ing Foreclosure Event (it being understood and agreed that no
DJT Entity, any other Affiliate of DJT or any other Person
other than the Agent, the Collateral Agent and any Lender
shall have any right to rely upon this Section 2.1(a) or any
right to assert that any waiver of any provision of any Ex-
isting Debt Credit Agreement or Existing Collateral Agreement
has arisen as a result hereof).

(b) No Amendments. Each Lender agrees that, with-
out the prior consent of the Required Lenders, it will not
amend, supplement or otherwise modify any provision of any
Existing Debt Credit Agreement, any Existing Agreement Amend-
ment or any other Loan Document (in each case, other than any
of the foregoing related to the Palm Beach Credit Facility)
if any such amendment, supplement or modification (i) would
result in the inclusion in any such Existing Debt Credit
Agreement, Existing Agreement Amendment or other Loan Docu-
ment of any financial covenant unless such agreement or other
document contains any financial covenant as of the date
hereof (but after giving effect to the applicable Existing
Agreement Amendment), or which make the financial covenants
contained in any such agreement or other document more oner-
ous to any DJT Entity which is a party thereto than the
financial covenants in effect on the date hereof (but after
giving effect to the applicable Existing Agreement Amend-
ment); (ii) would be inconsistent with any provision of this
Agreement or with any provision which this Agreement provides
shall be included in the applicable Existing Agreement Amend-
ment; or (iii) would violate any agreement or covenant of any
DJT Entity contained in the New Credit Facility, this Agree-
ment or any Special Collateral Agreement, Collateral Agree-
ment, Guaranty, Special Guaranty or Existing Agreement Amend-
ment (in each case, as in effect on the date hereof and with-
out giving effect to any subsequent amendment thereof which
such Lender did not approve); provided, however, that not-
withstanding clauses (i) and (ii) above, each Lender may,
without the prior consent of any other Lender, amend, supple-
ment or otherwise modify any provision of any Existing Debt
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Credit Agreement, Existing Agreement Amendment or any other
Loan Document, if such amendment, supplement or other modifi-
cation is agreed to by each other party to such agreement or
document and is made in order to cure any then existing de-
fault or event of default under such agreement or document
(or in order to avoid the occurrence of any default or event
of default) or is made in connection with any request of DJT
to take action not permitted to be taken under the terms of
the applicable Existing Debt Credit Agreement, as long as, in
any such case, such Lender reasonably determines that any
such amendment, supplement or other modification is not
likely to result in a default under such agreement or
document in the near term under facts and circumstances then
known to such Lender; provided, further, that no such amend-
ment, supplement or other modification may, directly or indi-
rectly, restrict the ability of any Obligor, any of the
Entity Operating Cash Flow of which is at any time includible
in Operating Cash Flow, from declaring, paying or otherwise
making any dividends or other distributions on, or repurchas-
ing or otherwise acquiring any of, the Equity Interest in
such Obligor; provided, further, that, notwithstanding the
preceding provisos, no such amendment, supplement or other
modification shall be inconsistent with any of the Existing
Agreement Amendment provisions contemplated by Section
2.2(a), (b) or (g), or any of the tolling provisions contem-
plated by Section 2.2(c) or any of the tolling or other pro-
visions of Section 2.2(d), or any of the provisions of Sec-
tion 2.3, it being expressly acknowledged and agreed that any
such amendment, supplement or modification of the payment
terms of any Indebtedness of any DJT Entity, none of the
Entity Operating Cash Flow of which is includible in Operat-
ing Cash Flow at any time, shall not be deemed to be incon-
sistent with any of such provisions. MMB agrees that without
the consent of the Required Lenders, it will not amend,
supplement or otherwise modify any provision of the Palm
Beach Credit Facility (as amended by the applicable Existing
Agreement Amendment) to advance the scheduled maturity date
thereof contemplated by the applicable Existing Agreement
Amendment or to increase the interest rate thereon as calcu-
lated pursuant to the Palm Beach Credit Agreement and the
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment.

SECTION 2.2 Uniform Amendments to Existina Debt
Credit Facilities. Effective from and after the Closing
Date:

(a) Principal Payment Provisions. Subject to Sec-
tion 2.2(g), each of the Existing Debt Credit Agreements
(other than the Palm Beach Credit Agreement) and each of
the Existing Collateral Agreements (other than the Palm
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Beach Collateral Agreements) shall be amended by the
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment to provide that
the maturities of principal of the applicable Existing
Debt Credit Facility and the provisions relating to pay-
ments and prepayments (including, without limitation,
prepayments following any Capital Event or sale of any
Collateral, Existing Collateral or Special Collateral)
of such principal shall be changed to the new maturities
and payment and prepayment provisions contemplated or
provided by this Agreement, including, without limita-
tion, Article III. The principal payment and prepayment
provisions applicable to the Palm Beach Credit Facility
shall be as set forth in the applicable Existing Agree-
ment Amendment.

(b) Interest. Subject to Section 2.2(g), each of
the Existing Debt Credit Agreements (other than the Palm
Beach Credit Agreement) and each of the Existing Col-
lateral Agreements (other than the Palm Beach Collateral
Agreements) shall be amended by the applicable Existing
Agreement Amendment to provide that the rate of interest
payable on principal amounts outstanding under the ap-
plicable Existing Debt Credit Facility, the dates when
payment of such interest is due, the dates on which and
conditions under which such interest may be prepaid at a
discount thereof, and the manner of payment of such
interest shall be changed in the manner and to the ex-
tent set forth in Article IV and, in the case of the
Princess Loan, the Princess $10 million Loan and the
Mar-a-Lago Loan, in the amounts set forth in the respec-
tive applicable Existing Agreement Amendments. The rate
of interest payable on the Palm Beach Credit Facility,
the dates when payment of such interest is due and the
manner of payment of such interest shall be as set forth
in the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment.

(c) ReDresentations and Warranties. Each Existing
Agreement Amendment shall provide that each Lender shall
toll until the first to occur of the applicable Regular
Maturity Date or Accelerated Maturity Date all require-
ments contained in each Existing Debt Credit Agreement
and each Existing Collateral Agreement to which it is a
party that any representations or warranties specified
in the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment, be true
and correct in any respect or reasserted at any time, it
being agreed that, subject to Section 2.2(g), this Sec-
tion 2.2(c) shall not result in the waiver of any right
to assert any claim with respect to any such representa-
tion or warranty after such date or in the amendment,
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.supplement, modification or waiver of any other
representation or warranty of any DJT Entity contained
therein.

(d) Covenants and Defaults. Each Existing Agree-
ment Amendment shall provide that each Lender shall toll
until the first to occur of the applicable Regular
Maturity Date or Accelerated Maturity Date compliance by
any Obligor with any agreements, defaults or events of
default contained in each Existing Debt Credit Agreement
to which it is a party which are specified in the ap-
plicable Existing Agreement Amendment, it being agreed
that, subject to Section 2.2(g), this Section 2.2(d)
shall not result in the waiver of any right to assert
any claim with respect to any such agreement after such
date or in the amendment, supplement, modification or
waiver of any other covenant or agreement, default or
event of default of any DJT Entity contained therein.

(e) Preservation of Rights. Subject to Section
2.2(g), nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to
constitute a waiver by any Lender of any default by any
Obligor, or shall be deemed to prevent any Lender from
exercising any right or remedy, under any Existing Debt
Credit Agreement or Existing Collateral Agreement, in
each case, as amended by the Existing Agreement Amend-
ments. In addition, nothing in this Agreement shall be
deemed to prevent any Lender from exercising any right
or remedy against any Person who is not an Obligor, in-
cluding any right or remedy pursuant to any guarantee of
any Existing Debt Obligations by such Person.

(f) Termination of Unused Commitments. Any unused
portion of any Lender's commitment to loan or advance
funds, issue any letter of credit, accept any draft, or
lease any property to any Person (except to the extent
that such property was theretofore so leased to such
Person) pursuant to any Existing Debt Credit Facility
shall be terminated and be of no further force or ef-
fect; provided, however, that the foregoing shall not
apply to (i) the Restructuring Agreement referred to in
Section 3.1(e) or the Loan Agreement dated as of
August 1, 1989, between-Trump Crystal Tower Associates
Limited Partnership and Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company, as amended by the Existing Agreement Amendment
executed and delivered with respect thereto; (ii) the
obligations of the Lender under the Trump Palace Loan;
(iii) the Midlantic Letters of Credit; (iv) the NatWest
Letters of Credit; (v) the First Fidelity Letters of
Credit as amended pursuant to the last sentence of this
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Section 2.2(f); (vi) the Irrevocable Letter of Credit
No. NY-0830-30002732 issued by Citibank, N.A., as
amended pursuant to the last sentence of this Section
2.2(f); and (vii) advances to be made to Penn Yards As-
sociates ("Yards") aggregating up to $9,000,000 in
respect of the real estate taxes and other similar
public charges for the premises owned by Yards pursuant
to the $9,000,000 Penn Yards Loan (such obligations in
clauses (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi), and (vii),
the "Commitment Exceptions"). Other than in connection
with the Commitment Exceptions or in respect of the
Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations and the Deferred
Project Interest Obligations, no Lender shall make any
extension of credit, make any loan or advance, issue any
letter of credit, accept any draft or otherwise take any
action which would have the effect of increasing the
amount of the Covered Debt Obligations held by any
Lender under any Covered Debt Credit Facility, except
loans or advances (to the extent otherwise constituting
recourse obligations of DJT) made to fund required
insurance, overrun construction costs, maintenance,
environmental cleanup, real estate taxes or other costs
or expenses reasonably necessary to protect the value of
Existing Collateral, Special Collateral or Collateral.
Except as may arise in connection with the Commitment
Exceptions, any amount of any Existing Debt Obligation
which is prepaid shall not and may not be reborrowed.
The Irrevocable Letter of Credit No. NY-0830-30002732
issued by Citibank, N.A. shall be amended as of the
Closing Date so that the expiration date thereof shall
be July 30, 1993 and the $2,878,500 Letter of Credit No.
N-300872 between Seashore Four Associates, as Account
Party, First Fidelity Bank, N.A., New Jersey, as Issuer
and naming as Beneficiary First Pennsylvania Bank as
trustee for S.S.G. Enterprises shall be amended by the
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment so that the
expiration date thereof shall be December 10, 1998,
subject to First Fidelity's right to not renew as
provided in the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment
as in effect on the date hereof. The respective Exist-
ing Agreement Amendments applicable to the BT Interest
Rate Swap, the Palace Swap and the CB Interest Rate Swap
shall provide that nothing herein, therein or in any
other Loan Document shall prevent the respective Lenders
party thereto from terminating such agreement in ac-
cordance with the terms thereof.

(g) Remedies With Respect to Contingent Debt Obli-
gations and Recourse Obligations. Without limiting the
foregoing and (except as expressly set forth in this
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Section 2.2(g)) notwithstanding anything herein or in
any Loan Document to the contrary, each Contingent Debt
Credit Facility (other than (1) each of the Princess
Loan, the Princess $1b million Loan and the Mar-a-Lago
Loan to the extent (and only to the extent) met forth in
the respective applicable Existing Agreement Amendments,
as each is in effect on the date hereof and (2) the Palm
Beach Credit Facility) shall be amended by the ap-
plicable Existing Agreement Amendment to provide that
each Lender shall have no right, prior to June 30, 1995,
directly or indirectly, to exercise or enforce against
DJT (including, without limitation, DJT in his capacity
as an Obligor, a general or limited partner of any
partnership, a participant in any joint venture, a
stockholder, officer or director of a corporation, or in
any other capacity, whether by operation of law or
otherwise) any right or remedy under, or in respect of,
such Contingent Debt Credit Facility, by law or
otherwise, regardless of whether such Lender may
exercise any right or pursue any remedy with respect to
the related Existing Debt Obligation, other than as
permitted by Article V and other than following the ac-
celeration of the maturity of the Deferred Recourse
Interest Obligations pursuant to Article V. Without
limiting the foregoing and (except as expressly set
forth in this Section 2.2(g)) notwithstanding anything
herein or in any Loan Document to the contrary, each
Existing Debt Credit Facility (including, without
limitation, each Contingent Debt Credit Facility) (other
than, in each case (1) each of the Princess Loan, the
Princess $10 million Loan and the Mar-a-Lago Loan to the
extent (and only to the extent) set forth in the respec-
tive applicable Existing Agreement Amendments, as each
is in effect on the date hereof and (2) the Palm Beach
Credit Facility) shall be amended by the applicable
Existing Agreement Amendment to provide that no Lender
shall be entitled, directly or indirectly, to assert or
enforce any claim in respect of any such Existing Debt
Obligation against DJT (including, without limitation,
DJT in his capacity as an Obligor, a general or limited
partner of any partnership, a participant in any joint
venture, a stockholder, officer or director of a
corporation, or in any other capacity, whether by
operation of law or ntherwise) or exercise or enforce
any right or remedy in connection therewith, prior to
June 30, 1995, other than as permitted by Article V and
other than following the acceleration of the maturity of
the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations pursuant to
Article V. Without limiting the foregoing and (except
as expressly set forth in this Section 2.2(g))
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notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the
contrary, until the first to occur of June 30, 1995 or
the date of acceleration of the maturity of the Deferred
Recourse Interest Obligations pursuant to Article V, no
Lender shall pursuant to any Loan Document, Existing
Debt Credit Agreement or Existing Agreement Amendment
(other than (1) each of the Princess Loan, the Princess
$10 million Loan and the Mar-a-Lago Loan to the extent
(and only to the extent) set forth in the respective
applicable Existing Agreement Amendments, as each is in
effect on the date hereof and (2) the Palm Beach Credit
Facility and the applicable Existing Agreement Amend-
ment) directly or indirectly, assert or enforce any
deficiency or similar claim in respect thereof against
DJT (including, without limitation, DJT in his capacity
as an Obligor, a general or limited partner of any
partnership, a participant in any joint venture, a
stockholder, officer or director of a corporation, or in
any other capacity, whether by operation of law or
otherwise) or exercise or c-force any right or remedy
against DJT (including, without limitation, WJT in his
capacity as an Obligor, a general or limited partner of
a partnership, a participant in any joint venture, a
stockholder, officer or director of a corporation, or in
any other capacity whether by operation of law or
otherwise) in connection therewith. The foregoing
provisions shall not limit the right of any Person to
name DJT as party defendant in any action or suit for
judicial foreclosure or in the exercise of any other
remedy under the Existing Collateral Agreements, Special
Collateral Agreements or Collateral Agreements so long
as no judgment in the nature of a deficiency or personal
money judgment hall be enforced against WT and nothing
herein shall be deemed to be a waiver of any deficiency
or similar claim on or after the first to occur of June
30, 1995 or the acceleration of the Deferred Recourse
Interest Obligations pursuant to Article V. Each DJT
Entity hereby waives any defenses which it may have with
respect to any Contingent Debt Obligation or Existing
Debt Obligation arising as a result of any statute of
limitations, laches, estoppel, suretyship, entire
controversy doctrine, or similar defense. This Section
2.2(g) shall not be deemed to prevent any Lender from
exercising any Foreclosure Rights in accordance with
Section 2.3 with respect to any Existing Collateral,
Special Collateral or Collateral held by DJT.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the
contrary (including this Section 2.2(g)), in the event
that any DJT Entity shall wrongfully withhold any mate-
rial amount required pursuant to Section 3.2(a)(i) or
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(ii) of this Agreement to be paid to any Lender holding
any Existing Debt Obligation of which DJT (including DJT
in his capacity as an Obligor, a general or limited
partner of a partnership, a participant in a joint
venture, a stockholder, officer or director of a
corporation or in any other capacity, whether by
operation of law or otherwise) is the Obligor and as to
which there is no exculpation or similar clause (other
than as may arise as a result of a bona fjid dispute as
to the calculation of any such amount), such Lender
shall be entitled to assert any claim, to exercise and
enforce any rights and remedies, and to enforce any
judgment, against DJT (including against DJT in his
capacity as an Obligor, a general or limited partner of
a partnership, a participant in a joint venture, a
stockholder, officer or director of a corporation or in
any other capacity, whether by operation of law or
otherwise) in each such case, in respect of (and only in
respect of) any such material amount so required to be
paid and so wrongfully withheld.

(h) Palm Beach Obligations. The Palm Beach
Credit Agreement and Palm Beach Collateral Agreements
shall be amended solely to the extent provided in the
Existing Agreement Amendments relating to the Palm Beach
Credit Facility and none of the provisions of paragraphs
(c), (d), (f) or (g) of this Section 2.2 (other than the
provisions excluding the Palm Beach Credit Agreement and
Palm Beach Collateral Agreement) shall apply to the Palm
Beach Credit Facility.

SECTION 2.3 Foreclosure Remedies. (a) SPecial
Collateral. From and after the Closing Date, no Lender
shall, pursuant to any Special Collateral Agreement, have the
right to exercise or enforce any of its rights or remedies
(including, without limitation, the rights and remedies under
Section 2.3(h)) with respect to any Existing Debt Obligation
(either by suit in equity or by action at law, or both), or
to enforce the payment of any Existing Debt Obligation,
against, or to exercise any other foreclosure or similar
remedy with respect'to (the foregoing rights and remedies
against property and the rights and remedies pursuant to Sec-
tion 2.3(h) being hereinafter referred to as the "Foreclosure
Rights"), all or any portion of any property included in the
Special Collateral, unless, in the case of any such property
(the "Affected Special Collateral"), on or after the date
hereof, (x) any Person or Persons holding a Special Prior
Lien on such Affected Special Collateral (it being understood
for the purpose of this clause (x) that any Lien on any asset
or property of any Person shall be deemed to be a Special
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Prior Lien with respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest
(or proceeds thereof or rights therein, including, without
limitation, distributions therefrom) of such Person) shall
have commenced to exercise Foreclosure Rights against all or
any portion of such Affected Special Collateral, (y) at such
time as no Lender shall hold a Special Prior Lien in the ap-
plicable Affected Special Collateral (or, in the case of
clause (B) below, the applicable Special Collateral with re-
spect to which the Lender is proposing to exercise any Fore-
closure Rights) (it being understood that for the purpose of
this clause (y) any Lien on any asset or property of any
Person shall not be deemed to be a Special Prior Lien with
respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein, including, without limitation,
distributions therefrom) of such Person), either (A) any WT
Entity shall have failed to observe or perform any covenant
or agreement contained in the Special Collateral Agreement
creating the Lien in such Affected Special Collateral or any
event of default under such Special Collateral Agreement
shall occur, in each case, which shall continue to exist fol-
lowing the expiration of any applicable grace period or (B)
any Event of Default (as such term is defined in the New
Credit Facility) shall have occurred without waiver or cure
for 20 days after the expiration of any applicable grace
period or any Uniform Event of Default shall have occurred
without waiver or cure for 20 days after the expiration of
any applicable grace period, or (z) at such time as no Lender
shall hold a Special Prior Lien in the applicable Affected
Special Collateral (it being understood for the purpose of
this clause (z) that any Lien on any asset or property of any
Person shall not be deemed to be a Special Prior Lien with
respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein, including, without limitation,
distributions therefrom) of such Person), any DJT Entity
shall have failed to make any payment of principal of or
interest on any Indebtedness owed to such Lender which is
secured pursuant to such Special Collateral Agreement by all
or any portion of such Affected Special Collateral when due
(whether at stated maturity, by acceleration, on demand or
otherwise), which shall continue to exist following the expi-
ration of any applicable grace period. (Each such event re-
ferred to in clause (x), (y) or (z) above is referred to
herein as a "Special Foreclosure Event*). No event (other
than any event described in subclause (B) of clause (y)
above) giving rise to any Special Foreclosure Event with
respect to any Affected Special Collateral shall constitute
an event giving rise to, or directly or indirectly result in,
any other Special Foreclosure Event with respect to any other
Special Collateral, to any Existing Foreclosure Event with
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respect to any other Existing Collateral or to any Fore-
closure Event with respect to any other Collateral except as
may arise pursuant to the terms of the Special Collateral
Agreements relating to the Princess and the Existing Col-
lateral Agreement relating to the property known as
Mar-a-Lago as in effect on the date hereof. Upon the occur-
rence of a Special Foreclosure Event with respect to any Af-
fected Special Collateral, the Lender party to the Special
Collateral Agreement relating to such Affected Special Col-
lateral shall be entitled to exercise Foreclosure Rights in
accordance with the terms of such Special Collateral Agree-
ment without the consent of any other Lender. Nothing in
this Agreement shall prevent the Lender party to the Special
Collateral Agreements relating to the Princess from exercis-
ing Foreclosure Rights pursuant to such Special Collateral
Agreements as in effect on the date hereof.

(b) Collateral. (i) Remedies UDon Foreclosure
Event. In the event that the Deferred Recourse Interest
Obligations are accelerated pursuant to Article V, the Col-
lateral Agent may exercise all rights and remedies provided
under this Agreement or any Collateral Agreement, or
otherwise available under applicable law (including, without
limitation, the Uniform Commercial Code) all subject to the
direction of the Required Lenders; Drovided that with respect
to all Collateral, the foregoing shall not be deemed to
permit the Collateral Agent to exercise Foreclosure Rights in
the absence of a Foreclosure Event with respect to such Col-
lateral. From and after the Closing Date, no Lender shall
have the right to exercise any Foreclosure Rights pursuant to
the Collateral Agreements against all or any portion of any
property included in the Collateral, other than as specified
in this Section 2.3(b). If any Foreclosure Event shall occur
with respect to any Affected Collateral, then the Agent, at
the direction of the Required Lenders, shall exercise Fore-
closure Rights with respect to such Affected Collateral, all
in accordance with the instructions of the Required Lenders.

(ii) Certain Definitions. A "Foreclosure Event"
with respect to any property included in the Collateral shall
be deemed to have occurred if on or after the date hereof (x)
any Person or Persons holding a Prior Lien on such Affected
Collateral (it being understood for the purpose of this
clause (x) that any Lien on any asset or property of any
Person shall be deemed to be a Prior Lien with respect to any
Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds thereof or rights
thereof, including, without limitation, distributions there-
from) of such Person) shall have commenced to exercise Fore-
closure Rights against all or any portion of such property
included in the Collateral, (y) at such time as no Lender
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shall hold a Prior Lien in the applicable Affected Collateral
(or, in the case of clause (B) below, the applicable Collat-
eral with respect to which the Collateral Agent is proposing
to exercise any Foreclosure Rights) (it being understood for
the purpose of this clause (y) that any Lien on any asset or
property of any Person shall not be deemed to be a Prior Lien
with respect to any Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds
thereof or rights therein, including, without limitation,
distributions therefrom) of such Person), either (A) any DJT
Entity shall have failed to observe or perform any covenant
or agreement contained in the Collateral Agreement creating
the Lien in such property or any default under such Collat-
eral Agreement shall occur, in each case, which shall con-
tinue to exist following the expiration of any applicable
grace period, or (B) any Event of Default (as such term is
defined in the New Credit Facility) shall have occurred with-
out waiver or cure for 20 days after the expiration of any
applicable grace period or any Uniform Event of Default shall
have occurred without waiver or cure for 20 days after the
expiration of any applicable grace period, or (z) at such
time as.no Lender shall hold a Prior Lien in the applicable
Affected Collateral (it being understood for the purpose of
this clause (z) that any Lien on any asset or property of any
Person shall not be deemed to be a Prior Lien with respect to
ai y Lien on any Equity Interest (or proceeds thereof or
rights therein, including, without limitation, distributions
therefrom) of such Person), any DJT Entity shall have failed
to make any payment of principal of or interest on any In-
debtedness owed to the applicable Lender which is secured
pursuant to such Collateral Agreement by all or any portion
of such property included in the Collateral when due (or on
any related Deferred Principal Obligation) (whether at stated
maturity, by acceleration, on demand or otherwise) which
shall continue to exist following the expiration of any ap-
plicable grace period. The term "Affected Collateral" shall
mean the property (real or personal, tangible or intangible,
whether presently existing or hereafter created) included in
the Collateral with respect to all or a portion of which such
property an event has occurred (or failed to occur) which
resulted in the occurrence of the applicable Foreclosure
Event. No event (other than any event described in clause
(B) of clause (y) above) giving rise to any Foreclosure Event
with respect to any Affected Collateral shall constitute an
event giving rise to, or directly or indirectly result in,
any other Foreclosure Event with respect to any other Col-
lateral, any Special Foreclosure Event with respect to any
other Special Collateral or any Existing Foreclosure Event
with respect to any other Existing Collateral. Notwithstand-
ing the foregoing, for purposes of clauses (y) and (z) of
this Section 2.3(b), following the first to occur of (A) the
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satisfaction of the Collateralization Condition and (B) the
New Money Termination Event, no Lien created pursuant to any
New Money Collateral Agreement shall be deemed to be a Prior
Lien.

(c) Existina Collateral. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, but subject to Section 2.2(g), without the consent
of any other Lender each Lender shall have the right to exer-
cise any Foreclosure Rights against all or any portion of any
property included in the Existing Collateral pursuant to any
Existing Collateral Agreements if, in the case of any such
property (the "Affected Existing Collateral"), such action is
permitted pursuant to the terms of the applicable Existing
Collateral Agreements, as amended by the Existing Agreement
Amendments. (Any such event, whether now or hereafter occur-
ring in respect of Existing Collateral, is referred to herein
as an "Existing Foreclosure Event.")

(d) JudgMent Liens. Nothing contained in this
Agreement (other than Section 2.2(g)) shall be deemed to pre-
vent any Lender holding any Existing Debt Obligation on which
a Casino Entity or any of Trump Realty, Seashore Four Associ-
ates, Trump Boardwalk Realty Corp., or Trump Taj Mahal, Inc.,
is an Obligor following any failure by any such Obligor to
satisfy any payment obligation when the same shall be due and
payable (including, without limitation, upon acceleration
thereof), following the expiration-of any applicable grace
period, from obtaining any judgment lien and exercising
Foreclosure Rights in respect thereof against the Obligor
thereof (but not against DJT (including, without limitation,
DJT in his capacity as an Obligor, a general or limited
partner of any partnership, a participant in any joint
venture, a stockholder, officer or director of a corporation
or in any other capacity, whether by operation of law or
otherwise)) or against any assets of such Obligor (other than
DJT (including, without limitation, DT in his capacity as an
Obligor, a general or limited partner of any partnership, a
participant in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or
director of a corporation or in any other capacity, whether
by operation of law or otherwise)).

(e) Certain Limitations. Nothing in this Section
2.3 shall be deemed to limit Section 2.2(g).

(f) Notice. DJT shall give each Lender, the Agent
and the Collateral Agent prompt notice of the commencement by
any Person of the exercise of any Foreclosure Rights. In the
event that the Collateral Agent or any Lender has exercised
or enforced any rights or remedies pursuant to this Section
2.3 and shall thereafter have discontinued all such exercise
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or enforcement, the Collateral Agent shall upon the written
request of DJT send a notice to each Person specified in such
request of DJT stating that such exercise or enforcement has
been so discontinued.

(g) Interpretation. For purposes of this Section
2.3, a Lien on any proceeds of, or rights in (including,
without limitation, distributions in respect of) any Equity
Interest shall be treated equivalently to a Lien in such
Equity Interest. It is expressly understood and agreed that
every Foreclosure Event and every Special Foreclosure Event
shall be deemed to constitute a "default," as such term is
used in Part 5 of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code,
and that the applicable Lender, the Collateral Agent or the
Agent shall have all the rights and remedies afforded a
secured creditor after "default" in such statutory provisions
upon the occurrence of any Foreclosure Event or Special Fore-
closure Event.

(h) Demand for Payment. Each DJT Entity hereby
irrevocably waives, and each DJT Entity hereby irrevocably
agrees to cause its Affiliates to waive, any requirement
under any applicable law, any procedural rule of any
Governmental Authority or otherwise arising that any Existing
Debt Obligation be then due and payable upon the exercise of
any Foreclosure Rights by any Lender upon a Foreclosure
Event, a Special Foreclosure Event or an Existing Foreclosure
Event but only to the extent necessary to permit the com-
mencement to exercise, exercise or enforcement of Foreclosure
Rights. In the event that it shall be necessary under ap-
plicable law as a predicate to the commencement of any
exercise of, exercise of or enforcement of any such
Foreclosure Right upon a Foreclosure Event, Special
Foreclosure Event or Existing Foreclosure Event, any Lender
under any Existing Debt Credit Facility so affected, in order
to commence to exercise, exercise and/or enforce such
Foreclosure Rights, may, subject to Section 2.2(g), to the
extent so required, by notice to DJT, the Agent and each
other Lender declare all Existing Debt Obligations owed to
such Lender under such Existing Debt Credit Facility so af-
fected, to be forthwith due and payable, whereupon all such
Existing Debt Obligations shall become and be forthwith due
and payable, without presentment, demand, protest, notice
(except as provided above) or other requirements of any kind,
all of which are expressly waived; :rovidd, however r, that
notwithstanding anything in any Existing Debt Credit Agree-
ment, any Existing Collateral Agreement, this Agreement, any
Existing Agreement Amendment or any other Loan Document to
the contrary (except to the extent expressly provided to the
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contrary in Article V), in the event of any such acceleration
all of the following shall be applicable:

-(i) such Lender hereby irrevocably agrees to forbear
from exercising any right or remedy other than such
Foreclosure Rights, under any such Existing Debt Credit
Agreement, Existing Collfteral Agreement, Existing Agreement
Amendment or other Loan Document or otherwise available under
applicable law, notwithstanding anything in such Existing
Debt Credit Agreement, Existing Collateral Agreement, this
Agreement, Existing Agreement Amendment or other Loan
Document to the contrary, to which such Lender would
otherwise be entitled as a result of such acceleration,
including, without limitation, enforcing any deficiency or
similar claim (against the Obligor thereof or otherwise)
arising from such exercise of Foreclosure Rights until such
Lender shall be entitled to exercise any such right or remedy
in accordance with the terms hereof and thereof;

(ii) such Lender shall not be entitled to exercise any
Foreclosure Rights with respect to any other property or any
other Equity Interest solely by virtue of such acceleration
until such Lender shall otherwise be so entitled in ac-
cordance with any Existing Collateral Agreement, Special Col-
lateral Agreement or Collateral Agreement;

(iii) such Lender agrees that such acceleration shall not
affect or expand any obligation of any Obligor under any
guaranty or otherwise, except as may be necessary to permit
the commencement to exercise, exercise or enforcement of the
Foreclosure Rights in connection with which such acceleration
was effected;_

(iv) such Lender agrees that such acceleration shall not
in and of itself affect the applicability of the Prepayment
iactor or the right of any DJT Entity to retain any portion
of Residual Net Cash Proceeds or Operating Cash Flow to which
it would otherwise be entitled pursuant to this Agreement
(except that this clause (iv) shall not affect the applica-
tion of Section 3.2(g) as it applies to the exercise of
Foreclosure Rights or Section 4.1(e) as it applies to the
exercise of Foreclosure Rights);

(v) such Lender agrees that such acceleration shall not
affect the rate at which interest shall accrue on such Exist-
ing Debt Obligation and shall not result in the imposition of
any fee or other charge;
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(vi) each Lender hereby waives any default or event of
default which may arise under any other Existing Debt Obliga-
tion to which it is a party which may result from such ac-
celeration as long as the forbearance provisions of this Sec-
tion 2.3(h) or the forbearance provisions of Article VIA of
the New Credit Facility are in effect;

(vii) such Lender agrees that such acceleration shall not
in and of itself entitle any Lender to receive any allocation
to which it would not otherwise be entitled pursuant to Sec-
tion 3.8 or to receive any distribution to which it is not
otherwise entitled pursuant to Article III or Schedule VIII;
and

(viii) such Lender agrees that each and every provision of
each Existing Debt Credit Agreement, Existing Collateral
Agreement, this Agreement, each Existing Agreement Amendment
and each other Loan Document shall be deemed amended so that
the rights and remedies of the parties thereto shall not be
altered by any such acceleration, except as may be necessary
to permit the commencement to exercise, exercise or enforce-
ment of the Foreclosure Rights in connection with which ac-
celeration was effected.

The provisions of this Section 2.3(h) shall be ef-
fective until the first to occur of the time at which such
Lender shall exercise an independent right pursuant to any
Existing Debt Credit Agreement, as amended by the applicable
Existing Agreement Amendment, to accelerate such Existing
Debt Obligations or the acceleration of the Deferred Recourse
Interest Obligations pursuant to Article V hereof. The
provisions of this Section 2.3(h) shall not apply to the Palm
Beach Credit Facility.

SECTION 2.4 Uniform Covenants. From and after the
Closing Date, each WT Entity shall comply with all of the
Uniform Covenants set forth in Article VI and Exhibit E.

SECTION 2.5 Uniform Events of Default. From and
after the Closing Date, the events described in Exhibit A
shall constitute the Uniform Events of Default, subject to
the terms and conditions thereof.

SECTION 2.6 Collateral. From and after the Clos-
ing Date, (a) the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations of
all Lenders shall be secured by the Collateral, and each
Lender's respective Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations
and Deferred Principal Obligations shall also be secured as
provided by the respective Lender's Existing Collateral
Agreements, and also (b) the Covered Debt Obligations of the
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Lenders specified on Schedule V shall be secured by their
respective Special Collateral set forth in the applicable
Special Collateral Agreements in addition to whatever
security is provided by the respective Lender's Existing Col-
lateral Agreements.

SECTION 2.7 Withdrawal of Demands. Each Lender
withdraws as of the Closing Date any demands for payment,
foreclosure suits and demands as against any JT Entities,
and other similar actions made prior to the date hereof and
made prior to the Closing Date which would be prohibited to
be made hereunder after the Closing Date with respect to any
Existing Debt Credit Agreements or Existing Collateral Agree-
ments, in each case, except with respect to any due and
unpaid interest in respect of any Existing Debt Obligation
specified on Schedule IX.

SECTION 2.8 Sharing &Rona Lenders. The Lenders
hereby agree to allocate certain payments and recoveries on
the Existing Debt Obligations among themselves in accordance
with this Agreement.

SECTION 2.9 Contingent Debt. Except as expressly
provided in this Agreement, each Contingent Debt Credit Fa-
cility, including, without limitation, all terms and provi-
sions thereof which relate to the obligations of any Obligor
or to any collateral, is and shall continue to be in full
force and effect and is in all respects ratified and con-
firmed, and this Agreement is, other than in the case of the
Mar-a-Lago Loan, the Princess Loan and the $10 million
Princess Loan, expressly made supplemental thereto and a part
thereof. Each DJT Entity agrees and acknowledges that it has
no defenses, offsets, crossclaims or counterclaims to the
enforcement of any Existing Debt Credit Agreement or any
Contingent Debt Obligation.

SECTION 2.10 Waiver by LendErs. Each Lender here-
by waives any default or event of default which would other-
wise occur under any Existing Debt Credit Agreement or Exist-
ing Collateral Agreement to which it is a party solely as a
result of the execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement, the Guaranties, the Special Guaranties, the Col-
lateral Agreements, the Special Collateral Agreements, the
Existing Agreement Amendments, the New Credit Facility, the
New Money Collateral Agreements, or any amendment or restate-
ment, executed and delivered as of the date hereof (copies of
which have been provided-to each Lender) to any documents
governing, relating to or evidencing Indebtedness secured by
a first priority Lien on the assets of the Shuttle or the
Plaza Hotel in each case, as in effect on the date hereof.
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ARTICLE III
PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS AND

PREPAYMENTS OF EXISTING DEBT

SECTION 3.1 Notes. (a) Deferred Principal Obli-
gatLions. Each Obligor's obligation to pay the Deferred Prin-
cipal of the Existing Debt Obligations of each Lender shall
be evidenced by-the promissory note or other agreement or
instrument which as of the date hereof evidences such Exist-
ing Debt Obligation of such Lender, as amended by or pursuant
to the applicable Existing Agreement Amendments (individu-
ally, a "Deferred Principal Obligation" and, collectively,
the "Deferred Principal Obligations"). Each Deferred Princi-
pal Obligation shall be payable at the time or times, in the
amounts and in the manner provided therein.

(b) Payment. Each Obligor shall pay, or cause to
be paid, the Deferred Principal Obligations in respect of
which it is an Obligor in accordance with the terms thereof;
provided, however, that the exercise of remedies in respect
of any default thereunder shall be subject to Section 2.2(g).

(c) MaturitY. (i) Subject to Section 2.2(g) and
to Section 3.1(c)(v), unless otherwise specified herein, each
Existing Debt Credit Agreement shall be amended by the ap-
plicable Existing Agreement Amendment to provide that the
Deferred Principal Obligation owed to each Lender shall be
due and payable on the first to occur of (x) the Regular
Maturity Date or (y) the Accelerated Maturity Date, in each
case, with respect to such Deferred Principal Obligation.
Subject to Section 3.1(d), the term "Regular Maturity Date"
with respect to any Deferred Principal Obligation shall mean
(I) in the case of any Deferred Principal Obligation listed
on Schedule VII, June 30, 1993, (II) in the case of the
Princess Loan and the Princess $10 Million Loan, the first to
occur of June 30, 1991 and the date of the sale or other
disposition of the Princess, (III) in the case of the Mar-a-
Lago Loan, December 30, 1993, and (IV) in the case of any
other Deferred Principal Obligation, June 30, 1995.

(ii) Subject to Section 3.1(d), an "Accelerated
Maturity Date" with respect to any Deferred Principal Obliga-
tion having a Regular Maturity Date of June 30, 1995 shall
occur on June 30, 1993 (subject to extension as provided in
Section 3.1(c)(iii)) if (1) the holder of such Deferred Prin-
cipal Obligation is listed on Schedule XII and is secured, as
of the date hereof, by any Lien pursuant to an Existing Col-
lateral Agreement on any property (including any Equity
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Interest) included in the Existing Collateral (each such
holder as set forth on Schedule XII, a "Claimholder", and
each such correlative property (including any property owned
by any Person the Equity Interests of which are subject to
the Lien), such "Claimholder's Asset") and (2) such
Claimholder shall, on or after March 31, 1993, have delivered
a notice to DJT (with a copy to the Agent and to each other
Lender) (an "Acceleration Notice") providing that such holder
has elected to exercise its rights to cause an Accelerated
Maturity Date with respect to such Deferred Principal Obliga-
tion to occur, unless DJT shall comply with the provisions of
clause (x), (y) or (z) below:

(x) (i) Within 60 days after the date of the ap-
plicable Acceleration Notice, DJT delivers a written notice
to such Claimholder (with a copy to the Agent and to each
other Lender) stating that DJT intends to refinance such
Claimholder's Asset and to prepay the Indebtedness owed to
such Claimholder represented by such Deferred Principal Obli-
gation and any related Deferred Interest Obligation, which
such notice shall include a bona Lide commitment for such
refinancing (subject only to customary conditions which are
reasonably capable of satisfaction in a timely manner) and
(ii) within 60 days after the date of such notice by DJT,
such refinancing of such Claimholder's Asset is consummated
and the proceeds thereof are applied to repay in full (giving
effect to the then applicable Prepayment Factor) such De-
ferred Principal Obligation and any related Deferred Interest
Obligation and otherwise in accordance with the provisions of
this Agreement; or

(y) DJT delivers to such Claimholder (and to the
Agent and to each other Lender) within 60 days after the date
of the applicable Acceleration Notice a notice (certified by
each of the Certifying Persons and each reasonably acceptable
in form and substance to such Claimholder) certifying that
the amount of the projected Entity Operating Cash Flow (be-
fore debt service) of such Obligor (which projections shall
be made in good faith, shall be based on the Entity Operating
Cash Flow of such Claimholder's Asset or the owner of such
Claimholder's Asset, as the case may be, for the six-month
period immediately preceding the date of the Acceleration
Notice and shall accompany each such notice and shall be
reasonably acceptable in form and substance to such Claim-
holder) is adequate to satisfy the six month projected debt
service of Indebtedness held by such Claimholder and secured
by such Claimholder's Asset and any Indebtedness secured by a
perfected Lien in such Claimholder's Asset senior to such
Claimholder's Lien (it being understood that the giving by
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DJT of such notice shall result in an Accelerated Interest
Payment Date to the extent set forth in Section 4.1(b)); or

(z) In the event that, on or prior to June 30,
1993, the Claimholder shall deliver a notice to DJT (with a
copy to the Agent and each other Lender) indicating that such
Claimholder has located a bona fide purchaser for such Claim-
holder's Asset, which such notice shall be accompanied by an
appraisal by an independent Person of nationally recognized
standing who has been engaged in the business of valuing as-
sets of the same type as the asset subject to valuation (a
"Qualified Appraiser") which indicates that the fair market
value of such Claimholder's Asset is not greater than the
consideration proposed to be paid by such bon Lie purchaser
(it being agreed by each DJT Entity and each Lender that no
Claimholder or other Lender shall have any obligation whatso-
ever to seek or locate such a D&= Li" purchaser for any
Claimholder's Asset or any other property or to deliver any
such notice if any such purchaser is located), DJT consum-
mates a sale within 90 days of June 30, 1993 (such 90-day
period, the "First Period"), of such Claimholder's Asset to
such bona fide purchaser and the proceeds of such sale are
applied to the repayment of the applicable Deferred Principal
Obligation and any related Deferred Interest Obligation and
otherwise in accordance with the provisions of this Agree-
ment. If DJT determines in good faith that the fair market
value of such Claimholder's Asset is greater than such pro-
posed consideration, DJT may obtain a second such appraisal
from another Qualified Appraiser and, in the event that the
fair market value of such Claimholder's Asset set forth in
such second appraisal does not reflect a fair market value
either lower than or within 5% of such proposed considera-
tion, the two Qualified Appraisers shall designate a third
Qualified Appraiser whose determination as to the fair market
value thereof, which shall be based on the appraisals of such
two other Qualified Appraisers, shall be binding. If the
fair market value determined by such second or third Quali-
fied Appraiser is either lower or within 5% of the fair mar-
ket value as that proposed to be paid by such bona Li pur-
chaser, DJT shall use his best efforts to consummate such
sale as promptly as practicable and, in any event, by
December 31, 1993. If the fair market value determined by
such third Qualified Appraiser is not either lower or within
5% of the proposed consideration, WJT shall have an addi-
tional period of 90 days after the expiration of the First
Period either to (I) consummate the sale of such
Claimholder's Asset for an amount not less than the value
determined by such third Qualified Appraiser or (II) comply
with all of the provisions of clause (y) above with respect
to such Claimholder's Asset (as if the date of the appraisal
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by the third Qualified Appraiser were the date of the Ac-
celeration Notice) and irrevocably elect in a manner satin-
factory to such Claimholder to cause the Regular Interest
Payment Date with respect thereto to be a date no later than
90 days after the end of such First Period (a "Current Pay
Election"). If DJT shall comply with either clause (I) or
clause (II) above within such 90-day period after the end of
the First Period, no Accelerated Maturity Date shall be
deemed to have occurred with respect to such Deferred
Principal Obligation and related Deferred Interest Obliga-
tion. If DJT shall not so comply with either clause (I) or
clause (II) above within such 90-day period after the end of
the First Period, an Accelerated Maturity Date with respect
to such Deferred Principal Obligation and related Deferred
Interest Obligation shall occur at the end of such 90-day
period after the end of the First Period. All costs and ex-
penses of all Qualified Appraisers shall be joint and several
obligations of the DJT Entities. If any Claimholder shall
not deliver the notice contemplated by the first sentence of
this clause (z) to DJT on or prior to June 30, 1993, DJT
shall not be entitled to rely on this clause (z) to avoid the
occurrence of an Accelerated Maturity Date with respect to
the Deferred Principal Obligations owed to such Claimholder.

(iii) No Accelerated Maturity Date (or Accelerated
Interest Payment Date, if Section 4.1(b) shall be applicable)
shall occur with respect to the Indebtedness of any Claim-
holder until the latest date specified in clauses (I)-(IV)
below:

(I) June 30, 1993;

(II) In the event that DJT shall deliver the
notice specified in Section 3.1(c) (ii) (x) (i) above with
respect to the Indebtedness of such Claimholder, the expira-
tion of the 60 day period referred to in Section
3.1(c) (ii) (x) (ii) above;

(III) In the event such Claimholder shall
deliver the notice and appraisal provided for in the first
sentence of Section 3.1(c)(ii)(z) above, the expiration of
the First Period; and

(IV) In the event that DJT shall in good
faith seek an appraisal from a second Qualified Appraiser as
provided in the second sentence of Section 3.1(c)(ii)(z)
above, the expiration of the 90-day period following the
expiration of the First Period.
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(iv) Each Clajmholder shall promptly deliver to
the Agent and each other Lender a copy of each notice, ap-
praisal and other communication between such Claimholder and
any DJT Entity pursuant to this Section 3.1(c) and shall
promptly give notice to the Agent and each other Lender of
the occurrence of any Accelerated Maturity Date or Acceler-
ated Interest Payment Date.

(v) Any default by the Obligor in the payment of
principal on any Deferred Principal Obligation with respect
to which an Accelerated Maturity Date has occurred shall con-
stitute an Existing Foreclosure Event; rovded, however,
that the occurrence of any Accelerated Maturity Date with
respect to any Deferred Principal Obligation (or any related
Accelerated Interest Payment Date) shall not entitle (except
as expressly contemplated by Section 2.2(g)) such
Claimholder, directly or indirectly, to assert or enforce any
claim in respect of the correlative Existing Debt Obligation
against DJT (including, without limitation, WT in his capac-
ity as an Obligor, a general or limited partner of any
partnership, a participant in any joint venture, a stock-
holder, officer or director of a corporation or in any other
capacity, whether by operation of law or otherwise) or to
enforce any Contingent Debt Obligation against DJT (includ-
ing, without limitation, WT in his capacity as an Obligor, a
general or limited partner of any partnership, a participant
in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or director of a
corporation or in any other capacity, whether by operation of
law or otherwise), in each case until June 30, 1995 (other
than as permited by Article V and the respective Lender's
Existing Debt Credit Agreements), and shall not result in an
Accelerated Maturity Date with respect to any other Deferred
Principal Obligation, including, without limitation, any
Contingent Debt Obligation in respect of the Existing Debt
Obligation represented by the Deferred Principal Obligation
with respect to which such Accelerated Maturity Date has oc-
curred. The occurrence of certain Accelerated Maturity Dates
shall give rise to an Accelerated Interest Payment Date to
the extent provided in Section 4.1.

(d) Special Cases. (i) Penn Yard&. Notwith-
standing Section 3.1(c) or anything set forth in Section 4.1
to the contrary, the Regular Maturity Date and the Regular
Interest Payment Date for the Penn Yards Loan and the $9 mil-
lion Penn Yards Loan (together, the wYards Loan") shall be
June 30, 1993 unless on or after May 1, 1993 but prior to
June 1, 1993 Yards shall irrevocably elect in a manner satis-
factory to Chase to pay interest on the Yards Loan on a cur-
rent basis going forward in which event (A) the Regular
Maturity Date for the Yards Loan shall be June 30, 1995 and
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(B) the Yards Loan shall bear interest at the rate provided
for in the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment. Any
subsequent default by the Obligor thereof in the payment of
interest on the Deferred Principal Obligation or the occur-
rence of any other event of default under the Yards Loan
shall constitute an Existing Foreclosure Event with respect
to the premises encumbered by the mortgage securing the Yards
Loan, but Chase shall not be entitled to assert or enforce
any deficiency or similar claim in respect of the Yards Loan
against DJT (including, without limitation, DJT in his capac-
ity as an Obligor, a general or limited partner of any
partnership, a participant in any joint venture, a
stockholder, officer or director of a corporation or in any
other capacity, whether by operation of law or otherwise) or
to otherwise enforce any Contingent Debt Obligation against
DJT (including, without limitation, DJT in his capacity as an
Obligor, a general or limited partner of any partnership, a
participant in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or
director of a corporation or in any other capacity whether by
operation of law or otherwise) (other than as expressly set
forth in Section 2.2(g)) until June 30, 1995. It is hereby
understood and agreed by the parties to this Agreement that
the Existing Agreement Amendments relating to the Yards Loan
do not effect a deferral of the principal and interest with
respect to the Deferred Principal Obligations relating to the
Yards Loan but do effect and embody an agreement by Chase to
forbear, during the period covered by this Agreement and the
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment, from exercising
remedies under the Existing Collateral Agreements and Special
Collateral Agreements relating to the Yards Loan as a result
of the Obligor's failure to pay principal and interest prior
to and during the term of this Agreement, subject, however,
to the terms of the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment.
Accordingly references in this Agreement to deferral and like
and similar concepts as they relate to the Yards Loan shall
be deemed to refer to the forbearance by Chase referenced
above and reflected in the Existing Agreement Amendments and
furthermore any acceleration provided for in Article V shall
with respect to the Yards Loan be deemed to refer to a
termination of such forbearance. It is hereby further
understood and agreed by the parties to this Agreement and
the Existing Agreement Amendments applicable to the Yards
Loan that any provision thereof relating to the acceleration
of the Yards Loan as of the Closing Date shall not in and of
itself effect the applicability of the Prepayment Factor the
right of any DJT Entity to retain any portion of Residual Net
Cash Proceeds or Operating Cash Flow to which it would
otherwise be entitled pursuant to this Agreement or affect or
expand DJT's obligation under his existing guaranty of the
Penn Yards Loan.
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(ii) Shuttle. Notwithstanding anything in Sec-
tion 3.1 to the contrary, the Regular Maturity Date of the
$9 million note issued by DJT to the Shuttle shall be June
30, 1995; nxy , however, that, if the Deferred Recourse
Interest Obligations shall be accelerated pursuant to
Article V, such note shall be payable in accordance with the
terms thereof; provided, further, however, that, if any of
the Shuttle Lenders shall realize upon any of their Existing
Collateral with respect to the Trump Shuttle, Inc., and
thereby, directly or indirectly, assume control of the
management and operations of the Trump Shuttle, Inc., such
Lenders shall not demand any payment or take any other action
with respect thereto until the first to occur of June 30,
1995 and the date of acceleration of the Deferred Recourse
Interest Obligations pursuant to Article V.

(iii) (A) Midlantic Letters of Credit. Notwith-
standing anything in Section 3.1(c) or in Article IV or
otherwise to the contrary, (I) the expiration date of each of
the Midlantic Letters of Credit shall be May 16, 1991 in ac-
cordance with the respective terms thereof, and Midlantic
shall have no obligation hereunder to extend or renew any of
the Midlantic Letters of Credit. Subject to Section 2.2(g),
in the event that any amounts are drawn under any Midlantic
Letter of Credit, (II) such &mounts, and any interest
thereon, shall be payable by the respective Obligors thereof
in accordance with the terms thereof (after giving effect to
the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment), and (III) any
recourse to DJT personally as account party of such Midlantic
Letters of Credit or otherwise shall be subject to Section
2.2(g). Any obligations of DJT to pay any principal under
the Midlantic Letters of Credit shall constitute Deferred
Principal Obligations with a Regular Maturity Date of June
30, 1995 and interest on each such obligation of WJT shall
constitute Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations with a
Regular Interest Payment Date of June 30, 1995.

(B) Midlantic-Castle Loan. Notwithstanding anything in
Section 3.1(c) or Article IV or otherwise to the contrary,
but subject to Section 2.2(g), the Regular Maturity Date of
the Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan shall be June 30,
1995 and the interest thereon shall be payable currently in
accordance-with the terms thereof (after giving effect to the
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment).

(iv) First Fidelity. Notwithstanding anything in
Section 3.1 or Article IV or otherwise to the contrary, (A)
subject to Section 2.2(g), any principal of or interest on
any amounts drawn, whether prior to or after the Closing
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Date, on any First Fidelity Letter of Credit, shall be pay-
able in accordance with the terms thereof; and (B) subject to
Section 2.2(g), the First Fidelity Auto Loans shall be pay-
able in accordance with their terms. Any obligations of WT
(including without limitation, in his capacity as an Obligor,
a general or limited partner of a partnership, a participant
in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or director of a
corporation or in any other capacity, whether by operation of
law or otherwise) to pay any principal under the First Fidel-
ity Letters of Credit or First Fidelity Auto Loan shall be
subject to Section 2.2(g).

Unless DJT delivers to First Fidelity on or within
ten (10) days prior to May 31, 1993, -a notice (certified by
each of the Certifying Persons) certifying that the amount of
the projected Entity Operating Cash Flow (after the deduction
for the current debt service on the Taj Mahal Bonds but be-
fore the deduction for any other debt service) of the Taj
Mahal (which projections shall be in reasonable detail and
made in good faith, shall be based on the Entity Operating
Cash Flow of the Taj Mahal for the twelve-month period im-
mediately preceding March 31, 1993 and shall accompany such
notice) is inadequate to satisfy the twelve-month projected
debt service of the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan then, not-
withstanding anything in Section 3.1 or Article IV or other-
wise to the contrary and subject to Section 2.2(g), commenc-
ing on June 30, 1993, and at all times thereafter during the
term of this Agreement (a) First Fidelity shall be deemed to
be a Claimholder listed on Schedule XII with respect to the
First Fidelity Taj Term Loan, (b) the Existing Collateral
securing the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan pursuant to First
Fidelity's Existing Collateral Agreement shall be deemed to
be the Claimholder's Asset of First Fidelity, (c) First
Fidelity shall be deemed to have given an Acceleration'Notice
to DJT pursuant to Section 3.1(c)(ii), (d) DJT shall be
deemed to have complied with the provisions of clause (y) of
Section 3.1(c)(ii) and (e) thereafter the Taj Mahal shall pay
to Trump Management the semi-annual installments of the
management fees payable under the Taj Mahal Management Con-
tract (in order to cover the debt service on the First Fidel-
ity Taj Term Loan), on the 16th day of November and May of
each year during the term of this Agreement, subject to and
contingent upon the payment of interest and principal, if
any, due on the day preceding any such installment payment
date with respect to the TaJ Mahal Bonds (and any due and
unpaid interest and principal amounts accrued to any such
date) and Trump Management will (and DJT shall cause Trump
Management to) pay such installment payment funds to First
Fidelity (it being understood that nothing in this clause
(iv)(e) shall impair or alter, or affect the right of the Taj
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Mahal to pay, the obligations of Taj Mahal with respect to
any of the Indebtedness of Taj Mahal as of the date hereof
owing to National Westminster Bank USA or preclude Taj Mahal
from paying any such Indebtedness).

(e) East 61 St. Note. Notwithstanding anything to
the contrary contained herein, in accordance with the terms
of a Restructuring Agreement of even date herewith (the "Re-
structuring Agreement"), between DJT and Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company ("MHT"), on the Closing Date (as
defined in the Restructuring Agreement) ?HT shall accept, in
satisfaction of DJT's promissory note to MHT in the aggregate
principal amount of $23,751,566.42 (the "DJT Note") plus all
accrued and unpaid interest thereon through the Closing Date,
the assignment by The East 61 St. Company ("East 61 St.") of
a promissory note in the aggregate principal amount of
$24,000,000 (the "East 61 St. Note") and a mortgage securing
the East 61 St. Note (the "Mortgage"), each representing an
obligation of the Trump Plaza Owners, Inc. (the "Cooperative")
in favor of East 61 St. and each of which currently secures
the DJT Note. In addition, on the Closing Date (as defined
in the Restructuring Agreement) DJT shall deliver to MHT twd
term notes payable on the earlier to occur (the "Termination
Date") of February 28, 1994 (the maturity date of the East 61
St. Note) or such earlier date on which IHT releases the East
61 St. Note and the Mortgage in connection with the pre-
payment, sale, assignment, foreclosure or other disposition
thereof. One such term note (the "Interest Note") shall
evidence DJT's obligation to MHT with respect to (a) the
amount, if any, by which, (i) the sum of the outstanding
principal balance of the DJT Note "lus all accrued and unpaid
interest thereon through the Closing Date (as defined in the
Restructuring Agreement) shall exceed (1i) $24,000,000; and
(b) payment on a monthly basis to and including the Termina-
tion Date of the amount, if any, by which the amount of
interest that would have been payable under the DJT Note
shall exceed the lesser amount of interest that will be pay-
able under the East 61 St. Note (the "Interest Dif-
ferential"). The second term note (the "Term Loan Note")
shall evidence DJT's obligation with respect to (a) a series
of term loans to be made by MHT to DJT on a monthly basis
during the period when the Initial Business Plan shall be in
effect in each case in the principal amount of $70,000, all
in accordance with the terms and subject to the conditions
set forth in the Restructuring Agreement; and (b) the amount,
if any, by which, (i) $24,000,000 shall exceed (ii) the
amount realized by MHT on account of the East 61 St. Note and
the Mortgage upon any prepayment, foreclosure, sale, assign-
ment or other disposition thereof. Pursuant to the
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Restructuring Agreement, amounts outstanding under the Inter-
est Note and interest accrued on the Term Loan Note shall
constitute Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations hereunder,
and the principal amount outstanding Under the Term Loan Note
shall constitute Deferred Principal Obligations which are
Covered Debt Obligations hereunder; provided, however, that
the Interest Differential shall not be calculated for any
period from and after the Termination Date; provided,
further, however that amounts outstanding under the East 61
St. Note shall in no way be subject to any provision of this
Agreement other than this Section 3.1(e); provided, however,
that the Term Loan Note and the Interest Note shall be
subject to Section 2.2(g).

(f) Nothing contained in paragraphs (c) through
(e) of this Section 3.1 shall apply to the Palm Beach Debt
Obligations. The maturity of the Palm Beach Debt Obligations
is amended solely as provided in the Existing Amendment
Agreement for the Palm Beach Credit Agreement.

SECTION 3.2 AoDlication of Ca2ital Event Proceeds
and Ogerating Cash Flow to Existing Debt Obliaations.

(a) Allocation Prior to Allocation to New Credit
Facility. Except with respect to any Existing Debt Obliga-
tion for which prepayment provisions are specifically set
forth in this Section 3.2 or on Schedule VIII, Net Cash
Proceeds arising as a result of a Capital Event shall be paid
(without limiting any additional requirement contained
therein with respect to such Capital Event) in the manner and
to the extent required by the Existing Debt Credit Agreements
and the Existing Collateral Agreements, each as amended by
the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment, as in effect as
of the Closing Date, in accordance with the respective
priorities set forth therein, except as expressly provided
herein. Any Net Cash Proceeds arising in respect of any
Capital Fvent remaining after any payments required pursuant
to the immediately preceding sentence shall be referred to
herein as the "Special Net Cash Proceeds." Upon receipt,
directly or indirectly, by any DJT Entity, or any other Af-
filiate of DJT, of any Special Net Cash Proceeds, DJT shall
prepay, or cause to be prepaid, by delivery thereof to the
Agent (or, in the case of the Alexander's Loan, the Princess
Loan, the $10 million Princess Loan, the Mar-a-Lags Loan, the
Plaza Junior, the Shuttle Junior and the Trump Palace Loan,
to the respective Lenders thereunder), whether or not then
due and payable any Existing Debt Obligation for which
prepayment provisions are specifically set forth in this Sec-
tion 3.2 or on Schedule VIII in the order of priority and as
otherwise provided in this Section 3.2 and on such Schedule
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VIII. Any JT Entity which receives any Net Cash Proceeds
shall hold the same in trust for the benefit of the Lender orLenders entitled thereto and such DJT Entity will deliver the
same to such Lender or Lenders or the Agent, as the case may
be, in the form received, with only such endorsements as may
be required. Intercompany Notes shall be prepaid from Net
Cash Proceeds arising as a result of a Capital Event with
respect to the Obligor thereof or its assets to the extent
provided in Article XI and Schedule VIII. DJT shall give the
Agent ten days' prior notice of the consummation of any
Capital Event and shall cause any Net Cash Proceeds arising
as a result thereof to be delivered to the Agent for
distribution, or to the Lender entitled thereto, pursuant to
any Existing Debt Credit Agreement or this Agreement to the
extent required to be so distributed pursuant to Section 3.2
or Schedule VIII.

(i) Allocation Among Lenders. Notwithstanding the
terms and conditions of any Existing Collateral Agreement,
Special Collateral Agreement or Collateral Agreement or the
order of creation or perfection of any Liens thereunder, any
Special Net Cash Proceeds from any Capital Event in respect
of any Equity Interest (including, without limitation, any
proceeds thereof or rights therein, including, without
limitation, any distributions therefrom) in, or asset of, any
property specified on Schedule VIII (as applicable, the
"Covered Property") shall, subject to Section 3.2(a)(ii), be
applied to prepay then outstanding amounts of Existing Debt
Obligations in the order of priority specified on the
schedule included in Schedule VIII with respect to such
Covered Property. Unless expressly indicated to the contrary
on Schedule VIII, Special Net Cash Proceeds (and, in the case
of Covered Debt Obligations, Net Cash Proceeds) shall be ap-
plied first to the prepayment of principal, next to the
prepayment of interest and then to the prepayment of any
remaining Existing Debt Obligations. For purposes of this
Article III, whenever any reference is made to the prepayment
of interest, the amount to be so prepaid shall Include,
without limitation, all amounts accrued both before and after
the commencement of a case against any Obligor as debtor
under any chapter of the Bankruptcy Code.

(ii) Certain Exceptions. (x) Notwithstanding the
foregoing, but subject to Section 3.8:

(A) any Special Net Cash Proceeds (calculated
pursuant to Section 3.2(b)(ii)(C)) arising as a result
of a Capital Event relating to the Plaza Casino shall be
allocated to the prepayment of the NatWest Letters of
Credit and NatWest Notes (without duplication) (until
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there are no outstanding Covered Debt Obligations in
respect thereof) in the priority set forth in the ap-
plicable schedule of Schedule VIII in an amount equal to
the lesser of (x) $20,000,000, or so much thereof as may
then be outstanding as provided in the applicable Exist-
ing Agreement Amendment, plus the then outstanding
amount of any related Deferred Recourse Interest Obliga-
tion (less any amount previously applied pursuant to
this Agreement), giving effect to any applicable Prepay-
ment Factor, and (y) the product of (I) the amount of
the applicable Special Net Cash Proceeds and (II) the
applicable Adjustment Factor;

(B) any Special Net Cash Proceeds (calculated
pursuant to Section 3.2(b)(ii)(C)) arising as a result
of a Capital Event relating to the Castle shall be al-
located to the prepayment of the Midlantic Castle Work-
ing Capital Loan (until there are no outstanding Exist-
ing Debt Obligations in respect thereof) in the priority
set forth in the applicable schedule of Schedule VIII in
an amount equal to the lesser of (x) $13,000,000 (less
any amount previously applied pursuant to this Agree-
ment) and (y) the product of (I) the amount of the ap-
plicable Special Net Cash Proceeds and (II) the ap-
plicable Adjustment Factor.

The term "Adjustment Factor" shall mean, (I) in the case of
any transaction specified in clause (a) or clause (b) of the
definition of Casino Zquity Sale, the percentage (calculated
pursuant to Section 3.2(b)(ii)(A)(I), 3.2(b)(ii)(C) and
3.2(b)(ii)(E)) of the then outstanding Equity Interests of
the applicable Casino Entity represented by the Equity
Interests of such Casino Entity sold in the applicable
Capital Event, (II) in the case of any transaction specified
in clause (c) of the definition of Casino Equity Sale (x)
involving the sale of all or substantially all the assets of
the applicable Casino Entity, 100%, and (y) involving the
sale of less than all or substantially all the assets of the
applicable Casino Entity, 50%, and (III) in the case of any
other Capital Event involving the applicable Casino Entity,
100%.

(C) any Special Net Cash Proceeds arising as a
result of any lease of residential condominium units by Trump
Palace shall be allocated to prepay the Covered Debt Obliga-
tions of the Trump Palace Loan and then to any remaining
Existing Debt Obligations in respect thereof in accordance
with the terms thereof (it being understood and agreed by the
parties hereto that nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed
to amend or waive any provision of the Trump Palace Loan
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which restricts any lease of residential condominium units by
Trump Palace);

(D) in the event of a Capital Event involving the
Princess, if the Special Net Cash Proceeds therefrom equals
or exceeds $45,000,000 (it being understood that, for
purposes of calculating such amount, such Special Net Cash
Proceeds shall not be reduced by any payments to Boston Safe
Deposit and Trust Company in respect of any Indebtedness
secured by a Lien in the Princess), any excess, up to
$2,000,000 of such Special Net Cash Proceeds shall be al-
located to the prepayment of the Mar-A-Lago Loan;

(y) Upon the occurrence of any Capital Event
relating to the Taj Mahal, the applicable Special Net Cash
Proceeds shall be distributed as follows:

(1) First Fidelity shall receive proceeds of up to
$50,000,000 (the "First Tranche") thereof to be applied to
the Deferred Principal of the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan.

(2) First Fidelity shall receive 50% of the bal-
ance of such Special Net Cash Proceeds, if any (the "Second
Tranche"), to be applied first to the Deferred Principal of
the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan and second to the Deferred-
Interest on the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan (after giving
effect to any applicable Prepayment Factor).

(3) If after giving effect to clause (2) above,
the entire Deferred Principal and Deferred Interest on the
First Fidelity Taj Term Loan are paid in full, then the bal-
ance of the Special Net Cash Proceeds shall be paid to the
Agent to be paid or applied in accordance with Section
3.2(a)(iii) of this Agreement.

(4) If after giving effect to clause (2) above,
there remains outstanding Deferred Principal or Deferred
Interest on the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan, First Fidelity
shall receive the balance of such proceeds, if any (the
"Third Tranche"), to be applied fis to the balance of the
Deferred Principal of the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan and
second to the Deferred Interest on the First Fidelity Taj
Term Loan (after giving effect to any applicable Prepayment
Factor).

(5) If after giving effect to clause (4) above,
the entire Deferred Principal and Deferred Interest on the
First Fidelity Taj Term Loan are paid in full, then the bal-
ance of the Third Tranche shall be paid to the Agent and ap-
plied by the Agent pursuant to Section 3.2(a)(iii).
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(6) If after (a) the occurrence of the final
maturity of the New Credit Facility (whether by scheduled
maturity, by acceleration or otherwise) and (b) the enforce-
ment of all material remedies for the repayment of the New
Credit Facility reasonably available to the agent under the
New Credit Facility, including, without limitation, the
practical realization upon all or substantially all col-
lateral for the New Credit Facility, there remains any unpaid
balance of the New Credit Facility, First Fidelity shall
indemnify the agent under the New Credit Facility for the
ratable benefit of the banks party to the New Credit Facility
in an amount equal to the lesser of (i) such deficiency or
(ii) the amount actually applied by First Fidelity to the
payment of the principal of and accrued and unpaid interest
on the First Fidelity Taj Term Loan from the Third Tranche
pursuant to clause (4) above and not required to be repaid by
First Fidelity as a result of any case under the Bankruptcy
Code against Taj Mahal or DJT as debtor under any preference
or similar theory; provided that, in the event that any
amount applied by First Fidelity to the payment of the First
Fidelity Taj Term Loan shall thereafter be required to be so
repaid, the banks party to the New Credit Facility shall
reimburse First Fidelity therefor up to the amount paid by
First Fidelity to the agent under the New Credit Facility
pursuant to this clause (6).

In the event that more than one Capital Event involving the
Taj Mahal shall occur, credit for any prior allocations
pursuant to this Section shall be given in any subsequent
allocation.

(iii) Allocation to New Credit Facility. In the
case of any Capital Event, after application as provided
pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.2(a),
until either the New Money Termination Event or the satisfac-
tion of the Collateralization Condition, the Agent (or other
Lenders, as the case may be) shall deliver any remaining
Special Net Cash Proceeds to the agent under the New Credit
Facility for the pro rata payment or collateralization of the
obligations to the banks under the New Credit Facility in
accordance with the terms thereof. Any remaining Net Cash
Proceeds not required to be so allocated and any Net Cash
Proceeds remaining after application pursuant to the terms of
the New Credit Facility shall be allocated pursuant to Sec-
tion 3.2(b) and Section 3.3.

(b) Allocation of Residual Net Cash Proceeds After
Allocation %o New Credit Facility - Allocation Between Lend-
ers and DJT Entities. The provisions of this Section 3.2(b)
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shall govern the allocation of the amount (the "Residual Net
Cash Proceeds") of any Special Net Cash Proceeds remaining
after application thereof pursuant to Section 3.2(a),
Schedule VIII or pursuant'to the New Credit Facility;
provided, however, that, prior to the occurrence of the New
Money Termination Event or the satisfaction of the
Collateralization Condition, no amount shall be allocable to
DJT or any other DJT Entity and 100% of any Residual Net Cash
Proceeds shall be allocated to repay the Covered Debt Obliga-
tions pursuant to Section 3.3. The provisions of Section 3.3
shall govern allocation of such amounts among the Lenders.

(i) Casino Eauitv Sales. Any Residual Net Cash
Proceeds of any Casino Equity Sale shall be utilized to
prepay the Covered Debt Obligations as follows:

(A) subject to clause (D) below, if, (x) as of the
consummation of such Casino Equity Sale, less than
$625,000,000 of the Covered Debt Obligations shall have
been prepaid, and (y) as of the consummation of such
Casino Equity Sale, less than 20% of the Equity Interests
of the Casino Entity or Casino Entities that are the
subject of the Casino Equity Sale outstanding at the time
of such Casino Equity Sale (calculated as provided in
Section 3.2(b)(ii)) shall have been the subject of a
Casino Equity Sale (in one transaction or a series of
transactions, whether or not related, including such
Casino Equity Sale), an amount equal to 50% of the
Residual Net Cash Proceeds of such Casino Equity Sale
shall be utilized to prepay the Covered Debt Obligations
on the date of such sale;

(B) subject to clause (D) below, if, (x) as of the
consummation of such Casino Equity Sale, less than
$625,000,000 of the Covered Debt Obligation shall have
been prepaid, and (y) as of the date of consummation of
such Casino Equity Sale, 20% or more of the Equity
Interests of the Casino Entity or Casino Entities that
are the subject of the Casino Equity Sale outstanding at
the time of such Casino Equity Sale shall have been the
subject of a Casino Equity Sale (in one transaction or
series of transactions, whether or not related, including
such Casino Equity Sale), then an amount equal to the sum
of the-amounts determined pursuant to clauses (I) and
(II) below shall be utilized to prepay the Covered Debt
Obligations on the date of such sale:

(I) 50% of the product of (A) the amount of such
Residual Net Cash Proceeds and (B) the Ap-
plicable Percentage;
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(II) 90% of the excess of (A) such Residual Net
Cash Proceeds over (B) the product of (X) the
amount of such Residual Net Cash Proceeds and
(Y) the Applicable Percentage.

The term "Applicable Percentage" shall mean the fraction, the
numerator of which is .2 and the denominator of which is the
percentage of the then outstanding Equity Interests of such
Casino Entity which, as of the date of consummation of such
Casino Equity Sale, have been sold or otherwise disposed of
in one or more Casino Equity Sales with respect to such
Casino Entity (including such Casino Equity Sale) (expressed
as a decimal);

(C) if, as of the consummation of such Casino
Equity Sale, $625,000,000 or more of the Covered Debt
Obligations shall have been prepaid, then an amount equal
to 50% of the Residual Net Cash Proceeds of such Casino
Equity Sale shall be utilized to prepay the Covered Debt
Obligations on the date of such sale; and

(D) notwithstanding clauses (A) and (B) above, but
subject to clause (C) above, (i) if, as of the date of
consummation of such Casino Equity Sale, the aggregate
Residual Net Cdsh Proceeds of all Casino Equity Sales
(including the subject Casino Equity Sale) shall exceed
$100,000,000, any Residual Net Cash Proceeds in excess of
such amount shall be utilized to prepay the Covered Debt
Obligations in an amount equal to 90% of such excess
Residual Net Cash Proceeds on the date of such sale or
(ii) to the extent the applicable Casino Equity Sale
involves any refinancing, directly or indirectly, of any
Indebtedness of any Casino Entity or the sale of any of
the assets of any Casino Entity, an amount equal to 82%
of the Residual Net Cash Proceeds arising therefrom shall
be utilized to prepay the Covered Debt Obligations on the

* date of such sale.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, (x) if application of any por-
tion of the Residual Net Cash Proceeds of any Casino Equity
Sale would cause the condition specified in clause (D)(i)
above to be satisfied, the applicable Residual Net Cash
Proceeds shall be applied without giving effect to such
clause (D)(i) until such condition shall so be satisfied and
shall thereafter be applied pursuant to such clause (D)(i) or
(y) if application of any portion of the Net Cash Proceeds of
any Casino Equity Sale would cause $625,000,000 or more of
the Covered Debt Obligations to be prepaid, the applicable
Residual Net Cash Proceeds shall be applied without giving
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effect to clause (C) above until such condition shall so be
satisfied and shall thereafter be applied pursuant to such
clause (C).

If there shall occur any related series of Casino Equity
Sales which, if consummated as a single Casino Equity Sale,
would have resulted in a greater amount of the aggregate
Residual Net Cash Proceeds from such related Casino Equity
Sales being applied to the prepayment of the Covered Debt
Obligations, the DJT Entities shall cause such greater amount
to be so applied. If there shall occur any Casino Equity
Sale involving more than one Casino Entity which, if consum-
mated as separate Casino Equity Sales would have resulted in
a greater amount of the aggregate Residual Net Cash Proceeds
thereof being applied to the prepayment of the Covered Debt
Obligations, the DJT Entities shall cause such greater amount
to be so applied.

(ii) Calculation of Percentage of Eauity Sold.
(A) For purposes of this Section 3.2, whenever a determina-
tion is required to be made as to what percentage of the then
outstanding Equity Interests in any Casino Entity have been
sold or otherwise disposed of in one or more Casino Equity
Sales, such percentage shall be equal to the greater of the
following:

(I) the percentage of the rights of all then
outstanding Equity Interests in such Casino Entity to
receive any dividends, distributions or other payments
at any time or from time to time (whether upon any
voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or
winding up or otherwise) represented by the Equity
Interests in such Casino Entity which have been so sold
or otherwise disposed of (including the interests issued
in connection with the applicable Casino Equity Sale);
and

(II) in the event that (after giving effect to
the applicable Casino Equity Sale) DJT shall no longer
control, directly or indirectly, such Casino Entity, the
percentage of the power to vote in the election of
directors (or to otherwise influence, direct or control
the operations or management) of such Casino Entity of
all then outstanding Equity Interests in such Casino
Entity represented by the Equity Interests in such
Casino Entity which have been so sold or otherwise
disposed-of (including the interests issued in connec-
tion with the applicable Casino Equity Sale). For
purposes of this Clause (II), DJT shall not be deemed to
control, directly or indirectly, any Casino Entity
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solely as a result of any contract or similar arrange-
ment.

(B) In making any such determination, if any
of the rights specified in clause (I) or (II) above
would be satisfied only upon the passage of time, the
exercise of any right (whether or not any additional
payment, or the surrender, conversion or exchange of any
security, is required in connection therewith), the oc-
currence (or failure to occur) of any event, or the
satisfaction (or failure to be satisfied) of any other
condition (any such passage of time, exercise, payment,
surrender, conversion, exchange, occurrence (or failure
to occur) or satisfaction (or failure to be satisfied),
a "Trigger Event"), each and every such Trigger Event
shall be deemed to have occurred (or to have failed to
occur, as the case may be), but only with respect to the
Equity Interests which have been so sold or otherwise
transferred. All such calculations of Equity Interests
outstanding as of any time shall be made after giving
effect to the issuance of any securities in connection
with the Casino Equity Sale with respect to which the
determination has been made.

(C) In the event that more than one Casino
Entity is included in any Casino Equity Sale, the
Special Net Cash Proceeds and Residual Net Cash Proceeds
arising therefrom shall be allocated among each such
Casino Entity by a Qualified Appraiser selected by the
Agent and each Lender whose prepayment would be affected
thereby (other than as a result of such Lender's pro
rata entitlement pursuant to Section 3.3) (the costs and
expenses of which shall be the joint and several obliga-
tions of the DJT Entities) taking into account the
relative fair market value of the Casino Entities
covered thereby and the interests of each included in
such Casino Equity Sale.

(D) In the event that more than one Casino
Entity is included in any Casino Equity Sale, 20% or
more of the Equity Interests of such Casino Entities
shall be deemed to have been the subject of such Casino
Equity Sale (and therefore the provisions of Section
3.2(b)(i)(B) shall apply) if the amount equal to (x) the
aggregate Net Cash Proceeds of such Calino Equity Sales
divided by (y) the sum of the Gross Amount of each
Casino Entity which is the subject of such Casino Equity
Sale is equal to or greater than .2. The term "Gross
Amount" of any such Casino Entity shall mean the ratio
of the Net Cash Proceeds allocable to such Casino Entity
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to the percentage of the then outstanding Equity
Interests of such Casino Entity which are the subject of
such Casino Equity Sale (determined in accordance with
clauses (A) and (B) Above). If less than 20% of the
Equity Interests of such Casino Entities shall be so
deemed to have been the subject of such Casino Equity
Sale, the provisions of clause (C) above shall apply in
the determination of the percentage of the Equity
Interests so sold for purposes of Section 3.2(b)(i)(B).
If 20% or more of such Equity Interests shall so be
deemed to have been the subject of such Casino Equity
Sale, a percentage equal to (x) the aggregate Net Cash
Proceeds of such Casino Equity Sales divided by (y) the
sum of the Gross Amount of each Casino Entity which is
the subject of such Casino Equity Sale shall be deemed
to be the percentage of the Equity Interests so sold for
purposes of Section 3.2(b)(i)(B).

(E) In the event of any Dona fide dispute as to
the calculation of any amount hereunder, any provision may be
interpreted and any ambiguity resolved with the consent of
the Required Lenders (and of each Lender whose prepayment
would be affected thereby (other than as a result of such
Lender's pro rata entitlement pursuant to Section 3.3)).

(iii) Facility Fee. (A) Until the Determination
Date shall occur, an amount equal to 10% of any Residual Net
Cash Proceeds of any Capital Event with respect to any Casino
Entity or other Casino Equity Sale not otherwise allocated to
the prepayment of the Covered Debt Obligations (whether
because DJT is entitled to retain such Residual Net Cash
Proceeds or because there are not then outstanding Covered
Debt Obligations or otherwise) pursuant to this Section
3.2(b) shall be paid to the Lenders as specified herein as a
deferred facility fee (the "Facility Fee") on the date of
such sale.

(B) In the event that any DJT Entity shall
beneficially own, directly or indirectly, any Equity
Interests in any Casino Entity on the first to occur of the
repayment in full of all Existing Debt Obligations and June
30, 1995 (such earlier date, the "Determination Date"), DJT
shall pay or deliver to the Agent for the benefit of each
Lender as specified herein, not later than 30 days after the
Determination Date, at his option, either (x) an amount in
cash equal to the product of (I) 10% of the sum of the Ap-
praised Amounts of each such Casino Entity, calculated as of
the Determination Date, and (II) a fraction, the numerator of
which is the Facility Fee Share of such Lender as of such
date and the denominator of which is the sum of the Facility
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Fee Shares of all Lenders as of such date, or (y) a 5-year
note, bearing interest at the Federal Funds Rate, payable
quarterly, with collateralization terps reasonably acceptable
to the Lenders, in the aggregate principal amount equal to
the amount calculated pursuant to clause (x) above. For
purposes of this Agreement, the term "Facility Fee Share" of
any Lender as of any time shall mean the sum of (x) the ag-
gregate outstanding amount as of such time of all Deferred
Interest Obligations of such Lender which are at any time
subject to prepayment at a discount pursuant to Section
4.1(e) and which have a Regular Interest Payment Date of no
earlier than June 30, 1993 and (y) the aggregate amounts of
such Deferred Interest Obligations (whether or not then
outstanding or prepaid in full) which were paid or prepaid
prior to the time of determination; provided, however, that,
in calculating such amount the amount shall include any pay-
ments or prepayments, deemed to have been made as a result of
any applicable Prepayment Factor.

The term "Appraised Amount" with respect to any Casino Entity
shall mean the amount determined by multiplying (A) the
percentage of the equity then beneficially owned, directly or
indirectly, by DJT in such Casino Entity by (B) the amount
determined by a Qualified Appraiser (whose costs and expenses
shall be the joint and several obligations of the DJT Enti-
ties) and, in the event of a dispute, the amount determined
in accordance with the procedures set forth in Section
3.1(c)(ii)(z), as the fair market value of all then outstand-
ing Equity Interests in such Casino Entity (regardless of the
owner thereof), without taking into account any reduction in
value resulting from the existence of any Lien on such Equity
Interests (or proceeds thereof or distributions therefrom);
and subtracting from such product the sum of the following
items, calculated as if such remaining Equity Interests
beneficially owned, directly or indirectly, by DJT were sold
in a single transaction as of the Determination Date:

(a) reasonable and customary transaction costs;

(b) an amount equal to the federal income tax li-
ability of DJT as a result thereof, calculated
at the applicable federal rate for
individuals, after deducting for any tax at-
tributes which were available as of the begin-
ning of such tax year; and

(c) an amount equal to the amount of the Covered
Debt Obligations outstanding as of the
Determination Date.
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(iv) Other Ca2ital Events. Any Residual Net Cash
Proceeds of any Capital Event (other than a Casino Equity
Sale) shall be utilized to prepay on the date of such male
the Covered Debt Obligations in an amount equal to 50% of
such Residual Net Cash Proceeds.

(c) Deferred Consideration. Upon receipt by WJT
or any Affiliate of WT (or the Agent, as the case may be) of
any deferred cash payment (whether as principal, interest,
dividends, other distributions or otherwise) pursuant to any
note, receivable, other security or otherwise constituting
Net Cash Proceeds or Residual Net Cash Proceeds of any
Capital Event, DJT shall prepay, or cause to be prepaid, by
delivery of the applicable portion of such amount to the
Agent, the Covered Debt Obligations. Such amounts shall be
allocated pursuant to this Article III among the Lenders and
the DJT Entities, on the one hand, and among the Lenders, on
the other, as if such cash constituted Net Cash Proceeds
received pursuant to a Capital Event as of the date of the
receipt thereof by any DJT Entity (or the Agent, as the case
may be).

(d) Certificate. Concurrently with the making of
any prepayment pursuant to this Section 3.2, DJT shall de-
liver to the Agent a certificate, in form and substance
reasonably acceptable to the Agent and the Required Lenders,
certified by each of the Certifying Persons, demonstrating
the derivation of Net Cash Proceeds, Special Net Cash
Proceeds and Residual Net Cash Proceeds from the gross sales
price of any correlative Capital Event and in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to the Required Lenders.

(e) DJT Utilization. DJT agrees that, to the
extent that any Net Cash Proceeds of any Capital Event or any
Operating Cash Flow are entitled to be retained by any WT
Entity pursuant to this Section 3.2, DJT shall utilize such
amounts for the payment of taxes, proper business purposes in
connection with the DJT Entities' existing major business
operations or pursuant to Section 3.4. WJT shall promptly
advise the Lenders in writing as to the use of any such
proceeds.

(f) Ouerating Cash Flow. On or before February 1,
May 1, August 1 and November 1 in each calendar year, DJT
shall prepay or cause to be prepaid the Covered Debt Obliga-
tions in an amount equal to 50% of the Operating Cash Flow
for the prior calendar quarter; r , however, that no
such amount shall be payable in respect of any calendar
quarter (or portion thereof, as the case may be) prior to the
first to occur of (i) the New Money Termination Event and
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(ii) the date of satisfaction of the Collateralization Condi-
tion. Concurrently with the making of each such payment, DJT
shall deliver to the Agent a certificate, in form and
substance reasonably acceptable to the Agent and the Required
Lenders, certified by each of the Certifying Persons, detail-
ing the calculation of Operating Cash Flow of such Person for
such period and in form and substance reasonably satisfactory
to the Required Lenders. In the event that any interest
earned on any Cash Collateral (as defined in the New Credit
Facility) shall be delivered to the Agent pursuant to Section
2.08(b)(iv) of the New Credit Facility, the Agent shall
distribute such amount as if it were Operating Cash Flow
hereunder.

(g) Adjustments After Default. Notwithstanding
anything in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event that
any Uniform Event of Default or any Event of Default (as
defined in the New Credit Facility) shall occur and be
continuing, or in the event that a Capital Event with respect
to any Covered Property arises in connection with, or fol-
lows, the exercise of any Foreclosure Right, or the occur-
rence of any Foreclosure Event, in either event, with respect
to such Covered Property, any portion of Net Cash Proceeds,
Special Net Cash Proceeds or Residual Net Cash Proceeds, as
the case may be, of any Capital Event with respect to such
Covered Property and any portion of Operating Cash Flow which
any OJT Entity is not required to apply to the prepayment of
the Existing Debt Obligations but is permitted hereunder to
retain shall nonetheless be paid to the Agent and applied in
accordance with the provisions of Section 3.3.

(h) No Disgorgement. Notwithstanding anything to
the contrary contained in Section 3.2(a) or in any schedule
included in Schedule VIII or otherwise in this Agreement, (i)
in the event that any Lien of any Lender in any Existing Col-
lateral shall be invalid or unenforceable or otherwise is
avoided for any reason, no Lender entitled to any distribu-
tion of Net Cash Proceeds or Special Net Cash Proceeds in
respect of a Capital Event relating to such Existing Col-
lateral having a priority of distribution as set forth in
this Section 3.2 or on the applicable schedule included in
Schedule VIII either higher than or lower than such affected
Lender shall be required to pay over or otherwise disgorge to
such affected Lender any distribution of Net Cash Proceeds or
Special Net Cash Proceeds received by such Lender in respect
of such Capital Event or any other amounts in respect
thereof, (ii) in the event that any Lien of any Lender in any
Special Collateral shall be avoided pursuant to Section 547,
548 or 544 (in respect of applicable state fraudulent convey-
ance laws only) of the Bankruptcy Code or pursuant to any
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state fraudulent conveyance laws, no Lender entitled to any
distribution of Not Cash Proceeds or Special Net Cash
Proceeds in respect of a Capital Event relating to such
Special Collateral having a priority of distribution as set
forth in this Section 3.2 or on the applicable schedule
included in Schedule VIII either higher or lower than such
affected Lender shall be required to pay over or otherwise
disgorge to such affected Lender any distribution of Net Cash
Proceeds or Special Net Cash Proceeds received by such Lender
in respect of such Capital Event or any other amounts in
respect thereof and (iii) in the event that any Lien of any
Lender in any Special Collateral shall be invalid or
unenforceable or otherwise is avoided for any reason, other
than as described in clause (ii) above or pursuant to Section
510(c) of the Bankruptcy Code, the agent under the New Credit
Facility (or, if distributions of Special Net Cash Proceeds
to the banks under the New Credit Facility shall have
theretofore been made by such agent in respect of a Capital
Event relating to such Special Collateral, such banks) shall
be required to pay over and disgorge to such affected Lender
a portion (but not more than all) of the Net Cash Proceeds
received by such agent or banks in respect of such Capital
Event equal to the Special Net Cash Proceeds that such af-
fected Lender would have been entitled to receive in the
absence of such invalidity, unenforceability or avoidance
(net of any available recoveries under any applicable title
insurance policy). In the event that any Lien of any Lender
in any Special Collateral shall be invalid or unenforceable
or otherwise is avoided for any reason (other than pursuant
to Section 510(c) of the Bankruptcy Code) and such Lien is
preserved directly or indirectly for the benefit of DJT or
any of his Affiliates pursuant to Section 551 of the
Bankruptcy Code or the benefits of such Lien are otherwise
received by DJT or any of his Affiliates, an amount equal to
the amount received by each Lender from DJT or any of his
Affiliates attributable to, or otherwise on account of such
preserved Lien or benefits received (but not, in the ag-
gregate, in excess of the amount of Net Cash Proceeds that
such affected Lender would have been entitled to receive in
the absence of such invalidity, unenforceability or avoid-
ance, net of any available recoveries under any applicable
title insurance policy), shall be paid by each such Lender to
(x) the agent under the New Credit Facility for the benefit
of the banks thereunder (in the case of any avoidance pursu-
ant to Section 547, 548 or 544 (in respect of applicable
state fraudulent conveyance laws only) of the Bankruptcy Code
or pursuant to any state fraudulent conveyance laws), or (y)
the Lender whose Lien is invalid or unenforceable or
otherwise is avoided (in the case of any invalidity,
unenforceability or avoidance, other than as described in
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clause (x) above or pursuant to Section 510(c) of the
Bankruptcy Code). This provision shall not be amended
without the written consent of all the Banks (as defined in
the New Credit Facility). Nothing contained in this Section
3.2(h) shall impair or restrict the provisions of the proviso
to Section 3.2(a)(ii)(y)(6).

SECTION 3.3 Allocation of Residual Net Cash Pro-
ceeds Among Lenders. (a) Ca~ital Events. Notwithstanding
the terms and conditions of any Existing Collateral Agree-
ment, Special Collateral Agreement or Collateral Agreement or
the order of creation or perfection of any Liens thereunder,
any Residual Net Cash Proceeds which are required to be uti-
lized to prepay the Covered Debt Obligations pursuant to Sec-
tion 3.2(b) shall be allocated first to the payment of all
amounts owed to the Agent or the Collateral Agent under Sec-
tion 12.4 to the extent arising in connection with the
exercise of Foreclosure Rights in respect of any Capital
Event and then shall be allocated among the Lenders holding
Covered Debt Obligations, whether or not then due and payable
(with no payment made or allocated in respect of any Existing
Debt Obligation which is not a Covered Debt Obligation), as
follows:

(i) Until there is no outstanding Deferred
Principal of any Covered Debt Obligation of any Lender,
each Lender shall be allocated an amount equal to the
product of (x) the amount of such Residual Net Cash
Proceeds allocated to the prepayment of the Covered Debt
Obligations pursuant to Section 3.2(b) and (y) a frac-
tion, the numerator of which is the amount of such
Lender's Principal Deficiency Claim immediately prior to
its receipt of such prepayment and the denominator of
which is the sum of the Principal Deficiency Claims of
all the Lenders immediately prior to their receipt of
such prepayment. For purposes of this Agreement, the
term "Principal Deficiency Claim" of any Lender at any
time shall mean the outstanding amount of such Lender's
Deferred Principal of any Covered Debt Obligation at the
time of determination, giving effect to any prepayment
of such Deferred Principal from the proceeds of the ap-
plicable Capital Event which is required to be made as a
result of any Prior Lien or which is required to be made
pursuant to Section 3.2(a) or Schedule VIII or any
covenant, or the application of any other remedy,
contained in any agreement or other instrument with
respect to any Indebtedness which is secured by any
Prior Lien (other than pursuant to this Section
3.3(a)(i)), regardless of whether such other prepayments
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are made prior to, or contemporaneously with, any such
prepayment pursuant to this Article III;

(ii) If there is no Deferred Principal of any
Covered Debt Obligation of any Lender outstanding, each
Lender shall be allocated an amount equal to the product
of (x) the amount of such Residual Net Cash Proceeds
allocated to the prepayment of the Covered Debt Obliga-
tions pursuant to Section 3.2(b) and (y) a fraction, the
numerator of which is the amount of such Lender's Inter-
est Deficiency Claim immediately prior to its receipt of
such prepayment and the denominator of which is the sum
of the Interest Deficiency Claims of all Lenders im-
mediately prior to their receipt of such prepayment.
For purposes of this Agreement, the term "Interest
Deficiency Claim" of any Lender at any time shall mean
the outstanding amount of such Lender's Deferred Inter-
est of any Covered Debt Obligation at the time of
determination, giving effect to any prepayment of such
Deferred Interest from the proceeds of the applicable
Capital Event which is required to be made as a result
of any Prior Lien or which is required to be made pursu-
ant to Section 3.2(a) or Schedule VIII or any covenant,
or the application of any other remedy, contained in any
agreement or other instrument with respect to any
Indebtedness which is secured by any Prior Lien (other
than pursuant to this Section 3.3(a)(ii)), regardless of
whether such other prepayments are made prior to, or
contemporaneously with, any such prepayment pursuant to
this Article III;

(iii) If there is no Deferred Interest of any
Covered Debt Obligation of any Lender outstanding, each
Lender shall be allocated an amount equal to the product
of (x) the amount of such Residual Net Cash Proceeds
allocated to the prepayment of the Covered Debt Obliga-
tions pursuant to Section 3.2(b) and (y) a fraction, the
numerator of which is the amount of such Lender's
Covered Debt Deficiency Claim immediately prior to its
receipt of such prepayment and the denominator of which
is the sum of the Covered Debt Deficiency Claims of all
Lenders immediately prior to their receipt of such
prepayment. For purposes of this Agreement, the term
"Covered Debt Deficiency Claim" of any Lender at any
time shall mean the outstanding amount of such Lender's
Covered Debt Obligations (other than those described in
clauses (i) and (ii) above) at the time of determin-
ation, giving effect to any prepayment of such Covered
Debt Obligations from the proceeds of the applicable
Capital Event which is required to be made as a result
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of any Prior Lien or which is required to be made pursu-
ant to Section 3.2(a) or Schedule VIII or any covenant,
or the application of any other remedy, contained in any
agreement or other instrument with respect to any
Indebtedness which is secured by any Prior Lien (other
than pursuant to this Section 3.3(a)(iii)), regardless
of whether such other prepayments are made prior to, or
contemporaneously with, any such prepayment pursuant to
this Article III; and

(iv) If there is no outstanding Covered Debt
Obligation, any amounts remaining after application
pursuant to clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) above shall be
paid to DJT or as otherwise required by law.

(b) Facility Fees. Any Residual Net Cash Proceeds
which are required to be allocated to the Lenders as a Facil-
ity Fee pursuant to Section 3.2(b)(iii)(A) shall be allocated
among the Lenders as follows:

(i) Each Lender shall be allocated an amount
equ,%l to the product of (x) the amount of such Residual
Net Cash Proceeds so allocated pursuant to Section
3.2(b)(iii)(A) and (y) a fraction, the numerator of
which is the amount of such Lender's Facility Fee Share
at such time and the denominator of which is the sum of
the Facility Fee Shares of all Lenders at such time.

(c) ODerating Cash Flow. Any Operating Cash Flow
which is required to be utilized to prepay the Covered Debt
Obligations pursuant to Section 3.2(f) shall be allocated
among the Lenders holding Covered Debt Obligations (with no
payment made or allocated in respect of any Existing Debt
Obligation which is not a Covered Debt Obligation). Any such
amount shall be applied, first, to Deferred Principal under
the Covered Debt Credit Facilities (until all such Deferred
Principal is paid in full), next, to Deferred Interest under
the Covered Debt Credit Facilities (until all such Deferred
Interest is paid in full) and then to any remaining Covered
Debt Obligations. Such payments shall be allocated among the
Covered Debt Obligations R= rata according to the amount of
the then outstanding Deferred Principal under the Covered
Debt Credit Facilities, Deferred Interest under the Covered
Debt Credit Facilities or remaining Covered Debt Obligations,
as the case may be, of the respective Lenders immediately
prior to receipt of such prepayment.

SECTION 3.4 ODtional Prepayments. (a) P
Optional Preoayments. Any Obligor may, from time to time, at
its option (it being understood that any amount required to
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be prepaid pursuant to this Article III or pursuant to the
terms of any Existing Debt Credit Agreement shall not be
deemed to be a payment subject to this Section 3.4) upon at
least five (5) Business Days' prior notice received by the
Agent (which shall promptly advise each Lender thereof)
prepay the Covered Debt Obligations with respect to which it
is obligated in whole or in part, without premium or penalty,
provided, however, that no such prepayment may be made until
the first to occur of (i) the New Money Termination Event and
(ii) the satisfaction of the Collateralization Condition.
Any prepayment shall be applied first to the prepayment of
the Deferred Principal Obligations under the Covered Debt
Credit Facilities (until all such Deferred Principal is paid
in full), next to the prepayment of the Deferred Recourse
Interest Obligations (until all such Deferred Recourse Inter-
est Obligations are paid in full) and then to the prepayment
of any remaining Covered Debt Obligations; provided, however,
that any such prepayment may be applied to the prepayment of
the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations (x) if such
prepayment is from either Residual Net Cash Proceeds or
Operating Cash Flow which any DJT Entity is entitled to
retain pursuant to this Article III; or (y) if such prepay-
ment is not from either such Residual Net Cash Proceeds or
Operating Cash Flow, a DJT Entity shall prepay an amount of

* the Deferred Principal Obligations under the Covered Debt
Credit Facilities, equal to nine multiplied by the amount of
any such prepayment of the Deferred Recourse Interest Obliga-
tions (without giving effect to any Prepayment Factor)
contemporaneously with any such prepayment of Deferred
Recourse Interest Obligations. No prepayment shall be made
unless in an aggregate amount of $1,000,000 or more (or, if
less, the then remaining Covered Debt Obligations). Any such
prepayment of Deferred Principal Obligations under the
Covered Debt Credit Facilities, Deferred Recourse Interest
obligations or remaining Covered Debt Obligations, as the
case may be, shall be allocated among the Lenders holding

* Covered Debt Obligations 22 rata according to the outstand-
ing respective amounts of such Deferred Principal Obliga-
tions, Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations or remaining
Covered Debt Obligations immediately prior to any such
prepayment

(b) Additional Restrictions. Except as provided
in this Article III, no prepayments of any Existing Debt
Obligations (other than the Palm Beach Debt Obligations in
accordance with the terms thereof) shall be made by any DJT
Entity or otherwise received by any Lender.

SECTION 3.5 Procedures. Except as otherwise
provided herein, all scheduled principal payments and all
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prepayments pursuant to Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 shall be
made in immediately available funds by a DJT Entity to the
Agent for the account of the Lenders for application to the
Existing Debt Obligations in accordance with the applicable
provisions of Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. All such payments
shall be made in immediately available funds not later than
11:00 a.m., local time, on the date due, if to the Agent, at
its corporate service center in New York, New York, and, if
to any other Person or Persons entitled thereto, as such
Person or Persons shall direct; and funds received after such
hour shall be deemed to have been received by the Agent or
other Person or Persons entitled thereto on the next follow-
ing Business Day. For the purposes of calculating interest
accruals under this Agreement, when any such payment is
deemed to have been received by the Agent or other Person or
Persons entitled thereto, each Lender shall be deemed to have
received its appropriate share of such payment. The Agent
shall remit in immediately available funds to each Lender its
share of all such payments received by the Agent for the ac-
count of such Lender, promptly upon the calculation of such
share in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. In the
event that the Agent shall retain such funds for more than 72
hours, the Agent shall invest such funds and any subsequent
distribution shall include an allocable portion of any inter-
est earned by the Agent thereon.

-SECTION 3.6 Payments by Obligors. Any optional or
scheduled prepayment or payment of any principal, interest or
other Existing Debt Obligation by any DJT Entity shall have
the effect of satisfying and extinguishing the corresponding
Existing Debt Obligation of all primary Obligors thereon to
the extent of such payment; provided, however, that, regard-
less of the identity of the Obligor making such prepayment or
payment, all such prepayments and payments shall be allocated
among the Lenders in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement.

SECTION 3.7 Sharing of Set-Offs. Any amount
received by any Lender in respect of Existing Debt Obliga-
tions (other than MMB under any cash collateral agreement
between DJT and MMB established in connection with the Exist-
ing Agreement Amendments relating to the Palm Beach Credit
Facility) pursuant to Section 12.5, or otherwise by exercise
of setoff, banker's lien or similar right against DJT
(including, without limitation, DJT in his capacity as an
Obligor, a general or limited partner of any partnership, a
participant in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or
director of a corporation or in any other capacity, whether
by operation of law or otherwise), shall be delivered to the
Agent by such Lender upon receipt thereof and allocated among
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the Lenders as if such amount were an optional prepayment in
accordance with Section 3.4; Rrovided, however, that,
notwithstanding this Section 3.7, but subject to the New
Credit Facility, the right of any Lender to exercise any
setoff, banker's lien or similar right against DJT (includ-
ing, without limitation, DJT in his capacity as an Obligor, a
general or limited partner of any partnership, a participant
in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or director of a
corporation or in any other capacity, whether by operation of
law or otherwise) shall be subject to Section 2.2(g).

SECTION 3.8 Contingent Claims. For the purposes of
this Agreement and the Loan Documents, if, pursuant to any
provision of this Agreement or any Loan Document, any payment
is to be made with respect to any outstanding Existing Debt
Obligation, and at the time such payment is to be made, thA
portion of the Existing Debt Obligation in respect of which
such payment is being made is still contingent in nature as
to all Obligors liable, contingently or absolutely, with
respect to such Existing Debt Obligation, because none of
such Obligors has been called upon, or none'of such Obligors
is required, to honor any unused commitment or other li-
ability thereunder, a proportionate part of such payment
reflecting such contingent claim shall be held by the Agent
for the benefit of such Lender as cash collateral for ap-
plication to such Existing Debt Obligation when and if such
Existing Debt Obligation ceases to be contingent. Except as
expressly provided in this Section 3.8, if any such
contingent claim shall reduce, expire or otherwise terminate
at a time when any such cash collateral is still held by the
Agent for the benefit of such Lender, the Agent shall no
longer hold such cash collateral or such part thereof which
is in excess of the Existing Debt Obligation as so reduced,
expired or terminated for the benefit of such Lender and
shall apply such amount (together with any interest earned by
the Agent thereon) pursuant to Section 3.2 to the agent under
the New Credit Facility and/or the Lenders (as the case may
be) as if such amount were Net Cash Proceeds arising as of
such time in respect of a Capital Event involving the asset
which gave rise to such proceeds. Any such amount to be so
allocated to the prepayment of the Existing Debt Obligations
shall be allocated to the Existing Debt Obligations then held
by the Lenders pro rata according to the respective outstand-
ing Existing Debt Obligations thereof at the time of such
delivery. Any such amount shall be applied first to the
prepayment of the Deferred Principal Obligations until all
Deferred Principal has been paid in full, net to the prepay-
ment of the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations until all
Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations have been paid in full
and then to the- prepayment of any remaining Existing Debt
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Obligations. Any such prepayment of Deferred Principal
Obligations, Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations and
remaining Existing Debt Obligations, as the case may be,
shall be allocated MxQ LAa according to the outstanding
respective amounts thereof immediately prior to any such
prepayment. For purposes of determining the amount payable
or allocable to any Lender pursuant to Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.4
or 3.7, whenever any amount is held by the Agent for the
benefit of any Lender pursuant to this Section 3.8, for
purposes of calculations under this Agreement such Existing
Debt Obligation shall be deemed to have been prepaid by such
amount. For purposes of this Section 3.8, the amount of any
Existing Debt Obligation arising as a result of any
indemnification obligation by DJT shall be equal to the
amount, if any, paid by the respective Lender in order to
fund required insurance, maintenance, environmental cleanup,
real estate taxes or other costs or expenses reasonably
necessary to protect the value of Existing Collateral,
Special Collateral or Collateral in respect of which such
Lender is entitled to indemnification by DJT. For purposes
of this Section 3.8, the outstanding amount of the BT Inter-
est Rate Swap, the Palace Swap or the CB Interest Rate Swap
at any time shall be determined pursuant to Section 1.4. In
the event that the outstanding amount thereof shall be
reduced, the Agent shall nonetheless continue to hold such
amount for the benefit of the applicable Lender pursuant to
this Section. No such obligation shall be deemed to cease to
be contingent until the applicable agreement shall be
terminated and the final liability established thereunder, at
which time such cash collateral shall be distributed in ac-
cordance with this Section 3.8. For purposes of clarifica-
tion, any reference to any Existing Debt Obligation in Sec.-
tion 3.8 shall include each Existing Debt Obligation, regard-
less of whether such Existing Debt Obligation is a Contingent
Debt Obligation. The Covered Debt Obligations in respect of
the guaranty by DJT of the Penn Yards Loans and the Interest
Reserve for the Trump Palace Loan each shall be deemed to be
contingent until (x) in the case of the Penn Yards Loans, a
Special Event of Default (as defined in the applicable Exist-
ing Debt Credit Agreement, as amended by the applicable
Existing Agreement Amendment) or (y) in the case of the Trump
Palace Loan, an event of default under the applicable Exist-
ing Debt Credit Agreement, as amended by the applicable
Existing Agreement Amendment relating to any of (i) failure
to pay principal or interest on the relevant obligation when
due, (ii) failure to pay real estate taxes when due, (iii)
intentional breach by the mortgagor of its obligations under
the applicable mortgage, (iv) failure by mortgagor to comply
with any obligation under the applicable mortgage which, as a
result of such failure, may ripen into a financial cost or
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obligation on the part of the mortgagee, or (v) the ac-
celeration of the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligation
pursuant to Article V hereof, has occurred under such respec-
tive document. The cash'collateral in respect of such
Covered Debt Obligation referred to in this Section 3.8 may
be held by the respective Lenders instead of the Agent if
required by such Existing Debt Credit Agreement, as so
amended. Nothing contained in this Section 3.8 shall be
deemed to affect or impair the amount of the obligation in
respect of the guaranty by DJT of the Penn Yards Loan or such
Interest Reserve, except that for all purposes of this Agree-
ment the reference on Schedule VIII to the Penn Yards
Guaranty under the heading "Trump Tower" shall be deemed to
be limited to the maximum amount of $35,000,000 and the
reference on such Schedule VIII to the Trump Palace Loan -
Interest Reserve under the heading "Trump Parc 5"A" line
units, garage, laundry room and commercial space (as
specified in the applicable Special Collateral Agreement)"
shall be deemed to be limited to the maximum amount of
$40,000,000. Any amount paid to the applicable Lender out of
such cash collateral in respect of either such obligation
shall reduce by such amount the Covered Debt Obligations in
respect of such respective Indebtedness. The Trump Palace
Loan Interest Reserve obligations shall be deemed to be
contingent, except as set forth in the preceding four
sentences.

SECTION 3.9 Determining Amounts. For purposes of
this Agreement and the Loan Documents, upon request of the
Agent or the Collateral Agent, any Lender holding any Exist-
ing Debt Obligation shall promptly execute and deliver to
DJT, the Agent, the Collateral Agent and each other Lender a
certificate setting forth the calculation of the outstanding
principal, interest and other amount thereof at any specified
date, calculated in accordance with any applicable provisions
of this Agreement and the applicable Existing Debt Credit
Agreements, and the Agent and the Collateral Agent shall have
the right to rely upon any such certificate. If any such
certificate is not delivered to the Agent and the Collateral
Agent within five (5) Business Days after any such request
therefor, the Agent and the Collateral Agent: (a) may al-
locate payments, collateral distributions and other rights
held by the Agent on the basis of this Agreement and any
subsequent certificates theretofore so provided and based
upon the assumption, unless otherwise notified by any such
certificate, that all scheduled payments have been made on
any such Existing Debt Obligation when due as set forth in
the Schedules and Exhibits hereto and that any such Existing
Debt obligation shall have reduced, expired or terminated in
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accordance with its respective terms as set forth in this
Agreement; (b) may delay distribution to any Lender of any
portion of any payment or other recovery until receipt of
such certificate; or (c)-may distribute such amounts based on
the assumption that any challenged certificate is correct, in
which event the Agent shall have no liability to any Lender
or to any DOT Entity as a result of so relying on any such
challenged certificate (it being agreed that any such
distribution shall not alter the obligations of the Lenders
pursuant to the last sentence of this Section 3.9). If any
Lender furnishing a certificate, the Agent and the Collateral
Agent shall receive written notice from DJT (or any other
Lender) that DT (or such other Lender) disagrees with any
such calculation of any such outstanding amount set forth
therein, setting forth in reasonable detail DT's (or such
other Lender's) calculation of such outstanding amount and
the basis for DJT's (or such other Lender's) disagreement
with such Lender, and if such Lender ultimately agrees with
DJT's (or such other Lender's) calculation or it is
determined by any court of competent jurisdiction by a final,
non-appealable order that DJT's (or such other Lender's)
calculation was correct, such Lender shall promptly return to
the Agent or the Collateral Agent the amount misallocated to
such Lender (together with the interest provided for in the
last sentence of this Section 3.9) as a result of such
miscalculation. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of
this Section 3.9, if the Agent and the Collateral Agent deem
it appropriate in their sole and absolute discretion to delay
any distribution or allocation of payments or collateral
until any certificate or certificates are received from any
Lender or Lenders, or until resolution of any dispute as to
any outstanding amount shown in such certificate, the Agent
and the Collateral Agent shall have the right so to delay any
such distribution or allocation and neither the Agent nor the
Collateral Agent shall be liable in any manner for such
delay, provided, however, that any funds so held shall be
invested in cash equivalents during the period of any such
delay and the income earned thereon shall be correspondingly
allocated and distributed upon the distribution and alloca-
tion of such delayed funds. If written notice as to any such
disagreement is not received within three (3) Business Days
of the date of the receipt of any such certificate, such
certificate shall be final and binding on all parties hereto
in the absence of manifest error. Each Lender agrees that in
the event it is ultimately determined that such Lender shall
have received any amount pursuant to this Article III which
should have properly been allocated to any other Lender
hereunder or to the agent under the New Credit Facility or to
any DJT Entity, such Lender shall promptly remit any such
excess amount (together with interest thereon at the Federal
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Funds Rate, from the date of receipt thereof through the date
of such remittance) to the Agent for allocation to the
Lender, such agent under the New Credit Facility or OJT
Entity to whom any such amount should have been paid. For
purposes of this Section 3.9, the Agent shall not be deemed
to be the Agent of MMB except to the extent that the Palm
Beach Debt Obligations constitute Covered Debt Obligations.
It is understood and agreed that properly conducted auction
sales of condominium units shall be deemed to be for fair
market value on commercially reasonable terms.

ARTICLE IV
INTEREST PROVISIONS

SECTION 4.1 Interest. (a) Forms of Deferred
Interest Obligations. The Existing Debt Obligations set
forth on Schedule IX shall bear interest from the Cl-sing
Date, which such interest shall be payable, in each case at
the time or times, in the amount and in the manner provided
in the respective Existing Debt Credit Agreement, without any
deferral thereof. Each Obligor's obligation to pay interest
on the Existing Debt Obligations set forth on Schedule X
shall be as set forth in such Lender's respective Existing
Debt Credit Agreement and Note, if any, as amended by the
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment (such interest
obligations, together with each Princess Note to the extent
not constituting Covered Debt Obligations, being referred to
herein individually as a "Deferred Project Interest Obliga-
tion," and, collectively as the "Deferred Project Interest
Obligations"). Each Obligor's obligation to pay interest on
the Princess Loan and the Princess $10 Million Loan shall be
as set forth in such Lender's respective Existing-Debt Credit
Agreement, as amended by the applicable Existing Agreement
Amendment (such interest obligations being referred to herein
together as the "Princess Notes"). Each Obligor's obligation
to pay interest on the remaining Existing Debt Obligations of
each Lender shall be as set forth in such Lender's respective
Existing Debt Credit Agreement and Note, if any, as amended
by or pursuant to the applicable Existing Agreement Amendment
(such interest obligations being referred to herein
individually, together with each Princess Note, to the extent
constituting Covered Debt Obligations, as a "Deferred
Recourse Interest Obligation" and collectively as the
"Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations"). Subject to Sec-
tion 3.1(d) and Section 4.1(b), the Deferred Principal of
each Existing Debt Credit Obligation (other than the Princess
Notes, such Existing Debt Credit Obligations set forth on
Schedule IX, the Palm Beach Debt Obligations and such Exist-
ing Debt Credit Obligations which by their terms do not im-
mediately prior to the date hereof accrue or pay interest)
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shall bear interest from the Closing Date at the Applicable
Rate, and as of each July 1 on which any such Existing Debt
Obligation remains outstanding, the Deferred Interest Obliga-
tion accrued during the preceding 12-month period (which for
the purposes of the first year shall mean the period commenc-
ing on the Closing Date to and including June 30, 1991) on
the Deferred Principal and (commencing from and after July 1,
1991) on any Deferred Interest (including, without limita-
tion, pursuant to this sentence) shall commence to bear
interest at the Applicable Rate and shall continue to bear
interest as aforesaid until paid in full.

(b) Payment Dates. Except as expressly provided
herein, subject to Section 2.2(g), no interest shall be pay-
able on any Deferred Principal Obligation or any Deferred
Interest Obligation of any Lender (other than any Existing
Debt Obligation listed on Schedule IX) until the earlier of
the Regular Interest Payment Date with respect to such
Deferred Interest Obligation and the Accelerated Interest
Payment Date, if any, with respect to such Deferred Interest
Obligation. Subject to Section 2.2(g), any interest accruing
on any Deferred Principal (but not on any Deferred Interest)
on or after the earlier of the applicable Regular Interest
Payment Date or Accelerated Interest Payment Date, if any,
shall be payable at the rate and on the dates provided in the
applicable Existing Debt Credit Agreement. Subject to Sec-
tion 2.2(g), any interest accruing on any Deferred Principal
on or after the Closing Date and prior to the earlier of the
applicable Regular Interest Payment Date or Accelerated
Interest Payment Date, if any, or accruing at any time on any
Deferred Interest shall be due and payable on the earlier of
the Regular Maturity Date or the Accelerated Maturity Date of
the related Deferred Principal Obligation. Subject to Sec-
tion 3.1(d), the term "Regular Interest Payment Date" with
respect to any Deferred Interest Obligation shall mean (i) in
the case of any Deferred Project Interest Obligation or
Deferred Recourse Interest Obligation listed on Schedule XI,
June 30, 1993, (ii) in the case of each of the Princess
Notes, the Regular Maturity Date thereof, and (iii) in the
case of any other Deferred Project Interest Obligation or
Deferred Recourse Interest Obligation, June 30, 1995;
provided, however, that interest on the Trump Palace Loan
shall be currently payable from and after the Closing Date
from and only to the extent of the budget reserve for inter-
est provided under the Trump Palace Loan and that the inter-
est on the KHT Regency Loan shall be currently payable to the
extent of the rent payable under the Regency Lease Agreement,
made as of August 8, 1990, between Trump Crystal Tower As-
sociates Limited Partnership, as landlord, and Trump Plaza
Associates, as tenant (the "Regency Lease"), which rent is
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payable to lHT pursuant to the Assignment and Recognition
Agreement, dated as of August 8, 1990, made by Trump Crystal
Tower Associates Limited Partnership and Trump Plaza Associ-
ates to lMfT. Subject toSection 3.1(d), the term "Acceler-
ated Interest Payment Date" shall mean, with respect to any
Deferred Interest Obligation, (x) the next date on which
interest is payable pursuant to any Existing Debt Credit
Agreement (without giving effect to this Agreement) following
any date on which a notice specified in Section 3.1(c)(ii)(y)
shall be given by DJT with respect to the related Deferred
Principal Obligation or (y) the next date on which interest
is payable pursuant to any Existing Debt Credit Agreement
(without giving effect to this Agreement) following the date
of any Current Pay Election by DJT pursuant to clause (II) of
Section 3.1(c)(ii)(z). Subject to Section 2.2(g), any
subsequent default by the Obligor in the payment of interest
on such Deferred Principal Obligation or Deferred Interest
Obligation shall constitute an Existing Foreclosure Event
with respect to such Claimholder's Asset. Each Obligor shall
pay, or cause to be paid, each Deferred Project Interest
Obligation or Deferred Recourse Interest Obligation in
respect of which it is an Obligor in accordance with its
terms; provided, however, that any default thereunder shall
be subject to Section 2.2(g).

(c) Procedures. All payments pursuant to Section
3.1 and all payments of interest on the Deferred Interest
Obligations shall be made directly to the respective Lenders
holding such Deferred Interest Obligations and the Agent
shall have no duties or obligations with respect thereto. On
or prior to the fifth Business Day following the commencement
of any Interest Period, the Agent shall notify each Lender of
the Applicable Rate for such Interest Period.

(d) Exjgion. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained in this Agreement, any Note or any other
Loan Document, in the event that the Deferred Recourse Inter-
est Obligations shall have been declared to be due and pay-
able as provided in Section 5.1(a) or shall automatically
have become due and payable as provided in Section 5.1(b) (it
being understood that this sentence shall not apply to any
acceleration pursuant to Section 2.3(h)), (i) the Prepayment
Factor shall no longer be utilized in calculating the amount
by which any Deferred Interest Obligation shall be reduced,
(ii) all Existing Debt Obligations (other than the Existing
Debt Obligations listed on Schedule IX) shall immediately be
deemed amended to bear interest at the higher, from time to
time in effect, of the Applicable Rate or the rate applicable
to such Existing Debt Obligations immediately prior to the
Closing Date (giving effect to any penalty interest, default
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interest or similar provisions) and (iii) without limiting
Section 3.2(g), all provisions of this Agreement under which
a portion of any Net Cash Proceeds, Special Met Cash
Proceeds, Residual Net Cash or Operating Cash Flow is
entitled to be retained by any DJT Entity shall immediately
be deemed amended so that such portion allocated to such DJT
Entity shall instead be allocated to the payment of Covered
Debt Obligations in accordance with Section 3.3. Without
limiting the foregoing, but notwithstanding anything in this
Agreement to the contrary, any provisions of any Deferred
Interest Obligation relating to the prepayment thereof in a
discounted amount shall not be applicable to any prepayment
out of any amounts arising pursuant to or in connection with
the exercise of any Foreclosure Right.

(e) Prepayment Factor. Subject to Section 4.1(d)
and to the conditions set forth in Section 3.4, each Existing
Agreement Amendment, other than the Existing Agreement Amend-
ment applicable to the Palm Beach Credit Facility, the Trump
Palace Loan, the Princess Loan and the Princess $10 Million
Loan, shall provide that any prepayment of any Deferred
Interest Obligation accrued but not due and payable at the
time of any such prepayment shall be in accordance with this
Section 4.1(e). Other than in the case of any prepayment to
the extent utilizing proceeds resulting from the exercise of
Foreclosure Rights, any amount of any Deferred Interest
Obligation prepaid shall reduce the amount of the then
outstanding Deferred Interest of such Deferred Interest
Obligation by an amount equal to the product of (x) the
amount of such prepayment and (y) the applicable Prepayment
Factor (but never to less than zero). The Prepayment Factor
at any time shall be that amount specified below:

For Pre~ayments Made: Prepayment Factor

On or before June 30, 1991 5

After June 30, 1991 and on

or before June 30, 1992 2.5

After June 30, 1992 and on 1.666667
or before June 30, 1993

After June 30, 1993 and on 1.25
or before June 30, 1994

After June 30, 1994 1
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(f) The following provisions of this Section
4.1(f) shall be applicable only to the Deferred Interest
Obligations which this Agreement contemplates shall bear
interest at the Applicable Rate.

(i) In the event that the Agent shall have determined
(which determination shall, absent manifest error, be final,
conclusive and binding upon all parties) that on any date for
determining the Applicable Rate for any Interest Period, by
reason of any changes arising after the date of this Agree-
ment affecting the interbank Eurodollar market or any
Lender's position in such-markets, adequate and fair means do
not exist for ascertaining the applicable interest rate on
tho basis provided for in the definition of Applicable Rate
then, and in any such event, the Agent shall forthwith give
notice (by telephone confirmed in writing) to DJT and to the
Lenders of such determination. Until the Agent notifies DJT
that the circumstances giving rise to the suspension
described herein no longer exist, the Applicable Rate shall
be deemed to be equal to the Prime Lending Rate plus 1% per
annum.

(ii) In the event that any Lender shall have determined
(which determination shall, absent manifest error, be final,
conclusive and binding upon all parties) at any time that the
making or continuance of any Deferred Interest Obligation has
become unlawful by compliance by such Lender in good faith
with any applicable law, governmental rule, regulation,
guideline or order (whether or not having the force of law
and whether or not failure to comply therewith would be
unlawful), then, in any such event, the Lender shall give
prompt notice (by telephone confirmed in writing) to DJT and
to the Agent of such determination (which notice the Agent
shall promptly transmit to the other Lenders). Upon the giv-
ing of the notice to DJT referred to above, and until the
Lender notifies DJT that the circumstances giving rise to
such illegality described herein no longer exist, the Ap-
plicable Rate shall be deemed to be equal to the Prime Lend-
ing Rate plus i% per annum.

(iii) If, by reason of (x) after the date hereof, the
introduction of or any change (including, without limitation,
any change by way of imposition or increase of reserve
requirements) in or in the interpretation of any law or
regulation, or (y) the compliance with any guideline or
request from any central bank or other governmental authority
or quasi-governmental authority exercising control over banks
or financial institutions generally (whether or not having
the force of law):
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(A) any Lender (or its applicable lending office)
shall be subject to any tax, duty or other charge with
respect to its Deferred Interest Obligation or its
obligation to make Deferred Interest Obligations, or
shall change the basis of taxation of payments to any
Lender of the principal of or interest on its Deferred
Interest Obligations or its obligation to make Deferred
Interest Obligations (except for changes in the rate of
tax on the overall net income of such Lender or its ap-
plicable lending office imposed by the jurisdiction in
which such Lender's principal executive office or ap-
plicable lending office is located); or

(B) any reserve (including, without limitation,
any imposed by the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System), special deposit or similar requirement
against assets of, deposits with or for the account of,
or credit extended by, any Lender's applicable lending
office shall be imposed or deemed applicable or any
other condition affecting its Deferred Interest Obliga-
tions or its obligation to make Deferred Interest
Obligations shall be imposed on any Lender or its ap-
plicable lending office or the interbank Eurodollar
market;

and as a result thereof there shall be any increase in the
cost to such Lender of agreeing to make or making, funding or
maintaininq Deferred Interest Obligations (except to the
extent already included in the determination of the ap-
plicable Adjusted London Interbank Offered Rate), or there
shall be a reduction in the amount received or receivable by
such Lender or its applicable lending office, then WT shall
from time to time, upon written notice from and demand by
such Lender (with a copy of such notice and demand to the
Agent), pay to the Agent for the account of such Lender,
within five Business Days after the date specified in such
notice and demand, additional amounts sufficient to indemnify
such Lender against such increased cost. A certificate as to
the amount of such increased cost, submitted to DJT and the
Agent by such Lender, shall, except for manifest error, be
final, conclusive and binding for all purposes.

(iv) )JT shall compensate each Lender, upon its written
request (which request shall set forth the basis for request-
ing such amounts and which request shall, absent manifest
error, be final, conclusive and binding upon all of the par-
ties hereto), for all losses, expenses and liabilities
(including, without limitation, any interest paid by such
Lender to lenders of funds borrowed by it and to make or
carry its Deferred Interest Obligations to the extent not
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recovered by the Lender in connection with the re-employment
of such funds and including loss of anticipated profits),
which the Lender may sustain: (i) if any repayment of any of
its Deferred Interest Obligations occurs on a date which is
not the last day of an Interest Period applicable thereto, or
(ii) if, for any reason, DJT defaults in its obligation to
repay its Deferred Interest Obligations when required by the
terms of this Agreement.

(v) In the event that any Lender shall have determined
that any law, treaty, governmental (or quasi-governmental)
rule, regulation, guideline or order regarding capital
adequacy (including, in any event, any law, regulation,
interpretation, guideline or request contemplated by the
report dated July, 1988 entitled "International Convergence
of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards" issued by the
Basle Committee on Banking Regulations and Supervisory
Practices) or the adoption thereof, or any change therein or
in the interpretation or application thereof, or compliance
by any Lender with any request or directive regarding capital
adequacy (whether or not having the force of law and whether
or not failure to comply therewith would be unlawful) from
any central bank or governmental agency or body having
jurisdiction, does or shall have the effect of reducing the
rate of return on such Lender's capital as a consequence of
its Deferred Interest Obligations to a level below that which
such Lender could have achieved but for such adoption, change
or compliance (taking into consideration such Lender's
policies with respect to capital adequacy) by any amount,
then DJT shall from time to time, within 15 days after
receipt of a written request by such Lender (with a copy to
the Agent), pay to such Lender additional amounts sufficient
to compensate such Lander for such reduction. A certificate
as to the amount of such reduction setting forth the calcula-
tion thereof in reasonable detail, submitted to DJT and the
Agent by such Lender, shall, absent manifest error, be final,
conclusive and binding for all purposes.

ARTICLE V
REMEDIES UPON THE OCCURRENCE OF ANY

UNIFORM EVENT OF DEFAULT

SECTION 5.1 Acceleration of Maturity.

(a) Acceleration of All Deferred Recourse Interest
Obligations. If any Uniform Event of Default (other than a
Uniform Event of Default specified in clause (5) with respect
to WT) shall occur and be continuing then, and in any such
event (and regardless of whether any acceleration of all or
any portion of such Indebtedness shall have occurred pursuant
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to Section 2.3(h) or otherwise), the A~ent, upon the direc-
tion of the Required Lenders, shall declare all then
outstanding Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations to be
forthwith due and payable, whereupon all such Deferred
Recourse Interest Obligations shall become and be forthwith
due and payable, without presentment, demand, protest or
notice of any kind, all of which are expressly waived. The
Agent shall, forthwith upon such declaration, deliver notice
thereof to DJT and to each Lender; provided, however, that
the failure to so deliver, or any delay in so delivering,
such notice shall not affect the validity of such declara-
tion; provded, further, that, prior to the first to occur of
(i) the New Money Termination Event and (ii) the date of the
satisfaction of the Collateralization Condition, no such
notice may be given with respect to any Uniform Event of
Default (other than a Uniform Event of Default specified in
clause (1) or clause (5) with respect to DJT) if the banks
party to the New Credit Facility shall have waived any such
comparable Default or Event of Default (as such terms are
defined in the New Credit Facility). The Lenders hereby
agree to be bound by the provisions of Section 5.04(h)(ii) of
the New Credit Facility. The Lenders hereby authorize the
Agent to act on their behalf in accordance with the provi-
sions of this Section 5.1(a), and each DJT Entity hereby
acknowledges that any such notice by the Agent to DJT shall
be effective to accelerate the Deferred Recourse Interest
Obligations in accordance with the provisions hereof.

(b) Automatic Acceleration of All Deferred
Recourse Interest Qjqatijons. If any Uniform Event of
Default specified in clause (5) with respect to DJT shall
occur, all Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations shall
automatically become immediately due nnd payable, without
declaration, presentment, demand, protest, notice or other
requirements of any kind, all of which are expressly waived.
Upon such acceleration of the Deferred Recourse Interest
Obligations, all other Covered Debt Obligations shall also
automatically become immediately due and payable, without
declaration, presentment, demand, protest, notice or other
requirements of any kind, all of which are expressly waived.

(c) Alloca ion Among Lenders. All amounts re-
ceived by any Lender pursuant to an acceleration in ac-
cordance with this Section 5.1 shall be subject to Article
III.

(d) Notice to Lenders. In the event that any
Lender shall declare the Existing Debt Obligations held by it
to be due and payable pursuant to the terms of its Existing
Debt Credit Agreement, as amended by the applicable Existing
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Agreement Amendment, such Lender shall promptly give notice
thereof to the Agent and to each other Lender.

(e) Effect of Acceleration. If the Deferred
Recourse Interest Obligations become due and payable pursuant
to this Article V, the provisions of Section 2.2(g) and of
clause (i) - clause (viii) of Section 2.3(h) shall no longer
be applicable and, in addition to any right or remedy
otherwise available to any Lender, each Lender shall be
entitled to exercise Foreclosure Rights in accordance with
Section 2.3.

(f) Existing Debt Credit Agreements. Subject to
Section 2.2(g), nothing in this Agreement (including, without
limitation, Section 2.3(h)) shall prevent any Lender from
declaring any Existing Debt Obligation to be due and payable
pursuant to the terms of any Existing Debt Credit Agreement.

ARTICLE VI

UNIFORM COVENANTS

SECTION 6.1A Uniform Covenants.

Following (and only following) the first to occur
of the satisfaction of the Collateralization Condition or the
New Money Termination Event, DJT shall comply with the provi-
sions of Exhibit E. For purposes of clarification, all
references on Exhibit E to "the date hereof" shall mean the
date of execution and delivery of this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII

COLLATERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 7.1 Agreement to Grant Security Interests.

(a) Security Interest in Collateral. On or before
the Closing Date, each DJT Entity which is listed on Schedule
IV shall grant, or cause to be granted, pursuant to the Col-
lateral Agreements, to the Collateral Agent for the benefit
of the holders of the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations,
Liens in the Collateral set forth on such Schedule IV to
secure the Deferred Recourse Interest Obligations and, to the
extent specified in the Collateral Agreements, reaffirm and
acknowledge the Liens previously granted in any of such Col-
lateral.

(b) Security Interest in Special Collateral. On
or before the Closing Date, each DJT Entity which is listed
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on Schedule V shall grant, or cause to be granted, to the
respective Lenders for the benefit of the holders of the
respective Covered Debt Obligations specified on such
Schedule, Liens in the Special Collateral set forth on such
Schedule V to secure such respective Covered Debt Obliga-
tions, and, to the extent specified in the respective Special
Collateral Agreement, reaffirm and acknowledge the Liens
previously granted in such Special Collateral.

SECTION 7.2 Further Assurances. Each DJT entity
shall, at its expense, give, execute, deliver, file and
record any notice, statement, instrument, document, agreement
or other papers and take such other action that, from time to
time, may be necessary, or that the Collateral Agent or any
Lender with respect to its Special Collateral may reasonably
request, in order:

(a) to create, preserve, perfect, confirm, con-
tinue or validate the Liens granted to the Collateral Agent
or the respective Lenders under the Collateral Agreements or
the respective Lenders under the Special Collateral Agree-
ments in any Collateral or Special Collateral, or

(b) to enable each of the Collateral Agent or any
of such respective Lenders to exercise and enforce any of its
respective rights and remedies under the Collateral Agree-
ments and the Special Collateral Agreements, respectively.

SECTION 7.3 Releases. Each Lender hereby agrees
to release any Special Collateral or Collateral to the extent
set forth in the applicable Special Collateral Agreement or
Collateral Agreement, as the case may be.

ARTICLE VIII
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

SECTION 8.1A Representations and Warranties of DJT
Entities. To induce the Lenders to enter into this Agreement
and to amend the Existing Debt Credit Agreements and the
Existing Collateral Agreements in accordance with the terms
and provisions of this Agreement, DJT hereby represents and
warrants to the Agent and the Collateral Agent and the Lend-
ers as to the matters set forth on Exhibit D.
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ARTICLE IX
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CLOSING DATE

SECTION 9.1 Occurrence of Closing Date. The Clos-
ing shall take place at the offices of Wachtell, Lipton,
Rosen & Katz, 299 Park Avenue, New York, New York, or at such
other location as shall be agreed upon by the Required Lend-
ers, the Agent and the Collateral Agent. The Closing shall
be subject to the satistactiof (or waiver by each Lender) of
the following conditions:

(a) Documents. The Agent shall have received a
sufficient number of copies for each Lender of all of the
following, each duly executed and dated the Closing Date (or
such other date as shall be acceptable to the Lenders), in
form and substance satisfactory to each Lender:

(i) Aareement. Counterparts of this Agree-
ment, duly executed and delivered by each DJT En-
tity and each Lender or, in the case of any Lender
from which an executed counterpart shall not have
been so received by the Agent, the Agent shall have
received, telegraphic, telex, or other written con-
firmation from such Lender that it has executed and
dispatched by courier to the Agent a counterpart of
this Agreement;

(ii) Resolutions. Certified copies of the
resolutions (or equivalent partnership action) of
each DJT Entity and, if the DJT Entity is a
partnership, of each partner of such DJT Entity
which is not an individual and whose consent to the
transactions herein, in any Existing Agreement
Amendment or in any other Loan Document is neces-
sary or which is an Affiliate approving the execu-
tion and delivery of this Agreement, any Existing
Agreement Amendment and all other Loan Documents,
if any, to which such JT Entity is a party and the
consummation by such DJT Entity of the transactions
contemplated hereby and thereby;

(iii) Certificates. A certificate of the Sec-
retary or an Assistant Secretary (or equivalent
partnership officer) of each WJT Entity, certifying
the name, title and true signature of each officer
of such DJT Entity authorized to execute this
Agreement, the Notes of such DJT Entity, any Exist-
ing Agreement Amendment and all other Loan
Documents, to which such DJT Entity is a party;
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(iv) DIT Counsel Opinon. An opinion of
outside counsel to DJT, such counsel to be accept-
able to the Lenders (which shall provide that DJT
has requested that such opinion be so delivered),
addressed to the Lenders, in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to each Lander, and cover-
ing such other matters as the Lenders may reason-
ably request;

(v) DJT Entity Counsel O2inion. An opinion
of outside counsel to each of the DJT Entities and
counsel to each of the partners whose consent to
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement,
any Existing Agreement Amendment and any other Loan
Document is necessary or which is an Affiliate and
which are not individuals of each DJT Entity which
is a partnership, such counsel in each case to be
acceptable to the Lenders, addressed to the Lenders
(which shall provide that each of the DJT Entities
has requested that such opinion be so delivered),
in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
each Lender, and covering such other matters as the
Lenders may reasonably request;

(vi) Good Standing. Documents reasonably re-
quested by the Lenders relating to the existence
and good standing of each DJT Entity and, if the
DJT Entity is a partnership, of each partner of
such JT Entity which is not an individual and
whose consent to the transactions herein in any
Existing Agreement Amendment or in any other Loan

--Document is necessary or which is an Affiliate;

(vii) Guaranties. The Guaranties and the Spe-
cial Guaranties and all Collateral Agreements and
all Special Collateral Agreements duly executed and
delivered by each of the parties thereto, in full
force and effect, in the case of any of the forego-
ing which are to be recorded, in recordable form,
together with evidence satisfactory to the Lenders,
the Agent and the Collateral Agent that all filings
with Governmental Authorities necessary to perfect
the Liens in the Collateral granted under the Col-
lateral Agreements and the Liens in the Special
Collateral granted under the Special Collateral
Agreements have been made, and delivery to the
Agent or the Collateral Agent (or other party
contemplated by the applicable Collateral Agree-
ments) of all Collateral possession of which is
necessary for perfection (including, without
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limitation, all stock certificates, stock powers
executed in blank, instruments, certificate of
title, chattel paper, and recognition agreements),
and delivery tO the respective Lenders of all
Special Collateral possession of which is necessary
for perfection (including, without limitation, all
stock certificates, stock powers executed in blank,
instruments, certificate of title, chattel paper,
and recognition agreements);

(viii) Consents. All consents, in form and sub-
stance satisfactory to the Lenders, from third par-
ties (including, without limitation, the Casino
Control Commission, the Division of Gaming Enforce-
ment and any other Governmental Authorities) neces-
sary to permit the execution, delivery and consum-
mation of this Agreement, each Existing Agreement
Amendment and each other Loan Document, including,
without limitation, the effective granting of the
Liens (including the Liens on Equity Interests of
the Casino Entities) under the Collateral Agree-
ments and the Special Collateral Agreements, in
each case with the priority contemplated thereby;

(ix) Loan Documents. Each of the Loan Docu-
ments, duly executed and delivered by each of the
parties thereto and in full force and effect, in
form and substance satisfactory to the Lenders;

(x) Existing Agreement Amendments. Evidence
satisfactory to the Lenders that (A) all conditions
to the effectiveness of the Existing Agreement
Amendments have been satisfied or duly waived and
that the Existing Agreement Amendments and all
documents being executed in connection therewith
have been fully executed and delivered, which Ex-
isting Agreement Amendments and all documents being
executed in connection therewith shall be in form
and substance satisfactory to each Lender and (B)
all conditions to the effectiveness of the First
Amendment to Mortgage, Assignment of Rentals,
Security and Consolidation, Modification, Extension
and Spreader Agreement, dated as of the date
hereof, between Plaza Operating Partners Ltd., a
Texas Limited Partnership and Citibank, N.A.; the
First Amendment to Mortgage Notes Modification
Agreement, dated as of the date hereof, between
Plaza Operating Partners Ltd., and Citibank, N.A.;
and the First Amendment to Amended and Restated
Credit Agreement, dated as of the date hereof,
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between Citibank, N.A. as Agent and Trump Shuttle,
Inc. have been satisfied or duly waived and that
such amendments and all documents being executed in
connection therewith have been fully executed and
delivered, which such amendments and all documents
being executed in connection therewith shall be in
form and substance satisfactory to each Lender;

(xi) Caoital Events. A certificate of DJT,
certifying all Capital Events which have occurred
on or after May 1, 1990, in form and substance
satisfactory to the Lenders;

(xii) Reliance Letters. A reliancv letter ad-
dressed to each Lender, the Agent and the Col-
lateral Agent, in form and substance satisfactory
to the Lenders, providing that the Lenders, the
Agent and the Collateral Agent may rely on any
financial statement, certificate, report, opinion
or other document delivered to the Banks or the
Agent in connection with the closing of the New
Credit Facility as if such financial statement,
certificate, report, opinion or other document were
addressed to, certified for, or executed and
delivered to, such Lender, Agent or Collateral
Agent. Each such reliance letter shall be duly
executed and delivered by the Person or Persons
certifying or executing and delivering, as the case
may be, such financial statements, certificate,
report, opinion or other document pursuant to the
New Credit Facility, or, if there is no such
Person, by the DJT Entities;

(xiii) Named Insured. The Lenders shall have
been added as additional insureds on liability
insurance policies to the extent contemplated by
Section 6.1(f) of Exhibit E as if such provision
were in effect; and

(xiv) Other. Such other documents as the
Agent, the Collateral Agent or any Lender may rea-
sonably request.

(b) No Default. No Uniform Event of Default,
Foreclosure Event, Existing Foreclosure Event or Special
Foreclosure Event shall have occurred and shall be continu-
ing, and the representations and warranties of each Lender
contained in Section 2.1 and of each DJT Entity contained in
Article VIII shall be true and correct in all material
respects as of the Closing Date.
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(c) Net Cash Proceeds. If any Capital Event shall
have occurred on or after May 1, 1990 and prior to the Clos-
ing Date, the procedures'set forth in Article III shall have
been followed as if such sale had taken place after the Clos-
ing Date and, concurrently with or prior to the Closing Date,
the proceeds of such sale shall be applied in accordance with
Article III as if such sale had occurred immediately follow-
ing the Closing Date.

(d) New Credit Facility. The initial funding
contemplated by the New Credit Facility shall have occurred
or shall occur contemporaneously with the Closing Date; the
New Credit Facility shall be in full force and effect; and no
default or event of default shall have occurred thereunder.

(e) Payments of Fees and Expenses. DJT shall have
delivered to each Lender a bank check or immediately avail-
able funds constituting payment in full of all costs, legal
fees and related disbursements for which any DJT Entity is
responsible pursuant to this Agreement.

SECTION 9.2 Conditions for the Benefit of the
Lenders. The conditions set forth in Section 9.1 are for the
exclusive benefit of the Lenders. If the Closing Date shall
be deemed to have occurred, no transaction which is deemed to
take place or to have become effective in connection there-
with may be rescinded by any Lender or any DJT Entity or any
Person claiming by, through or on behalf of any Lender or any
DJT Entity as a result of the subsequent discovery or allega-
tion that in fact any of such conditions precedent failed to
be satisfied at the Closing Date. The provisions of this
Agreement (other than Articles X and XII) shall terminate if
the Closing Date shall not have occurred on or before August
24, 1990 (as such date may be extended from time to time by
the consent of all Lenders).

ARTICLE X
THE AGENT AND THE COLLATERAL AGENT

SECTION 10.1 Apointment of Agent. Each Lender
hereby approves Bankers Trust Company acting as Agent and as
Collateral Agent as herein specified. Each Lender hereby ir-
revocably authorizes the Agent and the Collateral Agent to
take such action on its behalf under the provisions of this
Agreement and the Collateral Agreements and to exercise such
powers and to perform such duties hereunder and thereunder as
are specifically delegated to or required of the Agent or the
Collateral Agent by the terms hereof and thereof and such
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other powers as are reasonably incidental thereto. The Agent
and the Collateral Agent may perform any of their respective
duties hereunder by or through their respective agents or
employees. Neither the Agent nor the Collateral Agent shall
be deemed the agent or collateral agent of any Lender under
any Existing Collateral Agreement or Special Collateral
Agreement nor the agent or the collateral agent of MMB for
any Palm Beach Debt Obligation which is not a Covered Debt
Obligation.

SECTION 10.2 Nature o Duties of Agent and Col-
lateral Agent. Neither the Agent nor the Collateral Agent
shall have any duties or responsibilities hereunder except
those expressly set forth in this Agreement. Neither the
Agent nor the Collateral Agent nor any of their respective
officers, directors, employees or agents shall be liable for
any action taken or omitted by it as such hereunder or in
connection herewith, unless caused by its gross negligence or
willful misconduct. The duties of the Agent and Collateral
Agent shall be mechanical and administrative in nature;
neither the Agent nor the Collateral Agent shall have by
reason of this Agreement, or any of the Collateral Agree-
ments, a fiduciary relationship in respect of any Lender; and
nothing in this Agreement or any of the Collateral Agree-
ments, expressed or implied, is intended to or shall be so
construed as to impose upon theAgent or the Collateral Agent
any obligations in respect of this Agreement or the Col-
lateral Agreements except as expressly set forth herein.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, DJT shall
be entitled to rely on the accuracy and authority of any
written communication given to DJT by the Agent or the Col-
lateral Agent and expressly signed by the Agent or the Col-
lateral Agent, respectively, in that capacity.

SECTION 10.3 Lack of Reliance on the Agent and
Collateral Agent. (a) Independently and without reliance
upon the Agent or the Collateral Agent, each Lender, to the
extent it deems appropriate, has made and shall continue to
make (i) its own independent investigation of the financial
condition and affairs of each DJT Entity in connection with
the taking or not taking of any action in connection here-
with, and (ii) its own appraisal of the creditworthiness of
each DJT Entity, and, except as expressly provided in this
Agreement or the Collateral Agreements, neither the Agent nor
the Collateral Agent shall have any duty or responsibility,
either initially or on a continuing basis, to provide any
Lender with any credit or other information with respect
thereto, whether coming into its possession before the Clos-
ing Date or at any time or times thereafter.
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(b) Neither the Agent nor the Collateral Agent nor
any Lender shall be responsible to any Lender for any recit-
als, statements, information, representations or warranties
herein, in any Existing Agreement Amendment, in any of the
Collateral Agreements, in any other Loan Document or in any
document, certificate or other writing delivered in connec-
tion herewith or therewith or for the execution, effective-
ness, genuineness, validity, enforceability, collectibility,
priority or sufficiency of this Agreement, any Existing
Agreement Amendment, the Collateral Agreements, the Notes,
any other Loan Document or any such other document,
certificate or writing or the financial condition of any DJT
Entity or be required to make any inquiry concerning either
the performance or observance of any of the terms, provisions
or conditions of this Agreement, any Existing Agreement
Amendment, the Notes, any of the Collateral Agreements, any
other Loan Document or any such other document, certificate
or writing, or the financial condition of any DJT Entity, or
the existence or possible existence of any Uniform Default or
Uniform Event of Default.

SECTION 10.4 Certain Rights of the Agent and Col-
lateral Agent. If the Agent or the Collateral Agent shall
request instructions from the Required Lenders with respect
to any act or action (including the failure to act) in con-
nection with this Agreement, the Agent or the Collateral
Agent, as the case may be, shall be entitled to refrain from
such act or taking such action unless and until the Agent or
the Collateral Agent, as the case may be, shall have received
instructions from the Required Lenders; and neither the Agent
nor the Collateral Agent shall incur liability to any Person
by reason of so refraining. Without limiting the foregoing,
no Lender shall have any right of action whatsoever against
either the Agent or the Collateral Agent as a result of the
Agent or the Collateral Agent, as the case may be, acting or
refraining from acting hereunder in accordance with the
instructions of the Required Lenders.

SECTION 10.5 Reliance by Aaent and Collateral
Age. The Agent and the Collateral Agent each shall be
entitled to rely, and shall be fully protected in relying,
upon any note, writing, resolution, notice, statement, cer-
tificate, telex, teletype or telecopier message, cablegram,
radiogram, order or other documentary, teletransmission or
telephone message believed by it to be genuine and correct
and to have been signed, sent or made by the proper Person.
The Agent and the Collateral Agent may consult with legal
counsel (including counsel for any DJT Entity), independent
public accountants and other experts selected by it and shall
not be liable for any action taken or omitted to be taken by
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it in good faith in accordance with the advice of such
counsel, accountants or experts.

SECTION 10.6 Indemnification of Agent and Col-
lateral Agent. To the extent the Agent or the Collateral
Agent is not reimbursed and indemnified by any DJT Entity,
each Lender will reimburse and indemnify the Agent and the
Collateral Agent, in proportion to the amount of its respec-
tive Deferred Principal Obligation representing a Covered
Debt Obligation outstanding as of the Closing Date, for and
against any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, dam-
ages, penalties, actions, judgments, suits, costs, expenses
(including reasonable counsel fees and disbursements) or
disbursements of any kind or nature whatsoever which may be
imposed on, incurred by or asserted against the Agent or the
Collateral Agent in performing its duties hereunder or under
the Collateral Agreements, in any way relating to or arising
out of this Agreement or the Collateral Agreements; provided
that no Lender shall be liable for any portion of such li-
abilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties, actions,
judgments, suits, costs, expenses or disbursements resulting
from, in the case of the Agent, the Agent's gross negligence
or willful misconduct or, in the case of the Collateral
Agent, the Collateral Agent's gross negligence or willful
misconduct. Without limiting the rights of the Agent or the
Collateral Agent pursuant to this Section 10.6, if any Lender
is an agent for participants, assignees or otherwise under
any Existing Debt Credit Agreement, such Lender shall
nonetheless be required to reimburse and indemnify the Agent
or the Collateral Agent, as the case may be, to the extent
set forth in this Section 10.6 as if such Lender were the
holder of all the Existing Debt Obligations in respect
thereof and neither the Agent nor the Collateral Agent shall
be required to seek reimbursement or indemnification from any
such participant or assignee or otherwise. In the event a
court of competent Jurisdiction shall have determined in any
action or proceeding that any conduct of the Agent or the
Collateral Agent, including any act taken or omitted, did not
constitute gross negligence or willful misconduct, no Lender
shall later assert, including in any action or proceeding,
that such conduct constituted gross negligence or willful
misconduct hereunder.

SECTION 10.7 The Agent and Collateral Agent in
Their Individual Capacity. With respect to their obligations
under this Agreement and the Collateral Agreements, their
Existing Debt Obligations and any Notes issued to them, the
Agent and the Collateral Agent each shall have the same
rights and powers hereunder as any other Lender or holder of
a Note and may exercise the same as though they were not
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performing the duties specified herein; and the terms
"Required Lenders", "holders of Notes", or any similar terms
shall, unless the context clearly otherwise indicates, be
determined as if the Ageht and the Collateral Agent were not
the Agent and the Collateral Agent hereunder, respectively,
but only one of the Lenders. The Agent and the Collateral
Agent may accept deposits from, lend money to, and generally
engage in any kind of banking, trust, financial advisory or
other business with, any DJT Entity or any Affiliate of DJT
as if they were not performing the duties specified herein,
and may accept fees and other consideration from any DJT
Entity or any such Affiliate for services in connection with
this Agreement and otherwise without having to account for
the same to the Lenders.

SECTION 10.8 Holders of Notgs. The Agent and the
Collateral Agent may deem and treat the Lenders specified on
Schedule III as the owners of any Notes which such Schedule
III indicates have been issued to such respective Lenders for
all purposes hereof unless and until a written notice of the
assignment or transfer thereof shall have been filed with the
Agent and the Collateral Agent. Any request, authority or
consent of any Person who, at the time of making such request
or giving such authority or consent, is the holder of any
Note shall be conclusive and binding on any subsequent
holder, transferee or assignee of such Note or of any Note or
Notes issued in exchange therefor.

SECTION 10.9 Successor Agent. (a) Either of the
Agent and the Collateral Agent may resign at any time by giv-
ing written notice thereof to the Lenders and the DJT Enti-
ties and may be removed at any time with or without cause by
the Required Lenders (calculated, for purposes of this clause
of this Section 10.9(a) only, as if any Lender which is the
Agent or the Collateral Agent, as the case may be, held no
Covered Debt Obligations); provided, however, that neither
the Agent nor the Collateral Agent may give notice and
resign, or be removed, as Agent or Collateral Agent hereunder
unless the Agent and the Collateral Agent shall give notice
and resign, or bo removed, as both Agent and Collateral Agent
hereunder; and provided, further, that neither the Agent nor
the Collateral Agent may give notice and resign, or be
removed, as Agent or Collateral Agent under this Agreement
without simultaneously giving notice and resigning, or being
removed, as the case may be, as agent under the New Credit
Facility. Upon any such resignation or removal, the Required
Lenders shall have the right, upon five days' notice to the
DJT Entities, to appoint a successor Agent or Collateral
Agent; provided, however, that any successor Agent or Col-
lateral Agent shall also simultaneously be appointed as both
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Agent and Collateral Agent hereunder; and provided, further,
that any such successor Agent or Collateral Agent shall also
simultaneously be appointed as agent under the New Credit
Facility. If no successor Agent or Collateral Agent, as the
case may be, shall have been so appointed by the Required
Lenders and shall have accepted such appointment, within 30
days after the retiring Agent's or Collateral Agent's giving
of notice of resignation or the removal of the Agent or Col-
lateral Agent by the Required Lenders, then, upon 5 days'
notice to the DJT Entities, the retiring Agent or Collateral
Agent may, on behalf of the Lenders, appoint a successor
Agent or Collateral Agent, as the case may be, in either case
which shall be a bank which maintains an office in the United
States, or a commercial bank organized under the laws of the
United States of America or of any State thereof, or any Af-
filiate of such bank, having a combined capital and surplus
of at least $50,000,000; provided, however, that any such
successor Agent or Collateral Agent shall also simultaneously
be appointed as both Agent and Collateral Agent hereunder;
and provided, further, that any such successor Agent or Col-
lateral Agent shall also simultaneously be appointed as agent
under the New Credit Facility.

(b) Upon the acceptance of any appointment as
Agent or Collateral Agent hereunder by a successor Agent or
Collateral Agent, as the case may be, such successor Agent or
Collateral Agent shall thereupon succeed to and become vested
with all the rights, powers, privileges and duties of the
retiring Agent or Collateral Agent, and the retiring Agent or
Collateral Agent shall be discharged from its duties and
obligations under this Agreement and all other Loan Documents
and, in the case of the Collateral Agent, under this Agree-
ment, the Collateral Agreements and all other Loan Documents.
After any retiring Agent's or Collateral Agent's resignation,
in either case, arising thereafter, or removal hereunder as
Agent or Collateral Agent, as the case may be, the provisions
of this Article X shall inure to its benefit as to any ac-
tions taken or omitted to be taken by it while it was Agent
or Collateral Agent under this Agreement or any Collateral
Agreement, as the case may be.

(c) In the event that neither the Required Lenders
nor the Agent appoint a successor Agent and Collateral Agent
within the periods described in paragraph (a) above, each of
the Agent and Collateral Agent may in its sole discretion
immediately resign without any further notice to either the
Lenders or any DJT Entity. Upon such resignations, each of
the retiring Agent and Collateral Agent shall be discharged
from its duties and obligations thereafter arising under this
Agreement, the Collateral Agreements and all other Loan
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Documents. Simultaneously with the retiring Agent's and Col-
lateral Agent's resignations under this Agreement, the retir-
ing Agent and Collateral Agent shall also be deemed to have
resigned under each of the New Credit Facility, New Money
Collateral Agreements and any other Loan Document in connec-
tion with which the retiring Agent and Collateral Agent acted
as agent, all without further notice of any kind. Upon such
resignation, the Collateral Agent shall promptly assign all
Liens created in favor of the Collateral Agent under the Col-
lateral Agreements to each of the Lenders, jointly. Im-
mediately upon such resignation, all references in this
Agreement, the Collateral Agreements and the other Loan
Documents to the Agent or the Collateral Agent shall be
deemed to be references to each Lender severally and each
Lender hereby accepts any such assignment.

SECTION 10.10 Authorization. Each Lender hereby
authorizes the Agent to act as Agent as contemplated by this
Agreement on behalf of and for the benefit of that Lender.
Each Lender hereby authorizes the Collateral Agent to receive
or acknowledge the Guaranties and the Collateral Agreements
(if required thereunder) and to take all actions contemplated
to be taken by the Agent or the Collateral Agent under this
Agreement or any Collateral Agreement, as the case may be.
Each Lender agrees that no Lender shall have any right
individually to seek or to enforce any Guaranty or to
exercise any Foreclosure Rights with respect to any Col-
lateral pursuant to the Collateral Agreements, it being
understood and agreed that such rights and remedies may be
exercised by the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the
Lenders upon the terms of the Guaranties, the Collateral
Agreements and this Agreement.

ARTICLE XI
INTERCOMPANY NOTES

SECTION 11.1 Intercompanv Notes.

(a) In the event that, on or after June 26, 1990,
JT shall loan or advance any cash to any other DJT Entity,

such DJT Entity shall duly execute and deliver payable to the
order of DJT, as evidence of such DJT Entity's obligation to
pay principal of and interest on (at an annual interest rate
which is 1% above the Prime Lending Rate) such loan or amount
a non-negotiable note in the form and having the terms and
conditions contemplated by the New Credit Facility and this
Article XI (an "Intercompany Note"). Each Obligor on any
Intercompany Note shall cause such note to be paid in accord-
ance with the terms hereof and thereof. Except as provided
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in Section 11.2 or as expressly provided on Schedule VIII,
the principal of and interest on any Interccmpany Note shall
be paid monthly from (and shall be due and payable to the
extent of) the Entity Operating Cash Flow of the DJT Entity
which is the Obligor thereof to the extent such Entity
Operating Cash Flow would be included in Operating Cash Flow
in the applicable period and from the Net Cash Proceeds of
any Capital Event with respect to any asset owned by such DJT
Entity (but not from the proceeds of any Capital Event with
respect to any Equity Interest of such DJT Entity) prior to
the repayment of any Indebtedness other than any Indebtedness
which is secured by a Lien created by an Existing Collateral
Agreement or first priority mortgage on any asset owned by
(as compared to an Equity Interest in) such Obligor. Each
Intercompany Note shall be subordinate to any Indebtedness of
the Obligor thereof which is secured by a Lien created by an
Existing Collateral Agreement on any asset owned by (as

j compared to an Equity Interest in) such Obligor. No
Intercompany Note shall be amended to increase the interest
rate thereon, alter any other payment terms thereof or alter
the order of priority of prepayment thereof as contemplated
by this Agreement (including, without limitation, Schedule
VIII) without the consent of any Lender which is entitled,
pursuant to this Agreement (including, without limitation,
Schedule VIII), to receive any Net Cash Proceeds with respect
to a Capital Event involving any asset owned by such Obligor
(as compared to an Equity Interest in such Obligor) prior to
any prepayment of such Intercompany Note.

SECTION 11.2 Special Intercompany Note PiovisioD.
(a) Notwithstanding Section 11.1, the following Intercompany
Notes shall be paid out of Net Cash Proceeds pursuant to the
provisions of Section 3.2(a):

(i) any Intercompany Note of the Trump Tower
(the "Tower Note"), which shall be paid as provided on
Schedule VIII;

(ii) any Intercompany Note of Plaza Operating
Partners Ltd. (the "Plaza Note"), which shall be paid as
provided on Schedule VIII; and

(iii) any £ntercompany Note of the Shuttle (the
"Shuttle Note"), which shall be paid as provided on
Schedule VIII.

(b) Notwithstanding Sectior 11.1, the principal of
and interest on the following Intercowpany Notes shall be
paid from the Entity Operating Cash Flow of the Obligor
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thereof to the extent, and only to the extent, provided
below:

(i) the Tower Note shall be paid from the
Entity Operating Cash Flow of the Obligor thereof prior
to the establishment of an $1,400,000 operating reserve
to the extent that the proceeds of such Tower Note were
utilized by such Obligor to pay real estate taxes or
other expenses approved by Chase;

(ii) the Plaza Note shall be paid from the
Entity Operating Cash Flow of the Obligor thereof only
to the extent the proceeds of such Plaza Note were
utilized by such Obligor to pay real estate taxes owed
in respect of the property known as the "Plaza Hotel"
(plus an additional amount equal to the amount of
interest which would accrue on the amount of such taxes
to the extent such Plaza Note has not been prepaid at a
rate equal to the Prime Lending Rate plus 1% per annum,
compounded monthly) and only if the Obligor has
available funds in an operating reserve account at
Citibank N.A. (after first deducting therefrom any
outstanding and unpaid checks) in an amount greater than
the sum of (x) $5,000,000 and (y) any accrued and unpaid
interest in connection with the Indebtedness secured by
the existing first mortgage on the property known as the
"Plaza Hotel" and any accounts payable of such Obligor
outstanding for more than 60 days; provided, however,
that the proceeds of the Plaza Note shall be deemed to
have been utilized to pay real estate taxes either (x)
to the extent the Obligor thereof has so utilized such
proceeds, or (y) has an obligation to pay such taxes and
has deposited such proceeds in escrow for the payment
thereof; and

(iii) the Shuttle Note shall not be payable or
prepayable from any Entity Operating Cash Flow of the
Obligor thereof.

(c) Notwithstanding Section 11.1, any Intercompany
Note of Trump Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership (the
"Taj Note") shall be paid solely from the Entity Operating
Cash Flow of the Obligor thereof and not from the Net Cash
Proceeds of any Capital Event.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 11.1, any Intercompany
Note of the Castle shall be paid from (and shall be due and
payable to the extent of) the Net Cash Proceeds of any
Capital Event with respect to any asset owned by Castle only
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after the prepayment of the Midlantic Castle Working Capital
Loan pursuant to Section 3.2(a)(ii)(B).

ARTICLE XII
MISCELLANEOUS

SECTION 12.1 Notices. All notices, requests and
other communications to any party hereunder shall be in writ-
ing (including bank wire or telex) and shall be given to such
party at its address by registered mail or air courier or
telex number set forth on the signature pages hereof or such
other address or telex number as such party may hereafter
specify by notice to the Agent, the Collateral Agent, the
Lenders and DJT; provided, howeveZ that no notices, requests
or other communications may be given by telecopy or similar
teletransmission. Any notice, request or other communication
permitted or required to be given to any DJT Entity hereunder
shall be valid if given to DJT. Each such notice, request or
other communication shall be effective (i) if given by telex,
when such telex is transmitted to the telex number specified
on the signature pages hereof and the appropriate answerback
is received, (ii) if given by mail, 72 hours after such com-
munication is deposited in the mails with first class postage
prepaid, addressed as aforesaid or (iii) if given by any
other means (including, without limitation, by air courier),
when delivered at the address specified on the signature
pages hereof; Drovided that notices to any Lender, the Agent
or any Collateral Agent shall not be effective until
received.

SECTION 12.2 Amendments. Etc. No amendment of any
provision of this Agreement, any Note or any other Loan
Document (other than the Existing Debt Credit Agreements)
shall in any event be effective unless the same shall be in
writing and approved by the Required Lenders, and no waiver
of any provision of this Agreement, any Note or any other
Loan Document (other than the Existing Debt Credit Agree-
ments), nor any consent to any departure by any DJT Entity
therefrom, shall in any event be effective unless the same
shall be in writing and approved by the Required Waiving
Lenders, and, in any such case, then such waiver or consent
shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the
specific purpose for which given; provided that no such
amendment, waiver or consent shall, unless in writing and
approved by all the Lenders, do any of the following:
(i) subject to Section 9.2, waive any of the conditions
specified in Article IX, (ii) subject the Lenders to any ad-
ditional obligations, (iii) reduce the principal of, or
interest on, any Note or any fees to be paid hereunder,
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(iv) postpone any date any payment in respect of principal
of, or interest on, any Note is to be made, or any fees here-
-under are to be paid, (v) change the unpaid principal amount
of any Note, or the number or identity of Lenders, which
-shall be required for the Lenders or any of them to take any
action hereunder, (vi) amend this Section 12.2 or Section
12.4, (vii) amend or waive Article II, Article III or Article
IV (or any provision providing for consent, acceptance or
other action by all Lenders to require less than all Lenders)
or the definitions of the terms used in such Articles (or
provisions) or (viii) release (other than as may be required
in order to consummate a Capital Event) any Collateral; and
provided, further, that no such amendment, waiver or consent
shall, unless in writing and signed by the Agent and the Col-
lateral Agent in addition to the Lenders required hereinabove
to take such action, affect the rights or duties of the Agent
or the Collateral Agent, respectively, under this Agreement
or any Note. Notwithstanding anything herein to the
contrary, a waiver of a Uniform Event of Default following
the declaration thereof pursuant to Exhibit A shall not be
deemed effective unless the same shall be in writing and
signed by the Required Waiving Lenders. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the Required Waiving Lenders
shall be entitled (x) to waive a Uniform Default arising
pursuant to the events described in clause (b) of Item 13 of
Exhibit A or any other breach of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement arising out of the events described in such
clause (b) or (y) to consent to the action which, without
such consent, would constitute such a Uniform Default. Any
consent, acceptance or other action hereunder which requires
the consent of the Required Lenders when so taken shall be
deemed to bind all Lenders hereunder. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, amendments to Article X shall not require the
consent of any DJT Entity. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained herein, no term or provision of this
Agreement or any other Loan Documents shall be construed to
limit or otherwise affect the rights, remedies or obligations
(including, without limitation, the right to amend, restate
or otherwise modify the terms or conditions of any
agreements, instruments or other documents) of any of the
lenders (or the agent therefor) under or otherwise in
connection with, or the rights and obligations of Trump-
Equitable Fifth Avenue Company, Plaza Hotel or DJT or any of
his other Affiliates under or otherwise in connection with,
the first mortgage loans in respect of the properties of WJT
and his Affiliates known as the "Trump Tower" and the "Plaza
Hotel" and all agreements, instruments or other documents
executed and delivered in connection therewith, as the same
may be amended, restated, modified, extended, renewed or
refinanced.
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SECTION 12.3 No Waiver: Remedies Cumulative. No
failure or delay on the part of the Agent, the Collateral
Agent or any Lender or ahy holder of any Note in exercising
any right or remedy hereunder, thereunder or under any Exist-
ing Debt Credit Agreement and no course of dealing between
any DJT Entity and the Agent, the Collateral Agent or any
Lender or the holder of any Note shall operate as a waiver
thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
right or remedy hereunder or under any Note preclude any
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any
other power, privilege, right or remedy hereunder. The
rights and remedies herein expressly provided are cumulative
and not exclusive of any rights or remedies which the Agent,
the Collateral Agent or any Lender or the holder of any Note
would otherwise have. No notice to or demand on any DJT
Entity not required hereunder or under any Note in any case
shall entitle any DJT Entity to any other or further notice
or demand in similar or other circumstances or constitute a
waiver of the rights of the Agent, the Collateral Agent, the
Lenders or the holder of any Note to any other or further
action in any circumstances without notice or demand.

SECTION 12.4 PaYment of Expenses. Etc. The DJT
Entities jointly and severally agree to:

(i) pay to the Agent for its own account a non-
refundable fee of $100,000 payable on the Closing Date
and an annual nonrefundable fee of $100,000, payable on
each anniversary of the Closing Date until there are no
outstanding Existing Debt Obligatir~ns;

(ii) whether or not the tr- ons hereby con-
templated are consummated, pay, , ,.ptly after invoice
therefor, all out-of-pocket costs and expenses of each
Lender, the Agent and the Collateral Agent incurred in
connection with this Agreement, including in the ad-
ministration (both before and after the execution hereof
and including advice of counsel as to the rights and du-
ties of the Agent or the Collateral Agent or such Lender
with respect thereto) of, and in connection with the
preparation, execution and delivery of, preservation of
rights under, enforcement of, and refinancing,
renegotiation or restructuring of, this Agreement, the
Notes, the Existing Debt Credit Agreements, the Loan
Documents and any other documents and instruments
referred to herein or therein and any amendment, supple-
ment, waiver, consent or other modification relating
hereto or thereto (including, without limitation, the
fees and disbursements of counsel (including allocated
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costs of internal counsel), accountants and consultants
for the Agent or the Collateral Agent and for any of the
Lenders);

(iii) pay and hold each of the Lenders harmless from
and against any and all present and future stamp,
mortgage recording taxes and other similar taxes with
respect to the foregoing matters and save each Lender
harmless from and against any and all liabilities with
respect to or resulting from any delay or omission to
pay such taxes; and

(iv) indemnify the Agent, the Collateral Agent, and
each Lender and the respective officers, directors,
employees, representatives and agents of each from, and
hold each of them harmless against, any and all costs,
losses, liabilities, claims, damages or expenses
incurred by any of them (whether or not any of them is
designated a party thereto) arising out of or by reason
of any investigation, litigation or other proceeding, or
threatened proceeding, related to any actual or proposed
use by any WT Entity or any Affiliate of DJT of the
proceeds of any of the Existing Debt Obligations or any
DJT Entity's entering into and performing, or otherwise
arising in connection with, this Agreement, any Note,
any Existing Debt Credit Agreement or the Loan Docu-
ments, including, without limitation, the fees and
disbursements of counsel (including allocated costs of
internal counsel) incurred in connection with any such
investigation, litigation or other proceeding.

If and to the extent that the obligations of the DJT Entities
under this Section 12.4 are unenforceable for any reason,
each DJT Entity hereby jointly and severally agrees to make
the maximum contribution to the payment and satisfaction of
such obligations which is permissible under applicable law.
The obligations of the DJT Entities under this Section 12.4
shall survive any termination of this Agreement and the pay-
ment of any Note.

SECTION 12.5 Right of Setoff. Subject to Article
III, in addition to and not in limitation of all rights of
offset that any Lender or other holder of any Note may have
under applicable law, each Lender or other holder of any Note
shall, upon the occurrence of any Uniform Event of Default
and whether or not such Lender or such holder has made any
demand or any DJT Entity's obligations are matured, have the
right to appropriate and apply to the payment of any WT
Entity's obligations hereunder and under any Note, all
deposits (general or special, time or demand, provisional or
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final) then or thereafter held by and other indebtedness or
property then or thereafter owing to DJT by such Lender or
other holder, whether or not related to this Agreement or any
transaction hereunder.

SECTION 12.6 Benefit of Agreement. (a) This
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of
and be enforceable by the respective successors and assigns,
and heirs, distributees, legatees and administrators, of the
parties hereto, provided that no DJT Entity may assign or
transfer any of its interest hereunder without the prior
written consent of the Lenders.

(b) Any Lender may make, carry or transfer the
Existing Debt Obligations at, to or for the account of, any
of its branch offices or the office of an Affiliate of such
Lender.

(c) Subject to Section 12.6(d) and to any ap-
plicable consent required by the Casino Control Commission,
any Lender may assign its rights (but may not delegate its
obligations) under this Agreement or assign, or sell
participations in, all or any part of any Existing Debt
Obligations made by it or any other interest herein or in any
Note to another bank or other entity in which event (i) in
the case of an assignment, upon notice thereof by such Lender
to DJT and the Agent, the assignee shall have, to the extent
of such assignment (unless otherwise provided therein), the
same rights and benefits as it would have if it were a Lender
hereunder and the holder of a Note; and (ii) in the case of a
participation, the participant shall not have any rights
under this Agreement or any Note or any other document
delivered in connection herewith (the participant's rights
against such Lender in respect of such participation to be
those set forth in the agreement executed by such Lender in
favor of the participant relating thereto) and all amounts
payable by the DJT Entities under Article IIIhereof shall be
determined as if the Lender had not sold such participation.
Subject to the terms of any applicable confidentiality agree-
ment, the Lender may furnish any information concerning any
DJT Entity in the possession of the Lender from time to time
to assignees and participants (including prospective as-
signees and participants).

(d) Notwithstanding Section 12.6(c), no Lender may
assign all or any part of any Existing Debt Obligation to
WJT, any other DJT Entity, any other Affiliate of DJT or any
Person listed on Schedule 1(a); provided, however that the
foregoing shall not prevent any payment on any guaranty in
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accordance with the terms of this Agreement and the ap-
plicable Existing Debt Credit Agreement.

SECTION 12.7 Governing Law: Submission to Juris-
diction. (a) This Agreement and the rights and obligations
of the parties hereunder and under any other Loan Document
(except to the extent explicitly provided to the contrary
therein) shall be construed in accordance with and be gov-
erned by the law (without giving effect to the conflict of
law principles thereof) of the State of New York.

(b) Any legal action or proceeding with respect to
this Agreement, any Note, any Existing Debt Credit Facility
or any Loan Document or any document related hereto or
thereto may be brought in the courts of the County of New
York, State of New York or of the United States of America
for the Southern District of New York, and, by execution and
delivery of this Agreement, each DJT Entity hereby accepts
for himself or itself and in respect of his or its property,
generally and unconditionally, the non-exclusive jurisdiction
of the aforesaid courts.

(c) Nothing in this Section 12.7 shall affect the
right of the Lender or any holder of any Note to serve
process in any manner permitted by law or to commence legal
proceedings or otherwise proceed against any DJT Entity in
any other jurisdiction.

(d) WITH RESPECT TO ANY SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING,
THE PARTIES HERETO HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY,
AND EACH DJT ENTITY HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY OBJECTION,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY OBJECTION TO THE LAYING OF
VENUE OR BASED ON THE GROUNDS OF FORUM HO CONVENIf, WHICH
IT KAY NOW OR HEREAFTER HAVE TO THE BRINGING OF ANY SUCH
ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN SUCH RESPECTIVE JURISDICTIONS.

SECTION 12.8 Acknowledgments. Each DJT Entity
hereby severally acknowledges that (a) it has been advised by
counsel in the negotiation, execution and delivery of this
Agreement and the other Loan Documents to which it is a
party, (b) it has made an independent decision to enter into
this Agreement and the other Loan Documents to which it is a
party, without reliance on any representation, warranty,
covenant or undertaking by the Agent, the Collateral Agent or
any Lender, (c) there are no representations, warranties,
covenants, undertakings or agreements by the parties hereto
as to this Agreement or any other Loan Documents except as
specifically provided herein and therein, (d) neither the
Agent, the Collateral Agent nor any Lender has any fiduciary
obligation toward any DJT Entity or any of their respective
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Affiliates with respect to this Agreement or any other Loan
Document, (e) the relationship between the WIT Entities, on
the one hand, and each Lender, on the other hand, pursuant to
this Agreement and the other Loan Documents is and shall be
solely that of debtor and creditor, respectively, and (f) no
joint venture exists either between the DJT Entities and the
Lenders or any Lender or among any one or more of the Lenders
as a group.

SECTION 12.9 Counterparts. This Agreement may be
executed in any number of counterparts and by the different
parties hereto on separate counterparts, each of which when
so executed and delivered shall be an original, but all of
which shall together constitute one and the same instrument.

SECTION 12.10 Effectiveness: Survival of Indemni-
Uj". This Agreement shall become effective on the date on
which all of the parties hereto shall have signed a copy
hereof (whether the same or different copies) and shall have
delivered the same to the Agent pursuant to Section 12.1 or,
in the case of the Lenders, shall have given to the Agent
written or telex notice (actually received) at such office
that the same has been signed and mailed to it. Each DJT
Entity's obligations under Sections 4.1(f) and 12.4 hereof
shall survive the payment in full of the Existing Debt
Obligations. All representations and warranties made
hereunder and in any document, certificate or statement
delivered pursuant hereto or in connection herewith shall
survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement.

SECTION 12.11 Palm Beach Existina Agreement Amend-
ment to Govern. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained herein, other than Section 2.1 (as in effect on the
Closing Date), as between this Agreement and the Existing
Agreement Amendment applicable to the Palm Beach Credit
Agreement (as in effect on the Closing Date), if the express
terms of such Existing Agreement Amendment (as in effect on
the Closing Date) conflict with any provision of this Agree-
ment, the provisions of such Existing Agreement Amendment, to
the extent inconsistent with any provision of this Agreement,
shall govern.

SECTION 12.12 Headings DescriDtive. The headings
of the several sections and subsections of this Agreement,
and any Table of Contents, are inserted for convenience only
and shall not in any way affect the meaning or construction
of any provision of this Agreement.

SECTION 12.13 SeverabiltU. Every provision of
this Agreement, every Existing Agreement Amendment and other
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Loan Document delivered pursuant hereto, is intended to be
severable. In the event any term or provision of this Agree-
sent, any Existing Agreement Amendment or other .Loan Document
shall be declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be
illegal or invalid for any reason vhatmoever, such illegality
or invalidity shall not affect the balance of the terms and
provisions of this Agreement, or of such Existing Agreement
Amendment or other Loan Document, as the case may be, vhich
terms and provisions shall remain binding and enforceable.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed,
or caused their duly elected officer to sign, their name
hereto as of the date first written above.

DONALD J. TRUMP
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL, INC.
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL FUNDING, INC.
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP.
TRUMP PLAZA ASSOCIATES
TRUMP BOARDWALK REALTY CORPORATION
TRUMP PLAZA FUNDING, INC.
TRUMP SEASHORE ASSOCIATES
TRUMP SEASHORE ASSOCIATES, INC.
TRUMP'S CASTLE ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
TRUMP'S CASTLE HOTEL & CASINO, INC.
TRUMP'S CASTLE FUNDING, INC., f/k/a TCH Financial Corp.
TRUMP CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, d/b/a

Trump Regency Hotel and Trump Regency
DJT ACQUISITION CORP., a New Jersey Corporation
HELICOPTER AIR SERVICES, INC.
DONVAN ENTERPRISES, INC., f/k/a Donvan Aviation, Inc.
THE TRUMP-EQUITABLE FIFTH AVENUE COMPANY
TIPPERARY REALTY CORP.
REG-TRU EQUITIES, LTD.
THE TRUMP CORPORATION
PLAZA OPERATING PARTNERS LTD.
DJT PLAZA HOTEL CORP.
PENN YARDS ASSOCIATES
PENN YARDS REALTY CORP.
P.Y. PROPERTIES, INC.
PY ASSOCIATES, LTD.
PARK SOUTH ASSOCIATES
B. PLAZA REALTY CORP.
THE EAST 61 ST. COMPANY
PLAZA CONSULTING CORP.
TRUMP SHUTTLE, INC., f/k/a Trump Shuttle. Operating Corp.
TRUMP PALM BEACHES CORPORATION
ALIBAN, INC.
THE TRUMP-ALEXANDER'S COMPANY
DJT ACQUISITION CORP., a New York Corporation
MONDAY REALTY CORP.
TRUMP WEST REALTY CORP.
DT AIR CORP.
TRUMP HOTEL MANAGEMENT CORP.
SEASHORE FOUR ASSOCIATES
TRUMP JFK HOTEL ASSOCIATES, L.P.
DJT TRUMP PARKING
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ST. MORITZ HOTEL ASSOCIATES
50-56 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH CORP.
AMELS USA, INC.
FOOTBALL GENERALS INC.
MORITZ REALTY CORP.
PARC CONSULTING, INC.
THE TRUMP HOTEL CORPORATION
THE TRUMP PLAZA CORPORATION
TOYS AT TRUMP, INC.
TRUMP AIRLINES HOLDING CORP.
TRUMP ASPEN PROPERTIES, INC.
TRUMP AUSTRALIA, INC.
TRUMP BASEBALL, INC.
TRUMP BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL CORP.
TRUMP CASH CALL CO., INC.
TRUMP CITY CORPORATION
TRUMP COLUMBIA, INC.
TRUMP ENTERPRISES, INC.
TRUMP ICE, INC.
TRUMP INTERNATIONAL MARKETING, INC.
TRUMP JFK HOTEL DEVELOPMENT CORP.
TRUMP NEVADA INC.
TRUMP ORGANIZATION, INC.
TRUMP PAYROLL CORP.
TRUMP PRINCESS CORP.
TRUMP SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT CO., INC.
TRUMP TRAVEL AGENCY, INC.
TRUMP WEST PALM BEACH REALTY CORP.
DONALD J. TRUMP d/b/a THE TRUMP PALACE COMPANY

By: Donald J. Trump, individually and in his capacity as a
duly authorized officer, general partner, or other
authorized signator, as the case may be, of each of
the above WJT Entities or of any entity that is a
general partner of any entity listed above

725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715; Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

Harvey Freeman
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715; Answerback Code: TRUMP UI
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Senior Executive Officer
The Trump Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
Now York, N.Y.* 10022
Telex: 427715; Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

General Counsel
The Trump Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Telex: 427715; Answerback Code: TRUMP UI

Gerald Schrager, Esq.
Dreyer & Traub
101 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10178

Jack H. Nussbaum, Esq.
Willkie Farr & Gallagher
One Citicorp Center
153 East 53rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10022

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY,
as a Lender, as Agent,
and as Collateral Agent

By: Deborah L. Harmon
Vice President
Bankers Trust Company
Real Estate Finance Group-21W
Attn.: R. Gunthel
280 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
Telex: (ITT) 420066; Answerback Code: BANTRUST
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THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, N.A.

By: William C. McCahill, Jr.
Senior Vice President
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
Att.: Real Estate Finance
101 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018
Telex: (MCI) 62910; Answerback Code: CMBUW

CITIBANK, N.A.,
In its capacity as agent
under that certain $135,000,000
Credit Agreement, dated as of
June 7, 1989

By: Peter Baumann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex: _ _; Answerback Code:
(Telecopy: (212) 793-0158]
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CITIBANK, N.A.,
In its capacity as agent
under that certain $125,000,000
Loan Agreement, dated as of
July 21, 1988, by and between
D.J. Trump and Citibank

By: Peter Baumann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex: _ _; Answerback Code:
(Telecopy: (212) 793-0158]

CITIBANK, N.A.,
In its capacity as Lender
under that certain Amended
and Restated Loan Agreement,
dated as of October 26, 1987
(as amended by letter amendments
dated October 26, 1988,
October 26, 1989 and April 26, 1990)

By: Peter Baumann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex: _ ; Answerback Code:
(Telecopy: (212) 793-0158]
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CITICORP CREDIT SERVICES, INC.,
Card Acceptance Division
in connection with that certain
Agreement, dated as of June 7, 1989

By: Peter Baumann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex: _ ; Answerback Code:
[Telecopy:_(212) 793-0158]

CITIBANK, N.A.,
In its capacity as an obligee
under that certain Interest Rate
Swap Agreement, dated as of
September 5, 1989

By: Peter Baumann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex: -_ ; Answerback Code:
[Telecopy: (212) 793-0158]
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CITIBANK, N.A.,
In its capacity as an agent
under the Notes Modification
Agreement, dated as of
February 14, 1989, made by
Donald J. Trump d/b/a/
The Trump Palace Company,
as amended and any related agreements

By: Peter Bavmann
Vice President
Citicorp, N.A.
599 Lexington Avenue
24th Floor, Zone 8
New York, N.Y. 10043
Telex: __; Answerback Code:
[Telecopy: (212) 793-0158]

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST COMPANY

By: Richard J. Peiser
Vice President
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
270 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
Telex: 128145; Answerback Code: MHTCO(A)(B)NYK
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MIDLANTIC NATIONAL BANK

By: W.T. Smith, III
Senior Vice President-
Midlantic National Bank
Att.: National Corporate
499 Thornall Street
Edison, N.J. 08837
Telex: 66499; Answerback

Banking Dept.

Code: MIDL VW

FIRST FIDELITY BANK,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, NEW JERSEY

By: Francis X. Murphy
Senior Vice President
First Fidelity Bancorporation
550 Broad Street
Newark, N.J. 07102
Telex: 178108; Answerback Code: FFB NJ NWKUT

FIRST FIDELITY BANK,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, SOUTH JERSEY

By:

Route 541 and Sunset Road
Berlington, NJ 08016
Telex: ; Answerback Code:
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FIDELITY BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

By:

Broad and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19109
Telex: ; Answerback Code:

NA7.ONAL WESTMINSTER BANK USA

By: Joseph G. Wessely
Vice President
National Westminster Bank USA
Real Estate Division
592 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10036
Telex: 220999; Answerback Code: NBUP
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BOSTON SAFE & DEPOSIT COMPANY

By: Steven R. Busch
Vice President
Boston Safe & Deposit Company
One Boston Place
2d Floor
Boston, MA 02108
Telex: 174393; Answerback Code: BSDTICG

MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A.

By: Jane S. O'Day
Vice President
Marine Midland Bank, N.A.
250 Park Avenue
Suite 1215
New York, N.Y. 10177
Telex: 62822; Answerback Code: MMB UW
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Exhibit A

UNIFORM EVENTS OF DEFAULT

Upon the occurrence of any of the following events
(other than an event specified in Item 5(a)-(h) with respect
to DJT, which shall immediately constitute a Uniform Event of
Default), the Agent, upon the request of any Lender shall
send a notice to each Lender specifying the circumstances
described in such Lender's request and inquiring of each
Lender whether it has determined to declare a Uniform Event
of Default or to waive the occurrence of a Uniform Event of
Default and the Uniform Default giving rise thereto. If
within 20 Business Days of the date of such notice by the
Agent, the Required Lenders shall have given notice, to the
Agent that they have elected to declare a Uniform Event of
Default, a Uniform Event of Default shall be deemed to have
occurred. If within such 20 Business Day period, the
Required Waiving Lenders shall have elected to waive the oc-
currence of a Uniform Event of Default and the Uniform
Default giving rise thereto, such waiver shall be deemed to
have occurred. If neither such declaration or waiver shall
occur within such 20 Business Day period, the Agent shall
send a second notice to the Lenders making the same inquiry
as such first notice. If within 20 Business Days of the date
of such second notice, the Required Lenders shall have given
notice to the Agent that they have elected to declare a
Uniform Event of Default, a Uniform Event of Default shall be
deemed to have occurred. If within such 20 business day
period, the Required Waiving Lenders shall have elected to
waive the occurrence of a Uniform Event of Default, and the
Uniform Default giving rise thereto, such waiver shall be
deemed to have occurred; P , HOWEVER, THAT ANY LENDER
THAT SHALL NOT HAVE RESPONDED TO SUCH SECOND NOTICE WITHIN 20
BUSINESS DAYS THEREOF SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE WAIVED THE OC-
CURRENCE OF SUCH UNIFORM EVENT OF DEFAULT AND THE UNIFORM
DEFAULT GIVING RISE THERETO.

1. Non-PaYment. Default in the payment when due
of any amount (including any mandatory prepayment) of
principal, interest or other amount payable by any DJT Entity
pursuant to Section 3.2 or Schedule VIII.

2. Non-Comoliance with Agreements. (a) The
failure by DJT to observe or perform any covenant or agree-
ment contained in Sections 6.1(c), (f), (g), (h) or (1), 6.3,
or 6.4(a)-(g) of Exhibit E; or (b) the failure by DT to
observe or perform any other covenant or agreement under this
Agreement or, except as may otherwise be specified therein,
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any of the other Loan Documents (other than those referred to
in Item I or in clause (a) above) and, if capable of being
remedied, such failure shall remain unremedied for 30 days,
in the case of clause (b), if such covenant or agreement is
then in effect in accordance with Article VI.

3. Representations and Warranties. Any represen-
tation, statement or warranty made or deemed to be made by
any DJT Entity under or in connection with this Agreement or
any other Loan Document shall not have been true and correct
in all material respects when made or deemed to be made.

4. Cross-Default. (a) Any Event of Default (as
such term is defined in the New Credit Facility) shall occur
if such default shall have continued without waiver or cure
for 20 days after the expiration of any applicable grace
period or (b) DJT or any of his Affiliates shall fail to make
any payment in respect of any Indebtedness (other than
Indebtedness under the New Credit Facility) for borrowed
money (including leases) which payments aggregate $5,000,000
or more when due or within any applicable grace period if the
holder of such Indebtedness would be able to take any action
directly or indirectly against DJT as the obligor, a guaran-
tor, a general or limited partner of any partnership, a
participant in any joint venture, a stockholder, officer or
director of a corporation or in any other capacity, whether
by operation of law or otherwise, for the repayment of such
Indebtedness (or any portion thereof or interest thereon or
any other sums payable in respect thereof) either then or
upon an acceleration of such Indebtedness, or any event or
condition shall occur which results in the acceleration of
the maturity of any such Indebtedness in the aggregate
outstanding amount of $5 million or more or which would en-
able (or, with the giving of notice or lapse of time or both,
would enable) the holder of such Indebtedness or any Person
acting on such holder's behalf to accelerate the maturity
thereof.

5. Bankruptcy. (a) DJT or any of his Affiliates
shall commence a voluntary case concerning such Person under
Title 11 of the United States Code entitled "Bankruptcy" as
now or hereafter in effect, or any successor thereto (the
"Bankruptcy Code"); or (b) an involuntary case is commenced
against DJT or any of his Affiliates and the petition is not
controverted within 90 days, or is not dismissed within 90
days, after commencement of the case; or (c) a custodian (as
defined in the Bankruptcy Code) is appointed for, or takes
charge of, all or any substantial part of the property of DJT
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or any of his Affiliates; or (d) DJT or any of his Affiliates
commences any other proceeding under any reorganization, ar-
rangement, adjustment of debt, relief of debtors, dissolu-
tion, insolvency or liquidation or similar law of any
jurisdiction whether now or hereafter in effect relating to
DJT or such Person or there is commenced against DJT or any
of his Affiliates any such proceeding which remains
undismissed for a period of 90 days; or (e) DJT or any of his
Affiliates is adjudicated insolvent or bankrupt; or (f) any
order of relief or other order approving any such case or
proceeding is entered; or (g) DJT or any of his Affiliates
suffers any appointment of any custodian or the like for such
Person or any substantial part of such Person's property to
continue undischarged or unstayed for a period of 90 days; or
(h) DJT or any of his Affiliates makes a general assignment
for the benefit of creditors; or (i) DJT or any of his Af-
filiates shall fail to pay, or shall state that such Person
is unable to pay, or shall be unable to pay, such Person's
debts generally as they become due; or (j) DJT or any of his
Affiliates shall by any act or failure to act indicate such
Person's consent to, approval of or acquiescence in any of
the foregoing; or (k) any action is taken by DJT or any of
his Affiliates for the purpose of effecting any of the
foregoing; provided that, for purposes of this Item 5, the
term "Affiliates" shall not be deemed to include any New
Ventures or any other Person listed on Schedule 6.0 to the
New Credit Facility.

6. Loan Documents. This Agreement or any other
Loan Document shall cease for any reason to be in full force
and effect, other than as a direct result of any action or
inaction of the Agent, Collateral Agent or the Lenders not
contemplated by this Agreement or any other Loan Documents,
or any DJT Entity shall so assert in writing, or any of the
Liens created by the Collateral Agreements or the Special
Collateral Agreements shall cease to be enforceable or shall
not have the priority purported to be created thereby. -

7. Adverse Judcrment. Judgments or orders for the
payment of money in excess of $5,000,000 in the aggregate, or
otherwise materially adverse to the business, condition
(financial or otherwise), operations, prospects or assets of
DJT or any of his Affiliates (other than those Affiliates
which are New Ventures and the Shuttle), shall be rendered
against DJT or any of his Affiliates (other than those Af-
filiates which are New Ventures and the Shuttle) and such
judgments or orders shall continue unsatisfied (in the caa
of a money judgment) and in effect for a period of 60 days
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during which execution shall not be effectively stayed or
deferred (whether by action of a court, by agreement or
otherwise); provided, however, that this Item 7 shall not
apply in the event of a judgment or order entered for the
benefit of any Lender solely in connection with the exercise
of Foreclosure Rights by such Lender pursuant to this Agree-
ment in accordance with Section 2.2(g).

8. Material Adverse Change. Any material adverse
change shall occur since May 31, 1990 in the business, condi-
tion (financial or otherwise), results of operations, assets,
or prospects of DJT or any of his Affiliates (other than
those Affiliates which are New Ventures, the Shuttle and
those Affiliates listed on Schedule 6.0 to the New Credit
Facility) which would materially impair the ability of DJT to
perform his obligations under this Agreement and repay the
Notes or to comply with the Business Plans or the ability of
any DJT Entity to perform their obligations under the
Guarantees, the Special Guarantees, the Collateral Agree-
ments, the Special Collateral Agreements or other Loan
Documents to which they are parties (the fact that a given
occurrence or event (or the failure to occur of such occur-
rence or event) is not specifically identified in the other
sections of this Exhibit A does not imply that such occur-
rence or event (or failure thereof to occur) does not or can-
not constitute a material adverse change for purposes of this
Item 8).

9. ERISA. A Plan shall fail to maintain the
minimum funding standard required by Section 412 of the Code
for any plan year or a waiver of such standard is sought or
granted under Section 412(d), or a Plan is, shall have been
or is to be imminently, terminated or the subject of termina-
tion proceedings under ERISA, or DJT or an ERISA Affiliate
has incurred or is imminently to incur a liability to or on
account of a Plan under Section 4062, 4063, 4064, 4201 or
4204 of ERISA, and there shall result from any such event or
events either a liability or a material risk of incurrirtg a
liability to the PBGC or a Plan, which, in the reasonable
opinion of the Required Lenders, will have a material adverse
effect upon the business, financial condition, results of
operations or prospects of DJT and his Affiliates, taken as a
whole.

10. DJT Death or Incapacity. DJT shall die or
become incapacitated.
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11. Casino Control. Any license or other
governmental consents material to the ownership or operation,
or the holding of a Lien granted under any Collateral Agree-
ment or Special Collateral Aqreement on any Equity Interests,
of any Casino Entity shall expire without renewal cr be
suspended or revoked or DJT or &ny of his Affiliates shall be
prohibited from operating casinos, or holding any such Lien,
under any of such licenses or consents and such prohibition
shall not have been removed within 30 days; any regulatory or
judicial body shall make any determination or take any action
which materially adversely affects DJT's or any of his Af-
filiates' or any other Person's ability to own and operate,
directly or indirectly, any Casino Entity, including, without
limitation, a determination by the Casino Control Commission
or the Division of Gaming Enforcement that DJT or any of his
Affiliates or any other such Person is a "Disqualified
Person" under Section 86 of the Casino Control Act; or a
conservator shall be appointed for any of the Casino Entities
by the Casinq Control Commission.

12. Property Loss. There shall occur the loss,
theft, substantial damage to or destruction of any portion of
the Collateral or the Special Collateral not-fully covered by
insurance which by itself or with other such losses, thefts,
damage or destruction of the Collateral or the Special Col-
lateral shall materially impair the value or the operations
of DJT or any of his Affiliates (except New Ventures and
those Affiliates listed on Schedule 6.0) or there shall occur
the exercise of the right of condemnation or eminent domain
on any portion of the Collateral or the Special Collateral
which by itself or with other such exercises of the right of
condemnation or eminent domain shall materially impair the
value or the operations of JT or any of his Affiliates
(except New Ventures and those Affiliates listed on Schedule
6.0).

13. Casino Events. Either (a) any Person or
Persons (whether or not Lenders) shall institute any proceed-
ings seeking to foreclose or otherwise to realize upon a
consensual Lien in any asset of any Casino Entity or any
Equity Interest in any Casino Entity securing Indebtedness in
the amount of $5,000,000 or more in the aggregate or (b) DJT
or any Affiliate of DJT shall take any action in connection
with the refinancing or restructuring of any Casino Indenture
which, directly or indirectly, results in, or will imminently
result in, the dilution or reduction of DJT's ownership of
Equity Interests in any Casino Entity.
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NotwithstancAng any of the foregoing provisions of
this Exhibit A, none o: the following shall in and of itself
constitute an event which, upon declaration by the Required
Lenders in accordance vih the first paragraph of this
Exhibit A, would become a Uniform Event of Default: (a) any
Person commences to exercise, or exercises, any Foreclosure
Rights with respect to the Shuttle or any Equity Interest in
the Shuttle, (b) any Equity Interest in the Shuttle is
transferred to any of the financial institutions who are
lenders secured by any assets of, or Equity Interest in, the
Shuttle immediately prior to the date hereof (or their suc-
cessors and assigns) collectivelyy, the "Shuttle Lenders")
whether as a result of the exercise of Foreclosure Rights or
otherwise, or (c) any default or event of default occurs in
any Existing Debt Credit Agreement, Existing Collateral
Agreement, Special Collateral Agreement or Collateral Agree-
ment relating to the Shuttle or any Equity Interest in the
Shuttle.
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Exhibit D

UNIFORM REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

DJT hereby represents and warrants as follows:

Section 8.1. Corporate Exiatence. Each DJT Entity, and
each individual general partner of each DJT Entity which is a
partnership, is an entity duly organized, validly existing
and in good standing under the laws of the State of its
organization.

Section 8.2. Authorization; No Violation. The execu-
tion, delivery and performance by each DJT Entity of the New
Credit-Facility, the Security Documents and the Loan
Documents (as both such terms are defined in the New Credit
Facility), this Agreement, the Existing Agreement Amendments
and the other Loan Documents to which such DJT Entity is a
party do not violate or create a default under any provision
of any applicable Governmental Act or any contractual provi-
sion or other restrictions or limitations binding on or af-
fecting DJT or any of his property. Except as may be set
forth on Schedtile 4.02 to the New Credit Facility, the execu-
tion, delivery and performance by each DJT Entity of the
Guaranties, the Special Guaranties, the Collateral Agree-
ments, the Special Collateral Agreements, the Existing Agree-
ment Amendments and each other Loan Document to which it is a
party, and the execution, delivery and performance by each
DJT Entity of the New Credit Facility, and Security Documents
and the other Loan Documents (as both such terms are defined
in the New Credit Facility) to which it is a party, (i) are
within such RJT Entity's corporate, partnership or joint
venture powers, as the case may be, (ii) have been duly
authorized by all necessary corporate, partnership or joint
venture actions, as the case may be, (iii) do not violate or
create a default under any provision of applicable
Governmental Act, or such DJT Entity's organizational
documents, and (iv) do not violate or create a default under
any contractual provision or other restriction or limitation
binding on or affecting such DJT Entity or any of its
property, which violation or default referred to in this
clause (iv) might have a material adverse effect on the busi-
ness, condition (financial or otherwise), results of opera-
tions, assets or prospects of DJT or any of his Affiliates.

Section 8.3. Governmental ADprovals. No authorization
or approval or other action by, and no notice to or filing or
registration with, any Governmental Authority is required in
connection with the execution, delivery and performance by
any DJT Entity of this Agreement, the Existing Agreement
Amendments and the other Loan Documents to which it is a
party, or in connection with the execution, delivery and
performance by any DJT Entity of the New Credit Facility, the
Security Documents and the other Loan Documents (as both such
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terms are defined in the New Credit Facility) to which it is
a party, except for the filings and consents scheduled on
Schedule 4.03 to the New Credit Facility, all of which have
already been obtained or made.

Section 8.4. Binding Effect. This Agreement consti-
tutes, and the Existing Agreement Amendments and the other
Loan Documents when executed and delivered will constitute,
legal, valid and binding obligations of each DJT Entity which
is a party thereto, and the New Credit Agreement, the
Security Documents and the other Loan Documents (as both such
terms are defined in the New Credit Facility) when executed
and delivered will constitute legal, valid and binding
obligations of each WJT Entity which is a party thereto, in
each case enforceable against each such DJT Entity in ac-
cordance with their respective terms, except as maybe
subject to (i) the effect of any applicable bankruptcy,
insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or similar law affect-
ing creditors' rights generally, and (ii) general principles
of equity (regardless of whether such enforcement is sought
in a proceeding in equity or at law).

Section 8.5 Financial Information. (a) The balance
sheets of DJT and the Affiliates of DJT listed on Schedule
3.01(o) to the New Credit Facility, as at May 31, 1990,
including in each case the related schedules and notes, true
copies of which have been previously delivered to each of the
Lenders, are complete and correct and fairly present the
financial condition of DJT and each of such Affiliates as at
May 31, 1990, in accordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles applied on a consistent basis, which
principles, in the case of DJT, shall include, without
limitation, Statement of Position (SOP) 82-1, Accounting and
Financial Reporting for Personal Financial Statements,
October 1, 1982, issued by the Accounting Standards Division
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

(b) The June 14, 1990 Report gives effect to the
restructuring of certain Indebtedness under this Agreement
and the advance of Loans (as defined in the New Credit Facil-
ity) and the grant of Liens pursuant to the New Credit Facil-
ity and the New Money Collateral Agreements and pursuant to
this Agreement and the Special Collateral Agreements and the
Collateral Agreements; the assumptions made in preparing the
projections in the June 14, 1990 Report are reasonable and
all material assumptions with respect to such projections are
set forth therein; and the June 14, 1990 Report provides a
reasonable estimation of future performance on a cash basis,
subject to the uncertainty and approximation inherent in any
projections and subject to .he limitations and qualifications
set forth therein; except, in each case to the extent
disclosed in a letter to ie dated as of the Effective Date
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(as such term is defined in the New Credit Facility) from
Kenneth Laventhal & Co. to the Lenders, a copy of which shall
be delivered to each Lender no later than the Effective Date
(as such term is defined in the New Credit Facility).

(c) Since May 31, 1990, there has been no material
adverse change in the business, condition (financial or
otherwise), results of operations, assets or prospects of DJT
or of any of his Affiliates except those Affiliates of DJT
set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit Facility.

For purposes of determining whether the representation and
warranty in Section 8.5(c) is true and correct and for
purposes of determining whether an event of the type
described in Item 8 of Exhibit A has occurred at any time
after the Closing Date, the disclosures made in the letter
dated as of the date hereof from Kenneth Leventhal & Co. to
the Lenders referred to in Section 8.5(b) shall be deemed not
to constitute a material adverse change in and of themselves;
provided that in the event that any other changes not so
disclosed shall have occurred at any time, such disclosures
shall be taken into account together with such other changes
for the purpose of determining whether a material adverse
change has occurred.

Section 8.6. LitigatLion. Except as set forth on Sched-
ule 4.06 to the New Credit Facility, there is no action, suit
or proceeding, or any governmental investigation or any
arbitration, in each case pending or, to the knowledge of
DJT, threatened against DJT or any of his Affiliates (except
Affiliates of DJT set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit
Facility), or any material property of any such Person before
any court or arbitrator or any Goverrmental Authority (i)
which challenges the validity of this Agreement, any Existing
Agreement Amendment or any other Loan Document or (ii) which
if adversely determined would have a material adverse effect
on the business, condition (financial or otherwise), results
of operations, assets or prospects of DJT or of any of his
Affiliates.

Section 8.7. Use of Proceeds. The proceeds of the
Loans (as defined in the New Credit Facility) will be used
only for the purposes permitted by Section 5.01(h) thereof.
No part of the proceeds of any Loan will be used co purchase
or carry any Margin Stock.

Section 8.8. Compliance with ERISA. Each single-
employer plan and, to the best of DJT's knowledge, each
multiemployer plan, is in substantial compliance with ERISA;
no Plan has an accumulated or waived funding deficiency
within the meaning of Section 412 or Section 418B of the
Code; as of the most recent valuation date for each Plan
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which is a multiemployer plan, no withdrawal liability would
be imposed on WJT, any of his Affiliates or any ERISA Af-
filiate if any ERISA Affiliate were to withdraw, completely
or partially, from such Plan; no proceedings have been
instituted to terminate any Plan; the sum of the liabilities
in excess of assets of each Plan which is a single employer
plan would not, in the aggregate, exceed $4,000,000 if each
such Plan which has liabilities in excess of assets were to
terminate on the date hereof; and none of DJT, any of his
Affiliates or any ERISA Affiliate has incurred any material
liability to or on account of a Plan under ERISA other than
in the ordinary course of business, and no condition exists
which presents a material risk to DJT or any of his Af-
filiates of incurring such a liability.

Section 8.9. Environmental Matters. Except as set
forth in Schedule 4.09 to the New Credit Facility, to the
best of DJT's knowledge no, i of the operations or properties
of DJT or any of his Affiliates is the subject of Federal,
state or foreign investigation evaluating whether any reme-
dial action is needed to respond to a release of any Hazard-
ous Substance (as hereinafter defined) into the environment,
and none of W3T or any of his Affiliates has received any
written communication since January 1, 1985 from a
Governmental Authority that alleges that DJT or any of his
Affiliates is not in compliance, and, with respect to their
operations and properties set forth on Schedule 4.09 to the
New Credit Facility, WJT and his Affiliates are in compliance
in all material respects, and to the best of the DJT's
knowledge, the other operations or properties of DJT or any
of his Affiliates are in compliance in all material respects,
with all Federal, state, local or foreign laws, ordinances,
codes, rules and regulations relating to the environment
("Environmental Laws"). Each of DJT and each of his Af-
filiates has filed all notices required to be filed under any
Environmental Law indicating past or present treatment, stor-
age or disposal of a Hazardous Substance or reporting a spill
or release of a Hazardous Substance into the environment.
With respect to the operations and properties set forth on
Schedule 4.09 to the New Credit Facility, neither DJT nor any
of his Affiliates has, and to the best of DJT's knowledge
with respect to their other operations and properties,
neither DJT nor any of his Affiliates has, any material
contingent liability in respect of its business in connection
with any Hazardous Substance. "Hazardous Substance"
includes: (i) any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste,
substance or material defined as such in (or for the purposes
of) the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act, as amended, Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act and any so-called superfund or superlien
law, or any other Environmental Law, including Environmental
Laws relating to or imposing liability or standards or
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conduct concerning any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste,
substance or material in effect on the date of this Agree-
ment, (ii) asbestos or polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's), and
(iii) any other chemical, material or substance, exposure to
which is prohibited, limited or regulated by any Federal,
state, foreign or local governmental authority pursuant to
any Environmental Law or any health and safety or similar
law, code, ordinance, rule or regulation, order or decree,
and which may or could pose a hazard to the health and safety
of workers at or users of any properties of DJT or any of his
Affiliates or cause damage to the environment. Except as set
forth in Schedule 4.09 to the New Credit Facility, with
respect to the operations and properties set forth on
Schedule 4.09 to the New Credit Facility, there are no, and
to the best of DJT's knowledge with respect to their other
operations and properties, there are no, asbestos conditions
existing at any property owned, leased or operated by DJT or
any of his Affiliates that could give rise to any removal,
encapsulation or other costs, whether In connection with any
pending or future renovation, remodeling or otherwise.

Section 8.10. Partnerships and Other Affiliates.
Schedule 4.10 to the New Credit Facility states as of the
date hereof the name, jurisdiction of organization and
organizational nature of each of DJT's Affiliates, the name
and percentage ownership of each holder who is an Affiliate
and, to the beet of DJT's knowledge, each other holder of any
capital stock, partnership interests or any other Equity
Interests of DJT's Affiliates, and all options, sales agree-
ments, pledges, proxies, voting trusts, powers of attorney
and other agreements or instruments binding on DJT, any of
his Affiliates and, to the best of DJT's knowledge, any other
holder of any such capital stock, partnership interests or
other Equity Interests with respect to such ownership.

Section 8.11. Assets: Contracts. Schedule 4.11 to the
New Credit Facility sets forth a true and complete list as of
the Closing Date of all assets having a book value or a fair
market value in excess of $25,000 owned by DJT or any of his
Affiliates and all Liens (whether direct or contingent)
against DJT or any Affiliate or his or its assets. Neither
the fair market value nor the book value of the assets owned
by DJT or any of his Affiliates and not included on Schedule
4.11 to the New Credit Facility is, in the aggregate, in
excess of $250,000. Except as set forth in Schedule 4.11 to
the New Credit Facility and except with respect to the Af-
filiates of DJT set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit
Facility, as of the Closing Date neither DJT nor any of his
Affiliates is a party to or is subject to any loan agreement,
indenture, ground lease or material equipment lease. Except
as disclosed in Schedule 4.11 to the New Credit Facility as
of the Closing Date neither DJT, any of his Affiliates nor,
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to the best of DJT's knowledge, any other party to any such
.agreements or instruments is in default thereunder (and no
event has occurred which, but for the giving of notice, the
passing of time or both, would constitute a default) which
could have a material adverse effect on the business, condi-
tion (financial or otherwise), operations or assets of DJT or
any of his Affiliates (except Affiliates of DWT set forth on
Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit Facility), nor do any grounds
exist for claims of offset, counterclaim or recoupment which
could be asserted against the DJT Taj Note, the Castle Note,
the Intercompany Notes or any other intercompany Indebtedness
which constitutes Collateral, all of which are, as of the
date hereof, the only obligations for borrowed money between
DJT or any of his Affiliates, on the one hand, and any of his
Affiliates, on the other hand.

Section 8.12. Title to Property. Except with respect
to those Affiliates of DJT set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the
New Credit Facility, Schedule 4.12 to the New Credit Facility
sets forth a description of all real property owned by or
leased to DJT or any of his Affiliates as of the date hereof.
Except with respect to those Affiliates of DJT set forth )n
Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit Facility, each of DJT and his
Affiliates has good and marketable title to all real property
purported to be owned by such Person and good and marketable
title to all other property purported to be owned by such
Person, subject only to Permitted Liens. Except as set forth
in Schedule 4.12 to the New Credit Facility, such property as
is material to the business, operations, condition (financial
or otherwise) or prospects of DJT or any of his Affiliates
(except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the New
Credit Facility) or to the ability of DJT or any other WT
Entity to perform such Person's obligations under this Agree-
ment or the other Loan Documents to which such Person is a
party is in good operating condition and repair (except for
such defects as may arise from ordinary wear and tear and
which are repaired in the ordinary course of business) and
such Person's use thereof conforms in all material respects
to all laws applicable thereto. Except as may be set forth
on Schedule 4.12 to the New Credit Facility, each of DJT and
his Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule
4.0 to the New Credit Facility) has full and complete right
to the use and possession of all material properties pur-
ported to be leased by such Person. Except as set forth on
Schedule 4.12 to the New Credit Facility, each of DJT and his
Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0
1o the New Credit Facility) is in compliance in all material
respects with all material leases applicable thereto. No
condemnation or similar proceedings are in progress, nor, to
the best of DJT's or any of his Affiliates' knowledge, are
any threatened, which affect or, to the best of DJT's
knowledge, which could affect, any property of DJT or any of
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his Affiliates (except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule
4.0 to the New Credit Facility).

Section 8.13. Insurance: Statements to Insurers. DJT
and each other DJT Entity maintain with financially sound and
reputable insurers insurance with respect to their properties
and business against loss or damage of the kinds customarily
insured against by prudent Persons in the same or similar
businesses of types and in amounts (with deductible amounts)
as is customary for such Persons under similar circumstances.
All representations and warranties made by DJT or any other
DJT Entity to any insurer in connection with any insurance
required to be maintained hereunder or under any of the New
Money Collateral Agreements were true and correct in all
material respects when made.

Section 8.14. Payment of Taxes. etc. DJT and each
other DJT Entity have paid or are paying on a timely basis
(i) all taxes, assessments and governmental charges imposed
upon such Person or upon such Person's property, and (ii)
except to the extent set forth on Schedule 4.14 to the New
Credit Facility, all claims (including, without limitation,
claims for labor, materials, supplies or services) which
might, if unpaid, become a Lien upon such Person's property,
except for, in each case, such amounts the validity or amount
of which is being contested in good faith by appropriate
proceedings and as to which JT or such other DJT Entity, as
applicable, has maintained adequate reserves in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.

Section 8.15. ComDliance with Laws; Maintenance of
Licenses. etc. WT and each of his Affiliates (except those
Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit Facil-
ity) are in compliance in all material respects with all ap-
plicable Governmental Acts. DJT and his Affiliates have
maintained in full force, and effect all licenses and other
governmental consents necessary for (x) the ownership and
operation of the Casino Entities by DJT and those Affiliates
of DJT which currently operate or own, directly or
indirectly, the Casino Entities; (y) the maintenance, valid-
ity, enforceability and perfection of the Lien on such Per-
son's Equity Interests in the Casino Entities in favor of the
Collateral Agent on behalf of the Lenders provided for in the
Collateral Agreements and in favor of the Lenders provided
for in the Special Collateral Agreements; and (z) the owner-
ship of any of his assets or the assets of any of his Af-
filiates (except those Affiliates set forth on Schedule 4.0
to the New Credit Facility) or the conduct by DJT or any of
his Affiliates of any of their respective businesses.
Neither DJT nor any of his Affiliates has received any notice
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from any Governmental Authority, including, without limita-
tion, the Casino Control Commission and the Division of Gam-
ing Enforcement, of any violation of applicable Governmental
Acts relating to the licenses and other consents and the
operation and ownership of, or the holding of a Lien on any
Equity Interest in, the Casino Entities.

Section 8.16. Investment Company Agt, s2.L None of
DWT's Affiliates is (a) an "investment company" or a company
"controlled" by an "investment company", within the meaning
of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, or (b)
subject to regulation under the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935, the Federal Power Act or any
Governmental Act limiting such Person's ability to incur
indebtedness for money borrowed or guarantee such indebted-
ness or secure such indebtedness as contemplated hereby, by
any other Loan Document or by any Existing Debt Credit Agree-
ment Amendment.

Section 8.17. True and Complete Disclosure. All writ-
ten information heretofore or contemporaneously furnished by
or on behalf of WT or any of his Affiliates, and all other
such written information hereafter furnished, to or on behalf
of any of the Lenders is or will be, true and accurate in all
material respects on the date as of which such information is
dated or certified (except for any projections included
therein, which are subject to the uncertainty and approxima-
tion inherent in any projections) and not incomplete by omit-
ting to state anything necessary to make such information not
misleading at such time except to the extent later informa-
tion could reasonably have been expected to supersede earlier
information; provided that no such representation or warranty
is made in this Section 8.17 with respect to the balance
sheets, statements of operation and statements of operating
cash flow, as of December 31, 1987, December 31, 1988, and
December 31, 1989 of (a) those Affiliates of DT whose
financial statements for such periods were audited by Arthur
Andersen & Co., (b) or of DJT, it being expressly understood
that the exclusion of such financial statements is only an
exclusion from this representation and warranty andthat none
of the Lenders are waiving, or should be deemed to be waiv-
ing, any rights and remedies they may have with respect to
such financial statements against any Person. There is noth-
ing of which W3T is aware which would have a materially
adverse effect on the business, condition (financial or
otherwise), prospects, operations or assets of DJT or any of
his Affiliates which has not been disclosed to the Lenders in
writing. All written statements of fact and representations
herein, in any Existing Agreement Amendment or in any of the
other Loan Documents, and in any other document, report,
certificate, or other written statement or information
delivered in connection herewith or therewith, are true and
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correct in all material respects and all assumptions with
respect thereto are reasonable in all material respects, each
as of the date such statement of tact or representation is
dated or certified.

Section 8.18. New Credit Facility: Defaults: etc. The
New Credit Facility and the Existing Agreement Amendments
have become, or will become contemporaneously with the Clos-
ing Date, effective in accordance with the terms thereof and
are in full force and effect. Neither DJT nor any of his
Affiliates is in default of any of such Person's obligations
under the New Credit Facility, this Agreement, any Existing
Agreement Amendment or any other Loan Document. The busi-
nesses of DJT and his Affiliates are being managed and oper-
ated, the assets of such Persons are being maintained, and
capital expenditures and other expenses and liabilities are
being incurred and expended by such Persons in accordance
with the Business Plans.
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UNIFORM COVENANTS

Section 6.1. Certain Affirmative Covenants. So long as
any Covered Debt Obligations shall remain unpaid, DJT shall:

(a) Corporate Existence. Etc, Preserve and keep,
and cause each of the other WT Entities .o preserve and
keep, in full force and effect at all times its rights
and franchises (other than any such rights and
franchises the absence of which would not have a mate-
rial adverse effect on the business, condition
(financial or otherwise), operations or assets of DJT or
any of his Affiliates) and, in the case of each DJT
Entity, its existence.

(b) Comoliance with Laws. Etc. Comply, and cause
each of the other DJT Entities (except those WJT Enti-
ties set forth on Schedule 5.0 to the New Credit Facil-
ity) to comply, in all material respects, with all ap-
plicable Governmental Acts.

(c) Payment 2f Taxes and Claims. Etc. Timely pay,
and cause each of the other DJT Entities to pay timely,
(i) all taxes, assessments and governmental charges
imposed upon such Person or upon such Person's property,
and (ii) except as disclosed on Schedule 5.01(c) to the
New Credit Facility all claims (including, without
limitation, claims for labor, materials, supplies or
services) which might, if unpaid, become a Lien upon
such Person's property, unless, in each case, the valid-
ity or amount thereof is being contested in good faith
by appropriate proceedings and DJT or such other DJT
Entity as applicable, has maintained adequate reserves
with respect thereto in accordance with generally ac-
cepted accounting principles.

(d) Kee2ing of Books. Keep, and cause each of the
other DJT Entities to keep, proper books of record and
account, containing complete and accurate entries of all
financial and business transactions of WJT and each
other DJT Entity.

(e) Visitation. Inspection. Etc. Permit, and
cause each of the other DJT Entities to permit, any
representative of any Lender to visit and inspect any of
WT's or such other JT Entity's property, to examine
such Person's books and records and to make copies and
take extracts therefrom, and to discuss such Person's
affairs, finances and accounts with its officers and
public accountants, all at such reasonable times and as
often as any Lender may reasonably request.
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(f) Insurance. Maintain, or cause to be
maintained, with financially sound and reputable insur-
ers, insurance with respect to DJT's and his Affiliates'
properties and business against liability, loss or dam-
age of the kinds customarily insured against by prudent
Persons in the same or similar businesses, such insur-
ance to be of such types and in such amounts (with such
deductible amounts) as is customary for such Persons
under similar circumstances. Each policy shall provide
that the Agent will be entitled to receive at least 30
days' prior notice of cancellation. The Lenders shall
be added as additional insured on any and all such li-
ability insurance. With respect to each policy, upon
the request of the Required Lenders (to be made no more
frequently than once every twelve months (or if more
frequently, upon the expiration of such policy)), DJT
shall use his best efforts, and cause each of his Af-
filiates to use its best efforts, to have a certifica-
tion for such policy executed by the insurer or by an
authorized representative of the insurer or by the
broker of such insurance where it is not practical for
such insurer to execute the certificate itself. Such
certification shall identify underwriters, the type of
insurance, the insurance limits and the policy term, and
shall specifically state that such policy, when taken
together with all of DJT's and his Affiliates' other
insurance policies, are adequate to comply with the
provisions of this Section and that it is in full force
and effect, accompanied by evidence that all premiums
then due have been paid. Upon request by the Agent, DJT
shall furnish the Agent with copies of all insurance
policies, binders and cover notes or other evidence of
such insurance obtained by DJT and each of his Af-
filiates.

(g) Distributions. Cause each Affiliate (other
than Affiliates which are New Ventures) of which DJT or
any of his Affiliates owns or controls more than 50% of
the Equity Interests (other than Plaza Operating
Partners, Ltd., Plaza Hotel Corp., Trump Shuttle, Inc.
and Penn Yards Associates and, to the extent of a cash
reserve for operations in an amount not in excess of
$1,400,000, with respect to the Commercial Unit in Trump
Tower Condominium), to declare and pay dividends or
other distributions on its capital stock, partnership
interests or other Equity Interests at such times and in
such amounts such that such Person retains no cash or
Cash Equivalents except the greater of (i) cash or Cash
Equivalents retained in the ordinary course of business
to the extent necessary for the payment of reasonably
anticipated expenses in accordance with the Business
Plans and (ii) the amount of cash and Cash Equivalents
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equal to the sum of (A) the amount of cash and Cash
Equivalents with respect to each Casino Entity which is
not then permitted to be distributed by such Casino
Entity by the Casino Indenture (without giving effect to
any restriction not'in effect on the date of execution
and delivery of this Agreement) relating to such Casino
Entity or under the Casino Control Act or the regula-
tions issued pursuant to the Casino Control Act, or
under any order or resolution of the Casino Control Com-
mission or the Division cf Gaming Enforcement and (B)
the amount of cash and Cash Equivalents (without
duplication of amounts under clause (A)) with respect to
each corporate Affiliate which is prohibited from being
distributed under applicable corporate law.

(h) Compliance with Business Plans. DJTshall
conduct, and st 11 cause each of his Affiliates to con-
duct, his or its business in compliance in all material
respects with the Business Plans (including, without
limitation, the limitations on expenditures and on pay-
ments or other transfers, directly or indirectly,
between any of DJT and his Affiliates incorporated or
otherwise reflected therein). Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, DJT shall use, and shall
cause each of his Affiliates to use,- all of his or its
cash and Cash Equivalents solely for proper business
purposes in connection with DJT's and his Affiliates'
existing major business operations (including distribu-
tions made in accordance with Section 5.01(g) to the New
Credit Facility) and, except for that portion of Capital
Event proceeds which DJT is permitted to retain once the
Collateralization Condition has been satisfied (and
after giving effect to distributions required to be made
hereunder and under the New Credit Facility), in ac-
cordance with-the Business Plans; Rrovided that in no
event will any cash or Cash Equivalents of DJT or any of
his Affiliates (except Aliban) in excess of $5 million
in the aggregate after the date of execution and
delivery of this Agreement be used directly or
indirectly for the benefit of Aliban or any of its as-
sets now owned or hereafter acquired, including the ves-
sel known as the "Princess". In the event any Capital
Event shall occur, DJT shall promptly revise all Busi-
ness Plans to appropriately reduce expenditures and
revenues attributable to the asset which was the subject
of such Capital Event, all in form and substance reason-
ably satisfactory to the Required Lenders.

(i) Apoointment of Senior Executive Officer:
Implementation of Financial Controls. In connection
with the formulation of and compliance with the Business
Plans, continue his current retention of Kenneth
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Leventhal & Co., such retention to include the duties
which are currently being performed by Kenneth Leventhal
& Co., until DJT has employed a Senior Executive Of-
ficer. In the event that prior to the time DJT has
employed a Senior Executive Officer, Kenneth Leventhal &
Co. shall cease to be employed in its current capacity,
DJT shall promptly, diligently and in good faith seek to
find, and shall thereafter promptly employ, either
another nationally recognized accounting firm to act in
such capacity or a Senior Executive Officer. A Senior
Executive Officer shall be employed, together with such
staff members to assist as may be necessary or otherwise
advisable in the opinion of such Person or Kenneth
Leventhal & Co., no later than September 30, 1990. In
the event such Senior Executive Officer shall cease to
be so employed at any time thereafter, DT shall
promptly, diligently and in good faith seek to find, and
shall promptly thereafter employ, another Senior
Executive Officer of comparable experience and stature.
No later than September 30, 1990, Kenneth Leventhal &
Co. (or, if applicable, a substitute firm acting in the
same capacity or the Senior Executive Officer then
retained or employed by DJT) shall recommend to DJT the
implementation of any accounting controls and procedures
and mechanisms for business operations and planning
necessary or, in such Person's judgment, advisable for
the prudent management and operation of DJT's businesses
and assets. Promptly after such recommendation, DJT
shall install, and thereafter shall maintain, all ac-
counting controls and procedures and mechanisms for
business operations and planning which may be so recom-
mended by Kenneth Leventhal & Co. or which are otherwise
advisable and adequate for the prudent management and
operation of DJT's businesses and assets.

(J) Licgses. Cause to be maintained in full
force and effect all licenses and other governmental
consents necessary for (x) the ownership and operation
of the Casino Entities by DJT, those Affiliates of DJT
and all other Persons which operate or own, directly or
indirectly, the Casino Entities; (y) the maintenance,
validity, enforceability and perfection of the Lien on
any Equity Interests in the Casino Entities in favor of
the Collateral Agent on behalf of the Lenders provided
for in the Collateral Agreements and in favor of the
Lenders provided for in the Special Collateral
Documents; and (z) the ownership of any of his assets or
the assets of his Affiliates (except those Affiliates
set forth on Schedule 4.0 to the New Credit Facility) or
the conduct of any of their respective businesses.
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(k) Tax Returnp. From time to time upon request
of any Lender, permit such Lender to review copies of
DJT's tax returns filed with any Governmental Authority
at a location specified by DJT in the Borough of Manhat-
tan, New York, New York; rovided that such Lender
shall, if requested by DJT, first enter into the Agent's
standard form of confidentiality agreement with respect
to such tax return.

Section 6.2. Reporting Covenants. So long as any
Covered Debt Obligation shall remain unpaid, DJT shall
furnish two copies of each of the following to each Lender:

(a) Annual Financial Statements. As soon as
available and in any event within 90 days after the end
of each calendar year, the balance sheet, statement of
operations and statement of cash flows for the Persons,
and in the manner, indicated on Schedule 5.02 to the New
Credit Facility, setting forth in each case in
comparative form the figures for the previous calendar
year, all in reasonable detail, certified as to com-
pleteness and correctness by each Certifying Person of
each of such Persons and, except for those Persons
specifically identified on Schedule 5.02 to the New
Credit Facility as having internal auditors only, ac-
companied by a report thereon of Kenneth Leventhal & Co.
or other independent public accountants of comparable
recognized national standing acceptable to the Required
Banks (as defined in the New Credit Facility) and
Required Lenders, which such report shall be unqualified
as to scope of audit and shall state that such financial
statements present fairly the financial condition as at
the end of such calendar year, and the results of opera-
tions and changes in financial position for such
calendar year, of such Persons in accordance with gener-
ally accepted accounting principles consistently ap-
plied, which principles, in the case of DJT, shall
include, without limitation, Statement of Position (SOP)
82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Personal
Financial Statements, October 1, 1982, issued by the Ac-
counting Standards Division of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants. WT shall deliver with
such annual financial statements a comparison of each of
the above-described financial statements with the Busi-
ness Plans, discussing material deviations from the
Business Plans in reasonable detail, explaining the
causes for such deviations, the likely impact of such
deviations and what remedial action, if any, the Bor-
rower proposes to take with respect thereto;

(b) Ouarterly Financial Statements. As soon as
available and in any event within 45 days after the end
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of each of the first three calendar quarters of each
calendar year, the balance sheet, statement of
operations and statement of cash flows for the Persons,
and in the manner, indicated on Schedule 5.02 to the New
Credit Facility, in each case for such quarter and for
the portion of the year ended at the end of such
quarter, setting forth in each case in comparative form
the fires for the corresponding quarter and the cor-
responding portion of the previous year, all in reason-
able detail and certified by each Certifying Person of
each of such Persons that they are complete and correct
and that they fairly present the financial condition as
at the end of such quarter, and the results of
operations and changes in financial position of such
Persons for such quarter and su:h portion of the year in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
consistently applied (subject to normal, year-end audit
adjustments), which principles, in the case of DJT,
shall include, without limitation, Statement of Position
(SOP) 82-1, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Per-
sonal Financial Statements, October 1, 1982, issued by
the Accounting Standards Division of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. DJT shall
deliver with such quarterly financial statements a
comparison of each of the above-described financial
statements with the Business Plans, discussing material
deviations,from the Business Plans in reasonable detail,
explaining the causes for such deviations, the likely
impact of such deviations and what remedial action, if
any, the Borrower proposes to take with respect thereto;

(c) Monthly Financial Statements. As soon as
available and in any event within 30 days after the end
of each calendar month commencing with July 1990, the
balance sheet, statement of operations and statement of
cash flows for the Persons, and in the manner, indicated
on Schedule 5.02 of the New Credit Facility, in each
case for such month and for the portion of the year
ended at the end of such month, setting forth in each
case in comparative form the figures for the correspond-
ing month and the corresponding portion of the previous
year all in reasonable detail and certified by each
Certifying Person of each of such Persons that they are
complete and correct and that such financial statements
fairly present the financial condition as at tne end of
such month, and the results of operations and changes in
cash flow of such Person for such month and such portion
of the year in accordance with generally accepted ac-
counting principles consistently applied (subject to
normal, year-end audit adjustments), which principles,
in the case of WT, shall include, without limitation,
Statement of Position (SOP) 82-1, Accounting and
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Financial Reporting for Personal Financial Statements,
October 1, 1982, issued by the Accounting Standards
Division of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. DJT shall deliver with such monthly
financial statements a comparison of each of the
above-described financial statements with the Business
Plans, discussing material deviations from the Business
Plans in reasonable detail, explaining the causes for
such deviations, the likely impact of such deviations
and what remedial action, if any, the Borrower proposes
to take with respect thereto. DJT shall also deliver
with such monthly financial statements the following
certified by each Certifying Person of DJT and, with
respect to such information for an Affiliate, each
Certifying Person of such Affiliate that each is
complete and correct in all material respect's:

(i) schedules setting forth in reasonable
detail for DJT and for each of his Affiliates
(except, for the first 12 months after the date of
execution and delivery of this Agreement, The
Trump-Equitable Fifth Avenue Company), separately,
for such month:

(1) List of capital expenditures made or
committed to be made;

(2) List of Capital Events which oc-
curred in the previous month;

(3) List and description of all material
personal expenses incurred by DJT;

(4) List of cash and Cash Equivalents;
and

(5) List of all payments of principal
and interest made on, or in respect of, all
Intercompany Notes;

(ii) schedules setting forth in reasonable
detail for DJT and for each of his Affiliates whose
financial statements are required to be delivered
pursuant to this paragraph (c) (except, for the
first 12 months after the date of execution and
delivery of this Agreement, the Trump-Equitable
Fifth Avenue Company), separately, for such month
and for those Affiliates of WJT whose financial
statements are required to be delivered pursuant to
paragraph (b) above, with respect to the schedules
listed in clauses (1) and (2) below, for the last
month of each calendar quarter, and with respect to
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the schedules listed in clauses (3) and (4) below,
for each quarter, separately:

(1) Accounts receivable agings;

(2) Accounts payable aging:

(3) List of capital expenditures made; and

(4) List of all Indebtedness for borrowed
money incurred in such period to the extent not
included in any of the other schedules above,
specifying the principal terms and intended uses
thereof.

(d) No Default/Compliance Certificate. Together
with the financial statements required pursuant to
subsections (a), (b) 3nd (c) above, a certificate of
each Certifying Person of each of WT and each Affiliate
(i) to the effect that, based upon a review of the
activities of DJT and his Affiliates, or of such Af-
filiate, as applicable, and such financial statements
during the period covered thereby, and for each Certify-
ing Person other than DJT, to the best of such Certify-
ing Person's knowledge after inquiry and due investiga-
tion, there exists no Uniform Event of Default and no
Uniform Default under thick Agreement nor any default or
event of default under (x) any Existing Agreement Amend-
ment or (y) any other Loan Document, or if there exists
a Uniform Event of Default or a Uniform Default
hereunder or a default or event of default thereunder,
specifying the nature thereof and DJT's, or Affiliate's,
as applicable, proposed response thereto, and (ii)
demonstrating in reasonable detail compliance as at the
end of such year, such quarter or such month with
Article III and Sections 6.1(h) and 6.31

(e) Auditors' No Default Certificate. Together
with the financial statements required pursuant to
subsection (a) above, a certificate of the accountants
who prepared the annual report referred to therein to
the effect that, based upon their audit and any ad-
ditional review, there exists no Uniform Event of
Default and no Uniform Default under this Agreement as
to any accounting matters, or if there exists such a
Uniform Event of Default or Uniform Default hereunder,
specifying the nature thereof, together with a
certificate of such accountants demonstrating in reason-
able detail compliance as at the end of such year with
Article III and Sections 6.1(h) and 6.3;
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(f) Notice of Default. Promptly after the occur-
rence of a Uniform Event of Default or a Uniform
Default, a certificate of each Certifying Person of DJT
specifying the nature thereof and DJT's proposed
response thereto;

(q) Governmental Communications. Filings. Etc.
Promptly upon the mailing or filing thereof, copies of
all financial statements, reports, applications and
other significant statements mailed or delivered to the
Casino Control Commission, the Division of Gaming
Enforcement or any other Governmental Authority;

(h) LiigJAtioi . (i) Promptly after (A) the oc-
currence thereof, notice of the institution of or any
material adverse development in any action, suit or
proceeding or any governmental investigation or any
arbitration, before any court or arbitrator or before or
by any Governmental Authority, against JT or any of his
Affiliates or any material property of any such Person,
or (B) actual knowledge thereof, notice of the written
threat of any such action, suit, proceeding, investiga-
tion or arbitration except for any such threats which
outside counsel to DJT or his Affiliate, as applicable,
determines to be frivolous and (ii) together with the
monthly financial statements required pursuant to Sec-
tion 6(c) above, a litigation status report in reason-
able detail discussing all litigation by and against any
of DJT and his Affiliates or affecting any material
property of any such Person; provided that DJT or his
Affiliate shall not be obligated to disclose any
information if his or his Affilfate's outside counsel,
as applicable, has determined that such disclosure would
materially impair DJT's or his Affiliate's ability, as
applicable, to maintain any privilege with respect to
such information and that such impairment would be
materially detrimental to such Person;

(i) ERISA. Promptly after (1) actual knowledge
thereof, notice that an ERISA Termination Event or a
"prohibited transaction", as such term is defined in
Section 4975 of the Code, with respect to any Plan has
occurred, which such notice shall specify the nature
thereof and DJT's proposed response thereto, and (ii)
actual knowledge thereof, copies of any notice of the
PBGC's intention to terminate or to have a trustee ap-
pointed to administer any Plan;

(J) Accountants' ReDorts. As soon as available,
copies of all reports or substantive letters from audi-
tors to D3T or management of DJT's Affiliates (including
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management letters covering improvements needed in the
system of internal accounting controls):

(k) Notice or Amendment. Promptly upon the execu-
tion of, or receipt by DWT or any of his Affiliates of,
any amendments, waivers, consents, restatements or
extensions relating to or any other written modification
of, and agreements, documents or instruments governing,
evidencing or otherwise relating to Indebtedness of such
Person for borrowed money or collateral or other secur-
ity (including guarantees and other similar agreements)
for, any such Indebtedness, copies thereof; and

(1) Other Information. With reasonable prompt-
ness, such other information about DJT or his Affiliates
or any of their respective properties as the Agent, the
Collateral Agent or any other Lender may reasonably
request from time to time.

Section 6.2.A. Business Planning. So long as any
Covered Debt Obligation shall remain unpaid:

(a) AnulPn. DJT shall deliver to the Lenders
no later than November 30 of each year his annual plan,
in draft, for the following year, to be in the form, and
with at least such detail, as Exhibits I, II and III to
Kenneth Leventhal & Co.'s Agreed Upon Procedures Report
dated June 14, 1990 previously delivered to each of the
Lenders (the "June 14, 1990 Report"), together with a
detailed operating plan for each month of such year for
each of DJT'B Affiliates (except those Affiliates which
are New Ventures). Within sixty (60) days thereafter,
DJT shall submit to the Lenders the final form of the
annual plan (such final form, the "Annual Plan") in form
and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Required
Lenders. Without limiting the foregoing, (1) each An-
nual Plan shall in all material respects be based upon
assumptions generally consistent with the assumptions
incorporated into the immediately prior Annual Plan,
including, without limitation, assumptions with respect
to level of expenditures, methods of financing and use
of available cash balances, (2) each Annual Plan may
in-lude provisions (such provisions to be reasonably
satisfactory to the Required Lenders) with respect to
the payment by DJT or his Affiliates of income taxes
that would be payable (after use of any available funds
of DJT otherwise available for such purposes) as a
result of any anticipated Capital Events, and (3) the
Annual Plan for any given year shall not:

(i) provide for an aggregate amount of all
charitable contributions to be made by DJT and his
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Affiliates (except those Affiliates which are New
Ventures) in excess of $100,000 per month;

(ii) provide for the monthly personal and
household expehses of DJT, of the type set forth in
line 4 of Exhibit I to the June 14, 1990 Report, to
exceed for any month in any year set forth below
the amount set forth opposite such year:

Monthly Amount
1990 $450,000
1991 375,000
1992 and thereafter 300,000;

(iii) include in legal and business expenses, of
the type set forth in line 3 of Exhibit I to the June
14, 1990 Report, any fees and expenses to be incurred in
connection with the acquisition of assets after the date
of execution and delivery of this Agreement which, when
aggregated with all other such fees and expenses to be
incurred after the date of execution and delivery of
this Agreement, shall exceed the amount of proceeds
received and permitted to be retained by WJT in respect
of all Capital Events hereunder (after giving effect to
all distributions required to be made under the New
Credit Facility from such proceeds) after the date of
execution and delivery of this Agreement;

(iv) provide for the salary payable to DJT for any
one year, when aggregated with any director's fees,
bonuses or other similar types of remuneration from all
of his Affiliates (except those Affiliates which are New
Ventures) in such year, to exceed $200,000;

(v) provide for any amount to be paid by WT, and
his Affiliates (except those Affiliates which are New
Ventures), if applicable, to any one individual who is
employed or retained by DJT, and his Affiliates, if ap-
plicable, as of the Closing Date (other than those
individuals set forth on Schedule 5.02A(a)(v) to the New
Credit Facility as salary, fees under a personal service
contract or consulting agreement, bonus, counsel fees to
any general counsel or any other form of remuneration in
excess of $300,000 in any one year in the aggregate;
provided, however, that amounts in excess of $300,000 in
respect of deferred compensation may accrue so long as
such accrued amount is subordinated in form and
substance satisfactory to the Required Lenders to
amounts outstanding hereunder and under the New Credit
Facility (other than in respect of the Facility Fees
hereunder) and is not to be repaid until after all
amounts hereunder and under the New Credit Facility
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(other than in respect of the Facility Fees hereunder)
have been repaid in full. With respect to those
individuals set forth on Schedule 5.02A(a)(v) to the New
Credit Facility, or other individuals who may later hold
the position currently held by such individuals, the
remuneration paid shall not be more than the
remuneration generally paid for the same or similar
services in the industry in which such individual is
employed; or

(vi) provide for any amount to be paid, whether by
loan, equity contribution or otherwise, by DJT or any of
his Affiliates (except Aliban) in excess of $5 million
in the aggregate (when combined with all other amounts
previously provided for use, directly or indirectly, by
Aliban in other Business Plans) for the direct or
indirect benefit of either Aliban or any of its assets,
whether now owned or hereafter acquired.

(b) Strategic Business Plan. DJT shall deliver to the
Lenders

(i) on the earlier of (x) the day which is
the 90th day following the hiring of a Senior Executive
Officer and (y) December 31, 1990, a strategic business
plan (the "Strategic Business Plan") which shall be in
form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the
Required Lenders as determined by the Required Lenders
within 60 days of the submission thereof, and shall
provide for WJT and his Affiliates (other than Af-
filiates which are New Ventures) on a consolidated basis
and for each of DJT's Affiliates (other than Affiliates
which are New Ventures) separately the following in
detail reasonably satisfactory to the Required Lenders:

(A) a short range plan tc achieve cash flow
break-even and/or expense savings;

(B) the long-term primary strategy for such
Person or Persons, as applicable, together with a
timetable for achievement of such strategy; and

(C) alternative courses of action, together
with timetables, if such primary strategies are not
successfully achieved on a timely basis;

(ii) on the earlier of (x) the day which is
the 90th day following the hiring of a Senior Executive
Officer and (y) December 31, 1990, a three year business
plan (the "Three Year Business Plan") which shall be in
the form of, and with at least such detail as, Exhibits
I, II and III to the June 14, 1990 Report, and shall be
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in substance reasonably satisfactory to the Required
Lenders, together with a detailed operating plan for
each month of the first year of such three year period
and for each quarter of each of the second and third
years of such three year period for DJT and each of
DJT's Affiliates (other than Affiliates which are New
Ventures). On each of the first and second an-
niversaries of the date WJT delivers the Three Year
Business Plan, DJT shall deliver to the Lenders a
detailed operating plan for each month of the second or
third year, as appropriate, of the three year period
covered by the Three Year Business Plan (each, a
"Supplemental Operating Plan"): Rrovided that such
Supplemental Operating Plan shall not be inconsistent
with any other Business Plan, including, without limita-
tion, the Annual Plan then in effect and the Strategic
Business Plan. The restrictions in Section 6.2(a)(i)-
(v) for the Annual Plan shall also apply to the Three
Year Business Plan and each Supplemental Operating Plan;
and

(iii) simultaneously with delivery of the Three
Year Business Plan and each of the Supplemental Operat-
ing Plans, a written description in reasonable detail of
all changes in management personnel, consultants and
other agents which WT or any of his Affiliates (except
those Affiliates which are New Ventures) intends to make
during the following year, all of which shall be reason-
ably satisfactory to the Required Lenders.

Section 6.3. Financial Test Covenants. So long as any
Covered Debt Obligation shall remain unpaid, DJT will not
(a) permit the "Cash Balance - After Entity Level Reserves
and Debt Modifications" as at the end of any month, commenc-
ing with December 1990, calculated on a basis identical with
the basis of calculation thereof in the Initial Business
Plan, to be more than $15,000,000 below the amount projected
for such month in the then current Annual Plan excluding pay-
ments in such months and previous months for extraordinary
and unusual items to the extent not contemplated by the Busi-
ness Plans, or (1) permit such "Cash Balance - After Entity
Level Reserves and Debt Modifications" as at the end of any
month subsequent to April 1991, calculated on the same basis
as in clause (a) above, to be more than $10,000,000 below the
level projected for such amount in the then current Annual
Plan.

Section 6.4. Certain Neaative Covenants. So long as
any Covered Debt Obligation shall remain unpaid, DJT will
not, and will cause his Affiliates not to:
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(a) Indebtedness. Create, incur, assume or suffer
to exist any Indebtedness, other than each of the fol-
lowing (without duplication):

(i) Indebtedness expressly contemplated
hereunder to be outstanding;

(ii) the Indebtedness under the New Credit
Facility and under the Notes (as defined in the New
Credit Facility);

(iii) Indebtedness outstanding on the date of
execution and delivery of this Agreement which is
set out in DJT's financial statements referred to
in Section 8.5(a) or in Schedule 5.04(a)(iii) to
the New Credit Facility;

(iv) purchase money Indebtedness to the extent
permitted by Section 6.4(b)(ii);

(v) unsecured current liabilities (not the
result of borrowing and not constituting "Indebted-
ness" as defined in clause (iii) of the definition
of Indebtedness herein, other than guarantees by
Affiliates required in the ordinary course of their
businesses) incurred in the ordinary course of
business and not represented by any note or other
evidence of Indebtedness;

(vi) intercompany Indebtedness, complying with
the provisions of Article XI of this Agreement, in
respect of advances from DJT to any of his Af-
filiates (except that, in the case of Aliban,
intercompany Indebtedness shall not exceed $5 mil-
lion in the aggregate, plus accrued interest
thereon) (A) from proceeds of Capital Events oc-
curring after the Collateralization Condition has
been satisfied which DJT is permitted to receive
and retain under the New Credit Facility (after
giving effect to all distributions required to be
made under this Agreement from such proceeds) or
(B) from proceeds of Loans (as defined in the New
Credit Facility) under the New Credit Facility made
in accordance with the Business Plans so long as
all such Indebtedness is evidenced by Intercompany
Notes which are immediately endorsed over and
delivered to the Agent under the'New Credit Facil-
ity on behalf of the Banks thereunder or to the
Collateral Agent hereunder, together with notice to
the obligor thereunder of the pledge thereof, as
security for the Indebtedness hereunder;
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(vii) Indebtedness incurred by any New Venture
to the extent that none of DJT or any of his Af-
filiates, nor such New Venture (other than to the
extent of any Lien on any property being so
financed) or ahy other New Venture, shall have,
directly or indirectly, any liability of any nature
whatsoever in respect of such Indebtedness;

(viii) Indebtedness incurred by Penn Yards As-
sociates to develop the premises owned by Penn
Yards Associates, and Indebtedness incurred to fund
overrun construction costs of the premises in
New York, New York known as the Trump Palace, so
long as recourse for such Indebtedness is limited
to such premises and neither DJT nor any of his
other Affiliates shall be directly or indirectly
liable for any of such Indebtedness;

(ix) Indebtedness in respect of letters of
-credit of the Casino Entities in an aggregate out-
standing maximum reimbursement amount at any one
time not in excess of $3,000,000 for all the Casino
Entities, so long as recourse for each such Indebt-
edness is limited to the Casino Entity for whose
account the letter of credit was issued and neither
DJT nor any of his other Affiliates shall be
directly or indirectly liable for any of such
Indebtedness; Drovyde that not more than
$1,000,000 of such amount may at any time be issued
for the account of the Casino Entity known as
Trump's Castle;

(x) Indebtedness incurred by Trump Shuttle,
Inc. for the financing of aircraft to the extent
that none of DJT or any of his other Affiliates
shall have, directly or indirectly, any liability
of any nature whatsoever in respect of such
Indebtedness;

(xi) refinancings of any Indebtedness referred
to In clauses (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii), (viii) or
(x) above on terms not less favorable to DJT and
his Affiliates than the terms of the Indebtedness
to be so refinanced; provided that in the case of
any refinancing of any Indebtedness referred to in
clause (ii), (iii), (iv), (viii) or (x) above in a
principal amount in excess of the amount of the
Indebtedness being so refinanced, such refinancing
shall constitute a Capital Event; and

(xii) Indebtedness incurred by The Trump-
Alexander's Company for the sole purpose of funding
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margin calls made in respect of the shares of the
stock of Alexander's held by such company or to
refinance outstanding Indebtedness in favor of Bear
Stearns & Co. secured by such stock in a maximum
aggregate principal amount which, when aggregated
with all other such Indebtedness incurred from and
after June 26, 1990, is no greater than $6,300,000
under the demand note, a copy of which has been
previously delivered to the Lenders as in effect on
the date of the execution and delivery of this
Agreement, and the related Indebtedness of DJT
under the guaranty of such Indebtedness, a copy of
which has been previously delivered to the Banks as
in effect on the date of the execution and delivery
of this Agreement.

(b) Liens. Create, incur, assume or suffer to ex-
ist any Lien on any of such Person's property now owned
or hereafter acquired to secure any Indebtedness of such
Person, other than:

(i) Liens existing on the date of execution
and delivery of this Agreement and set out on
Schedule 5.04(b)(i) to the New Credit Facility;

(ii) except in the case of any New Venture,
any Lien on any property securing Indebtedness
incurred or assumed for the purpose of financing
all or any part of the acquisition cost of such
property, provided that such Lien does not extend
to any other property and that such Indebtedness
was permitted to be incurred under the Business
Plans;

(iii) Liens for taxes not yet due or which are
being contested in good faith by appropriate
proceedings and with respect to which adequate
reserves are being maintained;

(iv) statutory Liens of landlords and Liens of
carriers, warehousemen, mechanics, materialmen and
other Liens imposed by law created in the ordinary
course of business for amounts not yet due or which
are being contested in good faith by appropriate
proceedings and with respect to which adequate
reserves are being maintained;

(v) Liens (other than any Lien imposed by
ERISA) incurred or deposits made in the ordinary
course of business in connection with workers' com-
pensation, unemployment insurance and other types
of social security, or to secure the performance of
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tenders, statutory obligations, surety and appeal
bonds, bids, leases, government contracts, perfor-
mance and return-of-money bonds and other similar
obligations (exclusive of obligations for the pay-
ment of borrowed money);

(vi) easements, rights-of-way, restrictions
and other similar charges or encumbrances not
interfering with the ordinary conduct of the busi-
ness of WT or any of his Affiliates;

(vii) Liens existing on any property prior to
the acquisition thereof, or prior to the acquisi-
tion of the Person which owns such property, by WT
or any of his Affiliates, in each case which Lien
was not created in contemplation of such acquisi-
tion;

(viii) Liens granted under the New Money Col-
lateral Agreements, the Collateral Agreements and
the Special Collateral Agreements and Liens
required to be granted pursuant to this Agreement;

(ix) extensions, renewals or replacements of
any Lien referred to in paragraphs (i) through
(viii) of this Section 6.4(b), Rrovided that any
such extension, renewal or replacement is limited
to the property originally encumbered thereby and
that (A) the refinancing of the Indebtedness
secured thereby of the type described in clause
(ii), (iii), (iv), (viii) or (x) of Section 6.4(a)
shall constitute a Capital Event and (8) no other
Indebtedness or obligation secured thereby is
increased;

(x) Liens on any assets of any New Venture;
and

(xi) Liens granted in connection with the
Indebtedness contemplated by the provisions of Sec-
tion 6.4(a)(viii) which relate only to the premises
described therein.

(c) Sales. Mergers, Etc. Except with respect to
the sale of property of any New Venture or the merger of
any New Venture with any other New Venture or Person who
is not an Affiliate of WT, merge or consolidate with
any other Person, or sell, lease or otherwise dispose of
all or any substantial part of such Person's property or
assets to any other Person, other than in transactions
that (i) constitute good faith Capital Events the other
parties to which are Persons which are not Affiliates of
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DJT, and (ii) are for fair market value and are on com-
mercially reasonable terms; provided that in no event
shall WIT or any of his Affiliates sell, transfer, or
otherwise dispose of, pledge, assign, hypothecate or
otherwise grant a Lien in or on any Equity Interests,
rights under management contracts or rights to any
proceeds except in compliance with the terms hereof and
of the New Honey Facility. All non-cash forms of
consideration which would have constituted Net Cash
Proceeds had they been received in cash at closing shall
be pledged to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of
the Lenders or to the Lender which would have been
entitled to receive such amounts if such consideration
had been received in cash at the closing as security for
the obligations hereunder pursuant to a pledge or other
security agreement (as appropriate) in form and sub-
stance satisfactory to the Required Lenders.

(d) Investments. Loans. Etc. Make any loans to or
investments in any Person other than:

(i) investments in Affiliates of DJT existing
on the date of execution and delivery of this
Agreement; provided that neither DJT nor any of his
Affiliates will make additional loans to or invest-
ments in such Affiliates after the date of execu-
tion and delivery of this Agreement except to the
extent permitted under Section 6.4(a)(vi);

(ii) direct obligations of the United States
or any agency thereof, or obligations guaranteed by
the United States or any agency thereof, in each
case maturing within two years from the date of
creation thereof;

(iii) commercial paper maturing within 270 days
from the date of creation thereof rated in the
highest grade by two nationally recognized credit
rating agencies;

(iv) time deposits (maturing within one year
from the date of creation thereof) with, and cer-
tificates of deposit issued by, any office located
in the United States of any bank or trust company
which is organized under the laws of the United
States or any state thereof, whose long term debt
is rated "A" or better by two nationally recognized
credit rating agencies and has assets aggregating
at least $10,000,000,000; and

(v) investments in real property and gaming
related businesses ("New Ventures") (x) which are
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not built or located on, otherwise annexed to,
enhancements of, or otherwise made an essential
part of, any of the Collateral and (y) which are
made with (A) the proceeds received and permitted
to be retained by DJT in respect of any Capital
Event (after giving effect to all distributions -
required to be made hereunder and under the New
Credit Facility from such proceeds) or (B) the pro-
ceeds received and retained by DJT with respect to
equity investments made by Persons not constituting
Affiliates of WJT or (C) assets of any other New
Venture; provided that (1) the New Venture shall be
purchased or constructed and operated, and the as-
sets thereof shall be owned, only by a Person which
is not JT or any of his Affiliates (other than an
Affiliate which is a New Venture) or any partner-
ship, joint venture or other entity as to which DJT
or any of his Affiliates (other than an Affiliate
which is a New Venture) is a general partner, joint
venturer or otherwise liable directly or indirectly
for the liabilities of such-entity, (2) to the
extent that any cash, Cash Equivalents or any other
assets of any New Venture are at any time held or
owned by DJT or any of his Affiliates (other than
an Affiliate which is a New Venture), they no
longer shall be entitled to any of the benefits
granted to or in respect of New Ventures in this
Agreement or the New Credit Facility, (3) in the
event WJT or any of his Affiliates sells or
otherwise disposes of any New Venture, all income
and other taxes and transaction costs payable in
connection therewith shall be paid solely out of
the proceeds of such transaction or shall be
otherwise paid by such New Venture or any other New
Venture and (4) each New Venture shall enter into a
tax sharing agreement with W3T and his Affiliates
which are members of the same consolidated group
for federal income tax purposes, such agreement to
be in form, scope and substance satisfactory to the
Required Lenders.

(e) Leases. Enter into or otherwise become liable
with respect to any leases, including master leases, as
lessee, except for (i) leases entered into to replace
leases existing on June 15, 1990 as disclosed in Sched-
ule 5.04(e) to the New Credit Facility, (ii) leases
entered into in the ordinary course of business to the
extent reflected in the Business Plans, (iii) leases
contemplated by the New Credit Facility, (iv) the lease
between The Trump Equitable Fifth Avenue Company, as
landlord, and The Trump Corporation, as tenant, dated as
of the date of this Agreement with respect to the 24th
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Floor of the building located at 721-725 Fifth Avenue,
Now York, New York and commonly known as Trump Tower,
and (v) leases entered into by any Now Venture to the
extent that none of DJT or any of his Affiliates (other
than such New Venture) shall have, directly or
indirectly, any liability of any nature whatsoever in
respect of such lease.

(f) Issue of Interests. With respect to DJT's
Affiliates, except as part of an employee's remuneration
made in accordance with the Business Plans and Section
6.2A(a)(v), issue any additional capital stock, partner-
ship interests or other Equity Interests, issue or
otherwise grant any option, warrant or other right to
acquire or otherwise receive any capital stock, partner-
ship interests or other Equity Interests other than in
connection with transactions that (i) constitute Capital
Events the other parties to which are Persons which are
not Affiliates of DJT, (ii) are for commercially reason-
able prices and are on commercially reasonable terms;
and (iii) are on terms which provide that at least 90%
of all consideration paid for such issuance or grant
will be payable immediately upon closing in cash. All
non-cash forms of consideration which would have
constituted Net Cash Proceeds had they been received in
cash at the closing shall be pledged to the Collateral
Agent for the benefit of the Lenders or to the Lender
which would have been entitled to receive such amounts
if such consideration had been received in cash at the
closing as security for the Covered Debt Obligations
hereunder pursuant to a pledge or other security agree-
ment (as appropriate) in form and substance satisfactory
to the Required Lenders.

(g) Transactions with Affiliates or New Ventures.
Enter into or carry out any transaction with (including,
without limitation, making loans to, purchasing property
or services (including, without limitation, under any
employment or management contract) from, selling prop-
erty or services to or paying salaries, bonuses, con-
sulting fees or any similar amounts to) either (1) any
Affiliate (other than a New Venture) of any such Person
or (2) any New Venture, except (in the case of clause
(1) above only)

(i) subject to Section 6.2A(a)(v), directors,
officers and employees of any such Person may
render services to any other such Person for
compensation at the same rates generally paid by
Persons engaged in the same or similar businesses
for the same or similar services;
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(ii) (x) transactions between DJT, on the one
hand, and any of his Affiliates, ort the other hand,
made in accordance with the Business Plans and
entered into in the ordinary course of business,
pursuant to the reasonable requirements of such
Person's business, upon terms fair and reasonable
and no less favorable to DJT or such Affiliate than
would obtain in a comparable arm's-length transac-
tion; or (y) transactions between DJT, on the one
hand, and any of his Affiliates (other than those
persons who constitute Affiliates as defined in
clause (ii) or clause (iv) of the definition of
"Affiliate" herein), on the other hand, made in
accordance with and described in reasonable detail
in, the Business Plans; and

(iii) transactions effected pursuant to the
agreements disclosed on, or otherwise described on,
Schedule 5.04(g) to the New Credit Facility in ac-
cordance with the terms as they exist on the date
of execution and delivery of this Agreement; and

(iv) investments permitted by Section
6.4(d)(i) and (v).

(h) Modifications to Debt Documents. (i)(x)
Except as provided in Section 6.4(h)(i)(y), amend,
restate or otherwise modify the terms or conditions of
any agreements, instruments or other documents issued,
delivered or executed in connection with any of such
Person's Indebtedness for borrowed money (other than the
New Credit Facility and all documents executed in con-
nection therewith) except:

(A) with respect to all such agreements,
instruments and other documents (including
agreements, documents and instruments
specified in paragraph (B)-(C) below), with
the prior written consent of the Required
Lenders;

(B) with respect to the First Amendment
to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement,
dated as of the date hereof, between Citibank,
N.A. as Agent and Trump Shuttle, Inc., such
agreement may be amended or modified in ac-
cordance with the provisions thereof relating
to amendments as such provisions exist on the
date of execution and delivery of this Agree-
ment; and
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(C) with respect to all other such
agreements, documents or instruments, amend-
ments, modifications or restatements thereof
such that such agreements, documents or
instruments shall be no less favorable to the
DJT Entities than the same were prior to such
amendment, modification or restatement;
provided that no such amendment, restatement
or modification shall, without the prior writ-
ten consent of the Required Lenders, shorten
the maturity, increase the frequency of times
or amounts for payments or prepayments of
principal, interest or any other fees or
charges in respect thereof or change the terms
relating to acceleration in a manner adverse
to DJT and his Affiliates, subordination,
negative pledges, or addition of collateral or
other security, including claims against third
parties or, with respect to Indebtednes of
any Affiliate of DJT all or a portion of the
Entity Operating Cash Flow of which is includ-
able in operating Cash Flow, reduce the amount
or timing of distributions or other payments
of any nature which such Person may make to
any of the holders of any of the Equity
Interests of such Person.

(y) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained herein, no term or provision of this Agreement or
any other Loan Documents shall be construed to limit or
otherwise affect the rights, remedies or obligations (includ-
ing, without limitation, the right to amend, restate or
otherwise modify the terms or conditions of any agreements,
instruments or other documents) of any of the lenders (or the
agent therefor) under or otherwise in connection with, or the
rights and obligations of Trump-Equitable Fifth Avenue
Company, Plaza Hotel or DJT or any of his other Affiliates
under or otherwise in connection with, the first mortgage
loans in respect of the properties of DJT and his Affiliates
known as the "Trump Tower" and the "Plaza Hotel" and all
agreements, instruments or other documents executed and
delivered in connection therewith, as the same may be
amended, restated, modified, extended, renewed or refinanced.

(1) Repayments of Indebtedness. Repay or prepay,
directly or indirectly, any Indebtedness, including any
purchase of any notes, bonds of other instruments evidencing
Indebtedness, except (i) payments of the Indebtedness arising
under the New Credit Facility; (ii) mandatory payments or
mandatory prepayments required by the express terms of any
Indebtedness permitted to exist under Section 6.4(a), includ-
ing purchases of publicly traded bonds secured directly or
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indirectly by the real property of any of the Casino Entities
made to satisfy the next mandatory sinking fund or similar
payments within the six months preceding the due date for
such mandatory payment; (iii) optional payments or optional
prepayments of the Indebtedness permitted to be incurred
under Section 6.4(a)(iv), (vi), (vii), (viii), (x) or (xi)
(but, with respect to clause (xi), only in respect of Section
6.4(a)(iv), (vii), (viii) or (x)), it being understood that
refinancings permitted by Section 6.4(a)(xi) do not
constitute optional payments or optional prepayments for
purposes of this Section 6.4(i): and (iv) subject to Section
3.4, payments of amounts owing under the Existing Debt Credit
Facilities, whether from Operating Cash Flow or otherwise.

(j) Capital Exienditures. In any one year, except with
respect to any Now Venture (but, as to expenditures with
respect to New Ventures, subject to the restrictions on the
source of funds therefor as described in Section 6.4(d)(v)),
incur or expend any amounts for capital expenditures in
excess of the amounts of capital expenditures set forth in
the Annual Plan for such year or to the extent of any insur-
ance proceeUs received by DJT or any Affiliate in respect of
any casualty event with respect to any asset being repaired
or replaced by means of such capital expenditure; provided
that such Person may make capital expenditures in excess of
such amounts to the extent, and only to the extent, deemed by
a Governmental Authority to be necessary for such Person to
remain in compliance with the laws, rules and regulations
governing the operation of such Person's business or owner-
ship of such Person's assets.

(k) Transfers to New Ventures. Make any payment of, or
otherwise transfer, any cash, Cash Equivalents or any other
assets to any New Venture, or otherwise assume or satisfy any
liability of any New Venture, except to the extent the same
constitutes or is made with (i) proceeds received and
retained by DJT (after giving -&Ofect to distributions
required to be made hereunder and under the New Credit Facil-
ity) in respect of any Capital Event, (ii) proceeds received
and retained by DJT with respect to equity investments made
by Persons not constituting Affiliates of DJT or (iii) assets
of any other New Venture.
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Schedule I

DJT ENTITIES

Donald J. Trump

TRUMP TAJ MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, a New Jersey
limited partnership

Trump Taj Mahal, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Trump Taj Mahal Funding, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

TRUMP TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP., a New Jersey corporation

TRUMP PLAZA ASSOCIATES, a New Jersey general partnership

Trump Boardwalk Realty Corporation, a New Jersey corporation

Trump Plaza Funding, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

TRUMP SEASHORE ASSOCIATES, a New Jersey general partnership

Trump Seashore Associates, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

TRUMP'S CASTLE ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, a New Jersey
limited partnership

Trump's Castle Hotel & Casino, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Trump's Castle Funding, Inc., f/k/a TCH Financial Corp., a
New Jersey corporation

TRUMP CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP d/b/a
Trump Regency Hotel and Trump Regency, a New Jersey limited
partnership

DJT Acquisition Corp., a New Jersey corporation
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HELICOPTER AIR SERVICES, INC., a Delaware corporation

DONVAN ENTERPRISES, INC.; f/k/a DonVan Aviation, Inc., a
Delaware corporation

THE TRUMP-EQUITABLE FIFTH AVENUE COMPANY, a New York joint
venture

Tipperary Realty Corp., a New York corporation

REG-TRU EQUITIES, LTD., a New York corporation

The Trump Corporation, a New York corporation

PLAZA OPERATING PARTNERS LTD., a Texas limited partnership

DJT Plaza Hotel Corp., a New York corporation

PENN YARDS ASSOCIATES, a Ney York limited partnership

Penn Yards Realty Corp., a New York corporation

P.Y. Properties, Inc., a New York corporation

PY AssociateS, Ltd., a Delaware limited partnership

PARK SOUTH ASSOCIATES, a New York limited partnership

B. Plaza Realty Corp., a New York corporation

THE EAST 61 ST. COMPANY, a New York limited partnership

Plaza Consulting Corp., a New York corporation

TRUMP SHUTTLE, INC., f/k/a Trump Shuttle Operating Corp., a
New York corporation
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TRUMP PALM BEACHES CORPORATION, a Florida corporation

ALIBAN, INC., a Delaware corporation

THE TRUMP-ALEXANDER'S COMPANY, a New York general partnership

DJT Acquisition Corp., a New York corporation

Monday Realty Corp., a New York corporation

Trump West Realty Corp., a Delaware corporation

DT AIR CORP., a Delaware corporation

TRUMP HOTEL MANAGEMENT CORP., a New Jersey corporation

SEASHORE FOUR ASSOCIATES, a New Jersey general partnership

TRUMP JFK HOTEL ASSOCIATES, L.P., a Delaware limited partner-
ship

DJT TRUMP PARKING, a general partnership

St. Moritz Hotel Associates, a New York general partnership

50-56 Central Park South Corp., a New York corporation

AMELS USA, INC., a Delaware corporation

Football Generals Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Moritz Realty Corp., a New York corporation

Parc Consulting, Inc., a New York corporation

The Trump Hotel Corporation, a New Jersey corporation
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The Trump Plaza Corporation, a New Jersey corporation

Toys at Trump, Inc., a New York corporation

Trump Airlines Holding Corp., a New York corporation

Trump Aspen Properties, Inc., a New York corporation

Trump Australia, Inc., a Delaware corporation

Trump Baseball, Inc., a New York corporation

Trump Beverly Hills Hotel Corp., a New York corporation

Trump Cash Call Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Trump City Corporation, a New York corporation

Trump Columbia, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Trump Enterprises, Inc., a New York corporation

Trump Ice, Inc., a New York corporation

Trump International Marketing, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Trump JFK Hotel Development Corp., a Delaware corporation

Trump Nevada Inc., a Nevada corporation

Trump Organization, Inc., a New York corporation

Trump Payroll Corp., a New York corporation

Trump Princess Corp., a Delaware corporation
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Trump Sports & Entertainment Co., Inc., a New Jersey
corporation

Trump Travel Agency, Inc., a New Jersey corporation

Trump West Palm Beach Realty Corp., a New York corporation

Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company
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Schedule I

Bankers Trust Company

The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.

Citibank, N.A., in its capacity as agent under that certain
$135,000,000 Credit Agreement, dated as of June 7, 1989
(Shuttle Recourse).

Citibank, N.A., in its capacity as agent under that certain
$125,000,000 Loan Agreement, dated July 21, 1988, by and
between D.J. Trump and Citibank (Plaza Recourse).

Citibank, N.A., in its capacity as lender under that Certain
Amended and Restated Loan Agreement, dated as of October 26,
1987 (as amended by letter amendments dated October 26, 1988,
October 26, 1989 and April 26, 1990) (Alexander's loan).

Citicorp Credit Services, Inc., Card Acceptance Division, in
connection with that certain Agreement, dated as of June 7,
19V9 (Mastercard/Visa Agreement).

Citibank, N.A., in its capacity as an obligee under that
certain Interest Rate Swap Agreement, dated as of September
5, 1989 (CT Interest Rate Swap Agreement).

Citibank, N.A., in its capacity as an agent under the Notes
Modification Agreement, dated as of February 14, 1989, made
by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company, as amended
and any related agreements.

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company

Midlantic National Bank

First Fidelity Bank, National Association, New Jersey

First Fidelity Bank, National Association, South Jersey

Fidelity Bank, National Association

National Westminster Bank USA

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company

Marine Midland Bank, N.A.
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Schedule III

For purposes of this Agreement (including, without
limitation, these Schedules), the terms set forth below in
quotation marks shall be deemed to refer to the agreements,
instruments and documents set forth under such respective terms
below, and all other agreements, instruments and documents
executed and delivered in connection therewith, as amended by
the applicable Existing Agreement Amendments, and as further
amended, supplemented or modified from time to time to the
extent not prohibited by this Agreement. For purposes of this
Agreement, the term Covered Debt shall not include any
Indebtedness to the extent created and existing solely pursuant
to a Guaranty or Special Guaranty. Certain of the Existing
Agreement Amendments applicable to the Existing Debt Credit
Agreements listed below are also listed below. The absence of
any reference to any Existing Agreement Amendment shall not be
deemed to indicate the non-existence of any such Existing
Agreement Amendment or any differences among such Existing
Agreement Amendments.

A. "NatWest Letters of Credit"

1. Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit Number
309298, dated March 10, 1989 in the face amount of $19,000,000
issued in favor of Boardwalk Properties, Inc. as amended by
Amendment Number One dated April 4, 1989.

2. Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit Number
310234, dated October 20, 1989 in the face amount of $290,000
issued in favor of Atlantic Electric.

3. Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit Number
310232, dated October 20, 1989 in the face amount of $80,000
issued in favor of South Jersey Gas Company.

4. Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit Number
8032309, dated February 14, 1990 in the face amount of $170,000
issued in favor of Atlantic Electric.

5. Continuing Agreement For Irrevocable Standby
Letters of Credit, Reimbursement Agreement and Security Agree-
ment between National Westminster Bank USA and Donald J. Trump
dated March 10, 1989.

6. Continuing Agreement For Irrevocable Standby
Letters of Credit, Reimbursement Agreement and Security Agree-
ment between National Westminster Bank USA and Donald J. Trump
dated February 14, 1990.
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Covered Debt: All

B. "NatWest Notes"

1. Interest Bearing Grid Note dated February 1,
1990 made by Donald J. Trump in favor of National Westminster
Bank USA in the original principal amount of $20,000,000,
pursuant to which $100,000, plus accrued interest thereon is
presently outstanding, as restated as of the date hereof.

2. Letter Agreement, dated the date hereof, between
National Westminster Bank USA and Donald J. Trump relating to
the Restated Credit Note and the NatWest Letters of Credit.

Covered Debt: All-but without duplication of NatWest
Letters of Credit.

Chase:

A. "Penn Yards Loan"

Description of Notes

1. Note from Lincoln West Associates ("Lincoln
West") to Chase dated September 17, 1982 in the principal
amount of $16,700,000.

2. Note from Lincoln West to Chase dated December
8, 1982 in the principal amount of $33,300,000.

The Notes described in items 1 and 2 above were
modified by a certain Mortgage Consolidation and Spreader
Agreement between Chase and Lincoln West dated December 8,
1982.

Notes 1 and 2 were further modified by Note Modifica-
tion, Assumption and Extension Agreement between Chase and Penn
Yards dated January 14, 1985.

3. Note from Lincoln West to Chase dated Septem-
ber 2, 1983 in the principal amount of $1,440,400.

Note 3 was modified by Note Modification, Assumption
and Extension Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards dated
January 14, 1985.

4. Note from Lincoln West to Chase dated Octo-
ber 13, 1983 in the principal amount of $11,030,105.77.

Note 4 was modified by Note Modification, Assumption
and Extension Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards dated
January 14, 1985.
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5. Note from Lincoln West to Chase dated Decem-
ber 2, 1983 in the principal amount of $7,638,056.66.

Note 5 was modified by Note Modification, Assumption
and Extension Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards dated
January 14, 1985.

6. Note from Lincoln West to Chase dated Decem-
ber 2, 1983 in the principal amount of $4,059,437.57.

Note 6 was modified by Note Modification, Assumption
and Extension Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards dated
January 14, 1985.

7. Note from Penn Yards to Chase dated January 14,
1985 in the principal amount of $10,832,000.

8. Note from Penn Yards to Chase dated June 29,
1988 in the amount of $115,000,000.

Notes 1 through 8 above were consolidated by a Note
Consolidation, Modification and Extension Agreement dated
June 29, 1988 between Chase and Penn Yards.

Notes I through 8 were modified by a Note Modifica-
tion Agreement dated as of August 8, 1990 between Chase and
Penn Yards.

PA. Note from Penn Yards to Chase dated as of August
8, 1990 in respect of capitalized interest.

Description of Mortgages

9. Mortgage from Lincoln West and Masovi Corpora-
tion to Chase dated September 17, 1982 in the principal amount
of $16,700,000.

10. Mortgage from Lincoln West to Chase dated
December 8, 1982 in the principal amount of $33,300,000.

Mortgages described in items 9 and 10 above were
consolidated by Mortgage Consolidation and Spreader Agreemer.t
between Chase and Lincoln West dated December 8, 1982.

Mortgages described in items 9 and 10, as
consolidated, were modified by a Mortgage Modification Agree-
ment between Chase and Penn Yards, dated January 14, 1985.

11. Mortgage from Lincoln West to Chase dated
September 2, 1983 in the principal amount of $1,440,400.
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Mortgage described in item 11 was modified by
Mortgage Modification Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards,
dated January 14, 1985.

12. Mortgage from Lincoln West to Chase dated
October 13, 1983 in the principal amount of $11,030,105.77.

Mortgage described in item 12 was modified by
Mortgage Modification Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards,
dated January 14, 1985.

13. Mortgage from Lincoln West to Chase dated
December 2, 1983 in the principal amount of $7,638,056.66.

Mortgage described in item 13 was modified by
Mortgage Modification Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards,
dated January 14, 1985.

14. Mortgage from Lincoln West to Chase dated
December 2, 1983 in the principal amount of $4,059,437.57.

Mortgage described in item 14 was modified by
Mortgage Modification Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards
dated January 14, 1985.

15. Mortgage dated January 14, 1985 from Penn Yards
to Chase in the principal amount of $10,832,000.

16. Mortgage,*Assignment of Leases and Rents and
Security Agreement from Penn Yards to Chase dated June 29, 1988
in the principal amount of $115,000,000.

Mortgages described in items 9 through 16 above were
consolidated and modified by a Mortgage Consolidation and
Modification Agreement between Chase and Penn Yards dated June
29, 1988.

17. Mortgages described in items 9 through 16 above
were modified by Mortgage Modification Agreement between Chase
and Penn Yards dated as of August 8, 1990.

18. Collateral Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and
Rents and Security Agreement from Trump-Equitable to Chase
dated as of August 8, 1990 in the amount of $35 million.

18A. Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and Rents and
Security Agreement from Penn Yards to Chase dated as of August
8, 1990 in respect of capitalized interest.

Description of Guarantees

19. Guaranty of Payment made by Trump dated as of
June 29, 1988 ("Penn Yards Guaranty").
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Description of Indemnities

20. Indemnity Agreement (Hazardous Waste) made by
Penn Yards and Trump dated June 29, 1988.

Covered Debt to extent of $35 million, subject to
adjustment as provided in the document described in item 19
above.

B. "$9,000,000 Penn Yards Loan"

Descri~tion ofLoa
Advances, from time to time, aggregating $9,000,000

from Chase for real estate taxes in connection with Penn Yards.

Description of Loan Documents

1. Letter agreement acknowledging advances are made
pursuant to protective provisions of Mortgage and deferring
interest on any such advances.

2. Guaranty of Payment from DJT.

3. Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and Rents and
Security Areement from Penn Yards to Chase dated as of August
8, 1990 in the amount of $9,000,000 securing obligations under
the letter agreement.

3A. Collateral Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and
Rents and Security Agreement from Trump Equitable to Chase
dated as of August 8, 1990 in the amount of $9 million.

4. Indemnity Agreement from DJT and Trump Equitable
dated as of August 8, 1990.

Covered Debt: Indebtedness outstanding at the time
of determination pursuant to Item 2 above.

C. "Chase DJT Loan"

Description of Loan Documents

Various unsecured notes executed at different times
in different amounts which as of the Closing Date evidence the
aggregate principal amount of $18,700,000. Those notes shall
be replaced by the following documents on the date of August 8,
1990:

1. Note in the amount of $18,700,000 from WT to
Chase ("18.7 Note").
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2. Guaranty of Payment from Trump Equitable to
Chase of the 18.7 Note dated as of August 8, 1990.

3. Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and Rents and
Security Agreement from Trump Equitable to Chase dated as of
August 8, 1990 in the principal amount of $18,700,000 which
secures the Trump-Equitable guaranty.

4. Indemnity Agreement by DJT and Trump Equitable
to Chase dated as of August 8, 1990.

Covered Debt: All

Midlanti:

A. "Midlantic Term Loan"

1. Term Loan Agreement dated November 29, 1989 by and
between DJT and MIDLANTIC

2. $37MM Mortgage Note dated November 29, 1989 by DJT in
favor of MIDLANTIC

3. Fee/Leasehold Mortgage dated November 29, 1989 by and
between DJT as Mortgagor and MIDLANTIC as Mortgagee
recorded with the Atlantic County Clerk's Office on
December 4, 1989 in mortgage book 4288 at page 121

4. Collateral Assignment of Lease or Leases dated
November 29, 1989 by and between DJT as Assignor and
MIDLANTIC as Mortgagee

5. Tenant Estoppel Letter dated November 29, 1989 from
DJT to MIDLANTIC

6. Subordination Agreement dated November 29, 1989 from
DJT to MIDLANTIC

Covered Debt: All

B. "Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan"

1. $15MM Grid Note dated'June 10, 1989 executed by
TRUMP'S CASTLE ASSOCIATES in favor MIDLANTIC

2. Continuing Guaranty -- Limited dated June 10, 1988 by
DJT in favor of MIDLANTIC

Covered Debt: $6.5 million or such other amount as
is outstanding at the time of determination pursuant
to Item 2 above.

C. "$7 Million Midlantic DJT Loan"

1. $7MM Grid Note dated June 10, 1989 executed by DJT in
favor MIDLANTIC

Covered Debt: All
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D. "Midlantic Letters of Credit"

1. $1.5NN LOC *700359 (as amended: previously 0500329)
dated April 1, 1988 issued by MIDLANTIC for DJT ac-
count to National Union Fire Insurance Company to
support insurance premiums, losses and escrow ac-
counts for Trump's Plaza Hotel and Casino and Trump's
Castle Hotel and Casino, together with Standby LOC
Agreement and Application dated August 26, 1987 and
prior LOC dated August 26, 1987

2. $1.5MM LOC 0700745 dated September 7, 1988 issued by
MIDLANTIC for DJT, TRUMP'S PLAZA ASSOCIATES and
TRUMP'S CASTLE ASSOCIATES to National Union Fire
Insurance Company to support insurance premiums,
losses and escrow accounts, together with Standby LOC
Agreement and Application dated August 31, 1988

Covered Debt: All

on tfr:
A. "Princess Loan"

1. Loan Agreement between BOSTON SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST
COMPANY ("BOSTON SAFE") and ALIBAN, INC. ("ALIBAN")
regarding Trump Princess loan dated December 16, 1987

2. $29MM Secured Promissory Note evidencing Trump
Princess loan dated December 16, 1987

3. Modification, Amendment and Confirmation Agreement
between ALIBAN, DJT and BOSTON SAFE dated June 20,
1988, modifying, amending and confirming the Vessel
Loan documentation

4. Statutory Mortgage on M/Y Trump Securing the Obliga-
tions of ALIBAN under the Trump Princess loan dated
December 16, 1987

5. Deed of Covenants by ALIBAN to BOSTON SAFE dated
December 16, 1987

6. Pledge Agreement between DJT and BOSTON SAFE dated as
of December 16, 1987 regarding the collateral pledge
of the stock of DJT in ALIBAN to BOSTON SAFE

7. $10MM Partial Guarantee given by DJT in favor of
BOSTON SAFE dated as of December 13, 1987 with
respect to the ALBIAN obligations under the Trump
Princess Loan Agreement

8. Assignment of Insurances respecting the Trump
Princess between ALIBAN and BOSTON SAFE dated
December 16, 1987 with Notice of Assignment, Loss
Payable Clauses and Protection and Indemnity
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9. General Assignment of Earnings, Etc. between ALIBAN
and BOSTON SAFE dated December 16, 1987 regarding
collateral assignment by ALIBAN to BOSTON SAFE of
earnings arising from the Trump Princess

10. Security Agreement between ALIBAN and BOSTON SAFE
dated December 16, 1987

Covered Debt: $10 million, or such other amount as
is outstanding at the time of determination pursuant
to Item 7 above (DJT Guaranty of Princess Loan)

B. "Princess $10 Million Loar."

1. $1004 Demand Loan Note from JT to BOSTON SAFE dated
March 14, 1988

Covered Debt: All

C. "Mar-a-Lago Loan"

1. $12M Five-Year Adjustable Rate Note on Mar-a-Lago
executed by DJT in favor of BOSTON SAFE dated
September 2, 1988

2. $12104 Mortgage on Mar-a-Lago dated September 2, 1988
securing the obligations of Trump under the Mortgage
Note

Covered Debt: All

Marine Midland:

A. "Palm Beach Credit Facility"

1. Promissory Note dated October 22, 1986 by TRUMP PALM
BEACHES CORPORATION to MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A. for
$60MM

2. Loan Agreement dated as of October 22, 1986 between
MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A. and TRUMP PALM BEACHES
CORPORATION

3. Mortgage and Security Agreement dated October 22,
1986 from TRUMP PALM BEACHES CORPORATION to MARINE
MIDLAND BANK, N.A. for $6004

4. Collateral Assignment of essor's Interest in
Lease(s) dated October 22, 1986 from TRUMP PALM
BEACHES CORPORATION in favor of MARINE MIDLAND BANK,
N.A.

5. Guaranty of Payment dated as of October 22, 1986 from
DONALD J. TRUMP to MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A.

6. Guaranty of Carry dated October 22, 1986 from DONALD
J. TRUMP to MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A.

7. Modification and Reaffirmation of Guaranty of Carry
and Guaranty of Payment made as of January 29, 1988
by DONALD J. TRUMP to MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A.
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8. Cash Collateral Agreement, dated as of the date
hereof, by and among Donald J. Trump and MARINE
MIDLAND BANK, N.A.

Covered Debt: $14 million principal (subject to
reduction as set forth in the definition of Covered
Debt Obligations) and all due and unpaid interest
under the Palm Beach Credit Facility.

Citibank:

A. "Alexander's Loan"

1. Amended and Restated Loan Agreement, dated as of
October 26, 1987 (as amended by letter amendments
dated October 26, 1988, October 26, 1989 and April
26, 1990), by and between THE TRUMP-ALEXANDER'S
COMPANY and CITIBANK

2. Promissory Note, dated July 25, 1990, made by The
Trump-Alexander's Company to Citibank, N.A. in
principal amount of $954,055.00*

3. Promissory Note, dated as of August 8, 1990, made by
The Trump-Alexanders Company to Citibank, in
principal amount not more than approximately
$5,245,296.00*

Both of the Promissory Notes referred to in Items 2 and 3
will be cancelled on the Closing Date and added to the
principal amount of the loan made pursuant to Item 1.

Covered Debt: All

B. "Mastercard/Visa Agreement"

Agreement, dated as of June 7, 1989, by and
between Citicorp Credit Services, Inc., Card
Acceptance Division, a Delaware corporation, and
Trump Shuttle, Inc., a corporation organized
under the laws of New York, and certain af-
filiates.

Covered Debt: None.

C. "CB Interest Rate Swap"

Interest Rate Swap Agreement, dated as of
September 5, 1989, between Citibank, N.A., New
York and Donald J. Trump (for the benefit of the
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Trump Shuttle) an individual currently residing
at 721 5th Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

Covered Debt: -Yen

D. "Plaza Junior"

1. Citibank Commitment for Interim Loan Facility for
$125MM dated July 8, 1998

2. Specimen Promissory Note from D. TRUMP to CITIBANK
for $12504, dated July 21, 1988

3. Loan Agreement between D.J. TRUMP and CITIBANK, dated
July 21, 1988 (with exhibits)

4. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement by and
between D.J. TRUMP and CITIBANK, dated July 21, 1988

5. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement by and
between DJT PLAZA HOTEL CORP. and CITIBANK, dated
July 21, 1988

6. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement by and
between PLAZA OPERATING PARTNERS LTD and CITIBANK,
dated July 21, 1988

7. Guaranty made by DJT PLAZA HOTEL CORP.

Covered Debt: All

E. "Shuttle Junior"

1. $135M Credit Agreement dated as of June 7, 1989
among D. TRUMP and THE BANKS NAMED THEREIN and
CITIBANK, as agent.

2. Second Priority Pledge Agreement, dated June 7, 1989,
made by Donald J. Trump to Citibank, N.A.

3. Intercreditor Agreement, dated June 7, 1989, by and
between Citibank, N.A., as Agent under the Trump
Credit Agreement and the First Pledge Agreement, and
Citibank, as Agent under the Trump Credit Agreement
and the Second Pledge Agreement.

Covered Debt: All

F. "Trump Palace Loan"

1. Note Modification Agreement, dated as of February 14,
1989, made by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
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one or more co-lenders, in the principal amount of
$60,000,000.

2. Mortgage Modification, Restatement, Extension and Spreader
Agreement, dated as of February 14, 1989, between Donald
J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company and Citibank,
N.A., individually and as agent for one or more co-
lenders, in the principal amount of $60,000,000, recorded
in the Office of the City Register, New York County (the
"City Register's Office") on February 17, 1989, in Reel
1537, Page 767.

3. Building Loan Note Modification Agreement No. 1, dated as
of February 14, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The
Trump Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and
as agent for one or more co-lenders, in the principal
amount of $4,893,203.

4. Building Loan Mortgage Modification, Restatement, Exten-
sion and Spreader Agreement No. 1, dated as of February
14, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lenders, in the principal amount of
$4,893,203, recorded in the City Register's Office on
February 17, 1989, in Reel 1537, page 660.

5. Indirect Costs Mortgage Note, dated as of February 14,
1989, from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company
to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or
more co-lenders, in the principal amount of $51,548,158.

6. Indirect Costs Mortgage, dated as of February 14, 1989,
from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company to
Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or more
co-lenders, in the principal amount of $51,548,158,
recorded in the City Register's Office on February 17,
1989, in Reel 1537, Page 565, on which the mortgage
recording tax of $1,159,834.50 was duly paid.

7. Building Loan Mortgage Note No. 1, dated as of February
14, 1989, from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lenders, in the principal amount of
$7,451,842.

8. Building Loan Mortgage No. 1, dated as of February 14,
1989, from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company
to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or
more co-lenders, in the principal amount of $7,451,842
(not delivered to title company for recording).

9. Building Loan Mortgage Note No. 2, dated as of February
14, 1989, from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
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one or more co-lenders, in the principal amount of
$7,000,000.

10. Building Loan Mortgage No. 2, dated as of February 14,
1989, from Donald J; Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company
to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or
more co-lenders, in the principal amount of $7,000,000
(not delivered to title company for recording).

11. Building Loan Mortgage Note No. 3, dated as of February
14, 1989, from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lenders, in the principal amount of
$7,000,000.

12. Building Loan Mortgage No. 3, dated as of February 14,
1989, from Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company
to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or
more co-lenders, in the principal amount of $7,000,000
(not delivered to title company for recording).

13. Building Loan Mortgage Note No. 4, dated as of February
14, 1989, from Donald 3. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lenders, in the principal amount of
$7,000,000.

14. Building Loan Hortgage No. 4, dated as of February 14,
1989, from Donald 3. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company
to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or
more co-lenders, in the principal amount of $7,000,000
(not delivered to title company for recording).

15. Building Loan Agreement, dated as of February 14, 1989,
between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company and
Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or more
co-lenders, filed in the Office of the County Clerk, New
York County (the "County Clerk's Office").

16. Indirect Costs Loan Agreement, dated as of February 14,
1989, between Donald 3. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lenders.

17. Assignment of Landlord's Interest in Rents and Leases,
dated as of February 14, 1989, made by Donald 3. Trump d/
h/a The Trump Palace Company to Citibank, N.A.,
individually and as agent for one or more co-lenders,
recorded in the City Register's Office on February 17,
1989, in Reel 1537, Page 874.

18. Guaranty of Payment, Performance and Completion and
Indemnification Agreement, dated as of February 14, 1989,
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from Donald J. Trump to Citibank, N.A., individually and
as agent for one or more co-lenders.

19. Subordination of Mortgage and Standstill Agreement, dated
as of February 14, 1989, between THTM Associates ("TIM")
and Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or
more co-lenders, recorded in the City Register's office on
February 17, 1989, in Reel 1537, Page 859.

20. Termination of Assignment of Landlord's Interest in Rents
and Leases made by Citibank, N.A., terminating Assignment
of Leases from Donald J. Trump to Citibank, N.A., dated
December 30, 1985, recorded on January 8, 1986, in Reel
1010, Page 7, recorded in the City Register's Office on
February 17, 1989, in Reel 1537, Page 885.

21. Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as of February 14,
1989, between THTM and Trump, recorded in the City
Register's Office on February 17, 1989, in Reel 1537, Page
752.

22. Mortgage and Note Severance and Modification Agreement,
dated as of February 14, 1989, between THTM and Trump,
recorded in the City Register's Office on February 17,
1989, in Reel 1537, Page 758.

23. Substitute Mortgage Note No. 1, dated as of February 14,
1989, between Trump and TKTM in the principal amount of
$4,893,203.

24. Substitute Mortgage No. 1 ("Substitute Mortgage 1"), dated
as of February 14, 1989, between Trump and THTM in the
principal amount of $4,893,203, recorded in the City
Register's Office on February 17, 1989, in Reel 1537, page
651.

25. Assignment of Mortgage, dated as of February 14, 1989,
from THTM to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lender, recorded in the City Register's
Office on February 17, 1989, in Reel 1537, Page 656 (as-
signs Substitute Mortgage 1).

26. Building Loan Note Modification Agreement No. 2, dated as
of March 7, 1989, made by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$761,339.

27. Building Loan Mortgage Modification, Restatement, Exten-
sion and Spreader Agreement No. 2, dated as of March 7,
1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lender in the principal amount of $761,339,
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recorded in the City Register's Office on March 16, 1989,
in Reel 1548, Page 137.

28. Mortgage and Note Severance and Modification Agreement No.
2, dated as of March 7, 1989, between THTM and Trump,
recorded in the City Register's Office on March 16, 1989,
in Reel 1548, Page 228.

29. Substitute Mortgage Note No. 2, dated as of March 7, 1989,
between Trump and THTM in the principal amount of
$761,339.

30. Substitute Mortgage No. 2 ("Substitute Mortgage 2"), dated
as of March 7, 1989, between Trump and THTM in the
principal amount of $761,339, recorded in the City
Register's Office on March 16, 1989, in Reel 1548, Page
0125.

31. Assignment of Mortgage, dated as of March 7, 1989, from
THTM to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one
or more co-lender, recorded in the City Register's Office
on March 16, 1989, in Reel 1548, Page 0133 (assigns
Substitute Mortgage 2).

32. Building Loan Note Modification Agreement No. 3, dated as
of April 7, 1989, made by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$997,201.

33. Building Loan Mortgage Modification, Restatement Extension
and Spreader Agreement No. 3, dated as of April 7, 1989,
between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company and
Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or more
co-lender in the principal amount of $997,201, recorded in
the City Register's Office on April 13, 1989 in Reel 1560
Page 0729.

34. Mortgage and Note Severance and Modification Agreement No.
3, dated as of April 7, 1989, between THTM end Trump,
recorded in the City Register's Office on April 13, 1989
in Reel 1560, Page 709.

35. Substitute Mortgage Note No. 3, dated as of April 7, 1989,
between Trump and THTM in the principal amount of
$997,201.

36. Substitute Mortgage No. 3 ("Substitute Mortgae 3"), dated
as of April 7, 1989, between Trump and THTM in the
principal amount of $997,201, recorded in the City
Register'. Office on April 13, 1989, in Reel 1560, Page
0720.
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37. Assignment of Mortgage, dated as of April 7, 1989, from
THTH to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one
or more co-lender, recorded in the City Register's Office
on April 13, 1989, in Reel 1560, Page 0725 (assigns
Substitute Mortgage 3).

38. Building Loan Note Modification Agreement No. 4, dated as
of May 10, 1989, made by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$1,228,557.

39. Building Loan Mortgage Modification, Restatement, Exten-
sion and Spreader Agreement No. 4, dated as of May 10,
1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$1,228,557, recorded in the City Register's Office on May
30, 1989 in Reel 1582 Page 0448.

40. Mortgage and Note Severance and Modification Agreement
No. 4, dated as of May 10, 1989, between THTM and Trump,
recorded in the City Register's Office on May 30, 1989, in
Reel 1582, Page 428.

41. Substitute Mortgage Note No. 4, dated as of May 10, 1989,
between Trump and THTM in the principal amount of
$1,228,557.

42. Substitute Mortgage No. 4 ("Substitute Mortaage 4"), dated
as of May 10, 1989, between Trump and THTM in the
principal amount of $1,228,557, recorded in the City
Register's Office on May 30, 1989, in Reel 1582, Page
0439.

43. Assignment of Mortgage, dated as of May 10, 1989, from
THTM to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one
or more co-lender, recorded in the City Register's Office
on May 30, 1989, in Reel 1582, Page 0444 (assigns
Substitute Mortgage 4).

44. Building Loan Note Modification Agreement No. 5, dated as
of June 9, 1989, made by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$1,548,428.

45. Building Loan Mortgage Modification, Restatement, Exten-
sion and Spreader Agreement No. 5, dated as of June 9,
1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace
Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for
one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$1,548,428, recorded in the City Register's Office on June
23, 1989 in Reel 1591, Page 1371.
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46. Mortgage and Note Severance and Modification Agreement No.
5, dated as of June 9, 1989, between THTH and Trump,
recorded in the City Register's Office on June 23, 1989,
in Reel 1591, Page 1360.

47. Substitute Mortgage Note No. 5, dated as of June 9, 1989,
between Trump and THTM in the principal amount of
$1,548,428.

48. Substitute Mortgage No. 5 ("Substitute Mortaae 5"), dated
as of June 9, 1989, between Trump and THTM in the
principal amount of $1,548,428, recorded in the City
Register's Office on June 23, 1989, in Reel 1591, Page
1351.

49. Assignment of Mortgage, dated as of June 9, 1989, from
THTM to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one
or more co-lender, recorded in the City Register's Office
on June 23, 1989, in Reel 1591, Page 1356 (assigns
Substitute Mortgage 5).

50. Building Loan Note Modification Agreement, dated as of
June 30, 1989, made by Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company to Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender in the principal amount of
$70,571,271.

51. Building Loan Mortgage Modification, Restatement, Exten-
sion and Spreader Agreement, dated as of June 30, 1989,
between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump Palace Company and
Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one or more
co-lender in the principal amount of $70,571,271, recorded
in ths City Register's Office on July 5, 1989, in Reel
1596, Page 1746.

52. Assignment of Mortgage, dated as of June 30, 1989, from
THTM to Citibank, N.A., individually and as agent for one
or more co-lender, recorded in the City Register's Office
on July 5, 1989, in Reel 1596, Page 1839.

53. Indirect Costs Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as
of July 10, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender, recorded in the City
Register's Office in Reel 1632, Page 1996 on October 27,
1989.

54. Building Loan Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as of
July 10, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender, recorded in the City
Register's Office in Reel 1632, Page 2014 on October 27,
1989.
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55. Building Loan Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as of
July 10, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender, recorded in the City
Register's Office in Reel 1632, Page 2002 on October 27,
1989.

56. Building Loan Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as of
July 10, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender, recorded in the City
Register's Office in Reel 1632, Page 2008.

57. Building Loan Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as of
July 10, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender, recorded in the City
Register's Office in Reel 1632, Page 2026 on October 27,
1989.

58. Building Loan Mortgage Modification Agreement, dated as of
July 10, 1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a The Trump
Palace Company and Citibank, N.A., individually and as
agent for one or more co-lender, recorded in the City
Register's Office in Reel 1632, Page 2020 on October 27,
1989.

59. Interest Rate Exchange Agreement, dated as of February 15,
1989, between Donald J. Trump d/b/a/ as The Trump Palace
Company and Citibank, N.A. (the "Palace Swap").

Covered Debt: Principal Amounts funded pursuant to
the Interest Reserve (up to $40 million) (but not any interest
or other obligations in respect thereof) (such amount,
"Interest Reserve") and the Palace Swap.

Bankers Trust:

A. "BT Loans"

1. Revolving Credit Agreement dated as of June 27, 1989
between DJT and BANKERS TRUST COMPANY

2. Revolving Credit Note dated as of June 27, 1989
between DJT and BANKERS TRUST COMPANY for $100MM

3. Promissory Note (Interest Bearing) made by Donald J.
Trump to Bankers Trust Company, dated March 1, 1990,
in the principal amount of $4 million.

4. Interest Rate and Currency Exchange Agreement, dated
as of June 7, 1989 between Donald J. Trump and Bank-
ers Trust Company (the "BT Interest Rate Swap")

- 17 -
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Covered Debt: All

A. "MliT Regency Loan"

1. $8504 Loan Agreement dated as of August 1, 1989
between MANUFACTURES HANOVER TRUST COMPANY (HHTC) and
TRUMP CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

2. Promissory Note for $8504 dated August 1, 1989 from
TRUMP CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP to
MHTC

3. Mortgage and Security Agreement dated August 1, 1989
from TRUMP CRYSTAL TOWER ASSOCIATES LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP in favor of MHTC

4. Guaranty from D. TRUMP for the benefit of MHTC, dated
August 1, 1989

5. Initial Advance Borrowing Certificate dated August 1,
1989 pursuant to Section 7 of the TCTALP/MHTC Loan
Agreement

Covered Debt: $19,274,027 or such other amount as is
outstanding at the time of determina-
tion pursuant to Item 4 above.

a. "MHT Hyatt Loan"

1. Credit Agreement dated as of July 20, 1987 between D.
TRUMP and KHTC for $80104

2. Promissory Note for $80MM dated July 20, 1987 from D.
TRUMP to 10(TC

3. Security Agreement and Assignment of Contract dated
as of July 20, 1987 made by The Trump Corporation in
favor of MHTC

4. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of
July 20, 1987 made by D. TRUMP to MXTC re Regency-
Lexington Partners ("RLP")

5. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of
July 20, 1987 made by D. TRUMP to MHTC re Park South
Associates ("PSA")

6. First Amendment dated as of November 16, 1988 to the
$80M Credit Agreement

7. Release of Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement
dated as of November 16, 1988 between D. TRUMP and
MHTC

9. First Allonge to $80MM Promissory Note, dated
November 16, 1988

Covered Debt: All
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All Existing Debt Credit Obligations held by MHT
other than the HT Hyatt Loan and the MHT Regency Loan are
referred to herein as the "JHT Non-Hyatt Loans."

C. "lHT CPS Loan"

1. Credit Agreement dated as of July 20, 1987 between D.
TRUMP and MHTC for $55101

2. Revolving Credit Note dated as of July 20, 1987 made
by D. TRUMP to MHTC for $55MM

3. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of
July 20, 1987 made by D. TRUMP to NHTC re St. Moritz
Hotel Associates ("St. M")

4. Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of
July 20, 1987 made by D. TRUMP to MHTC re Park South
Associates ("PSA")

5. First Amendment dated as of January 30, 1989 to the
$55MM Credit Agreement

6. First Allonge to $55M Revolving Credit Note, dated
January 30, 1989

7. Release of Assignment, Pledge and Security Agreement
dated as of January 30, 1989 between D. TRUMP and
MHTC

Covered Debt: All

D. "HT CPS Mortgage Loan"

1. Mortgage Note dated January 31, 1973 made by LBREC
REALTY INC. to Morris Green, Trustee under Will of
Dora Green, Deceased and Joyce Cheney in the amount
Of $1,600,000.

2. Mortgage dated January 31, 1973 made by LBREC REALTY
INC. to Morris Green, Trustees under Will of Dora
Green, Deceased and Joyce Cheney.

3. Assignment of Mortgage dated April 13, 1983, assigns
Mortgage to Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company.

4. Subordination Agreement dated April 13, 1983 between
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. and Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company.

5. Agreement dated April 22, 1983 between Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company and Park South Associates
extending maturity of note to April 22, 1986.

6. Letter dated May 7, 1986 from Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Company to Park South Associates extending
maturity of note to April 22, 1988.
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7. Letter dated March 11, 1988 from Manufacturers
Hanover T'ust Company to Park South Associates
extending maturity of note to April 22, 1989.

S. Letter dated April 17, 1989 from Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company to Park South Associates
extending maturity of note to April 22, 1990.

Covered Debt: None

E. "MHT East 61st Loan"

1. Restructuring Agreement datel as of August 8, 1990
between D. TRUMP and MHTC.

2. Interest Equalization Note dated August 8, 1990 from
D. TRUMP to IOITC.

3. Term Note dated August 8, 1990 from 0. TRUMP to MHTC.

Covered Debt: All

First Fidelity:

A. "First Fidelity Taj Term Loan"

1. Time Loan and Security Agreement dated as of November
22, 1988 between FIRST FIDELITY BANK, N.A., NEW
JERSEY, TRUMP TM MAHAL REALTY CORP. and D. TRUMP for
$75MM and Promissory Note of TRUMP TAJ MAHAL REALTY
CORP. executed and delivered in connection therewith.

2. Guaranty dated as of November 22, 1988 to FIRST
FIDELITY BANK, N.A., NEW JERSEY from TRUMP HOTEL
MANAGEMENT CORP. and D. TRUMP.

3. Collateral Assignment and General Security Agreement
between TRUMP HOTEL MANAGEMENT CORP. and FIRST
FIDELITY BANK, N.A., NEW JERSEY dated November 22,
1988.

4. First Mortgage and Security Agreement and Leasehold
Mortgage between TRUMP TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. and
FIRST FIDELITY BANK, N.A., NEW JERSEY, dated November
22, 1988.

5. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP., as Landlord and TRUMP TAJ
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (Steel Pier
Extension Lease).

6. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 Letween TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TAJ
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (Steel Pier
Building Lease).
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7. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TAJ
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (RestaurantLease).

8. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TAM
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (Lot 116 Lease).

9. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TAJ
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (3.7 Acre Parcel
Lease).

10. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TAJ
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (Parcels 4, 5
and 6, Lots 18, 41, 17 and 65 Lease).

11. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TA
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (129.06 Lease).

12. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TAJ
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (129.02 Lease).

13. Lease Agreement dated March 28, 1990 between TRUMP
TAJ MAHAL REALTY CORP. as Landlord and TRUMP TA
MAHAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (210 Foot Strip
Lease).

14. Assignment of Leases and Rents and Other Income dated
November 22, 1988 between TRUMP TAJ MAHAL REALTY
CORP. as Assignor and FIRST FIDELITY BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, NEW JERSEY as Assignee.

Covered Debt: $75 million or such other amount
outstanding at the time of determination pursuant to Item 2
above.

B. "First Fidelity Letters of Credit"

1. $2,878,500 Letter of Credit No. N-300872 between
Seashore Four Associates, as Account Party, First
Fidelity Bank, N.A., New Jersey, as Issuer and naming
as Beneficiary First Pennsylvania Bank as trustee for
S.S.G. Enterprises.

2. $1,500,000 Letter of Credit No. 1512/89 between Trump
Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership, as Account
Party, First Fidelity Bank, N.A., South Jersey, as
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Issuer and naming as Beneficiary Atlantic City
Electric Company. (Backed by $1,500,000 Letter of
Credit S13243 issued by First Fidelity Bank, N.A.,
for the benefit of First Fidelity Bank, N.A., South
Jersey.)

3. $110,000 Letter of Credit No. 1513/89 between Trump
Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership, as Account
Party, First Fidelity Bank, N.A., South Jersey, as
Issuer and naming as Beneficiary South Jersey Gas
Company. (Backed by $110,000 Letter of Credit S13244
issued by First Fidelity Bank, N.A., for the benefit
of First Fidelity Bank, N.A., South Jersey.]

4. $1,760,000 Letter of Credit No. 1511/89 between Trump
Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership, as Account
Party, First Fidelity Bank, N.A., South Jersey, as
Issuer and naming as Beneficiary Atlantic City
Electric Company. [Backed by $1,760,000 Letter of
Credit S13245 issued by First Fidelity Bank, N.A.,
for the benefit of First Fidelity Bank, N.A., Souih
Jersey.]

5. $4,150,000 Letter of Credit No. S13717 between Trump
Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership, as Account
Party, Fidelity Bank, N.A., as Issuer and naming as
Beneficiary Atlantic City Electric Company.

6. Amendment to Application for Standby Letter of Credit
and Standby Letter of Credit Agreement for LC No. N-
300872.

7. Amendment to Arplication for Standby Letter of Credit
Application and Guaranty of Commercial Letter of
Credit for Letter of Credit Numbers 1511/89, 1512/89
and 1513/89.

8. Amendment to Application for Standby Letter of Credit
and Standby Letter of Credit Agreement for LC No.
S13717.

9. Amendment to Letters of Credit S13243, S13244 and
S13245.

Covered Debt: None

C. "First Fidelity Auto Loans"

1. Automobile Loans (a list of which has previously been
furnished to the Lenders) to TRUMP TAJ MAHAL AS-
SOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP evidenced by various
notes executed at different times, prior to the date
hereof, together with pledges of title and other
agreements executed in connection therewith.
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2. Amendment to Automobile Loans to TRUMP TAJ MAHAL AS-
SOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.

Covered Debt: -None
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schedule IT

Guarantees eoess"7 to
Support collateral xgreeaentsa

Collateral tqregeflpts

*CABio AND OYU

A. TRUXP f Al MLL MOTEL AUD CASINO.

1. WT General Partnership Interest in Trump
Tai Mahal Associates Limited Partnership.

(a) useda. Agreements.

.l. (a) (l) Pledge of General Partnership interest to
XTCo.

A.l.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
DTCo.

2. LWT Limited Partnership Interest in Trump

Taj Mahal Associates Limited Partnership.

(a) Pledge AgreeMents.

A.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Limited Partnership Interest to
3TCo.

A.2.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
3STCo.

3. Trump Taj Kahal, Inc. (OTTMIO) General Partnership

Interest in Trumo Tai Mahal Associates Limited Partnership.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

A.3.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
TRCo.

A.3.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
STCo.

(b) Guarantees.

A.3.(b)(1) Guarantee by TTMI to NTC.

4. OJT Stock in TruMn Tal Mahal. Inc.
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(a) Pledae Agreagents.

A.4.(a)(1) Pledge of Stock to 3TCo.

5. KlT Stock in Truxo Hotel Management Corn. fOTHMC01.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

A.5.(a)(1) Pledg, of Stook to STCo.

6. DJT Stock in TruAR TWl Mahal Realty Corp. (OTTMRCO).

(a) Pledge Agreements.

A.6.(a)(l) Pledge of Stock to MY=o.

7. DJT $25,000,000 Note of Trump Tal Mahal

Associates Limited Partnershio.

(a) Pledge Aareements.

A.7.(a)(1) Pledge of Note by DIT to BTCo.

0. hRMP PLKKAA NOTL AND CABIMO.

1. OJT General Partnership Interest in
Trumo Plaza Associates.

(8) Pledge Agreements.

B.l. (a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
MTCo.

8.l.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
OTC*.

2. Trump Boardwalk Realty Corporation (OTBRC")

General Partnershio Interest in Trumo Plaza Associates.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

B.2.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnerahip Interest to

B.2.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to

(b) 2ara n b o.
5.2.(b)(1) Guaran~tee bT TSZC to Moe.

-ii-
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3. DIT Stock In Trun Boardwalk Realty CorRoration.

(a) Pledge Aareements.

3.3.(a)(l) Pledge of Stook to BTCo.

4. DJT General Partnership Interest in

Trun Seashore Associates.

(a) Pledge Aareemente.

B.4.(a)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
OTC*.

B.4.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnerebip Interest to
3TCo.

5. Trump Seashore Associates, Inc. ( TSAII)

General Partnefshin Interest in Trunn Seashore Associates.

(a) Pledae Aareements.

B.5.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
OTCo.

B.5.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
OTCo.

(b) Guarantees.

B.5.(b)(1) Guarantee by TSAI to BTCo.

6. DJT Stock in Trun Seashore Associates. Inc.

(a) Pledge AreeXents.

B.6.(a)(1) Pledge of Stook to BTCo.

7. Seashore Four Associates "Seashore Four"I Fee Estate in Por-

tion of Land Underlying Trump Plaza Hotel and Casing.

(a) Hortoaces.

B.7.(a)(l) Mortgage and Security Agreement to BTCo.

(b) GuarAntees.

B.7.(b)(l) Guarantee by leaahore Pour to BTCo.

(C) Assignment of Leases and Rents.

-iii-
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B.7.(c)(1) asigqJment of Leasses and Rents to STCo.

S. D3T General Partnership Interest in

Seashore Four Associatem.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

8.8.(a)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
NTCO.

B.8.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
DTCo.

9. Trump Boardwalk Realty Corporation (OTBRC")

GeneraL_2artnership Interest in Seashore Four Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

6.9.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
BTCo.

B.9.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
DTCo.

(b) Guarantees.

B.9.(b)(l) Guarantee by TDRC to STCo.

10. DJT Stock in Trump Boardwalk Realty Corvoration.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

B.10.(&)(1) Pledge of Stock to BTCo.

C. TRUMP's CATLE HOTEL AND CASINO.

1. DT General Partnership Interest in Trump

Castle Associates Limited Partnershig.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

C.l.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
3TCo.

C.l.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
STCo.

2. D.T Limited Partnership Interest in Trump
Castle Associates Limited Partnership.
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%a) Pledge Agreements.

C.2.(a)(l) Pledge of LUnited Partnership interest to
RTCo.

C.2.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
DTCO.

3. Truap's Castle Hotel and Casino, Inc. (OTCHCIO)

General Partnership Interest in TruaD'a Castle Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

C.3.(6)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
DTCO.

C.3.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
DTCO.

(b) Guarantees.

C.3.(b)(1) Guarantee by TCUCI to OTCo.

4. DJT Stock in Truap's Castle Hotel and Casino. Inc.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

C.4.(a)(1) Pledge of Stock to BTCo.

5. DJT Fee and Leasehold Estate in Penthouse Property.

(a) Pledge Agreenente.

C.5.(a)(1) Mortgage to lTCo.

(b) Guarantees.

(C.5.(b)(l) Guarantee by DT to DTCo.)

(c) Assignment of Leases.

C.5.(c)(1) ksmignaent of Lesses.

6. fJT Rights Under Contract re Penthouse Property.

(a) Pledge Aareements.

C.6.(a)(l) Pledge of Lights to BCo.
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7. D7T $2,000,000 Note of Trump's Castle
Associates Limited PartnershiR.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

C.7.(a)(1) Pledge of Note by DIT to MI'o.

D. TRUMP REGENCY KOTIL.

1. DJT Limited Partnership Interest in

Trues Crystal Tower Associates Liuited Partnership.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

D.l.(a)(l) Pledge of Lixited Partnerasip Interest to

2. DJT Acquisition Corp. ("DJTACN) General Partnership
Interest in Trus Crystal Tover Associates Limited Partnership.

(a) iledge Agreements.

D.2.(a)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
STCo.

(b) Guarantees.

D.2.(b)(1) Guarantee by DTAC to DICo.

3. DT Stock in =JT Acquisition Corp.

(a) Pledae Aarements.

D.3.(a)(1) Pledge of $took to ITCo.

,NuW YORK BUILINGSa

a. TRUXP TOWER

1. DYT Interest in Trumo-Eguitable Joint Venture (Commerciall.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

E.I.(a)(1) Pledge of Proceeds of Joint Venture Interest
(Comerial) to TCo.

2. DJT Interest in Trumn-Eauitable Joint Venture (Residential).

-vi-
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(a) Pledap Aareements.

1.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Prooeeds of Joint Venture Interest
(Residential) to SYCo.

3. Tipperary Realty Corp. (OTipperaryu) Interest in Trump-

Eauitable Joint Venture (Coaercial and Residential).

(a) Pledge Agreements.

E.3.(a)(l) Pledge of Prooeeds of Joint Venture Interest
to BTCo.

1. TBSXL1FA=

See 100 Central Park South.

0. 10 CENTRAL PARK BOUTH

1. WJT General and Limited Partnership Interest in Park

South Associates.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

G.l.(a)(1) Pledge of Partnership Interest to DTCo.

2. B. Plaza Realty Corp. (DBPRCO) Limited Partnership

Interest in Park South Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

G.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Limited Partnership Interest to
STCo.

3. DKT Stock in B. Plaza Realty CorD.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

G.3.(a)(l) Pledge of stock to ITCo.

f. TRUMP PLKZ3 fREAT 111aT "TI31.

1. DjT Stock In The Trumn Corboration.

-vii-
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(a) Amended and Restated Pledge Agreements.

H.I.(a)(1) Pledge of stock to MTCo. (vith respect to
Trusp Plas only)

2. DJT General and Limited Partnership Interests in

ThEast 61 St. Conany.

(a) Pledae Aareements.

H.2.(a)(l) Pledge of Partnersbip Interests to BTCo.

3. Plaza Consultinq Corp. (OPCCO)

Limited Partnershin Interest in The East 61 St. Comany.

(a) Pledge &Agreements.

H.3.(a)(l) Pledge of Limited Partmersbip Interest to
DTCO.

(b) Guarantees.

H.3.(b)(l) Guarantee by PCC to 3TCo.

4. DJT Stock in Plaza Consulting Corp.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

H.4.(a)(l) Pledge of Stook to rTCo.

VIRS R.LOk2U

1. D3T General Partnershio Interest in Plaza Oneratina Partners.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

I.l.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnerebip Interest to
ITCo.

2. D3T Plaza Hotel Corp. ("PHCO) Limited Partnership
Interest In Partnershi..

(a) Pledae Aareements.

-viii-
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1.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Limited laxtnersbLp Interest to
Myo.

(b) Guarantees.

1.2.(b)(1) Guarantee by iPC to STCo.

3. Plaza Operating Partners (1NEPRI Excess Proceeds.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

1.3.(a)(1) Pledge of Rzoes Proceeds to To.

(b) Guarantees.

1.3.(b)(1) Guarantee by POP to STCo.

1. JT General Partnershio Interest in Regencv-Lexinaton Partners.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

J.l.(a)(1) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnersbip Interest to
To@.

2. The Trump Corporation ("Trump Corp.") Interest in
Grand Hyatt Fee Agreement.

(a) Pleda Agaeeient.

3.2.(e)(l) Pledge of Fee Agreement to BTCo.

"&IRLIVIS AND YKQCYI

I. TEl TRUMP BUITTLN

1. IL Stock in The Truen Shuttle Inc.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

K.1.(a)(1) Pledge of $took to NTCo.

-ix-

2. The Trume Shuttle Inc. INTSI"I Excess Proceeds.
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(a) Pledge Agreeents.

K,2. ()(1) Pledge of Iooess Prooeeds to SMCo.

(b) Guarantees.

K.2.(b)(1) Guarantee by T81 to DTC ,

L. 72 _L.ARLhXI

1. 727 Owned by Dr Air Corp.

(a) ortgagas.

L.1.(a)(1) kiroraft Xortgago to BTCo.

(b) Guarantees.

L.1.(b)(1) Guarantee by DT Air Corp. to TCo.

X. TRUMP PRIACEBI

1. Truab Princess. Owned by Aliban. n.

(a) mortgags.

X.1.(a)(1) lLzth Xortgago to DTCo.

(b) Guarantees.

K.1.(b)(1) guarantee by liban, Inc. to 3TCo.

(c) As.ignasnla.

K..(c)(1) Cbarter aeigquent rem Sizth Mortgage.

M.1.(c)(2) Insurance Aesigusent rot Clith Mortgage.

• AMZLY BUSINESSES

W. PARK. 33,,1, 8IMNIYlDl TOWU, TEN PAVILZON, CLYDE HALL, INC.,
CORONET RALL. INC., lKOELADBR AnLL. MwC. A 1XONI) RALLY. INC.

1. DJT Partnership Interests and Stock in Partnerships and
Corporations Listed Below (equity where peritted, proceeds
otherwiams
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Partn riia(e.

Park Briar Associates (General Partnership)
Midland Associates (General Partnership)
220 Prospect Street Co. (Limited Partnership)

Comrgrations.

Clyde Hall, Inc.
Coronet Hall, Inc.
Highlander Hall, Inc.
Saxony Hall, Inc.

(a) Pledge Aareenents.

N.l.(a)(l) Pledge of Proceeds of each Partnership Inter-
eat and Stock of each Corporation to OTCo.

0. IMLI_ I

1. IT Stock in Reg-Tru Eauities. Ltd. ("Rea-TruI.

(a) Pledae Agreements.

O.l.(a)(1) Pledge of Stock to NTCo.

P. ArLEXANDER'I STOCK

1. The Trumo-Alawander's Con2any Shares of Alexander's Soc.

(a) Pledge Aoreements.

P.l.(a)(l) Pledge of Stock to STCo.

(b) Guarantees.

P.1.(b)(l) Guarantee by The Truap-Alexander's Company to
ITCo.

Q. ANY OTKIR UISTS (INCLUDING PNOCIIDS 01 PARTWIKU1IP INTRISTS
AND STOCK OF MIfCRLLANIOOfr COXPANIN).

-xi-
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1. DYT Other Assets (including partnership interests
In and stock oft Affiliates listed below.

(a) Pledge Agreements (equity where permitted, otherwise
proceeds).

Q.l.(s)(1) Pledge to STCo.

(b) Affil ateI.

Penn Yards Associates
Trump JFK Hotel Associates, L.P.
THTM Associates
DJT Trump Parking
St. Moritz Hotel Associates
Tipperary Realty Corp.
50-56 Central Park South Corp.
The Trump Plaza Corporation
Trump Palm Beaches Corporation
Aliban, Inc.
Asels U.S.A., Inc.
Trump West Realty Corp.
Football Generals Inc.
Moritz Realty Corp.
Parc Consulting, Inc.
Toys at Trump, Inc.
Trump Airlines Holding Corp.
Trump Aspen Properties, Inc.
Trump Australia, Inc.
Trump Baseball, Inc.
Trump Beverly Hills Hotel Corp.
Trump Boardwalk Realty Corp.
Trump Cash Call Co., Inc.
Trump City Corpo'ation
Trump Colunb..a, Inc.
Trump Enterprises, Inc.
Trump Ice, Inc.
Trump International Marketing, Inc.
Trump JFK Hotel Development Corp.
Trump Nevada Inc.
Trump Organization, Inc.
Trump Payroll Corp.
Trump Princess Corp.
Trump Sports & Entertainment Co., Inc.
Trump Travel Agency, Inc.
Trump West Palm Beach Realty Corp.

-xii-
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2. DJT Affiliates' Assets (including partnership interests in and
stock of) affiliates lIsted belov.

(oeoesSs7 oly It any affiliate owns
assets or stock not otherwise being pledged.)

(a) Pledge Agreements (equity vhero permitted, otherwise
nroc eds.

Q.2.(a)(l) Pledge to NTCo.

*R. PLIDOI OF INTZRCOKPAN MO?3I,

a.0.(0)(l) Intercompany Mote and Certificate of Deposit
Junior Pledge and security Agreement Securing
Obligations under Override Agreement

-xiii-
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Schedule y

special Guarantees Necessary to
support special collateral igreoantst

2asoial Collateral larssmnents

"CUJIIMG tED EOTY31.d

A. !UVIt YTh. ME L 3OTIL An CKBSIO.

1. DJT General Partnership Interest in Trump
Tat Mahal Associates Limited Partnership.

Ca) Pleda Agreements.

A.l,(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership :ntereut to
First Pidelity

A.l.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
First Pidelity

2. DJT Limited Partnership Interest in Trump

Tai Mahal Associates Limited Partnrsh..

(a) Pledge Aareements.

A.2.(a)(l) Pledge of Limited Partnership Interest to
Pirst Fidelity

A.2.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
first Fidelity

3. Trump Taj Mahal, Inc. ("'TMI") General Partnership
Interest in TruzD Tai Mahal Associates Limited PartnershiD.

(a) Pledgi Agreements.

A.3.(a)(1) Pledge of General partnership Interest to
First Fidelity

A.3.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
pirst Fidelity

(b) Guarantees.

A.3.(b)(l) guarantee by TTMI to Pirst Pidelity
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4. DJT Stock in Trump Tal Mahal. Inc.

(a) Pledge Aareements.

A.4.(a)(1) Pledge of Stook to First Fidelity

5. OJT Stock in Trum2 Hotel Management Corp. ("TH4CN).

(a) Pledge Agreements.

A.5.(a)(1) Pledge of took to First Fidelity

6. DJT Stock in Trump Tai MAhal Realty Cor. ("TTKRCR).

(a) Pledge Agreenents.

A.6.(a)(1) Pledge of took to First Fidelity

7. DJT $25,000,000 Note of Trump Taj Mahal

Associates Limited Partnership.

(a) Pledge Aoreements.

A.7.(a)(1) Pledge of Note by DJT to STCo.

S. TRUMP PLUA H OTL AID CuINO.

1. DJT General Partnership Interest in

Truo Plaza Associates,

(a) Pledge Agreaents.

B.l.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to Nat
West

B.l.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
Nat West

2. Trump Boardwalk Realty Corporation ("TBRCO)

General PartnershL Interest in Trui Plaza Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

B.2.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to Nat
West

B.2.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
Nat West

-ii-
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(b) Guaranteez.

B.2.(b)(l) Guarantee by TYRC to Mat West

3. DJT Stock in Truno Boardwalk Realty CorMoration.

(a) PledGe Aoreements.

B.3.(a)(l) Pledge of $took to Nat West

4. Seashore Four Associates ("Seashore Four") Fee Estate in

Portion of Land Underlving TruIN Plaza Hotel and Casino.

(a) mortgages.

B.4.(8)(l) Mortgage and 8eourity Agreement to First
Fidelity

(b) Assignments of Lease.

B.4.(b)(I) Assignsent of Lasses and Rents to First
Fidelity

5. OJT General Partnership Interest in
Seashore Four Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

B.5.(a)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
First Fidelity

B.5.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
First Fidelity

6. Seashore Four Associates, Inc. (OSFAIR)

General Partnersh1o Interest in Seashore Four Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

B.6.(a)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
First Fidelity

B.6.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interest to
First Fidelity

(b) Guarantees.
B.6.(b)(I) guarantee by TDRC to first Fidelity

-iii-
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7. WJT Stock in TZmo Boardyalk Realty Cooration.

(a) Pledge Aareesents.

B.7.(&)(1) Pledge of Itook to virst fidelity

C. TRWP' CISYLS EOYL ID CASINO.

1. WJT General Partnership Interest in Trump

Castle Associates Limited Partnershin.

(a) Pledge AgAreeant.

C.l.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest
Midlsntio

C.1.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Inters
Kidlantio

(b) Guarantees.

C.l.(b)(l) Guarantee by DJT to Kidlantio

2. DJT Limited Partnership Interest in Trump
Castle Associates Limited Partnershio.

(a) Pledge A mreeents.

C.2.(a)(l) Pledge of Limited Partnership Interest t
Kidlen.10i

C.2.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Interi
Kidlatio

(b) Guarantees.

C.2.(b)(1) Guarantee by DJT to Kidlantio

3. Trunmp's Castle Hotel and Casino, Inc. ("TCHCI")
General Partnership Interest in Trump's Csstle Associate.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

C.3.(a)(1) Pledge of General Partnership Interest t
Kidl anti

C.3.(a)(2) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership Inters
Kidlntio

(b) Guarantee .
C.3.(b)(1) guarantee brY'CICI to Midlantio

-iv-
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4. JT Stock in Tru=o's Castle Hotel and Casino. Inc.

(a) Pledae Agareemnt.

C.4.(a)(1) Pledge of tok to Midlantio

(b) arAXantees.

C.4.(b)(1) guarantee by DJT to Midlantio

5. DJT Fee and Leasehold Estate in Penthouse Prooerty.

(a) Mortageas.
C.5.(a)(1) Mortgage to Kidlantie

(b) Guarantees.

C.5.(b)(1) Guarantee by DJT to Uldlantie (recourse/non-
recourse)

(c) Assignnents of Leases.

C.5.(c)(1) assignment of Leases

6. WT'a Riahts Under Contract re Penthouse Prooertv

(a) Pledae Agreements.

C.6.(a)(1) Pledge of Ltghts to XLdlantio

D. TRUMP .G!NCY ROTUL.

1. WJT Limited Partnership Interest in Trump Crystal Tower Associ-

ates Limited Partnershio f"TCTALPOI.

(a) Pledge Acreements.

D.l.(a)(1) Pledge of Limited Partnership Interest to MET

2. DJT Acquisition Corp. ("DJTACO) General Partnership

Interest in Trued Crystal Tower Associates Limited Partnership.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

D.2.(a)(1) Pledge of general Partnership Interest to XXT

(b) Guarantees.

D.2. (b)(1) Guarantee by DJTAC to )GXT
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3. Dl? Stock in lqAcaution Cor,.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

D.3.(a)(1) Pledge of took to MR?

*m1 YORK BOZLDINGN

z. nmiJP.muaI

1. The Trump-Equitable Fifth Avenue Company ("Truap-Equitable")
Comercial Pee and Leasehold Interests in Trumn Toyer,

(a) Haxog~au.

E.I.(a)(I) Collateral Mortgage to Chase re $9#000,000
Penn Yards tax payment loan

E.I.(a)(2) Mortgage to Chase re $15,700,000 personal
loan

E.l.(a)(3) Collateral Mortgage Agreement to Chase for
$35,000,000

E.I.(a)(4) Forbearance Agreement and Note Modification
Agreement

(b) Guarantees.

2.l.(b)(l) Guarantee by DT to Chase re *0,o00,O00 Penn
Yards taz payment loan

2.1.(b)(2) Guarantee to Chase re $1l,700,000 personal
loan

P. TRMPx na
1. Park South Associates (OPSAO) Commercial and Residential

Condominium Units In Trun Parc.

(a) Morgagaa.
?.l.(a)(1) Mortgage to Trump Palace lenders securing

joint and several obligation of "A (non-
reoourse) as co-akr of Trust Palace notes
to the extent of $40,000,000 interest reserve

-vi-
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2. DJT General and Limited Partnership Interest in
Park South Associates (OPS&O|

(a) Pledge AgreeMenA .

See 4.2

3. B. Plata Realty Corp. (IBPRCO) Limited Partnership

Interest in Park South Associates.

see 0.3

4. OJT St2ck in B. Plaza Realty Corp.

$ee 0.4

0. 100 CENTRAL PARK SOUT

1. Park South Associates Fee Estate in 100 Central Park South.

(a) Mortagae.

G.l.(a)(1) Mortgage by Plark South assoolates to MET of
100 Central Park South securing joint and
several obligation of PSA on debt facilities
of Trump Plasa (Bast lot Street) to the
extent of $20000,000

(b) Assignment of Leases.

G.l.(b)(l) assignment of Leases by Park South Associates
to M?

2. DJT General and Limited Partnership Interest in

Park South Associates (OPSAOI

(a) Plede Agreements.

G.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Partnership Interest to XXT

3. B. Plaza Realty Corp. (OBPRCE)

Limited Partnershin Interest in Park South Associates.

(a) Pledge Agreeaents.

G.3.(a)(1) Pledge of Limited Partaorahip Interest to 3XT

-vii-
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4. OJT Stock In B. Plaza Realty Corp.

G.4.(O)(l) Pledge of Stook to It

R. TRU P PLIA nerT AId?. STUT).

1. The Trump Corporation Leasehold Estate
Under Master Lease From Trump Plaza Owner's Inc.

(4) Mort .

H.l.(a)(I) Leasehold Mortgage by The Trump Corporation

to KIT of leasehold estate under Master Lease

(b) Asinena .

H.1.(b)(l) Assignment of Lease by The Trump Corporation
to XXT

2. JT Stock in Tne Truss Corporation.

(a) Pledge Agreementa.

H.2.(a)(l) Pledge of Stook to UXT (with respect to Trump
Plama only)

3. The East 61 St. Company ("East 61 St.')
Unsold Shares for 6 Residential Units,

(a) Pledae Aareements.

H.3.(a)(l) Pledge of Shares to XT

(b) Assignments of Lessor's Interest Under
water Proprietary Lease for the Unsold Shares.

H.3.(b)(I) Assignment of Lease to MT

Mc Guarantees.

H.3.(c)(l) Guarantee by last 41 St. to KIT

4. DYT General and Linited Partnership Interests in

The East 61 St. Company.

(a) Pledae Aareements.

H.4.(a)(l) Pledge of Partnership Interests to XXT

-viii-
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5. Plaza Consulting Corp. (OPCCO)
Limited Partnership Interest in The East 61 St. CompanY.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

H.5.(a)(1) Pledge of Partnership Interest@ to KET

(b) Guarantees.

H.5.(b)(1) Guarantee by PCC to UXT

6. DJT Stock in Plaza Consultina CM.

(a) Pledae Aareements.

H.6.(a)(1) Pledge of Stock to MET

7. Cooperative Cooperation Note and Mortgage.

See Documents listed under "IT last List Street
Loan" on schedule III items 1-3.

"ill YORK HOTLS

1. PL OE

1. DJT General PartnershiR Interest in Plaza Oneratina Partners.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

I.l.(a)(l) Pledge of General Partnership Interest to
Shuttle junior lenders

2. DT Plaza Hotel Corp. (OPHCO) Limited Partnership
Interest in Partnerghip,

(a) Pledoe Aareements.

1.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Limited Partnership Interest to

shuttle junior lenders

(b) Guarantees.

1.2.(b)(l) Guarantee by PIC to Shuttle junior lenders

-ix-
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3. Plaza Operatina Partners ("POP") Excess Proceeds.

(a) Pledge Agraesents.

1.3.(e)(l) Pledge of Rzoess Prooeeds to shuttle junior
lenders

(b) Guarantees.

1.3.(b)(1) Guarantee by POP to shuttle junior lenders

J. JUn KYXTT

1. DJT General Partnership Interest in Reaency-Lexinaton Partners.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

J.l.(e)(l) Pledge of Proceeds of Partnership interest to
RTCo.

2. The Trump Corporation ('Trump Corp.*) Interest in
Grand Hyatt Fee Agreenent.

(a) Pledge Agreements.

J.2.(a)(l) Pledge of Fee Agreement to DICo.

K. TRALtRUP BMTL

1. The Trum Shuttle Inc. ("TSI") Assets of The TrueD Shuttle.

(A) Lien Aareements.

K.l.(a)(l) Second Chattel Mortgage and Security
Agreement to Citibank- swap and mastercard

K.1.(&)(2) Pledge of ssets to CitibXnA--uvap and
mantercard

2. 11T Stock in The Trumn Shuttle Inc,

(a) Pledae Agreements.

K.2.(a)(1) Pledge of Stock to Plas reoourse lenders

33-290 0 - 90 - 22
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3. ThL Truan Shuttle Inc. ETSIn Excess Prceds,.

(a) Pledge Ar"esenta.

K,3.(a)(1) Pledge Of inoeos PrOooeds to Plata recourse
leaders

K.3.(a)(2) Pledge of 0zoess Proceeds to Shuttle recourse
lenders

(b) Guarantees.

K.3. (b) (1)

K.3. (b) (2)

Guarantee by Tot to Plata recourse lenders

Guarantee by TIo to shuttle recourse lenders

L. !IENISLI&S

1. DJT Stock in Reg-Tru Eguities. Ltd. Reog-Tru)I

(a) Pledge Aareements.

L.l.(a)(l) Pledge of Stock to Y

N. ILRXIMDR'Sl ITOCK

1. The T u&R-Alexander's Cogoanv Shares of Alexander's Stock.

(a) Pledge Aoressants.

X.I.(a)(1) Pledge of stock to Citibank

N. TRUP M11MCI8O

1. Truzn Princess. Owned by Aliban. Inc.

(a) Mortagaes.

N.l.(a)(l) Seoond Mortgage to loston Safe

N.l.(a)(2) Pourth Mortgage to Boston Safe
(to Mar-&-Lago)

-xi-
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(b) Other.

. 1. (b) (1)

N. 1. (b) (2)

N.1. (b) (3)

N.1. (b) (4)

Charter ausignment ret aoe od Mortgage

charter amsigament ren fourth Mortgage

Iasruzoe Assignment too sooond ortgage

Znsuranoe knsgmort rm Fourth mortgage

-xli-
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Schedule VI

Concinaent Debt Obligations

M-dlantic Mdlantic Letters of Credit (to
extent that DJT signed as account
party)

- Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan
(to extent of $6.5 million guaranty)
(Item 2)

First Fidelity - DJT and TRUMP HOTEL MANAGEMENT CORP.
Guaranty of First Fidelity Taj Term
Loan (Item 2)

Boston Safe - DJT Guaranty of Princess Loan

Guaranty of ALIBAN dated as of August
8, 1990 of Princess $10 million Loan
and Mar-a-Lago Loan

Chase - Penn Yards Loan

- Guaranty of Payment made by DJT,
dated as of June 29, 1988 (Item 19)

- Indemnity Agreement (Hazardous Waste)
made by Penn Yards and DJT, dated
June 29, 1988 (Item 20)

- S9.000.000 Penn Yards Loan

- Guaranty of Payment from OJT dated as
of August 8, 1990 (Item 2)

- Indemnity Agreement from DJT and
Trump Equitable dated as of August 8,
1990 (Item 4)

- Chase DJT Loan

- Indemnity Agreement by DJT and Trump
Equitable to Chase, dated as of
August 8, 1990 (Item 4)

Bankers Trust - None

Marine Midland - Palm Reach Credit Facility

- Itemb 5, 6, 7 and 8 set forth under
the caption "Palm Beach Credit Facil-
ity" on Schedule III hereto
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S- NHT Regencv Loan

- Guaranty (Item 4)

- NHr Hvatt Loan

- None

- HTr CPS Jan

- None

- NHT CPS Mortgae Loan

- None

- NHT East 61 St. Loan

- None

NatWest - None

- laza Junior

- Hotel Corp. Guaranty (Item 7)

- Alexander's Loan

- Guaranty by DJT thereof

- Trump Palace Loan

- Guaranty by DYT to extent of
Interest Reserve

- 2 -
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Schedule VII

Deferred Principal Obligations
with
Regular Maturity Dates of June
30, 1993

Bankers Trust

Nattiest

Chase

Midlantic

First Fidelity

Boston Safe

Marine Midland

MHT

Citibank

- None

- None

- None

- Midlantic Term Loan

- None

- None

- None

- None

- Trump Palace Loan
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Schedule VIII

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agree-
ment, including, without limitation, the specific Sections
referred to below, this Schedule VIII sets forth the order of
priority of distribution of Special Net Cash Proceeds in
respect of Capital Events relating to the respective assets
set forth below, regardless of whether such Capital Event
arises in respect of Equity Interests (or proceeds thereof or
rights therein, including, without limitation, distributions
therefrom) in, or assets of, any such respective assets. Any
reference to any Intercompany Note set forth below shall be
deemed to refer to the Intercompany Note of such entity. Un-
less otherwise specified below, all references to Indebted-
ness below shall be deemed to refer to all then outstanding
obligations in respect thereof and any Special Net Cash
Proceeds shall be applied first to the prepayment of
principal, next to the prepayment of interest and then to the
prepayment of any remairng obligations. Subject to Section
3.8, any amounts require- to be distributed pursuant to this
Schedule VIII shall be so distributed regardless of whether
the applicable Indebtedness is then otherwise due and pay-
able.

First Fidelity Taj Term Loan (subject to Section
3.2(a)(ii))

First Sig million. DrinciDal amount of DJT Tal Note (olus ac-
crued interest thereon)

BT Loans

Castle

Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan (subject to
Section 3.2(a)(ii))

Plaza Casino

NatWest Letters of Credit and NatWest Notes (without
duplication) (subject to Section

3.2(a) (ii))

Regency - Lexington Partners and Agreement made Sentember 23.
1983 between Hyatt Corporation. Reaency-Lexington Partners
and The Trump Corgoration. as amended from time to time.
together with all related agreements. documents and other
instrumental

- I -
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MHT Hyatt Loan - Principal Obligations

BT Loans - Principal Obligations

MHT Hyatt Loan - Interest Obligations

BT Loans - Interest Obligations

MHT Hyatt Loan - Remaining Obligations

BT Loans - Remaining Obligations

MHT Non-Hyatt Loans

Trump Towe

$9,000,000 Penn Yards Loan

Chase DJT Loan

Penn Yards Guaranty

Intercompany Notes

Plaza Hotel

Plaza Junior Principal Obligations

Shuttle Junior Principal Obligations

Plaza Junior Interest Obligations

Plaza Junior Remaining Obligations

Intercompany Notes

Shuttle Junior Interest Obligations

Shuttle Junior Remaining Obligations

Trump Parc 5"A" Line units. aaraae. laundry room and com-
mercial space (all as specified in the applicable Special
Collateral Agreement)

Trump Palace Loan - Interest Reserve (not including any
interest thereon or other obligations in respect
thereof)

- 2 -
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Alexander.' Loan

TruED Palace

Trump Palace Loan (proceeds applied in accordance with
applicable Existing Agreement Amendment as in effect on the
date hereof)

Princess - subject to Section 3.2(a)(ii)

Princess Loan

Princess $10 million Loan

New Credit Facility (up to $9 million)

Intercompany Note (up to $5 million plus accrued inter-
est)

Mar-a-Lago Loan - to extent set forth in Section
3.2(a) (ii)

New Credit Facility (pursuant to Section 3.2(a)(iii))

Shuttle
Master-Visa Card Agreement pAr. parn with CB Interest

Rate Swap

CB Interest Rate Swap gArL gA&" with Visa/Mastercard

Intercompany Notes

Shuttle Junior - Principal Obligations

Plaza Junior - Principal Obligations

Shuttle Junior - Interest Obligations

Shuttle Junior Remaining Obligations

Plaza Junior - Interest Obligations

Plaza Junior Remaining Obligations

- 3 -
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East JIii- A~artaents and Commercial Sace

M"TCPS Loan

XHT East 6lst Loan

MHT Hyatt Loan

Regencv Lease

KHT Regency Loan Guaranty - to extent Covered Debt

Seashore Four Associates

Reimbursement Obligation of Seashore Four Associates to
First Fidelity Bank, N.A., New Jersey, as defined and
set forth in Letter of Credit No. N-300872, as amended
by Amendment to Application to Standby Letter of Credit
and Standby Letter of Credit-Agreement for LC No.
N-300872.

First Fidelity Letter of Credit listed as #1 on Schedule
III under First Fidelity Letters of Credit.

Agreement of Sale, dated March 18, 1989 between Boardwalk
Properties, Inc. And Donald J. Trump, as amended, together
with all related documents, instruments and agreements (the
"Penthouse Contract")

Midlantic Term Loan

"Proerty" (as set forth in the Penthouse Contract)

$7 million Midlantic DJT Loan

Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan

.10Q Central Park South

MHT CPS Mortgage Loan

KHT CPS Loan

KHT East 61st Loan

K] T Hyatt Loan

- 4 -
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Deferred Principal Obligations with
Currently Payable Interest

NatWest

Chaso

Midlantic

First Fidelity

Bankers Trust

Boston Safe

Marine Midland

MHT

- None

- None

- Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan

- None

- None

- Mar-a-Lago Loan

- Palm Beach Credit Facility

- MHT CPS Mortgage Loan

- MHT Regency Loan (to the extent set
forth in Section 4.1(b))
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Schedule l

Deferred Proiect inters Obliaations

Chase

Midlantic

Citibank

KrT

Boston Safe

- Penn Yards Loan (to extent not
Covered Debt)

- Midlantic Castle Working Capital Loan
(to extent not Covered Debt)

- Trump Palace Loan (but not any
guaranty of underlying obligations)

- MHT Regency Loan (interest accrued in
excess of Guaranty coverage)

- Princess Loan (to extent not covered
by DJT Guaranty of Princess Loan)
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Deferred Interest Obligations with
Regular Pavment Date of June 30. 1993

- Midlantic Term Loan

- Trump Palace Loan

Midlantic

Citibank
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Schedule XII

Claluholderm

Lenders Party to:

Plaza Junior

Shuttle Junior

MHT Regency Loan

MHT Hyatt Loan

MHT CPS Loan

MHT CPS Mortgage Loan

First Fidelity Taj Term Loan (but only to
extent set forth in Section 3.1(d)(iv)).
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.. 8OARD OF GOVERNORS.1~ *\%. FEDRALor THE
FDRLRESERVE SYSTEM~

*ASHINGTON. 0 C 20SS1 €

October 12, 1990 JoHN o LA*AR,

" L .ME"lFr OF THE SOARt

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
Committee on banking, Finance and

Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am responding to your letter of August 23 in which
you asked a number of follow-up questions to my testimony
before the House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs on August 9, 1990.

The answers to your questions are presented in the
enclosure. Please let me know if I can be of further
assistance.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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1. Please explain the entire regulatory structure for such
entities, including chartering, regulation and examination.

Answer

Prior to the passage of the International Banking Act of
1978 (IBA), the U.S. operations of foreign banks conducted
through branches and agencies had been governed by state
banking laws and supervised by state banking authorities.
The IBA established a framework for federal participation in
the supervision of the U.S. operations of foreign banks.

The IBA gave foreign banks the option of a federal license
for their branches and agencies. Currently, in addition to
the OCC, eleven states have licensed branches or agencies to
operate within their state. Criteria for licensing of a
foreign bank branch or agency varies among the states and
between the states and the OCC.

Under the IBA, foreign bank branches that accept deposits of
less than $100,000 are required to obtain deposit insurance
from the FDIC. The IBA gave the Federal Reserve broad
authority to supervise and regulate foreign banks that
engage in banking in the United States. Therefore, all
three federal banking agencies are involved in some way with
the supervision and regulation of the U.S. branches and
agencies of foreign banks. On June 20, 1979, the federal
bank regulatory agencies adopted a supervisory policy
statement through the Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council (FFIEC). The regulatory agencies stated
that their supervisory interests were directed towards
ensuring that the operations of branches and agencies are
conducted in a safe and sound manner and serve the needs of
the borrowers, depositors and other creditors in .e United
States and that the branches and agencies of foreign banks
adhere to U.S. laws and regulations.

The regulatory authority primarily responsible for the
supervision and examination of individual branches end
agencies is the licensing agency, whether state or federal
(OCC), or the FDIC if retail deposits are accepted. The
Federal Reserve is involved, to varying degrees, in the
examinations conducted by the various states.

Shortly after passage of the IBA, the federal bank
regulatory agencies, together with many of the state
supervisory agencies, developed a uniform Report of
Examination for Branches and Agencies of Foreign Banks
(FFIEC 005). This report was approved by the FFIEC in 1979
and recommended for use by the state banking authorities.
This report was substantially revised in 1984 and is
currently undergoing less extensive revisions.
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The federal banking regulatory agencies also developed a
uniform Report of Condition (FFlEC 002) that is required to
be completed on a quarterly basis by each branch and agency.
This report is similar to the one prepared by all insured
banks and provides information needed to monitor the
condition of the U.S. branches and agencies of foreign
banks. This report became effective as of June 30, 1980 and
has undergone minor revisions in subsequent years.

In addition to the quarterly Report of Condition, branches
and agencies must also file the Country Exposure Report for
U.S. Branches and Agencies of Foreign Banks (FFIEC 019).
This report is filed on a quarterly basis by branches and
agencies that have total claims on foreign residents in
excess of $30 million. The report provides information on
exposure to the home country and the next five countries for
which exposure is the largest (n:id in excess -of $5 million).
This report was implemented in A987.
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2. What is Federal Reserva's role regarding the U.S. branches
and agencies of foreign banks?

Answer

The Federal Reserve hzs no licensing authority with regard
to branches and agencies of foreign banks. The IBA gave the
Federal Reserve authorization to act as the residual
examining agency in order to ensure a national overview of
multi-state activities of foreign banks. The Board, as the
residual examining authority, is responsible for reviewing
the operations of all branches and agencies. In keeping
with the requirement of the IBA, the Board is relying, to
the maximum extent possible, upon examinations that are
conducted by the primary federal or state banking authority,
although it is sharing examination responsibilities in
several states. The Federal Reserve has, however, begun to
assert its residual examination authority in certain cases,
especially when individual states are having problems
meeting their examination schedules, when the Federal
Reserve has concerns about the adequacy of the state
examinations or when extraordinary problems exist. The
Board has requested that all federal and state chartered
branches and agencies be examined once during every eighteen
months and this schedule is, for the most part, being
followed.

Each of the nine Federal Reserve Banks with foreign bank
branches and agencies in their diL;.ricts have developed
ongoing relationships with the states licensing these
institutions. With regard to examinations, various
coordinated efforts exist. For example, the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco examines the branches and agencies of
foreign banks located in California on an alternate year
basis with the State of California. They examine branches
and agencies in Oregon and Hawaii on a joint basis with
these two States and take a very active role in these
examinations. Lastly, the San Francisco Fed has a very
limited presence during the examinations of foreign bank
branches and agencies in the State of Washington.

Over the past ten years, the relationships between the
states and the various Federal Reserve Banks have evolved as
the states have gained more expertise and have increased
their staffs devoted to the examinations of foreign bank
branches and agencies. During 1989, 295 branches and
agencies were examined of which the Federal Reserve
participated, to some extent, in 169 (or 57%). The Federal
Reserve is least involved with the examinations of branches
and agencies in the State of New York. The New York State
Banking Department had a long history of examining branches
and agencies of foreign banks prior to the passage of the
International Banking Act and the large expansion of foreign
banks into other states during the early 1980's. The State
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of New York, therefore, has not requested Federal Reserve
involvement in the examination process as highlighted by the
fact that the Federal Reserve Bank of New York only
participated in ten of the 113 examinations of branches and
agencies conducted by the State of New York during 1989.

While the U.S. banking regulatory agencies have developed a
supervisory program to review the U.S. operations of foreign
banks, the ultimate responsibility for those operations
resides in the head office, located outside the United
States. The Board felt it necessary to be able to assure
itself about the consolidated condition of the foreign
parent bank; therefore, the Board imposed annual reporting
requirements for all foreign banks that engage in banking in
the United States. These reports (FR Y-7 and FR 2068) were
first implemented in 1981 and cover the financial condition
of the foreign bank as well as provide information on their
direct and indirect U.S. activities. It is felt that these
reports assist the Board in analyzing the parent
organization's ability to act as a source of strength to its
U.S. branches and agencies.

In addition to the various reporting requirements and
participation in examinations, the Federal Reserve has taken
an active role in meeting with both branch and agency
management in the United States and parent bank management
in the home country.

The various Reserve Banks have developed schedules for
meeting with branch and agency management on a regular
(usually annual) basis in order to discuss topics of
interest and concern. Board staff has called on the parent
bank management of many of the largest foreign banks with
significant U.S. operations in order to gain insight into
the operations and financial condition of the parent
organization and to learn of their business plans for their
U.S. branches and agencies.
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3. Regarding the regulation and examination of these entities,
please explain the coordination that occurs between the
Federal Reserve, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), and the state bank regulatory agencies.

Answer

The federal and state banking agencies coordinate the
regulation and examination of branches and agencies of
foreign banks through various formal and informal channels.
The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council
(FFIEC) provides an avenue for formal coordination between
the Federal Reserve, the OCC and the FDIC as regards
development and initiation of required quarterly data
reports and reports of examination. The three federal
agencies also work with the Conference of State Bank
Supervisors. The various Federal Reserve Banks have close
working relationships with the state supervisory agencies
within their respective districts and it is at the Reserve
Bank level that such matters as examination coordination are
handled.

On several occasions, the federal and state banking
authorities have had to work closely on supervisory matters
related to problem offices and the implementation of formal
enforcement actions. These exceptional cases have
demonstrated the ability of the various regulatory agencies
to provide coordinated comprehensive and forceful
supervision of problem branches and agencies.
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4. Please provide financial Information on the 0.. branches end
agencies of foreign banks including aggregate balance sheet
and income statement data, number of branches and agencies
and their total employees. Please distinguish between state-
chartered and federally-chartered.

U.S. BRANCHES AND AGENCIES OF FOREIGN BANKS

Aggregate Balance Sheet data as of June 30, 1990, dollar amounts 1 millions.

Total assets

Totalioans (net of unearned income)

Total deposits and credt balances

Total labilties to non-related parties

FEDERALLY -/1
LICENSED

$33,296

$13,119

$14,926

$29,340

STATE 2 TOTAL -3
LICENSED COMBINED

$541.642

$254,313

$229,859

$480,223

$5 74.9W6

$267,432

$244.785

$509,563

.J1 Data collected from one federally liceny-. agency and seventy-one federally licensed branches.

j2 Data collected from 189 state licensed agencies and 270 state licensed branches.

J3 Includes fifty.five FDIC insured, federal or state licensed branches.
FDIC insured branches comprise 1.5% of aggregate total liabilities to non-related parties.

Mote: Financial informro.i collected from the Report of Assets and Liabilities of U.S. Branches
and Agencies of Foreign Banks ( FFIEC002). Balances of International Banking Facilities (IBFs)
ae included. Information regarding total employees, and income derived from foreign bank's U.S.
brmch and agency operations is not readily available.
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S. How many of these entities are insured by FDIC? What
percentage of the aggregate liabilities of these entities are
insured by the FDIC?

Answer

There are 55 FDIC insured Federal or State licensed branches
which comprise 1.5% of the aggregate total liabilities of
all branches and agencies to non-related parties.
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6. Now often are these entities examined by the Federal
Reserve? How many examiners does the Federal Reserve have
specifically dedicated to examining these entities? Please
differentiate between state-chartered versus federally-
chartered branches and agencies.

Answer

As previously discussed, the Federal Reserve is not the
primara examining authority for any of the branches or
agencies of foreign banks. Therefore, it is difficult to
provide any uniform data on the involvement of the Federal
Reserve in examinations as it varies significantly from
state to state. It can be said that the Federal Reserve has
virtually no participation in the examinations of federally-
licensed or FDIC insured branches and agencies. Most
branches and agencies are examined on an eighteen month
cycle and the Federal Reserve reviews all of the reports
derived from these examinations whether or not the Federal
Reserve participated.

It is also difficult to provide information on the number of
Federal Reserve examiners involved in examining branches and
agencies of foreign banks. In most cases, Reserve Bank
examiners not only examine branches and agencies but are
also actively involved in the examination of international
activities of U.S. banks and bank holding companies and Edge
Corporations.
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7. Please explain the enforcement authority of the Federal
Reserve as it pertains to the U.s. branches and agencies of
foreign banks.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Act ("FDI Act"), as
amended by the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and
Enforcement Act of 1989 ("FIRREA"), designates the "appropriate
Federal banking agency" to which enforcement authority is given
for the various offices of foreign banks in the United States.
The Federal Reserve is the agency designated with enforcement
authority over foreign banks without an insured branch, and
state-chartered agencies and commercial lending companies (12 USC
1818(q)(2)). The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is
the Federal banking agency for federal branches and agencies of
foreign banks (12 USC 1818(q)(1)). The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation is the designated-agency for foreign banks with an
insured branch (12 USC 1818(q)(3)). The Federal Reserve also has
special enforcement authority over any branch or agency with
respect to any provision of the Federal Reserve Act which is'made
applicable under the International Banking Act of 1978 (12 USC
1818 (q) (2) (B)).

The federal bank regulatory agencies now have statutory
authority with respect to U.S. branches and agencies of foreign
banks to pursue the full range of enforcement remedies provided
in the FDI Act. These remedies include: cease-and-desist
orders; temporary cease-and-desist orders; suspension and removal
authority over directors, officers, employees, agents and other
persons participating in the affairs of the branch or agency;
civil money penalties; and criminal penalties. (12 USC
1813(a)(l), (c)(3); 1818(b)-(J)).

The Federal Reserve Board is also given the authority
to pursue these remedies against a foreign bank as if it were a
bank holding company and against any of the foreign bank's
nonbank subsidiaries (18 USC 1818(b)(4)). The exceptions to this
authority over foreign banks are that the Federal Reserve does
not have suspension and removal authority over, nor can criminal
penalties be imposed on, persons affiliated only with the foreign
bank and not its U.S. branches and agencies.
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8. These questions concern Ban-a Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL).

A. Nov often did the Federal Reserve Examine the U.S.
operations of BNL over the past five years?

Answer

Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL) has branches in New York
and Chicago and agencies in Miami, Atlanta, and Los Angeles.
As required under the International Banking Act, the Federal
Reserve accepts the on-site examinations conducted by the
licensing authorities which, in the case of BNL, are the
States of New York, Florida, Illinois, Georgia and
California. Federal Reserve believes that branches and
agencies of the foreign banks should be examined at least
every 18 months. In some states, such as California, the
Federal Reserve conducts alternate year examinations on a
twelve month cycle. In Florida, the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta conducts yearly examinations of tto Florida
agencies. In New York, Illinois and Georgia, the State Bank
Supervisory Authorities .onduct the examinations. In
summary, the states conducted 17 examinations of BNL from
1985 through 1990 while the Federal Reserve conducted 6
examinations directly. Each office of BNL was examined
within the eighteen month guideline and most were examined
yearly.

B. On what date was t4e Federal Reserve notified of the BNL
scandal?

Answer

The Federal Reserve was notified of possible irregularities
at the Atlanta Branch on July 28, 1989.

C. What was the Federal Reserve's role in the BNL
investigation?

Answer

On August 4, 1984, the Federal Reserve began an examination
of BNL Atlanta. The Federal Bureau of Investigation entered
the bank simultaneously with Federal bank examiners to
obtain and secure any ana all files relating to the
suspected unreported activities. The Reserve Bank provided
the FBI with assistance in identifying the records
associated with the unreported activities.

The Reserve Banks of Atlanta, Chicago, New York and San
Francisco conducted simultaneous examinations on all other
U.S. offices of BNL. These examinations were intended to
focus on whether any other unreported transactions were
evident in these offices and to conduct a regular
examination of all activities to review asset quality and to
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determine whether adequate internal controls were in place. All
suspicious activities that were identified, which were confined
to the Atlanta agency, were referred to appropriate agencies such
as Customs, Internal Revenue Service, Department of Defense,
Export-Import Bank and Commodity Credit Corporation, to determine
whether these activities complied fully with all pertinent laws,
rules and regulations.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has detailed an
examiner to the U.S. Attorney's Office on a full time basis to
assist in analyzing documents, conducting witness interviews and
preparing possible indictments. Staff of both the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta and the Federal Reserve Board continue to
remain in close communication with the U.S. Attorney's Office in
order to provide any requested support.
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9. Do the U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks have
access to the discount window? Please explain.

U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks were
provided access to the Federal Reserve's credit facilities when
Congress enacted the International Banking Act of 1978 (the
"IBA"). One of the purposes of the IBA was to provide for
competitive equality between domestic and foreign banking
organizations within the United States. The legislation adopted
a principle of national treatment -- or parity of treatment for
domestic and foreign banking institutions in similar
circumstances. In accordance with this principle, the IBA
amended the Federal Reserve Act to provide access to the discount
window to U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks that
maintain reserves in the United States (12 USC 347d).

All U.S. branches of foreign banks are subject to
reserve requirements to the same extent as U.S. banks (12 USC
461). In addition, any U.S. agency of a foreign bank with more
than one billion dollars in worldwide assets (or any foreign bank
whose parent has more than one billion dollars in worldwide
assets) is subject to federal reserve requirements (12 USC
3105(a)). Thus, all U.S. branches of foreign banks and all U.S.
agencies of foreign banking organizations with more than one
billion in worldwide assets are subject to federal reserve
requirements and therefore have access to the discount window.

Under the Federal Reserve Act, as amended by the IBA,
Reserve Banks are authorized to discount paper endorsed by, and
make advances to, U.S. branches and eligible agencies of foreign
banks in the same manner and to the same extent that they may
exercise such powers with respect to member banks. The Reserve
Banks are, however, mandated to consider the account balances
that the branch or agency maintains with the Reserve Bank. Such
account balances include, but are not necessarily limited to,
reserves maintained to satisfy reserve requirements. The Reserve
Banks are also required to consider the portion of the branch's
or agency's assets held in satisfaction of reserve requirements.

The Federal Reserve Act, 3s amended by the IBA, also
subjects discount window lending to U.S. branches and agencies of
foreign banks to any restrictions and limitations imposed by the
Board. The Buad.d has not imposed any specific limitations upon
lending to branches and agencies. The Board has, however,
imposed certain general conditions upon lending availability and
terms for all borrowers. For example, the Board limits the
availability of short-term adjustment credit to circumstances in
which reasonable alternative sources of funds have been fully
used (12 CFR 201.3(a)). Similarly, the Board limits the
availability of other extensions of credit, such as lending to
ease financial strains on a paLticular depository institution, to
cases in which similar assistance is not reasonably available
from other sources (12 CFR 201.3(b)(2)).
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10. Are all U.°. branches and agencies of foreign banks not
subject to criminal penalties such as bank fraud,
ombesslement, false bank entries, misapplication of funds,
and bribery as enumerated under Title 18 of the U.B. Code?
Please explain.

The criminal code, Title 18 of the U.S. Code, defines
"financial institution" to include insured U.S. branches of
foreign banks (18 USC 20). U.S. branches of foreign banks that
are not insured, as well U.S. agencies of foreign banks, are not
included within the definition of "financial institution." Thus,
to the extent that any provision of the code applies to financial
institutions, insured U.S. branches of foreign banks are subject
to criminal penalties but agencies and uninsured branches are
not. The provisions of the criminal code that apply to financial
institutions, and their officers, employees, directors and
agents, include the provisions on bribery (18 USC 212, 213 and
215).

Other provisions of the criminal code, including the
provisions on bank fraud (18 USC 1344), false entries (18 USC
1005), and embezzlement and misapplication of funds (18 USC 656),
do not specify financial institutions as one of the types of
institutions to which they apply but otherwise enumerate the list
of institutions to which they apply. Although it is not entirely
clear, it appears that the provisions on bank fraud apply to
insured branches of foreign banks and federally-chartered
branches and agencies of foreign banks. The bank fraud
provisions do not apply to state-chartered agencies or uninsured,
state-chartered branches. The provisions on false bank entries
and embezzlement, which are also not entirely clear, appear to
apply to insured branches of foreign banks. The provisions do
not apply to agencies or uninsured branches of foreign banks.
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Ii. Please explain the amendments your General Counsel drafted
to ensure the U.S. branches and agencies are subject to the
criminal penalties such as bank fraud, embezzlement, false
bank entries, misapplication of funds, and bribery as
enumerated under Title 16 of the U.S. Code?

The revisions to the criminal code were drafted in
response to a request by the U.S. Attorney that the Federal
Reserve prepare amendments to ensure that branches and agencies
of foreign banks are subject to the same criminal sanctions as
are U.S. financial institutions. The provisions of the code
relating to crimes by banks, savings and loan associations and
other financial institutions or by employees or examiners of
these entities have developed on an ad ho= basis over time and
there is little consistency in the usage of terms between
provisions. Consequently, there are some inconsistencies in the
coverage of financial institutions by the criminal code.

The draft amendments attempt to subject U.S. branches
and agencies of foreign banks to the same provisions of the code
that are applicable to banks. Section 20 of Title 18, United
States Code, defines the term "financial institution" for
purposes of the criminal code. As noted above in response to
question 10, the definition of "financial institution" currently
includes insured branches of foreign banks. The draft amendments
add all branches and agencies to the definition of "financial
institution." Thus, under this proposed amendment, any action by
a financial institution that the code makes a crime would also be
a crime when conducted by any U.S. branches or agencies of a
foreign bank. Similarly, by virtue of this proposed amendment,
actions by employees or examiners of branches or agencies or by
other persons in connection with a branch or agency would be made
a crime where the same action is a crime when taken in connection
with a bank.

,However, as noted in response to question 10, there are
provisions of the criminal code that set out a specified list of
types of institutions that are covered. The proposed amendments
would add U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks to the list
of specified institutions in these provisions to ensure uniform
coverage by the criminal code of all financial institutions.
These other provisions include the provisions on bribery (which
currently apply only to insured financial institutions) (18 USC
212 and 213), misusi of public funds by custodians (18 USC 648),
theft by bank examiners (18 USC 655), theft or embezzlement by
bank employees (18 USC 656), false certification of checks (18
USC 1004), falsification of bank reports or loan applications (18
USC 1005 and 1014), computer fraud (18 USC 1030), disclosure of
confidential examination information (18 USC 1906), and bank
robbery (18 USC 2113).

The amendments would also cover Edge and agreement
corporations in the same manner as banks, branches and agencies.
Because these Edge and agreement corporations are authorized to
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conduct an international banking business in the United States,
we believe it is appropriate to subject them to uniform coverage.

The proposed amendments seek to address specific
examples of failure to cover institutions where we believe it is
appropriate that they be covered. The proposed amendments do not
attempt- to present a comprehensive reconsideration of the
provisions of the. criminal code as they apply to financial
institutions.
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